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PREFACE
In Quest of Truth
This book is entirely different from my earlier books

on our political assassinations of the 1960s. It also is a book I never
intended to write. More, when I was assured publication of a major
part of it I declined although at that time, from health reverses, there
was not much other writing I was able to do. Why then do I write
this book now when, past my eightieth birthday, severely limited
in what I am able to do, surviving a number of illnesses that are not
uncommonly fatal, when use of a computer is impossible for me and
the use of the typewriter, that to me marvelous invention I have used
for 65 years, is both awkward and uncomfortable, why do I write
this different book? Why do I not just sit and try to catch up on the
reading I have loved since I was a child, the reading I forwent when
John Kennedy was killed and I quote myself in saying, was consigned
to history with the dubious epitaph of a fraudulent official “solution?”
Put briefly, to perfect a different aspect of the overall JFK assassination record for history, this time focusing on the failures of those
known as “critics,” and on the commercializing of these failings by
the publishers who feared to publish substantive, solid works critical
of officialdom.
In thinking about what I would write I realized, not for the first
time, of course, that all of life is a learning experience and that what
seemed appropriate and proper two decades ago need not be today.
The cliché is that nothing is carved in stone.
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Ecclesiastes, part of man’s earliest recording of man’s earliest
learning, from that earliest of man’s recording of man’s experience
only so short a time after man was first able to record his learning
and the wisdom of that learning, says it best of all, I think.
Its Chapter 3 begins telling us that
“To every thing there is a season, a time to every purpose.” It then
in the following verses notes some of these “seasons” or times. These
include, each a separate verse, some here quoted only partially, “...
a time to break down and a time to build up; ... a time to cast away
stones and a time to gather stones together”; A time to rend, and a
time to sew; a time to keep silence and a time to speak; ... A time to
love and a time to hate; a time of war and a time of peace.”
These, as I shall explain, are the more eloquent statement of reasons
for my writing this book at this time.
Ecclesiastes also says, as I would like to be kept in mind in reading
this book, in the 18th, the last verse of its first chapter, “For in much
wisdom is much grief; and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth
sorrow.”
How hard it was to learn that in the work I have done!
Ecclesiastes is my favorite book of the Bible. Reportedly it was
President Kennedy’s too. Some of its words so magnificently rendered
in English for us by those very greatest of English scholars assigned
that task by King James, also say some of what was in my mind when
I declined to do what I now do. It begins, “... Vanity of vanities, saith
the Preacher, vanity of vanities; all is vanity.... One generation passeth
away, and another generation cometh; but the earth abideth forever.
The sun also riseth, and the sun goeth down and hasteth to the place
where he arose.... All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full;
unto the place whence the rivers come, thither they return again....
The thing that hath been is that which shall be; and that which has
been done is that which shall be done; and there is nothing new under
the sun. Is there anything of which it may be said, See this is new? It
hath been already of old time, which was before us.”
It would be sacrilege to me to rewrite these words for those readers
who do not from this book’s title how I think these words pertain
to what this book says, as I hope by the end those readers do; why
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earlier I refused to write much of it; and why I changed my mind
and write it now.
The book I refused to write even though its publication was assured
was an autobiography. What this book begins with is not intended
to be that autobiography. It is not the story of my life. Not even all
of those parts of my life that I recall in it. With very few exceptions it
is limited to what in retrospect are among the learning experiences
of my fairly long life—more than a third of the life of the United
States of America—upon which I draw in doing the work I have
done. What I have done is not taught. What is required for it is more
than education. Most important is what is learned from my life, from
those who communicated to me some of the learning experiences of
their lives and those of my own. It is for this reason and to give the
reader some knowledge of me as the person who did what I did and
how I was able to do it, plus giving the reader a means of evaluating
whether my words and I can be trusted that I begin this book as I do.
While it is of autobiographical content it is not my autobiography, I
do not intend it to be, and a decade or more ago I refused to write
that autobiography.
(As I recount those learning experiences, some vicarious, because
of what they later meant to me, I remind readers, especially young
readers, that whether or not they recognize it all of their lives are
also learning experiences. Perhaps, as I learned from so many others
older than I, from those who imparted what they had learned to me,
readers may themselves learn from what meant learning for me that
I recount in this book.)
Moreover, and the preacher’s word is “vanity,” I do not have that
kind of ego.
I do not say this as a boast or seeking praise for it. It is merely
that I have beliefs, have tried to live by them, see no reward per se
in seeking and getting attention and I have often enough declined
TV appearances. The most common reason was not to be misused to
accredit the unproven, misleading and confusing theorizing of those
who have commercialized and exploited these tragedies. When I have
appeared on programs with those people it was because the promise I
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asked for and got before agreeing to filming and taping, that I would
not be used that way, was not kept.
Again, Ecclesiastes says it so very well, “Wherefore I perceive that
there is nothing better, than that a man should rejoice in his own
works; for that is his portion; for who shall bring him to see what
shall be after him?”
I am more than content with this “portion.” However my work is
considered now and however it may be in the future, it has enabled
me, as the first member of my family ever born into freedom, to
invoke Robert Frost’s thought, he said we have promises to keep in
the miles we go before we sleep.
Having been born into freedom only by accident and having done
nothing to earn that great blessing, I feel that what I have done in
part at least pays that debt.
What I have done is to write the first critical analysis of the Report
of the President’s Commission on the Assassination of President John
F. Kennedy and, when more than a hundred publishers here and
abroad refused to publish it, some confessing fear, I published it
myself when I was broke and in debt.
It, as are all my books, is strictly factual, with no conspiracies
theorized in any of them. They are based almost entirely on the official
evidence, the evidence officially ignored, misrepresented and unfortunately not infrequently officially lied about.
I have, and this is a simple statement of fact, not a boast, brought
to light most of the official records that were withheld, kept secret,
by a series of a dozen lawsuits under the Freedom of Information
Act. Several lasted for a decade, such is the power of the government
to stonewall, such the reluctance, nay, the refusal of many courts to
preside over justice, to make the government live within the law.
Some of these lawsuits were precedental. One led to the 1974
amending of the Act’s investigatory files exemption to open to the
Act the unexempt files of the FBI, the CIA and similar agencies. (Congressional Record, May 30, 1974, page S 9336)
It was the sole surviving Kennedy brother, Senator Edward
Kennedy, who saw to it that the legislative history is clear and specific
on this.
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In a sense, then, Congress changed the law to make my work
possible for me.
That part of my work is represented by about a third of a million
pages of once-withheld official records. Of them about a quarter of
a million relate to the assassination of President Kennedy and its
official investigations.
So far am I from ego or vanity that despite the great costs of that
litigation, despite what one judge referred to as my “poverty” when I
did it; and for all that simply enormous amount of time, that required
time I could have used for other work, especially writing, I do and I
always have made all that information available, unsupervised and
without cost, to all writing in the field—in a sense my competitors
but only in a very limited sense—and I have always permitted them
to use my copier.
I do this, too, as a matter of belief, of principle.
For one thing I do not believe that any of us has any right to make
a property claim to our history. For another, I believe the Act does not
give me such a property right. I believe it makes all users surrogates
for the people.
I believe this and I practice it.
There has never been a single exception, even though I know in
advance that I will disagree with what almost all those who use my
files will write.
I do not know and I do not try or want to know what records they
copy or have copied for them.
When it was physically possible for me I searched for what others
asked for, made copies and mailed them. When that was no longer
possible for me, for those who wanted it I obtained students at local
Hood College to work for them. And what they did I do not know
and did not want to know.
(All of my work, these many official records and my own work
product, will be a permanent public archive at Hood College. There
was no quid pro quo. I could have sold those records. I refused, preferring to give them away so they would always be available to all
people.)
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If there are those who do not believe this, and among those many
who are supposedly working in the same field but in fact are of and
live in a different world, they will find the deed of gift recorded with
the clerk of the court of Frederick County, Maryland. It was both
drafted and recorded by Hood’s lawyer, not by me.
Most of those who want it believed that they write about the assassination of President Kennedy when in fact they write mythologies,
many of those puttering around with what I regard as the greasy
kid stuff, and they do that with what was known isn’t so, are money-minded and suspicious. They cannot understand that there are
those who are content with a “portion” that is not of fame and fortune.
Those who are fame seekers or money-grubbers believe all others are
or should be and if they represent they are not are lying and hiding
the money they made. They are incapable of understanding that there
are rewards not of money and fame and that there are those who seek
no more than the “portion” of Ecclesiastes.
Perhaps this is as good a place as any to recall what may seem
strange or foreign from the changes in our lives and attitudes since
President Kennedy was killed in particular. To remind others, especially our youth, that he enjoined us to not ask what we could get
from our country and rather to ask ourselves what we can do for it.
To remind that the ancient verities are a preferred way to live, with
honesty, with dedication to principles and beliefs that are not selfish,
to seek to do what is right and to regard that as its own reward and
all the reward there need be from it. That the despair and the nihilism
and the cynicism so prevalent today is not what life must be or is for
those who do not want them to be. There is more in life than personal
profit from what we do and living that kind of life is living a good
life, with rewards of greater real value than money, rewards money
cannot buy. Living that kind of life can be living a very good life, but
it begins by recognizing what is right and what is wrong and in not
being suspicious of those who want to live lives of simple honesty,
decency, fairness and unselfishness.
This is not a yearning to return to the past, to a society and a life
of centuries past. From the time of the Old Testament what is good
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and what is bad, what is right and what is wrong, are concepts that
remain essentially unchanged.
It is the attitudes of some toward what much of the world, the
Judeo-Christian part at least, has so long regarded as the preferred
way to live, to think and to act that changed.
But the change in the attitudes of some does not change the centuries-long recognition of what is right and what isn’t in our lives and
the way we live them.
It is much easier to look back over eight decades to see this than
it is to look ahead without being willing to see.
Our lives are of learning experiences and of living with or outside
of what we learn, of recognizing early that what the centuries teach
us is right and good and what is not.
For us, for our country, for civilization.
This is I think inherent in what I write of those of my learning experiences with which I begin this book. What I there write is explicit
in what over those many years helped prepare me for my work, in
the broadest sense, on the assassinations and how to do it, what is
not learned from a formal education.
But in fact, in life, the two are inseparable. If we are to succeed in
a meaningful way in what we learn to do we also need to live as we
should live, by proper standards and principles. Together, the two
make a whole and a worthwhile life, a life in which that “portion” is
earned and is meaningful.
We all have the right to live the kinds of lives we want to live. And
we all have the right to criticize those who live other kinds of lives.
The second half of this book is critical of others, of other writers, of
publishers, of the would-be Perry Masons who in fact are apprentice
Keystone Kops, and junior grade at that. This is a kind of writing that
to the degree possible I avoided for about 25 years. That was, I realize
too late, a serious mistake in judgment. Whether or not exposure of
what I now criticize could or would have made any difference in the
unseemly money games being played with the great national tragedy
of that assassination or with the cheap and tawdry self-seeking, I
should have made the effort.
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Without the effort there was no possibility of discouraging or
deterring those commercializations and exploitations of it. Not
making that effort also turned that field over to the non-conspiracy
theorists of the opposite extreme and enabled them to portray themselves falsely as those who alone told the truth. They did not and
they did not intend to.
Because of the factual knowledge I had I should have made
the effort based on fact but without forgetting common sense, the
common sense ignored or forgotten by both extremes.
But, as Ecclesiastes says, there is a time and a place for everything,
a time to cast away stones and a time to gather stones together, a time
for war and a time for peace. In a different sense Ecclesiastes uses
words that apply to those I now criticize publicly for the first time
and for the reasons in each case given, “there is no good in them.”
It is that simple.
After all these years of it, there is no good in those who make up
conspiracy theories and present them as fact when they are not fact
and are most often proven false and fraudulent by the fact most have
no interest in or know and shun.
And then there recently as I write this has been wildly irrational
talk about and there is to be at least one book that is advertised as an
assault on this and on me and my work by the incredible nonsense,
the absolute insanity of my public record so well known to that man.
He is one of the two who have made the most money from fictions
in which they pretend to believe or do actually believe, fabrications
they presented as fact when neither is. He now castigates me as a
“killer of truth.” His title is Killing the Truth, an endeavor in which he
can have only one peer, the other man of their mutual hate and their
disinformation. As he sees it, I have “put out a lot of disinformation,
furthering the conspiracy.” I along with others who do not fawn
at his feet. The quoted words are his publisher’s. They make me
and others out to be accessories after the fact of that assassination, a
heinous crime.
If there is a more wholeheartedly unscrupulous way for a writer
to make money and seek a synthetic fame, a more thoroughly reprehensible way to hurt others in the hope of enhancing his own repu-
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tation and increasing his already filthy wealth (or at least what was
not wasted of it), a more completely despicable way for a publisher
to make money, I cannot conceive it.
Not on a subject like this, a subject that gets to our nation’s integrity
and the integrity of its basic institutions.
That, while I live, I cannot ignore.
I do not!
Then, too, as I was writing NEVER AGAIN!, I came to realize those
of us lumped together as “critics” when the others are conspiracy
theorists and I am not, all have our share of blame, our responsibilities
in what we have done and not done about the assassination and its
official investigations.
I do include myself. I have made mistakes I should not have made.
Mistakes that in retrospect I cannot and do not justify. I should have
known better. In what follows I address one of my most serious such
mistakes. Mea Culpa!
I suppose, although it was not in my mind when I wrote the first
part of this book, it also is a kind of answer to him and his kind in
giving the reader as well as history a means of making an independent judgment.
That certifiable mental case actually wrote before he finished his
newest killing of the truth that I was part of two conspiracies both of
his imagining. He actually cribbed from a fake book by the French
CIA. In that imagined conspiracy, to kill, he had me helping it. The
second that he invented every impossible part of, is a conspiracy to
keep him from “breaking the case open in three weeks.”
If his only means are what he has written about the assassination,
he cannot break into Macy’s or Gimbals during their business hours!
So, I think that the time has come for an exposure of the commercialization and exploitations of the self-aggrandizements of the great
tragedy of the assassination of President Kennedy by those who have
thoroughly confused the people with their mythologies they sell as
truthful.
To address all of them is patently impossible. I here address these
two in considerable detail, a few others to a lesser extent, and I spend
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some time on the one who can be properly regarded as the grandpappy of all the assassination conspiracy theorists, the late Jim Garrison.
When this book was largely completed in rough draft, the world—
not just this country but the entire world—was saturated with the
most cunning and indecent, the most thoroughly and conscientiously
dishonest of all the commercializations and exploitations of the great
tragedy of the assassination of President Kennedy, Gerald L. Posner’s
admittedly mistitled Case Closed. Condemning all others as conspiracy
theorists and proclaiming that he is factual and not theoretical, Posner
in fact theorizes in the face of all the established evidence that there
was no conspiracy. His publisher, Random House, and the Central
Intelligence Agency, lustily aided and abetted by the major media,
saw to it that Posner’s book that he knew was a fraud when he did
it got more attention than any other book on the subject and they
arranged for that to be world-wide.
Saying that there was no conspiracy, that Oswald was the lone
assassin, is saying only what the Warren Commission said and that
most Americans have never believed. At the height of this massive
campaign behind Posner and his book, nine out of ten, according
to a CBS-TV poll, believed there had been a conspiracy. So how did
Posner get away with what few people believe, rehashing the official
line? No big deal in that.
He came up with a formula that was not even his to begin with.
It was the formula of the assassins committee of the House of Representatives of the late 1970s.
Posner’s simplistic formula is that the Commission was wrong in
everything it did but it somehow blundered into the correct conclusion, that Oswald did it all alone.
The media just loved that! For the media it meant that they were
right in monolithic support of the untenable Commission conclusions, as it was from the September 1964 release of that Commission’s
Report. Posner’s formula was more than merely welcome to the media.
He said that it was right even when it was wrong. He also appeared to
be critical of the Commission. But in fact he did no more than repeat
its lone-nut conclusion with what he claimed, on all scores falsely,
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typical of him and his writing, is “new evidence” that proves the
Commission was right even if it got to be right with what is wrong.
Snake oil? Sure. But he got away with it.
With this and with his snide and dishonest criticisms of those who
do not support the official assassination party line.
This formula, skillfully shystered into what the major media
wanted to believe and did believe, is what made him rich and famous.
It became the most successful of the exploitations. It commercialized
the great tragedy more openly and unabashedly than any other. It
was, I decided after reading it and observing the simply enormous
effort to have it accepted as the truth, worth more than being merely
part of this book. I therefore rushed the draft of a book analyzing and
exposing it and its author. I rushed because at 80 and in impaired
health and having survived several times what my doctors did not
expect me to survive, I wanted to get as much as was practically
possible for me on paper. That comes to about a quarter of a million
words. I titled it Hoax, which without any question at all Posner’s book
is, with the subtitle, The Gerald Posner/Random House/CIA Exploitation
of the JFK Assassination.
When in September, 1993 I received an offer to publish it I also
agreed for the publisher to do the editing.
In return I was promised the book would be rushed, that it would
be manufactured by February, 1994 and on sale the next month. I
wanted it in contention with Posner’s book, I wanted it to confront
an announced NBC-TV/David Wolper mini-series on Posner and
his book. That was scheduled for but was not a nationwide February
showing. I also wanted to be able to go face-to-face with Posner if he
disputed anything in my book. Not that I expected him to dare that.
Rather so that he would have the opportunity of refusing and in that,
too, would expose himself and his book as frauds. The book was in
the stores in April.
The editing consisted of eliminating most by far of the manuscript.
Most of what was eliminated is fact about the assassination that Posner
had corrupted, lied about, or made up. It also included what is new
facts about the assassination I had not had the opportunity to publish
earlier.
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I also agreed to a new title, Case Open. I had no practical alternative. With the lingering of the Wordsworthian curse of being the
first, with all those publishers rejecting Whitewash: The Report on the
Warren Report beginning in early 1965 when it was the first and the
only book on that subject, and with so many literary agents refusing
to touch work critical in any way of what I regard and refer to as the
official mythology, I had neither an agent nor a publisher and it was
not possible for me to seek an agent. I had grown so frail and weak
that a single flight of stairs exhausted me unless I stopped and rested
every few steps and then moved very slowly.
Half a loaf, I believed, is better than none.
A partial public exposure of the most blatantly dishonest of all
books supposedly on that assassination and its investigations and the
one with the most effective and successful efforts to promote it and
to corrupt the public mind while it rewrote that most crucial event
in our history, I believe was better than none.
In even that quarter of a million words I fell short of complete
exposure of the intended fraud, the designed and fabricated lies that
made the name Gerald Posner famous throughout the world. Startlingly famous in the most remote areas. My friend Dal McGuirk,
New Zealand history professor, sent me a copy of an Australian
newspaper from one of its less populated areas in which three full
pages of ancillary uses of Posner’s fraud were reprinted.
I used Posner’s own publisher’s unabridged dictionary’s definitions of “plagiarism” and “shyster” to describe him as both. His only
claim to newness in that book is literally stolen from the faulty work
of a 15 year old boy on the one extreme to the mumbo-jumbo of pseudo-science employed by a reputable firm that analyzes failures for
such tragedies as the explosion and fires at oil wells, Failure Analysis
Associates. Posner presented Failure Analysis’s work as his own, as
done for him, so successfully and effectively that a major newspaper,
the Philadelphia Inquirer, lauded him editorially for having gone to
that expense.
Posner was so intentionally crooked that he hid from his book the
fact that Failure Analysis did that presentation as a mock trial to the
1992 convention of the American Bar Association. He took and used
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as his own the prosecution side only and this not being enough for his
intentions that were the personification of the perfect in dishonesty,
he pretended that was all that Failure Analysis did—a scientific study
of Oswald’s lone guilt. In fact it presented two sides, the defense also,
with the defense limited to establishing reasonable doubt about the
prosecution case. This evil not satisfying Posner’s corruption, he also
suppressed from his book that the prosecution-case side failed. He
presents it as beyond question. In fact the jury split, which means the
jury did not accept the prosecution-type case Posner led the world to
believe was an unquestionable scientific study, using the most modern
of electronic marvels, prepared for him and for his book alone.
It failed without any of that “science” being used to prepare a
defense case.
It failed because the prosecution-side scientific malarkey did not
convince the jury, and that is all the defense needed to do to win, to
defeat the prosecution.
This is what Posner presented as unquestionable work of the perfection of scientific advances done for him and for him alone and that
proves Oswald was the lone assassin.
He is that unashamedly dishonest. So is his book and all the promotions for it, all the TV attention to it, all the adulating reviews of it,
all the hosannas of all those columnists and op-ed-ers.
When in their earlier days Hitler and Stalin were a plague upon
the earth I used to wonder how they could get those millions to do
their evil. It is the Posners and others of their ilk I have come to see
who tell us that there is no people who cannot provide more willing
people that the world’s Gestapos and KGBs require.
Disquieting and uncomfortable as this is, it is the reality of recent
generations.
We have had our White House housing felons and even more remarkable, they can be to be honored and respected with their crimes
regarded not as deeply subversive crimes, which they were, but as
acts of patriotism.
This is the known record of more than one administration.
And it was possible only because John Kennedy was assassinated.
How we have changed since then!
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He is condemned for allegedly being in beds not his own and not
with his wife while those who subverted our entire system, felons,
are praised and respected—enriched in many instances beyond calculation. Even given nationwide voices.
Returning to Jim Garrison, who then was the most popular ever
of New Orleans’ district attorneys, I knew him well. As I also did the
two most successful of the motley crew of those who found their unspeakable indecencies dignified by being called “conspiracy theories”
most profitable. They are a strange pair, each with psychological
problems, each coming to hate the other, each claiming to have done
all the real work done in the field, as neither did nor was capable of,
and both doing more than anyone other than Garrison to corrupt the
truth for their side with their own unofficial mythologies.
“Though the heavens fall,” as Garrison was wont to say, “let justice
be done.”
I refer to these seekers of their own kinds of dirty pieces of silver
as of an industry. It is an industry, like organized crime is an industry,
albeit on nothing like that scale in its crooked profits. Like organized
crime it is an industry involving its own prostitution, a filthier kind
of prostitution, of the mind rather than of the body.
The Mafia specialized in stealing worldly goods. These literary
Mafiosi rip off the mind while they rip off the public purse.
These two in particular.
Like the Mafia or normal concepts of crime, they seek money.
Unlike the Mafia or normal concepts of crime, they also seek personal
fame and to a large degree, by their corruptions of truth and of reality
in which they have personalized themselves, lustily aided and abetted
by publishers whose sole and unscrupulous interest is in making
money out of them and their evils by arranging nationwide appearances for them in which they are alone and unconfronted, they have
deceived and misled many people into virtual hero worship of them
both. Each boasts, not without justification, that many of their claques
actually work for them, free, with such normal concepts of work as
spying and reporting to them on their spying. Stealing, too.
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It has come to where each actually believes in what he did that
was so dishonest, so wrong, such a prostitution of our tragic history,
of the assassination and of the added tragedies in its wake.
And thus it came, also naturally, that each hated the other.
Without money-minded publishers to pimp for them their whoring
with our history would not have been possible.
Book publishers are part of the media and the media is one of the
basic institutions of our society. Without the failing of that institution,
too, at the time of the assassination and ever since then, whether or
not the governmental failing, and putting it this way is a rather large
understatement of the reality, could have succeeded is a real question.
Without the media’s enthusiastic whitewashing of it and covering up
for it, the subsequent official refusals to finally try to be honest with
the people would at the least have been more difficult to pull off.
And without the failures of all of the institutions of our society, the
thrust of all my work to be stated more pointedly in NEVER AGAIN!,
this literary whoring, which confuses the people even more and tends
to protect the official miscreants, would not be received, as often it
is received with ecstasy, by the confused, uninformed, deceived and
misled people who seek truth that they can accept and understand.
For publishers this worse than trash is like printing money.
Otherwise these two characters in particular would find publishers’
doors closed in their faces.
But as money talks, it also is deodorized as it covers a multitude
of sins.
Imagine! One’s publisher not only publishes a book in which his
money-maker states that all who do not bow toward him as toward
Mecca are, for that reason and for others he only imagines, accessories
in that most terrible and most subversive of crimes, the assassination
of a President!
And that when, if he does not know the man who writes this is
sick in the head, he does not know up from down!
Peer review? Proofs? Fears of lawsuits for defamation? Why when
there is money to be made from such outrageous fabrications?
The major publisher of the other of these two merchants of hurtful
myth, while studiously avoiding any peer review, did send his my-
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thologizer to school—to learn how not to respond and to frustrate
embarrassing questioners when he was on the talk show circuit.
Yes, in this age of specialization, there is specialization in that
kind of teaching.
And so, after delaying it too long, in this book that is so different
from my other books, I try to give the people an understanding of how
these multifaceted corruptions have deceived, misled and confused
them, much as some may cherish those evils because they were not
in a position to question them and because they were unquestioned.
In this book I also seek to perfect, for the historical record, another
aspect of the overall of the assassination and of what did and did not
happen in its wake.
Of those of my learning experiences I report I do not burden the
reader with pointing out with each what it is that I learned from
those experiences or from all those fine people believing that the
reader will perceive the knowledge I derived from them on reading
later in this book.
Some things that at first may seem not to have a point really do,
as I hope will become clear.
That part of this book is intended to give the reader an understanding of me and of how I feel, think, worked and some of the means by
which I succeeded to the degree I did, which is far from the degree
I had hoped to succeed.
I hope, too, that I am preparing readers to be able to read more
critically in the future and, as they think of it and of what they read
in the past.
For some I hope I have laid down a method of inquiry if and when
there are other kinds of national tragedies into which they want to
inquire.
A writer can only hope when he writes. Based on the reaction
to my earlier books, more than 20,000 letters from strangers when
once I moved it was not easy for those who had only the address on
my earliest books to reach me; based on an incalculable number of
telephone calls from all around the world; those letters and calls, both
with more than merely welcome thanks and statements of approval
and appreciation, lead me to hope.
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I hope, despite the overwhelming odds against it, that the time will
come when all the failed and failing basic institutions of our society,
governmental and other, will decide to tell the truth to the degree it
can be told and they can belatedly tell it.
As I document in NEVER AGAIN! when powerful men in the government conspired to see to it that the crime itself would not be investigated and thus that there would be no leads for private persons
to follow, there is no real prospect of the crime now being solved.
But, with the passing of three decades, it ought not be too much
to hope that, after all this time and after all those many involved in
those many wrongs I document elsewhere, there can be a rethinking
and a decision to be truthful with the people and with themselves.
All our institutions lost the trust of the people. They all deserved
to lose that trust. That was a major disenchantment, particularly for
the young.
How fine, how good for the country and for the people it would
be for a halting step toward truth be made to justify the beginning of
the end of that justified disenchantment!
Neither this nor any of my earlier books represents negativism.
Perfection is not a human state. Governments and other institutions are composed of people and people do fail and the world knows
people can and do fail.
Bringing what of the suppressed truth that can be to light is not
negative.
The rectification of error is a strongly positive thing and the effort
to make that come to pass is strongly positive effort.
This should not be misunderstood nor should it be accepted if it
is offered as criticism.
There also should be no misunderstanding, there is no ulterior
purpose in what is autobiographical in this book.
It should be understood that I am not portraying myself as heroic.
I am not heroic. Not in any sense. Nor is there anything heroic in
anything I have done—ever. I have never done anything I have
thought was heroic, either. Or anything like that.
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Contending with the power of government is not any form of
heroism.
Many people do that all the time and in various ways.
When men do what they think they should do, that is a form of
being a man, not of heroism.
If it is from principle or from caring, that is no more than being
what a man should be, caring and principled.
It is no more and it ought not be considered as any more than
what it is.
If there were any danger of harm, any physical danger, that might
perhaps change the situation some. But there never was any such
danger. I never believed there was.
There is no special security on the home in which we have lived
beginning in 1967. Before that our home had such primitive locks
skeleton keys for it could then be bought in any five-and-ten-cent
store for a dime.
We did get threats. Some were fairly sophisticated. Like playing the
sound track of the movie Shane to me in the middle of the night. My
wife was phoned when I was away and to the best of our knowledge
nobody knew I’d be away and she was asked if she did not worry
about me. She said she didn’t but that did not end such calls.
My mail was intercepted. That cost me publication of my first book
in both England and Germany. Letters from the intended German
publisher offering to do the book never reached me and when that
publisher never heard from me and returned that copy of the manuscript, it never reached me, either. All my mail to an agent I had in
England was intercepted and delayed for two months. He then got all
of it in a single mail delivery. That delay was enough for the second
English publisher not to complete the contract he was drafting when,
as he later wrote and told me, he was fed false information.
There were other and domestic intrusions and they, too, entailed
some costs.
But there was never any physical danger. And government intrusions, unfortunately were not all that unusual. In a country like
ours they should never exist. They did. Yet they never posed any
physical danger.
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I did not go out and buy any gun. I never carried one. I saw no
need to.
In New Orleans I went, alone, where Garrison’s detectives and
lawyers would not go alone even when armed. They had or could
have had enemies I did not and could not have had. That I went
everywhere alone and was never bothered and was not heroic. I was
not in any sense in danger.
There should be no misunderstanding, nobody working in the
JFK assassination, particularly not those who pretend they are when
they are not, those who work on what really are novels, ever had any
legitimate reason to fear physical harm from the work itself. The bad
behavior of some is another matter. But if they had any legitimate
cause for fear, it did not come from anything or anyone connected
with the assassination or its official investigations.
No matter how others may portray themselves, this is true and
it has always been true: we have never been in any physical danger
from the work.
So, I hope it will be understood that I am not any kind of hero and
do not present myself as one.
Citizens in a society like ours have responsibilities. Meeting their
responsibilities is no more than that, meeting responsibilities.
Those who assume responsibilities and do not meet them ask that
they be judged.
I do hope that especially younger ones can come to understand
that all their lives they have learning experiences. These come from,
among other things, problems, from meeting those problems, from
learning how to meet and live with them, and they come also from
everyday living. LIFE itself is a learning experience whether or not it
is so recognized. Some of us have experiences common to most, some
have experiences that are not everyday events. We are fortunate if we
learn from them and remember what we learn from them. My own I
think were helpful to me and were essential in the work I have done.
I think also that without some of these experiences of what is now a
long life I would not have been able to do what I have done. I hope
others can perceive that this can be true of them, too.
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Here I am, past 80, frail and fragile, a first-generation American
who’s lived a third of the life of the United States of America with
devotion to its principles, and I am about to be charged in a book with
being an accessory in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
I’ve known for more than six months as I write this that there is
this guy who has very serious problems in his head who’d been saying
and writing that, but that it could be published in a book?
A book whose first printing was announced at not less than 50,000
copies—in hardback?
That means there will be a strong effort to sell it.
Including talk shows, an author’s speaking tour, the promotions
that would have the effect of defaming me and others coast-to-coast.
A hardback first-printing of 50,000 copies is large and represents
a large investment. That requires the strongest possible sales efforts.
And by, if it can be said that I have a publisher, by my very own
publisher? (He had by then reprinted my 1972 book on the King
assassination.)
I’d known for several weeks that Kent Carroll, of Carroll & Graf,
had told Robert Dahlin of Publisher’s Weekly that this was coming but
the full incongruity of it, the absolute irrationality of it did not strike
me until 1:17 a.m. the morning of Sunday, June 27. I can pinpoint
the very moment.
All of whatever Carroll told Dahlin I do not know but this is what
appeared in the May 3, 1993 issue:
“‘Most people who’ve done the research and interviewing on the
assassination have been independent writers,’ says Kent Carroll.
‘Killing the Truth is about who those people are. It suggests that many
have for one reason or another, put out a lot of disinformation, furthering the conspiracy.’ (My emphasis.)
“‘Livingstone,’ continues Carroll, ‘knows what he is talking about.
He’s the guy who discovered and made known the fact that President
John F. Kennedy’s adrenal glands had atrophied because of medication he was taking. He (meaning Harrison Edward Livingstone) also
theorized that he (meaning Kennedy) would probably have died in
office anyway.’”
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Welcome, dear reader to the irrational world of the crazy assassination conspiracy theorists and those who profited so unhandsomely
by making several of them rich and famous, the unreal world I have
avoided as much as possible for nigh onto 30 years.
Publisher’s Weekly, which lives on publisher advertising, is not
about to tell those it wants to buy those books that a publisher is full
of buffalo chips.
The first published and proven report of Kennedy’s adrenal deficiency was by my friend the late Dr. John Nichols. When we first
met, when he was attending a medical seminar at the Army’s Walter
Reed Hospital, in Washington. (I spent four months as a patient there
during World War II). He then handed me a copy of a reprint of what
he wrote about it for a medical journal. That was in early 1967.
So, says Carroll after referring to writers “who’ve done the research
and the interviewing,” as helping the assassination conspirators, his
maven “discovered” what was published 26 years earlier. And besides
that, what the hell difference does it make that JFK was assassinated,
he was going to die in office anyway, according to Livingstone. If not
according to the autopsy!
Livingstone said it, so it had to be true, didn’t it?
And thus, Carroll added, his first printing of the coming Livingstone masterpiece would be of more than 50,000 copies, a considerable
investment, a considerable cost to be retrieved before there would be
a cent in profit.
Carroll’s proud boast is appropriate to the coming Livingstone
masterpiece’s self-descriptive subtitle, “Deceit and Deception in the
JFK Case.”
To my knowledge, my personal knowledge, only one writer who
does not support the official mythology can be believed to have lived
and practiced “deceit and deception in the JFK case” as much as Livingstone on his side of the controversy; and no publisher has exploited
that great tragedy more often than Carroll & Graf.
As a way of living and working—and most of all writing—David
Lifton is more experienced than Livingstone in “deceit and deception,”
if only because he started earlier and did it longer.
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CHAPTER 1
1 Competing Literary Bordellos
On the personal level, Lifton is without doubt masterful

in deceit and deception. In his practice of it Livingstone is in part a
bumbler, a fool and an animated stupidity who complicates all with
an unimaginable self-concept based on which he makes imperious
demand of others.
In October 1992 the sponsors of the second annual Assassination
Symposium on John F. Kennedy, in Dallas, threatened Livingstone
with being thrown out by the security service if he did not stop his
loud hell-raising because they did not abandon their plans to honor
grandmotherly Mrs. Mary Ferrell by having her the keynote speaker
and having him replace her.
Lifton’s mistitled book, Best Evidence (it is neither), according to
his own May, 1993 bragging had gone through 40 printings by four
publishers by then.
That may very well be true.
My copy of a reprint—it had three by three different publishers—
after its appearance as a Macmillan hardback in 1980—is its fourth
publication, in a quality paperback, the 1990 eighth edition of the
1980 version—by Carroll & Graf.
Although it was not long before Lifton and Livingstone were mortal
enemies, the self-descriptive Lifton subtitle must have appealed to
Carroll & Graf. It is “Disguise and Deception in the Assassination of
John Kennedy.”
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Not quite exactly the same as the words used on Livingstone’s
but the same idea.
In Lifton’s defense, no author in the field is more practiced in and
proficient with or more totally dedicated to disguise and deception.
He is clever, cunning, and uninhibited in what he made up and wrote
about the JFK assassination. He was particularly uninhibited in his
adept articulation of what he knew was impossible; and among his
practices with those from whom he wanted information he believed
they had was blackmail. With his blackmail there was neither disguise
nor deceit. It was bluntly stated.
Whichever may be preferred, deceit or disguise, each of these very
profitable writers is skilled at both.
Much as each hates the other, Carroll & Graf had no trouble publishing both—at the same time.
In this it published contradictory explanations and “solutions” of
the JFK assassination at the same time.
That, of course, was not dictated by greed, by the large profits
made from as weird an assortment of books, each contradicting all
of the others by this one publisher, Carroll & Graf. Obviously they
are dedicated to the right of the people to know what really and truly
happened when their President was killed.
Without exhausting the catalogue, there is Lifton who said JFK’s
body was snatched and toyed with before it reached the Bethesda
Navy hospital for the autopsy about which there has been so much
controversy. Livingstone’s book advanced several “solutions” at least
one of which he abandoned briefly. That is the basis of his first book,
High Treason—his claim that the autopsy film was doctored.
Then there is the account of the imagined trial by a former FBI
Special Agent, Walt Brown, The People v Lee Harvey Oswald, published
in 1992. Not surprisingly for a former FBI agent, he found Oswald
guilty.
Dick Russell’s 1992 contribution is a “confession” that was wellknown for 25 years when no publisher would touch it. It is titled, The
Man Who Knew Too Much. (Richard Case Nagell did not know too
much about robbing banks. He served time for that.)
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This should be enough to establish Carroll & Graf’s determined
effort to see to it that the people can learn the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, all the different versions of the one truth.
To assure that they published Jim Marrs’ book as a hardback in 1989
and then reprinted it beginning as a “quality” hardback in 1990. Its
title is Crossfire: The Plot that Killed Kennedy.
“The” plot?
Marrs’ is a compendium of all of the “plots” he heard about. How
many, how mutually self-contradictory, how sick, how impossible
made no difference to those who see to it that the people would know
the truth. Every contradictory version of it. Not to be sucker-bait,
Carroll & Graf says on its Marrs book cover that there was but one
plot. And there is no better way to sell books on that assassination
than to deceive and mislead purchasers into believing that the book
details the one and only plot, the one that succeeded, “The plot” on
the Marrs cover.
Although fabled Oliver Stone had so high an opinion of Marrs’
book he bought the rights to use it in his very successful movie, JFK,
in fact, as I told Carroll & Graf, who had asked my opinion, Marrs’
book is ignorant and uninformed trash.
Marrs can’t even keep his conspiracies straight.
He has never had any interest in the facts of the assassination. He
is a conspiracy aficionado. He collects them and despite his lack of
interest in or knowledge of established facts of the assassination, he
teaches a course in it at a Fort Worth, Texas college.
His is the most trivial of trash, so let us dispose of that now.
With his very first words.
Under the title on the title pages he has, “The great masses of the
people will more easily fall victims to a great lie than to a small one
... (sic) Adolf Hitler Mein Kampf.”
Marrs reaches his high point with the first words of his preface,
the best advice he could possibly give: “Do not trust this book.”
I did not need this commendable honesty to discourage my
plowing through 625 pages of what I knew to be the most careless, incompetent, uninformed, indiscriminate, illogical, unreasonable and in
truth outrageously sloppy slop from my earlier skimming of the man-
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uscript. But to be able to speak about it with honesty, accuracy and
fairness if asked I did some spot checking. What I read was ghastly. I
illustrate with what Marrs terms “Convenient Deaths” (paperback—I
can’t bring myself to refer to any of these commercializations and
exploitations as “quality”) beginning on page 555.
The least Marrs could do in cribbing what the former courageous
if also paranoidal and overly-imaginative small-town Texas weekly
editor Penn Jones had describes as “mysterious” deaths is to use a
different word to describe them. Marrs treats them as mysterious. He
asks the reader if they are the end product of a conspiracy.
The most common cause of his nine pages of them is natural causes,
like heart attacks. Thus when J. Edgar Hoover, his former special agent
Guy Bannister, Jack Ruby’s first lawyer Tom Howard, Joe Brown, who
was the judge in the trial of Jack Ruby, Hank Suydam, described by
Marrs as what he was not, “LIFE” magazine official in charge of JFK
stories; Charles Mentesana, a Dallas citizen who exposed some 8mm
amateur film at the scene of the assassination in Dealey Plaza; Earl
Warren, who was chairman of the Presidential commission to investigate the assassination and a few others, including Dallas policemen
and a doctor died of heart attacks they became part of this massive
conspiracy Marrs envisioned.
All these deaths from natural causes are somehow mysterious and
conspiratorial. If not, why mention them?
Although a former reporter, Marrs can’t even copy newspaper
accounts straight.
For example, on page 561 he gives the cause of Jack Ruby’s death
as “lung cancer.”
It wasn’t.
I spent several hours while awaiting the filming of a TV show on
which we both were to appear in February, 1967 with Elmer Gertz,
one of Ruby’s lawyers, and Mrs. Gertz. That was in Chicago, in the
studios of WBBM-TV. They had just come from Ruby’s funeral. There
was no doubt at all in Gertz’s mind that the official cause of Ruby’s
death was accurate. It was cancer of the brain.
Well, Marrs had it in the same body, and that is pretty good for him.
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(Ruby was indeed sick in the head, whether or not before he shot
and killed Oswald it was then from the beginnings of the cancer
that killed him. Before my friend Henry Wade, then Dallas county
prosecutor, brought the case to trial the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals wrote him to express their concerns. Ruby always
referred to his dachshund Sheba as his “wife.” The SPCA believed
he was treating his favorite dog that way.)
My favorites of this truly astounding listing of so many perfectly
natural deaths of people most of whom had no connection at all with
the assassination or its investigations as conspiratorial are these two:
“12/65, William Whaley*, cabdriver who reportedly drove Oswald
to Oak Cliff, Motor collision (the only Dallas taxi driver to die on
duty).”
Note the asterisk.
With the omission of one word this is without credit cribbed from
Penn Jones. Jones described Whaley as the only taxi driver to die on
“active” duty in 37 years. Surely in the long history of cab driving in
Dallas more than one taxi driver died “on duty”!
As Jones gave no further explanation, Marrs also did not.
As I used to ask those who sought my opinion of what made
Marrs famous, “Whaley was killed in a head-on collision when his
taxi was struck by an 80 year old man who was driving the wrong
way on a divided highway. Now do you think the CIA has 80 year old
kamikazes? Or that if they do these kamikazes have the extra-sensory
perception that tells them that Whaley and Whaley alone would be
precisely where he had to be for them to wham him head-on?”
The asterisk, Marrs tells his readers of these deaths, “means the
death is a particularly suspicious one.” (page 558)
The second of Marrs’ suspicious deaths, by which he made it clear
he means as part of those conspiracies, the supposed topic of his book,
is on the next page, 561. There, the death of “Philip Geraci,” also
denoted as “particularly suspicious” with that omnipresent asterisk,
Marrs describes him as, “Friend of Perry Russo, told of Oswald/Shaw
conversation.” Geraci’s cause of death, Marrs says, with no further
explanation, was “Electrocution.”
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This entry typified Marrs at the pinnacle of his perceptiveness,
wisdom, dedication, and as befits a former reporter, his accuracy.
Do not fear, gentle reader, that Philip Geraci was an assassin who
was for his heinous crimes, electrocuted by some state.
But the reader cannot tell which state in which this sinister Geraci
was electrocuted because with all the reporter’s true instincts Marrs
does not include either the city or the state of that “electrocution.”
It takes a few more words to straighten this not atypical Marrs
mishmash out, to the degree it or anything else in this Carroll & Graf
masterpiece can be straightened out.
First, in the New Orleans area, there were three Philip Geracis. I
did not bother, for my own, not Marrs’ reasons, to find and speak to
Philip Geraci. I did spend an evening with Mr. and Mrs. Philip Geraci
II in their Metarie home, in Jefferson Parish. That parish adjoins and is
virtually part of New Orleans, which is Orleans Parish. I questioned
them about Philip Geraci III, the one in whom, if Marrs had any
interest at all in or knowledge of the assassination as distinguished
from all the insanities about it that he compiled, he would have been
interested. Their son was then in Viet Nam.
How would this Fort Worth demon sleuth have known which
Philip Geraci?
It is in the Warren Report!
Did Marrs write his tome without even looking at the Warren
Report?
It seems so because in the Report’s list of witnesses, on page 488
“Geraci, Philip, III” is listed as having been deposed, with his testimony
in Volume X of the hearings, beginning on page 74.
One of the importances that, if Marrs cared about the assassination and real conspiracies rather than the nightmares so appealing
to Carroll & Graf he would have been interested in, is that their son
was one of two youths who were in the French Quarter catch-all
store of one Carlos Bringuier when Oswald was there. Without going
into all that is officially alleged about what Oswald did and said
to Bringuier then or what Bringuier said under oath about it to the
Warren Commission, Geraci’s parents gave me receipts given to their
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son by Bringuier for the minuscule sums the boy collected for Bringuier’s anti-Castro activities in selling “bonds”—for fifty cents each.
Those receipts, of which Philip Geraci II gave me xeroxes, are
dated. And their dating, in Bringuier’s own handwriting, makes him
a liar if not a perjurer in his testimony. They prove that Oswald was
in Bringuier’s store at least three months before the date Bringuier
swore to as an alibi if not an explanation of what Oswald was doing
there and what as a result Bringuier later did.
That business of the misidentified Philip Geraci being a “friend of
Perry Russo” who “told of Oswald/Shaw conversation” is what for
Marrs is not atypical. That was two entirely different persons, as the
newspaper accounts made clear. In fact there was no reason at all to
connect any Geraci with Russo. Russo was the “star witness” in New
Orleans district attorney Jim Garrison’s fiasco when with no evidence
at all but with profound faith in what he imagined he charged Shaw,
Oswald and David Ferrie with conspiring to kill JFK.
Although Russo imagined and swore to much, he neither imagined
nor swore to the “Oswald/Shaw conversation” of Marrs’ concocting.
That myth was invented by a jailed drug addict, Vernon Bundy,
in the hope that if he helped Garrison, Garrison would help him get
a reduced sentence.
And then there is that “electrocution”!
Philip Geraci II was a professional electrician working for a major
defense industry.
He also moonlighted to increase his income.
While working on the wiring of a home he did kill himself by
accident, with an electrical charge. That is, of course, electrocution.
But should not a careful writer with 25 years to prepare his magnus
opus see to it that there was no confusion?
But I suppose that is asking too much of the Marrses who Carroll
& Graf found so publishable because, without endless confusion, he
and they would have had no book at all.
There was, however, a reason, really an additional reason for
interest in Philip Geraci III. I do not go into all of it here. But I did
get a first-person account from both the mother and the son.
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The kid had ignored three grand-jury subpoenas from Garrison
after the army returned him from Viet Nam on his father’s accidental death. A friend of the kid’s, who was a source for me, told me he
was worried. So, hoping thereby to avoid further trouble for him or
his mother, I made a deal with Garrison. Of course, he could have
charged Philip with ignoring a so-to-speak legitimate subpoena. But
that would have done Garrison little good. Jim agreed that if Philip
talked to me and I told him what I learned he would leave Philip
alone. I believed he would talk to me from my interview of his parents.
But to protect him I asked the family lawyer to be present.
Mrs. Louis Trent, wife of a judge, practiced law under her maiden
name, Lillian Cohen. She had both Geracis at their Broadway Avenue
home in uptown New Orleans the Saturday afternoon I interviewed
Philip for several hours. They all agreed to my taping the interview. I
placed the recorder where the lawyer could turn it off whenever she
might want to. She never did. She was astounded by what she heard.
I here report only one of the importances of that interview.
Philip, who had run away from home when in high school, had
been the subject of a juvenile case in as it is there called “Jeff Parish.”
(Parishes are the equivalent of counties.) I had the official report on
the runaway case by Sergeant Bourne who was in charge of it.
Also involved was another Warren Commission witness. Frederick
S. O’Sullivan had been a schoolmate of Oswald’s. In fact, from FBI
records I got from John Mitchell when before Watergate he was the
attorney general, records that had been kept secret until then for no
legitimate reason at all, it was O’Sullivan who got Oswald to join
the Civil Air Patrol. Those same records, however, whether or not
accurately, also say that at the time Oswald was in it so briefly, David
Ferrie was not officially active in the CAP.
Two paragraphs of O’Sullivan’s Warren Commission testimony
were suppressed when printed.
According to Philip’s statement to me, confirmed by his mother,
the night of the day Ferrie died Philip III was in effect kidnapped
by Bourne and O’Sullivan. They said they were acting for Garrison.
They took Philip, with family assent, out of Orleans Parish, where
Garrison had jurisdiction, into Jeff Parish, where he did not. In the
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home of a relative he did not leave for two weeks, they questioned
him extensively in connection with the assassination. If Philip told
me the truth, and from other things he told me there is no reason to
believe he did not, their questioning was so skilled he hadn’t any idea
of what they were driving at for those two weeks.
With a live one like that Garrison had no interest. A kidnapping by
a former Ferrie chum who was a New Orleans vice-squad policeman
and by a Jeff Parish office, too—but Garrison had no interest at all. He
did not even speak to Geraci III, did nothing about the ignored grand
jury subpoenas, and instead set his staff to destroying the credibility
of my source.
Moreover, as Garrison knew very well, those two police were not
acting for him, their explanation of this family agreed-to kidnapping.
Between what else I knew and the difficulty of carrying that and
other Geraci information forward in the scant time I could afford to
spend in New Orleans, and largely influenced by the opposition of
Garrison’s chief investigator, Louis Ivon, for whom I had high regard,
I made no effort to develop this kidnapping lead that is so strange
and seemingly inexplicable.
There is much more that here is not appropriate. This serves to
reflect more than that Marrs could not keep his Geracis straight or
separated from others—he had no interest in developing any fact
about the assassination or its investigations.
In Carroll & Graf’s defense, they offered me $500 for less than a
peer review of the manuscript. They did not want a word-by-word
reading and I declined to put my name on anything less than that.
Without fee I read one chapter and told them what I believed about it.
Had there been any legitimate peer review of the mutually-disproving Lifton and Livingstone exploitations and commercialization
of that great tragedy it is not likely that I would not have known
about it. There are that few working in the field who are capable of
an authentic peer review.
With this limited but one-hundred percent faithful encapsulation
of the realities of book publishing supposedly about the assassination of the President, who in his superb address at the June, 1963
commencement exercises at The American University in Washington,
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D.C. first went public with his hopes for achieving peace in the world
in which nuclear disaster could blow and burn most of it up in an
instant, I return to the beginning.
Of this book and then of me as an assassination investigator and
writer and how I did not become, in the words of an editor who read
the manuscript of my first book, “rich and famous in six months.”
And what I experienced and experiences I believe qualified me
for that role.
Then what there is to show for it.
And then the Kennedy-assassination industry.
Welcome to the world of the JFK assassination industry, to the
world of the unreal and the profits to be made from unreality that,
always, is presented as the only reality—by those who contradict each
other in their versions of the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth, so help me publishers!
Who, of course, thereby also help themselves.
To a pot of dough.
It should be born in mind that similar language and criticisms can
properly and accurately be applied to the other extreme of assassination theoreticians. The official “solution” it must be born in mind, also
is only a theory, no more. The theory of the lone-nut, no-conspiracy
“solution” on one extreme with the opposite end/opposite theory, formulation varying with inventor and exploiter, the “solution” based
on the imagined and never proven “conspiracy” whose visionaries
never see the same unproven conspiracy.
With the official theory also palmed off on the troubled people as
the solution, those who made it up should have known from their
own evidence they suppressed from their Report, with those in official
positions of trust winding up theoreticians, they deserve even more
thorough condemnation than their counterparts on the opposite
extreme.
Those who support them and their travesty are in a sense even
more culpable than the lunatic fringe of the “conspiracy theory” exploiters and commercializers.
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They had the benefit of the factual criticism of the government’s
failures and dishonesties, of fact that cannot be refuted.
The new line of these self-enriching sycophants is that although the
Commission was wrong in virtually all it did, for which there is superficial criticism to make it appear that the sycophants are impartial,
wrong as it was in virtually all it did and did not do, the Commission
nonetheless wound up with the correct solution.
Welcome to the JFK assassination industry, to the extremist,
confusing world of conspiracy/no conspiracy theorizing in which
those who labor come from competing literary bordellos.
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CHAPTER 2
2 The Past as Prologue
How, you may wonder, can I be certain that it was at precisely
1:17 a.m. that the full incongruity of what at that precise moment for
the first time dawned on me although I had read Dahlin’s publishers’
puffery several weeks earlier?
From records I kept for an entirely different, a medical purpose,
that’s how.
Now I do not want to deceive. I do not yet and will not for a while
report that fullness of that incongruity. In later chapters I do.
This reticence has nothing to do with what I was told about my
first book, which was the first book on the Warren Report and on that
Commission’s work.
I was asked to submit three copies as entries in the 1966 mystery-writers’ award. I’d never heard of it. I sent them to the address
indicated, and later I was told, I no longer remember by whom, that
my work of non-fiction, a serious work on a very serious subject, was
a mystery-book award runner-up that year.
Since then I’ve heard no more of that year’s contest or of the award
itself.
Rather is my decision to hold back for the moment from the fear
of confusing the reader with what is more of an ending than it is of
a beginning.
I kept those records as a means of learning whether what I did
in effort to cope with an illness of which I’d never heard in about 78
years and since have learned is not at all uncommon, “sleep apnoea.”
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I needed another illness like I needed another Lifton or another Livingstone!
“Apnea,” I learned at one of the two hospitals with sleep-disturbance clinics at which I was a patient, I do not remember which
enlightened me, has a Greek origin. One who suffers sleep apnea
spends what varies with the individual, part of his sleeping time not
breathing at all.
It is treatable, in most patients, by relatively simple and safe
surgery in the neck area, to remove the excess tissue that causes the
interruption in breathing. That tissue is also what can cause snoring.
Or, if you snore, do rush out and see your doctor! It may save your
life. If sleep apnea does not cause you to lose your life, correcting it
can reduce the possibility of a stroke. Those who have sleep apnea
have a higher incidence of strokes.
Sleep apnea is also treatable by medication. Three different doctors
each prescribed a different medication for it. Fortunately, by then I
had learned that some of us are well advised to check some of their
prescriptions in such standard guides as The Physician’s Desk Manual,
as not one of these three doctors did.
When I reported the third—and I checked and took none of them—
to my Johns Hopkins Hospital urologist, Dr. Charles Brendler, he
exclaimed, “My god—that could have killed you.”
The incidence of death from that and the other prescriptions among
those who, as is not uncommon with men, have enlarged prostates
may not be great but it sure as hell can be final!
So, between the sleep apnea and the consequences of an enlarged
prostate, which gets men up frequently during the night to get to their
bathrooms, I am awake often.
Because neither the surgery nor the medication is safe for me, I’ve
been experimenting with the taking of another prescribed medication
best known by its popular name, lasix.
It is furosomide and it is a diuretic.
At the time of that sudden vision I was trying to learn by keeping
records whether delaying the time of taking the lasix until evening
reduced the number of times I was awake. Mostly it is taken on arising.
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But I figured if it emptied me more fully during the early night I might
awaken fewer times. This experiment seems to yield some benefit.
The lasix is prescribed to reduce the danger of fluid accumulating
in the tissue. And because the lasix kills the body’s natural supply of
potassium—don’t risk that because it, too, can be fatal—a monitored
(with me) dosage of chemical potassium is required.
Or, one damned thing leads to another.
Of which the foregoing is far from all.
I’ve been kept alive now for 18 years by rat poison.
Literally, cross my heart and all of that, I’m alive thanks to rat
poison.
As are hundreds of thousands if not millions of other people with
certain kinds of circulatory and blood problems. With me it began
with my first venous thrombosis. That was diagnosed more than six
months late at the so-called “health maintenance organization” of
which my wife and I were among the first members of the first of them.
In its human-medicine form that rat poison is known as “coumadin.”
But when it was first prescribed for me and given to me before
that hospital discharged me the container in which it was bore the
label “sodium warfarin.”
When I farmed I learned about warfarin.
Yes, I farmed, beginning after the Truman election as the 1940s
ended until I finally liquidated our farming almost three months to
the day after John Kennedy was assassinated.
One of the first and most successful exploiters of the JFK assassination, Mark Lane, nee Marcus Levin, liked to make sneering reference
to me as “that goose farmer.” According to Jerry Ray, one of the two
brothers of James Earl Ray, the accused assassin of Martin Luther King,
Jr., Lane became a Catholic. Jerry refers to Lane as “the holy man.”
Jerry says he has gone to midnight mass with Lane. More recently
Lane has been publicly aligned with the right-wing political extremist
and anti-Semite, Willis Carto. Carto, according to the Washington Post
of Sunday, July 11, has become one of the strongest backers of the
new anti-Semitism, denial of the Holocaust.
When we farmed raising geese was more of a hobby than an
important part of our farming. We liked them.
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The sneering was closer when it referred to me as “that chicken
farmer.”
That I was, but the sneerers, who are not infrequently also schnorers,
stop there.
They do not ever say more, like that between us my wife and I,
starting with the enormous asset of total ignorance—which meant we
had none of the accumulated ignorance of the centuries to unlearn
about poultry husbandry—won every first prize there was to win
in national competitions ranging from raising to cooking chickens.
Of the latter category my wife was “The National Chicken Cooking
Champion” of 1956.
And I was the “national barbecue king” of 1959.
Both cookoffs were judged by nationally-famous food editors none
of whom knew or had any way of knowing whose dish they evaluated.
Anyway, farming was a business in which it paid to know about
warfarin.
To me the warfarin story is one of the more beautiful stories of
how life-saving medicines became known and available.
I’d learned about the using of natural medications, like the
synthesis of natural raulfia root that was used successfully in India
to treat high blood pressure. The large international drug house, Ciba,
or Chemical Industries of Basle, through its amiable director of veterinary medicine by Dr. George Beloff, asked me to use try it experimentally with chickens who were disturbed by frights.
And, as some readers will know, there are other natural treatments
and cures for which in recent years drug manufacturers have been
seeking with greater intensity.
Warfarin is what made D-Con famous. They first sold it as a rodenticide. It had the great merit of rats never getting bait-shy. Rats
are smart. Until warfarin they learned to avoid most of the poisons
set out to attract and kill them.
When warfarin was developed the scientists who synthesized it
had not been looking for a rat poison.
They were trying to learn why cattle died when they eat sweet
clover that had spoiled.
And do cattle ever love that spoiled sweet clover!
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Wisconsin, a state in which dairying is a major industry, also
enjoys a far-sighted Wisconsin (university) Alumni Research Foundation, abbreviated WARF. WARF decided to fund a research project
designed to learn why that spoiled sweet clover was so loved by
and so fatal to cattle. I learned about it in about the early 1950s. I do
not remember when it was begun or when those so very successful
Wisconsin researchers isolated the anticoagulant that killed all those
cows. However, with WARF funding the study, it was only natural
that this synthesized anticoagulant be called “warfarin.”
Before it was available to manufacturers of generic drugs, the vast
du Pont company, for one of the major shareholders of which I had
worked as a reporter for several years, had warfarin’s human-medicine rights.
And so since my first venous thrombosis in 1975 I have been kept
alive by rat poison. It is a bit risky, and it invites childish jokes, but
I’m here.
Or as one of the many FBI agents with whom I contended in more
than decade of suing the FBI and others under the Freedom of Information Act told my then lawyer and friend, Jim Lesar, “That old
bastard ain’t never gonna die. He’s gonna be here forever to give us
hell.” I regret that the fabled FBI was a bit pessimistic, although I
surely would love to prove it right.
From that warfarin for most of the 19 years I’ve been taking it,
most of them at an extraordinarily high level and the rest at merely
a high level, many problems can come. But my being kept alive is not
a problem for me, if it was for others.
(A cardiologist whose care I once suffered told me “Your liver
sure tears that warfarin up!” From that I deduced that it works on
us through our livers.)
One of these potentially fatal side effects is that it can cause internal
hemorrhaging.
My one experience with that impressed my family doctor so effectively when he looked at the urine specimen and said it was indistinguishable from pure blood, that in the more than a decade since
then he’d had my blood’s coagulation time tested three times a week.
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From that he tells me how much coumadin to take. Because of
the frequency of these blood tests additional internal hemorrhaging,
which I neared several times, was successfully avoided.
What cannot be avoided, and this seems to vary with the patient
and the dosage, is the easy of hemorrhaging from bumps. That doctor
told me right off the bat that an accident another might not notice
or in any auto accident that was of no consequence to others I could
be killed.
He got my attention real quick, too.
As the years of my surviving on this wonderful rat poison accumulated, so also did the ease with which from the slightest contact
with almost any surface caused visible and sometimes subcutaneous
hemorrhaging.
Not long after my 1989 heart surgery—three bypasses and an astounding amount of metal in my chest of which I did not learn later—
my skin developed the undesirable habit of wanting to separate itself.
I no longer read large hardback books when I have to hold them.
That is because when they slipped a triangle of forearm peeled back,
an inch or more, varying with the size and weight of the book.
Two or three days before that sudden nocturnal vision about the
utter incongruity of what impended as a “commemoration” of the
JFK assassination, as I was walking a bit unsteadily out of my office,
I bumped into the doorknob. Like most doorknobs, it is round, with
a smooth surface. that time it peeled the outer layer of skin on my
left forearm back in a single separation about two inches wide and
not quite that long. That took a three-inch sterile pad to cover and
keep clean. These not uncommon but slight injuries take about six
weeks to heal.
I do not intend to make a catalogue of horrors of this and it in
fact to me is no such thing. Like all the aches and pains and weaknesses and medical prohibitions that come with the years—I’ve been
forbidden to lift more than 15 pounds since 1989—it is well worth it.
One need only consider the alternative.
When I tried to return to sleep after that revelation of 1:17 a.m.,
I was not able to. I dozed a bit, restless and apparently flailing my
arms. Once I was awakened from a doze by a pain on the inside of
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my lower right forearm, just above the wrist. I had somehow rubbed
it over my nose. When I finally decided that there would be no more
real sleep and got up, there was blood all over that large spot that
had rubbed across my nose. It took two one-inch band aids to cover it.
So, while they are unusual, I do have a means of accurately pinpointing that vision that somehow came to me in my half-sleep.
I do not know how it is with other writers, but it has not been at
all unusual for me to solve a writing problem with my subconscious,
to awaken with what I’d had trouble formulating clear in mind.
Starting the chapter of my first book on the murder of Dallas
policeman J.D. (that is his name) Tippit, the man killed before Oswald
was apprehended after JFK was killed, did not come to mind. I was
worried about that and skipped that chapter in the rushed writing
hoping to find what I could consider the correct way to start that
chapter.
About two o’clock in the morning that cold winter’s night, which
was at most about two hours after I retired, there it was when I roused,
clear as clear could be in my mind.
I rushed to my old Underwood upright typewriter, one of the
models so dear to reporters of my generation, and under the chapter
title, “The Tippit Murder,” typed the first words that appear in that
book unchanged: “If the Tippit murder had not happened, it would
have had to have been invented. There is reason to believe that, in
effect, it was.”
I do not believe that Voltaire was in my mind when I retired. I can
think of no reason why that French master should have been. And it
was not for several years that I was reminded that he had been my
unrecognized source. He had written, If religion did not exist it would
have had to have been invented. I’ve not looked his exact words up.
This representation of that one sentence is not unfaithful.
It happened again the night I finished the last chapter of my second
book. On retiring, as it had for several weeks, I was groping for the
formulation of a personal statement I wanted to add. It was a bitter,
emotional personal statement too long to attempt to paraphrase or
summarize here. But I do report that after 3,000 words of commentary
on a number of things when I got to the state of the official archive in
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the National Archives as of about the middle of 1966 I began four consecutive paragraphs with these words to compare the official archive
on this president’s assassination with other government records of
which I knew.
“Now if he were a boll-weevil rather than an assassinated President
...
“Had he been a pig in interstate commerce ...
“Were he but a piece of iron, a cotton fabric or an imitation
geranium then our government would have the most astounding
records; batteries of clerks, photocopy machines without end ...
“But he was only a President, a man who captured the imagination
of so many of our people and millions in the rest of the world, the
man who had hoped to go miles in keeping his promises before he
slept, the man who brought wit and intelligence to high places, who
removed the curse from the word ‘culture,’ sought to reduce tensions,
war and the fear of war in the world ...”
Despite the profit and career benefits from the revisionism that was
popular in some circles, including book publishing, with the advent of
the Reagan and Bush years, that bitter and emotional formulation that
came to me in my sleep remains both accurate today and an accurate
reflection of what I feel and believe today as I did then.
Aware as I am of the ease with which those who have successfully
exploited the JFK assassination from both sides, which in fact means
both extremes, I owe the reader honesty and I state, well aware of
the omnipresent ridicule of those who make careers and fame and
sometimes not inconsiderable wealth by espousing the theories of
both extremes, that as what within minutes of my unplanned rising
at 1:17 a.m. the morning of June 27, 1993, what was then in my mind
grew into the formulation of this book. If confession it be then I
confess that I had had the same experiences earlier and they were
what I then and since regard as the correct and proper formulations.
Before daylight, after I was well into the beginning of this rough
draft, it also came to me that some years ago I rejected the idea that
I write a book more or less how this one begins.
A dear friend of my youth kept after me to write an autobiography.
He even offered to pay the cost of publishing it.
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I declined, telling him I do not have that kind of ego.
I was not engaged in any extensive writing then. That was because
of the severe limitations imposed upon me by other medical problems
I’ve survived.
Standing still has been prohibited, by which I mean by my doctors,
since the first of two emergency operations after a Teflon artery was
implanted in my left thigh to replace the blocked femoral artery. The
second of the operations to clear the blockages in the artificial artery
I was not expected to survive. the first was at the time of the successful implant, in September and October, 1980. The second was the
following April.
Not being able to stand still for any length of time means that my
ability to use my own files was and is severely limited.
It was further limited in my ability to use stairs when most of my
files, all those records I obtained by quite a few long-lasting FOIA
suits, are in our basement, the only place in the house we can hold
them. (We have about 60 file cabinets of records.)
During that period the poor vision with which I was born was
further impaired by the ripening of the cataracts that had developed
on both eyes. I had the cataract removed from the better eye in the
first of many, many wonderful experiences at The Johns Hopkins
Hospital. Its excellent reputation is not exaggerated and cannot be
from my experiences there and with its hospital/teaching staff.
No macho, either! No doctor turf concepts. Either can be adverse
to the patient’s interest, as I’ve learned and would prefer not to recall.
As soon as the director of the corneal service of that hospital’s
world-famous Wilmer Eye Institute learned that I live on coumadin
he said, “I have to refer you to Dr. Bell.” When Dr. William Bell, who
introduced himself by phone saying, “This is Bill Bell,” learned my
medical history he told me that when I checked in to be certain that
I was registered as on his service.
He is the chief of hematology, but that title does not appear on
his letterheads, his letters or even on his office door. He has never
referred to himself in speaking to me as “doctor.” Behind his back the
interns and residents refer to him, intending the most sincere respect
by it, as “the guru.”
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I had an eye operation without ever being registered as or a patient
in that world famous eye hospital.
I was Dr. Bell’s hematology patient.
What is ordinarily simple out-patient surgery had me hospitalized
for five days, that was to control and monitor the reduced anticoagulation before the operation and to gradually restore it to the desired
level after the operation.
The four months during which I was not permitted to drive my car
did weaken me some because from the time of the first of the complications following the 1980 arterial surgery I was on a mall-walking
program, a program that has since become very popular among senior
citizens, their doctors and most of the malls that invited us.
Not long before that first of my four Johns Hopkins hospitalizations and innumerable visits for consultations that also ensued, locally
I had the prostate surgery that is known as trans-urethral resection or
TURP. The local plumber who I later learned had a Mexican medical
degree knew better than the doctors who had me on the anticoagulant and monitored the dosage so carefully. He took me off it for
eight days and would have had me off of it for four weeks, what
could have been fatal, if he had not already visited additional venous
thromboses on me. Fortunately I recognized the symptoms and the
local cardiologist arranged for the in-home injection of the short-lived
anticoagulant heparin for three weeks. During that time I was to sit
with my legs elevated and not to move around except for real need,
like using the bathroom.
That operation, also usually outpatient surgery, also had be hospitalized for five days. When it was considered safe for me to return to
taking coumadin I was confided to our home for an additional three
months by my doctors. Outpatient surgery?
This lack of any real physical activity also weakened me more. I
was not able to walk nearly as well or as much and walking was the
one real exercise I was not more or less denied by my doctors.
So, when my dear friend Joe Labovsky, wanted me to write an
autobiography not only was I uncomfortable with the very idea, never
having had that kind of ego, it also was not possible for me to consult
and use the many relevant records in our basement.
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When through the kindness of another dear friend, Richard Gallen,
I had part-time help from young women who were students at local
Hood College, where all my records will be a permanent public
archive, I still did not give any thought to my friend Joe’s proposition.
What he had in mind is not the way I begin this book but did
include it.
Joe is one of the two surviving of my dearest friends of that part
of my youth whose separation began not long after our educations
at different colleges.
Until recent years the last time we were together more than briefly
was when he invited me to spend a week with him and the other owner
of a fine Chesapeake-type, 38-foot cabin cruiser, a very seaworthy boat
that could and did safely accommodate a large number of his friends
on its broad covered after-deck. It could sleep four in bunks in its
cabin. When I got badly sunburned almost as soon as we set forth on
that sail I slept where it was cooler, on the wooden cover of the hatch
that ran the entire width of the stern. That boat was so wide there,
after its narrowing, that I did not come near to touching either side.
The boat was named and registered as the “Virginia.” Joe and
his dentist friend and co-owner, Dr. Sam Sosnov, called her the “C.
Phyllis.”
That week of the summer of 1935 is the last real vacation I’ve
had. All other vacation periods either I worked or could not afford
a vacation.
When I farmed and delivered our own produce personally I also
could not take any vacation. Once when I had mononucleosis and
my doctor told me I could be up and about again after three weeks I
did not miss a day of tending chickens, preparing them for cooking
and delivering them.
I was still pretty strong physically in those days.
In retrospect I suppose the hardships of the Great Depression and
some of its privations prepared the youth of that era for some of the
rigors and problems of adulthood more than subsequent generations
were prepared for it.
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Why, it may be wondered, when I refused to write an autobiography do I begin this book autobiographically? There are several
reasons.
What is autobiographical is intended to recall and report some
of my life and my learning experiences of my 80 years that I believe
helped prepare me for the work I have done on the political assassinations, a preparation that cannot be acquired through formal education.
I also intend to give readers an opportunity to size me up, to have
some basis for opinions on what kind of person I am, what made me
that way, and something about my beliefs.
What kind of man persists, when broke, in debt and without
income of any kind, persists in publishing the first book on the Warren
Commission himself when more than 100 publishers rejected it, some
later confessing fear as their reason, and makes a success of it?
When he has no income, no influence, files all the lawsuits he did
to force the government to give him records relating to the assassinations that it had suppressed? Persisted in this litigation with illnesses
not uncommonly fatal?
Persists, too, in publishing still more books on the assassination
when he cannot pay the printer and finds ways of doing that?
And, after getting a third of a million pages of those once-withheld
records, made them freely available to all his book-writing competitors and then, refusing to sell this vast archive, gave it with no quid
pro quo to the college that will make it forever available to all who
want to use it after he is no longer able to do that?
Writes his eighth book when he is 79, frail and feeble, and is
past 80 when he begins this one, only to lay it aside and complete
a different book as his ninth? And despite his weakness, produces
manuscripts in the two completed books of almost a half-million
words? Before returning to this book which by then was of about a
hundred thousand words.
Is he just a stubborn old cuss or is he a man determined to make
and leave for our history as much of a dependable record as is possible
for him about those great national tragedies and how the basic institutions of our society functioned or failed to function in those times
of great stress and ever since then?
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In making a record for history one never knows whether or not
it will ever be used. But without the making of such a record, there
is nothing to be consulted in the future other than the works he
addresses in this book, what he regards as seriously flawed and thus
corrupting of that history.
The history that changed so radically in the ensuing years.
In what is autobiographical I have omitted much of what most
writers and readers like, the anecdotal. My purposes do not include
writing a real autobiography. They are what I represent them to be
in different ways and degrees what prepared me for the work I have
done.
The lives we lead and our experiences in our lives have much to
do with the kind of persons we become, how we think and approach
problems, what we tend to believe and like, what we do not like
and tend to avoid, whether we develop principles, standards, beliefs,
attitudes and prejudices and what they are and perhaps why we
developed them.
Although it was not in my mind when I began writing, I also
believe, in retrospect, that the many thousands who read my earlier
books and the more than 20,000 strangers who wrote me over the
years may find some of it interesting.
I do believe that the learning experiences I report were invaluable
as a preparation for the work I have done, however the reader may
evaluate that work. I believe also that without some of those experiences I would not have been able to accomplish much of what I think
I have accomplished. That I hope to prepare each reader to decide
personally.
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CHAPTER 3
3 The Present as the Future for the Young
Those of us who were young adults or just reaching that stage

of life derived a real advantage from that Great Depression in having
that much preparation for life’s hardships. We had the additional
advantage over later generations, especially the college generation
of the Viet Nam war era, in having tangible problems to cope with.
Would we be able to afford new shoes, or getting old ones repaired
when half-soles cost only a dollar, or we would, as I did more than
once, insert folded newspaper or cardboard to cover the holes in the
soles. We walked much more, having no choice.
Would we miss any meals?
When I was at the University of Delaware and also worked on
the Wilmington Morning News, when I needed a suit or an overcoat I
had to save up for them. In advance I watched what was then one of
the country’s finest newspapers, the Philadelphia Bulletin. Its detailed
reporting of that city’s life included the arrests of fences, those who
handled, among other things when it related to clothing, stolen
clothing along with the stocks of merchants who had gone bankrupt.
When I was able to buy new shoes I got them only from Ben
Mudrick, a short, quite round and jolly and always jovial, friendly and
honest man who sold only, to the best of my knowledge, bankrupt
stock.
When I accumulated $10 in savings I went to Philadelphia, 30 miles
away, the Bulletin clippings in my pocket. I saved only those relating
to a few blocks of South Street, apparently so named because in the
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earliest days that was the southern end of the city. Every building
was originally a storefront and a home. At the time of my patronage
where I went they all seemed to be entirely commercial properties. Of
those who had been charged as fences, and who could be expected
to face extra expenses for lawyers and/or fines I selected the one that
then appeared to be more promising. I never entered one that did not
have three stories. I went immediately to the top floor and searched
for a suit I liked. I do not remember ever not selecting one that far
from the front door.
“I like this,” I’d tell the salesman, usually the owner.
He’d tell me the price. I’d tell him I had only $10. When as invariable they forecast their financial doom if they parted with such a
prime piece of merchandise for so ridiculously low a price I started
walking out. They argued with me step by step. If I did not get that
suit before I neared the door I them emptied all my pockets on the
nearest countertop and said something like, “That’s all I have” again
and then I’d just wait a few moments. If by the time I ready to leave
I did not have the suit any one time I can’t remember it.
That, some welcome hand-me-downs from relatives and shoes
from Little Ben’s Big Shoe Store, the name of friendly Benny’s
emporium, is how in those years I clothed myself. I can’t remember
paying Benny more than $5.00 for any pair of shoes some of which
were of the most expensive brands.
At that I was probably better off than many of my high school
fellow students.
The Great Depression taught its youth willing to learn how to cope,
how to address and solve problems and to a degree to accept life as
it was. It was pretty grim then. Yet life went on.
This is not to say that some of us did not have problems of ethics
and morals like the Viet Nam war college generation faced with the
draft and with that war.
We did not face the draft. But those of us when went to State universities were compelled to take two years of military training.
Came the Oxford pledge as that oath taken by some students at
that famous English university was called, not to fight in any war. I
agreed with it. I believed in Gandhi’s way: peaceful resistance.
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The Viet Nam generation believed it invented objecting to compulsory military training.
I did that in my sophomore year and persuaded the university’s
committee on scholarship and discipline that I was sincere. I was.
But by the time we were in World War II I realized that there could
be no peaceful resistance to the Hitlers of the world that could have
any meaning. He and the others had to be met with force. With a
clear record of conscientious objection I hastened my enlistment into
the army.
My purpose in this autobiographical part of this book is to recount
some of the experiences I believed helped me for the work I ultimately
did when President Kennedy was assassinated.
Each of these stories reports some learning experience, some
learning about coping and how to do it, learning that the world is
a place of changes and that we must understand these changes and
live with them—and that we can do that without compromise with
honor or with principle.
At the time I objected to compulsory military training—not to the
teaching of military science, mind you, but compelling it as a condition
of getting an education—I was, I believe, correct on principle that it
ought not be required.
At the time Hitler menaced the world it was not in any sense a
compromise with principle to enter the army voluntarily and faster
that I would have under the regulations if I had not wanted to get
into doing whatever I could about Hitler.
That this was an emotional rather than a logical decision I learned
soon enough because it was soon apparent that there were many
things I could do that would help the war effort more than as a limited-duty military policeman.
This, too, was a learning experience confirmed when I was assigned
civilian roles as an enlisted man and then after medical discharge,
helped the war effort much more than I did as a military policeman.
Principles, I learned, relate to real situations and in this world
those real situations can and do change, sometimes with extraordinary rapidity.
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Before the Oxford pledge, in high school, I was an active kid
in extra-curricular activities and also a good student. I took extra
courses and graduated in the upper third of my class, a member of
the National Honor Society and with a record number of credits from
the extra courses I was allowed to take. I spent one year with classes
every minute including lunch period.
Radio was then in its infancy. It fascinated me. I began custom-building radios and I organized a radio club in the high school.
When I saw the advantages of what then did not exist in educational institutions, a private rather than a public public address system,
private because it would be controlled by the school administration,
I asked the Radio Corporation of America to discuss it with our club.
That even then a giant corporation invited us up to its Camden, New
Jersey plant, we discussed it, they showed us through the phonograph-record part of the plant, and then they did design and actually
built, on the notion of a kid, the first such electronic system ever. They
brought it to Wilmington, demonstrated what it could and would do,
and made an instant sale of the first such system ever.
Did this not teach not to assume that anything at all is impossible
without making a real effort to achieve it?
Did it not also teach that success may require thought, planning
and the best possible presentation to the most important audience
possible?
When my mother died my older sister, in going over what she left,
found two stories relating to my high school career from the paper
for which I later worked. One was on my thinking through the need
for and basic design of what RCA then designed scientifically, made
and delivered. The other reflected the consummate, really disgusting
bad taste of which I was capable together with its acceptance and
appreciation by an audience of no better taste.
I was in the drama club with the modest name of The Thespians.
It decided to do a Broadway hit of that period, the play “Jonesy.” I
had the comic role of a Jewish traveling salesman. That I was sick at
the time, sick enough so I was not able to go to the senior prom, does
not in any way excuse what I did.
The same morning paper said that I was the star of the show!
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Ugh!
What I actually did was to play a caricature of all the prejudicial
stereotypes of the anti-Semites, complete with accent and exaggerated gestures particularly with a stiff straw hat almost all men wore
in those days.
That made me the star of the show.
That was not good learning, particularly not for a young person and
least of all for one who is Jewish. People liked it but it was shameful.
Only much later was it good learning, when I realized how awful
it was.
My most important learning in high school began early when I
elected a course in journalism. That was probably as a freshman. By
my junior year I was managing editor of the school weekly paper. That
year the editor, my friend James Borup, the only son of a wonderful
Danish couple (I think they came here because they were anti-royalist), had scholastic difficulties and was denied all extra-curricular
activities. I edited the paper, as it turned out with no or virtually no
supervision.
It was printed at the plant of the local Sunday paper, the Star. I
worked there Thursday afternoons and Friday mornings. The paper
was distributed at the end of classes on Fridays. It was not uncommon
for me to be the last person to leave the Star building on Thursday
and it was common for me to do the last-minute work through all or
almost all of my classes on Friday mornings. But the paper never once
missed getting to the high school in time to be distributed.
Once when everything was running late and I feared the paper
would not get out on time I made much of it up before leaving the
print shop Thursday evening. When the printers got to work at 8
o’clock Friday morning I was there before them. They took one look
at what I had done and I had a preview of the sitdown strikes, in
much more moderate form, that would be resorted to in a few years
by some labor unions. The printers just refused to do any work for
the time they estimated it would have taken them to do what I had
done. That was work for which they would have been paid. They
still got paid for it merely by not working for that time. There was
no plant-owner complaint.
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Those printers did not have to undo and redo anything I had done.
Jokingly they offered me a job—and told me if I took it I’d have
to join the union. That was my first experience with unions, with
working people who had joined together in common interest and
to protect their jobs, the conditions of their work and the pay they
could take home.
The pages were put together in forms called “chases.” They were
on what was called and was literally a “stone,” a broad, flat, thick
stone. Nearby were seven very noisy old linotype machines. There
the written stories were cast in type to be placed in the chases in
accord with the layouts I had made. Too many layouts were made at
the stone and it was less common than it should have been for there
to be no layout in the last minute, where I made the front page up at
the stone in the last minute to accommodate late news of importance
to the students. Or that I thought I was.
Often on Thursday nights I wrote stories instead of studying.
Those stories were not set in type until after the plant opened Friday
morning. The deadline for the paper to be printed and be able to reach
the school on time was 11 o’clock. I pushed it too often but somehow
the paper never missed getting there on time.
There not only was no supervision of me—none was possible. The
responsibility was mine and mine alone.
For the year I was the de facto editor I recall no serious complaint.
I never once got chewed out for any story. Or how I “played” any in
the paper.
That year “my” paper won the All-American Honor Rating at the
Columbia School of Journalism’s annual competition for high school
papers.
I was rewarded—by not being made editor for my senior year.
That was my first experience with anti-Semitism.
It was quiet, unspoken.
No racist slurs. No personal insults. Just the clear expression of
the prejudice that Jews are not fit for positions publicly recognized as
highest. Even after a year’s performance of filling that position better
than anyone else in the school’s history had—but without the title.
Even after bringing the honor to the school.
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Jews had to appear to be subordinate to someone even when they
are not.
Most of the major colleges and universities in the area, particularly
the professional schools, for doctors and for lawyers, had unspoken
and unrecorded quotas. Jews were limited to 10 percent of admissions
where they were admitted.
But then most of them admitted no blacks at all.
If I protested this gross discrimination—after all, without any real
supervision I had won this high honor for my school—I do not now
recall it. My present belief 65 years later is that while I was disappointed I was aware of and accepted the realities.
The sports editor under me, an athletic girl, was made editor, I
broke he in as editor and then resigned from the paper.
Anyway, I’d learned enough soon to be acceptable to the city’s
morning paper after I graduated from high school.
But what was of enormous importance to me later was recognizing
the need for care and accuracy when there was nobody to correct me
if I made any mistakes. That year made it almost second nature for
me to be alert and to feel and meet responsibility.
It wasn’t long before I was an editor for the United States Senate.
That was before I was old enough to cast my first vote. I was past 21,
the voting age then, but only after the general election.
For young people many of their life’s experiences can be learning
experiences if they heed them.
Despite missing all my junior year Friday classes my grades were
good. There was no scholastic barrier to my entering college. But I
did not have any money.
A cousin I had never met got me a job with his brother, a butcher
who also was an entrepreneur. Among his other businesses was what
then was becoming popular, a miniature golf course. Joe Cottler, a
man of culture, a musician, a music critic, an English and literature teacher and writer, who’s first book was within a few months
a Book-of-the-Month Club selection, had married my cousin Betty.
Her mother, my paternal grandfather’s oldest sister, and her husband
had taken my father in when he emigrated from Russia during the
pogroms when the Czar’s Cossacks were massacring Jews merely
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because they were Jews. My father worked days and went to what
then were called “Americanization” schools at night. In time he saved
enough to bring his brother over and in turn, they both saved to pay
the steerage fares of the rest of the family.
Joe and Betty were childless. they treated me as their son. From
them I developed my first real cultural interests. They introduced
me to a new world.
Philadelphia is a large city geographically. It was 21 miles long.
All of Manhattan would have fit in its Fairmont Park, which was close
to the center of Philadelphia. Each trip to and from work gave me an
hour of reading time, two hours a day, via several trolley cars. I did
not have to be introduced to reading but the books I read were those
of these mature cousins.
From time to time I could make a deal with the golf course’s night
watchman for him to come to work early if I made that time up for
him. That was so I could go to the summer concerts of the great Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra then conducted by the charismatic
Leopold Stokowski. They played their summer concerts at Fairmont
Park’s Robin Hood Dell. That was only about a half-mile from the
schvitz, the then still popular Russian and Turkish baths owned by
a maternal great uncle and aunt. Those baths featured steam baths
and plaitzahs, massages of which I remember only that the body was
massaged with bunched short balsam branches after it was soaped
and washed from hoses of warm water. There were steam rooms
that really steamed and were so hot it could burn to sit on the marble
and tile seats. Most had to take towels to sit on. But it did get sweaty
bodies clean!
When I pulled in my great-aunt on my mother’s side, Tante Segal,
had a fine meal for me by the time I was clean and dressed. I’d gulp
it and take off. After the concert I returned, swam a bit and then slept
in the sleeping dormitory all those baths then had. My uncle Max had
me up in time for a quick breakfast before the much longer trolley
trip of close to two hours to my day’s work.
Joe Cottler, who was close to my size, lavished his clothing on
me. I was well clothed for my first semester in college, and thanks to
him and Betty and their meeting almost all my living expenses, by
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college time I had, for the only time, accumulated enough to pay all
my college costs for the semester on its first day.
Merely being with such mature, well-educated wise and cultured
people was a mind-opening experience for a youth from a working-class background.
What they did for me, unasked and without reward other than
gratification from doing it, I never forgot and as they did, I relish the
appreciation of the students who visited, corresponded and who
worked for me part-time while they were in college.
Because Joe and Betty spent all the time they could with me,
summer—nights I had to work and they had nothing planned they
drove those many miles in their Star roadster to pick me up and save
me the long, hot and sometimes tiring and boring trip home—and
in merely engaging in what for them was normal conversation for
them taught me much.
Once Joe, a violinist, asked me about the Theramin, of which he
had heard. It was an electronic device for making what was supposed
to approximate music. It consisted of an oscillator whose squeals
and other sounds were controlled by waving the hands near two
short rods that were aerials. In explaining how it worked to Joe I
actually “invented” what a man named Hammond later did, the
Hammond organ. I had told Joe that RCA, which owned the rights to
the Theramin, should have controlled the oscillations with a keyboard
instead of the varying capacity that controlled the oscillations by
moving the hands to alter body capacity. They could be controlled by
a series of fixed condensers that were activated by a keyboard. Until
then that idea had not occurred to me. But had it I’d not have been
able to do anything with it because that required the means, money,
I did not have.
Another time, when we were talking about commercial aviation,
then in a very primitive state, and of the problems for it when there
was cloud cover or fog, from my experience as a radio operator I
“invented” what was years in coming but did come, guiding planes
by focused, short-wave signals that, when followed when there was
little or no visibility, would guide planes blindly to a safe landing. I’d
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had some experience with radio short-waves, and I knew this could
be done. I lacked the means of even thinking of doing it.
I never forgot the indispensability of means in being able to do
what one wanted to do.
On the Morning News I was the youngest, younger by a year
than the “copy” boy. Traditionally they were “boys” and when they
were wanted they knew on hearing the cry “Boy!” I think that copy
boy went on to be a tennis star but I’m not certain. Someone of his
name did.
Carl Wise, the soft-spoken, fatherly city editor, instead called me
“son.” He guided me around several to me shocking experiences in
his quiet, effective, fatherly way.
After World War I a Congressman named Volstead succeeded in
making it a criminal offence even to possess alcoholic beverages and
they were not legally available except on a doctor’s prescription. That
is what gave us bootleggers, leading to the growth of organized crime.
One of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s campaign promises was to have
the Volstead Act repealed. That was one of the first promises he kept.
It then became legal to sell drinks in restaurants. In the same northsouth block as the paper’s office but two streets to the east of it on
what was then Wilmington’s main street two Greek refugee brothers
named Tarabicos had the Presto Cafe where I ate. One brother, Tom,
became a good friend. Shortly after “repeal” when I was lunching
there I saw a number of women sipping cocktails. I discussed that
with Tom. He told me that many of the women had switched from
tea to cocktails. I saw a “feature” in that. I wrote it and handed it in.
That night Carl Wise called me over.
“Son,” he said. “Mr. du Pont would not like this.”
Pierre, one of the feuding du Ponts, owned the papers, morning
and afternoon, the state’s only dailies, through his Christiana Holding
Company. Pierre was also strong for repeal of the Volstead Act.
When Carl saw how crestfallen and disappointed I was he said,
“Why don’t you take it up to the Sunday Ledger?”
The Philadelphia Ledger, then a fine old paper whose ancient offices
were near Independence Hall, had a Sunday supplement that as I
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now recall, was syndicated to more than 50 other Sunday papers
throughout the country. Its then editor, a man named Miner who had
been an Army major and was referred to as Major Miner, was a kindly,
fatherly man like Carl Wise. In retrospect I now wonder whether that
was true of many reporters and editors in those days, whether they
were men who welcomed to the craft brash, imaginative kids.
For that story the Ledger paid me more than I made in a week at
the News.
Excited, I submitted other feature stories and while a kid became
a syndicated writer.
Of the stories I sold the Ledger I remember one other: I predicted
that Japan’s expansionism would lead to its attack on Pearl Harbor
about nine years in the future.
I was led into an interest in foreign affairs by a Russian refugee
on the University of Delaware School of Agriculture, Dr. Artemy A.
Horvath. Horvath was one of the world’s pre-eminent experts on soy
beans. I met him in reporting on that school. Agriculture was basic in
Delaware’s down-state economy and soy beans were an important
crop there. From him I learned of the magic in soy beans and I wrote
one of the earliest stories reporting their nutritional and industrial
potential for the Ledger.
Horvath was a cultured man. He and his brother, a mathematician,
were “White” Russians, opposed to the Communist revolution. They
fled Russia when the revolution began. His brother fled west. In Berlin
he became a friend of Albert Einstein long before Einstein came to
the United States. Artemy flew east. He became the equivalent of an
undersecretary of agriculture in the Chinese government. When he
was able to come here, among what he brought with him was a copy
of the so-called Tanaka Memorial, a blueprint for expansion presented
to the Japanese emperor by the Baron Tanaka.
And it really happened as Tanaka had recommended, as I proved
later when I was a Washington magazine correspondent.
When Carl Wise knew he could not use that to me innocent feature
on women free to sip cocktails instead of their traditional tea I began
to learn that freedom to write, our Constitutional guarantee, is not
always that free. For it to have meaning writers must be published.
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That was not the only such learning experience when I was quite
young.
It was disillusioning but it was the reality. Pierre du Pont did not
have to visit his papers and lay down his law. Carl Wise knew that
if he published my to me innocent feature it could cost him his job.
Another youthful introduction into the realities of what then was
called “Big Business” is an element I refer to above as “the feuding
du Ponts.” There had been a bitter internal struggle for control of
the vast du Pont operation between Pierre and Alfred I. Pierre won.
Alfred I went to Florida where with the wealth he began he was soon
a Florida tycoon. However, he neither forgot nor forgave Pierre’s
besting him for control of the family corporation. One way in which
he could get small vengeance was to prevent whatever Pierre wanted
enacted by the state legislature from passing. How he managed to fix
upon the ideal agent to accomplish this for him I do not know, but
he did, with the most unlikely of men. He was Jake Hill, a landscape
gardener from Blackbird, a small town south of Wilmington and near
the center of the state.
Jake was an amiable, good-ol’-boy type, shrewd and wise in the
way of state politicians. But incredibly to me, he could neither read
nor write! Yet all the time I knew him and for some time before that
Jake controlled one vote more than the majority in the State senate
wherever there was an issue of importance to Alfred I.
If I ever knew, I now have no recollection of whether Alfred I. told
Jake what he wanted done by phone. But I do know he wrote Jake
long letters, in longhand. When Jake got one of those he looked one
of us on the paper up, believing, correctly, that he could trust us. He
would take whichever one of us he found to a restaurant, treat us
to food and drinks, and listen attentively while we read Alfred I.’s
letters to him. My recollection of the few I read for Jake is that Alfred
I. was a politically wise and sophisticated man. He spelled things out
lucidly and with detail for Jake.
I believe that Jake preferred those who were older than I to read
those letters, as he should have, and that he asked me to read them
to him only when he could not find Wentworth Emerson Wilson, a
history buff who in time became one of the paper’s editors, or Bob
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Curtin, who had become the du Pont Corporation’s public-relations
director when he died at a rather young age.
Whose idea it was that Jake use reporters for his employer’s
brother’s papers to read Alfred I.’s letters to him I do not know but
it proved to be good judgement. We were better able to answer any
questions Jake might have and we were trustworthy. Good reporters
do respect confidentiality. While the Jake Hill operation was probably
well known if only from his activities in the State’s capital, Dover,
not a word ever appeared in the papers about it. On any issue if the
word had appeared in the papers that operation would have ended.
Most of all Pierre wanted, with repeal, to be the State’s first liquor
commissioner. He did want some record of public service, too. Jake
did keep him from becoming liquor commissioner, exacting that
vengeance for Alfred I.
And so I learned at a rather young age that legislatures can be
controlled and how that can be done and of the willingness of those
of means to do what is necessary for them to accomplish political
purposes important to them.
Working for Pierre du Pont’s paper and coming to know what I
did about his feuds and shibboleths was, of course, an educational
experience.
One of many while I worked for the Morning News.
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CHAPTER 4
4 Drunk Reporters and Self Control
The most spectacular if not also the most important

Congressional investigation in those days was headed by North
Dakota Senator Gerald Nye. Later I got to know him. It was an investigation of the munitions industry, of “the merchants of death.”
Nye, a Republican, was able to persuade the Senate that our munitions
industry was creating wars abroad for profit. The woman who became
my wife was on that committee’s staff, its editor’s assistant and indexer.
The du Ponts began as among the first munitions makers in the
country when they emigrated from France. As the country grew they
grew and with growth they sold more munitions abroad. Later they
grew to be among the very largest in chemicals.
Perhaps the most famous American called to testify before the
Nye committee was J. Pierpont Morgan, the fabled New York City
financier. Morgan and others like him financed the munitions business
and trade.
Morgan had the fabulous Ivy Lee, first of those most spectacular in
his new field, handle his public relations. To take the attention away
from what Morgan would be asked and what he said in response, Lee
actually got a midget woman to go to that hearing room and sit on
Morgan’s lap. That made a picture that was published all around the
world! It had the effect of humanizing the stuffed shirt financier and
it diminished the impact of his testimony in the news treatment of it.
Then came Pierre du Pont’s turn to testify. He had no Ivy Lee, but
then his concern was local, Delaware.
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Grey-haired Charlie Grey, who had a loping stride and usually
a cigar in his mouth and who had married my grammar school
geography teacher, knew what to do when Pierre testified. Charlie
knew Pierre would not want Delawareans to know what he had had
to admit in his testimony, even what he asked.
Charlie was the morning paper managing editor. He was also the
de facto editor because that nice old dodderer, who was intermittently
senile, did nothing but write the editorial when he did not get of his
staff, including me, to write them for him. I do not remember him
ever even suggesting a topic when he asked me to write an editorial.
Charlie called the copy boy, Don Hutcheson over and gave him
a dollar bill. Donald Hutcheson was a year younger than I. He was
also the State tennis champ. Later he became a News reporter. On
World War II he was a master sergeant in an Army intelligence unit.
In remembering the 50th anniversary of VE day the paper interviewed
him for its June 5, 1994 issue. He was then 79 and retired for five
years. Describing the chaos and confusion of the time his unit was
anchored offshore waiting to land on Omaha beach he recalled that
“all you could see were explosions, ships overturned ... and in the
air, nothing but planes.” When they went ashore next day “We went
around the cliffs the Rangers had climbed ... set up headquarters ...
dead were lying all over the place.... We were trying to set up camp
and some guy on the edge of the cliff, in a thicket, sat up. I was scared
to death. I almost shot him. Then he asked, ‘What time is it?’ It was
famed correspondent Ernie Pyle. That was nearly my claim to fame.
I almost shot Ernie Pyle,” Hutcheson said. (Pyle was killed by the
Japanese during the battle for Okinawa.) “Pyle mentioned me in his
autobiography,” Hutcheson said.
“Boy,” he said, “high school kids are getting the effects of drugs
by drinking cokes with aspirin in them. Go out and drink all you can
and then come back so I can see how drunk you are.”
In those days all drug stores had soda fountains. Cokes were a
nickel.
When Don returned he was not drunk or doped up. He had at least
a half-gallon of coke in him, many aspirins, and he was ready to quit
if he had another mouthful to swallow—and said so.
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He didn’t. Charlie was satisfied. He began his round of telephone
calls in which he heralded the coming ruin of the State’s youth from
imbibing coke and aspirin.
He began with the governor, Clayton Douglas Buck, who was
married to a du Pont. Before Grey had finished sounding his alarms
about the dissolute younger generation and the great menace their
degeneration was to the State he had doomsday quotes from, among
others, all of whom I now do not remember, the heads of State, county,
and city boards of education, at least one high school principal and
innumerable clergymen.
When the paper appeared it had the largest, blackest “banner”
headline, across the top of the front page. Most of the stories forecast
the coming ruin and the less horrible potential of all the other
imagined evils infesting so many of the high school generation along
with preachments of how to deal with it and all the urgency thereof.
To the parents and grandparents of the representedly dissolute
high school generation those who had never taken in a coke, there
was great and genuine concern. Naturally!
Their beloved young ones were going to hell on kicks that cost a
dime or less.
What a wringing of hands, calling of preachers, the principle,
teachers and others in the high school, and close friends, what a deeply
troubled city Wilmington became once the morning paper was read!
It was a super-spectacular horror story. The city and the state were,
at least on the influence level, horrified, as the second-day attention
to the fiction established.
Also somehow squeezed onto the front page was a very brief item
on the hearing. It was not from the Associated Press, which covered
the munitions hearings quite adequately. In all likelihood it was
written by Grey. Under a tiny, modest headline this very brief story
told the state in its only daily morning paper that Pierre du Pont
had appeared before the Senate committee the day before and had
imparted his exceptional wisdom and knowledge of chemical manufacturing to the Senators and their audience, both hanging breathless
on each of Pierre’s so memorable words.
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Most Delawareans never did learn of the fortune made by the
State’s largest and wealthiest corporation from the promoted deaths
of so many throughout the world.
There were personal scandals involving du Ponts that never made
the state’s only daily papers both of which Pierre then owned. One
of which I have only limited personal knowledge was a lawsuit filed
in Wilmington by a Hawaiian woman, non-native, practitioner of
the world’s oldest profession, who was suing one the innumerable
younger du Ponts who had married her.
I was told that when the Philadelphia Record carried a report on
the trial in its “bulldog,” its earliest, edition that story disappeared
from the paper before the final edition and was never reported in it
again. The informal account is the paper’s owner, J. David Stern’s
wife was the sister of the owners of a large department store. Almost
as soon as that bulldog edition was out her brothers heard from the
banks that provided their credit, as Stern did from his bank, and that
was the end of those stories.
I was on the fringe of another and different youthful du Pont
scandal. One young man, a University of Virginia undergraduate,
suddenly tired of the halls of ivy and opted for the tall masts and
billowing sails of a boat to which he had access, if not ownership. With
a friend he set sail from some Atlantic or Chesapeake Bay mooring
for Bermuda. They never got there. Miraculously, quite some time
later, they were seen and rescued by a passing large vessel.
It happens that he and I, part-time each, shared a girlfriend, a fine
young woman named Mary, from a solid Irish working class family.
What Mary was told happened after his rescue and return home
is what this young du Pont told her. His mother, a strapping woman,
had a bathtub filled with cold water waiting when he opened the
front door. She forced him into it, expecting from prior experience
he would need to sober up some, and then, sitting on the edge of that
tub, she flailed his bare backside with a durable hair brush.
Grey’s handling the Pierre du Pont munitions committee appearance gave me a real insight into news control and an awareness of the
fact that in any society, regardless of its political structure, there are
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special interests to be served and those whose duties include serving
those interests.
During my short period on the News I was the kid who handled
mostly small potatoes stories. There were a few that were controversial. One led to an international incident.
Newark, then the state’s second largest town, was as close to the
News office as much of Philadelphia was to its center-city newspaper
offices. The University was there, I covered Newark most of the time,
and the two controversial stories I can recall were Newark stories.
The News fed one to the Associated Press. That the story getting
distributed around the world is what made it the cause of a real international incident. Diplomatic protests, even striped-pants visitors
from Washington.
Bill Cunningham was Newark’s chief of its small police force. He
also was a street cop and a motorcycle cop. Once when riding his bike
he chased a really fancy car that was speeding.
When he took after it in his motorcycle the driver also speeded up.
For some reason he left the main highway. Main? In those days a major
highway was paved and traffic went both ways on it, one lane each
way. Off these “main” roads many were unpaved. On one of these
unpaved roads, which that day was quite muddy, Cunningham finally
caught up to that miscreant and, covered with mud, his uniform of
which he was so proud thoroughly coated with it, he gave that driver
a ticket. He wanted to make an arrest but when he learned what the
record he made of that incident did not disclose, he contented himself
with merely issuing a speeding ticket. That is what put tiny Newark
on the map and in the news when I learned about it.
Cunningham had ticketed the protesting British Ambassador!
The story I wrote treated it as a humorous incident.
But the ambassador didn’t when he saw it in the papers.
And he had “diplomatic immunity.”
He protested to the State Department and it complained to the
town of Newark and to the papers.
Everybody there just laughed. “Diplomatic immunity” meant little
outside of Washington.
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It was all pro forma anyway. There was nothing the paper could
have done had it wanted to and nothing the State Department could
have asked of it. The story was truthful and it had gone all over the
country and throughout England.
The other really controversial story led to a demand that I be fired.
It was also my first experience with editors standing up for their
reporters in a serious controversy.
Walter Hullihen was then the stuffed-shirt, self-important president
of the University of Delaware. He was also imaginative. That small
university then had an enrollment of about 600 men, that small. The
women’s college was separate, although on the same campus, and it
was a medieval relic. Hullihen was not imaginative with the women.
They had bed checks at 10:00 p.m. and had to sign out if they were
not going to be on that campus at 7:00 p.m. One of my high school
classmates who forgot to sign out to be off campus after 7:00 had
dinner with her parents less than a half mile from her dorm. Her father
was a bank president. But for not signing out to have dinner with her
parents Betty Craig was restricted to campus for six or eight weeks!
Hullihen had instituted what I believe was the country’s first
foreign study plan. Our students who wanted to could spend a year
of their college in France at a French college or university.
It was successful and popular. Encouraged, Hullihen then instituted a foreign study plan with Germany.
That was in about 1933. Germany was then Hitler Germany.
In a speech before some group that was important to him Hullihen
was not content to report that Delaware students could expand their
horizons with a year of study in Germany. He extended his remarks
to include praise of Hitler for what he had done and was doing and
then went farther in making clearly anti-Semitic comments.
When I learned of that speech I reported it accurately.
It was a page-one story and it caused an immediate sensation.
One evening, probably the evening of the day the story appeared,
Carl Wise signaled to me to come to his desk.
“Son,” he said, “Hullihen is downstairs breathing fire and brimstone.
Go to the men’s room and stay there until I get you.”
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I wasn’t there very long. It seemed longer than it was. I divided
my time between observing the behavior of cockroaches that then
infested all newspaper of which I knew, and wondering what would
happen to me.
Nothing did.
Apparently Hullihen had phoned first and raised all the hell he
could think of in his personal complaints and then left.
Carl smiled when he freed me from my temporary men’s room
captivity.
“What happened?” I asked him.
“Nothing,” Carl responded. “I asked him, is there was any inaccuracy in your story and could he show me none.”
That was my first experience with complaints, vigorous complaints,
about truthful writing, the old saw, “the truth hurts.”
But as I also learned, all editors are not like Charlie Grey, who
gave up no trouble as long as we did our jobs well and was mild in
his remonstrations when we didn’t, or as honest and straightforward
as Carl Wise, and as tolerant and fatherly as he was with me.
Carl’s opposite number on the sister evening paper wanted it
believed that he was a character from the then popular Ben HechtCharles McCarthy novel just made into a movie, “The Front Page.”
That was about the time the movies first brought us voices.
I wasn’t working for a week or so because in an accident I had
cut all the fingers on my right hand deeply enough for all of them
to require stitches that had not yet been removed. Then a serious
hurricane struck. All communications south of Wilmington were out.
Although I did not immediately think of it, that meant that Washington did not have what might became an important communications
need.
My only interest was in reporting the news of the hurricane.
It was hours before anyone on the morning paper was due in
the office. They did not begin to come in until about 2:00 p.m. With
nobody to ask, on my own I decided to see what stories I could get
through fellow radio amateurs. Closest to the office, in the event Wilmington’s phones went down, was Howard Layton. His station was
W3AIS. His was an all-code operation and with the heavy electrical
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interference from the storm Morse code was much more comprehensible than voice. It consisted of a simple sound that was of short
or longer durations, dots and dashes as they were called. Most good
operators could send and receive 25 words every minute, some more.
Radio was still fairly primitive in those days.
Howard’s “shack,” which was hardly that, but all “hams” as
amateurs were called and called themselves, referred to their stations
as in a “shack.” Howard’s was in the rear-most room on the third
floor of a fine house.
He tuned the best daytime band, noting what he received, letter
by letter, face grim, earphones snug for greater comprehension, there
was that much interference, and went from signal to signal.
The two kinds of interference, natural and manmade, were abbreviated as “QRM” and “QRN.” There was much of both that day, but
the QRM, from the storm, was very bad.
Shaking his head in frustration from time to time over this interference and the weakness of most of the signals he picked up, suddenly
Howard’s mien changed. He was very intent and the letters he wrote
on his pad were written carefully. With a nod of his head toward the
pad he confirmed that he had what we were looking for, a report on
that storm.
Recollection after more than 60 years may not be entirely dependable but my recollection is that there were gaps in what he wrote on
his pad, coming from the weakness of the signal and the QRM and
QRN. I read over his right shoulder and I got excited!
When he had a sheet complete he tore it off, handed it to me, and
I phoned the paper. The day side was on and it was well before the
presses rolled.
I asked for and got the Evening Journal’s city editor, Harris
Samonisky. I explained the situation and told him I’d have to fill in
some of the gaps. I suppose I indicated where I did that. By the time
I read him the first page of Howard’s writing he told me to hold so
he could turn me over to a stenographer. She came on the line and
slowly but excitedly I dictated to her the text as Howard took it down,
letter by letter, and what I improvised for the gaps.
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I was also excited because just before Howard got this live one he
had been reached by the Navy’s then most powerful radio station,
NAA, in Arlington, Virginia, part of what would have been the
District of Columbia when the republic was founded and established
its capital there, if Virginia had not reneged on its agreement. The
Navy gave Howard and me both temporary commissions so we could
act with authority in emergency relief work. And Howard did give
me messages to phone to the Philadelphia Navy Yard later that day.
Imagine! A kid too young to vote with a Navy commission! I had
rank enough to have commanded a small vessel in wartime. That rank
in the army would have been captain and as a captain I could have
commanded a full company in battle.
But it meant nothing other than temporary exhilaration. I never
had to invoke it.
All the few calls I made when Howard passed me his handwritten
messages went through without any hitches. There were probably all
to the Philadelphia Navy Yard.
My one and only military commission lasted only a few hours and
it meant nothing in any event!
It would have been nice, though, if NAA could have sent those
silver bars by radio!
So, excited, more excited than a more experienced reporter would
probably have been, I read the story of combined authorship to the
Journal. I looked forward to seeing it on the front pages that evening.
The papers’ offices then were but two blocks away by air, three
walking. When Howard got hungry supper time I got soaking wet
going to the office. The morning paper staff had been working for
several hours then. I went immediately to Carl Wise. I told him what
I had been doing and of the story I’d read to Samonisky. He looked
puzzled. I knew why when he showed me the Journal.
The story I’d dictated was not on the front page!
“Inside?” I asked.
Carl shook his head and, puzzled, he turned to Grey, whose desk
was only a short distance away. They sat back-to-back.
Grey also was puzzled. He did not try to explain anything but he
did praise me for my initiative and for that success.
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I went back to W3AIS and we did storm relief work, no real story,
until Howard pooped out, and for the next two days I went from
amateur to amateur until communications were restored.
As I remember it, that story I filled in was a dramatic, first-person
account sent by a “ham” in Berlin, Maryland on its Eastern shore,
near Salisbury. I am pretty clear that it referred to seeing a house
go floating down a nearby river. It may have been the home of the
writer. I am not now clear on it. But it certainly was an excellent
report: dramatic, graphic—well written. Exciting, tragic, with real
“human interest” in it.
Before long Samonisky was not seen in the office. When it was
talked about all we knew is that he had gone to New York, to work
for Ivy Lee.
Later that year the Pulitzer Prizes were announced. The award
for local reporting went to the story I had phones to the Journal to
Samonisky! That was the one time I saw Charlie Grey really angry.
What he and probably Carl knew before the Pulitzer awards were
announced is that the story that had not appeared in the Journal had
been on the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin’s front page.
I then also learned from the fit-to-tie managing editor that the
prize-winning reporter, a man named Pruitt or Truitt, had been
our Delmarva correspondent as well as that of the Bulletin, a not
uncommon arrangement.
So, the Bulletin got the Pulitzer Prize that our paper should and
would have been awarded if Samonisky had played it straight.
As it was explained to me, when the stenographer typed the story
I read to her up, instead of rushing it into his own paper Samonisky
phoned it to the Bulletin, expecting to be paid for it.
He would have been had our correspondent not also been the
Bulletin’s.
Grey was also outraged because, he said, I should have shared
in that Pulitzer. Without me the story would not have been reported
anywhere and I also did fill in some of the unavoidable gaps in it.
There was not much Grey could do. He could not in the morning
paper condemn its sister evening paper. But he did write a story about
how I’d made it all possible. And he put it on the front page, below
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the fold, in about the middle and at the bottom. It was two columns
wide and was I ever proud!
Grey also told me that Samonisky had been fired over it and that
he belonged in p.r. work, not journalism.
I’ve heard of Pulitzers not being awarded as they were voted by
the designated committees for each of the various categories. That
happened to my friend Les Payne, then minority affairs reporter for
Long Island’s Newsday, later its national editor.
He had shared one Pulitzer with that paper’s crew of reporters who
traced heroin from the Turkish poppy fields into New York arms, a
very dangerous series for the reporters.
Les followed with an exceptional accomplishment for a black man,
touring and reporting on the racial strife in South Africa when that
strife was at its most murderous height. He went where blacks were
prohibited, he got information for a series of important stories and
he got out. He wrote an excellent series of first-person reports on that
truly dangerous situation. His was also a very hazardous and adventurous exploit. The entire Pulitzer committee on foreign reporting
voted Les that year’s award. It was unanimous.
But above that committee the award was taken from a black man
and given to a white reporter.
The entire committee protested and its protest was widely reported,
including by the Associated Press.
But I’ve never heard of an award due one paper being given
to another or that, as was true of the story I had handled. But the
recipient, based on all that could be known to the award committee,
had earned that award.
Learning! I wonder if there is a better place for young people to
learn about life as it really is than on a small-town newspaper.
About honesty, personal and professional responsibility, temptation, and about graft, too.
Because these were significant factors in the work to which I later
devoted the largest single part of my professional life, I’d best confess.
Unless at the time I confessed, perhaps bragged, to my fellow—
well, I can’t say “newshounds,” the word of the day, because in that
small-town paper we really were not that. There wasn’t much investi-
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gating to do or sinister secrets to dig out. If there had been there was
not a great likelihood of their being published anyway, as we all know.
Once I did fail to resist temptation and I did accept petty graft.
Shame on me!
One night I was on the police beat. The police station was in the
basement of City Hall. That was about three blocks east of the paper
office. The cops brought in a man I knew by reputation was a bootlegger. That was in the days before Prohibition was repealed by FDR.
While in the formality of recording his arrest he gave me a quizzical
look, raised his eyebrows and instinctively, without conscious thought,
I nodded my head.
When newspapers, at least in those days and for some years thereafter, had more stories set in type than they could use that was called
“over-up.” There was almost always some over-up and thus stories
the papers could not use.
My cop-out.
That bootlegger’s arrest was not reported. And he was able to
continue his bootlegging so that he could raise the money he’d need
to pay his lawyer. If he was not already fairly prosperous, as most
bootleggers who stayed out of jail were, compared to others.
For some time thereafter Young John Barleycorn got his booze
uncut and free.
“Cut” referred to diluting illegally imported whiskey with other
substances of alcoholic content. Down-and-out boozers of that era
drank anything with alcohol in it, frequently bay rum.
I did not in that time of temptation give any thought at all to what
was wrong with my making that unspoken deal and living up to it.
When I was older and it came to mind I did. It was petty and it was
very wrong.
That was a time when I had what was called politely “a drinking
problem.” In less evasive terms, I drank too much. Sometimes much
too much. But as a young man I could hold it—and still function. I
had no accidents driving and got into no trouble over the stories I
wrote. I cannot honestly say that I missed no stories.
There were three weeks when I never really sobered up entirely.
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The favorite of our few drinking places was a bootleg joint only
two blocks north of the vehicular entrance to the police station.
A fine and cultured black man, with a Ph.D. in chemistry, Leon
Fisher, who had a successful chemical business, also ran a rather good
watering place with excellent black entertainers who then could not
get better bookings. He had a brother who reportedly was a successful
artist in New York City.
When I worked Sunday nights and finished in time I’d usually
wander over to the Club de Leon and instead of sitting at a table stood
at the bar and sipped drinks with Leon while we listened to the radio
broadcasts of the Minneapolis symphony and engaged in friendly
chitchat for that hour. The radio was above and behind the bar.
One memorable Sunday, however, the smallest of us, almost tiny
Wentworth Emerson Wilson, son of a clergyman and an authentic
Civil War buff and scholar, saw Leon and me at peace with the world
at the bar and, without any advance notice and pretty drunk, he
charged the length of that long room, hitting me in the middle of the
back. He almost toppled the bar. There was some damage signalled
by the sound of breaking glass.
Leon accepted it all without complaint and with good humor and
a smile.
One of the games we played when a group of us sat at a table with
Emmy a bit drunk, whether or not I was—and somehow we always
sat facing each other—began when I’d take my glasses off and stroke
my chin. That infuriated Emmy and he’d make a fist and hit me on
the chin. It never hurt and we all laughed, including Emmy.
When liquor was legal we often drank at the Presto cafe. It was
only a three block walk from the office and the food was quite decent.
Tom Tarabicos worked nights seven days a week, his brother, who I
hardly knew, worked days.
When I had no money, Tom ran the tab for me. Paydays I took the
check to him, he cashed it, taking what I owed him. There were often
small entries not for food and drink.
When Tom, who was fatherly with me, believed I’d had too much
he called that to my attention by spinning a dinner plate on the tile
floor. The slower it went the more it got my attention. He’d then call
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a cab, give the driver my address, and I left. Cabs there were only a
quarter. Tom never asked me if I had one. He put it on my tab.
From Tom when business was slack in the wee hours and we sat
and talked I got what I never got from my parents. They not once
mentioned the anti-Semitic pogroms they had fled, never mentioned
any relatives who did not survive them or illnesses. From Tom I
learned much about what impelled people to come here. He had
lived through it.
Tom had fought in a war with Turkey, I suppose after Turkey
invaded Greece. In those days horses and swords were still used in
combat. From a slash by a mounted Turk Tom had a scar from the
corner of his mouth on the left side of his face to his ear, a long broad
curved scar. The surgery was not cosmetic. Tom was full of stories
about the suffering of the average Greek from that war with its larger
neighbor. He gave me an idea of the degree to which war was hell
for those not in the fighting armies, too.
The youngest of Tom’s five children was a sickly boy. Tom, or at
least so he said, believed the climate in Greece would be better for
him and, with World War II impending, moved his family back to
his place of birth, the country he loved.
We were such good friends when from our ages we could have
been father and son, Tom added to the handshakes and hugs with
which we parted a warm telegram from the ship.
There was one time, however, that excess drinking was embarrassing when I sobered up, although those incidents, one at least, made
me laugh while it was happening.
Johnny Hill was my favorite of the staff. He was a warm and jovial
man a few years older than I. He married my fellow student who
was an excellent pianist, Vivian Ely. After they were married Vivian
gave piano lessons.
One bitter cold winter day, with heavy snow frozen on the ground,
a day Johnny was off and I had all my stories ready to write, Vivian
asked him to go to a cabin they had at the Delaware Canoe Club
Colony near a place called Smalley’s Dam, on the Christiana River
only a short drive south of Wilmington.
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It then was really an idyllic spot, where the river ran primeval. The
club had only a dozen members, one of whom lived there year round.
Perhaps his was an adjoining property. It was so close to civilization
that on a pleasant summer’s early morning, when we retreated to it
with a bottle or two to chat, fish or listen to classical music on a fine
experimental phonograph Johnny had latched onto somehow, with
that music and the music of nature we could also hear main-highway
traffic.
Johnny’s father, Tom Hill, had finally lost out on the New York
Times from his chronic alcoholism. He became such a problem the
family would not let him live with them any more. Old Tom was
the typical friendly drunk. I never saw him angry, remember no
complaint he ever made.
When Johnny picked me up on his trip to bring back firewood for
the upstairs party Vivian was having after her student’s recital of that
night ended, he had Tommy with him.
Our first stop was at Johnny’s favorite bootlegger. He got a gallon
of what that man had made himself, peach brandy. Delaware had
fine peaches and that guy knew what to do with them. After we had
used that gallon a bit while loading the firewood into the trunk of
the car, Johnny thought it would be a good idea if we warmed up
a bit before braving the chill of the car until after its heater warmed
up. So we stopped off at the cabin of the club’s one live-in member
or near neighbor. We gathered around his old wood-burning kitchen
stove to warm up. Our host thought we should warm up on the inside,
too. He served some of his supply of that same peach brandy. It was
quite some time before Johnny remembered that he was to deliver
that firewood and neither of us remembered that I had stories to write.
I sat in the front with Johnny because Tom was past talking. He
was really out if it!
Both of us were pretty drunk, Johnny and I talked and sang while
we drove to Wilmington. Because his father had been banished from
the family home, Johnny had rented a room for him from a dignified
lady who rented rooms, Mrs. Martinez. It was in a mixed working-class neighborhood, once a fine neighborhood of well-built homes,
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on a main street. Her house was three storeys high. Tommy’s room
was on the top floor.
When we pulled up to Mrs. Martinez’s door on the south side of
Fourth Street, between Monroe and Adams, with Tommy supported
by the firewood on the back seat, where we had piled what would
not fit in the trunk, Tommy could not move. Literally. I had heard the
phrase “a stiff” but I’d thought it was only a figure of speech. Tommy
was quite literally stiff.
We worked him out of the seat with his body fixed in the seated
position. We crosses hands under him, carried him into the house
that way and, with some difficulty, started to carry him up the stairs.
Those stairs were not as wide as three bodies. Apparently it must
have been a noisy operation because at about the time we laid Tommy
on his bed Mrs. Martinez appeared, indignant and saying so loudly
and forcefully. When she began flailing away at us with her broom,
Johnny beat me to the stairs. We were both laughing as though it was
what it was not, funny. Mrs. Martinez got close enough to hit me on
the back and the top of the head with the straight end of her broom.
It did not hurt but between the laughing and the exertion I could no
longer hold anything down. Her stairs were a slippery mess by the
time I joined Johnny at his car.
He said he was sure he’d have to get his father another room in the
morning and as we drove to his home he remembered that Vivian had
that recital and we had to be very quiet as we carried the firewood
up to their third floor.
We were, too, for quite a few trips.
That house’s stairs were winders. There were three short flights
between each floor, the flights turning at right angles at the end of
each section of them.
We had almost finished carrying that firewood up without any
noise at all, or at least we so believe, when suddenly a real live monkey
jumped at my face and onto my head.
That ended the quiet of our operation as the wood I was carrying
clattered down those wooden stairs.
I did not know that Johnny and Vivian had a pet monkey.
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A strange man and both of us carrying the firewood scared the
monkey. As he ran around he saw the window in the room with the
fireplace was opened a bit to keep it from getting too hot.
As so many homes in the fine area did, that one had a porch with
a galvanized steel roof that ended at the wall above the second storey
level. The monkey fled onto that roof, into the bitter cold.
Unafraid or too drunk to be Johnny slowly opened the window
wide enough to go onto that sloping, slippery roof cooing and talking
to the frightened monkey all the time. Unlike what I later learned
about monkeys, that one did not flee. Johnny got it back into the
house and closed the window while the wife and mother, outraged
and indignant, looked on.
Again I fled, to the office. It was only six blocks—six very cold
blocks—away.
Before we’d gotten too drunk, Johnny had cautioned me to use
his desk and his typewriter because a building post more than a foot
wide partly blocked Carl Wise’s view.
Carl did keep looking at me. Perhaps he could also smell me. But
in silence I wrote those stories, put them on Carl’s desk, when he
sort of studied me again, and started to leave by the side door that
opened onto an alley rather than risk being seen on the street when
I emerged in the sad state in which I was.
Halfway down those stairs the door to the press room was open.
I saw a sturdy steel table used in wrapping and labelling papers in
quantity, and I decided that rather than risk whatever might lie ahead
if I left in the condition in which I had already suffered two disgraces,
I’d take a little nap. I spread out on that table, hat and overcoat on,
and fell asleep.
I had a dim awareness of it when the presses started to roll. Presses
have a high decibel level but it was not high enough to keep me from
sleeping without any interruption until after all the papers had been
dispatched and the press room was once again still and empty.
With the hangover came remorse and shame.
Johnny had a new room to find for his father, who’d been invited
to leave a rather large number of them.
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I now don’t remember whether I dared facing Vivian to apologize
to her or Johnny counselled me against facing her and his mother,
both at the same time.
I do remember clearly that from that night’s experiences, that
shameful and embarrassing behavior, I decided to “reform.” And
I did.
The legislature was going into special session. That meant more
work for all of us because a reporter would be sent to help the regular
man covering Dover, the State capital.
I vowed to myself that for the duration of that special session I
would pour every drop the boys did not take from the bottle, without
taking a drop myself. That special session lasted about three months.
For three months I did not have a drop.
And since then I have been able to take it or leave.
When thereafter I did get drunk, it was by accident, not intent and
it was infrequent. It has not happened in several decades.
Now I am a sipper. I’ve given up my favorite, corn whiskey. Too
strong for me now.
During and for a short while after World War II, when we lived
in Virginia, which rationed alcoholic beverages, my wife’s monthly
quota I used for bonded bourbon, for our guests.
Mine went for the product with the most honest labelling I
remember.
Mine went for “Singin’ Sam” corn whiskey. The label read, “The
corn whiskey in this bottle is warranted not to be over 30 days old.”
I could easily fill several large chapters with corn whiskey stories,
where and by whom and how it was made, how it was bootlegged—
once inside a jail, for the sheriff, for the man who sent it to me and for
me—and its merits and nicknames, but that has nothing to do with
what I learned while working for the News that helped prepare me for
my work on the JFK assassination and its investigations. So not here.
I do return to my last drunk on corn whiskey, how I was garbed
when all my clothing had gotten soaking wet while fishing on Norris
Lake, Tennessee, while engaged in what I go into later.
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There was one departure from traditional news writing standards
that I did get away with. Probably Carl Wise or Charlie Grey felt as
I then did. In a supposedly straight news story, with no editorializing or other comment, I intended and delivered an insult to a then
famous man.
Lowell Thomas was the first really great celebrity in radio news.
Whatever he may have been in his personal life his accounts of
which were aired nationally with some regularity—whether or not
with complete and impartial fidelity—he was a network star—when
he was the main speaker at the annual convention of the Delaware
State Teachers’ Association. I was sent to cover it. His pontifications,
his self-glorifications, his long-winded tales that did nothing to inform
the State’s teachers of anything other than how vitally important
Lowell Thomas said he was in his rise from rags to riches. It was too
much for me.
My insult was the literal truth. I believe I can recall my exact words.
They were:
“In the main speech of the day Lowell Thomas compared Abraham
Lincoln favorably with Lowell Thomas.”
Carl must have shown that to Charlie Grey and they must have
chuckled over it together to indulge the departure of their brash kid
from traditional journalistic standards and practices.
During the years of my appearances on radio and TV talk and
news shows I never emulated Lowell Thomas, the first of our seven
p.m. network stars and prize properties, with such personal stuff.
That one was easy to learn and no problem to practice.
Once in a while I remembered it to jibe at and mimic some of the
self-conceived Lowell Thomases who laced the airways with their
self-glorification for which there was no basis in their writing or in
accomplishments, which were largely empty boasts.
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CHAPTER 5
5 Learning a New World in the New World
My next writing, as distinguished from the writing that

is part of editing, began about a decade after my stint on the News.
In between I’d left the News and Wilmington in the hope of making
more money to help meet the family’s needs after my father died.
I was able at the least to meet the mortgage payments and my
mother was able to keep the house and educate my younger sister.
My experience on the News and as a youthful writer syndicated
from time to time by the Philadelphia Ledger’s Sunday section, did not
impress The Washington Post.
The cockroaches in its old building on the north side of E Street,
Northwest closer to 14th than to 13th Street, before long to be replaced
with a parking garage, were as plentiful as those at the News but they
showed no Washington superiority over them.
At the Department of Agriculture, with an assist from patronage I’d
been able to get, I was promised the first opening in the information
office. I had some experience in reporting news of agriculture and
agricultural science covering the University of Delaware’s agriculture
department and the Agricultural Extension Service. As a supposed
stop-gap that satisfied the Democratic Party of Delaware, I was given
a “temporary” clerical job in the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. I was one of those menial clerks who were important in seeing to
it that the farmers who had practiced birth control with their lustful
pigs and avoided planting corn in the volume of previous years got
their checks on time.
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That was, despite the ridicule of it, a good, really a vitally necessary
way of preventing some of the numerous farm foreclosures, in some
instances starvation, of keeping farm families together and helping
them survive the disasters of the Great Depression.
That may not have been the best way to accomplish those necessary
objectives but it was probably the most daring innovation FDR
believed he could get enacted.
There was no real food surplus. The surplus was in what could
be sold, what people could pay for, not in what was needed. For all
the increased production from improved methods of farming, there
would have been no domestic surplus if all who needed food got what
they needed, and if any effort had been made to feed the starving of
the world there would have been an acute shortage.
It was many years before the government established a program
of giving agricultural surpluses to those in urgent need of that food,
especially to hungry school children.
I was really impressed by FDR, by a man of wealth with an obvious
concern for those in dire straits. I did not miss a single one of what
were called his “fireside chats.”
Of all the wonderful words so many of which were written for
him by his personal and political friend, Judge Sam Rosenman, “we
have nothing to fear but fear itself” influences me most of all in my
later years.
It was without any qualm or apprehension that later I went alone
and unarmed in places in New Orleans where Jim Garrison’s lawyers
and the police on his staff would not go except in pairs and then when
both were armed.
And nothing ever happened, either. FDR was right.
It did not take long for the wealthy and the corporations to see
how much money they could make by regulating the association of
sows with boars and the like. Before long much of the tax money
that was supposedly to save the family farms and families lined the
pockets of the already wealthy and the corporations as both bought
up farm acreage.
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Among the unemployed who poured into Washington for any job
at all or to help FDR beat the Depression or both were many PhDs
who welcomed even clerical employment until they could do better.
One of those who worked with me when I worked in the since
built showplace was the Old Post Office Building, on the south side
of Pennsylvania Avenue between 12 and 13 Streets was a former Jack
Dempsey sparring partner. Myers was no longer young enough for
that work that he had enjoyed so much.
He knew which eating places in that part of Washington had the
best ham. Its cost was nominal and I enjoyed an occasional splurge.
Myers really did find what was the best ham.
Much of our time on the evening shift—and we worked three
rotating shifts—we spent in responding to the screams of women
when bats flew into their offices. We did not often catch any, if ever,
but we did get the bats to leave and the calmed women to return to
their typewriters.
Worthwhile as that clerical work was to those whose needs were
at least partly filled as a result, whose survival was made possible
by it, it was also boring. It got to be too much after I’d spent a few
months in another building, a since razed apartment of modest size
on the south side of Independence Avenue, Northwest, just west of
7th and across from some Smithsonian buildings. Fine new federal
buildings now grace that entire area.
The only Ph.D. I remember from that building was a black man
named Taylor. He was our regular, night-time security guard. With
his Ph.D. he got $1260 for an entire year. I was a bit better off, getting
$1440 a year, that is $30 a week. Of that I sent about a third home.
The difference of less than four dollars a week was nonetheless a
very significant difference. In terms of the food that four dollars then
would buy. Or the part of the rent it would pay.
How else was it then? What to remember, but not to want to relive?
Most of the black women who worked in that Old Post Office
Building were under three glass roofs in its hollow center, two at the
top and one immediately over the area in which they worked. They
worked in the noisiest area, running the ever-clattering IBM punch
card machines. They were further separated from any air by being
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partitioned off from the rest of that glass-covered area that had no
air in any event.
In the heat of summer days those who worked in the bottom of
that hollow area, whites outside that IBM area, passed out often.
Save that there was no Jim Crow on the trolleys and buses, blacks
were officially and by legislation discriminated against in the nation’s
capital.
Except in government cafeterias they were not permitted to eat in
white restaurants.
When I dined with black friends, it was usually at a fine black
restaurant, Harrison’s, on U Street, Northwest, on the north side in
the middle of a block somewhere near Sixth Street.
Wilmington was below the Mason-Dixon line, just barely. The
schools, restaurants and places of entertainment were segregated.
Blacks were not allowed in white movies. They were permitted in
the only legitimate theater, in the Hotel du Pont, but only in the
uppermost gallery, called “peanut heaven.”
Until well after World War II there were regular scandals, scandals
at least to those opposed to and those the victims of discrimination,
when black ambassadors to this country and to the United Nations,
could not get food on the main highways, including that between
New York and Washington.
The only black employees I remember from my years in the then
only Senate Office Building, since renamed after the respected leader
of Southern conservative of his day, Richard Brevard Russell, were
the nighttime custodial staff.
One with whom I developed a friendly relationship after I caught
him stealing the bourbon with which I kept going during long periods
of no sleep was a preacher named Hill. He had to work to supplement
his scant salary, if he got one. He was a janitor, the only kind of work
he could get as a black in those years.
I had an old-fashioned roll-top desk that I rarely closed and in
which I used all the many cubby holes. My office was under the stairs
in the corner nearest the Supreme Court Building, Room 103. Our files
were in Room 135, at the diagonally opposite end of the first floor that
was underground at my end. the main offices were in Rooms 247C and
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249, in the northeast corner of the floor above mine halfway between
these two ground floor offices, mine and the one with the files. There
was a street-level entrance at that northeast corner of the building.
About two or three o’clock one morning when I was staggering
around to Room 135 with galleys of a report under my left arm, many
pencils of different colors in that hand, I had one of the fancy Senate
glasses in my right hand. Just as I got to that exit corner of the building,
the committee’s boss, Robert Wohlforth, who had worked late for him,
was just getting off the elevator to leave by that exit.
His greeting was, “What do you have in that glass?”
“Bourbon,” I replied, “Want a drink?”
“No!” he exclaimed, with real indignation. “Don’t you know that’s
against the law?”
My spontaneous reply was “It may be against the law but it sure
is great for the Constitution. And if you want this damned report out
correct and on time you’d see to it that I do not run out.”
I never heard another word about my drinking on the job. That
drinking was restricted to a sip straight, and from the bottle, when I
was getting too drowsy. It was a temporary pickup and many a night
I kept going with those temporary pickups.
No report was ever late and there was not a single complaint any
about my work on them.
Late one night when I had to return for something I’d forgotten
when I left for the Government Printing Office. When I opened the
door there was the Reverend Evans with my bottle in his hands.
I knew the level was going down even when I was not using it but
I’d no idea who was nipping it, sometimes a bit heavily.
The poor man was embarrassed. He just stood there and looked
at me.
My salary was much better, although not all that good. I was then
on the payroll of the Farm Security Administration. My job there was
the executive or administrative assistant to its director.. But I was
loaned to the Senate. I was getting $3200 a year then and still sending
money home from each check. So, the bonded bourbon I used to keep
going those long nights was an extravagance.
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I also was embarrassed when I caught Reverend Evans stealing my
booze. But I could understand that he, too, needed a wee drop from
time to time, preacher in the daytime that he was and janitor at night.
“Reverend Evans,” I said, “we’ve got to work out an arrangement
because you are hitting it harder than I can really afford. Take a nip
whenever you really need one but you’ve got to stop hitting it as
hard as you do.”
He smiled, a bit sheepishly at first and them broadly, he took my
hand when I offered it, and we had a deal.
Thereafter he never violated the ground rules between us.
Drinking was illegal in the Senate Office Building as Wohlforth
had said?
Hell, no! Once when I was so overworked and so far behind I’d
borrowed a good ol’ boy proofreader from the Government Printing
Office, an amiable man named Jeff Burnett. He was a competent proofreader. But before long his work was sloppy and inaccurate. He also
developed watery, bleary eyes many days after lunch. Only after
lunch. One day it was obvious he was drunk, very drunk. Before
calling his wife I got one of the staff to take him in a cab to the Riggs
Turkish baths then in the basement of the Albee Building across from
the main Treasury building on its east side. When I questioned Jeff
the most improbable story that turned out to be true emerged.
One day he’d been on an elevator with the Vice President of the
United States, the Texas swizzler John Nance Garner. Garner invited
him to the office of the Vice President of the United States for a drink
and it got to be a regular after-lunch when Garner was in town.
Senatorial drinking was no secret. Garner’s was a bit out of the
ordinary in those days after repeal, when it was legal to buy and sell
alcoholic beverages. But like me, Garner fancied corn whiskey, real
corn whiskey. It was unbecoming for the vice president of the United
States to offer anything like my later Singin’ Sam. At least once a week
his liveried chauffeur, who looked like Central Casting in Hollywood
would approve for a gangster’s gunslinger, drove the vice president’s
official car over to somewhere in West Virginia. Its closest northeast
corner was not a long drive and it was mountainous, good for hiding
stills. When he left the building he had a wicker picnic basket on each
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arm, covered with linen Senate napkins. He looked exactly the same
way when he returned but he did not carry the baskets as high. The
gallon jugs under those napkins when left were full on his return,
with what was then best known as White Mule. It was moonshine,
colorless, illegal, bootleg corn whiskey as fancied in the West Virginia
mountains that began only a little more than an hour’s drive from
Washington.
When I needed more shelf space for galley proof, stenographic
transcripts of hearings and bound volumes of them and a few other
things for which no space remained in or on my desk and the tables
I had, I asked the Senate carpenter shop if it could provide a set of
shelves the maximum width of which I gave it after measuring the
space I had for them in Room 103. The foreman, who did his best to
keep everybody happy, no matter how unimportant or low the rank
in that rank-conscious building, seemed to be a bit hesitant when he
told me he had just that size in a set of mahogany shelves. He also
told me it had a blemish that might be embarrassing.
“What’s wrong with them?” I asked him. “Wobbly?”
“No,” he replied, “They are quite sturdy. Not used much. Not that
long since we made them.”
“What would embarrass me about fairly new mahogany shelves?”
I asked him.
“We made them for Garner,” is all he said. Then I knew, knowing of
Garner’s drinking and his never hiding those gallons of White Mule.
“You mean rings on them?!” I asked.
Relieved, he said that was the defect. I asked him how soon I could
have them. They filled the one place I had for the shelves I needed
almost instantly. the only delay was so they could be wiped off.
In fact, every time one of those many rings was visible and I was
asked about it, it became a talking piece.
In that much less complicated period of our political life most of
the Members were pretty democratic and some were gregarious, if
few were to the degree the conservative Garner was or as open and
as free with their whiskey.
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When I had seen a small item in the papers saying that the Senate
had approved an investigation proposed in a resolution offered by
Wisconsin Senator Robert M. LaFollete, Jr. pursuant to which there
would be an investigation of the violation of civil liberties and the
right of labor to organize, brash and young as I was, with my only
labor experience limited to memberships in the American Newspaper
Guild and the government employees union, I went to LaFollete’s
office as soon as I could. He was not there but the member of his staff
who interviewed me. Dave Persinger, satisfied with what I though
was inadequate experience for a job at the Senate, asked me if I’d be
willing to work for the committee if it borrowed me from the Agriculture Department and that department kept me on its payroll and
I got my checks from it.
I grabbed it!
The committee had to “borrow” virtually all its employees because
the money appropriated for two years of investigation was only
$50,000. Even in those days, in 1936, that was a very small appropriation. But it was the most the leadership could hope to get passed.
First, like the few others then there, most of them also borrowed
from executive agencies, I familiarized myself with the information
the committee had. I spent days reading and took reading matter
home with me.
The most surprising thing was that the potentially most interesting
and useful records the committee had gotten had been torn up by
hand. No Watergate-era shredding machines existed then. Committee
investigators had served a duces tecum subpoena on the Philadelphia
office of a labor-spy outfit that called itself “The Railway Audit and
Inspection Company.” Anticipating that the embarrassing files would
be destroyed those investigators made a deal with the building’s
janitor for him to save all the waste from RA&I’s office. When I first
saw stacks of what looked like oversized confetti from a distance they
were on a long table in the large Senate caucus room famed for so
many spectacular hearings in it. The Senate was in recess, no hearings
any time soon, so whenever any of us had any free time we went to
the Caucus Room and worked on the long tables for the press, trying
to reconstruct what we could of all those shredded records.
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Scotch tape was then a new product. It then was available only in
three-inch rolls, an inch wide, in round, flat, metal containers of two
halves each a little larger in diameter than the rolls of tape. For years
those containers were the most common ash trays in many offices,
government and private.
The tape then had no dispenser. We had to cut or tear the tape.
Using it was a bit awkward, but it worked.
When any of us, from the very few secretaries to the lawyers, had
a free moment we spent it at those caucus room green felt surfaced
tables tediously putting the shredded records back together. We
managed to reconstitute a large number of those RA&I records.
Before my assignment out of town ended my time with those RA&I
records I was somewhat familiar with them and just about all that
had been reconstituted had been typed, with as many carbon copies
as could be read in those days so long before the first photocopying
machines were invented.
I was sent to Cleveland to investigate a suspected labor-spy outfit
and then to Akron to serve a subpoena on the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company and to learn, in general, all I could in both cities.
I began to get into trouble soon after reaching Cleveland when
I learned that the National Labor Relations Board regional director,
Ralph Lind, like many NLRB people also working for the committee,
had completed his “investigation” of the Burns detective agency in
less than a morning! That agency had a long anti-labor record.
From what I knew Burns had been doing in Cleveland, “investigating” it in less than one morning, was impossible. I so told the
committee’s administrative head, Robert Wohlforth, as soon as I could.
My main assignment in Cleveland was to investigate what like
RA&I disguised itself with its name. A pillar of local society, patron
of the arts and trustee of Case University, J.H. Smith, a dignified
looking man who smiled except when he had real cause not to, along
with other business interests had what he called “The Corporations
Auxiliary Company.” His “auxiliary” service was supplying labor
spies. Like the others, he did not have them on his payroll. He had a
staff of recruiters. They “hooked” the spies.
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His largest and most important client was the Chrysler Corporation, the automobile manufacturing company.
My continuing education, every job a learning experience in one
way or another for the future, took a large and astounding leap forward
soon after CA’s bookkeeper, also a native Philadelphian named Bretler,
tumbled to the fact that I had doped his coded entries out.
Soon Smith, who much resembled the famous banker of that era,
Bernard Baruch, was standing beside me when I was poring over his
ledgers. His smile clearly was forced and hard, but he smiled.
He soon gave me to understand that I could have a bright and a
prosperous future working for Chrysler, by whom he had been told
and authorized to tell me of the great respect it had for the abilities I
had already displayed.
My response was an unpremeditated, as spontaneous and
immediate as when that nabbed bootlegger made the similar proposal
that I had accepted.
Without telling Smith, pillar of Cleveland finance, cultural life and
society that the was that I considered him a no-good scurvy S.O.B.
I told him that the appeal of much better pay and a long career in
the auto industry was not as great to me as much as working for the
United States Senate, particularly because, and he read me clearly, I
anticipated that some of the hearings already scheduled promised to
be so exciting—and so very informative about so many people.
He knew I was saying, “And you included.”
Within a year or so Lind was a lawyer for employers organization,
as was another NLRB regional director I met two years later.
He was Philip G. Philips and he also went to work for a better
paying anti-labor employers’ organization.
The last time I saw Phil we were both Walter Reed Hospital patients
in its reconditioning section. Before I was advanced to its rehabilitation center Phil, then a captain, killed himself.
In Akron my speeded-up education in the grim realities of the
world in which we live and from which I had been sheltered continued.
I had my first experience in doing wrong when it seems to be right
and then turns out to be right but done in the wrong way. In terms of
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objective accomplished, whether or not in terms of the law, it became
a big success for which I was almost fired!
When I went to serve the Senate’s subpoena on Paul W. Litchfield,
head of the vast Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., he kept me waiting
in an outer office for what I considered an inordinate and insulting
amount of time. Insulting to the Senate, which I represented, not a
personal insult. When I was finally ushered into that august presence
lo! there was still another with the Smith appearance, a dignified
looking man who looked like everyone’s favorite grandfather. Except
in the hard set of his face.
He sat grimly behind his beautiful large desk, flanked by a pair
of his lawyers.
When there was not even a gesture of civility I could not resist
saying, “Mr. Litchfield, I have a love letter for you from the United
States Senate.”
I was sure his lawyers would explain that “duces tecum” on the
subpoena, if he did not already know, meant “and bring with you”
the records described in it, so I said nothing else about the subpoena.
Instead, without another word, I just turned and left.
While awaiting further instructions I went off on my own. I still
wonder whether what I did was right or wrong. It seemed right so I
did it. I was without the specific authority to do it.
I had tumbled to a new twist in keeping wages, including for
skilled work, at what was usually little more than a starvation level.
It was so-called “citizens’ committees.” No hint in anything at all
anti-labor in their names. All those names suggested various kinds
of good citizenship, civic concerns, even boosterism. Some like that
in Akron, were titled to seem to be like chambers of commerce. They
were not. They were active in turning public opinion against working
people and their organizations. As the committee’s investigations
following my Akron adventure established, leadership was provided,
along with the many seemingly independent newspaper columns
by big-name writers, by such prestigious industry groups as The
National Association of Manufacturers and the American Iron and
Steel Institute.
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The first of the literary whores whose names surfaced as in the pay
of the wealthy vested interest while pretending to be an independent
journalist was George Sokolsky.
One morning I walked over to a building near the downtown hotel
in which I was staying, went to its second floor, entered the offices of
the so-called Greater Akron Association, and asked to see Edgar A.
Browse, a lawyer who was its managing director.
He did not even pretend friendliness. I introduced myself and
told him I was there to get copies of their public statements, their
sources, their preparation and distribution, and of their income and
expenditures in connection therewith.
Browse was aghast.
“Why that’s the Russian way!” he growled, intending the gross
insult and meaning that the august United States Senate was a tool
of Moscow.
“Well, Mr. Browse,” I told him with calm and slowly, “Maybe you
would prefer the American way to the Russian way. I can come back
with a duces tecum subpoena and as you know that will require you
to truck all these file drawers to the Senate Office Building. Is it at all
possible that you might prefer the Russian way? It means that all you
have to do is copy the records I describe and deliver them to us. It
does not require you to deliver them in person and it does not require
you to testify at a public hearing.
Browse lost no time in opting for what he had called “The Russian
Way” and the committee was soon off and running on one of the most
informative aspects of its historical and influential hearings, hearings
that meant almost immediate changes in corporate labor policies and
with some attitudes toward those who worked for them. It meant the
end of bloody commercialized strike-breaking and to at least a large
degree of the labor-spying that resulted, among other things, in hurt
to many families.
Once when I was walking back to my hotel in Akron a reporter for
its Beacon-Journal, Bob Jackson, caught up with me. He and his paper
among others had been kept informed by those unseen and unknown
to me about my comings and goings.
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I was not authorized to speak for the committee and I never did.
I tried to explain to him what the committee’s responsibilities were,
what the Senate had charged it with doing and how it was doing that.
I had no secrets and could not have given him any if I had wanted to.
The first hearing had not yet been held. When his story appeared I
knew it would mean trouble for me. It was not long in coming.
Whatever I was doing, it was some time after the paper appeared
before I saw Jackson’s piece. By the time I was back at the hotel there
was a terse message from Washington to return as soon as possible.
Before I got that message the word had gotten back to Akron again
and to the rubber workers’ union, at least to its president, Sherman
Dalrymple, and to his general counsel, Garnet Patterson. They knew
of my recall. Whether or not as a matter of union business, Patterson
said he’d like to keep me company.
I knew very well that he would not ordinarily take a Friday night
overnight sleeper for business in Washington when he could not do
any business for two days after getting there. But I was not suspicious
and I was glad for company and for commiseration.
It was several years before I learned that Patterson, too, had gone to
work lawyering for an anti-labor group that paid much more money
than unions could.
The only clear recollection of how I was greeted that Saturday
morning is of fatherly questioning by the National Labor Relations
Board’s remarkable Morman, Heber Blankenhorn. Blank was, as
much as anyone, responsible for the committee’s creation. He had
headed an interchurch inquiry into how working people were being
treated a few years earlier. Mistreated, really. There had been some
real massacres.
The respected, really almost revered Blank, as everyone called and
referred to him, questioned me as he took us walking through the
Senate Office Building corridors.
When he learned all he wanted to know he patted me on the back
and said, “Don’t worry.”
Apparently he saw to it that I did not have at least that worry, of
being fired in disgrace.
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Instead I was given the seeming impossible job of doing what I
knew nothing about, preparing the “brief” for the Tuesday morning
hearing on RA&I.
Without even a change in clothing or a place to sleep!
In my absence the three young men with whom I lived found us
better accommodations. They moved my things and not expecting my
unexpected return had left no message for me. When by accident I
did learn I hurried to bathe and change. I could and did shave in the
office when nobody else was there.
What was called the “brief” was paperclipped into a legal-size file
folder. On the right when opened were the questions the Senators
were to ask the witness and on the left the documents in support of
that line of questioning.
That was all I knew. Scared at first, really intimidated, I finally
decided that if I prepared it as I would have a news story that would
work.
It did. The hearing was a big success. It was informative and it
got a good press.
After that hearing I was made the committee’s editor. I sat at the
witness table across from the court reporter. the witness faced between
us to the podium on which the Senators sat, flanked by the administrative head and the general counsel. I also had a copy of the brief and
as each exhibit was introduces into evidence, I marked it as evidence
and handed it first to the witness and then to the court reporter.
What sticks most in my mind from that first hearing has nothing
to do with the hearing. It was startling and unhidden reportorial misconduct by one of the best known by-line reporters, Joe Alsop, then a
Washington correspondent of the famous New York Herald-Tribune.
Alsop had been to hearings before. He knew there were never enough
copies when copies could be made only by typing them. Alsop was
always early. He grabbed the seat at the press table closest to me. He
then could and did pocket the copy of any record I handed him for
the use of all at the press table.
Alsop did not take, which is to say steal, all the exhibits. He kept
only those he might want to quote at greater length or one that his
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notes did not include when the pertinent passages were read aloud
in the questioning.
Without clubbing him there was nothing the other reporters
could do except delay writing their stories so they could examine
the exhibits in the committee’s offices. In practice mine. I know of no
other reporter who did anything like that.
He got to be pretty famous and very respected and respectable.
With four copies for the podium, one for the official evidence and
one for the press table, the legibility of carbon copies was exhausted.
In any event the committee was well launched, and my amateur
brief turned out to be professional. My Akron troubles were behind
me and out of mind because there was no room in it with all else I
had to do and learn how to do so fast.
My hours as editor were terrible because I made them terrible. I
was determined that not even a typographical error got into print
with the Senate’s imprint on it.
It was some time before I realized that I was getting special favors
and attention, including at the GPO. It began with the Senate’s fine
printing clerk, Guy Ives. He stretched what he could authorize. Not
knowing what was allowed I acted as if nothing was not allowed. With
him and with the fine old men who headed the GPO’s night shift in
the end there was little that was not authorized.
(The main responsibility of the GPO’s night shift seemed to be
getting the Congressional Record out overnight and accurate. The
Congressional Record is a verbatim transcript of everything that is
said, of everything that happens, in the session of both of the House
of the Congress. The sessions of either House could and did last into
the early morning hours. Probably any issue ended at midnight, with
what followed in the sessions of the House thereafter perhaps being
the beginning of the issue of the day that began at midnight. I now do
not remember. But even if that were the case, getting all those words
set in type, printed, bound and delivered by the early beginning of
the next working day was an exceptional performance that required
an exceptional effort. That GPO night shift made it all appear to be as
easy and as natural as breathing. Doing it and doing it that way had
become a tradition, and a fine tradition, long before I was ever at the
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GPO. It was expected, it was the responsibility of that night shift, and
they just did it. No matter what the problems were. And, of course,
the official short-hand reporters of each House had to transcribe their
shorthand notes and then they had to reach the typesetters. It was
just the most impressive display of doing the seemingly impossible
and having it seem to require no unusual effort at all. They were an
exceptional crew of the most dedicated public servants, that night
shift. And all that I had any connection with, mostly the men in charge,
always had time for the youngster who wanted to do the best job he
could, they always found a way to do it and always got it done.)
Before long, at the GPO on Capitol Hill and a few other places, I
had the reputation of turning out the Senate’s best committee publications, hearings and reports.
Later I realized that not all the extras I was able to get were not
from my brashness in asking for all I wanted, not for me personally but for the committee. It was from the liking of older men for a
diligent, hard-working, never self-seeking youngster in an oldster’s
job—and doing it well.
I feel the same way about younger people going on 60 years later.
Joe Cottler was only the first of many older men from whom I learned
much because they wanted me to.
In many ways of which I then had no inkling like so many of the
learning experiences that when we live them we do not recognize as
learning experiences, they later were helpful, often important, to be
drawn upon.
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CHAPTER 6
6 “Bloody Harlan” Remains Bloody
Of all the many horrors that surfaced in the committee’s

now long-forgotten hearings, reported in the press which then also
forgot, perhaps the most completely despicable, most thoroughly anti-American, was the literally murderous repression in what then was
known without exaggeration as “Bloody Harlan” County Kentucky.
It is Kentucky’s southeastern tip.
Virtually landlocked until the railroad worked its way across the
mountains in World War I when there was need for its abundant
bituminous coal, when I was there in 1938 many of the people still
spoke Elizabethan English.
The primitive-minded monster of the coal corporations even
devised ways of stealing back from their skimpy wages much of what
those who risked their lives in the mines could take home. They really
organized the skims. Many men “took home” no money at all!
Harlan’s miners enjoyed the lowest miner’s wage scale in the
nation.
They lived in company-owned shacks, on company-owned land.
They had no real choice.
Nor did they have any real choice about where they bought what
groceries and the few other needs they could fill. Their only store
was the company store. It charged not only exorbitant prices, it also
cashed the company scrip. The scrip with which the men were paid.
The scrip was discounted when the miners drew it at the pay office
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and it was further discounted when they gave it back to the company
at the company’s store.
Some miners rarely saw cash. or were ever out of debt.
If a miner was even suspected of favoring union organization of
those mines his family could starve and be thrown into the cold of
winter weather when thrown out of the usually wretchedly poor
company shack for which excessive rent was also deducted from what
was due on payday along with the cost of the scrip already drawn. It
was not uncommon for miners and their families to be close to starving
and having nothing but debt on payday.
Then there were the rackets, in Harlan, legal rackets. Pearl Bashman
was, at the time of our investigation, the operator most imaginative
and least inhibited in the “deducts” he enforced at his mine.
Deducting union dues was a mine operator’s horror. But Bashman
deducted a dollar per pay for a turkey shoot, whether or not the miner
wanted to shoot for a turkey, and from each pay each of his miners
had an additional deduct for Bashman’s raffle of the worst jalopy he
could find.
Because without any authorization each miner unfortunate enough
to have to hope to survive in his barony, albeit in poverty and in debt
to him, kicked in two dollars per pay period Bashman prospered on
these deducts alone. The men soon knew better than to complain.
One complaint and out!
This is neither the time nor the place for recalling all the many
murders and incredible, inhuman abuses of Americans by Americans
in that remote mountain fastness of the United States. The year before
I was there, there were more murders by far in Harlan County, with
a population then of only 50,000, than there were in all of the state of
New York. (Harlan’s population has, unsurprisingly, since halved.)
Almost all the Harlan murders were from ambush.
Of the many incredible but proven stories in the committee’s
published hearings (Volume 3) there is one that I do here encapsulate and tell.
There are so many Harlan abuses that are both incredible and true!
It is beyond belief.
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Union head John L. Lewis, in an effort to try to begin organizing
Harlan’s miners and those in nearby counties where the conditions
were as miserable, sent an older organizer down. Lawrence Dwyer,
then about 80, had been an Indiana miner. He lost his leg in a mining
accident and was thereafter known as “Peggy” for his wooden leg.
Peggy Dwyer knew better then to dare sleep in Harlan County.
It was dangerous anywhere else in that area but Harlan was worse.
Peggy took a room in the old frame Pineville Hotel, in the city of that
name in Bell county, the one to the west of Harlan.
The Harlan County Coal Operators Association decided to get
rid of Peggy. It gave its chief deputized thug, Ben Unthank (his real
name), $400 and the dynamite and fuse and told him to kill Peggy.
Referring to those terrorists, torturers and murderers as “deputized
gun thugs” is neither a figure of speech nor an exaggeration. “Thug” is
a mild description of them and all were immunized by making them
deputy sheriffs—on the coal corporation’s payrolls, not the county’s.
For once, a rarity, Unthank stopped to think. He and the other
deputized gun thugs (called “guards”) had always gotten away with
whatever bestiality they perpetuated. But Unthank figured there was
no need to run even a slight risk when without question he could
subcontract that job. He did. Then the one to whom he subcontracted
thought as Unthank had. As did all the subcontractors until Chris
Patterson agreed to do the job for $20. Then he, too, figured ten bucks
clear is ten bucks clear. So, why run any risk? He got R.C. Tackett to
agree to do the job for half of his twenty.
Tackett hid the explosives, surveilled the job, then returned at night
to place the dynamite under Peggy’s first-floor room. Tackett lit the
fuse and wandered off unseen. He was safely away by the time the
fuse burned down and that dynamite exploded.
Peggy was asleep in an old-fashioned metal bed. Not the rare and
cherished old brass beds. A cheap iron one with a chipped coat of
white paint on it.
The explosive sent the bed up into the air. It then, miracle of
miracles, turned entirely over. Then, still miraculously, the upturned
metal spring with the mattress between it and Peggy kept him from
suffering even a real scratch!
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Impossible? It happened! It really did happen!
Our investigators identified, located and subpoenaed each and
every one of the chain of subcontracting assassins. Called to Washington, they testified, some reluctantly and evasively, but the record
is stark, clear, public and beyond any contradiction.
“Bloody Harlan” it certainly was!
After our hearings the Department of Justice decided to prosecute
the Harlan coal association and some of its members. In the indictment
of more than 60, about half were deputized gun thugs with proven
records of murder and other crimes.
The charge was conspiring to violate national labor laws. (Murder
was a state not a federal crime.)
This is not in any way even suggested in the title of the case in the
law books. There it is The United States v. Mary Helen et al!
Mary Helen was the name of the first mine named in the indictment.
The Department borrowed me from the committee’s staff to assist
in the prosecution. I had more knowledge of the committee’s evidence
than anyone else having been the only one to handle all of it. I was
to assist in the preparation of those duces tecum subpoenas because
I knew better than anyone else what records to order be brought to
the court.
Before long I was doing other things, official and unofficially.
Unofficially I was the party’s rum-runner. The trial was at the seat
of the federal district court for that area, in London, Laurel County.
Laurel was a “dry” county. No sooner had the federal party arrived
than the bootleggers doubled and tripled their prices.
We were all indignant at being ripped off, of suffering a large
markup over and above the one that applied to all others.
I have no idea who got what of what I brought back. I as the
rum-runner, not its distributer. Brien McMahon, the assistant attorney
general in charge of the criminal division, loaned me his official car,
an armored Buick. It handled like an underpowered truck until
it gained momentum. Once a week I drove it, all alone, to either
Lexington, Kentucky, to the north, or to Jellico, Tennessee, to the
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south. Whichever way I went it was a couple of hours, twice that plus
shopping time for the round trip.
I never had any trouble of any kind. Nobody ever caught on.
There were three hotels in London, all along the main street. It
was also the main north-south highway. They were modest, frame
buildings, none new.
We moved to London from Harlan after a few unusual experiences.
Like finding Bill Hickey, one of the indicted gun thugs, with his ear
at my door when we conferred in my room. (He fled, his bolstered
pistols sailing away, from his body as he ran.) And having to spirit
the regressed reformed alcoholic who was the official chauffeur out
of Harlan undetected and get him safely back to Washington and
treatment. (He had heard of dynamite being wired to automobile
starters.) That was not entirely uneventful.
Some of the union people were in London soon after we were.
Almost immediately the oldest man among them seemed to get interested in me, the youngest in the official party. We were soon good
friends. He was the union’s general counsel for that district, Thomas
Charles Townsend, who, when a Teddy Roosevelt Republican had
been elected lieutenant governor of West Virginia. His office was in
Charleston. When I learned that he went walking in the mountains
every morning, liking him as much as I did immediately, I was sitting
in his hotel’s coffee bar before daylight waiting for him to emerge as
soon as the sky began to lighten. By then I’d had orange juice, coffee
and had looked at whatever paper was there, usually the Knoxville
News-Sentinel or the Lexington Herald.
Tom was a very old man to me. Whatever his age, we never walked
less than three hours daily in those mountains and he never once
showed signs of tiredness. For those three or more hours we chatted,
mostly him telling me stories and recounting the more interesting
events in his life and interpreting and commenting on them.
Between us we were armed with only his small pocket knife. As
soon as we passed a piece of wood or downed branch thick enough
he started whittling. He whittled as long as he had anything to whittle.
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With more than 30 indicted gun thugs, our “enemies” in town, we
were never bothered in any way. It was as FDR had said, don’t fear
fear. We didn’t give it a thought.
We were always back in time to shower and change before court
session began.
We became such good friends that whenever he was in Washington
Tom just showed up at my office, Room 103 Senate Office Building.
I learned much from that gentle and wise man who had lived a
long life in a different era and a different area, who had had a wide
range of activities and responsibilities, and who shared them so a
younger friend could learn from them.
Among the other friends I had among the good people of London,
as far and away as most were, save for one the clearest recollections
I now have are of Mike Pennington, clerk of the federal district court,
John Peters, a machinist, Peyton Lovelace, a postal clerk, and Homer
Clay, a lawyer who took the cases of the poor who could not pay him.
Homer also owned the local weekly newspaper.
Through one of these fine men, all good friends, as a result of our
friendship and of our mutual trust, I was involved in what was a rare
learning experience for a young man.
That friend and honorable man was Mike Pennington. When I
met him I was surprised, expecting the clerk of a federal court to be
much older.
Like Tom Townsend, whenever his duties took him to Washington,
Mike also stopped off at my office. Both knew I was almost always
there the long days I worked.
Unlike the members of the official party, I was not inhibited in
making local friends because I was not officially part of the official
party, of the prosecution. I lived with it but I was part of it only unofficially. it was probably correct, if not ordered, for the official party
not to fraternize. As for the FBI agents, they registered into a different
hotel, as it happened the one with the best food. They kept apart from
the rest of the official party. Undoubtedly told to by FBIHQ.
In Harlan town, however, they were in the same hotel, The New
Harlan Hotel, their rooms next to ours. Which was better for the rest
of us, for sure.
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(In Harlan one day when no other agents were in the hotel one
of them came to my room to give me a warning. “We have to spy on
and report on each other and on any unusual event,” he told me. “If
one of us does and any other does not, the one who does not report
is certain to get into trouble. I’m getting out soon,” he continued, in
effect saying that he did not want to live and work that way. But he
was pointed in warning me that I had best expect to have a report
to FBIHQ if I were involved in anything it might consider wrong or
questionable because all the agents would know that if any one failed
to report it he knew very well that his failure to report could have
serious consequences for him.
(I remember his name, his profession—he was not a lawyer—what
he said he would do on leaving the FBI—and his face is still clear in
my mind’s eye. He did what he intended to do very effectively: he
warned me as I never forgot. There was confirmation of this shortly
after we moved to London. One evening after supper when there was
some press drinking to which I’d been invited, The New York Daily
News reporter made a few cracks about Hoover as a homosexual. That
was the last time I saw him. He was missing the next day and the day
after that he was replaced by George Dixon as the News’ reporter
on the story. Dixon was later a syndicated Washington columnist. I
think the message was comprehended immediately by the entire
press corps because I never again heard any comment about Hoover
or about the FBI from any of them.)
[FOR THE RECORD ONLY—DO NOT INCLUDE
Include in retyping with the note for the record only—not to be used—because he
may still be alive and in his 90s so I do not want to use his name. He was George Stevens,
he was an accountant from the Midwest.]

Despite the presence of those FBI agents, there was much not-totheir-faces boasting about what some of the indicted gun artists would
soon do to some of us. one day when he and his partner stopped
off at a small, rural roadside store to cool off with a beer, Del Bryce,
detailed from the FBI’s Oklahoma City Field office, finished his drink
in silence. He then asked for a half dozen empty pop bottles. In silence
he took them outside and found a place where he could line them up,
like the top of a wooden fence. I was not there and do not know on
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what he placed those empty bottles. Bryce then walked some distance
away from them. He stopped, drew his revolver, and without turning
around, looking straight ahead, he shot over his shoulder and hit each
and every one of those bottles.
He then said nothing, got into the FBI car with his partner, and
they drove off.
He said nothing, but my! did that story get around!
There never were any more reports about what the gun thugs said
they would do to us.
As my absence from my Senate office neared the end of its fourth
month I was getting farther and farther behind in publishing the
hearings. I had proofs mailed to me, I read, corrected and mailed them
back, but I could not work at the pace of my work in Washington. I
began to get grumbles from Washington and stories about knives
being sharpened for my back behind my back.
Then one night when taking a moonlight stroll before retiring,
there was Mike Pennington beside me. He had been waiting to find
me alone and outside, where there could be no eavesdropping, so
he could with safety tell me a startling and deeply troubling story.
The jury had been fixed!
“But Mike,” I remonstrated in disbelief, “the jury is sequestered!
It is guarded by United States Marshals. How in the world could it
have been reached?”
Then he told me the whole story as we strolled the moonlit side
streets in that pleasant little community of 1910 people, permanent
residents posted on the official state road signs, that fairly flat area
in the mountain that grew into a town.
Through their lawyers the Harlan Coal Operators Association had
learned by checking the records which of the men on the jury owned
their own homes. They then checked further and learned which homes
were mortgaged and who held those mortgages. Their next step was
to buy up all the mortgages. once they held all the mortgages they
then let the wives know what they had done. This, as it should have,
frightened the wives of the sequestered and guarded male jurors. All
jurors were male in that area in those days.
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When the wives visited their husbands, with the marshals nearby,
they told them of the new dangers in their lives: their mortgages could
be foreclosed—by those on whom they were sitting in judgement!
As it should have, as it was intended to, that then frightened each
and every one of the jurors who owned his own home and had a
mortgage on it. Each and every one them knew, as he was intended to
know, that it was not impossible for him and his family to find themselves on the street, their investments in their homes gone—wasted
if they voted “guilty.”
What to do? How to cope with the possibility of utter ruin?
Each of these jurors knew immediately that he would be in the
deepest trouble if he did not vote to acquit those so obviously guilty
of the most heinous crimes, heinous for even that so long coal-operator dominated and terrified remote area deep in the mountains of
southeastern Kentucky.
Aside from their wives and each other the only contact those jurors
had with anyone was with the United States Marshals. so, they told
the marshals.
On their part, the marshals did not trust their fellow federal
officers, the FBI.
They also did not trust the Department of Justice lawyers.
So, they told Mike.
Mike, clerk of the federal court, also trusted neither the FBI nor
the federal lawyers.
So, he decided to tell me.
There was some risk in this for Mike. He lived and worked within
reach of the indicted murderers and of those who paid them to murder.
And who had the capability to murder right there where they were
being judged before the federal court, despite federal power with
them every minute. No joke. It was very real. It happened!
While Harlan symbolized the barbarities, the indecencies, the unspeakable terror beyond belief elsewhere in the country, Harlan was
not unique, except in the magnitude of the murders and other abuses
and the terror. We were where murder was an everyday affair.
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I remembered a local rendition of this while Mike and I were
walking and talking of this most brazen challenge to federal power
and authority of the federal courts.
Once when Homer Clay was out of town in a lawsuit being tried
elsewhere, his wife Delores, troubled about their financial plight with
so many bills not paid to the paper for advertising, asked me to go
with her when she drove for about a half hour, to Manchester in Clay
County. she told me she was afraid for Homer to seek payment on
the overdue bill because he could easily get killed just for asking that
he be paid!
She thought they would not harm a woman. Hoped it, anyway!
But she also asked me not to leave the car when we got to the
county seat, to that picturesque little town that looked so much like
what Hollywood showed us of country towns of a century earlier.
Just imagine: it is a reasonable expectation that if a man asked to
be paid what he is owed and is long overdue, he
can be killed for it!
His honor is questioned when a man is asked to pay what he has
long owed!
With this kind of reasoning, this kind of public expectation, is there
any murder that cannot be justified?
Is there any crime short of murder that is not also justified with
such reasoning and attitudes?
This terror, those murders, the many restraints on personal
freedom in the country, even the probability of a man being killed
if he asked to be paid what was owed him, was not reflected in the
day-to-day activities of the good people of London. most seemed to
be oblivious of the crimes that were really being tried in the federal
courthouse and what were being testified to, proven there, as they
had been before the Senate.
On its steps, the steps toward the north of that side of the courthouse, every morning it did not rain, men gathered with their string
instruments. I remember ukuleles, mandolins and guitars. They sang
the songs of their area to each other, sometimes making a competition
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of it, who did it better or had the better version or arrangement. They
enjoyed it, as did the few, very few, who gathered around them.
From time to time they suspended their songs for arguing their
different interpretations of the fine points of the Bible. Even their
music reflected the importance of the Bible to them.
Peace and harmony on the street level, on and around the steps
facing north, while there was the trial of murderers in the second story
courtroom. The incongruity of it struck me almost daily.
I no longer remember how long Mike and I walked those peaceful,
quiet, moonlit streets, past the good houses of the good people of that
pleasant little town, houses few of which showed any lights. We were
both scared, very scared. And horrified. Imagine, such an outrage in
the United States of America in the Twentieth Century!
It was a challenge to the entire structure of the nation! To its
authority, too!
Absolutely inconceivable!
Yet real, absolutely real.
All I could think of that I could do was tell Brien McMahon. He
was after all, not only the symbol of federal authority, his was a very
important position. He was the Assistant Attorney General of the
United States of America, the man in charge of the Criminal Division
of the Department of Justice.
Mike had thought this unprecedented, terrifying, impossible
situation through. He did not dare let it be known that he was
involved. He had no other thoughts, had not thought of anything else
he or I could do. If he had, he would have told me. we had become
good friends, trusting friends, reflected by sharing with me this development so fraught with danger for all who knew, who could be
killed only because they knew!
Mike reflected no optimism when we parted. I, then about 25
years old, felt confident that McMahon, who could wield great power,
would take care of it.
He didn’t! He refused even to believe it! No checking of records
to learn if there had been this brazen if not unprecedented challenge
to federal power, to the authority of the nation itself.
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I was aghast! How could anything like this be entirely ignored?
More, by a man with all his awesome power and his great responsibilities, nationally and before the majestic federal court whose officer
he at that very moment was in remote London, Kentucky?
Awesome federal power? Not in that hinterland There was real
power asserted by the coal corporations through their association
and their deputized gun thugs who enforced their power for them
without restraint, inhibition or conscience and when they deemed it
necessary, by the murders for which all were immune.
The case of the United States v. Mary Helen was not a murder case.
The charge was conspiring to violate federal laws relating to labor
practices. So, even in the federal courts those many murders were
then not charged, not before it as murders. Those murders were not
punishable as murders under federal law.
McMahon had more than a merely competent crew of experienced
FBI agents there to do all that was required. He did not even ask them
to check it out!
I no longer remember which or how many of his lawyer assistants
he or I spoke to. It is clear in my mind that all knew.
Of that detail of FBI agents, for each and every one of whom I had
the respect each and every one had earned on that assignment, the
one I liked most, the one who became and remained a friend as long
as he lived, was James M. McInerny. Jim, a Fordham lawyer, was not
old enough to be my father but in many ways he was fatherly. And
he trusted me. I remember, again clearly after all these years, that
anticipating the possibility that he might have to undertake some
mission when all the other agents were away and when there could
have been danger, he looked ahead and asked me to do what could
have cost him his job and what grew into a fine career. Before long he
was an assistant attorney general, first in charge of the Lands Division,
later promoted to heading the Criminal Division, the rank McMahon
then held. Jim discussed what he had in mind with me. I agreed to
sort of ride shotgun with him if the need developed, as it did.
(Once when his wife Helen visited him she brought their infant
son. Years later, when the son was in law school, in a moot court he
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was assigned to be Oswald’s lawyer. That a university had used the
assassination in educating lawyers made the papers. Dutifully, the
FBI clipped that story, attached it to a memorandum recalling that
the father had been a special agent, made critical comments about
the son having the role of defense counsel and routed it to Hoover.
Those who kept the aging Hoover preoccupied knew he would be
offended. Hoover was offended by the mere existence of what he
imagined was critical of the FBI. He was more offended that it was
the son of a former FBI agent who did what he was told to do by his
professors—as part of his training as a lawyer! Hoover would not
accept that even as a university training exercise, as the bureaucrats
cloned on him knew. They also knew that the more time he spent
reading about the JFK assassination the less time he would have for
criticizing them!)
Jim preferred the pistol. He was officially armed with a pistol and
an automatic. He told me that before he would trust me to hold the
automatic I had to be familiar with it. For him that meant being able
to take it apart and put it together again blindfolded.
My mind still returns to the picture of the time I spent practicing
at the old-fashioned library-type table in my room in Charlie Rodgers
old-fashioned hotel on the west side of the narrow main north-south
highway and was London’s main street. Hours of trying and failing
until at last I could do it. When Jim saw me do it he was satisfied.
That is one learning experience on which I never again drew!
It was not long before, when no other agent was around, there
was the report that one of the gun thug defendants, Allen Bowlin,
had skipped town. He had not been seen for some time, the federal
party learned. Only McInerny was there to go looking for him. And
he had only me for what little protection I could give him. It was
scant protection indeed!
Perhaps he thought that the mere presence of another man in an
FBI car would be some protection because he would be assumed to
be another FBI agent.
We took a long drive deep into the sparsely populated mountain,
down near the Cumberland River. I remember, again clearly because
what I saw was so very unusual for me. We came to a small group of
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men gathered in a clearing around several old-fashioned galvanized
steel washtubs. For those not familiar with them, they were about
two and a half feet wide, about a foot deep, and women scrubbed the
clothes soaking in sudsy water in them on corrugated washboards.
The clothes were then rinsed in a similar tub.
But that bright, sunny day in a clearing in the woods near a
small frame house those men had catfish the likes of which I’d never
imagined. Nothing like them in the catfish of the east I’d fished. They
were so very big that a single one in a tub circled the outer wall of the
tubs in much more than a circle. The head circled well past the tail.
They must have weighed 50 or more pounds each, it then seemed.
They were Mississippi channel cats, of which I’d never heard. I
asked and was told they are indigenous to the Mississippi River area.
With what he learned from those men McInerny drove us a short
distance to another clearing and another small frame house. When we
neared it on the narrow dirt road he told me to cover him. I scrunched
down alongside the door, the automatic off “safe” and in my hand
with that window rolled down.
There was no need to use it, fortunately. McInerny learned what
he had set out to learn and we returned to London. Bowlin had not
skipped even if he had not been seen.
I had come to know Mike Pennington pretty well, I believe. He
was a good person, a solid, dependable man whose word I had no
reason to question. More, he was, in addition, the clerk of the federal
court. He was in a position of responsibility. I had no doubt at all
that Mike was convinced the jury had been fixed. He also knew the
area in which he had been born and raised and lived all his life. He
knew and understood its people. If Mike believed it, as with obvious
concern and real worry he did, I believed it without any question at all.
But who could dream of fixing a sequestered jury guarded by United
States marshals?
The coal operators association was at the least capable of conceiving that based on the record of all it had done and gotten away
with. Almost 400 unsolved murders a year. Countless maimings. The
crippling and most painful whippings of those not intended to die but
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to live as a living warning to those who might try to organize a union.
They wanted to be paid a little more and to work under conditions a
little less dangerous, not to work for so much less than the average
pay for coal miners elsewhere.
But by their fixing of local elections the operators asserted absolute
control over all life in the county. Their influence extended into the
state government.
How could this and more happen in the United States of America?
One means was being able to deliver the county’s vote in state
elections. There was no guile about how. As one illustration there
is what happened when the first voter sought to place his ballot in
the Wallins Creek ballot box in one of the sparsely-settled placed in
that sparsely settled county: the ballot box was so stuffed he could
not get his ballot in. He complained. His complaint got to the local
prosecutor, a man also named Middleton. He was a blood relative
of “High Sheriff” as they then were referred to. The sheriff was
charged with stuffing the box. the judge who was to try the case
resigned. Sheriff Middleton’s lawyer was appointed to replace him.
The resigned judge then became Sheriff Middleton’s lawyer. One of
these switches I remember was named Saylor. When the case came to
trial, to nobody’s surprise Sheriff Middleton was acquitted. However,
before the case came to trial there was a new prosecutor. I remember
nothing about him. I do, however, remember Prosecuter Middleton’s
car exploded. He was killed.
Dynamite had been wired to his starter so that the spark that
would have started the car detonated the bomb.
Car bombs did not originate abroad with foreign terrorists decades
later.
They were a Harlan County standby beginning not later than 1930.
If the reader should perhaps be less willing to believe that in that
area a sequestered and well-guarded jury can be fixed, that one was.
It is the other extreme, the opposite of such crude and awful violence.
Nothing physical to it. No blood at all.
Defendants’ counsels included some of the most respected lawyers
in the state, several from Louisville, the capital, and some perhaps
from Lexington. There also were some locals. One of them I remember
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well reputedly never entered a courtroom without his trusty handgun.
Cleon K. Calvert had the reputation of being one of the toughest if
not the very toughest of Harlan County lawyers who, if they took a
criminal case, had to be tough.
Not that some civil cases did not also require them to be pretty
tough. It varied from case to case, from defendant to defendant, from
plaintiff to plaintiff.
Of the big-city respected and respectable lawyers hired by the coal
association, men of prestige who, if they did not themselves fix the
jury, could not have failed to know about it, one had a son who was
later elected governor, a man who became famous in his own right.
These names I do remember, but the sins of the fathers ought not
be visited upon the sons.
With the jury fixed, I knew I wasted my time by remaining there.
I also knew that my job was in danger from those anxious to
replace me. My source was unimpeachable: it was the woman who
became my wife and who later made all I was later able to do possible.
Without her what I have done would have been impossible for me.
So, with no further reference to the fixing of the jury that McMahon
refused to believe—what was so far outside anything he had experienced—I told him I was getting so far behind in my Senate work
I’d like to return to it. He agreed. He even gave me a letter of recommendation to the Justice Department for me to use after my Senate
job ended. (I did not use it.)
The best way to get to Washington from there was to drive about
120 miles south to the Knoxville, Tennessee airport. I’d used it several
times, going and coming. There were two planes a day to and from
Washington. Oddly, both were at 1:13, a.m. and p.m. The planes were
DC2s. They were early planes, among the sturdiest. They had two
rows of single seats, one on each side of the aisle. I remember one of
their conveniences, an unprinted empty quart-sized hard cylindrical
container then used for ice cream when packed by hand, as much if
not most ice cream then still was. They looked like plain, unprinted
oatmeal containers. They were to provide an alternative to emptying
a queasy stomach onto the floor. Flying in those much smaller pro-
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peller-driven planes was not nearly as smooth as in the larger much
later jets.
The Knoxville terminal then was a plain cinderblock building
perhaps twenty feet wide and twice as long. Washington’s was similar
but a little larger.
I asked Homer Clay if he would drive me to the plane. The bus
trip took three hours to Knoxville. There then was a trip by cab to the
airport some distance from the city. Taking the bus also meant just
hanging around in that airport terminal building for hours. Homer
said he would and he did.
He drove me around London for some goodbyes. When I stopped
off at Dan Brown’s print shop to see him and say goodbye, one of the
indicted gun thugs was nearby. We had a few words, I shook hands
with Dan, and we left for the airport.
What was not so unusual in those days is the story of Dan’s father.
He started and owned London’s small rural bank. It prospered. He
then cleaned it out. Stole just about all the deposits. He was tried,
convicted, sentenced to three years, and he emerged one of the richest
men in the area.
Justice, huh?
It had been only a few years since the papers where I lived carried
reports of men being sentenced to 20 years for stealing a single loaf
of bread or a quart of milk to feed their children. Bread was then
seven cents a loaf.
But for ripping off about a quarter of a million dollars, a large sum
in those Great Depression days, Banker Brown’s father got three year
and kept his loot that nobody was ever able to find!
I was anxious to get on the plane, very anxious.
That made it even more frightening when Homer’s Chevy suddenly
lost its lights as we were turning away from a sheer drop hundreds
of feet over the side of one of the mountains.
He was able to stop in time. He kept working the dimmer switch,
then operated by foot, and finally got the lights again.
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We got to the airport with no additional surprises. Homer and
Delores awaited the plane with me. It was a clear night, we saw it
approach and land, we said our goodbyes, and I got on the plane and
sat on the side toward them. they waited for it to take off.
Takeoff was two hours later!
Carburetor trouble!
After my brief conversation with that indicted gun thug I was really
anxious to get as far away as I could.
Finally, after two hours, anxious hours for me, we did take off.
The next scheduled stop was at the airport for a city that is in two
states, with the main street the dividing state line. Bristol is in both
Virginia and Tennessee. On earlier flights previous early mornings
the small plane had run off the runway past the end of the paving
before it stopped.
That time it didn’t. Instead of getting to Washington at about five
a.m., it was after seven.
The then Washington National Airport was where the Pentagon
now stands. There was a barbecue takeout restaurant nearby. It was
not uncommon in taking off from that Washington airport for the
plane’s wheels, which then did not retract, to scrape a few treetops.
It had happened when I was on those tough and dependable DC2s,
and I’d seen those empty ice cream containers used.
Within a week of my return to Washington the papers reported that
what I remember as seven of the indicted gun thug defendants had
been shot dead, allegedly by other gun thug defendants. If anyone
was ever arrested for any one of those murders I did not hear of it.
There was a rumor that one was suspected of preparing to turn
state’s evidence and cop a plea in a deal for leniency. Whatever the
truth or explanation, if anyone was suspected it had to have been
one of the most experienced in the nefarious business, Lee Fleenor,
because he was the first killed of them.
The newspaper accounts were that one of Fleenor’s friends shot
the man he believed had shot Fleenor. Then friends of the second
murdered gun thug also killed in retaliation. In all, there were seven
who did not live to be acquitted.
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Getting away with entering a no-contest plea, formally of nolo contendere, had already been proven to be too dangerous to warrant the
risk, as to its regret one of the largest of the nation’s coal companies,
Peabody, learned breathtakingly fast. I was in on it.
Peabody’s Harlan County mine is one of those known as “captive“
mines because they are owned by very large absentee corporations.
Peabody sent one of its staff lawyers, a bright and pleasant man
without a right arm named Appleby to make a deal. When he started
to negotiate the plea that is less than admission of guilt, that legally
means only the charge is not contested, in the hope of favorable
consideration in the agree-to sentence or penalty, which has to be
approved by the court, McMahon had me join them because I could—
and did—think of more offenses that could be attributed to Peabody
than anybody else.
When agreement was reached, Appleby turned to me with a wan
smile and said, “son, you are one hell of a devil’s advocate.” Until
then I had not heard of “devil’s advocate,” one who seeks to break
down a defense or argue an opposite point of view.
As I remember it the deal was agreed to after the close of court for
that day. It was to be filed with Pennington in the morning, seeking
Judge H. Church Ford’s approval.
Before dawn, long before the deal could be filed, we were informed
that the tipple of the Peabody Harlan mine was afire.
That fast, that very fast! All the other defendants were warned.
certainly Fleenor knew. Everybody for miles around knew.
Yet supposedly under the protection of the federal court first
Fleenor and then six others were the victims of unpunished murders.
Just as in Harlan County!
It was not long after I was back at my Room 103 desk before the
case of the United States v. Mary Helen et al ended.
All remaining defendants were found not guilty!
Despite overwhelming evidence of guilt, all were forever freed.
As did Tom Townsend, whenever Mike’s business took him to
Washington, he visited me.
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We must have discussed that jury fixing but I have no recollection
of it.
That it could and did happen was something I would never forget.
What a terrible thing to learn and to learn the way I did!
Among the multitude of Harlan County’s everyday horrors that
before 1936, when I went to work for that committee, I would not have
believed, perhaps more than all the bloodshed, the bodies maimed,
the children orphaned and their mothers widowed what then may
have been most difficult for me to abide is the corruption of our system
of justice.
That and the unwillingness of those well-educated, sophisticated
and widely experienced Department of Justice lawyers to believe
that anything like that could be perpetrated, the belief that was so
wrong so strongly held the marshals were not even asked if the jurors
had told them what I reported to McMahon, without identifying my
source.
McMahon, later a United States Senator from Connecticut and
then “father of the atomic energy act” had earlier actually tried an
Arkansas peonage case himself.
He was not unwilling to investigate, charge and himself try unusual
even unprecedented cases. That may have been the first peonage case
since the Civil War era.
He was not in any sense timid or cowardly.
Could it believed that in the United States in the 1930s there could
be peonage?
Of course not!
But there was and he got convictions.
Yet experienced as he was he just refused to believe that his sequestered jury could be fixed.
Perhaps if despite all his many responsibilities, all of the great
demands on his time, McMahon had learned other details of life in
Harlan County, he might have directed the investigation be made. It
would not have taken long or cost much. All he had to do was ask
Jim McInerny to check.
There is no doubt in my mind that McInerny would have done it
himself and done it expeditiously.
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Court and property-transfer records are public records.
The jurors’ wives were all accessible.
But then who could believe that there were private jails in the
United States and that they were actually sanctioned? That men
could be and were thrown into private jails without any charges filed,
without trial, without any defense? They were, that did happen. One
private jail I remember was a mere dugout place under the steps of
the office building of the mine that if my recollection is correct was
that of the Lawson Coal Company. Its owner was known as “Uncle
Bob” Lawson—because he had none of the attributes of an uncle.
No, of course no such thing could happen in the United States of
America. Never!
Only in truth it was not at all uncommon in that remote part of
the land of the free and for so many so entombed, often the home
of the brave.
What grim and unexpected learning for a 25-year-old with his
belief that our founding fathers were the best and wisest political
thinkers the world had produced and that they had seen to it that no
such things could happen here.
Private jails?
Immune murders?
Juries fixed when sequestered and guarded with the might and
majesty of the United States of America?
Impossible?
Not in “Bloody Harlan!”
There also were wonderful people in that area who somehow
escaped what could not possibly happen and so often did.
Many of these fine people had never lived elsewhere and in those
days so long before televised pictures told them about what lay
outside the wall of mountains that still confined them sought to tell us
that they were not all that backward, their world was like our world.
One attempt to tell us that they, too, were in the modern world.
When we got our laundry back in those days so long before washand-wear we found that even our socks and underwear were starched!
Along with our shirts.
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Good, kind and thoughtful people like Peyton Lovelace who
wanted me to have something by which to remember him. He took
an ancient Stevens single-shot dueling pistol and sub-calibered it into
a pistol that would fire standard .22 ammunition. Peyton was a postal
clerk. He was a machinist by hobby. He shimmed it with a piece of
a Chevrolet steering column into which he inserted a section of the
lands and groves of a .22 rifle. He did that in John Peters machine
shop. The John Peters who had fenced his fairly large property on
the southern edge of town so he could save fawns who had lost their
mothers. He raised them until he could turn them loose to live their
natural lives. Those infant deer were bottle-fed, by hand, until they no
longer required milk. John and his friends took that time. They cared.
I do not require that pistol I still have to remember Peyton, father
of five girls and no son.
He also put rifle sights on that former dueling pistol. It is quite
accurate. When I farmed and inspected the henhouses at night I used
it to shoot rats.
There, were midst all the villains, some of the finest people I’ve
ever met.
The year after that trial, beginning two days before Hitler invaded
Poland. I took my wife on a trip during which we met some of them.
Our last stop on the way back was a visit with George Titler. After
the trial the United Mine Workers believed they could safely keep
a representative in Harlan. I phoned from London. By the time we
reached his home on Harlan’s town’s main street George’s Pennsylvania Dutch style ribs and sauerkraut were ready for us. He also
baked us a grape pie, first time I’d even heard of grapes making pies.
It is incongruous that years later my friend George was among the
Mine Workers Union officials of various ranks who were charged, with
some convicted, of plotting to Harlanize-assassinate—their internal
union opposition. I’d never have believed that the Bill Turnblazer I’d
known from near the Tennessee border was capable of anything like
that either.
There is so much we simply cannot believe until there is no choice
for us!
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So much that is so very awful!
So much that is so genuinely subversive!
So much that was so unwelcome to a 25-year-old so anxious not to
believe it but, having lived so much of it, he found it as remarkable as
it was a disagreeable a learning experience. In this country? Simply
impossible yet also the stark and terrible truth.
Three decades later these learning experiences were of considerable value when what also was “impossible,” a President was assassinated and consigned to history with the dubious epitaph on an
unacceptable “investigation.”
There were a number of learning experiences in an event the
committee did not investigate and the Department of Justice ignored
because it was not relevant in the Mary Helen case. I do not know it of
personal knowledge. I was told by those who did know about and it
was, contemporaneously, widely reported and then forgotten.
Although the Harlan Horrors were not reported in the major media,
they were not entirely unknown. To be able to write about them
Sinclair Lewis, one of the greatest of American writers, a man who
lived what in some ways then was an unconventional, free-style life,
went to Pineville, like Peggy Dwyer, thinking that was close enough.
He had a secretary with him. They took separate rooms in a Pineville
hotel the name of which I do not remember now. Lewis spent his days
interviewing so his mission was not at all secret.
It also was not at all to the liking of the Harlan and to the Harlan-minded local authorities.
But what to do?
Even they knew he was truly a famous man. Any violence was
much too risky. It would get much too much attention. So, there was
deep thought about what could safely be done about this intruding
outsider who was certain to write what would not be liked and could
be harmful, at least so regarded by the area “establishment.” An idea
brilliant in its simplicity was implemented by the local sheriff.
Lewis’ room was surveilled without detection. The secretary
remained there long into the night and sometimes all night. So, one
night the sheriff, waiting until it was late for that area, crept up to the
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door of Lewis’ room when he knew the secretary was still there. He
stood some toothpicks against the door. If they were upright early in
the morning, earlier than he believed anyone in the room roused, he
had, he believed an open and shut Mann Act case.
Many years earlier the national legislature enacted a law proposed
by a Congressman or a Senator named Mann making it a federal
offense to transport a woman across a state line for immoral purposes.
That is what Lewis was charged with in Bell County court.
Came the trial and Lewis had an airtight defense: he had worked
with his secretary and all immoral purposes were impossible because
he was impotent.
Ray Daniell, sent by the New York Times to cover the Mary Helen
trial, added to this story when I told it one night at a party in the home
he had rented for the duration of that trial. Most of the others there
were other big city reporters.
“When that story appeared in the Times,” Daniell told us, having to
repeat himself for time to time because his laughter made his words
incompletely comprehensible, “the Times switchboard was virtually
swamped.
“Many indignant women none of whom identified herself made
angry protests over what all one way or another alleged libelled Lewis.
“All claimed to have personal knowledge that he was not impotent
at all!”
Similar but far from identical stories could have been written in
1938. I was involved in improvising care when all in the official party
and others fled or refused to get involved when a secretary had a leg
broken while resisting an attempted rape. Not another woman there
or any of the men—most were gone before I was called away from
my galley proofs—would even try to get her a doctor.
After all these years I no longer remember whether there was more
than a single doctor in London or whether none would come at 2 a.m.
or so on such a case.
In those days there were local telephone switchboards with local
operators. The operator tried to help. In the end the only man I could
get to come was a veterinarian!
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He did a good job, too, as was learned within a day or so when
that woman was seen by a doctor where she lived.
I had only a two block walk. When I got there, this woman of the
official party, was lying on the floor at the base of the winding stairs
to the second floor in the living room of the fine home—the New York
Times—has rented!
If the reader stops to think about it a number of useful if not
important learning experiences should be perceived in this experience
that scared the hell out of me.
There are a few other stories also of similar but not identical nature
that perhaps, for all I learned from them, had best be forgotten, even
one that required resisting a not inconsiderable temptation, because
I have no way of knowing who may still be alive.
Much as I learned from them!
STOP HERE: This is just for the record. I do recall the names but they
are not important. (Or should I use it?)
Among the official party was a fine woman with a few problems. Until she
was away from Washington and away from the office nobody had learned
that she was also a nymphomaniac with a weakness for whiskey. Otherwise
she would not have been there. It was inevitable that she had to go back to
Washington—with escort.
Not one of the FBI agents (and it would have been embarrassing for one)
or any of the lawyers would do it. McMahon asked me to and I did.
Nobody would drive us to Knoxville, of all the FBI agents with cars, or
in the one Justice Department car in which I was the party’s rumrunner, and
McMahon did not want me to leave that car at the airport. Too much of an
embarrassing incident if the car was stolen or burglarized.
The woman, whose name I do remember, agreed to take the Greyhound
with me although that meant seven hours on it, in a taxi and just hanging
around at the airport.
When we got to the airport for that 1:13 a.m. DC2 for Washington, almost
nobody was there. We killed time until we saw the running lights of the
incoming plane. But instead of landing it circled. That surprised us because
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we could see it clearly enough. After circling for a while it turned and flew west
in the direction from which it had come, to Nashville.
I asked the man in charge at the airport what had happened, why the plane
had not landed. He then explained to me that clearly as we could see upward
and see the plane there was a thin layer of ground fog. That made it dangerous
for the plane to land. We would be taken to a Knoxville hotel, provided with
breakfast and a cab back, all paid for by the airline, and we would be awakened
in time not to rush and still make the plane.
We were given connecting rooms. We were awakened in time for breakfast,
a cab waited to take us to the airport, and the trip to Washington was uneventful.
When we parted at old National Airport, then where the Pentagon now
stands, was the last time I saw her.
For all I know she may now be a great-great-grandmother.
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CHAPTER 7
7 Set-Up for the Un-Americans
It was a year before I was fired. I had become a problem

not because I had changed in any way. Not because there was any
complaint about how good and accurate it was. There was, however,
some objection to its quality. The complaints were from a few who
had joined the committee’s staff knowing it would be for a short time
only and believing that it would look good on applications for more
important positions. Some of them appeared almost immediately to
want to undermine what the committee was doing and to hasten its
end.
There was considerable political, industrial banking and financial
opposition to what the committee was bringing to light. The exposure
of some of these abuses was leading to a strong effort to end them
and institute reforms. Some reforms that were instituted and they
benefitted industry, too.
I was stubborn, from the newcomer’s point of view. I did insist on
accuracy in what was to become the only available official record of
the United States Senate on the matters investigated, the conclusions
drawn and the reforms recommended.
When it got to be known that the committee was considering an
investigation of the conditions of migrant labor on the vast California
corporate farms, the committee faced additional powerful opposition.
What was then one of the largest, wealthiest and best known industrial corporations was the first to make public the value of our
committee’s work to it. General Motors announced that with what it
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had learned from our work and the cash costs and unrecognized cost
to it of hiring labor spies and strike breakers it would no longer do that.
It was our work with their records—they had never calculated
their cost—from which they learned.
That pretty much marked the beginning of a radical change in
some major corporate policies: instead of fighting unions it would
work with them. While in many instances in time that meant the
corporations were able to assert undue influence on union leaders
and policies, the change was radical. It was also the beginning of a
period of greater profits for those corporations, and for others, like
banks because of it; of far better income for their employees; and a
major improvement in those businesses that depended on people
having money to spend and on their spending it.
The new additions to the committee’s staff for the most part did
not work the very long hours all of us “old timers” worked.
Mine were by far the worst. I did not object to them. I worked them
by preference to continue to produce what had come to be known as
the best published record on the Hill.
There were several times when for five days and nights I did not
get home. I was in the Senate Office Building, the one that now known
as the Russell Senate Office Building, after the respected long-time
Georgia conservative Democratic Senator, Richard B. Russell, or at
the 910.
(While a member of the Warren Commission, Russell opposed
one of its most basic conclusions that, without knowing it at first
then, I also opposed. His records, at the University of Georgia, at
Athens, includes a memorandum by his administrative or legislative
assistant who had read my first four books. He then told Russell that
I agreed with him.)
When the committee chairman set a date for the issuance of a
report, once it was written I had to edit and publish it and on the
appointed day have a printed copy for each Senator on his Senate
chambers desk. Each report always was on each desk that day before
that Senate session opened.
Of the millions of words in those hearings, many fewer in
the reports, I recall no complaints about any inaccuracy, some of
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those mentioned in the reports did complain about how they were
mentioned. But those reports were all factually correct. It was the
truth that hurt. Before any volume of hearings was published, each
and every witness had the opportunity to read his testimony after it
was set in type and to ask for corrections. There was no cost involved
for them. The amount of time this required of me was considerable.
But, aside from the rights of the witnesses, there was also the reputation if not the integrity of the Senate to be protected. That, I believed
required all it took for scrupulous accuracy to the degree possible.
That determination became natural for me. It was reflected 30 and
40 years later, when no single person of all those mentioned in my
then seven controversial books wrote to complain of any inaccuracy
or unfairness. It was reflected for more than a decade in my FOIA
litigation in which neither the Department of Justice and its FBI nor
any other agency I sued ever alleged a single factual error in the
hundreds of thousands of words I filed under oath in more than a
dozen lawsuits against them.
My writing and those lawsuits certainly were controversial, too!
But to most of those newcomers on the committee, working there
was the same as working anywhere else: they worked normal hours
unless that was an absolute impossibility, a condition they did not
very often confront. They saw to that.
Then, too, the chairman, Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., wanted it all to
end. He had gotten all the political benefit he could from it and, not
being politically his father’s son, he wanted it all ended. He believed,
not without ample cause, that when he brought it to a close political
contributions would be more likely from wealthy people, corporations, financial and business interests.
All of this meant more pressures on me not to be as concerned
with scrupulous accuracy.
The more rigid I was in refusing to compromise on the standards
of what I published the more they wanted to get rid of me.
But I was a bottleneck in the committee’s work: all it published I
published.
It was not that the volumes I edited and had printed were unusually
delayed in appearing. They appeared more rapidly than any number
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of hearings in which I had an interest were issued by later investigations and that those volumes of those other hearings I have were not
produced with great care.
With all the hearings published, regardless of the form in which
they appeared, it would look like the committee’s work was done and
it would be easier to have me fired.
More of an offense, from their point of view, when they used their
influence to get long-time committee staff members whose work was
excellent but who were more liberal than they (none was radical in
any way) fired, I would just quit and confront them with the bottleneck they would face.
Some of the senior staff members then would take me drinking, try
to get me drunk while allegedly reasoning with me, I did not get drink,
I did not back down, and in each instance the firings were canceled.
Of those I know are no longer alive, there were two who, after their
committee employment went on to outstanding careers.
Each of those two, as it happens, also had become friends because,
as I also did with many others, when they came to Washington they
lived with me until they could get situated.
One, Charles Clift, became the assistant to a Federal Communications Commissioner and then was a reporter in the Washington staff
of a respected magazine of that day, The Reporter.
The other, Charles Flato, became one of the nation’s most outstanding medical affairs writers.
Both, by coincidence, later figured, innocently, in what made LaFollette amenable to firing me.
I digress to report for those who did not live through those Franklin
Delano Roosevelt “New Deal” days of ferment and of striving to pull
the nation up from the depths of the Great Depression by innovative
and controversial changes in national policy.
Like me, many people, mostly, also like me, young, poured into
Washington to help in that effort as best they could or to have a job
or to get a better job.
To a very large degree, most of us wanted to help others as best
we could and tried to.
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At least three of my college classmates who I took to Washington
and who lived with me plus the brother of one went on to fine careers
and higher positions. So also did the boyfriend, later the husband, of
another school-days friend.
One became the Chief Justice of the Delaware Supreme Court.
Another headed its Department of Social Services. The one with the
brother, an economist, became a pioneer professor in the rehabilitations aspects of his discipline. His brother, a pianist, headed a San
Francisco conservatory with such success and popularity that on his
retirement a half-million dollar scholarship was established in his
honor.
Of those I remember of from after my committee days, one became
a manager of the National Symphony Orchestra and another produced
the MacBeth that won an Emmy for NBC-TV. Each had many other
major accomplishments. And each, later, more than repaid me with
their thoughtfulness and kindnesses.
That is the way most of us live then, caring and helping each other,
sometimes strangers.
My wife sometimes found that I carried this to an extreme. But I
was not all that much of an exception in those days.
One day when I was a magazine correspondent and was delayed
getting home for supper, my wife answered a knock on our door to
face two very attractive young women, strangers to her.
“Harold invited us for supper,” one of them told her.
That was news to my wife. I’d worked very late the night before,
had been busy working all day, and had not thought to tell or leave
her a note or to phone her.
One of those young women was the star of a popular musical
comedy of the day, Olson and Johnson’s Hellzapoppin! The other was
her best friend, also in the cast. The night before and into the early
morning I had used the star, “The Boomsadaisy Girl” (I no longer
recall what that meant!) as a model in a story intended to popularize
the use of cotton instead of silk in women’s’ apparel. With a perfectionist photographer that was a long night of posing and reposing
until he was satisfied with his pictures. Meanwhile, we talked.
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It turned out that those very successful young women from
Broadway, for all their popularity and income, longed for what they
had not had for a long time: a home cooked and relaxed meal with
those who wanted nothing from them.
So, of course I invited them! And forgot to tell my wife!
They has the added benefit of my wife’s (officially championship)
superb cooking, and they really enjoyed themselves before I drove
them to the National Theater and their job. Entertaining can be a very
hard kind of work!
Meanwhile, with a lag in the hearings as the Senator wanted to
close them down, I was, gradually, getting caught up.
He also had it in for me, as I suspected.
That came from my abandoning my own work one early morning
to help Clift and Flato with a hearing they were preparing for the
next day. The lawyer supposedly in charge of that hearing, one of
those who did not believe in working overtime, simply was not there
although he was to have a hearing ready in the morning.
It was on the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Corporation, a major
steel producer in Ohio’s Mahoning Valley. During a strike men had
been killed, it was suspected by strikebreakers dignified by being
referred to as “guards.”
The three of us worked all night and did get a good case ready.
In the part I worked on we pretty clearly established that the fatal
shots had come from one particular part of the largest of the massive
buildings in that large operation. That meant pinpointing the killers
would be easy.
At the next day’s hearing, still in the previous day’s and night’s
clothing, I sat as usual as the witness table, with the exhibits to hand
to the witnesses and the court reporter and with a copy of the brief
to follow.
When we came to the part where the killers could be identified,
LaFollette just chickened out and skipped it. He did not miss the look
of contempt I gave him. He then proceeded to massacre the rest of
the hearing and closed it early.
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When word of his anger of my unhidden contempt for his
cowardice got around, those wanting to dump me watched for an
opportunity.
They were not long in using it when that Senator was again embarrassed and falsely, they could blame that on me and give him the
excuse he needed.
They did.
As this no longer crusading Senator whose father had been a
popular and much respected crusader as a Senator continued cutting
back on what had been planned to be investigated by the committee
he reported to what was then known as publishing a “dump.” Instead
of a real hearing a perfunctory hearing, without any witness except a
ranking staff employee, was held. With all the records to be published
from those obtained in the investigation there, the committee’s administrative head merely offered them “for the record” and the Senator
accepted them for the record. That was the entire “hearing!”
Those records were known as “dumps” because they were just
dumped into the official record and then published.
These came to three printed volumes.
As always, I had extra sets of galley proofs for reporters. They
came to my office and read them after hearings for their articles. For
those interested who could not be there I mailed galley proofs. Of
those I remember one whose later great and since unequalled career
was built on close examination of government records. Before he
changed his name to I.F. Stone I mailed galley proofs of each hearing
to Isadore Feinstein at the New York Post, for which he then was an
editorial writer.
Always called “Izzy,” when he later moved to Washington we
became friends.
I had forgotten all about that “dump.” No reporter had known
about it. I had told none about it. But one of my superiors on the staff
mentioned it to Henry Zon. Henry, a friend, came to see them. He
wrote an article for his employer, the labor news service, Federated
Press.
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Henry and his wife and my wife and I lived about a block from
each other. We were friends. Nights none of us had to work and we
felt like bowling, there was an alley three blocks away and we bowled.
(During World War II we were both in intelligence. Henry was
an officer in ONI, navy intelligence. I was first a soldier and then a
civilian in the OSS, the Office of Strategic Services.)
Henry’s story on that “dump” went to about 60 labor newspapers.
One of these papers was the east coast Communist paper, The
Daily Worker.
Its Washington correspondent was then Adam Lapin. Lapin also
had used hearings galleys but he neither used nor knew about those
of this “dump.”
Henry’s truthful and accurate story created quite a stir and
vigorous protests.
That aborted hearing was to have been on what then was known as
“The National Industrial Conference Board” (NICB). As I now think
I recall accurately, it was related to if it had not been created by the
National Association of Manufacturers. In those days the NAM was
a leader in the most vigorous opposition to any labor organization.
The NICB was composed of top echelon leaders in top echelon
industrial corporations.
It met in secret in New York City. It was a spearhead of the most
vigorous opposition to any labor organization.
At one of its secret meetings of which we had the minutes a General
Motors vice president, Harry Anderson, told his NICB associates who
were having or lamenting labor organizing activity, “You need what
we have, a ‘Black Legion’.”
Michigan was then a hot-bed of violent vigilante anti-labor activity
much of which, including the violence and if I remember correctly,
murders traced to auto-manufacturing corporations. The “Black
Legion” was then the most prominent in its inflicting of extreme
violence on those suspected of union activity, especially on those in
leadership roles.
The auto-corporation created and funded Black Legion, like the
Klan, was also racist. So also were some similar gangs of similar sponsorship and support. This kind of activity by the Ford Motor Company
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was under Harry Bennett. Henry Ford, however, differed from other
auto tycoons in having given large numbers of black jobs in his plants
and in being so openly anti-Semitic he had an official anti-Semitic
spokesman on the Ford Sunday night nationwide radio broadcasts.
W.J. Cameron, overtly anti-Semitic on that popular, nationwide radio
network program. Ford also published the most notorious of the
anti-Semitic fakes fabricated over the years by earlier anti-Semites,
especially the Russian Czars.
Zon’s accurate story quoting Anderson as telling his fellow board
members that they should get themselves Black Legions, as General
Motors had, was ignored when it appeared in labor union newspapers
but it was not ignored when the Daily Worker published it. That paper
published by the east coast part of the Communist Party.
Pretending that the Communist paper was the only one to carry
the story and that its own correspondent had written it, Anderson,
GM, the NICB and probably many others in high positions where
they worked, seized upon not the unquestioned fact of the story but
their phonied claim of its “Communist” origin to make vigorous
complaints.
That gave those who wanted to dump me the opportunity they
wanted. Without, apparently, telling LaFollette the truth, they gave
him the complaints they knew were false and told him that I had
“leaked” what they described as “confidential information” to the
Worker.
This was additionally false because the committee had no “confidential” information of any kind, I never had anything to leak if I’d
wanted to, and what made it all an even dastardly adventure, it was
all a matter of public record to be published within a few days!
But LaFollette fired me with the lie that I had leaked “confidential
information to the Daily Worker.”
In that pre-McCarthy day of the fear of his no less ugly anti-American predecessor Congressman Martin Dies, chairman of the self and
falsely described “Committee on Un-American Activities,” that was
to virtually make me unemployable.
LaFollette would not listen to the truth. He had wanted to do what
he did and this wretched business enabled him to get real vengeance
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for that dirty look I had given him when he had chickened out in a
hearing that could have solved murders that local authorities did
not want to and did not solve. He was also unhappy about my not
rushing those hearings into print without regard for their secrecy. He
had another gripe, too.
This is not why I regarded him and in private referred to him as not
his father’s son. In all my working years, he was the worst employer
I ever had. Supposed friend of labor that he was.
I needed an eye operation. He needed the hearings and reports
to be published. With the eye operation I could have done my work
better. But it would have had me out of the office for a week or so.
He refused to give me time off for that operation.
So, I just quit and had the eye operated on.
Technically, I was not then a Senate employee. I worked at the Agriculture Department and it had detailed me to work for the Senate. At
the Agriculture Department, on whose payroll I was, I had sick leave
I’d never used. All executive agency employees were then allowed as
I now recall two weeks of sick leave per year. Technically, the leave
I required for that operation was mine as a matter of legal right. But
the Congress, at least then, was a law unto itself. If LaFollette said I
had no sick leave coming and could not take leave without pay for
the operation, that was it. His whim was as binding as any law.
The operation took more than the anticipated week. Both eyes were
bandaged for a week and I was kept in the hospital for another day.
When released on a nice, sunny day, I decided to walk the seven
blocks to my apartment but I was so exhausted after seven days flat
on my back after one block I hailed a cab. (They then cost 20 cents
for the central-city zone!) I then drove to Wilmington to stay with
my mother while I recuperated. I rested up for about another week.
By the time I was able to work again my absence had been felt. I
was wanted back. I had intended going back if I could. I regarded
that as worthwhile work. That is why I continued working for much
less than I could have earned elsewhere, for about a fourth of what
was paid a messenger so incompetent in that simple work I did not
trust him if I had any choice. (He was another Senator’s patronage.)
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Before I was able to see if my return was wanted I was offered a
raise to return.
It was a fine raise—$180 a year. Less than three dollars a week!
Some on the staff who knew how little I was paid resented it. I’d
made no effort to get more. The committee was enormously underfunded. So much so that I scrounged around for supplies for it and
got them from executive agencies.
Before I had my own office, my desk backed on that of our chief
of files, a fine woman then about my mother’s age. She was Ruth
Shields. Her husband, Robert, was a sugar-interest lobbyist. He
had many friends and contacts in the Agriculture Department and
its many components. I had been on one of those payrolls when I
went back to work for the committee. Ruth spoke to her husband.
Bob made an appointment for me to speak to a department lawyer,
Monroe Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer sent me to be interviewed by
C. Benham Baldwin, known as “Beanie.” He was head of the Farm
Security Administration (FSA). Baldwin put me on his payroll as his
administrative assistant at twice what I was then being paid, but far
less than that messenger got.
I was Baldwin’s “administrative assistant.” I was never in my
office, never saw my secretary or knew my telephone number. I never
worked for the FSA at all.
I had that job to “return” to when LaFollette “fired” me. I was not
then on any Senate payroll. I was the administrative assistant to the
head of the Farm Security Administration.
But as I knew, if I went there it would be a serious political embarrassment and hurtful to those who had befriended me.
It would also have led to professions of phony outraged by those
whose careers were then built or being built on their beginning of
the “red” scare that first Dies and then Joe McCarthy exploited so
extensively and effectively.
Instead I started to return to writing.
(I do not believe and have no reason to believe that LaFollette’s
firing of me, unjust as he knew it was, had anything to do with his
later suicide or represented in any way what caused it. After he
was defeated—by McCarthy—he and his brother Philip, Wisconsin
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governor, organized what failed, they not being their father’s political
sons, what was widely regarded as a fascist-like new political party.)
Another planned committee investigation that LaFollette wanted to
abort so he could close his political gravy train down with no further
liability from it was of California’s “Associated Farmers.”
They were farmers like Henry Ford or less well-known Tom
Girdler of National Steal were farmers.
What was “associated” in that limited and in terms of wealth select
group were corporate farms. Their abuses were of migrant farmers,
those who had been driven from their family-sized farms in Oklahoma
and Arkansas by terrible dust storms that ruined their farms. Many of
them had with considerable difficulty migrated to California seeking
food and jobs. Although somewhat more moderate, California was
then the agricultural equivalent of Harlan County in coal.
California was not, like Harlan, land-locked by its ** farms. That
large and populous state was not as completely politically controlled
as Harlan was. It was not without any major press as Harlan was.
Nor were most of its people, as those who remained in Harlan were,
undereducated, desperately poor and intimidated. Any Harlan-scale
violence in California could not have been as completely suppressed
as it had been in Harlan.
LaFollette’s other gripe against me is that I was helping Gardner
“Pat” Jackson in his efforts to see to it that LaFollette did not and
his committee without that planned hearing on the miserable, really
desperate condition of those farmers who had been ruined by the dust
storms and had been compelled to become farm laborers on those
vast corporate farms.
I was helping Jackson lobby through an extension of the committee’s life for that particular investigation.
Because of the firm opposition to it that aside from corporate, industrial and financial interests also included LaFollette and FDR, it
required imagination and daring.
Pat was extraordinarily well connected. Through him among those
of some prominence I met included Supreme Court Justice Frankfurter. He and Pat had served together on the committee seeking to free
the convicted anarchists Sacco and Vanzetti about whose conviction
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for alleged murder there was and continued to be enormous national
and international protest. Pat had been that committee’s information
officer.
Pat was a very friendly and outgoing man who was a very effective
lobbyist. His employer was the United Mine Workers’ union political
arm, Labor’s Non-partisan League. Informally he also lobbied for
some of Mrs. FDR’s projects. Eleanor Roosevelt’s interests ranged
from the rural poor to the youth of all the country.
He was also an alcoholic, less inhibited when his wife and family
were away on vacation.
Without going into all of the innovations, improvisations and
devices we used to get the committee’s life extended for that first
official investigation of the terrible plight of agricultural workers, all
of them significant learning experiences for me, particularly those
that were my idea but certainly those that were his, as most of them
by far were, the most effective one, entirely Pat’s, taught me much.
Paul Y. Anderson, whom I knew only slightly but was a good
friend of Pat’s, was the much honored chief Washington correspondent of the Pulitzer-owned St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Among his many
outstanding journalistic achievements was exposure of what came to
be known as “The Teapot Dome Scandal.” Teapot Dome was the name
of a Navy-owned petroleum reserve in the west. There was Harding
administration cabinet level corruption in turning it over to private
interests. With convictions. Anderson won a Pulitzer Prize for it.
FDR innovated regular White House press conferences. He met
with the press in those days before TV in his office. He told the
reporters, almost entirely of the print press, what he wanted to say
and he responded to their questions. They were free-wheeling and
informal sessions.
There was nothing like them in their openness and effectiveness
until John F. Kennedy’s use of them when developments in TV made
them an institution and made him a popular idol for an increasing
number of Americans until he was really a TV star.
Coming out against an investigation like that of the Associated
Farmers and in defense of the poor, downtrodden Okies and Arkies
was like condemning motherhood. LaFollette was opposed to it. So
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was FDR, for similar reasons—it could hurt him politically. But it was
not public knowledge that both opposed it.
So, at a press conference Anderson asked FDR if he favored continuing the committee for that one investigation. Politically FDR did
not dare say he did not. Opposing that investigation would be like
endorsing sin and condemning and opposing motherhood. So, unwillingly and reluctantly, Roosevelt had to support the extension of
the committee’s life for that investigation. His endorsement had a real
impact on Democratic Senators who would be called upon to vote on
the committee’s continuation.
Similarly, LaFollette did not dare run the political risk of not continuing tat investigation after FDR’s endorsement, given the great
importance of the labor and liberal vote in Wisconsin.
Of all that we devised and pulled getting FDR on the record in
support was probably the most important single factor in getting that
investigation authorized.
If some readers wonder about its value, those who have read John
Steinbeck’s magnificent Grapes of Wrath or have seen the movie made
from it should have no doubt at all!
Neither here nor elsewhere do I take the readers’ time to point out
all kinds of valuable learning experiences from the matters I report,
especially for a young man of then only 26. I do ask the reader to
consider what I believe, that some of those in this chapter as well
as elsewhere included developing a stranger sense of what is right
and what is wrong and, in the course of doing what was considered
impossible, learning that a matter that seemed to be impossible need
not be but unless attempted would be.
Without by the time I wrote Whitewash: The Report on the Warren
Report (finished mid-February, 1965) having developed a strong sense
of right and wrong and the belief that not trying hard enough or in
an appropriate way is what determines what is and is not possible, I
would not have persisted in my work on the JFK assassination and its
investigations and I would not have dared confront the government
in those many FOIA lawsuits as the result of which I did accomplish the seemingly impossible more so because I was without means,
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influence or connections, was without income and was in debt, and
had developed serious illnesses.
This first of my experiences in being unjustly accused, of in effect
being framed, of which there later were more instances, made me less
unwilling to consider the possibility that Lee Harvey Oswald may
have been set-up and even framed.
But that was in the unexpected and unanticipated future.
My immediate interest was in returning to writing, about political
matters and national issues.
Those who oppose my work and writing, who disagree with my
beliefs or perhaps just do not like me misuse this matter of my being
“fired” for “leaking” for their own ends, never giving an honest or
impartial account of it.
Literally, I was not even fired. All LaFollette could do is what he
did do, return me to my job at the Farm Security Administration. I
was not on his or the Senate’s payroll, I was only loaned to them. It
was my decision not to return to the FSA. I also had other options.
One, a political one, was especially attractive. That was to work on a
non-partisan committee seeking to have the poll tax repealed. Strange
as it may seem to those not then alive, many southern states disenfranchised their poor citizens, mostly black, by compelling them to
pay a tax before they could register to vote. Those who could hardly
feed themselves and their families could not afford to pay a tax to
be able to vote. Even if blacks did pay that tax, they were still legislatively effectively disenfranchised by other state obstructions and
impediments.
Virginia Durr, in her 90s as I write this, is the embodiment of traditional American belief as enunciated and formulated by our founding
fathers. She was then a mother in her mid-30s with young children.
She attended those of my committee’s hearings she could and studied
galley proofs of the hearings she could not attend. She was the sister-in-law of Supreme Court justice Hugo Black. As a senator Black
conducted a definitive investigation of lobbying and propaganda
against the New Deal and against FDR, some of it sensationally scurrilous. Virginia did organize and supervise that anti-poll tax committee.
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Her husband was Clifford, with whom my wife had worked
at the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. There he was a major
force in helping industry gird financially for the coming war to stop
Hitler. After that Cliff was a member of the Federal Communications
Commission. We owe public radio and TV to him. He refused reappointment by President Truman over his opposition to the so-called
loyalty program instituted by Truman. It was not designed as a means
of establishing employee loyalty. It was intended to deter political
attacks by the Republicans, as Truman’s then counsel, the eminent
Clark Clifford, told Carl Bernstein, one of the Pulitzer star Washington Post Watergate reporters for his book on his parents, who were
among the victims of that “loyalty” program. Native Alabamians,
the University of Alabama Press has published two excellent books
about the Durrs. Outside the Magic Circle, based largely on Columbia
University oral histories is the book about Virginia. The biography
of Cliff is The Conscience of a Lawyer: Clifford Durr and American Civil
Liberties, by the American historian John A. Salmond who then taught
in Australia at ***.
Much as I believed that any disenfranchisement of Americans is
an intended violation of our Constitution, of our basic concepts, I
did not believe that in the war climate there was any prospect for its
success. This proved to be correct. That reform was decades in coming.
I wanted to return to writing, as I did. I do not in retrospect regret
my decision.
Two of those who misused this matter to malign me, to deceive
and mislead their readers, to corrupt the record for history, and to
indulge their small-mindedness, had books appear after I had written
most of this record for our history. Neither man and neither book can
survive comparison with the factual record in my books.
Gerald Posner, who wrote the book he knowingly and deliberately mistitled Case Closed, and Harrison Livingstone, whose Killing
the Truth is appropriately titled as it refers to him, having no other
means of assaulting my credibility, both undertook to do that with
prejudicial brief distortions of the truth set forth here.
The plain and simple truth is that I leaked nothing. I had nothing
to leak, and whether I was right in incurring LaFollette’s displeasure
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by lobbying for his committee’s life to be continued for the important
and successful investigation that followed those who read Grapes of
Wrath or saw that movie can answer easily for themselves.
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CHAPTER 8
8 The Un-Americans Upset
While working for the Senate and meeting and talking with

those who also worked there, some for many years longer than I had
and in work that involved the Congress’s activities and responsibilities with which I had no experience and of which I had no knowledge,
I learned about little-known and little-used records required to be
filed and to be preserved, with public access to them. Among these
what I remember most clearly are the records on political income and
expenditures required to be filed under the then Corrupt Practices
Act. Everyone had access to them.
I started working in them with the intent of writing articles in
what I found in them.
I also knew, from personal experience, that the expenditures of
both Houses of the Congress’s committees are, or then were, required
to be freely accessible.
While I do not have knowledge of it, from what I heard I fear that
my uses of both of these sets of records led to their becoming much
less available.
I was also researching a book on the Dies-led House Committee
on Un-American Activities.
Its predecessor was a similar committee headed by Massachusetts’
Congressman John McCormack, later long-time Speaker of the House,
and by New York Congressman Samuel Dickstein.
I knew both slightly. I also knew slightly the reporter who was
involved in their most spectacular hearing, on an actual plot for a
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revolution to throw FDR out of office. Paul Comly French was then a
reporter for the since defunct, liberal Philadelphia Record. Of Philadelphia’s then reporters he was most trusted by a retired Marine Corps
General, Smedley Butler, then Philadelphia’s director of public safety.
I never met French until his career, if not also his life, was ruined
by his completely accurate reporting on that conspiracy for a coup
d’état, a putsch, in which he had been involved by Butler. Butler was
little understood by the New York financiers who selected him to
lead their revolt beginning with his riding to and into Washington
on a white horse.
Butler was a vigorous believer in our democratic system of self-government. Those financiers entirely misunderstood him, judging him
from what he had had to do as a Marines general.
Butler broke the story through French.
They were both called to testify before the McCormack-Dickstein
committee. It created a short-lived scandal. I have not heard anyone
speak of that attempt to overthrow the government, an established
official fact, in more than 50 years.
For French’s unselfish patriotism in lost his Record reporting job.
His last employment of which I knew was as a writer on an FDR
emergency relief project, the Works Projects Administration, the
much libelled WPA. He was then officed on the second floor of an
old Philadelphia Delaware River dock. (I never knew Butler.)
(Those Philadelphia make-work WPA projects were of great value
for the fine monographs over a broad spectrum of national life, particularly as I now remember, about the economy. They were of real value
to scholars as they were to the government as the country sought to
work itself out of the devastating effects of the Great Depression. I had
two relatives employed there and later I met others who had been.)
This is a country in which the wages of loyalty and patriotism can
be the fabled wages of sin.
It is also a country in which the context of the message can be held
against the innocent messenger.
Nothing happened to those proven to have plotted to overthrow
the government.
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But Butler’s public career was over and French lost his reporting
job and to the best of my knowledge was thereafter unwelcome on
all newspapers.
Something to be learned from this?
As did those following it, the McCormack-Dickstein committee
also dabbled in, but less intensively, red-baiting.
Careful reading of the expenditures of some of the parties was
more than merely interesting. The Republicans, those in the forefront
of screaming bloody Red murder, had native and foreign fascists on
their payroll.
And then there was the party formed by the Detroit-area Catholic
priest, Rev. Charles Coughlin, who had network Sunday night radio
broadcasts which were of fascistic nature. He was also openly anti-Semitic. But that was not all that unusual for radio network Sunday night,
prime-time coast-to-coast broadcasts. Henry Ford’s mouthpiece, W.J.
Cameron, plugged and offered Ford paid-for copies of the notorious
Czarist fabrications, The Protocols of Zion.
But before I could complete this research and that for the planned
book on the infamous Dies committee, continuing it became impossible.
There seemed to be no interest in the Coughlin disclosures in those
corrupt-practices records among the reporters and correspondents I
knew, including some reputedly liberal. Wanting very much for that
inside information on the fascist priest to be known, I told John L.
Spivack, a political investigative reporter who seemed to be able to
get published in the Communist and left-wing press only. His books
did well. He and they had a following. Jack was excited with that
information. It provided a basis for his successful book the title of
which was a play on the name of Coughlin’s church, The Shrine of
the Little Flower. Jack titled his book, At the Shrine of the Silver Dollar.
Coughlin was a determined, fascistic divisive force with World War
II already long begun and Hitler murderous and triumphant wherever
he went. The Department of Justice wanted to do something about
him but with Hoover’s FBI, with Hoover’s views not all that different
than Coughlin’s, there was no interest in investigating Coughlin. So
Justice had nothing on which to act. As I did not learn until about
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five decades later, from a friend who in that day had been a Justice
attorney, this “new” evidence, new only because nobody was interested in it, gave the Department what it needed to give the Catholic
hierarchy the choice between silencing its fascistic radio voice who
was not without friends in that hierarchy, or seeing him indicted.
Coughlin complied because he had no desire to be indicted and
tried.
With my effort too divided and with its glaringly anti-American
record, the Dies gang was of more and more interest to me. Most of
those it found “red” were Catholics and Jews. It focused in particular
on the labor movement and on prominent practicing Catholics in it.
Resorting to cheap semantics to call people red, using words like
“transmission belts” and “fronts” to identify those it did not like as
red, it found even the child movie star Shirley Temple to be red as
a “transmission belt” when she was little more than five years old!
That the Dies-ers were absolutely immune in all offenses, that they
had no trouble getting continues with even larger appropriations after
such gaffes as calling the child movie star “red,” was also a learning
experience! They disgraced themselves, the Congress and the country.
The response of the papers was to support them and publicize their
baseless propaganda, making their authoritarian campaign first acceptable and then popular. The response of the Congress was overflowing love. It continued to finance and support this blatant official
violation of all American beliefs. Its Members vied with each other
in praising them even more with each additional rape of traditional
Americanism.
That was the real beginning of the nationwide “red” scare and a
real impetus to what came to be known as The Cold War. And that
was utterly ruinous to our economy and our industry, as the country
remains slow to recognize.
Obviously there was much to be learned from this.
Including what is welcome and what is unwelcome to those who
have the real power and influence and what, no matter how wrong, is
right to them. They had the power to make what was so very wrong
and evil appear to be correct, to make that popular, and to make
victims of those who brought the truth to light.
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They were native Nazis and their drive, their intent, was to change
our government in that direction. Some of the practices of authoritarian states they were able to introduce remain acceptable and practiced.
When the Dies gang learned I was interested in it, it got interested in me. It believed that anyone who did not agree with it and its
ridiculous, anti-democratic ravings and overtly anti-Constitutional
practices had to be red and therefore was.
Nobody was immune from their disgusting slanders. Not even
the President’s wife.
Coinciding with my interest in the Dies Un-Americans, Pat
Jackson’s friend Robert Marshall, one of two heirs of a wealthy father,
the other a conservative New Yorker, established two foundations.
(Bob Marshall, who did not have to work, worked by choice as an
engineer in the Interior Department.) One was to promote conservation in forestry. Henry Zon’s father, Rafael, Marshall appointed to
its board. The other was to promote study of and information about
the Dies gang. This was what Pat knew I was doing, preparing to
publish on them.
(It was decades before Marshall’s foresight and wisdom, his
concern for conserving our natural resources and for not poisoning
our environment, became accepted and popular. It was years before
the Congress developed the principle and the courage to end this
official Un-Americanism of the Dies gang and their successors not
the least of whom was the infamous Joe McCarthy. He was visited
upon us by the younger Bob LaFollette’s abandonment of his father’s
principles and his and his brother’s turn toward native fascism. That is
what made McCarthy LaFollette’s successor. In those days, incredible
as it may seem with Hitler and Mussolini ascendant and their abuses
well if far from fully known, Americans who were anti-fascists were
condemned as “pre-mature anti-fascists.” Those who mimicked them
in this country did turn its traditional and basic beliefs around that
much that long ago.)
At Pat’s request I had given Drew Pearson, then of the most widely
distributed expose daily newspaper column, “Washington Merry-GoRound,” some of my information. He used it in an article for LOOK
magazine. It and the old LIFE weekly picture magazine then circulated
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about seven million copies each weekly. They reached many people,
were popular, and they were influential.
Not long after that column appeared Pat phoned me and asked
me to meet with him in his office. When I got there, a former Interior
Department investigator and then a Drew Pearson leg man, John
Henshaw was also there. Pearson, he said had sent him to us. He
knew and could deliver the Washington representative of one of the
numerous but small native fascist outfits, one David DuBois Mayne.
His outfit was William Dudley Pelley’s Silver Shirts. The shirters of
various hues modeled themselves on Hitler’s terrorist gang’s, which
were brown.
Mayne stalled delivering what he claimed to have, correspondence
linking Pelley with Dies. Meanwhile, claiming also to be a temporary
unemployed steamfitter, he panhandled small sums from me. In the
end he did give me some of Pelley’s letters. Several of the most interesting were negative photostats. His explanation for giving me
photostats of them rather than the originals was that he needed the
originals for his own protection. Possible with strange people like
him. But when he refused to show me the originals after I drove him
home, into the then largely unpopulated McLean, Virginia countryside in the area where the CIA later built its headquarters, and then
he refused to show them to me, I began to have questions.
But Pat didn’t. Those letters excited him and several Congressmen friends of his. One, the “New Deal” working class Congressman
from Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, Frank Hook, who really detested
what the Dies gang was doing, wanted to use them in a speech on
the floor of the House and unwillingly, at his and Pat’s insistence, I
wrote the speech.
But because of my concern about Mayne’s reliability I first questioned him before a court reporter, who was a friend. I then took
him to a notary public and he swore to the truth of his answers to
the questions I asked and to the genuineness of each and every one
of the Silver Shirt letters he gave me.
Hook’s speech caused a mild media interest. But it was nothing
to what soon followed.
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One morning when I responded to a knock on my door a man
who introduced himself as a Dies investigator was there. He handed
me a subpoena and, saying it was a “forthwith” subpoena tried to
con me into believing I had to go with him to that committee’s offices
immediately.
The imperial demand that I got to that den of native fascists without
counsel and without time to obtain counsel reflects their belief in our
laws and Constitution. None at all.
I told that man I would appear when I had counsel and to beat it.
I closed the door and he left.
Pat also had been served with a subpoena. He started seeking
counsel for us from among his prominent friends, many of whom
were prestigious lawyers.
One day when I was working in the Capitol building two of the
Dies strong-arm men who had no concept at all of Americanism,
grabbed me, one each arm, and took me to a private office I knew
was that of the respected majority leader, Sam Rayburn of Texas.
I could have complained, even caused a ruckus. I decided not to
and went with them.
The room was overloaded with Dies’ Committee members and
staff people. They also had a court reporter. Without any order at all
they all threw unrelated questions to me from all around that room.
We were interrupted only once. In response to that knock someone
sent by Rayburn was permitted to take a couple of bottles of whiskey
from a cabinet. He then left.
They bombarded me with questions related to my relations with
Mayne, in which they were clearly trying to frame me with a felony,
and with all sorts of other nonsensical irrelevancies.
When I asked for a glass of water one of them let the hot water run
until it was pretty warm. He then handed me a glass of it.
I did not throw it at him. Instead I let them shoot their imagined
bolt.
After several hours they just quit and let me leave.
In Pat’s quest for counsel I remember being with him one time
only. Pat was friends with the eminent Dean Acheson, later Secretary
of State and presidential red-seeing advisor in seeking to placate the
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not entirely anti-Hitler right of both major parties. Acheson was the
top lawyer in the prestigious firm Covington, Burling. (And wore
spats, even in the summer, that long after men abandoned them.)
His lawyer to whom who had directed Pat, Charles Horsky, had
the reputation of being a liberal. He listened to Pat, asked almost no
questions, and told us we would hear from him. We did soon. Pat’s
friends would have nothing to do with defending him when he faced
jail on an overt political frame-up.
As we left that prestigious firm’s offices then in the Union Trust
Building, Acheson himself got onto the same elevator. Pat introduced
us and Acheson invited us to walk to the corner of 15th Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, a block from the White House. We
had no sooner gotten there than a chauffeur driven car pulled up and
stopped. Illegally and at rush hour. Acheson opened the back door.
He then introduced me to Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter,
Jackson’s old friend from their Sacco-Vanzetti committee days. After
a few words Acheson got in with Frankfurter and the car drove off.
Before we got counsel the Dies gang went public with a false and
prejudicial account of how the reds had tried to wreck them but got
caught at it. That was a major news story. It was a national sensation,
that being the charmed nature of the press already deeply into the
national hysteria that later grew into a national fixation that diverted
attention from all the many national problems requiring attention
and not getting it.
Finally Drew Pearson provided his law firm, the William Roberts
firm then in the Transportation Building at 17th Street on the northeast
corner with H. And for this very political problem Roberts assigned
his expert on international law, Edgar Turlington!
Not at all satisfied with the transcript of their round-robin attempted
bludgeoning of me in their effort to entrap me into something they
could misuse, the Dies gang asked me to go to their offices and go
over that stenographic transcript. That time I felt less uneasy. I knew
their transcript did them no good and could hurt them if it was seen.
And I did have a lawyer. A lawyer who was adept at getting time to
think by complaining about the poor performance of his hearing aid.
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But there was not all that much for Turlington to do, there being
little the Diesers had from me or could do with it.
They finally pooped out and let us go.
But they did not quit. Those experts in violating every decent
American principle—in the name of their kind of fascistic Americanism—had considerable influence.
First they had a law passed to make it a crime to improperly
interfere with any Congressional committee. Having no knowledge
of its legislative history I believe nonetheless that “improperly” was
not in the law as introduced by those political ruffians.
Then they demanded of the Department of Justice and the United
States Attorney for the District of Columbia, David Pine, that we be
indicted.
To pressure Pine, they had his confirmation to be a judge on the
federal district court for the District of Columbia held up until he
got us indicted.
Pine knew me from the time of the committee’s Harlan hearings.
He then jokingly called me “affidavit face” in a failed Harlan prosecution.
Entirely by accident I was there in the men’s room on the third floor
of the then only Senate Office Building when a morning session of
those hearings ended. I saw and heard Ted Creech, son of the owner
of Harlan’s Creech Coal Company, threaten a committee witness. So
I could confirm the witness, who had complained that he had been
threatened.
Those Harlan County tyrants believed that could get away with
what they did down there anywhere in the country, even the nation’s
capital. And they were right!
Yup, that jury was fixed, too, and in the same way, apparently.
Pine did not handle me before the grand jury himself. He assigned
an assistant, Ed Fihelly.
Then the FBI asked me to come in. Two agents questioned me and
then wrote out in longhand the statement they wanted me to sign. I
read it, it was false and incriminating, and I refused to sign it. I told
them if they gave me a truthful account of what I’d said I’d sign that
but not what was not true that they had made up.
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They would not let me leave.
So, I just sat there. There was not much they could do. I now think
they did not hold out very long because they knew there was nothing
they could do. But it then seemed like a long time to me. They opted
to save face. I had nothing heavy on for approaching night. I told
them that although I would sign a statement faithful to what I had
said I would not sign it without the advice of counsel.
That made Turlington late for supper.
I signed a truthful statement. They not only had no use for it, it no
longer exists in the carefully culled file the FBI kept that under FOIA
PA it gave me after years of stalling.
Fihelly started calling us before the grand jury. He had little choice
but to play the Dies/FBI game. I had, as I saw it, no choice at all, to
be firm by vigorous in destroying all their fabrications.
Pat’s friends, you know, in the Department of Justice, friends like
Dean Acheson was his friend, kept assuring him that the fix was in,
that Dies and his ilk were detested, and that they wanted to inflict a
body blow on him and his. Only they also told him and Turlington
that by my behavior I was ruining the possibility.
Lawyers are not permitted to accompany their clients before grand
juries. So it was my word against all those great and loyal-to-death
friends of Pat who were doing their best, actually, to get us indicted
for a non-existing crime.
I kept apologizing to Pat and Turlington for forgetting and
sometimes losing my temper, which was what they apparently had
been told. I promised to be a good boy and didn’t change. I was not
defending myself. I was attacking all the Dies gang who were relevant
and Mayne as their agent.
Of that I actually had proof!
The first thing I did after seeing Jackson the morning the subpoena
was served was to seek a means of using the public availability of
the committee’s filed records of expenses. There were no xeroxes in
those days and if there had been I would not have been able to pay
for xeroxing all those records. But I was able to have three typists,
with their own upright typewriters, move into the office of the clerk
of the House, a man named Shanks, and in three weeks I had a typed
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copy of each and every piece of paper Dies filed to get repaid or to
get bills paid.
And lo! there was Mayne, day after day, paid at a daily rate for
those days for being a “witness” at hearings the committee did not
hold!
I never let the grand jury, most of its members government
employees, forget that when Mayne executed what were forgeries,
those photostats, he was working for Dies. And that he was in Dies
pay when he swore to their genuineness.
In addition, I had an excellent Mati Hari—my wife!
Before we met she had dated the lawyer who then was of all improbable things Mayne’s lawyer. He was a decent man, but perforce
was in on the fix to indict us for no crime at all. He knew the truth
and I suppose he was certain that Dies would keep Mayne out of jail.
The late Dennis Hallowell invited my wife to come to his office.
While they were chatting he shuffled some papers rather conspicuously. When he saw that had caught her attention he excused
himself, saying that he had just remembered something required his
immediate attention. It would take at least 15 minutes but probably
not much more time, if any. Would she please be comfortable until
he returned? There was more he’d like to discuss with her.
As soon as he left the office she read those papers and they spelled
out that the scheme was to indict Pat and me by hook or by crook
while pretending to be our protectors.
Those many long days before the grand jury were difficult. It was
obvious that powerful people were trying to jail me for a nonexistent
felony. Knowing that, particularly after I knew all I needed to know
about the chicanery through my wife, was all I required. Not once
did I admit to anything I had not done and not once did I miss any
chance I saw to drive home to that grand jury that Mayne, Dies paid
agent, had sworn falsely. That is perjury.
There was an odd twist to what those Congressional scoundrels
and their miscellaneous pals in Justice cooked up.
They alleged that the small sums Mayne panhandled from me,
about $100 in all, is what I paid Mayne to execute those forgeries.
That kicked back as it should have!
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By the time Fihelly and the grand jury could think of no more to
ask or do, the grand jury had to decide.
There was no basis at all for charging Jackson or me with anything
wrong. We had done nothing wrong. We had been entrapped and
then framed by the Congress through its agent, Mayne.
When it was all over, the grand jury was determined to charge
Mayne, not Jackson or me. They refused to indict us.
But they charged Mayne with two felonies, for uttering and forging
and obtaining for money under false pretenses!
Although he was not in a position to utter a word, Mayne could
have blamed the Dies gang for the second charge because they claimed
that I had paid him to execute the forgeries with the small sums he
had panhandled for claimed immediate need. But they had paid him
to “utter” the forgeries, a felony. The grand jury saw that as Mayne
getting money under false pretenses!
There is little doubt that the perjury charge also was the responsibility of the Dies gang. They had to have told Mayne to swear falsely
when he told them I would go no farther with him if he would not
attest to the truth of what he said.
Not only did the grand jury refuse to indict Pat and me when
it did lay those two felony charges on Mayne. It compelled Dies to
acknowledge this in order to keep Mayne’s mouth closed. He could
have defended himself by alleging what I had proof of, that in what
he did he was the agent of the devious committee. Dies did not want
that spelled out, of course. So he interceded. Whether or not there
then was another deal, two things that followed are what served Dave
Pine’s interest. Dies appeared before the court to make a plea for
mercy and consideration for Mayne. Pine agreed for Mayne to get two
concurrent two-year sentences, with the sentences suspended. He did
not have to and he did not serve a day. And suddenly all opposition
to Pine’s appointment as the United States Attorney for the District
of Columbia was withdrawn and his nomination was approved.
All that got any attention in the papers was the grand jury’s refusal
to indict us, its indictments of Mayne and the hearing at which Dies
copped the plea for his minion, Mayne.
That night there was a celebration.
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What a party some of those members of Congress threw for me
at the Madrillon Restaurant that night and after it closed, into the
morning!
Frank Hook, who had been imposed upon by his fellow Members,
sang two songs to me, parodies of popular songs of the day.
One was “Starnes Fell on Alabama,” the other was “The Dies of
Texas Are Upon You!”
(Joe Starnes was Dies’ vice chairman.)
It was, of course, a victory party.
It was a defeat and an unprecedented defeat for those who would
have enjoyed fame and fortune under Hitler or Stalin.
The actualities rubbed it in even more. Dies did not dare let Mayne
get sentenced to jail. That would risk having him talk. So, in public,
in open court and reported, Dies copped a plea for him, two years,
but with the sentence suspended. Mayne did not go to jail and if he
talked, he did not talk in public.
There are a few epilogues. the forgoing does not exhaust what I
learned from that official corruption that, so far as I know, is unprecedented. As was getting a Dies agent convicted of felonies.
About three years after the Dies plea bargain I was visited by an
FBI agent from its Albuquerque field office 2,000 miles or more away.
He wanted to speak to me about a security investigation the FBI
was making. It was the security of a steamfitter at one of the most
secret atomic installations—David Mayne!
It was insane! I was aghast!
I asked him if they knew Mayne was the Washington representative of Pelly, the would-be Hitler who believed as Hitler did and
praised him.
Yes, they knew that.
Do you know he is a felon? I asked.
Yes, they knew that.
Well, I said, if that leaves any question in your mind about
“security,” I can’t think of anything I can tell you that could make
any difference.
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That investigation was not of Mayne’s application for the job. He
already had it and was working with what was as secret as anything
we had!
Some months after it all ended, after David Pine had been
confirmed as a federal judge, Fihelly phoned and invited me in.
He handed me a legal-sized manila envelope that held about three
quarters of an inch of legal-sized paper.
“You may want this for your protection sometime,” he said, as he
handed it to me.
That envelope held the volume of the grand jury transcripts that
includes Martin Dies testimony about me as well as the Senate’s
testimony about my departure from the Senate Civil Liberties
Committee. What Dies testified to amounted to nothing against me
at all. The Senate’s witness, David Demarest Lloyd, was the committee’s assistant general counsel. He testified that contrary to what the
Dies gang had alleged, I had leaked nothing, had nothing to leak, and
that no Communist paper was involved in it in any event. His actual
testimony is that I had done nothing wrong at all.
(Lloyd was later in the Truman White House and after that headed
the Truman library established in Independence, Missouri.)
What is in the grand jury’s transcripts was not made public.
Legally, what Fihelly did was then wrong. But morally and
ethically it wasn’t. It was the right thing to do. Now a record of the
truth exists outside the government’s files nobody ever looks as if
they were not destroyed. Fihelly could have been subject to severe
sanctions for a simple act of decency. He understood very clearly that
what he had had to do was legally, morally and ethically wrong, as I
understood that he had to do it. Later he was a Tokyo war crimes prosecutor. From the rough time he gave me those many days before that
grand jury he must have been a fine prosecutor, here and in Tokyo.
Anyone researching the newspapers of the days of the Dies super-spectacular will read the lie about my firing. What I have never
forgotten is not only that that well-publicized lie is available, disproof
of it is not. Any person doing that research has every right to believe
the published official lie and no reason in what he can see not to.
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There is an incredible twist to all of this.
As I continued working on the Hill from time to time I would
encounter Dies and Starnes in the corridors. They acted like my oldest
and dearest friends! They put us immediately on a first-person basis
and almost never forgot to put their arms around me!
They were friendly, pleasant, often laughed, Starnes more often
and more easily than Dies!
Simply heinous!
When all this frightening and frightful experience was over, I was
able to get back to writing.
But who could forget that decent men in authority could be
compelled to do what was evil and what they did not want to do,
what they knew was wrong?
Or how easily one can be framed?
This was not my last such experience by any means!
Nor was it my last experience with men who are not decent men
doing what they knew it was wrong for them to do.
There is a big difference between an academic awareness of the
possibilities and living them, living them on a frame-up with an unjust
jail sentence looming.
I have no doubt that it made me less unwilling to believe it was
possible that Oswald had been framed when I wrote my first book.
The evidence accumulates that he was framed.
Saying that those who research the newspapers of the time of
that Dies more modest aping of the specialty of the Gestapo and the
KGB would get only the incorrect account of my “firing” does not in
any sense justify those who for their own purposes published that
while I was alive. They could, and should, have asked me about it.
This is particularly true of Harrison Livingstone and Gerald Posner.
More about both later. Both knew me. Both were here, Posner once
for three days and Livingstone many, many times. I am certain I
discussed this with Livingstone and while I am not certain, I believe
I discussed it with Posner. There is no reason consistent with honesty
and decency of purpose for them not checking what they wrote about
me to determine, if they did not recall discussing it with me, whether
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what they wrote is fair and truthful. There is even less excuse, of
course, if they did know the truth and just suppressed it to defame me.
But then maybe they are not the kind of men who are high on
Grapes of Wrath and what it reports that was and remains a great
national tragedy.
From Posner’s Case Closed (Random House, New York, 1993) he is
not that kind of man, from his own political beliefs as he expresses
them in that book. (See also my Case Opened, Richard Gallen/Carroll
& Graf, New York, 1994. As published, that book is less than half of
the detailed and documented analysis and commentary of Posner’s
most successful of the exploitations and commercializations of the
JFK assassination. He is, so to speak, the industry leader.)
For a young man this was the equivalent of earning a Ph.D.
in Frame-Ups, Sinister Forces and Dirty Politics, with a minor in
survival!!!
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CHAPTER 9
9 Into the “Wild Bill” Yonder
Through a college friend I was introduced to a picture

magazine with the third largest of that day circulation. It was a
monthly, CLICK, click like the sound of a camera’s shutter.
My first article for it, on the potential danger during the World
War II of Nazi business and industries in this country, especially in
areas of strategic importance, was praised on the floor of the House
of Representatives and entered into the Congressional Record. It also
led to an anonymous call to the magazine.
“If you think those guys are a Nazi danger, you should be where I
work.” That man said there were Nazis in the better positions at the
Resinous Products and Chemicals plant where he worked, in Bristol,
Pennsylvania. With no more than that for a lead I began two intensive
months of investigating. They ended with a definitive expose of
Resinous Products and its parent company, Rohm and Haas, which
was based in Philadelphia. Rohm and Haas was well known in the
leather industry because it held basic patents on tanning leather. In
World War II the German Rohm and Haas, based in Darmstadt, owned
the very important and valuable patent on Plexiglas. That was like
du Pont’s Lucite but for many purposes, including uses in military
airplanes, Plexiglas was superior. The Philadelphia corporation was
licensed to use the Plexiglas patent.
By the time my investigation was complete I showed that it was
still a Nazi outfit, ownership hidden in Switzerland and that from
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the royalty payments the Nazis could compute our military aircraft
production, among other things.
CLICK received many letters praising that article, including from
the White House, several cabinet members and even J. Edgar Hoover
himself.
(Because the FBI and other agencies have been saying and
recording nasty lies about me, when that Hoover letter did not surface
in response to my FOIA efforts, because CLICK printed brief excerpts
from all those letters a month later, I asked my Senator and then friend,
Charles “Mac” Mathias to see if he could get me that page from the
issue of CLICK filed under the copyright law. The report to him from
the Library of Congress is that no copy of that issue remains, not
even in the copyright files. Who but the FBI or the CIA would have
any interest in having no copy of that available? All the other people
of prominence in the early 1940s were dead, as was Hoover, when I
made the information request. But his letter praised me and my work,
and more than four decades later the FBI could not abide that.)
I do not allege a cause-effect relationship because I do not know
but after this and subsequent articles my series of exposes of Nazi
cartels and their influence on our military productions, first Rohm and
Haas and then several other of those still-Nazi American corporations
were taken over by the government. All those articles were entered
into the Congressional Record by Members of the House who made
speeches on the Floor praising them, the magazine and me for our
patriotism and public service.
I was asked to and I did testify about that Rohm and Haas article
to the House Patents committee, in a closed meeting.
Aside from this series on Nazi cartels I wrote again about the
Tanaka Memorial and Japanese imperial expansionist ambitions. That
article, in which I predicted what began with and followed Pearl
Harbor, appeared less than three months before the Pearl Harbor
disaster.
For that article, with the passing of years and the increased availability of information, I was able to show that the expansionist plans
of the Memorial had in fact been followed by Japan.
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When I completed the research for each of the articles in that Nazi
cartel series I took the results to the anti-trust division of the Department of Justice. Because we were not then in the war and because that
somewhat limited what our government would do, the economist in
that area at the Department’s work on Nazi cartels, Joe Borkin, urged
me to go to the British embassy with my information, although British
Imperial Chemicals was also involved in some of those Nazi cartels.
That led to my becoming what was known as an “unregistered agent,”
for Great Britain, in the field of economic warfare. Technically what
I did was illegal but for what the Department of Justice asked me to
there was little likelihood that it would charge me with violation of
the foreign-agents registration act.
Technically, I was in effect a spy. But it was for an ally and our
government wanted me to do that.
Thurman Arnold then was the assistant attorney general in charge
of that division. What he knew about me from this was later helpful,
very helpful!
M. Robert Rogers was CLICK’s editor. He had a master’s degree
from Harvard—in music. Under him CLICK made money without
any advertising staff. That was rare in magazine publishing. Why the
owner, Triangle Publications, did not make it more profitable with
advertising I do not know.
Triangle was owned by Moses Annenberg and his family. Moe’s
fame and fortune grew from his career in the Chicago newspaper
circulation wars and his innovation, introducing those now known
as “gangsters” to Chicago. As he prospered he branched into publishing beginning with newspapers for horse-racing and gambling
interests. His most important publication was the major Philadelphia
newspaper, The Inquirer. In addition to CLICK and other magazines
Triangle also owned radio stations and later TV Guide.
Moe was in jail. His publications then were run by his son Walter.
Walter aspired to acceptance from Philadelphia’s prestigious “Main
Line” society.
The Annenberg debt, I was authoritatively told, was held by
Chicago’s “America First” banks. The wealthy people in America
First were heavily involved in industry and banking circles that in turn
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were connected to those corporations I exposed in CLICK. America
First was also opposed to all our help to Hitler’s victims, particularly
Britain.
Walter Annenberg and his wife were Main Line blackballed, I was
told, over my stories that CLICK published and by the dislike of them
by the banks with which his corporations did business.
First Annenberg changed CLICK’s successful and profitable editor
and editorial policy. In doing that he fired Rogers. I had no longer
any interest in any association with CLICK and offered it no articles.
The dumdum who replaced Rogers undoubtedly would not have
wanted them in any event if Walter Annenberg or those speaking for
him had not already nixed them.
The magazine started losing money and before long it was closed
down so that its newsprint, scarce in wartime, could be used by
another Annenberg magazine.
Rogers was one of those I took to Washington so he could help the
war effort. I introduced him to a friend, Katherine (Casey) Blackburn.
She got him and the others started. She then was second in charge of
The Office of Government Reports.
I free-lanced with a few other magazines, none important, and then
hastened my induction into the Army in the naive belief it would find
something useful for me to do to help win the war.
One of the stories I did for a small magazine was stolen, as writing
about what is in the public domain can easily be. After that theft was
published in a large magazine it appeared as a movie. That article was
about a Navy officer years ahead of his time, and of the Chinese Red
Eighth Route Army with which, when he was our Naval Attaché in
Chiang Kai-Shek’s China, Colonel Evans Fordyce Carlson lived and
marched for quite some time.
A man who was then one of the agents by means of whom he was
able to get his reports to the embassy without Chiang Kai-Shek’s
interception of them was later my dear friend. James D. White was
then an Associated Press reporter in China. Evans Fordyce Carlson
got his reports to Jim White and he, as a reporter, was not suspected
when he went to the American Embassy.
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The Navy brass, so locked into the past and blind to the future was
not able to see that the reports Carlson got to it forecast the future in
some aspects of war of the future. They ended his fine career.
I resurrected him from an unjust oblivion and wrote how the Navy
had finally come to recognize the military value of the information he
obtained from that period of difficult and dangerous living with that
Red Army—mostly in caves and on the run—and with an inadequate
diet for so long. Belatedly the Navy had begun to train, by Carlson’s
recommended method. The first of its “Raider Battalions,” it named
“Carlson’s Raiders.” They were among our best fighters in the east in
World War II.
The battle chant of the Chinese warriors with whom Carlson lived
was “Gung Ho!”
My use of it made it part of our language.
The movie was a big success. Everyone made money from my
work—except me. I was paid a small sum for that article by the small
magazine that could afford to pay me no more for it.
This did prepare me, to the degree one can be prepared for it, for
the literary thievery later so prevalent in JFK assassination writing.
It was a mistake, a boyish romantic notion to hasten my induction
into the Army in the belief it would find some useful duty for me. The
most important work it found for me was as a military policeman,
protecting the citizens here from our soldiers and doing the same in
North African towns. I also guarded Nazi and Italian prisoners there
and Nazis on the high seas.
When I was returned to the United States as one of 28 guards
for 1,000 Nazi Africa Korps prisoners and then was systematically
denied the furlough that was the right of every soldier on return from
abroad I wound up, after a period of replacing civilians in preparing
equipment to be shipped overseas, guarding the docks in Baltimore,
24 hours on duty, 24 hours off. Before being shipped there I was in
a group shipped by mistake to the Virginia Hampden Roads Port of
Embarkations to sit and do nothing because that was a mistake. With
no commanding officer to give me that furlough or a pass I went
“AWOL”,” “absent without official leave,” for a weekend. I hitchhiked
to Washington on a Friday and on Saturday my wife and I drove to the
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small town of Hyattstown to see her mother and ill and aging grandfather. Her mother then was caring for her grandson, then a child of
about eight years. We did not then know it but he had the mumps.
When the next morning I got back to the Virginia capes and was
walking to where we were housed, the rest of the outfit was leaving
on a tractor trailer. They helped me onto it while it was in motion.
Then stationed in Dundalk, a section of Baltimore, in another MP
outfit, I again asked for my furlough and still again was denied it.
The following week I became aware that I was ill while guarding a
dock at Curtis Bay at which four ships were being loaded, two on
each side of that dock. They were loading ammunition. At the end of
my 24 hours of duty, because I was sick I turned in sick call. But the
first sergeant assumed that because I had been denied my furlough I
was gold-bricking. So I was put back on guard duty for my off period
of 24 hours.
Sicker still when it ended and I went on sick call again, and the
first sergeant again told the medics I was gold-bricking. I was not
examined. I was given a couple of aspirins and sure enough was, in
violation of regulations, put immediately back on still another 24
hours guarding those four ships that were loading ammunition, two
on each side of that Curtis Bay dock.
Under the best of circumstances having a single guard work 72
consecutive hours on guard duty when he alone was guarding four
ships loading ammunition was, in wartime, at the least stupid and
under any circumstances both unwise and risky. Could a gold-brick
be trusted for that? Or if I were telling the truth, a sick man? But that
was the army when stateside troops were anxious not to go abroad
and did anything to avoid that, including developing silly suspicions
about those who had served abroad.
This did not mean that I was at the post for 72 consecutive hours.
We worked four hours on and four off. But on the four off we returned
to our base on a boat. The four off included the time each trip took,
coming and going. By the time we used the bathroom and had a cup
of coffee or a bite of food it was time to take the boat again. So there
was no real rest on the four hours “off.” That is why by regulations
we were to have the next 24 hours off, with no assigned duties.
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About four o’clock in the morning of the third straight 24 hours of
guard duty the sergeant of the guard found me asleep that cold and
clammy March morning in a little guard shack, for protection in bad
weather, at the end of the pier.
Fortunately he knew me from before. They can kill soldiers for
that in wartime!
“I’m sick, Sam,” I told him when he woke me. “Feel my head.”
He did. He said, “You are sick. But try to stay awake.”
I decided not to turn in on sick call that time when I went off guard
duty. I would go over the hill again and see the family doctor.
But when I got back to the base we all were sent to the medics for
immunization shots.
The doctor who had seen me each of the two earlier days without
even taking my temperature, while giving me a shot in each arm on
that third visit, did not even become aware of how much my face
was swollen.
It was almost dark by the time I was home in Washington. The
family doctor said he did not have to see me—that without question,
“You have the mumps. Call the MPs.”
The headquarters of the entire corps of military police was then in
a since-destroyed World War I “temporary” building, known as the
“Munitions” building. The Pentagon was then a new building. After
hours, a general answered the phone. He sent a Cadillac ambulance
to take me to Walter Reed Hospital. There the worst thing possible
for a man with mumps is what I was told to do—walk to a building
the equivalent of a city block away and then climb to its third floor.
The Army sent me to the hospital in luxury, in a Cadillac ambulance
rather than a jeep or a truck or even a passenger car. And then at the
hospital, where such things are supposedly understood, I was told
to do what almost assured I would develop orchitis. I did, too. A
man with mumps is to stay of off his feet. Orchitis is disagreeable,
painful and it has the potential of sterilizing men. The testicles grew
to enormous size.
After doing what was the worst possible thing to me I was put in a
private room, rather uncommon in a military hospital for enlisted men,
and I was not allowed out of bed except for medical examinations for
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the next 10 days to two weeks. I was then under constant sedation.
The treatment was to force a full glass of water every hour, around
the clock. I was also given some medication, probably a painkiller,
when I was awakened to use a urinal and drink still more.
My testicles grew so large colonels came in to examine them. When
the examination by one was painful, from the flat of my back I slugged
one colonel. They were just curious and by then I was beginning to
get a bit impatient. I was also feverish and in pain from a previous
back injury.
Instead of being court martialed for striking an officer he apologized to me. He admitted he was just curious and had no business
giving me that pain.
When the Walter Reed doctors, the Army’s best, x-rayed and
learned about that bad back and that they could do nothing about
it—that physically I had no business in the Army—after the fever
and the swellings were gone they shipped me to their suburban reconditioning section for another couple of weeks of vegetating, doing
nothing, and then to the rehabilitation section in an old Civil Conservation Corps Camp a little farther from Washington, near Greenbelt,
Maryland. There we sunbathed, looked at training movies, picked
up the cigarette butts that we had just thrown away, took walks and
once went swimming—almost.
In the still racially segregated nearby Greenbelt, started as I recall
as one of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt’s projects, there was a swimming
pool. The black soldier in the cot next to mine was banned. I led a
sitdown strike and we did not go. That may have been the most useful
thing I did in my four months at Walter Reed—during a war yet!
Can all these things happen?
They did.
And they influenced me. They also controlled my future work
assignment as a soldier. What I learned from that work that was
useful later to me.
If I had not been undisciplined and twice gone absent without
leave none of what followed would have. I’d not have gotten the
mumps, for example.
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After I spent more of those boring weeks at what we called
“cornfield college,” that old CCC camp Walter Reed used to build
our bodies up, we invaded France.
Then even more I wanted to find something useful to do.
Each week a doctor from Walter Reed drove out to see us and see
how we were getting along.
My medical records showed I was not suited for military duty, so
the doctor who came to see me, a Colonel Fred Gashay, merely visited.
But the week of the invasion of France I told him that if I did not get
sent to some useful duty I would “buck me a Section 8.”
“Section 8” of some regulation was used for discharges for psychiatric or emotional reasons.
When Gashay returned a week later and nothing had happened,
I started acting silly. He laughed and he said “I’ll take care of it.” He
did. I was phoned and told to come to the main hospital office where
I’d be given my records and instructions.
A Walter Reed panel of military doctors had examined my records
and ordered that I be assigned, and this is close to the precise words,
only light, nonstrenuous duties within the United States that do
not require prolonged use of my feet or any prolonged standing or
extensive use of the eyes.
That was carrying it a bit far, but I had no complaint.
As my records probably showed, once before when I asked for that
overdue overseas furlough when I was at Camp Shanks, New York,
that first sergeant also got a bit upset about it. He put me on the most
active post for a military policeman at a port of embarkation, the one
place that controlling traffic was really difficult, where all entering and
leaving the post had to pass. I could not leave it, I had had to stand
still except for turning. My injured back gave way and I collapsed.
That battalion doctor really gave that first sergeant a chewing out.
He ordered that as long as I was there I was to be assigned to a sitting
post. So, as long as I was there, I was assigned to the locked psycho
ward at the Rockland State Hospital part of which the army had taken
over. I carried a pistol—to be able to use it against American soldiers
if they flipped out and that became necessary—and I and the other
guards at that post alone had the key to the door. Nothing unusual
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ever happened on my duty shift but once when I was on my four
hours off one of the patients threw a fit and he kept six men occupied,
some flying through the air when he threw them. Their strength was
incredible!
Then a petite Army nurse walked in and quietly but severely gave
him orders. Silently he did what she told him to do. He lay silently
on his bed while she harnessed him with a canvass camisole that
kept him immobile. Power and strength meant nothing but the right
words from the right person did the job strength and power could
not do. Worth remembering I remember her name and that patient’s,
Sands and Robertson.
I had my own car and was able to drive to Fort Myer. For the next
three weeks across the river to my own apartment every afternoon
to return in the morning. The officer to whom I was sent in the fort’s
personnel office, which was that of the Military District of Washington,
was a nice guy and he was impressed with my record. He had me
transferred there and three weeks later, after a security investigation
that cleared me, I reported to the OSS, the Office of Strategic Services.
The mumps got me there and to the only really useful service I
rendered as a soldier.
Am I glad my nephew Frankie got the mumps! Which did me no
lasting harm.
As soon as I walked into that office I became aware of what kind
of an unusual outfit the OSS was. My friend CLICK’s former editor,
Rogers, was there in civilian clothes. He was an Army sergeant without
having done anything soldierly, had not even had basic training! Not
one of the soldiers in that section of that branch of the OSS had had
any military training at all! Including the ranking non-commissioned
officer, the first sergeant, a Hollywood writer named Dick Wilson.
For all the time I was there we had only one military formation.
None of them knew what to do—not even how to line up! Soldiers?
Wilson told me to stand in front of him at that one formation and
when a command was given tell him and the others, in as low a voice
as would enable them to hear, what in the world the commands
meant!
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We had one commissioned officer who was always in uniform. He
was a lieutenant, Al Russo. He was our chauffeur!
As a shop we were as ignorant of soldiering as was possible. But
in our work we were pretty good.
That branch was The Presentation Branch. My section was the
writers. The other section of the shop was of artists.
There were some civilians in each half of the branch. One I
remember from the other half were Eiro Saarinen, the architect. Also
there was an Austrian refugee and soldier, Henry Koerner, a private
and a fine and successful artist. Saarinen designed what became a
very popular line of furniture of Scandinavian inspiration. He also
designed Washington’s second airport, Dulles. That was an entirely
new concept in which the planes avoided congestion by not going to
the terminal building. Passengers were taken to and from it in special
trams also of his design.
Koerner’s latter successes included doing a number of covers for
TIME magazine.
I suppose the standards for recruitment for some areas of OSS
work for imagination.
Koerner’s imagination was outstanding.
All sorts of jobs were bounced to us from all over the government,
including the military, especially the top brass, the Chiefs of Staff.
One of which all others had failed was assigned to Koerner. Later I
had a few.
The then Air Force had developed an important electronic device
with which pilots could determine whether other planes were friendly
or unfriendly. It was called “Identification, Friend or Foe,” IFF for
short.
Many of the pilots, especially the younger ones, much influenced
by the macho novels and movies made of them, of derring-do pilots
who were heroic and successful in flying and fighting by instinct
and with disregard of instruments and dangers, flying “by the seat
of their pants.” The result was a great loss of both trained men and
planes. The government decided it had to overcome that flying by
the seat of the pants fiction, and to persuade the pilots to use this
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wonderful new invention not to be shot down by an enemy plane
mistaken for friendly.
No effort to popularize IFF succeeded.
Koerner did it. With a poster.
He painted a picture of a USO entertainment of troops abroad. The
United States Organization sent all varieties of entertainers all over
the world to keep morale up. Koerner’s painting was a view from
backstage of a large audience of uniformed men, most with goofy
looks and their tongues out. They were all looking at the stage, at the
woman dancing for them. She was, as an artist can show, beautiful.
She was seen from behind—naked.
Koerner superimposed the hollow letters “IFF” above the woman’s
buttock and added the message so aptly designed to have appeal to
pilots and to be talked about, “The equipment is good—use it!”
Posted, mounted above the urinals those pilots used, stimulated
much joking among the pilots, laughter, and it was remembered.
And “the equipment” thereafter was used.
In several senses the job that awaited me when my security was
cleared was unusual. One unusual aspect is that it existed. Another
was that it was assigned to an unknown and untested non-lawyer.
Democrat FDR had the conservative Republicans from Buffalo,
General William Donovan, as his head of the OSS. Donovan was
known as “Wild Bill” from his earlier career.
I have no idea why that job was given to me, unless it came from
the successes of my Nazi cartel investigations in which my magazine
stories “beat” the daily press with its greater facilities. Four OSS
soldiers who had volunteered for a particularly dangerous air drop
behind Nazi lines in France had gotten into a fight with the Washington MPs and had beaten the MPs up quite a bit. Their convictions
had been sustained through all the channels of military justice and
they were serving their sentences in a military prison, as I recall at
Fort Tilden, New York.
But Donovan was not satisfied that they had received justice. He
seemed to believe that if they were not guilty, they had been set up.
That is why the whole thing was not dropped at the end of the appeals.
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The OSS had taken over one of Washington’s better country clubs,
Congressional, with its golf links, to use as a “holding area,” for those
to be shipped overseas until transportation was available and also to
house and feed returnees until they resumed their state-side duties.
Some of the latter required a period of rehabilitation, of relaxing from
the dangers they had lived through and the omnipresent threat of
death.
The ranking noncom of those French-speaking enlisted men who
had volunteered for that dangerous parachute drop and their subsequent dangerous activities in captured France was named “Paris.”
The only other name I remember from that detail is that of Carlisle
Bergeron. The Congressional Country Club was an easy walk down
what since grew into a major highway and then was a narrow, country
dirt road, Persimmon Tree Road, to Dave Touhey’s tavern in Cabin
John, just over the District line in Maryland. Often of a night the
Paris crew and others walked to Dave Touhey’s tavern for beer and
conviviality.
Donovan, wanting his men to be relaxed and as happy as they
could be, instituted informality, including the relaxation of military
dress codes. OSS was informal in many other ways, including rank. As
a private when I went out on a job my chauffeur was a first lieutenant,
Al Russo. He was always in uniform, as I then was, a private and a
back seat passenger being driven by a first lieutenant!
Many OSS soldiers preferred white sweat socks when they could
wear them to the khaki-colored GI issue socks. The Paris crew wore
the whites one night to Touhey’s. Probably some were otherwise out
of full uniform, as not wearing ties in that hot and humid area.
When the MPs spotted them “out of uniform” a fight ensued. I
remember that one of the MPs got a broken jaw. They also sustained
less severe injuries.
Including to their pride.
Knowing that the OSS had excellent lawyers, whether or not they
had been on the case, was immediately intimidating. Lawyers like
Arthur Goldberg, later a Justice of the Supreme Court, after being a
cabinet member (labor). He was appointed our UN ambassador by
President Lyndon B. Johnson to make an opening for an LBJ favorite,
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Abe Fortas. (Later I knew both of them.) Or that other Donovan, James
B., the OSS general counsel and the lawyer who negotiated the return
of the Bay of Pigs prisoners with Castro, and of the U-2 pilot, Francis
Gary Powers, who was shot down deep inside the USSR.
So, I did not begin “The Paris Case,” as inside OSS it was called,
with an investigation. That would have been very difficult if not in
some way impossible because of the mobility of the men in the armed
forces and necessary secrecy. And because the civilians present at
the fight would be unwilling to get involved. Instead I decided to
bird-dog the existing records. With nothing but the existing records
at OSS Headquarters, then in a small condemned and abandoned
public school three blocks away, I soon put together a solid case that
exculpated our men. There was no doubt at all in the existing evidence
that the overworked lawyers had overlooked and not used: the MPs
had decided in advance to start a fight so they could do something
about all the to them offenses against military codes by the military
personnel assigned to the OSS. Of whose special privileges they were
envious in any event.
Six weeks after I started at the OSS those men were freed.
What I emphasize is that they were freed, exculpated, by the
existing records that had not been used properly.
It was like Poe’s story of The Purloined Letter: out in the open to
be seen yet unseen.
Not long after the men were released from captivity, the lieutenant in charge of that beaten-up MP detail, the man the records
showed wanted that fight in an attempt to end OSS immunity from
the standard military dress code, a man as it happens was also named
Donovan, killed himself.
It was all classified “Secret” as in those days anything at all could
be by anyone who had or could find the appropriate rubber stamp.
Even this slight detail was another important learning experience for
me, as, really, all of this was.
Somehow word of what I had done got around in OSS and thereafter all sorts of strange jobs were assigned to me when those with
the responsibilities in those areas had not been able to do them.
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My OSS reputation from “The Paris Case,” entirely among
strangers I never met, other than those in my shop who knew about
it, almost got my first book on the Kennedy assassination, published
22 years later.
After innumerable rejections of it without a single adverse editorial
comment, when I gave my name to the receptionist at the David
McKay publishing house and asked if I might see the managing editor,
a man sang out over the partition, “Send him in.”
The managing editor stood and introduced himself as Howard
Cady. Shaking my hand he asked “Are you the Harold Weisberg of
the Paris case?” I was surprised because that was a classified matter.
I asked him, “How do you know about that?” He laughed in responding “I was at Headquarters and everybody at headquarters
knew about it.”
We chatted a bit about those OSS days, he accepted the manuscript
to read and told me to return in a week or so. When I did he told me
that he had recommended it but it had been rejected.
A man named Rawson then owned that publishing house. I was
later told that it had been his wife who insisted on the rejection of
the first book on the investigation of the assassination of a President
of the United States.
By then I had learned that there was what amounted to a publishing industry refusal to touch the subject. I kept trying and as with
Cady had some hope from time to time. I never came to accept that
in this country with its First Amendment, free speech guarantee all
book publishers would fear touching any subject, leave alone the most
subversive of crimes in a society like ours.
I also learned from “the Paris case” that effusive praise and having
done what had been considered impossible did not necessarily yield
any other reward. I remained, for example, a private, the lowest rank
of soldier, for all the reputation I’d gotten from what I did in “the
Paris case.”
When later I did get a promotion, the least of the possible promotions, it was not for doing a job well. It was for just refusing to take
any crap from a commissioned officer.
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Seven months after writing this in haste and then laying it aside to
write Case Opened, when I returned this book then written far past this
point, a belated realization came slowly. Without full realization of it
I added that one of my youthful experiences probably made me less
unwilling to consider the possibility that Oswald had been framed.
The very night I wrote that I realized that in my own life, my own
experiences, frame-ups were not that unusual, that those with objectives important enough to some to lead them to make false charges
against others for the accomplishment of their special objectives.
That is what happened when I was “fired” by the Senate Civil
Liberties for a non-existing, an invented offense.
That is what happened when the Dies Un-Americans wanted to
end my research into their abuses for the book I was writing and
then was not able to complete. It would have exposed offenses never
publicly attributed to them. One that I remember was trumping up
a phony case of The Consumers Union as an alleged “red” outfit. I
had the proof of that from that committee’s own records. As they
had “framed” me, so also did they “frame” a false case against The
Consumers Union. That was done by that committee’s “research
director,” J.B. Matthews, who had had a falling out with the others
in those earliest days of that very reputable organization and had left
it or been forced out.
That is what happened in the Paris case: they were framed by the
man who took his life after what he had done was proven.
And as we see, as a young man I had other such experiences.
How naive of me it was for me not to have realized this until two
months less a day from my 81st birthday!
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CHAPTER 10
10 Failing By Succeeding
If it seems that I regard much of my youthful work and life

as learning experiences, as preparation colleges cannot provide for my
later assassination work, to a large degree this is true. It was especially
true of my several victimizations when I was guilty of nothing at all.
It was also true when much of what I did in the OSS was what others
well-trained professionally could not do for themselves. It was true,
too, in terms of what I learned about those in positions of authority
were capable of and about those who were quite willing to steal to
be able to commercialize and profit from the work of others. That
this happened I had learned. That it happened even with what was
highly classified was surprising.
This and learning not to be intimidated by rank and not to accept
abuse by those with official authority were among the other learning
experiences of some of my Presentation Branch OSS jobs I here recount.
I was assigned to write the history of OSS secret operations. That
was its appropriate title. Either I was told to or I decided to go into
detail on the training and then illustrate that with specifics of intelligence jobs performed. There were to be only 13 copies, the original
and 12, and it was classified “Secret.” After study of the available
classified relevant records I decided to go to two secret, at least supposedly secret, OSS training camps at Quantico, Virginia. It was not
classified that a famous Marines camp was there.
Meanwhile, the OSS decided that all its non-commissioned officers
who had not had basic training were to get it. Sergeant Rogers was
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getting his at one of those OSS Quantico camps. So, after sterilizing
a hacksaw blade I took it to Beu’s, an excellent bakery then three or
four blocks west of the White House on Pennsylvania Avenue, and
had them bake a cake with that hacksaw blade in it. That was for a
party for Rogers one of the nights I’d be there.
The commanding officer of that training area, a Captain Nehring,
typified everything Donovan did not want in the OSS, all that GI stuff
so inhibiting and limiting in an organization like the OSS. Nehring
was super-GI, the stickler of sticklers on insignificant details. But, I
was a private, in uniform, and he found no time for me and saw to
it that no officers under him did. I was fed and quartered with the
enlisted men while my lieutenant chauffeur and civilian photographer
were fed and quartered with the commissioned officers to whom I
had no access at all.
When after two days of this I decided that without the change I
had no reason to expect I’d get nowhere and was wasting my time.
The second night we went to Rogers’ noncom quarters, gave him the
little party I’d planned with the cake its centerpiece, and I told him I
planned to return to Washington a report that Nehring was preventing
my doing my job. Rogers believed I should so I told Russo we’d leave
after breakfast in the morning.
Meanwhile, and this is an aside, I had spotted a violation of the
most basic principles that were taught all being trained for intelligence work: avoid anything that is conspicuous, that can latter attract
attention to you or to identify you.
At lunch the first day there, when I was separate from those actually
under me, and had to stand in line in a long “chow” line to eat with
the enlisted men, I was immediately attracted to an unusual pair of
wire-framed eyeglasses a soldier was wearing. Several years later I
recognized those unusual frames in the picture of the Associated Press
correspondent in Prague. He had been arrested as an American spy.
When he was being trained neither that super-GI Captain Nehring
nor any under him had spotted this glaring violation of almost basic
trade-craft.
Back in Washington I wrote and turned in a report on how I was
obstructed in doing my job, why and by whom. A day or two later I
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was promoted to corporal and put in civilian clothes so no hoity-toity,
GI officer could again pull rank on me and keep me from doing what
was assigned to me. I also heard at about the same time that Captain
Nehring had already been shipped overseas.
Before I went to Quantico the Army had issued a regulation in
which it rethought and canceled an earlier regulation. It decided
to discharge all the men who had been indicted when they did not
meet the minimum physical standards for Army duty. My medical
discharge was then initiated.
When I was sent to Fort Dix, New Jersey for discharge while most
of the research for that secret history of intelligence operations was
completed, the writing was not complete.
Not many years later it appeared as “O.S.S.,” starring Jimmy
Cagney.
I rested for a few weeks after discharge. Meanwhile, Rogers had
transferred to the Research and Analysis Branch, to its Latin American
Division (LAD). There he learned it had a State Department project
for which my Nazi cartel work and knowledge could be valuable.
Although I was offered a job with US News and World Report I decided
instead to join OSS LAD as a civilian.
That project, when published much later, was known as the United
States “Blue Book on Argentine.” It was a detailed study of the Juan
Peron military dictatorship and its close links to Nazis and Nazism.
I’d had one of those special assignments when in the Presentation
Division that was also credentials for working on the economic part
of what became that Blue Book.
“X-2” or counterintelligence was the last component not to be able
to tell the White House what it wanted to know when the Danish
owned of a dozen ocean-going commercial ships had been taken
over as Nazi property. He went to court to demand either the return
of those ships or payment in full for them at their inflated wartime
value. By the time that job was bounced to me there were only 48
hours before the White House expected the answer.
That seemed like a very close deadline. Perhaps that is what kept
me from thinking of the obvious place to look for what the White
House needed to prevent the return of scarce seagoing ships to Hitler’s
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uses. Whatever caused it, I did not think of the most obvious place to
begin that search. I not only should have thought of it because it was
that obvious—I had only recently spent much time working in them
on my part of the research for the Blue Book on Argentina.
My failure to think of the obvious was an embarrassing learning
experience, that we all do sometimes miss the obvious. What I then
did to overcome my failure was another learning experience: know
where to turn for advice or whom to ask.
Among the government agencies that had failed to locate the
evidence for the White House was the Department of Justice. The
primary legal responsibility for enemy prosperity lay with its Alien
Property Custodian.
Nonetheless I did phone a Justice Department lawyer who had
been on the Senate Civil Liberties Committee staff briefly when I
was. I presented the problem to him and he immediately gave me a
name and a phone number, also within that Department. He referred
me to a researcher. For two phone calls without leaving my office
I knew where to go. And while that was even more embarrassing
because the correct place should have been the first that came to
mind and because I had spent so much time working in those very
files, what does this say of all those other government components,
including the Department of Justice and the OSS’s counterintelligence
component, X-2? To say nothing of any other agencies that may have
been involved and failed!
The proper place to begin the search was only a six block walk from
my OSS office but because the deadline was so close I took a cab. In
that day that cost only 20 cents. I added a nickel for a tip. I also took
a cab back. I went to the Old District National Bank Building, on the
south side of G Street northwest, between 14th and 15th, to its third
floor. In very little time I found the “missing” records that had never
been missing but were where all, including me, should have begun
the search for them. I made the necessary notes and returned to my
office to report. The total cash cost to the government for preventing
the return of those ships to Hitler’s service was a half dollar! Plus
my time. That was a standing cost in any event, because i was in the
Army. But what I then got, aside from deductions for an allowance
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to my wife and for insurance, was a take-home pay of $10 a month
plus a small allowance for rations and quarters.
And for about a half of a day of this time and 50 cents the supposedly insoluble problem was solved.
How many of us had failed to solve that simplest of problems!
How many had not thought of the simple philosophy of the early
British philosopher, William of Occam, seek the simplest solutions!
(As so often I have prided myself for doing.)
There was something to be learned from so many throughout the
vast government bureaucracy having filed when the source of the
answer was so very obvious, but not one of us thought to go to the
place those records were supposed to be stored.
Perhaps after the first failed all the others assumed that is where
the failed search had begun.
We all did fail and we all did avoid the obvious and failed for that
reason alone.
Especially in wartime that was quite a learning experience. Ships
were vital for both sides, for carrying food and military equipment.
There was also something to be learned from the subsequent
history of the stranger who had told me where to look when I did
not think of it myself.
I had been referred to a young woman researcher whose name
was Judy Coplon.
It was not many years before her name was on all the front pages.
She was charged with giving secret information to a Russian who
worked at the United Nations in New York.
The evidence that appeared in the news stories seemed to make
an open-and-shut case against her. they indicated that she had been
caught red-handed, so to speak.
But the case was thrown out of court. She could not be tried. The
reason, and this, too, was a learning experience, was because in what
may have been an excess of zeal the FBI had violated her legal rights
beyond remedy.
That meant she could never be tried.
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No matter how guilty, if she was guilty, she could never be tried
because without any apparent need the FBI had what it knew was
forbidden and had been caught at it.
From the newspaper accounts she was made to appear to be guilty.
And from doing what it knew it should not do the FBI had rendered
her legally not guilty.
I was to learn that this is not as unusual as it seems on its face to be.
A general belief of those who are in a position is that the government, mostly the FBI and Justice Department lawyers, get away with
such abuses more often than not. They were to be my adversaries in
my FOIA litigation. They and Department lawyers had their share of
responsibilities they did not meet in the assassinations investigations.
In my King assassination lawsuit (Civil Action (CA) 75-1996)
among the many file cabinets of records I obtained was the FBI legal
counsel division’s legal opinion, approved all the way up to J. Edgar
Hoover and then approved by him, that it was both proper and
necessary to violate the Constitutional rights of all the Ray family,
including the then unapprehended alleged assassin, James Earl Ray—
even if it made it impossible to try him, even if the violations of those
supposed inalienable rights could do no more than provide a lead
for capturing him!
The then attorney general Ramsay Clark did not agree. In a nasty
insolent memo after Ray was captured Hoover withdrew the no
longer useful request to wiretap them all. What was kept so secret
the attorney general never learned it I got proof of later in that lawsuit.
The proof was an account of a wiretapped conversation between
James Earl Ray’s younger brother, Jerry, and me!
The FBI had deliberately misfiled it as a bank robbery case, not in
its King assassination files!
The wonders of government about which my education was increasing during and for a short while after World War II!
In working on my Nazi cartel stories I’d also spent days in those
very files I’d failed to remember and of which I was reminded by
Coplon!
That writing and the research and the investigation of it is what
I remembered when I was assigned to the economic section of the
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Blue Book. Under Peron and before and after him the Nazis had a
very strong influence on the Argentine economy and on its military.
Germans, many of whom were or became Nazis for years had great
influence in Argentina and in all aspects of Argentine life.
To a less degree so also were Italians and the Mussolini government.
Britain were a significant influence in the economy but they were
without real influence in the Peron government. Argentina had a
strongly pro-Nazi government.
The Blue Book was completed on time. The State Department
policy was to use at the conference of the American states as they
prepared for a unified position at the coming organizational meeting
of the United Nations. It was held in San Francisco.
That conference was at Chapultepec, Mexico. The head of the
United States Delegation was Nelson Rockefeller. He was an assistant
secretary or an undersecretary of State. At Chapultepec he made policy
by refusing to use the Blue Book and refusing to oppose Argentina’s
admission into the UN.
He there made policy that was in the fact the exact opposite of
decided of United States policy. Our official policy, the policy he
was to implement was to oppose Argentina’s admission into the UN.
That was the sole purpose of that Blue Book. Taking their lead from
Rockefeller, believing that official United States policy was not to
oppose Argentina as a UN member, the Chapultepec conference did
not oppose its admission into the UN.
Nothing happened to Rockefeller, except that his political career
did prosper. He later was the Vice President of the United States, a
candidate for the Republican nomination for President and was also
elected New York’s governor.
Despite Rockefeller’s unpunished violation of it, official policy
remained to oppose Argentina’s admission into the UN. It was also
decided to update the Blue Book into a “White Book” that would
be used at the UN’s San Francisco organizational meeting. With the
economic portion well in hand, it was decided to update the military
part. I was put in charge of that.
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By then President Harry Truman had closed the OSS down and
soon created the Central Intelligence Agency. My part of the OSS was
transferred to the State Department.
When I was assigned to the White Book project I gave it no thought.
But when after a few days I did I decided that it was bad policy, bad
for the United States and its relations with countries friendly to it,
especially in Latin America. There was nothing I could do to change
this policy that had become bad policy so I explained my reasons and
asked to be relieved of the assignment.
Unlike most of the others with whom I worked I had no college
or university background in Latin America, in its history, culture
and politics. I was without doubt that the release of the White Book
would be very unpopular there, that the people would dislike and
resent it and that the governments friendly to us would be seriously
embarrassed and would, regardless of its politics, be compelled to
speak out against it—even those who agreed with it.
I predicted there would be universal condemnation of “Yankee
Imperialism” throughout the rest of the hemisphere and that it would
cross the political spectrum; that there would be denunciations of the
colossus of the north; and that there would be universal condemnation of a shift in hemisphere policy about which they were kept in
the dark and had not participated in. There also was the insult of
asking those countries to take an exactly opposite position on what
was a major political and diplomatic matter of great importance to
the entire hemisphere with no way of explaining it.
All that and more erupted all over Latin America as soon as the
position of the White Paper was known there. There was total hemispheric outrage vehemently expressed.
Our government adhered to the White Paper at San Francisco.
Argentina nonetheless was admitted as a UN charter member with
Latin American support.
It was satisfying, if that is the right word, in being a minority of
perhaps one. It was not a pleasure or a joy of any kind. It was, in fact,
depressing because of all that it said about the professional diplomats,
the trained and educated Latin Americanists of whom I was not one,
about our policy and how it is made and unmade, there were those
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of all ranks who were silent. They preferred to hold their jobs rather
than do what was the right thing.
The traditional and once respected right thing is to refuse to be part
of what one believes is wrong. Our responsibility to the people and to
our personal and professional integrity. I took that principled position.
And I was proven to be right. But my career did not long survive it.
The once respected tradition and obligation of public service, not
to be part of what we believe is wrong, was regarded by some who
did not observe it as it would have been regarded in an authoritative
society. Without my Zieg Heils they fell in step.
Despite my opposition to the policy, which meant I had nothing
to do with the presentation of that policy, I continued to do what had
become a responsibility when I went to work in the Latin American
Division of the OSS that had been transferred to State. I did practical
things for the PhDs that they did not know how to do, and what comes
from experience cannot be taught and isn’t part of a PhDs education.
One service I remember was simple: getting microfilm readers so
they could read records and other information that then existed only
on microfilm. The usual requisitions did not provide them. I located
two or three and snaffled them for the White Book project.
I had yet to learn that my taking the traditional and respected
position of not being part of policy I considered wrong made me a
“red” to those who regarded almost anyone not to the right of Genghis
Khan as dangerously left. They were coming increasingly into control
of policy by their control of “security” cases who would be hired and
who could be charged as security risks, what Joe McCarthy came to
symbolize and what was and is still known as “McCarthyism.”
Of my varying responsibilities in that era three, two relatively
minor, come to mind as helping prepare me for the work I did on the
JFK and King assassinations and for then understanding as otherwise
I might not have understood the bureaucracy and the bureaucratic
mind, even among the eminent scholars who were part of the bureaucracy.
For a short period of time I sat on the Paraguay desk even though
I did not speak Spanish and had no background on Paraguay from
college studies or in my experience. Until a qualified Paraguay desk
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office was located, I sat on that desk. That meant that I handled all
Paraguay information and requests for that information.
Hector Morinigo had established a military dictatorship. It was
bloody and brutal. Part of the army, the part based in the hinterland
up the Parana River, at Concepcion, a democratic part of the army,
loyal to Morinigo and based in the capitol, Asuncion, was not doing
well. I was able to glean a little from the Paraguayan papers that were
flown up and I was able to read the intelligence and other information
in English. As I studied what was available to me I wrote a simple
intelligence memorandum in which I predicted that there would be
a change in the leadership of the army loyal to Morinigo. I predicted
that a general whose ancestry would become chief of staff of the army.
That prediction was no big deal. It just seemed obvious to me that
Morinigo would change his top generals and that he would choose
Smith.
But when it happened it was a minor sensation in our shop.
I saw nothing spectacular in it. It seemed to me to be an obvious
development based on the information I had seen.
Why others had not anticipated it, I cannot say. I was far from the
only one to have that information and, in fact, the information I had
had been routed to me by others.
In effect I used their information to tell them what was going to
happen that they did not see happening.
I think my popularity for what I did was limited to my own shop!
It got me no Brownie points at the CIA, that is for sure!
The CIA was still organizing and staffing with Ivy League types.
It had distributed a brief intelligence analysis any Paraguay expert
should have known was very wrong if he or she knew no more about
Paraguay than a casual skimming of any encyclopedia would reveal.
Not in Paraguay and most often where there was a high percentage of illiteracy political parties were known by their colors. The two
major Paraguayan parties took the colors red and white.
The CIA’s analyst whose gross ignorance must have been his qualification for sitting on that desk could not have known anything at
all about Paraguay. He identified the Red party as the party of the
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left. There was little really left in Paraguay. But the reactionary party
was the White party.
The Red party was the reactionary party of the military dictatorship that lingered into the last decade of the century. Only then did the
successor, “Red” military dictator, General Stroessner, who succeeded
Morinigo, bow out and allow relatively uncorrupted elections.
When one with the correct academic credentials took over the
Paraguay desk I was assigned to do a study to be presented at the
United Nations as the United States statement on the pro-Nazi
influence of the Spanish Dictator Franco and his Falange party in
Latin America. It was clear as Central Records sent me what I asked
for that there had to be much I was not getting.
There was little help from the FBI, which then was operational in
Latin America but much of the information came from it. (My friend
Henry Wade, who was the Dallas County District Attorney when JFK
was assassinated and for years thereafter, was then an FBI agent in
Ecuador. Among the informers on his paid string was the president.
With all the poverty and low income there he was an FBI paid informer
for, as I now remember, less than $100 a month.) The one Falange
report from the FBI I recall (and there may, of course, have been
others) identified a young man from Pennsylvania as a Falangist or a
Falange agent. He was, in fact, a University of Pennsylvania graduate
student doing his thesis on the Falange in Latin America.
That was the sophistication of the reporting of political intelligence!
Like the author of that CIA report on Paraguay, the FBI agent had
made an assumption and reported it as fact.
To each, ignorant as they were, the assumptions appeared to be
justified.
One can only wonder how much more such “reporting” there was
and what the consequence might have been.
However, for all their deficiencies and omissions, the FBI reports
were the best available source. I drew on its reports heavily. They then
were the proper agency for reporting on the Latin America Falange
for our government.
After I turned it in the long absent division chief, the California
professor and a recognized Latin Americanist, called me in. Dr. Roland
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Hussey affected a gray-green long-sleeved, front-buttoning sweater.
He did not need it. But he thought it made him look professional.
He expressed a low opinion of my study. It was probably justified
but hardly for the reason he gave me: “No scholar worthy of his salt
would use FBI records.”
Hussey was not a radical, not even a liberal. He was a stereotypical professional scholar. To then regardless of what information the
FBI provided, the FBI was not scholarly so it therefore was not an
acceptable source—for an authentic “scholar”-no matter how little
information was available from any other source or how correct it
may have been.
That there were no texts, standard or other, on the influence of the
then very young Falange parties in Latin America made no difference
in the Hussian concept of scholarship for the government and its
policy-makers.
There then was little or nothing of value in State’s own reports,
from its ambassadors and those under the ambassadors, including
those who provided what for lack of a more appropriate word I call
“intelligence.” The records I got from Central Records were pretty
barren on the Falange parties of the Latin American world.
But the then traditionalists had little interest in fascist parties. Even
when they were a menace and even when its diplomats were their
political and social friends, the latter extending to authentic German
Nazis.
They did not report on their buddies, having seen nothing wrong
with them, Nazis and Spanish fascists as they were.
I had two illuminating experiences when I was CLICK’s Washington correspondent.
In one I helped with a story that included pictures of our respected
and highly-placed ambassador George Messerschmitt socializing and
posing for pictures with overt officials Nazis and other overt fascists in
Cuba during World War II. His diplomatic career prospered. I do not
recall a single newspaper that picked that story or those pictures up.
I was also asked to help with another such story, on the power of
the Falange in Chile and the actual plans for an actual Falangist Nazi
revolution in that country.
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A CLICK writer in Santiago, an American, had obtained that information, complete with pictures and maps for the coming Nazi/
Falange revolution. He did not trust mailing it because he said the
Falange controlled the post office. He feared going to the embassy
because some in the embassy were cozy with some of the pustchists.
He phoned his problem to Rogers and Rogers asked my help. When I
learned the content I stipulated that our government have first access.
That investigative reporter whose name I remember as Bernie
Seaman or Seamon, had all his dope in 35 millimeter film. Through
a friend who then was an assistant secretary of State, Larry Duggan,
I got an OK for putting his film sealed in the sealed diplomatic pouch
and for its initial undeveloped delivery to another friend then the
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division, George
McNulty. He, after giving it to the FBI to process and print for its own
records gave the film to me.
Before giving it to CLICK I took it to a friend who worked with the
President’s son, Jimmie Roosevelt, in one of the forerunners of the OSS
I think called “The Coordinator of Information.” (The CIA inherited
the OSS’s records. The OSS had inherited the COI’s.) Jimmie gave
it to his father and lo! this prime intelligence material of a character
disdained by the profession scholars made one of FDR’s famous
“fireside chats” on coast-to-coast radio. (No TV then.)
Later, after the CIA had repeatedly denied having any information
on or about me. It gave me those remaining Coordinator of Information records it had tracing those pictures from where they were
when located back in the early 1940s to my then home for me to send
to CLICK.
So, without the degrees of access to records I should have had for
that study and without scholarly tomes I did know a little bit about
the Falange, seed of Hitler who made possible Franco’s overthrow of
the democratically elected government of Spain. And about Hitler’s
close pal Franco.
But to the authentic scholars in the government, the pros, investigative information? That is something “no scholar worth his salt would
use.” Leaving damned little to be used, thanks to them.
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Hussey downgraded my efficiency rating to merely good. And
good is sometimes not good enough for the scholars for whom the
only scholarship and information came for the text of the past, some
of which they wrote to them. Unless information comes from professional scholars it is not information at all. Worthless. Even if it
makes a Presidential report to the people. Hell, he was no scholar
anyway, was he?
It was becoming clear that to the professional scholars there is
no knowledge other than in the books they or their friends wrote
or they like. That there as of then were no books with that Falange
information made no difference. There were very few State reports
on it. Yet State had to make a UN presentation. With what did not
concern Hussey: information in it could not be from the FBI!
To him—and just consider his degrees and his teaching career-what
came from the FBI was not acceptable and was not information. Even
if that was all there was!
And thus was there a major contribution to my doing nothing
about that spawn of Hitler, the Falange seeding the Latin American
world.
It was for all the world that, given the opportunity, they were
staking out their turf to block one regarded as an interloper, one who
could introduce them to the subversion of using an information from
any source, just so it was information.
I suppose it also could have been a way by which they could
feel safer and more secure latched to their past of formal, published
scholarship and not feel threatened by the forces and developments,
to say nothing of political threats, of the present and future.
I continued to learn what is not taught in the finest educational
institutions.
Soon it was with a formal notice that I was being “reduced in force.”
There was no reported curtailment of appropriations of the work
or the people required to do that work. Besides, I am a veteran and
under the law, as they well know, they could not do that to a veteran.
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I wasted no time going to the Civil Service Commission about it.
That Commission lost no time telling State what it knew very well
that it could not within the law do what it had done to a veteran. So
the action was canceled.
But as State also knew, there was that McMarran “rider” thing that
authorized it to ignore all those laws.
That it was obviously unconstitutional would and did make no
difference. Before it got to the Supreme Court which consigned it to
history’s malodorous political swamps, State used it to unload many
authentic scholars and other specialists who were not liked because
their work did not hew to any party line, left or right.
If anybody or any idea rocked any boat of sterile and outdated
concepts, that boat, the official boat, was about to sink.
Any anybody who could do what they so stodgy and sterile of
mind could not think of or do was a menace, to them a national
menace.
And they were in charge.
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CHAPTER 11
11 The State of State
One day when I was working at my desk a stranger came up

to me, handed me an envelope and of what I can remember told me
only that I had to clean my desk out and be out myself by the end
of the day.
The word passed through the division fast. I soon knew that there
were four of us. That we were all four Jews was not a coincidence,
as we soon learned. The other three were the most credentialed of
authentic scholars. The assistant division chief was a professor of
Latin American studies. There two fine anthropologists, protégés of
the famed Margaret Mead. They were also all PhDs. Only not old
ones—fairly young ones. Honest and good.
And they were terrified. Coming from the halls of ivy but not from
ivy towers, this was all so foreign to their experience they did not
know what to do. The wife of one who had not been fired was certain
that with her record she would not be fired and until her husband
got a job they could make out.
Her job was to place contemporary art on display in United States
offices overseas. She had a taste for modern art. She was soon to learn
that as with Hitler, modern art was its own insidious subversion,
anathema to those who did this completely illegal firing of those
whose ideas they did not like and to those like—minded politicians
who encouraged and supported them.
We were all very upset. Not only because we had suddenly and
without warning lost our jobs but over how we lost them.
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We were fired under what was known as a “rider,” that is,
something entirely unrelated to a piece of legislation to which it is
attached, a “rider” on it. That particular one was engineered by an
ultra-reactionary Senator from Nevada, Pat McCarran. In his conservative state he was a popular man. He faced no electoral challenge
of any kind and dared do what those who understand and believe
in the principles that made this country unique, those who cared for
our laws and basic concepts, would never dream of doing.
The nation has never lacked those who, for their own benefit,
subverted our system by whatever means seemed expedient to them
at any time. These corruptions of our political processes so vital in
representative society frequently involved false issues that could be
used to inflame the electorate. On the ridiculous extreme I remember
Robert R. Reynolds of North Carolina. He campaigned for the Senate
by denouncing the decent man against whom he ran—and won the
election—by telling the people of his opponent, “Why he eats fish
eggs!” He was talking about caviar. And he made that sound as the
deepest subversion.
Pat McCarran was one of those who led gang bangs on the Constitution.
The Senate that when I worked for it liked to think and speak of
itself as the world’s greatest deliberative body, approved all of McCarran’s assaults on the Constitution.
It is not that those who supported his raping of traditional
American beliefs and laws did not know what they were doing. It is
because they well understood that they approved his gang-banging
of the Constitution. They knew that many voters had been misled into
believing that the non-existing threat the McCarrans prated about
were real, therefore any effort to counter any imagined threat was
justified. They also knew that from the Reynoldses to the McCarrans
if they did not support the raping of the Constitution they would lose
votes and could be the victim of such attacks themselves.
Of the innumerable instances of my lifetime perhaps the classic
illustration is Richard Nixon defeating Democrat Helen Gehagan
Douglas, who had an excellent record as a Senator from California, by
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castigating her as “the pink lady.” Which she wasn’t at all. Nixon’s
record in the House was at least as “pink” as hers.
It took years for the Supreme Court to catch up with and eliminate
that McCarran Rider as unconstitutional. During those years the
public mind was further inflamed and misled and the lives of many
decent people were ruined.
What McCarran proposed and with the hyping of imagined fear
of subversion intimidated his colleagues into approving was unconstitutional as they all must have known.
That, I believe, is the greatest of subversions and those responsible
for it are the real subversives.
Under this McCarran “rider” State was among the agencies that
could fire anybody at any time without specifying any reason, with
no reason at all, and there was no recourse. No charges, no hearing,
no appeal of any kind. It was final. I was prepared to challenge that
in court if I could get counsel—for whom I could not pay when I had
no income and was saddled with a house mortgage.
We four knew there were ten of us but we did not know who the
others were. Those stalwart defenders of and believers in those great
American principles that distinguished us among the countries of the
world understood those principles as fortunately few others did. So,
they leaked the story to Washington’s then reactionary Times-Herald
newspaper. That is how we knew we were ten but we did not know
who the other six were. Later, by another leak, we did. They were
strangers to me.
In a series of nightly meetings I finally convinced the other three
and their wives of what Martin Dies had so effectively taught me, the
innocent weak prevail over their strong accusers only if they fight
back. They agreed for me to seek counsel for them, too.
The firm of Arnold, Fortas and Porter agreed to represent us,
without fee, with only two stipulations I recall. One was that we say
nothing to the press. The other was that we write out a full account
of anything in our lives, any organizations we had belonged to, any
jobs we had held that could be considered suspect, with the understanding that it they learned that anyone had lied they would no
longer represent that one.
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I knew Thurman Arnold from my Nazi cartel work, when I took
all the information I developed to his Justice Department Anti-Trust
division. I did not know Abe Fortas but I did know Paul Porter in
that same period, when he was in private practice after having been
a Federal Communications Commission Commissioner.
Although this may seem to be a digression I do not intend it to be.
Porter reminds me of another and in form a different kind of learning
experience not unlike what I had already learned: do not depend on
the experts. But there is more to it than that.
Porter’s office was in the Earle Building, on the floor above that
of my friend Pat Jackson. Warner Brothers owned that building and
their Washington offices also were on that top floor, as was Porter’s.
Later I wondered if he was their Washington lawyer.
It had happened that once when I was in New York and having a
drink with a reporter friend in the Newspaper Guild’s watering place,
he introduced me to a man doing public relations for a Warner movie,
Wellington Roe. The movie was of Edward G. Robinson starring in
“Confessions of a Nazi Spy.” Roe asked if I could be of any help in
Washington and I saw immediately how I might be.
Senator Gerald Nye, the North Dakota Republican for whose
munitions investigating committee the one before which Pierre du
Pont had testified my wife had worked, had, thinking of the German-American Bund, introduced a law to make the wearing of such
uniforms a crime. I knew Nye slightly. I knew his administrative
assistant, Spike Mauvius, fairly well. We had bent elbows together
many an afternoon in the bar of the Carroll Arms Hotel, across the
street from the Old Senate Office Building, the only Senate office of
that time. When we discussed Nye’s anti-Bund bill I had wondered
whether it was unconstitutional.
I looked Spike up. I told him I knew of a movie that could give his
boss’ bill a big push. That interested him. When I described the movie,
he was excited. He saw the possibilities and that besides, it was antiNazi, and that was a good association for any legislator.
And so it was that Warner’s movie had a rare premier in a government building—under Senator Nye’s sponsorship. By invitation only,
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too. It was in the large Department of Labor auditorium on Constitution Avenue. The select audience was largely of political notables.
And it was a big success.
I got the thanks of Warner’s Washington public relations man,
Frank LaFalce, and nothing else.
Nye had joined “America First.” Some of its members were
pro-Hitler and all wanted us to stay out of the war no matter what.
He came to believe that the movie industry was trying to get us into
the war against Hitler. That was before Pearl Harbor. Along with
other America First senators Nye got an investigation authorized by
the Senate so he and it could investigate whether the movies were
trying to get us into that war. What a forum it gave them for arguing
their belief!
As with the banning of the wearing of uniform bill he had proposed,
I wondered whether even his hearing was Constitutional. Congress
has the right to hold hearings only for a legislative purpose. Did the
Congress have any right to ban any form of expression under the First
Amendment? Are not the movies a form of expression? Are not those
who write the movie scripts and produce and distribute the movies
entitled to say what they want to say in movies as well as in articles,
speeches and books?
Especially because he was calling the most prominent from the
motion picture industry Nye’s hearings drew overflow audiences
and all the media. Those were the most extensively reported hearings
in years.
One movie baron after another sat there and was really grilled. The
net result, with the questions asked loaded, angled to elicit responses
that Nye and those who supported him wanted, the country was
getting the idea that Hollywood was really trying to get us into the
war.
If it was it would not have been alone in that. Hitler was a hated
menace to the world. Moreover, there is a perfect right to propose that
the country go to war or to encourage that desire. The Constitution
supposedly guarantees that right.
Unless the committee has rules and the chairman enforces the rules
there is nothing a Senator cannot say in the guise of asking a question.
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When they have points of view they want to argue, they do just that,
sometimes not even pretending to be asking any question. With a hot
topic and the press there en masse those with constituencies with a
heavy population of those of German ancestry had themselves a time
making Hollywood the villain in an imagined dastardly plot to get
American boys bleeding and dying on Europe’s battlefields, there to
kill Germans.
Came Harry Warner’s turn to sit in that hot seat that was a public
relations frying pan. Nye, who was the chairman, the legislation under
consideration being his, really turned the heat up on the chief factotum
of Warner Brothers. Nye made speech after speech, ending each with
a loaded question. Warner squirmed and answered as best he could
knowing that whatever he responded, the press would inevitably be
reporting to the country in terms of Nye’s loaded questions.
Before any Congressional committee a witness is utterly alone,
save for the Members, the audience and the press. He must answer for
himself. He can counsel with his lawyers but it is he, not the lawyers,
who must respond. Poor Warner was on the hottest of hot seats in a
contrived and controlled situation he could not influence. It told the
country he was a war-monger, for profit.
Then Nye came to Warner’s movie, “Confessions of a Nazi Spy.”
That, he intoned, the reporters’ pens flying over their notebooks,
was a deliberate attempt to inflame the people so they would clamor
that we got to war against Hitler, having all those American boys,
including those from the North Dakota farms from which he came
laying bleeding, maimed and dead far from home in a war in which
he said we had no business anyway.
When Nye got to that movie he pulled all the stops. He was at his
oratorical best, and with his vast experience in significant investigation, his best made Warner’s hot seat hotter and hotter.
It became a major, front page sensation across the country.
And, for all Warner’s experience in public relations through his
movies and their and his flacks, for all his high-priced legal talent, he
was utterly alone and utterly lost.
Rarely has any American been so pilloried so publicly as an enemy
of the country, as one who enriched himself with blood-money, as
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one who cared about nothing by money—to hell with the country
and all those good American boys who would die so Warner could
rake in all that loot.
For all the fabled Hollywood public relations artists and their
indubitable skills, for all the top-flight lawyers all the studios had,
this hearing was absolutely ruinous to them, to their very profitable
industry, and most of all to Warner and his company.
Yet for all their wealth, power and experience they had yet to know
how the weak can survive against the strong. Under the unending
and effective attack by Nye and his like-minded colleagues, they were
all being pilloried as they had never been before—most of all Harry
Warner.
And Warner, most of all, should have known of Nye’s extreme
vulnerability, of his Achilles heel.
But neither Warner nor any of the flacks and lawyers who had
prospered with him thought of it. Obvious as it should have been to
all of them and to others in movie industry.
I had been stunned that Warner had not been prepared by his staff
to begin with it—not to wait to be attacked but to halt the attack they
knew would be inevitable before it could be launched.
When that day’s hearing ended I went to the Warner Earle Building,
went to the top floor, walked past Porter’s office to that of Frank
LaFalce. Frank’s face drooped almost to the floor, he was that dejected,
that frustrated over his inability to help his boss, his inability to come
up with what was needed, what he was paid to be able to do.
He just had not thought of what should have been the most
obvious thing in the world to him more than to any other of the army
of Warner’s employees who also should have thought of it.
I started bluntly: “Frank, how in the world could you have
forgotten that I got Nye to personally sponsor a by-invitation-only
private shoeing and premier for the very movie he now castigates as
intended to get us into the war and ruin and kill all those American
boys Nye prates about? Nye then considered that very movie an act
of supreme patriotism, a model to be followed. And you are still, all
of you?”
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Only then did Frank recognize that Nye’s sponsorship of “Confession” was his Achilles heel.
Frank slapped his forehead with the palm of a hand, in effect telling
himself how could I have been so stupid, slapped me on the back and
fled to join Warner and those around him, not giving a damn that he
would not be in his office to answer the calls of any reporters from
whom he might ask favors.
With the next day’s Warner counterattack, Nye’s “Confessions of a
Nazi Spy” sponsorship, his movie investigation just dropped dead in
an unimaginable disaster for him and for his America First colleagues.
And for that I got not even spoken thanks—no more than that
hurried pat on the back as Frank fled to save himself by saving his boss.
It was a much easier Achilles heel-finding than getting and going
over all those many Dies committee expense vouchers but it did teach
me again that when under attack by the strong the weak must seek
an Achilles heel.
That is what each of them, Arnold, Fortas, and Porter, assisted
by Milton Freedman of their staff, did. Freedman was only a year or
two older than I. But unlike the experts around Harry Warner, they
knew how to do it.
With any attention at all there would be enormous embarrassment
to the State Department and to the administration if the truth came
out—that we were fired without any charges filed against us so that
we could respond to them, without any appeal, and at least for me,
without even being faced by anyone from accuser to an appeals board.
It all was as Unconstitutional and Un-American as anything could be.
We were not permitted any defense. We had not been told even informally what—if anything at all—had been alleged against us, leave
alone by whom. And we had been told that as Americans the laws and
the Constitution did not apply to us or allow us to defend ourselves.
Faceless accusers? We did not know if there even was an accuser!
Nobody in the government wanted that to go to court, to be aired in
public, for us to be able to demonstrate that such terrible things could
be done by his government to any American with no basis at all other
than, as I was later to learn through FOIA records I got, the utterly
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unimaginable paranoia of a few political idiots of the most idiotic
extreme of the right political extreme in the Congress and in State.
This was our lawyers’ unspoken attack, the one they held in reserve.
State and all the government and all of interest in the Congress
knew that if we went to court that firm would argue with a reasonable
expectation of proving that the McCarran rider was unconstitutional.
That none of the many who had knowingly violated the Constitution
wanted to risk.
One of the partners, I do not know which, had a friendly relationship with Mrs. Ogden Reid, the controlling owner of the then excellent
and highly respected New York City newspaper, the Herald-Tribune.
She was truly shocked when she heard of what had been done to us
and how it was done. She had the star reporter of her Washington
Bureau, Bert Andrews assigned to do a story on it.
I think he asked us all to come to his office and be interviewed.
I know he did with me. He spoke also to those involved inside the
government, particularly at State. I do not know who else save for
the one who was the most obvious one, J. Edgar Hoover, head of the
FBI and the country’s most famous “red”-hunter.
Hoover pretended that he and the FBI had had no involvement
at all. I later learned that was a lie. He told Andrews, sainted man
that Hoover was, that there was really nothing against us at all. He
added that if we had been FBI employees he would have called some
of us in and told them that some of their friends or associates were
considered not to be safe company and to suggest discontinuing any
contact with them.
This, of course, reflected that Hoover was involved and did know
that there was no case of any kind against any one of us.
He covered his own ass but he bared States’.
Andrews’ story was front page in his own paper and in the Washington Post. It probably was throughout much of the country in syndication.
Andrews did the fine and thorough job, as his liberal Republican
owner had wanted.
States position was impossible.
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When Hoover said there was nothing against any of us, how could
State say that there was, that it knew what Hoover did not know,
Hoover being the most eminent of the “red”-hunters, with the most
extensive files, including those of our investigations first for government employment and then for our “security?”
Andrews deserved his Pulitzer!
Soon it was all over. More or less over, anyway.
Through the venomous leaks we had been labelled “subversive.”
That would confront any of us looking for a job. Educational institutions, particularly those receiving government funds for special
projects, feared hiring those authentic scholars. They feared public
criticism from the Neanderthals in the Congress and their counterparts in the strident organizations on the far-out fringe of the right
extreme.
There was no undoing what had been done. To the limited degree
possible it could be and it was done, thanks to the Arnold, Porter and
Fortas search for and finding of Achilles heels.
State was only too aware of that. And above all it did not want any
case on the McCarran Rider to go to court and to reach the Supreme
Court, as it inevitably would. And later did.
If in the lower courts State lost and did not appeal, there would be
an uproar from the Radical Right that was so very vocal. There would
be tirades at every Congressional hearing, particularly appropriations
hearings, where some political nut might easily succeed in cutting
State’s appropriation.
Through my own sources I learned that the nutty political right in
the House of Representatives, where all appropriations originate, had
forecast to Secretary of State George Marshall what he could expect
at appropriations hearings. He had been given to understand that
unless we ten were fired his appropriations would be cut. Whether
he agreed willingly or not I did not learn, but he did agree. Without
his agreement the loons in State’s “security” office could not have
dared fire us with no real reason at all other than their dislike of our
presumed beliefs and because we were Jews.
As all but one—that one a case of mistaken identity—were.
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State proposed a compromise we accepted. It would rehire us with
a public apology, we would be rehired and then would all resign.
That is what happened but those in the security office who would
have thrived under Hitler and perhaps Stalin wanted their pound of
flesh: I was gypped out of back pay.
Those who sit in judgement on us all, those who besmirched our
Constitution, our laws and all basic American beliefs, those who
consider themselves above the law and the true patriots, did not
terminate their deep subversions when we beat them and they had
to apologize publicly. They continued with the same kind of political
insanity to which they adhered with sincerity. They really believed
those sick things they dreamed up. And they continued doing what
would have gotten others, of liberal political beliefs, fired or jailed for
some of their abuses. Because of what they could and did do and their
demonstrated lack of any inhibition, decent people in the government
and in the Congress feared crossing them.
Then there came a time when Otto Otepka, State’s chief of “security,”
could not get some he wanted to get rid of fired. Frustrated but sincere
in his belief that he alone knew what was right and wrong, safe and
unsafe, he leaked false and defamatory misinformation to the most
strident of the right on the Hill. That time it was exposed, and he
was exposed. But nobody dared do a thing about his violations that,
public as they became before Congress, were so hurtful to so many
people it resulted in nothing at all happening to him.
These in-the-saddle political soulmates of Hitler, some political
idiots, some political infants, some both, actually set out to control
national and international policy and to a large degree they succeeded.
They drove from State the authentic political experts, the most preeminent of area scholars, particular scholars of the orient, all who
would or could even be suspected of saying what those “security”
cops of the mind did not like or even understand. Ignorant and prejudiced, they believed they alone understood the real world. Their
own world was limited to “red,” to those who held any belief they
did not hold, who knew and understood what they did not know and
could not understand. To them little that was real was real. They were
the American equivalent of Hitler’s storm troopers, of the Japanese
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emperor’s thought police. That is what in Japan they not only were—
they were titled that!
Their insidious influence on national and international policy has
not ended. It became a self-perpetuating control over what could be
thought and said and who could or would be in a position to influence
either and what could reach those who made policy.
They continue to cripple us from their grave!
And their crude and gross violations of the laws are preserved,
protected and perpetuated.
A continuing example of this is their violation of the law that says
and means that the people have the right to know what their government does, FOIA. The Privacy Act supposedly gives us the right of
access to government records about us.
In response to my requests of the FBI for its files that include this
nasty business, the FBI claimed it had nothing at all. Anyone who
has any familiarity with FBI record-making and -keeping knows that
every Hoover interview was monitored by a high ranking associate
who was always his note taker. After each interview they provided
a memorandum on the interview he monitored. Any every word of
the sainted Hoover was preserved for posterity.
If the FBI’s “compliance” with that law is to be believed, it does
not have even that Bert Andrews story. Yet on the FBI’s printed form
for the posting of news clippings that were routed to Hoover, two
of the about 10 newspapers that were always sources clipped were
printed on the form. They are the Post and the Herald-Tribune. Both
carried Andrews story.
Not a single word about that most sensational and spectacular of
all the earlier “security” cases in which there was no question of real
security at all, the first in which the government had been beaten,
thoroughly, and publicly beaten.
State’s “compliance” was little better.
But each did drop a cookie.
The point man behind my firing was John Peurifoy. He was literally
a wild man. It was dangerous to be on the narrow stairs in the building
in which I worked when he used them. It was an apartment house
taken over as a State annex next to the new main State building then
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partly constructed. He ran up them and he ran down them. He was
so wild that he ultimately killed himself by his wild driving. And, of
course, his record of the grossest anti-American belief and conduct
made him a rising star. This cop-minded political idiot was made
Ambassador to Guatemala when it was struggling to enter the modern
world, when it had just had a democratic election with results the
Peurifoys of our government did not like. It was overthrown by
the CIA, with chaos and thousands and thousands of deaths not
yet ended in its wake. It was after he had as ambassador presided
over the destruction of democratic Guatemala and installed a vicious,
murderous military dictatorship in its stead that Peurifoy had his
fatal auto accident down there.
This is the kind of man, this is the kind of mind, that decided who
could and who could not work for the State Department. He and they
were the thought police enshrined.
In the one relevant record I got from the FBI only by virtue of that
copy being a duplicate filing that had slipped through its thought-police processing of records, a top Hoover assistant soon to be appointed
to the federal court of appeals for the District of Columbia, Edward
A. Tamm, took a call to Hoover from Peurifoy.
Peurifoy boasted that he had just gotten me fired. Tamm discussed
that with him and dutifully recorded that conversation in a memo
to Hoover.
That same Tamm sat on an appeal I filed against his former
employer, the FBI, and without compunction he held against me and
for the FBI. His involvement in my unjustified firing, his involvement
in the propaganda against me, should have led him to disqualify
himself and be replaced by a judge who had no such complicating
prejudice.
One of the few Peurifoy memos on me that his successors did not
violate the laws to crudely suppress is one that in their politically
corrupted mind they must have believed reflected favorable on him.
He ordered that I be denied the Spanish Falange records required for
the statement of its danger to the hemisphere our government was
to present to the United Nations. That, I learned only four decade
later, is why I lacked the information required for that statement that
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was to reflect our governments factual knowledge as we confronted
that danger.
But even if I had been some kind of Russian agent, as the fascist-minded Peurifoy imaged with no rational basis for even a
suspicion of it, how could it have hurt the country in any way for
me to have prepared the best possible statement of fact to the United
Nations on the existing and real fascist danger? Only a political infant
would not have known that from the USSR’s support of Spain’s democratically elected government during Franco’s fascist revolutions. The
USSR knew ever so much more about the Falange than we did and
through its own diplomats and spies in Latin America it should have
known all that we could have known and more. Or, had Peurifoy not
prevented my preparing the best and the most informed statement,
there could have been no benefit to the USSR, no possible benefit to
it of any kind.
The one and the only one purpose Peurifoy served was to protect
fascism in this hemisphere to the degree he could.
And how different is what he did in Guatemala? He helped install
the cruelest of military dictatorships there.
In the political insanity that then infested our government, of
which it has not yet been really cleansed, resulted in great tragedies
in the hemisphere. In the 1980s and 1990s alone as the result of the
perpetuation of the sick Otepka Peurifoy-type paranoia and ignorance
that controlled our policy a series of murderous, authoritarian regimes
were fixed upon those impoverished people longing only for political
freedom and enough food for themselves and their families.
Because of such experiences lived by many others and by me and
known to those who knew us and to even more who read about
our experiences many Americans were not inclined to automatically
reject that Oswald said in his one very brief access to the press, “I
am a patsy.”
That was also his plea of innocence, the only one he was permitted
to make.
Is there, in fact, in the history of our government during my adult
lifetime any reason to believe it was not capable of making a patsy
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out of Oswald or capable of accepting him as the patsy created by
others? I do not recall any.
My own pain and suffering and the other great costs I paid for
them, not as great as those of my wife, were inflicted by various
components of our government so I had every reason to not reject
out-of-hand, without extensive inquiry, Oswald’s one permitted plea,
of innocence.
I knew of others whose suffering was greater, who were not able
to survive the vicious and clearly fascistic assaults upon them.
Throughout the country our thought police eliminated some of the
very best of our teachers on all levels, including colleges and universities. Not only were these, among the best minds in education, denied
to the students seeking education—that terror dominated all teachers
who were not fired for their ideas and beliefs, real or imagined.
How many of the best of our young minds decided against
becoming teachers cannot even be guessed. But what is not guesswork
in the obviousness of the situation they would face on becoming
teachers, that they would be closely monitored by these ignoramuses
of the thought police and that they would not be free to teach as they
believed they should teach if they intended to hold teaching jobs and
to feed and educate their own families.
Most of us are not able to obtain all the information required for
informed opinions and informed judgments. Most Americans have
not the slightest notion of what else our government was doing while
simultaneously practicing these most basic violations of all the fine
and traditional American beliefs about freedom of thought. Indeed,
our founding fathers believed that a society like ours requires a
diversity of thought, of belief and of the expression of them.
Few Americans are even now aware that while this was the policy
of our government with our own citizens, a policy that in effect was
to eliminate all criticism and exposure of fascism while restricting
any expression of or opposition to it, that same government was
engaged in the wholesale protection of some of Hitler’s worst Nazi
war criminals. It brought hundreds of them to this country to install
them in positions of great responsibility and of trust. I remember a
law being passed to allow the CIA to bring 100 of them to this country
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every year, without regard to all the laws that would prohibit their
setting foot in our country. More than that many did come and were
immunized from punishment for their most terrible of crimes. One
of the best exposures of this is the excellent Secret Agenda by Linda
Hunt (New York, St. Martin’s Press, 1991). Hunt is a former reporter
and executive producer for CNN’s investigative unit who won the
Investigative Reporters and Editors 1985 Award. She became a college
journalism professor. Her book is a detailed, factual account of the
great number of people with the most subhuman of records who
were brought here, raised to high station and enriched and all their
horrible crimes pardoned while Americans were being driven from
their jobs and made unemployable for their beliefs, their suspected
beliefs, their beliefs that our thought police did not understand and,
because of their own beliefs, could not understand.
I did live through these things, not just observe them although
observe them I did.
Aside from the costs to individuals the cost to the country was
great. Consider one of the best known cases, of the China experts
forced from our diplomacy by those who in grim reality were fascist
minded. They could not be replaced, they were not replaced, and our
policy vis-a-vis China and other parts of Asia were and continued to
be crippled, too.
In a real sense what was done can be considered to be, and I believe
it was, a partly successful internal revolution from the most remote
extreme of the uninformed, hate-dominated farthest-out Radical Right.
These were costly and painful experiences I lived through and
did survive without once compromising with evil. They were an
education the best educational institutions cannot provide. They
taught me what cannot be taught, what must be lived to fully understand and learn from. They inflicted what for me were major financial
costs. But although I remain with a certain amount of naiveté and a
continuing disposition to trust rather than not to trust, I suppose there
remains what could in context be referred to as a kind of immaturity
for a man past 80 with these and similar experiences.
Yet they were an invaluable training for the work upon which I was
to engage when our President was gunned down in broad daylight on
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the streets of a modern day American city and consigned to history
with that most dubious of epitaphs, an official fraud of any investigation and an official “solution” that has no credibility at all.
Not when examined in the light of the known fact. By this I mean
known official fact. What is not generally understood is that the
official “solution” is not based on fact. It is contrary to the official
fact as all my books demonstrate with their uses of that official fact.
It is entirely a theory and a theory was known to be both false and
impossible when it was foisted off on the trusting, suffering people.
All the works of varying kinds of sycophancy in support of this
official mythology, notoriously the books and other statements by
David Belin and Gerald Posner, are despite their castigation of all
who disagree with them as “conspiracy theorists,” work entirely of
theory themselves.
They are kettles calling all frying pans black.
This is not to say that the works that are of conspiracy theorizing
are factually correct because they are not.
It is to say that the other side has the same flaw and is no more
dependable.
And that the other side is, with minor and infrequent criticisms of
what the government said and did, essentially the government side.
They are all in accord with the basis of the government’s mythology,
that Oswald was a lone-nut of an assassin.
This is the government that regardless of who headed it has for
most of my lifetime found truths unwelcome and with that found
those who would tell the truth no less unwelcome. And what those in
the government and out did to those whose views were so unwelcome
is what the KGB and the Gestapo did, with only a difference in degree.
While that difference in degree was great, the net effects were close
to identical in eliminating dissent with policies that can now be seen
as self-destructive. not merely wrong policies.
Not that you will find even a hint of it in those works commercializing and exploiting the assassination, those of Posner and Livingstone in particular, that give other than a fair or even an honest
account of my firing by the State Department. Both do not, and that
was the intent of their authors.
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Authors who more than any others presume to sit in judgement of
those who bear the great sin of not agreeing with them.
They cannot fire, as State did.
Their substitution is character assassination.
Long after this chapter was written, when a student was here to
do some filing for me, I asked her instead to look where I believed,
after many years she would find some files relevant to what I refer
to as “The State of State.” In a short time she found some of what I
am no longer able to search for myself. I know there is more and I
know that I do not have some of what I once had. What we gave our
lawyers that since greatly enlarged firm has in dead storage. That is
why I cannot, where I refer to the minor honor I got from the head of
the Office of Strategic Services, General William “Wild Bill” Donovan,
say exactly what it was and what is was for.
A Republican Senator who had been our friend for years, beginning
with his first term in the House of Representatives, got for me, from
the Library of Congress, copies of five of the articles Bert Andrews
wrote. They were published November 2, 4, 6, 9 and 12, 1947. They
are long articles and for our immediate purposes it is not necessary to
read them. If this is not the complete series, it is enough to reflect the
depth of the study and inquiry he made before he started writing. It
also reflects the intent of the Herald Tribune that his work and what
it published be definitive.
Charles “Mac” Mathias also got me what I did not remember, a
Xerox of the book Andrews wrote about this, Washington Witch Hunt.
It was published by Random House, but because this copy does not
include the copyright page I cannot give the year. I presume it was 1948.
As I later had occasion to write Random House’s associate general
counsel, who had written me an evasive, lawyer-like and somewhat
snotty letter, Random House did not always publish trash. That was
in connection with its publication of Gerald Posner’s knowingly and
deliberately mistitled Case Closed. It interests us later.
My file does not reflect why Andrews won his Pulitzer. Merely
that it was in 1948.
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Among the other journalists who were seriously troubled by what
their August 12, 1947 column refers to as “The Case of the Ten” were
the conservatives Joseph and Stewart Alsop. Their lengthy column,
more than a column in length, concludes that while when there is
“solid gratitude” for the government getting rid of those who do not
represent a real danger, “as the case of the 10 seems clearly to indicate,
this may work the harshest kind of injustice on individual Government employees. It is a kind of injustice, moreover, which strikes very
close to the heart of American civil liberties.... If every independent
man is to be haunted by fear of J. Edgar Hoover’s eager Hawkshaws
lurking under his desk, the already too evident trend toward government-by-drones is sure to be vastly accelerated.”
Hoover himself validated this fear that extended across the political
spectrum during the 25 or so years that remained for his career of
exactly what the conservative Alsops feared.
On all innumerable occasions so easily contrived by those inside
his bureau and seeking his favor and later those who wanted to perpetuate this FBI insanity, there was a slurring and an entirely incomplete reference to this “case of the 10” in which the FBI never once
told the whole truth and never once failed to angle it to use words
that in themselves are not a lie but nonetheless succeeded in entirely
misrepresenting and in deceiving and misleading those who read
those words.
I do not remember that even once in all its many references to
me the FBI ever failed to use what became its stereotypical slurring
reference implying or saying what is not true, intended to defame
me and to influence the minds and decisions of those who read those
words.
For example, in a Hoover memo to the deputy attorney general
in connection with one of my FOIA requests for information, that
interests us later, in what the FBI was withholding improperly,
including several films taken in New Orleans, what was written for
Hoover to sign says I was fired “on suspicion of Communism.” That is
false. It appeared on no record I obtained from State. And, consistent
with what the Alsops regretted so much, the procedures themselves, I
was given no charges of any kind and there was no hearing, so there
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was no transcript of the Kafkaesque quality Andrews quoted from
the so-called hearings of others.
Not that the various agencies, especially the FBI, did not seek,
cherish and misuse lies. They did, on a wholesale scale, with stables
of liars to prance with their lies before judges, juries and hearings
boards and to be leaked to the media.
But I was never a Communist, never belonged to any party other
than the Democratic, and never belonged to any groups other than
trade unions, the American Newspaper guild and government
employee unions. Later I belonged to two farm cooperatives when
we farmed.
After a decent interval the man who was bureaucratically in charge
of what the Alsops characterized as this “harshest kind of injustice,”
although it was not his idea, was forced to resign. “(Hamilton)
Robinson Quits As State Dept. Controls Chief,” is the Washington Post
headline on its May 22, 1948 story. It was because “he had become the
storm center of criticism for his part in the State Department loyalty
program,” the United Press story reports, more than half a column
in length as the Post used it.
Toward the end it says, “Robinson has been criticized for his role
in passing upon 10 State Department employees who were fired last
year as bad security risks. He was a member of the review group
which looked over their cases. That review was the basis for a series
of stories by Bert Andrews of the New York Herald-Tribune which
won a Pulitzer prize this year.” (I repeat, with nothing on me I got no
charges and no hearing.)
I could, of course, compare the dedication of the Republican-owned
and justly respected Herald-Tribune of those days to the traditions of
American journalism and its assumption of journalistic responsibilities
in our society with the record of the sycophantic major media when
and after John Kennedy was assassinated, but what should be said
is so obvious there is no need to say it.
What I was particularly pleased that this old file still holds is the
letter written me by those fine men who had been our counsels in
that unprecedented case after I had sent them what must have been
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merely a small token of appreciation, there being little else I could
have sent after being wiped out financially by our storm troopers of
the mind, the rough equivalent of those who in pre-war Japan had
been called its “thought police.”
These men signed their letter in accord with their rank in the firm.
First was Thurman Arnold, the man I’d known and helped when he
was the assistant attorney general in charge of the anti-trust division,
the division that in those pre-Pearl Harbor days dealt with Nazi
cartels. Later Arnold was a federal appeals court judge before he
was one of the three founding partners of this firm. Next was Abe
Fortas, the founding partner I had not known. Then came Paul Porter.
I’d known him after he had been a commissioner of the Federal Communications Commission. Milton V. Freeman was the lawyer who
did most of the legal work on the case.
That their letter is dated so soon after Bert Andrews’ stories
appeared confirms my recollection that those stories were the
cleansing light of day that exposed the dark corners of the
complete corruption of all decent and respected principles by the
government. His stories made its position impossible. They were the
deciding factor in this first major misnamed “security” case that the
government lost. It is worth recalling that years later Harry Truman’s
counsel when he instituted what he called the “security” program,
Clark Clifford, told Watergate reporter Carl Bernstein, that it was
not a matter of or concern for security that led Truman to do that anti-American thing, make it part of our national life. It was Truman’s
way of trying to end that kind of indecent and baseless attack from
some Republicans.
The letter those four fine men of whom as of this writing only
Freeman survives, is:
“We want you to know how deeply we appreciate your kind and
generous gesture in sending us a gift and the warm sentiments which
accompanied it. You know it was a pleasure to be of service to you and
your own calmness and dignity under the most adverse circumstances
were in no small measure responsible for your ultimate vindication.”
That I was “vindicated” is something that no FBI “hawkshaw”
reading its party-line defamations of me (that had the additional
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intent of helping it violate the law of the land, that being the turn of the
collective FBI mind) is not in any way or sense indicated in hundreds
of its contorted and dishonest references to what was for it also a major
defeat, a defeat made possible by a truthful, public account of the authoritarian revolution within our government of which its founding
director was one of the top leaders and policy-formers and enforcers.
The state of State was the state of the government that became
the state of the national mind, a state of sickness of the head. It was
intended to remove from government service which so urgently needs
it what the, and I emphasize conservative Alsops recognized is an
urgent need of government and of the people the government serves,
“independent-mindedness.”
Without that we have what those hundreds of thousands of
pages of once-withheld government records I was to get from many
FOIA lawsuits reflects of those FBI “hawkshaws” as undeviating, in
dedicated following of wrong policy. They were always as far from
the pursuit of truth and fact as were those “drones” who served Hitler
and Stalin.
This history of this era in our national life will hold no more
complete and unquestioning an illustration of this that our government and the FBI’s “drones” made in what they did and did not do
when John Kennedy was assassinated and as of the time of this writing,
have continued to do ever since then.
After I wrote the foregoing I had more time than usual to think
about it and it did stay in my mind. For some years several medical
problems have me wide awake quite early in the morning. Usually
I write before leaving for early-morning walking that is necessarily
more resting than walking. When I rest I read most of the time but
the morning I wrote this it lingered in my mind. Not the praise from
those fine lawyers who had earned such high positions in our national
life of that time, pleasing as that was to recall. It was that this could
happen, what happened to us could and did happen and has been
happening to others ever since then.
And that without such principled men as those who “vindicated” us and such principled reporters and newspaper owners as Bert
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Andrews and Mrs. Ogden Reid our lives would have been ruined as
were the lives of so many after us who like us were guilty of not a
thing except what the Alsop brothers referred to as being “independent men.”
There was a time when that quality was considered the need of
public service, but that was in a time when public service was more
than marching in goose-step with policy and prejudices and in not
shouting “Zieg Heil” to every government policy.
Governments, like men, make mistakes, including in policy, and
without independence of mind inside the government there are fewer
means for preventing mistakes many of which in my lifetime have
been of enormous significance and cost. Not until it is too late, until
after the mistakes are made.
Who were those who sat in judgement on those of us who had
violate no law, had done no wrong of any kind, and how could there
be any judgement of no wrong of any kind? Except in thought, in the
independence of mind those Neanderthals regarded as dangerous.
What meat did those Caesers eat to become so powerful? To be
able to do what is so contrary to all American beliefs as enunciated by
those greatest of the great political thinkers who, with unprecedented
independence of mind, established this country and set their and its
principles forth lucidly in our basic documents?
They are those of the authoritarian belief and practice against
which our founders rebelled to establish freedom and a democratic
society in which the most prized freedoms were forever protected, or
at least they so believed, and of these to them there was no freedom
prized over freedom of thought and of the expression of that thought.
Those of this authoritarian belief and practice have as their meat
fear, hatred and conformity with national policies that are not in accord
with our traditional beliefs, those so many risked all to establish as
the “inalienable” right of all of us. These authoritarian-minded prate
democracy while devoting themselves to vitiating it, and to them, all
who live by and practice our traditional beliefs are enemies, to them
and by extension enemies of the state.
The exact opposite is true.
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For those who may regard my words and comparisons as excessively harsh, I remind them that we ten were selected as Jews and
save for a case of mistaken identity all ten would have been Jews.
Small a minority as Jews were in State, this is hardly a coincidence.
That our own “thought police” failed in their first major effort does
not mean that they have failed ever since then. They have not, and
our governments and their polices and the people have suffered much
for it. They actually practiced and succeeded in practicing what we
had fought World War II to end in other countries. They succeeded in
making those of Hitler’s and Stalin’s hated policies the practice here.
And now nobody ever hears a word about it, it is that accepted.
Again, the assassination of President Kennedy and its supposed
official investigations and later government policies and practices in
withholding records that as a matter of law they could not withhold,
illustrates this so clearly. So stunningly clearly!
The Commission published an officially-estimated 10,000,000
words. Its files when transferred to the National Archives were said
officially to be of 200 cubic feet. While I did not read each and every
word of them I did ransack them rather thoroughly. Then there are
those third of a million pages of once-withheld records in the assassinations of the president and of Martin Luther King, Jr. that I got from
all those FOIA lawsuits, most of which I also went over with care.
The record after more than 30 years is starkly clear, so clear that
even the government’s most ardent defenders admit that there was
much wrong in the so-called investigations. (Notwithstanding which,
as we see in particular with Gerald Posner and his intentionally
dishonest writing, they all insist that for all the official flaws and
failings they blundered through to the right “solution.”) The polls
show that nine out of 10 Americans do not believe what I refer to as
the official mythology. Yet in all that simply enormous volume of
Commission and executive agency records, mostly of the FBI, there
was not a single voice that raised a serious question about anything
of significance that was so very wrong at any time!
Not one! Not a single one!
Not then and not since then.
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Of course, some of the Commission’s former counsels do now
protest that the agencies withheld important information from it. But
that was obvious at the time, and not one of them then, when it could
have made a difference, when it would have meant something, made
any real complaint. And not one resigned in protest.
Of those many FBI agents of various ranks who wrote those
political rather than factual memos castigating me, not one failed to
deliberately misrepresent the realities, the officially-admitted truth,
of “the case of the 10” in which contrary to what in self-service he
told Bert Andrews Hoover was personally involved.
More importantly, not a single one ever raised a serious question
about the alleged evidence in either assassination case.
Not one of those hundreds of FBI agents!
Aside from the grossest of injustices that resulted, if we consider
the cost to the government of the disenchantment with it these of its
“thought police” created, the cost to the government and to our society
is exceptionally great and grave.
And, of course, there are other costs and there is other and serious
damage to us all.
But when not a single one on the Commission staff and not a
single person inside any executive agency raised a single substantial
question and not one protested in any meaningful way, how can it
be said that those who made the policies of our government and its
practices those of the hated and defeated enemy failed in their objectives in their first test of which I was innocently part and intended
victim?
They did not fail, and consideration of the changes in this country
as a result are more than merely visible to those who give it any
thought at all.
We did not only adopt as our own these practices and policies of
the once-hated enemy. We spent great effort and an incredible fortune
in not only putting these hated enemies back on their feet, we financed
them in ruining us and our economy by giving them the business
and industry that had made us great and wealthy. That now has us
under fantastic, unimaginable national debt.
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With no meaningful protest from inside the government, none at
least that got ant attention.
The crime that Richard Nixon campaigned on the promise he
would remove from the streets he moved into the White House from
which it has not been cast out since then.
Instead the streets are loaded with ever so much more crime and
with the homeless of millions for whom there are no jobs and for
some of whom, who had jobs, there was no home they could afford.
All those infants and children living in the harsh streets with little
mention of it and little done about it.
There is no need to catalogue the other terrible and great costs
contributed to by the driving from public service those of independence of mind that our society and our government needs so urgently.
These costs are more than merely visible. They are shockingly obvious.
But who ever speaks or hears a word about any of this?
And of the intentionally dishonest and false official assassinations
investigations, what exposure of this is ever seen or heard in the
media? When it does refer to criticism of these awful official failings,
when does it other than to deprecate and to ridicule them?
The days of the Bert Andrewses and of the Herald-Tribunes are
the days of the past in our national life.
This and my innocent involvement in it was one of the learning
experiences of what is not taught and cannot be taught that was one
of the most painful of my learning experiences in the long life near
the end of which I write this.
If it may be only a record for our history, an expression of hope
for the future return to what made us unique and great in the world
that was so different then.
The Germans refer to it as “zeitgeist.” The well-known French
phrase for it is “l’esprit de siecle.” In an ancient Hebrew phrase it is
“the spirit that hovers over the generation.”
We do not need a new such spirit. We need a return to our oldest,
of the days of our creation as a county and as a nation. Not new. That
is the best, our oldest, and our very best!
Jefferson’s memorable words are “with the consent of the governed.”
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When nine out of 10 Americans do not agree with a government
decision, as is true of the official assassination mythology, that
decision is not with the consent of the governed.
That it could be and is virtually enforced is a direct consequence
of the fact that our thought police did not fail.
When in our great tradition they should not have existed and if
they did, they would have failed.
The new “spirit” we need so much is the one we should never
have lost.
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CHAPTER 12
12 The Beginning of the Ending That Meant a New
Beginning
Carl Bernstein was one of the pair of youthful Washington
Post reporters who did most of the best of Watergate investigating
and reporting. Later Bernstein wrote a book Loyalties about the abuse
and suffering of his parents who had a difficult time after his father
had become a “security” case. Bernstein interviewed Clark Clifford,
then an eminent Washington lawyer who had been President Harry
Truman’s White House Counsel. With almost 40 years having elapsed,
Clifford told Bernstein that Truman’s “loyalty” program was not that
at all. Truman was not really concerned about the loyalty of government employees. What he was worried about was the political
exploitation of the nonexistent “subversive” issue so inhumanely and
effectively propagandized by the Democrats, Dies and McCarthy, and
their numerous ilk in the Republican party.
By instituting his program Truman hoped to defuse the successful
GOP assault on the Democrats as the alleged protectors of alleged
subversives.
That may have been Truman’s purpose but the way it worked was
to ruin the lives of innumerable decent people who were not in any
rational sense subversive and to deny the government and thus the
people some of the best and best-informed public servants.
Castigation as a risk to the nation made obtaining employment
difficult and sometimes impossible. Men, women and their children
and others in their families suffered very much. Many outstanding
people just would not apply for or accept government jobs. All this
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without accomplishing what Truman supposedly wanted to accomplish, according to Clifford.
Even in the minority of cases where these employees were “cleared”
they had difficulty starting new lives. Just imagine, Americans having
their loyalty questioned for their supposed ideas, not for any subversive notion, merely because there were those, especially in the
Congress, who saw political advantage in it, with absolute and total
immunity, which the Congress enjoys in this Ameriform Hitlerism.
In the convoluted political situation they brought to pass those
who abused and shamed every traditional and decent American
belief became heroes for it. Dies and McCarthy did for quite some
time. McCarran was honored, too. There is still an airport named
for him—for what the Supreme Court later determined violated our
Constitution and, for what for personal political gain he did, ruining
the lives of so many innocents.
During the time our lawyers were fighting their good and successful fight to get our good names back, to the degree that can be done
after such official denunciation, I made no effort to find another job,
believing it would be futile. Then Bob Rogers took over the Washington “good music” station, then only the second in the country to
program classical music. It was foundering and about to go under. In
time he made a real success of it. As he was rebuilding it he turned to
the news the station offered, read unchanged from the wire service
ticker. What was aimed at the broadcast spectrum of listeners fell
short of what served the better-educated, more sophisticated, culture-minded audience that preferred classical music. He asked me
to become its news and special events editor.
WQQW, the call letters suggested by those of the country’s first
such station, WQXR, in New York, was then a daytimer. It was
licensed to operate only during the daylight hours. I was at the station
two hours before it went on the air to prepare the first newscast. I
changed them hourly as the news developed.
I was surprised at what was not available to the nation’s capitol
listeners, including the media, the Congress and the vast number of
government employees and those doing business with them, not by
any means limited to lobbyists.
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One example is that with all of Washington’s many radio stations,
not one presented the daily official program of the United Nations.
Of Washington’s many radio stations, two then were all news in
format. One of these was a CBS station, with CBS news for its listeners,
too. When I wondered why the impartial news of the UN was not
offered by any Washington station to its listeners, one reason could
have been that the half-hour of that recorded UN news provided
for no commercials during that half-hour. What also could not be
avoided is that the UN’s news was not aired in Washington because of
a preference for reporting on the UN through our government’s eyes
and voice, not impartially. Most of the UN news that was reported
was what our government preferred—was reported, as our government preferred that it be reported, with what it preferred not to have
reported not being reported.
I encountered this media attitude later, when our President was
assassinated. Then the media record left no doubt about it-all elements
of the media reported only what the government wanted reported and
nothing else at all. While my most intense experience with this, what
amounts to media self-censorship, the making of the free media into
an arm of government, was with book publishers, it was omnipresent
in the media. The one significant exception was some of the media
talk shows. They then were not as heavily loaded with right-wing
views as was inevitable when the Republican administrations ended
the “fairness doctrine” of the Federal Communications Commission
and the Clinton administration announced it would not reinstate
that requirement that more than a single view be aired. Most of these
right-wing talk show hosts who do not find knowing what they talk
about to be a necessity in what their air have the strange notion that it
is only those of what they regard as the left who question the official
mythology. That is not and never has been true. Those talk show hosts
have their own agenda.
I found this to be true of some reporting in those days along with
a lack of enterprise reflected by the electronic and print press often
being satisfied with what was delivered by the news agencies they
used, usually using nothing else.
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One morning I had written the early morning news for the opening
broadcast then at seven. Just as I was leaving to hand it to the control
board announcer so he could read and be familiar with it, the wire
service teletype machine started clanging. Those bells represented
something more important.
That time it was the alert not intended to be aired, that AP was
checking on the rumor that India’s revered man of peace, Mohandas
Gandhi had been assassinated.
After scrawling a new lead, “There is an unconfirmed report
that India’s famed Gandhi has been assassinated. More to follow,”
I wondered briefly how I could get more than might be on the AP
wire for the station’s influential audience, including in responsible
government roles, as well as for those who would without any special
professional reason be interested in such news as fast as possible.
Remembering that on the top floor, in the engineer’s office, there
was an old short wave receiver, I phoned the Washington office of the
British Broadcast Corporation and asked what short wave frequencies
were then in use that could be received in Washington. On learning I
tuned BBC in and ran a pair of wires from it downstairs to the control
room. The announcer prepared to feed that into the transmitter. And
lo! BBC did soon have eyewitness accounts and a reporter on the scene.
While what we aired was not of preferred broadcast quality, we did
air the first account of the Gandhi assassination in Washington. It was
simultaneous with the BBC’s airing.
This was not the only time our news agencies and reporters failed
to provide the available news about a major international event in
time of crisis. When rapid and accurate accounts are of great importance. Here is another illustration.
The American states were holding a conference in Bogota,
Columbia. It was a major event. During it the popular Columbian
political leader whose name was as I recall Elieacer Gaitan was assassinated. Riots ensued. Fidel Castro was the bête noir of the State
Department as he was, of course, of the anti-Castro Cuban and of just
about all the right-wing groups. The impossible fiction that Castro had
had the popular Columbian leader to the left of center assassinated
and was responsible for the ensuing and dangerous violence was the
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immediate official policy and propaganda. The violence was called the
“Bogotaza.” I knew about Gaitan from my days as a Latin Americanist.
He was far and away the leader most popular among the Columbian
masses, particularly the poor and the more liberal. He was in fact the
political leader of those in that country who opposed reaction in it.
He was the last Columbian anyone at all to the left wanted dead. He
was assassinated by radical rightists, thus ending any political threat
to them from any form of liberalism for years.
Remembering that at the Falls Church transmitter we had a young
engineer named “Morty” who was also a radio amateur I asked him
if he was getting any South American amateurs. He had in fact been
listening to one on Bogota who was giving an eye witness account of
the battles. We aired the news reported by those amateurs Morty was
receiving. We also fed the information to the AP which distributed it
to its clients. AP cited what I did with thanks and with praise on its
wire as it did earlier with our Gandhi assassination coverage.
Any of the larger stations could have done a much better job with
better “ham” equipment than Morty had but none did. Again the
clear inference is that the free media abdicated to national policy and
used no initiative to do its job, preferring to follow the official State
Department line. In this they became part of a misleading political
hate campaign and did not report the truth.
This also was the media record when JFK was assassinated.
The only complaints I remember about the news I aired was from
Arabs who appeared to be attached to various embassies.
When the most powerful Arab armies attacked what had just
become the State of Israel by United Nations resolution I filled in
the gaps in the brief AP wire accounts for radio use and identified
prominent persons in that war as they were not identified on the
wire. In mention of the Trans-Jordanian army my accurate accounts
included the fact that the army was British trained, financed and led,
by General Sir John Glubb. After a few complaints about my accuracy
and what I regarded as fairness—those Arab callers appear to have
objected to reporting in Washington of their armies’ failures and the
stirring Israel defense of the road vital for Jerusalem’s survival. I did
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once or twice needle them by referring to “General Sir John Glubb
pasha.”
To each complainant I offered equal time on the air. Not one
accepted.
There could have been legitimate complaint about that “pasha”
crack but there was not a single one. I did not use it until those complaints were daily and the offers of “fairness doctrine”
time were not accepted. And it was a fact that American taxpayers
were entitled to know that while their money was being given as aid
to Great Britain, Britain was lavishing millions on the Trans-Jordan
army which it also trained and led. (After Hussein became king he
shortened the name to “Jordan.”)
Those Arab complaints were about accuracy, not about inaccuracy.
Then one day Rogers told me that an investigator from the House
Un-American committee was coming to see him. The intent to
blackjack the station into either firing me or being mercilessly red-baited into bankruptcy—advertisers would suffer from any association
from it—was undeterred by the judicial determinations that I was
guiltless and that committee’s agent was a felon, made no difference
at all. Once that poison was started truth was not any meaningful
antidote for it. Allegations made by those in the Congress who were
immune were widely accepted as fact when they were not. Even
those advertisers who detested such Un-Americanism caved in and
canceled their adverting knew if they did not their business would
suffer if not be ruined.
So, I left my last reporting job to pursue the dream of many World
War II soldiers, to be free and independent, or at least so we thought,
by becoming farmers.
As a farmer I dared raise red chickens!
I bought what had been a cornfield the last time that tract at the
base of a tall hill only along the highway north and west from Washington was farmed—in 1898. It was on the western edge of the village
of Hyattstown, at the upper end of Montgomery County. My wife was
raised in that village. Her relatives were an appreciable percentage
of its just under 100 population, including infants.
On the tax books that tract was identified as “Ward’s Struggle.”
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By hand I cleared the land for our home, the chicken buildings
and for chickens to run and live naturally without any mechanical
equipment. Until I began building I did not have even a carpenter’s
electrical hand saw. It could not be used for clearing land. Besides, I
had no need of electricity until I began construction. Until then, even
the well I had had dug needed only the old fashioned hand pump.
It was the hardest physical work and I exulted in it.
That strenuous activity was one of the factors in my later survival
of post-surgical crises the surgeons did not expect me to survive.
In time I became a woodsman, a carpenter, a plumber, a mason,
and an electrician. All the while I also became a poultry husbandman.
My wife worked in Washington, spending three hours daily on
the bus to it. While I was among other things learning how to raise
chickens.
My biggest advantage in that, as I later came to realize, is that I
did not have the accumulated ignorance of the ages, passed from
father to son, to unlearn. Raising chickens was not like raising dairy
or meat cattle.
Mostly farmers did not raise chickens. Chickens were a modest
source of income for the farm women, who paid scant attention to it,
having no time and only small flocks that almost always ran loose.
Commercially, chickens require refinement. That increases enormously the probability of illnesses and changes radically their food
requirements. It was no longer enough for the farm housewife to
scatter grains of whole corn on the ground twice a day for chickens
who spent their days scrounging for food around the farm grounds.
As I built the buildings to house them I learned from observation, trial and error and the literature available from the Agriculture
Department. Before long I built a regular clientele in Washington to
whom I delivered my own poultry that I dressed and prepared for
them and my own eggs, brown in a white egg market.
It was a bit out of the ordinary, a city man, a writer, becoming a
poultry farmer. When University of Maryland agricultural scientists
specializing in the various aspects of poultry raising and marketing
were in the area they would stop off.
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Their initial interest was in my unusual marketing, then it was in
the quality of what I delivered. They were surprised that men and
women in important positions, along with their receptionists and
secretaries, would carry chickens and eggs home from their offices
when they lived where I could not deliver to the home, and would
pay more for it because of the superior quality of what they went to
that much trouble to enjoy.
In time both the State university and the Agriculture department’s
famed Beltsville agricultural station consulted me when asked about
better quality and specialized marketing.
Among the university’s agricultural experts my wife’s fame as a
cook enticed their visits when they were anywhere near us.
In about 1965 an agricultural economist, Perry Twining, urged
her to enter the National Chicken Cooking Contest. She was a failure
the first year. The next year she won and became for that year the
“Queen,” the National Chicken Cooking Champion.
That was a challenge to me! So, in 1969 I competed and became the
National Barbecue “King” or that year’s Champion. (My secret was
to use a marinade as a barbecue sauce. It was basically one used by
South American men in their whole-small animal barbecue known
as “asados.” My winning recipe was “Chicken Asados.”)
As our reputation for quality grew satisfied customers recommended us to others and our business grew. On the one hand young
women new to Washington and not uncommonly strangers to cooking
were out customers. (I passed cooking tips on to them and provided
those who could not cook with an Agriculture Department “Aunt
Sammie’s Cookbook.” When asked I even suggested which of our
recipes their boyfriends were more likely to prefer.) On the other
extreme we served some of the world’s most famous of the day, especially among diplomats, including our own. When Mrs. John Foster
Dulles saw me making a delivery to her hairdresser and liked the
appearance of what she saw, the Dulleses became our customers.
Each Tuesday I was phoned the order to be delivered the next day,
fresh. When the Dulleses were not home their butler showed me the
house and gave me a shot of the Secretary of State’s favorite whiskey,
Old Overholt.
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Dulles suffered the gout. Our poultry was one food he both relished
and gave him no troubles. Dulles liked our birds so much that when
he planned a one-on-one conference, just the two men, he would use
them to help create the atmosphere he wanted.
The Dominican dictator Trujillo relished our birds and in anticipation of his coming his military attaché, Colonel Fernando, known
as Nando Castillo, laid in a supply. When Winston Churchill visited
Washington, Michel, the embassy chef, who fed the family our poultry
and eggs and bought on the commercial market for other embassy
needs, decided on our individual serving birds for Winnie.
By chance, just as I was making my weekly delivery, the wife of
the New Zealand ambassador, Lady Knox-Monroe, had just learned
of an abrupt and unexpected change in the social arrangements for
the organizational meeting of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization.
She had not known in advance that she would be serving supper
that night. She was wringing her hands in distress with her cook, an
Austrian refugee named Rosie, gave me a quizzical, questioning look.
I nodded my head affirmatively, so Rosie suggested that I be asked if
I could supply what they might like. I had the roasters and the next
week I was told that some of the ambassadorial guests and their wives
had gone down to the kitchen to learn what the wonderful fowl were.
Mamie Eisenhower did that also when she was First Lady, as the
Dulleses cook Bertha told me the next week.
I could go on and on like this. We had a cabinet and former cabinet
member customers, lobbyists who also had me ship our birds for
their Christmas presents, military and other attaches, a few spooks,
and some of the best restaurants and clubs as regular and part-time
customers.
We even won first and third prizes at the first national dressed-poultry competition. I’ve forgotten the year but I do remember that it was
the year before the USSR sent its first sputnik into space.
Even seemingly more incredible, when the Charles Pfizer drug
manufacturing company, one of several for which I did experimental
work, decided to present a Science-Comes-to-the-Farm Exposition
for the nation’s food editors to educate them on the importance of
correct medication for healthier livestock, although Pfizer then had
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the world’s largest and most extensive nongovernment experimental
farm, they asked me to provide a display of our poultry. For their
exposition they used a Waldorf-Astoria ballroom, for rather unusual
displays. Like a steer with a screw-in closure of the opening into his
rumen for the removal of samples for testing. But the time the food
editors spent at our display slowed each tour down to where I was
asked to see if I could hurry them up a bit.
We were becoming quite successful and famous, our fame
extending abroad. When the top British poultry expert came for a
month of inspection of the largest commercial poultry operations his
first step was at the smallest, our place. His later report that, incredibly, was actually classified “secret,” twice stated that the best poultry
breast he saw anywhere in this country was on our birds. I was not
given a copy but I was shown it by the attaché who brought him up.
When we were troubled by a severe behavioral problem my experimental work in coping with it was cited by National Institute of
Health scientists at an international scientific conference in Australia.
There are those like Mark Lane, the first of the successful exploiters and commercializers of the JFK assassination, who delighted in
wiseguy and sneering references to me as “that goose farmer,” but
he never did anything as well—or as honestly.
Geese were, in fact, a sideline we enjoyed. Some of the best Washington hotels and restaurants depended on them for their holiday
menus.
Our double-yolked goose eggs, which weighed about three-quarters of a pound, would not hatch. My wife hardboiled them and I
took them to the children’s hospital in Washington and sent them to
Baltimore’s to the Easter delight of the sick kids and as promotions
for the needs of those hospitals.
When there was more than these hospitals needed I gave the extras
to others. Of those I remember some who rolled those very large eggs
on the White House lawn Eastertime. One was the little boy of Eddy
Rossi, then the butcher at the Madrillon, a famous and an excellent
Washington restaurant, Giancinto Maggia, whose chef was one of
those who visited us regularly.
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I could go on and on about what one can do and learn in an utterly
foreign and strange field with thought, effort, initiative, imagination
and a little daring.
For fun and for the entertainment of others I had wild Canada
geese, honkers, I got them so tame they ate from my mouth without
biting me. They even brought their young to me to feed.
What J. Edgar Hoover, he of sainted memory, liked best of all is
what he reported to the White House in November, 1966 about us:
that we “annually celebrated the Russian revolution with a gathering
for about 35 strangers at our home.”
That, as Hoover knew, and intended, aborted any White House
interest.
It was also a lie.
We hatched our own eggs from our own breeding flocks. When
I learned by accident how attractive the town and neighborhood
children found watching the eggs hatch and just touching the fluffy,
just-hatched chicks, goslings and ducklings (yes, we also had a special
duck and Dwight Eisenhower got some to raise on his Gettysburg
farm)). I arranged the hatching for weekends to accommodate the
children and their parents.
We turned the farming clock back to what it had been before the
mechanization that made more intensive farming first possible and
then necessary for the survival of most. With the poultry what we
did was so attractive to children that even members of the diplomatic
corps brought their children up to enjoy it and on occasion, when
some of their countrymen visited with children, they brought those
children up for what was to them both, children and adults, a rare
treat. The parents enjoyed the joy of their children.
Once when our friend George Quigley, of the poultry faculty of the
University of Maryland School of Agriculture, was visiting and saw
what a delight our having what was later referred to as a “touching”
farm was for both parents and children, he exclaimed, “We’ve gotta
steal that from you!” With a laughing gesture, as though I were
handing him a piece of paper, I replied, “You don’t have to steal it,
George. Here is my patent.”
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And that is how more than three decades ago the children in the
Washington area got what the University called “Old McDonald’s
farm,” after the popular tune.
They could hardly have called it McWeisberg’s anyway.
When last I heard (from a mother who had been taken there as a
child) it was still being operated in Wheaten, just over the Maryland
line from Washington. With many varieties of animals the children
could touch and play with, the whole McWeisberg deal.
Animals tame with trust. Earn their trust and they trust you. The
honkers who ate from the mouth, not mine alone, but those of visitors
and their children, had learned to trust. But they could inflict painful
injuries and bruises with their strong serrated mandibles and their
powerful wings, their means of self—and family defense.
Even in the countryside children then never saw chicks hatch or
got into hen houses and with the other changes in farming, never
got near live animals, leave alone touch them and if daring enough,
ride them. Agriculture had changed, as had farmers and their needs.
Farming had had to change, as had farmers. With modern mechanization farming operations became more extensive and intensive.
The farmers themselves touched their cattle less with the advent of
more mechanical milking systems. If farmers had to milk cows by
hand, the cows kicked and resisted. When I had a heifer to milk, I’d
call her, she would come, and where we met I’d squat down, she’d
stand still, and I’d milk her into a bucket. That could not be done with
a cow or a heifer used to being milked mechanically, as commercially
virtually all then were. (Before a cow had two calves she was known
as a heifer.)
A friend who once saw this childish delight asked if he could
bring his charges up for them to enjoy it. Jack Frankel was the Jewish
Welfare Board representative whose Washington duties extended to
caring for the needs of that area’s Jewish military personnel. After
the Jewish High holidays, which are earlier than and do not coincide
with the anniversary of the Russian revolution, he did bring those
who wanted to come and their children up. These kids gathered eggs,
watched them hatch and played with the just-hatched young, the
less timorous of them rode on our tame heifers. This is what Hoover
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converted into what he wanted it to be rather than what it was. I was
to learn how adept he and those under him were with such conversions into mendacity.
Hoover even gave that defamatory invention to the Senate Intelligence Committee. When he was its chairman Barry Goldwater posted
a correction with it.
Just as we were beginning to be able to increase out capacity what
meant the end of that soldier’s dream of freedom and independence
began. Before it was over our farming was ruined and ended, I was
forced by the Army’s refusal to adhere to an amicable settlement to
establish a new principle of law, of the property owner’s property
rights intending into the air to the extent necessary for him to enjoy his
constitutional right to own and enjoy property. The settlement of the
second lawsuit that the government finally did agree to several years
later is what paid of the mortgage on our present acreage and home.
Our farming was ruined by low-flying military helicopters the
army itself was not able to control. Typical of Mark Lane’s undeviating devotion to the strictest accuracy, he, not that it was relevant to
anything other than what he thought was a putdown, said that sonic
booms from those helicopters did the damage—and to our geese.
Sonic booms are caused by anything going faster than the speed of
sound. Some military airplanes can go that fast, not all by any means.
Helicopters are the slowest of aviation. They cannot fly that fast.
I also learned that if you know one Mark Lane you know them
all, many as they are.
Among the helicopters that caused us damage were those, had I
been so disposed, could have caused serious official embarrassment.
Some carried our presidents and their staff and parties, others had
the head of foreign states, of whom I remember the British Prime
Minister, Macmillan.
This terror by chopper, which is what it amounted to, lasted seven
painful and costly years. Each overflight caused some damage in
tearing and deaths as the frightened chickens panicked and trampled
each other. Egg production also fell. Some laying hens were frightened
into molts. The pullets that were to become egg layers were also killed
in the panics. Some became nervous wrecks and were not productive.
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I could not sell the torn fowl and I had to feed those no longer
laying eggs or get rid of them at a great loss. Meanwhile, efforts to
enable the fowl to adjust and medication were among the other ultimately prohibitive costs.
Of all the many learning experiences later useful in dealing with
the government perhaps the most shocking was the complete inability
of the Secretary of Defense to have even the slightest influence on
his low-level pilots, low level in both senses, personally and in their
officially prohibited low level of flight of those helicopters.
He tried, and these prohibited over flights, too, the Secretary of
Defense did. Whether or not he was far-sighted enough to anticipate
the real and costly problems in the wake of my precedent-establishing
lawsuit those uncontrolled pilots made inevitable, the secretary and
those under him he directed to give us relief really did try.
Learning that the man at the top in government may not be able
to control—even influence—those under him, was not of direct value
in my later work on the assassination and in the FOIA lawsuits. But
what I learned that those under him were capable of was of use, and
it was educational. Including that they could be self-starters and even
vicious, and that they cared naught for law or regulation. What I did
not learn well enough is that when agreements are made that does
not mean they will be kept.
The supposedly disciplined military was so anarchical that a
retired colonel on the nearby military post who still insisted on being
called and calling himself “colonel,” even threatened my wife when
she phoned Fort Detrick to report an overflight as under the secretary’s direction we were told to do.
That authoritarian actually said he would have her arrested as a
nuisance!
For doing what under his regulations she was supposed to do!
Does this and so much like it not suggest that in government
almost anybody can do whatever he damned pleases?
And that there are some situations that nobody can control?
But among all the innumerable liars, sadists and those who were
going to teach those damned hicks better than to complain were some
very decent people, too.
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Some were cloaked with authority. But it meant nothing at all.
Impossible as it may seem, the Secretary of Defense could not
control those who piloted his choppers. And the general counsel of
the Defense Department could not get the Army to comply with an
agreement he had negotiated and to which the Army agreed!
That anarchical situation may have been as much of a learning
experience for those high government officials as it was for me!
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CHAPTER 13
13 Much From Little: A Precedent and the Mortgage
Paid Off
So we learned that the government can be an enormous,

unlearning beast. We learned but it did not because it repeated what
those chopper jockeys did, acted as though nothing can ever be done
about anything. We’ll come to that.
We also learned that some lawyers have their own way of calculating.
The steady ruin of what was a very promising business was a real
frustration, more so because there was nothing anybody could do
about it. That it was not going to end became apparent when even
the general counsel of the defense department to whom the secretary
had directed his desire that this totally unnecessary damage to is be
ended, assigned a staff lawyer to look out for our interest and see to
it that the abuses ended.
Before then when my own efforts were futile, we got a lawyer.
Most of those choppers were, when visibility was quite clear,
merely taking a short-cut that at most saved a negligible amount
of time as they followed the highway northwest from Washington.
They were en route to the then bacteriological chemical warfare installation at Fort Detrick, in Frederick, only 12 miles away by road,
to the presidential retreat at Camp David, near Frederick, to secret
installations not much further away near Hagerstown, Maryland,
Raven Rock, just over the Pennsylvania, or when he was President, to
Eisenhower’s farm at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. We were in a valley
between two hills, both fairly steep. Under regulations the choppers
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were required to fly at prescribed heights over the ground. Rather
than follow the curve of the road they were following around the hill
to our north elevating to the prescribed height over it, those choppers
just skimmed the top of the hill. That loud, reverberating noise, with
its flopping sound, reminded poultry of its natural predator, hawks.
Often prominent people, including the heads of other states, were
the passengers to Ike’s farm and Camp David.
One Sunday when I could hear the choppers coming in low but
not as low as did happen, a Washington lawyer friend, Jesse Chessin,
was visiting us. He ran with me when I ran to our main hen house.
He saw the panic driven chickens rush to the corners and tear each
other up as they tried to claw their way into the corner. He helped me
remove those trampled to death and separate those alive but bleeding,
most from their backs.
Jesse said we needed a lawyer who was a specialist in the kind of
law involved.
He got the firm of Rauh and Silard to represent us. Joe Rauh, head
of Americans for Democratic Action, after taking the case, turned
it over to his junior partner, John Silard. John was the nephew of
the famous atomic scientist and disciple of peace who still used the
Hungarian spelling of the family name, “Szilard.”
In time, and I was to learn that in litigating time can appear to be
interminable, Rauh and Silard filed suit in the federal district court in
Baltimore. The judge was the conservative Rozell Thomsen. He was,
as I learned later, a caring man who did seek justice.
During what I supposed was the preparation of the case I drove
Silard to the University at College Park, and introduced him to some
of the poultry faculty then in. I recall that this included Quigley and
that he said that what we suffered was expectable. Those others there
who were willing to be witnesses for us I do not remember, but Silard
did know that qualified expert witnesses would testify for us, who
they were and where to find them.
My wife and I assumed, as probably most would, that when we
had a lawyer he did what lawyers do and asked us if he wanted
anything of us.
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Jesse told me to get there early on the day of the trial so we
could talk. He and Silard drove north from Washington, I east from
Frederick, and we met in the empty courtroom. It was then, and
hour or so before trial, that I learned of “proof of loss” for the first
time. Silard never mentioned it to me or asked me how to establish
our losses in terms of dollars. All I then could tell him is that we had
our books. And beginning then I was scared! Really scared. The look
on Jesse’s face confirmed it. It was Jesse who had asked Silard about
his proof of loss. And Silard had none! So there I was in court with a
claim for damages, and a lawyer who was not prepared to establish
the money represented by those damages!
In a daze that interfered with my thinking and lasted until long
after I was home that night and in shock that lasted longer, I testified,
responding to the questions Silard asked me. Then Silard had Jesse
testify to what he saw that Sunday in the henhouse in uproar and
turmoil. The government’s assistant United States Attorney for
Baltimore cross-examines me before Silard put Jesse on the stand.
That should have made Jesse uncomfortable because in his cross-examination of me the government attorney made a prima facie case
that we had suffered no damage at all.
My learning what the government can do and does do in litigation
was just beginning.
All the evidence the government needed, its attorney made it
appear, confirmed to the judge when Silard was unprepared to
refute it, was our income tax reports. According to them our income
varied only slightly during the years covered by the lawsuit. We thus
appeared to have suffered no damage at all!
Were that not enough to be a disaster to us, it was not long before
the government displayed with great effect what the FBI was capable
of.
They are, as I was to learn over and over again, past masters of
the dirty business I soon saw demonstrated.
The day of the trial someone had to be at the farm to tend the
chickens and gather the eggs.
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If I took my wife as a confirming witness there could be the
suspicion that like me, she had a vested interest in the outcome of
the trial and might be considered prejudiced.
The trial would also be an agonizing reliving in more intense form
of what she had lived in pain for several years.
There was the alternative I used of taking Horace Thompson. He
helped me from time to time and he tended the chickens on Tuesdays,
when I was preparing to market, and on Wednesdays, when I delivered.
We took him as the confirming witness. Silard had not interviewed
him earlier. He did, briefly, before court opened.
Horace had known my wife since she was a child. As a girl, it
being safe then, she walked the several miles to his farm to visit and
play with his daughter. Like everyone in the area I knew Horace to
be a devout, honorable and honest man. I doubt there was a more
respected man in the area and in his life he had earned and deserved
that respect.
Horace was also a simple man. That does not mean that he was not
intelligent. He was. He had made a living on a small farm and had
retired. Like most people of the area, he had left it only infrequently,
never going far or for long. Like most he accepted and respected
authority without question.
As Silard questioned him, Horace suddenly remembered nothing.
Oh, yes, there had been a few instances of mild disturbance from what
he said were infrequent helicopter overflights, but nothing serious,
and he remembered no damages or death.
Then the government displayed the FBI’s work. As usual, it had
conducted the “investigation” for the Department.
There were two neighbors, Mrs. Rush Wright who lived directly
south of us, on the hill that faced us, with us at the bottom of the hill
to the north, almost in the flat valley at the bottom of which flowed
“Little Bennett’s Creek.” To her west, atop that end of that “Long Hill,”
as it is known, a mile long, lived the Jack Croghan family. And farther
west, where there were no hills, was a part-time chicken farmer. His
name I omit because he is alive and seriously ill.
The government led Mrs. Wright to say that she raised chickens
and had had no trouble with them from the helicopters, I whispered
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to Silard that she had a few scrawny hens running wild, no more
, and that from her children chasing them nothing would frighten
them. Their ability to run without piling up because they were outside
also meant that they would not suffer any damages if they had been
frightened. Moreover, with them having the run of the Wright farm,
Mrs. Wright had little way of knowing whether they had been frightened or not.
Silard said her testimony was irrelevant and he spent no time
cross-examining her.
Edith Croghan, who raised no chickens at all, testified that the
helicopters caused her no distress at all. As Silard found irrelevant,
with the life she had led even as the young matron she was there was
no reason to believe that anything existed that then could have been
expected to cause her distress.
Her father was an impulsive man prone to anger and hasty
decisions. He had been a successful restaurateur but he sold one
of his restaurants in a moment of anger and for some time had his
family living in a tent, as from time to time when he was not there, it
was laughed about in Byron Darby’s country store, an authentic, old
fashioned country general store in which the men gathered. The men
gathered and gossiped mostly about local matters.
At the time we lived there her father had built her mother a fine
home. In semi-retirement he crop farmed a bit. He had given the
western end of the farm to his daughter for a home cite. It was on the
crest of that end of “Long Hill” where it sloped steeply down toward
the flatland of the valley. Her husband, Jack, a hard-working man then
beginning what became a very successful plumbing business, then
part-time, was then also a bit inclined toward doing daring, impulsive
things, as their two sons, then little boys, learned from him and did.
For example, when the divided superhighway was being built to
replace the narrow old road that went through Hyattstown and had
not yet reached it from the north, impatient Jack hurried to save the
certainly less than five minutes longer it might take them to use the
exit to the north that had been opened. He’d drive on the unpaved
next section and then cross the unpaved and frequently raw earth
diving section to leave near where that cloverleaf near us was being
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constructed. Once he got stuck in the mud. He phoned me asking
me to pull him out with my truck. He asked me to hurry so the cops
did not catch him.
Jack was a fine man, a very good father, husband and provider,
but he was from time to time a wee bit wild.
As were his very small ones.
Jack had acquired an antique Model A Ford sedan then about 30
years old. He intended to restore it. He had it parked at or very near
the crest of the hill near his also fine home.
The boys got in it one day to learn what would happen if they let
it go downhill. When they let the brake off it rushed down hill.
But somehow it was stopped, still upright, prior to the expectable
disaster and neither the father, the mother or the sons were really
distressed over that close call.
So, without doubt, those helicopters did not bother their mother
and wife a bit. For reasons of which the judge was not made aware.
Then there was the part-time chicken farmer to the west by about
a mile, a full-time carpenter whose father tended his chickens for him,
the man who left early for his regular job and returned late from it.
He testified that he and his chickens had never had any trouble from
the helicopters. Only he did, and has asked me what to do about it
and how to treat those torn and bleeding hens so the others, who
like blood, would stop eating and killing those who were hurt from
the overflights some distance farther from his henhouse than from
mine. His also was not surrounded by hills from which the noise and
vibrations reflected and echoed, sometimes amplified.
It was all false and there was nothing I had been able to do about
it. I could hardly think going home. Horace was silent, without any
explanation.
When I told my wife what had happened, that I was so shocked
I could not think, not having had “proof of loss” even mentioned
to me so I could go over our records before trial, she, who kept the
records, knew the answer immediately. Silard would have had he
asked. As the lawyer, he should have known that the government
would have used our income tax records if they were useful to it.
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And with our income the question, he should have realized that those
records certainly would have been consulted.
All these new and unexpected experiences were painful but
important learning experiences.
Who could think that a layman having no experience with the law
would have to know what his lawyer should have done and had not,
prepare his case? Or recognize that the case was not prepared? Or
know what was missing? Or why was it needed? Or how to prepare it?
How the government was able to make our income tax reports lie
knowing it was a lie, was very simple, as Lil explained it. And as I
should have realized but under the shock of the imminent defeat in
court had not been able to.
If any proof of loss had been prepared, as Silard should have
known and prepared it, the government would not have dared use
our tax returns. They proved extensive losses.
Had I not been so upset I probably would have thought how to
respond, but then I learned, in the courtroom and just before the trial
was to begin, that the case had not been prepared as such cases are
prepared, I was so upset I just could not think.
Our tax records actually proved that our loss in gross income from
the damages was more than the gross income reported the previous
year!
We had more than doubled our capacity in that year!
Not expecting that the military, mostly the Army, would persist in
inflicting that totally unnecessary damage on us I had continued to
construct housing for the chickens. In the main henhouse the second
and larger half was completed and laying chickens were in it and
laying eggs for that year.
Essentially the same was true of meat birds. I had not only improved
the existing housing for them, increasing the safe capacity the existing
buildings had, I had also finished building another building for them
and was using it.
Thus, when our ignored records proved that we had lost more
than the previous year’s income, and that previous year’s income
was already much lower than what had been normal because of the
earlier helicopter damages, I was made to seem to be liar merely
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because what is standard procedure in such cases was not followed
by our lawyer.
He had prepared no proof of loss.
Learning that made me even sicker. With evidence by which we
should have won used, we would lose even if we eventually won!
Without a word Horace did not come to work. We did not see
him until after the local papers reported that we had won the case
but with a small award because the judge did not believe me. So, in
addition to not recovering what we should have, I was also branded
among my neighbors as a man who did not tell the truth in court. But
Jesse Chessin’s eye witness testimony convinced the judge that we
had been damaged.
After this story appeared Horace, very embarrassed, visited us
for the last time.
He told us that he had a nephew who was an FBI agent in Hagerstown, about 25 minutes by car from Frederick and about 15 minutes
more from where our farm was. He told us the name but we have
forgotten it. One way or another his FBI agent nephew persuaded him
that his recollection need not include all those damages or that he had
so to testify in the interest of something like “the national interest.”
He seems to have convinced Horace that it would not harm us, make
no difference in the trial’s outcome. Horace also said he was sorry.
He certainly looked it. He knew he had hurt us and I am convinced,
knowing the kind of honest man he was, that he had believed what
he was told, that he had been imposed upon by someone he trusted.
What the government did is suborn perjury, a felony.
But who prosecutes the prosecutor? The prosecutor also represented the government as its counsel in the civil action we brought
against it.
Perjury and its subornation were to become commonplace in my
later experience with government lawyers and their actions in the JFK
assassination investigations and in my FOIA lawsuits. As in our civil
action, all involved for the government knew they would be immune
and the record, by now a long record, justifies their confidence that
nothing would or could happen to them. It never did except that some
were rewarded for what they did.
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What was important and was ignored was in the account of the
decision the AP put on its wire.
Judge Thomsen held that we did have a Constitutional right to
own and enjoy property and that for us as chicken farmers we needed
and owned the air space about us to the degree necessary for us to
raise chickens undisturbed. He thus held that the military helicopters
were trespassers and in their trespass had damaged us.
Silard said nothing about appealing or filing for the damages subsequent to the period that ended the day the suit was filed. He was
nonresponsive even when I asked him to work out a settlement based
on the precedent we had established. In spite of all, we had won and
the sole remaining question for the period following the filing of the
suit was establishing the amount of that damage.
When he would do nothing I went off on my own when the
through channels the Secretary of Defense had directed his general
counsel’s office to look out for our interests and to seek to end those
then clearly illegal trespasses by helicopter. A fine and caring man, a
good lawyer (good enough as a lawyer to later be appointed general
counsel of the selective service military induction system, a real hot
seat), Walter Herbert Morse, was the assistant general counsel to work
with me to reach a settlement.
Morse arranged a conference at the Pentagon with representatives
of the general counsel of each military service and a ranking helicopter
operations officer. Silard refused to go with me. I thus was my own
lawyer against all that impressive legal talent and all those gung
ho! operations officers. The latter, clearly, were reluctant to agree to
anything at all.
Nonetheless we did work out an amicable settlement.
Officially the decision was uncontested, on two levels. The government asked for an extension of time in which to decide whether
to appeal the decision. In the end it decided not to contest it, not to
appeal. It was also uncontested at the Pentagon meeting that we had
been damaged and the sole question was agreeing on the extent of
that damage. I offered the government access to our records and
the question of personal injury was delayed into the future. I would
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liquidate gradually, to reduce the loss to the government rather than
dump everything on the wholesale market.
Each and every representative of the services agreed. And no
sooner were they out of the presence of the representative of the
Defense Department general counsel, there, actually, as the representative of the secretary of defense, led by the army, they forgot all
about any agreement.
However, most of the pilots let up on the overflights.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Fiscal Management sent a
representative, a Colonel Robert Low, who also turned out to be a fine
man, for the sole purpose of being certain of our location! That we
were along a state road between two main highways where they were
only a half-mile apart apparently was not enough because the general
counsel had been given our location five miles from where we were!
I invited Colonel Low to make a personal inspection of the chickens
and he said that was not necessary. They had no doubt about the facts
and he had squeezed this trip in with other work backing up.
As a result of his locating us a new navigational order, complete
with an accurate map, was issued. No flights closer than five miles
from us were permitted.
That reduced but did not entirely end those overflights. After our
farming was ruined—for no reason at all.
It was when I tried to arrange meetings to go over the records
together so that the services could be satisfied and reach their own
conclusions that I knew that agreement was no such thing, only a
means of the services getting the Secretary off their backs.
With the lawsuit already won in Judge Thomsen’s uncontested
decision, with the sole question establishing the extent of the damages
we suffered, I went to the lawyer then referred to, as his father had
been, as Washington’s King of Torts. His name was Newmeyer, as I
recall after all these years, Alvin Newmeyer.
He listened to me as I told him the story, probably asked a few
questions, and then he surprised me by saying, “You know, Mr.
Weisberg, you are a famous man in the law books.” That really did
surprise me.
“How?” I asked him.
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“Come with me,” he said, and he led me into his law library.
He looked the books over, selected one, laid it on the table, turned
the pages, and then he said, “Here. Read this.”
He had turned to a Western Pennsylvania case, where property
owners near an airport had sued for damages and, citing our case
as precedent, had won about $5 million dollars, a rather good sized
sum for those days.
We had established a new principle of law and it was a new
precedent. Later we learned that the Congress held quite a few
hearings without being able to resolve the problem in any law it
would recommend and enact. There were damages from aviation.
Having shown me how I was famous and how effectively others
had used our decision, Newmeyer then told me he would take our
case.
A case already won and he would not take it. When he had nothing
to do other than from our books calculate the extent of the damages,
which my wife would have done for him, he still would not take the
case!
“Why?” I asked him, I am sure my perplexity obvious.
“Under the Federal Torts Claim Act I am limited to 20 percent of
the award,” he said. “But in all other damage cases I can and I do get
at least 33 percent. So it does not pay me.”
For the friend who had sent me to him he had fought a case in
which only $5,000 in damages was sought. For us he could have sued
into six figures. The King of Torts did not recognize how much larger
a sum he would have gotten at 20 percent of the much higher figure
than the third of the case he actually had to litigate to get a third of
only $5,000!
Our case was already won and in addition to the proven damages
to the flocks and reduced income from them of more than 100 percent,
there was the cost of the buildings, for which there was no other
use and the value of the business ruined, both damages, very real
damages. We had almost 5,000 square feet of insulated buildings,
with mechanical ventilation and about 1,000 square feet of buildings
not insulated. The King of Torts did not even ask the cost of the in-
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vestment ruined, or of the value of the ruined business. Without any
claim for personal injury, this alone got into six figures.
I did not try to persuade him when he reasoned and calculated as
he did, in meaningless percentages rather than in the actual, provable
damages in dollars, not in percentages. Nor did I remind him that the
case was not only won in advance, we had all those officials we could
call as witnesses and all the letters, from the Secretary of Defense
down, acknowledging responsibility and inability to control those
who despite orders continued to damage us.
I sought new counsel. Famed Washington lawyer Edward Bennett
Williams interviewed us, he took the case and he assigned it to one of
the firm’s younger lawyers who, it turned out, had been hired at the
request of Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren, who was also
head of the Commission best known by his name.
Peter Taft, a pleasant, personable young man, was President Taft’s
grandson.
Each time I went to his office to confer with him he was busy on
another matter Williams had assigned to him. The one I remember
most clearly was getting draft deferments for Washington Redskins
football players. I remember one was a quarterback just drafted.
Williams had an interest in the team, whose counsel he was. He
owned part of it.
When time dragged on and nothing happened I complained to
Williams. He offered to get us other counsel. We told him that with
all the time we’d spent preparing Taft we wanted the firm to continue
representing us but to do something. He promised they would.
He did, too, without our assent. He gave the case to Taft as a
personal rather than a firm case. We did not accept that. And he
couldn’t do it, but he did!
More time passed. Then I got a handwritten letter from Taft, mailed
as I recall, in either Albuquerque or Phoenix. He dropped us on his
way to Orange County, California, a strong Republican area, to run for
Congress as the Republican he was, a member of its Rippon Society.
When I took that letter to the judge he could not believe it. In my
presence he debated aloud whether to do something about it. He
decided against it, probably because he was separated by a continent
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from the lawyer he was considering doing something about. He
agreed for me to represent myself until I got counsel. But no firm
got far enough past that negligible award in the first case to learn
that the second case was already won and all that need by done was
calculate and establish the damages and settle or go to trial.
At one conference the judge called for his chambers, when the
assistant United States attorney then assigned to the case was
obviously stonewalling, the judge turned to him with some exasperation and said, “Look, this man has already won his case. That
is the meaning of my prior decision that was not appealed. The sole
question is assessing the damage. Now he has offered you access to
all his records and he says you have not gone out to look at them.
Why don’t you? Why don’t you bring this to an end?”
With that pressure that attorney made a date, came to see us,
looked at virtually nothing, and after pointless chitchat left, never
to return again.
He did not give a damn about the judge, what he said or what
he wanted.
His client was his boss, the Department of Justice, and he did what
it wanted, not what the judge told him to do. He and the Department
knew what I did not know and neither cared about what the judge
wanted done.
Desperate, and impressed by the manner in which he had beaten
us for the government I asked that former Baltimore assistant United
States attorney if he would represent us. He said he could not. He
recommended a friend at the prestigious firm of Baetjer & Howard,
Harvey Clapp. Harvey was initially quite interested. The lawyer who
would have handled it in court was so pleased with the courtroom
opportunity it gave him that he practiced some of it one day when
I was there.
And then the government cooled off one of the most important
law firms in the state.
It filed a statement that Williams had let the statute of limitations
run on most of the damage for which we could make any claim.
Somehow, Clapp had not perceived that legal eagle that he was.
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I had been led to believe at that Pentagon meeting that the
statement of claims I filed tolled the running of the statute. Clapp
also believed that. But in fact belated legal research showed the government statement was the truth.
Incredible as it may seem, one of the country’s most famous
lawyers, one of its most successful law firms, had made the most
inexcusable of legal mistakes, letting the statute of limitations expire
on much of the period of time for which we could claim damages. All
it had had to do to prevent that was to file a complaint.
But in all the many months it represented us, it never got around
to that, the beginning of any lawsuit!
When I later learned that I wondered whether my having published
my first book critical of Williams’ friend and Taft’s sponsor, Warren,
had had anything to do with that.
And Clapp had not even looked into it.
The government began pressuring Clapp once it was clear he was
not filing anything and might not be all that interested. It offered to
settle in full for twice what I’d gotten before, for $1500. I told Clapp
no. They kept making small increases, I kept rejecting them and Clapp
grew more exasperated. Like it was my fault that Williams, the great
defender, particularly of the likes of Joe McCarthy and Mafia big-shot
Frank Costello, had let the statute run. Not that anyone at Baetjer &
Howard told me I could sue Williams for that. As our lawyers they
really did look out for our interest!
But the statute had not run on personal injury. This did not interest
Clapp. He just wanted to get out of it so much he would not stop to
think that if we got as little as a penny for personal injury that could be
another precedent the government did not want. And it should have
learned from the first case what that had already cost it, those costs
escalating as others, with it as precedent, filed for damages around
airports and collecting.
Convinced that the government would not run the risk I finally
told Clapp that the minimum for which I’d settle was the amount of
mortgage unpaid at the time of settlement. If not, I said, we go to trial.
As Clapp had refused to understand, the government did not want
to risk another precedent adverse to its interests in aviation cases.
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It accepted my offer. The total, including all factors, came to about
$20,000.
That paid our mortgage off but we had other debt from my work,
for us a not inconsiderable sum.
Of course, none of this could happen in the United States of
America, ordinary people of no influence getting screwed by their
government; the Army telling its boss, the Secretary of Defense where
to go; the Department of Justice doing whatever the Army wanted, regardless of the impact on it of that first decision; with three prestigious
law firms screwing us all over again; with all the official stonewalling
to hurt us more, as it did.
No, of course not—nothing like this—any part of it—is supposed
to happen here in the United States.
Only, it did, all of it and more.
And again, how much we learned from more of the impossible
being more than possible.
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CHAPTER 14
14 Eye to Eye
Long before this miserable business slunk its way to the

end I had made a success of my first book. Dell, which had rejected
it three times, wanted to reprint it as a pocket-size paperback. The
contracted first print was a quarter of a million. For six months it was
Dell’s only advertised best-selling work of non-fiction. The contract
gave Dell first refusal of Whitewash II. It declined that book in about
September or October, 1966. Then when it was so gratified by the sale
of the first it contracted that one, too. For a short period of time then
I did have an agent, John Starr. The sole interest he manifested was
getting his 10%. He never questioned Dell’s accounting of Whitewash
sales. He did tell me, however, that Dell had told him that the royalties
I would get in September, 1967 would be more than the $35,000 they
then had come to.
With that knowledge, and anxious to move my wife from the farm
we loved, and a very convenient location at that, so she would not
have all those terrible recollections whatever she looked at, I bought
the place in which we have lived since leaving our farm.
The people at our small town bank knew me. Its president, Benny
Ohuff, had been our customer. When I asked for the mortgage, what
I needed was $5,000 less than the minimum Dell would be paying me,
I asked for that it be loaned me for only six months. When the bank’s
vice president handling that arrangement, one I did not know, asked
me why for so short a period, I told him.
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“Mr. Weisberg,” he said, “we live in a world of business as you do
not. All that is supposed to happen does not always happen. Suppose
we add a year to that, renewable?” I agreed. And as another vice
president I did know, Guy Nuss, later told me, “If you cannot make
one of the quarterly payments, let us know and we’ll take care of it.”
When September came, I had to go see him. I got nothing from
Dell! No money that is, I got crooked accounting, so crooked that on
its face could not be believed.
It listed the first print of a quarter of a million copies. It also said
that of that 250,000 copies, 125,000 remained unsold. But, with 125,000
copies on hand Dell admitted reprinting twice more! And if that is not
beyond belief—that with of the December 1966 first printing unsold,
Dell reprinted twice in February 1967! Can this 125,000 copies possibly
be believed?
And what does not appear in any of that “accounting,” when Dell
sent me a box of books to give out when I was the main speaker at the
annual convention of the Ohio Associated Press editors, in May, 1967,
that box was still a fourth printing that appeared on no accounting! It
was published in April and apparently was the on-hand stock from
which shipment as was made.
Can people get away with this kind of crookedness?
With an obviously phony accounting, overtly crooked one?
Victims of corporate robbery may think they have a solid case
and from all the evidence they seem to, but try and collect! The cost
of suing, even assuming winning, can easily exceed what can be
collected. And the case can take years to reach a trial.
We had already learned that from book wholesalers.
Lawyers spelled it out for us several times. And unfortunately
they were correct. They knew, having experienced it.
That, too, can’t be the way it is in this country, can it?
Don’t kid yourself!
It was that way with the government and it was that way with
book distributors and publishers.
Each new experience involved still new learning.
The agencies and the people in them changed but the crookedness
never ended.
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We were people without means or influence so anyone could take
advantage of us and get away with it and many did just that.
With the government there was this difference; its concern was
not money—it was policy.
As a matter of policy the government, meaning the military and
the Department of Justice did not want to admit that all its pilots of
all aircraft must abide by law and regulation. It also did not want to
admit that its aviation caused any damages.
With my work on the assassinations, there was a complex of
reasons but all involved government policies. These ranged from
the policy that its accounts of the assassinations are correct and thus
research can be interfered with, regardless of law and regulations, to
the fiction that the FBI and the CIA were not within the law and that
their own regulations meant only what the agencies wanted them to
mean, regardless of the regulation’s language.
What was an even more amazing learning experience is that the
government simply does not learn.
As I learned in those many Freedom of Information (FOIA) lawsuits.
However, when the government stonewalled several for 10 years,
it succeeded in withholding a large number of records it should have
disclosed and did not want to. They could be embarrassing.
But despite all the records that were withheld, by the time my
health compelled me to end those efforts I had gotten about a third
of a million pages of them.
With the first of those FOIA cases I began to learn about government stonewalling and open lying. Perhaps the single greatest cause of
all the withholding of records that were encompassed by my requests,
the means by which those records were kept secret, was the omnipresent and enthusiastic official mendacity. Even when it served no
apparent purpose other than stonewalling they mostly lied. The FBI’s
agents lied under oath without fear or inhibition. That they feared
no retribution from the judges was apparent when they persisted in
lying, not infrequently with new and different sworn-to lies than had
already been sworn to.
On occasion those who were the most successful in frustrating the
law of the land were promoted for it. That, of course, inspired others
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to follow suit and not to fear being indicted for perjury. It just never
happened and as they all understood, would not happen. It happens
to mere mortals, yes; but not to the FBI.
They worked for the indicting authority, which wanted the perjury
and was not about to object to it, leave alone indict for it.
The judges knew only too well what the FBI could do with its
leaking, how it could—and had—ruined reputations. Remember what
it had done to my wife and to me? In court and with our non-existent
“celebration of the Russian Revolution?”
My learning experiences in coping with the resistance of government agencies to doing what the law required them to do began with
the first FOIA lawsuit I filed. All were in the federal district court for
the District of Columbia. All the appeals were to the appeals court
of that district. Both had conservative and ultra-conservative judges
before Reagan and Bush departed from the traditional practice of
having all the federal courts more or less balanced. Both packed them
with those whose ideas and prejudices those administrations also had.
In C.A. 718-80 (the first number is that of the case as filed, the
second the year in which filed; their order was later reversed). I sought
only what I had been denied, public records, mind you, filed with the
British courts by the Department of Justice, to get James Earl Ray, the
accused assassin of Martin Luther King, Jr., extradited from England.
Justice Department regulations then required the request to be
made to the Deputy Attorney General, then Richard Kleindients, later
of Watergate, Iran-Contra and other infamies.
It is he who forced me to sue his department to get copies of
what was public, for which no Freedom of Information Act ought to
be required to begin with. But I had to sue because he rejected my
request.
Compelling me to go to court and sue—for public records—served
improper and illegal policy purposes, beginning with denying me
and the people through me of information to which everyone was
required by law to have access. Compelling information requesters to
file suit for it precluded most people from ever getting the information theirs as a matter of supposed right. If I failed to win in court the
policy of suppressing public information succeeded. Aside from the
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delay and cost of going to court, if in the end I won then the policy of
making use of the act too costly and of delaying requesters succeeded.
This stonewalling often meant that by the time the information was
available the work and lives of requesters had developed to the point
where they could not use the information.
In my latter suits deterioration in my health prevented my use of
much of the information I did get. And I did not get some until more
than a decade after I filed those lawsuits.
The first lawyer I faced in that first suit—and in court I never faced
him again—lied brazenly to that judge, Edward Curran, a former
Department lawyer himself, and a former United States attorney, in
telling him that I had already been offered that information and had
refused it.
That lie failed. Curran awarded me a summary judgement. That
meant that without any hearing or trial the case was over, then and
there, and I’d won it.
(The State Department, which delivered those records to the
English government, also had copies, included in the suit. Its record
was like that of Justice and it, too, stonewalled.)
I discussed that lawsuit, how it in the end got me those records, and
how I got them, along with their content, in Chapter 17 of my book
Frame Up, reprinted as a quality paperback by Richard Gallen/Carroll
& Graf in 1993. This chapter, “Getting the Truth-Official Perjury,”
begins on page 412. I have not received a single complaint—not even
a mild protest, over my use of the words, “Official Perjury.” Nor did I
when I alleged official perjury in the courts when I could be charged
with that felony if I lied.
So, beginning with my first FOIA lawsuit I learned to expect untruthfulness and any kind of stonewalling that at any point might
appear to be expedient to the official suppressors I sued. In all
instances they were represented by the Department of Justice. What
I had to learn quickly was how to detect what was short of perjury, the
various dirty tricks, tricky formulations and uses of words to mean
what they do not mean, to violate the law. The law did and does
require searching for and disclosing information that is not exempt
from disclosure by provisions of the law itself.
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This is not the place for a review of all those cases or of all the
official abuses in them. Recalling some may be helpful to reader understanding of the actualities and to those who may request information under that most American of Acts, intended to let the people
know what their government does.
After the Act was amended in 1974, to restore to it the meaning the
FBI and the Justice Department had rewritten by its judge-shopping,
finding a judge inclined to be favorable to them or one they knew
they had in pocket, I refiled the suit over which the investigatory
files exemption was amended, I discussed that lawsuit and included
some of the information by it in Post Mortem, especially beginning
on page 403.
(In the Senate’s debates, Senator Edward Kennedy saw to it that
the legislative history would be clear: my first suit for the FBI’s scientific testing in the JFK assassination investigation and the FBI’s and
the courts’ positions on it required the amending of the Act to compel
disclosure of such information. In effect the Congress ordered the
FBI to disclose to me what it had refused to let me have and it told
the courts that this was required of the FBI. That part of the debate,
the Congressional intent, known as the legislative history, is in the
Congressional Record for May 30, 1974, on page S 9336.)
With the FBI in particular, tricky filing and unjustified refusals to
search clearly relevant files were a constant problem. History, particularly the FBI’s and the CIA’s, indicates requesters of information
should continue to anticipate these suppressive practices.
In the assassination of President Kennedy, for example, the FBI
disclosed a headquarters file, 62-109090, with the title “Liaison with
the Warren Commission.” By accident it disclosed to me proof of the
existence of other Warren Commission files. I identified them, by the
FBI’s own file numbers, requested them and they remained withheld.
Their relevance is beyond rational contesting. Later the FBI disclosed
that it had compiled “dossiers,” its own word, on not only the august
members, all of whom were the most prominent and respected of
public figures, but also on the Commission’s staff, the latter twice—
when appointed and then after the report was out.
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When it came to blackmail, the FBI did not forget the “critics.” It
prepared what it described as “sex dossiers” on us. The only possible
uses of this kind of information are for blackmail or for defamation.
This is a proper function of our national police agency, part of the Department of Justice? Is it appropriate for the United States of America
as it was for the Gestapo and the KGB and similar agencies in other
dictatorships?
(From those I know who are considered “critics,” there is not much
reason to believe the FBI obtained anything unusual, with a single
exception. One man who had been a political figure had had some ugly
pictures taken of himself with women. When these pictures got out
his political career ended. The FBI showed those pictures to reporters,
who told me about them. Copies were even leaked to the defense of
Clay Shaw, who had been charged as an assassination conspirator by
New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison. One of Shaw’s lawyers
showed them to one of Garrison’s staff. He also described them to
me, at the same time extending that defense counsel’s invitation for
me to see them. I declined. The House committee on the assassinations not only got those pictures from the FBI—that committee’s staff
showed them to others who also described them to me. Ugly as those
pictures are and ugly as that man’s desire to have such pictures taken
is, neither is nearly as ugly to me as that the FBI got them and used
them as it did.)
All those withheld records, certainly include much that could be
embarrassing to the FBI. Especially that the FBI had prepared itself
for blackmail. But that information remained suppressed for two and
a half decades. When then disclosed, in a mass of other records, it
got no attention at all.
There were quite a few JFK assassination files the FBI did not
disclose merely because it gave them different titles. It began by disclosing only the Headquarters “main” files titled on the assassination,
this above-indicated Commission “liaison with” file, a Lee Harvey
and a Marina Oswald file and a Jack Ruby file, the latter classified as
a “civil rights” subject. In addition to other relevant Headquarters
files the FBI withheld and refused to search and process for disclosure,
it insisted on the knowingly false pretense that all relevant records
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were at FBIHQ. It knew, as the General Accounting Office disclosed,
that only about 20 percent of FBI files are at FBIHQ. Finally, when
I had no alternative other than knuckling under to brazen FBI determination to withhold what it knew without question could be
embarrassing to it, along with other information that never reached
FBIHQ, I filed two lawsuits, later combined by the court. One was for
the JFK assassination records of its Dallas office (C.A. 78-0322), the
main case field office or its “office of origin.” The New Orleans office
(C.A. 78-0420), was virtually a second “office of origin” because of
Oswald’s career there.
With a not inconsiderable amount of lingering suppression, much
of which I specified and identified, even by file number, as existing,
in the end the records disclosed to me fill file drawer after file drawer,
quite a few file cabinets, tens of thousands of pages the FBI had
insisted were not relevant. An unknown but large number of relevant
JFK assassination records nonetheless remained withheld—secret.
Among other things those records I did get disclosed that the
Dallas office refused to accept free pictures of the President being
assassinated because they did not show Oswald with a smoking gun!
Another record, filed before the Dallas office even knew Oswald’s
name, makes clear on the FBI’s determination as of that very early
moment in its “investigation” not to even consider the possibility
that there could have been any other assassin or any conspiracy of
any kind in that crime.
A specific item of my New Orleans request was for the records on
or about Clay Shaw, the man charged as a conspirator in that assassination by New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison. Under oath a
New Orleans FBI agent attested that no relevant Shaw records existed.
Yet in an FBIHQ record the whitewashers and suppressors there let
through that he lied. I got a headquarters record citing New Orleans
records relating to Shaw as not only a homosexual, which was well
and publicly known, but that he was also a sado-masochist. that was
according to a New Orleans FBI symbol informer who told the FBI
this of personal knowledge.
Shaw was found innocent by the trial jury in less than an hour, as
he should have been, but as of the time of my lawsuit he was dead.
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Thus there were no privacy considerations and those New Orleans
records, still withheld, are historically important.
There is also the fact that New Orleans could not have made the
required search “in good faith and with due diligence” and not have
been aware of these records it suppressed, yet its agent swore falsely
about them and their existence and about other relevant records the
content of which could be officially embarrassing.
Among the other relevant records the FBI lied about under oath—
and it cannot be repeated too often that is a felony—are some relating
to David Ferrie. His name had surfaced in the Warren Commission
hearings. The FBI did have relevant records and with Ferrie dead
there was no privacy consideration to compel them to be withheld
or to justify their withholding. Those New Orleans records and many
others remain suppressed, in violation of the law.
Aside from Ferrie being in the Warren Commission’s records, with
some testimony about him suppressed from the transcripts when
published, he is in the FBI and Secret Service records of their investigations. He was also charged as an assassination conspirator by
garrison. There thus can be no question about their relevance to the
item of my requests that asked for “all” Ferrie records. Can it be that
the FBI committed perjury merely by stonewall? Or is it that those
records, too, can be embarrassing to the FBI?
There are many other files the FBI refused to search despite their
unquestionable pertinence to the request. In my experience the Department lawyers blindly support the FBI’s obvious lies. Although
these lawyers are officers of the court, they refused to have those
relevant files searched for disclosure.
An example of this that is as clear as clear can be was in my C.A.
75-1996, for all the FBI records relating in any way to the assassination
of Martin Luther King, Jr. Among the specific items of that request
was for all information given to other writers by the FBI, part of the
FBI’s official but secret propaganda in that case.
By then I had belatedly discovered on of FBIHQ’s special files
for hiding and other special uses. Its FBIHQ File Classification 94 is
officially described as “Research Matters.” (In the field officers File
Classification 80, “Laboratory Research Matter,” is a file number for
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which there is no field office use, those records being filed there in the
main case files. The filed offices are File Classification 80 as FBIHQ
does with its 94 classification hide from search.) By means of a few
notations of duplicate filing in the 94s I learned that the FBI has a
simply enormous amount of propaganda, lobbying, information on
all components of the media, on writers and broadcasters and telecasters, and much similar information it wants to keep secret. This
is stashed away under the 94 classification. Because those files are
mistitled as “Research Matters” the FBI simply refused to search
and process from them even when I identified by their numbers the
relevant files on writers to whom the FBI in secret fed what it wanted
used to propagandize it and its case views and beliefs. Actually, to
control the case.
The FBI merely wanted especially to keep secret the fact that it had
and has a bordello of literary whores it can and did use to control
the public mind by controlling what could and would be known and
could not and would not be. These included well-known writers and
reporters of the day. One story it planted convinced James Earl Ray,
the accused King assassin, as he wrote the judge—that letter also intercepted, in violation of that judge’s order before it entered the mail
and afterward he might as well walk over and be sentenced because
he was already convicted. This FBI trick succeeded. Ray did enter a
guilty plea, and that the FBI had no case at all on him remained secret.
The FBI also used most effectively its trickle of treacle in both assassinations. In the Dallas office the record of how it buttered author Jim
Bishop up, how it persuaded the Fort Worth hotel in which Kennedy
spent his last night to give the Bishops that suite without charge was
hidden in a Dallas 80 file. That is hardly a “laboratory research matter.”
All records relating to King’s assassination were included in my
C.A. 75-1996. By accident I discovered that on April 1, 1968, as soon
as it was announced that King would return to Memphis, American
Airlines in Memphis was told that he would be killed when he got
there. It took me many months of the most difficult litigating to get
that file. Its title is “Threat to American Airlines and Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.”
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But in Memphis it was filed not as a threat to King, but as “149-121.”
The 149 category is officially described as “Destruction of Aircraft or
Motor Vehicle.” Because I had not specified any 149 records, although
I had included threats against King, after at first denying it had any
such record the FBI refused to deliver it as not relevant. No less incredible is that the file was closed out in a month because 24 days
after that threat, the FBI described this report—that King would be
killed in Memphis—as “untrue!!”
It notified a number of agencies—but not King or anyone connected
with him.
In the processing for disclosure of records retrieved from FBI files
for that King case the clerk, Ralph Harp, was extraordinarily inclusive
in making records delivered resemble Swiss cheese. He withheld so
extensively an improperly that the Department’s own expert witness,
its then director of appeals. *** J. Shea, Jr., testified that the improper
withholding was so extensive, all those records required reprocessing.
Harp was almost immediately raised from a mere clerk to an FBI
special agent!
His partner in crime, an FBI agent described by its case agent, John
Hartingh (soon also to be promoted) as a “liberal Harvard lawyer”
was even worse than Harp. When I told Hartingh that if that agent
processed as much as another single sheet of paper I would demand
that all the processed records be reprocessed. He disappeared from
the case.
Records I later obtained contain his qualifications for FBI FOIA
processing. When my King FOIA request first reached the FBI that
worthy “Harvard liberal” recommended that it be ignored because the
FBI did not like me and that alone disqualified me from use of the Act!
His recommendation was approved, leading to 10 years of litigation
and an unnecessary tax-payer cost well into six figures, if not more.
His rewriting the Act to have it mean the exact opposite of what it
says found a kindred spirit in the Department, Joseph Cella. While the
FBI entirely ignored my information request, despite the specific requirement of the Act that it be responded to within 10 days, this Justice
legal eagle wrote me that because I would not “believe anything they
say anyway” they would process no records at all!
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When Federal District Court Judge Edward Curran (in C.A. 718-70)
ordered the Department to give me the public records used to procure
Ray’s extradition from England—only those records already publicly
disclosed in England but suppressed in the United States—the Department’s upstanding lawyers spent hours deciding who would
demean himself in letting me see them. This dancing of that stately
minuet was by the Civil and Criminal Divisions. In a truly Solomonis
decision, both did it. Criminal’s Cella gave me them in Civil’s offices!
It was Criminal’s Cella who handed them to me. In the outer office of
then the Assistant Attorney General in Charge of the Civil Division,
William D. Ruckelshaus. Ruckelshaus let me sit there so long, without
even saying “hello” but not without many scowled dirty looks, that
I literally fell asleep waiting for Cella.
In going to the main Justice building to examine those records I
observed that the one locked door was that over which it is inscribed,
“The Place of Justice is a Hallowed Place.” I reported my King assassination book Frame-Up. After the book appeared that door was
unlocked.
Who says our government is not responsive!
Of all the innumerable dirty tricks played over the two decades
of my FOIA litigation the most daring and imaginative was by Mrs.
Lynne Zusman, then the Civil Division lawyer in charge of FOIA litigation. She asked the judge, June Green, to confer with us in chambers.
Zusman kept secret her reason. (C.A. 75-1996, for King assassination
records.)
It was to tell the judge that the Department and the FBI were not
competent to process their own records under FOIA, not a one of
those serried ranks of lawyers and FBI agent/lawyers, and that my
help was required for them to learn what was wrong in the processing to that point. For that, she told the judge, the Department would
compensate me “generously.”
Judge Green, much abused by the Department and the FBI in this
and in other cases involving vast numbers of pages of records, saw
nothing wrong with me, the plaintiff, working for the defendant, my
opponent in my lawsuit against it! She wanted me to do it! She made
that very clear.
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My lawyer, Jim Lesar, without whom the great volume of records I
got would not have been disclosed, feared that if we refused it would
antagonize the judge. So, pressured by the judge, and my own lawyer,
I had no choice but to work for my opponent in the case before her.
I was to give it a “consultancy report.” I was, literally, the Department’s “consultant” in my lawsuit against it! And until, with all
else I had to do, I completed and filed my “consultancy report” the
Department and the FBI refused to do a damned thing.
And didn’t.
At several status calls the judge needled me to complete that report.
It took much time, effort and *** in a large volume of records.
When I finished it was more than 200 typed pages long.
And, having gotten it, the government continued to do nothing at
all, particularly nothing with or based on that report!
When I did not get it I asked for that “generous” compensation,
Zusman had been confirmed in court and under oath by her superior,
the man second in charge of that division, George Schaffer (check).
He also told the judge I would be paid “generously.”
But when I asked for the contracted compensation at the Department’s own rate for consultants, Zusman, her bare and unashamed
face hanging out, told Judge Green that she had no authority to assure
the judge and me that I would be paid and that as the result I would
not be paid.
Not a cent!
In the time of which the judge and the Department robbed me I
could have written one of the books that now has little likelihood of
being printed in which I could have brought to light what has not
been and now perhaps never will be put together and documented
for the people and for the record of history.
For many weeks of work, for the purchase of the dictating and
transcribing machines required and for which I had no other use,
not a penny!
My debt was further increased.
But the “impartial” judge presided over it all with equanimity.
She refused to order that I be repaid or paid. She also refused to
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order them to respond in any way to their failures detailed in that
“consultancy” report. And they never did!
With this display of her rare ability Zusman was soon chief counsel
of another agency.
There was an earlier and shorter form of that report. It was
prepared by a diligent, careful young woman then an undergraduate
at Washington’s American University, Lila Analero. She since earned
her doctorate and is a university professor. She also was not paid as
she, too, was to have been.
What Lila had been asked to do and did do was to make a chronological list of all the details of noncompliance I had already given the
government in writing, with brief details of that already specified
noncompliance.
In response to what Lila prepared on the FBI’s noncompliance the
FBI case supervisor prepared and kept secret a lengthy affidavit with
52 lengthy attachments.
Earlier the FBI’s case agent, on the morning of a scheduled conference in the Civil Division in which he would participate, in the
FBI building across the street for from Justice in response to other
improper withholdings Beckwith gave me some 3,000 pages of
records. They were held together by nothing but rubber bands! He
knew I was no longer able to drive to Washington, that I had to travel
by bus and carry those records on the bus, and that I live on a high
level of anti-coagulants. He also knew that it had been and thereafter
again was the FBI practice to mail those records. That was the first
and last exception. I refused to accept them loose and asked that they
be boxed for me to pick up after the conference in the Civil Division
offices. To which we then went.
Having received so many thousands of pages of FBI records from it
by mail I knew that the FBI has sturdy mailing boxes of all dimensions,
from as small as two inches for standard-sized paper to as large as
the post office accepts.
When after that conference I returned to pick them up some were
in second-hand cardboard boxes but most were in a number of perforated routing envelopes, all second-hand.
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Fortunately, or unfortunately as it turned out, I have a large attaché
then largely empty. Filled, airline scales showed it weighed 35 pounds.
Lesar did not want me make an issue of it, somewhere he got some
twine from the FBI for a handle on the cardboard box of those records.
We were barely able to close the lid on the attaché case, on those
records not boxed. Jim helped me to the Greyhound bus station then
about six blocks away. I got to the bus as it started.
Walking down the narrow aisle with a large attaché case and the
box, the twine cut into my fingers. When the bus lurched the attaché
case hit a seat arm and my abdomen at the same time. Immediately
I felt heat strongly at the point of impact. I knew I had hemorrhaged.
When I felt no dampness I knew that the hemorrhage was internal
and after a while could clot. By the time it did I had an enormous
swelling the size of a double-yolked goose egg or larger. Those eggs
are about four inches on their larger dimension.
When I could show it to the family doctor an hour and a half later
he was aghast but he also said that in time that ugly swelling would
disappear, the ugly colors with it after changing to still uglier colors.
In something more than a month that happened.
What would have killed me contrived by Horace Beckwith.
From their contact with him, people in the Justice Department
regarded Beckwith as so fine a fellow that when he was in trouble
within the FBI they did all they could to help him.
Although it got cant public attention, he was an unindicted-coconspirator in the case against former acting Director L. Patrick Gray
and several other top FBI officials when charged with serious abuses
of the rights of those they persecuted. Beckwith was permitted to
remain in the FBI for the two additional years required for him to
get his retirement.
There must have been two Horace Beckwiths.
The status call at which what the FBI was to respond to Lila’s
listing of its noncompliances was scheduled for a Monday morning.
Beckwith mailed his lengthy affidavits with its 52 attachments to me
by certified mail on the previous Friday. That virtually assured that I
would not have seen it when I took the 6 a.m. Monday morning bus
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to Washington because certified mail requires extra handling and
extra record keeping by the post office, a separate written record at
each step.
That package made very good time reaching Frederick. It was there
the next morning, a Saturday. By the time it reached the certified mail
clerk and he recorded it, the rural mail carrier was gone. We have only
one delivery a day in the country. But the certified mail clerk, noting
the FBI return address, phoned me to ask me if I wanted to come in
for it. I went immediately. As soon as I was home I skimmed Beckwith’s affidavit and saw immediately that it was evasive, non-responsive, diversionary and just plain false. I started preparing a detailed
and documented response affidavit immediately, beginning with a
records search for my own attachments. I was far from completed
responding when I had to suspend preparing it to find a notary on
a Sunday evening. I made extra copies of what was finished for the
judge and the FBI and its lawyers, as required.
Before court began I asked Lesar to tell the judge that I had this
incomplete affidavit and in it charged Beckwith with a number of
offense, including false swearing, and what I also knew but had
not been published, that he was an unindicted coconspirator in that
famous criminal case in which Gray, one of Nixon’s Watergating
accomplices in whitewashing and stonewalling, and his ranking
assistant were charged with those criminal offenses in political, not
criminal cases, for political purposes.
Jim was uneasy about referring to Beckwith’s amply-proven
swearing but understating it he did tell the judge that Beckwith was
an unindicted coconspirator in that case.
It was obvious that Beckwith was at the FBI’s mercy, that whatever
he might or might not have done if he were not that unindicted coconspirator he had to do whatever the FBI wanted him to do or he would
not get to complete those two years he needed to get his retirement.
Using an unindicted coconspirator in a major criminal case was an
insult to the court. Keeping his status as an unindicted coconspirator
secret from the judge while using him to make statements under oath
was an additional insult to the court.
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After Lesar finished his modest and understated account of the
position in which Beckwith was as a criminal coconspirator Judge
Green said nothing. She merely looked at Beckwith, sitting before her
with the government’s lawyers around him. When some time passed
and he had said not a word she told him to leave her courthouse and
never to return to it again.
Beckwith’s friends did take care of him. He was assigned to a field
office near where he would live on retirement and I never saw him
again. But those with whom he had worked on the case, including
the lawyers in particular, hated me even more for disclosing their
outrageous misconduct and Beckwith and his perjuries.
In their eyes, I, not they and Beckwith and the FBI, was the offender.
They even got away with not withdrawing his perjurious affidavit
and not replacing it, with not responding in any way of the specifics
of that second specification of their noncompliance to them. That, in
fact, is what led to my “consultancy” and its “generous” compensation
supposedly at their expert witness fates. It came to about $10,000 plus
costs and expenses, a sum ever so much greater in value in the 1970s.
Almost all federal judges sitting on FOIA cases, in my experiences, are not impartial and they are all abused by the government that
almost always gets away with it.
These are merely a few of many such learning experiences about
the FBI. They may also be learning experiences for those who would
like to use FOIA. All my many FOIA lawsuit case records are loaded
with them. The forms they took were many and different, varying
with the issues, the FBI agents, the lawyers, their objectives, their
daring and imagination and the degree to which they anticipated they
could impose on the courts and deliberately waste the court’s time
and burden them further with their endless stonewalling. If effect the
FBI and the Department’s lawyers conspired to violate the law of the
land, FOIA, to withhold records by law required to be available to
“any person,” because they knew those records could be embarrassing
if disclosed and because their de facto conspiracy against the law was
official policy.
The case in which the perjury—and I do mean false swearing to
what is material—was most repetitious and most immune was in
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my suit for the Dallas JFK assassination records, C.A. 78-0322, later
merged with C.A. 78-0420. In those New Orleans records John N.
Phillips was the FBI’s case agent. In it there was virtually no issue
he did not address with varying degrees of dishonesty. His perjury
was repetitious, more omnipresent than I recall from any of the many
other cases.
In all the many instances, not only the few here recounted, my
specifications of his perjury were made when I was voluntarily under
oath. I made myself subject to perjury charges if I lied. I repeat, with
my in-court opponent also the prosecutor, I was deliberately challenging the government, daring it to charge me with the felony of
perjury if I lied under oath myself in swearing that its agents were
perjurers. I used that daring means to establish the record that in fact
the government was guilty of that felony in its obdurate refusal to
obey the law and make public its suppressed records relating to the
assassination of the President.
How awful the mere thought that our government could so
misbehave, be so determined to suppress records relating to so
terrible a crime and to do that by repeated perjuries.
But I do not want to mislead the reader. What I did was daring but
I was absolutely certain that for all its power the government would
not risk letting a jury decide whether it had lied, as it knew it had, or
I had, which it knew I had not.
This is to say, so the reader will not be misled, that I considered I
was not running any real risk at all.
There was in reality nothing heroic in what I did.
I used this, the most dramatic means I could think of, to make an
unquestionable record of the fact and of truth for our history. The
government committed felonies to suppress information about the
assassination of a President.
We were eye to eye—and they blinked.
The courts’ records hold many detailed and documented examples
of this perjury. They were proven, without any effort to refute the
proof. All the courts, including the appeals court, ignored both the
sworn-to allegation of perjury, the documentation, and the fact that
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the government was silent when faced with the proofs of its own
felonies. All those judges said nothing and did nothing.
Except hold it against me for embarrassing them.
Perjury, I remind the reader before getting into a few of the illustrations, is swearing falsely to what is material. Few things are more
material in FOIA lawsuits than whether the requested information
exists and whether it has been searched for with, in the language of
one of the earlier decisions in “good faith” and with “due diligence.”
The reader should also understand that mere lying under oath is not
perjury. Perjury requires that the false swearing be to what is material
in what is before the court.
For my research and for most serious research into the assassination and its investigations among the very most valuable and informative records are the FBI’s ticklers. Those kept by case agents in the
field and at FBIHQ some are simply enormous. One in the King case
of which I learned was kept by FBI Supervisor Richard E. Long, then
active in the King case at FBIHQ’s General Investigative Division.
(He later became the FBI’s assistant director of Finance and Personnel,
what being virtue to the FBI being its own reward.)
First the FBI denied that any such tickler existed. Then it denied
that if it existed it held any records not included in those MURKIN
(FBI acronym for the Murder of King, its case title) records already
disclosed to me. Each time that I under oath swore that the FBI had
been untruthful and proved it, the FBI swore to still another false
explanation. Finally I told the FBI where this Long tickler was. Still it
was not processed for disclosure. Finally Quinlan J. Shea, Jr., director
of appeals, sent an assistant to where I said it was, and lo! there that
Long tickler was!
Only, in all the time the FBI had lied about it, it was gutting that
tickler. Nonetheless what remained reflected its political nature and
held proof of what could have gotten the Ray case thrown out of
court—could have freed him.
Without the required attorney general’s written approval, FBI wiretapping was prohibited and illegal. Ramsay Clark refused to sign
Hoover’s request for permission to wiretap any of the Rays. Hoover
had asked permission to wiretap the Rays with the written acknowl-
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edgement that it could be interpreted as violating the Constitutional rights of any wiretapped Ray, that it could cost the government
money of sued, and even that there could be the possibility, which
it tried to diminish, of making it impossible to try the then unapprehended James Earl Ray.
With Clark’s refusal to authorized any such taps the FBI did it
anyway and in that Long tickler was proof of it, a report on the eavesdropping of a phone conversation between Jerry, Ray and me. We
discussed James’ defense. Cute as usual with its illegalities, the FBI
filed that report not as the MURKIN record, which it was, but in a
bank robbery file. As a bank robbery file it had been withheld from me
a means by which innumerable other relevant records were withheld.
(It should not be assumed that this was the only illegal FBI wiretapping and other violations of the rights of the Ray family. It is the
one proof of which was in that Long tickler. There are substantial
indications of other such illegal wiretapping, including obtaining
confidential bank records without due process. Even James Earl Ray’s
supposedly confidential communications with his lawyers, copied
from his mail in violation of the trial judge’s specific orders, exist in
copies in the FBI’s files.)
What remained of that gutted Long tickler held much more that
is important. This is merely an illustration of the kind of content the
FBI knowingly lied about while it merrily gutted that large tickler
of all it then thought it safely could, what Long believed might no
longer need.
It is common knowledge that at the least in major cases, case agents
must compile and preserve ticklers of various sizes and kinds. Their
work requires it.
But neither the Dallas nor the New Orleans offices disclosed a
single tickler.
Even when I gave the court and the FBI copies of its own records
proving the existence of those ticklers, with the tickler routings and
filing instructions written on them, its perjury persisted, in various
forms.
Phillips swore, for example, that the only ticklers the FBI has is
brief notations on 3 x 5 cards that are discarded every six months.
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I’d never gotten a tickler on cards and I had gotten from the FBI
itself to ticklers more than 15 years old and still preserved, as is
necessary.
Each and every one of Phillips sworn-to descriptions of those
allegedly nonexistent ticklers was knowingly false.
There is no such thing as an FBI agent who is not aware of their
indispensability in the FBI’s work.
But Phillips persisted in his attestations that they are all destroyed
after six months.
Sometime after I filed those lawsuits the House of Representatives
established a committee to investigate our political assassinations. To
me it was the “House assassins” because of what it did to our history
and to the facts of those crimes. It was under the command of Robert
Blakey, formerly of the Justice Department organized crimes task
force. Blakey was on the assassination hawg with his own theory that
the mafia did it, while he simultaneously insisted that there had not
been any conspiracy.
Blakey clearly set out with two objectives, to validate the Warren
Report to the degree possible and to put down all criticisms of it.
There were those on his staff who believed he hoped to parlay his
sycophancy into the attorney generalship.
Blakey began each hearing with what he styled a “narration.” In
it he set forth what would be addressed in that hearing. Each hearing
was designed to be a putdown of the named critics and what they said.
There is only one name Blakey never mentioned in any of his
narrations or in his putdowns—mine.
Without ever investigating the crimes themselves, Blakey did set
out to refute his selection of what these named critics said or wrote.
Blakey’s putdowns were themselves largely much faulted. He saved
what he believed would be the putdown of putdowns for last.
Mary Ferrell, one of the earliest of all researching the crime, then
a legal secretary in Dallas, had obtained a dub of the recorded radio
broadcasts of the Dallas police for the time of the assassination. Gary
Mack, another researcher, believed that through advanced modern
electronic examination shots might be heard on a tape. Ferrell gave
the tape to Blakey and Blakey, believing it would be his climaxing
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putdown, had a scientific study made by a firm of unquestioned
expertise, Bolt, Baranek.
One of the mysteries of the assassination and of what for lack of a
better name is referred to as the “investigation” of it is that precisely
the time of the assassination one of the two radio channels used by
the police was suddenly blacked out, overwhelmed by broadcast
noise. That noise is heard on it for five minutes—while the President
was being killed and then being rushed away.
That there had been this provocative intrusion was known to the
police and to the FBI. Both were silent about it and did nothing at
all about it.
From their lack of interest, lack of any reaction to this passing
strange event that saw to it that those police broadcasts of that crucial
time could not be recorded and even could not be heard by the other
police using that channel was of neither value nor of any interest to
the police or to the FBI in their “investigations.” Later the Commission also ignored it.
The Bolt, Bananek report on its study of those blacked-out five
minutes on the tape stated that there is a high degree of probability
that their testing disclosed the sounds of shots being fired at the
President.
(The police equipment used to record those broadcasts were a
Dictabelt endless-belt recorder and a Gray Audiograph disk machine,
one that made records like phonograph records. These were dubbed
onto normal tapes by the FBI.)
In its interpretation of the sounds recorded, four, not three, shots
had been fired.
This immediately made the FBI’s dubs of the police recordings
important. And without any question, the FBI had made dubs and
had them.
I told the court, still again under oath, the name of the Dallas agent
who had made those dubs, where and when he made them and even
the brand name and type of tape recorder he used in making those
dubs. I knew because he FBI itself disclosed those records to me!
First Phillips lied and said the FBI never had those tapes. I then
produced the FBI’s own and the Commission’s records reflecting
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that it had transcribed those tapes for the Commission, which had
published the FBI’s transcription of them.
Phillips then swore that the tapes did not exist. I proved that they
did—even where the Dallas office hid them!
Phillips then swore that the FBI agent had made those dubs out
of personal interest, not for the FBI. For the FBI to transcribe for the
Commission to publish was a personal rather than an official duty?
Ultimately, as with the Long tickler, under oath I stated where the
recordings of those police broadcasts had been moved to. The FBI
swore they were not there and I did not get them.
Two years later Phyllis Hubbell, a lawyer on the appeals staff wrote
me in great excitement. She had on her own found those recordings.
Where? Exactly where I said they were two years earlier! To the FBI
and to that appeals office!
So they remain withheld to this day.
There is no exemption of FOIA that justifies this withholding.
There are no national defense secrets; no informers whose identities can be disclosed; no privacy to be protected.
Only FBI’s ass to be covered.
The assess of that great investigative agency with its fabled head
of such unequalled greatness, the sainted Founding Director Hoover.
They knew the crucial police assassination-moment broadcasts
were obliterated by noise and hadn’t done a damned thing about it.
Made no effort to learn how, why or by whom.
How do we excuse that? Or can they?
Perhaps the old line that was spoken so often, what the hell, the
President was dead, nothing would bring him back to life anyway.
With all this sworn to and before him, that most eminent of judges
so diligent in covering FBI ass, John Lewis Smith did—not a damned
thing—except not trouble the FBI or its agent perjurer Phillips.
Phillips is not alone among the FBI’s agents and Smith is not alone
among the federal court judges who, in covering the FBI’s ass, also
cover their won—from it.
Phillips’ false swearing permeated the FBI’s refusing to provide
what the law said it had to give me, I proved with regularity that he
swore falsely in what was perjury.
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It was never refuted.
It also never ended.
Phillips was unpunished, save that with him I also heard that he
was promoted once it was decided that he and the FBI would be safe
with him elsewhere, not supervising further FBI FOIA “compliance.”
There was nothing with which the FBI could not and did not get
away with before Smith.
Nothing that he made it do other than what the appeals court
might use for demand.
He never once made a peep of a sound about the repetitious allegations and proof of Phillips’ perjuries.
And by the time the case had crawled toward its end he was so
utterly ignorant of the lawsuit in front of him that he did not even know
what he was being sued for.
He actually filed an opinion in the case before him in which he
said the records sought were those of the FBI’s New Haven field office!
By then the appeals court had been thoroughly Reagan-ized with
right wing ideologues. It also ignored the proven perjury along with
Smith’s ignorance of what had been before him for several years
during which he had been handing down decisions—all in the FBI’s
interest.
This is by no means an exaggeration of the actualities in those
FOIA cases, actualities other litigants had best be prepared to face.
The government makes it so difficult, time-consuming, and so
costly to sue for FOIA records that most requesters meekly accept
what the government deigns to give them. Lawsuits are the exception.
Most requesters cannot meet the costs, do not want to delay their
work, or both.
Lest those unwilling to believe that what the FBI manipulated to
withhold was of no great consequence I report a trick of that era that
did not involve FOIA but did involve the nation’s integrity as it never
had been involved before, how the FBI withheld what it withheld,
how it then provided it under conditions that assure it would be
ignored, and what that information actually did disclose.
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CHAPTER 15
15 Head on the Block
Pat Gray was acting FBI Director until Nixon’s nomination

of him for that high office was confirmed by the Senate. Confirmation
hearings were held by the Senate Judiciary Committee. Habitually,
when Gray and his FBI top hierarchy knew very well that committee
would want and they wanted played down or ignored, they said they
did not have it with them but fear not, they would provide it for the
record in writing.
And they did—after the hearing was over. When no Senator any
longer had the time for or any interest in even looking at the withheld
information provided then or when it published.
Gray testified eight of the ten days of those 1973 hearings.
Later, in the so-called Watergate hearings, the then Republican
leader in the Senate, Tennessee’s Howard Baker, stated what came
to be regarded as the key question when impeachment was being
considered. It was “What did Richard Nixon know and when did
he know it?”
Nixon had insisted that some time had passed before he knew
anything about any White House involvement in that deepest of subversions in a country like ours.
His—and they were his burglars—were captured the early morning
of Sunday, June 17, 1972. Nixon and his chief hatchetman, a.k.a.
assistant to the President H.R. Haldeman, then were at Nixon’s Key
Biscayne, Florida home. They returned to Washington the morning of
June 19. That was after the story broke and was well-known nationally.
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It should also be recalled that Nixon and Haldeman conferred
several times that day after returning to the White House and that
18 and half minutes of one of those tapes Nixon had been making in
secret was in some mysterious manner erased from one tape made
right after Nixon’s return. His loyal, longtime secretary Rosemary
Woods then confessed, after the scandal about that erased tape got
really embarrassing that by some amazing feat of unimaginable gymnastics or legerdemain or contortion while she was both listening to
that tape and simultaneously answering the phone she was able to
stretch farther that her greatest dimension in stretching and thus
unfortunately and of course innocently erased that part that one tape.
N, not President Nixon. Perish the thought! (He also had retrieved
and listened to that particular tape.)
At the first Gray hearing on February 28, 1973 Senator Sam Erwin
of North Carolina, a widely respected former judge and expert in
the Constitution, soon to be Watergate investigating committee
chairman, asked Gray whether “Some information of a summary of
some information collected by the FBI in regard to some aspect of
the Watergate matter, accompanied by a proposed letter, was to be
sent to Mr. Haldeman?”
Gray agreed, “Yes, sir. That happened on June 19, and I will submit
those documents for the record. I will show them exactly as they came
up to me and I said ‘No.’” (page 46)
What Gray later submitted, set in small type, several documents,
extends in the printed transcript to the top of page 54.
The documents submitted for the record contain no indication
of any notations or initials. I have never seen any document that
reached the director for his decision that did not have the initials of
subordinates who read it first and the director’s decision and initials
noted on it. This bears no such notations. Not one!
Moreover, with the document itself, presented to the committee
after it had past that part of its questioning not after the hearings
had ended, the Senators could not include any questioning to learn
whether the information had been conveyed to anyone at the White
House verbally or by some trusted messenger.
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The report Gray said he ordered not be given to the White House
connects in to the Watergate break-in with two of Nixon’s men, Walter
McCord and E. Howard Hunt. The other men arrested are connected
to both. Or, the FBI’s very first report ready for the President on his
return connects the White House to the Watergate break-in. And we
are to believe that the Pat Gray, who was such a Nixon loyalist and
owed his various positions to Nixon, including as designated FBI
director, said nothing at all about this, directly or indirectly to Nixon
or Haldeman?
When cows jump over green cheese moons that can be that
believed!
Especially because no order not to give the memo or its contents
of the White House is noted on the memo or on any attached separate
memo.
Moreover, anyone in the FBI who saw any copy of it and had a
White House official to whom he reported had nothing in the world
to tell him what was forbidden. If it was.
In practice documents intended for the director always were
read and initialed by those around him who screened what he got
to eliminate what did not require his attention and on which they
noted their recommendation relating to what the director should do.
There is no such notation on this or the related memoranda. That
leads inevitably to the belief that these were special copies that got
special treatment so that they would reflect no distribution when all
FBI records reflect their distribution and filing.
Gray and his people knew very well that the committee would
be enormously interested in anything that connected him at all with
Watergate. Not having them when Gray testified, with his assistant
and associates with him, was not an oversight. It was designed for this
regular trick of frustrating questioning that could be embarrassing,
they’d be glad to supply it later. Later being when it made no difference, when there would be no questioning based on it.
Perhaps the committee, in publishing the records eliminated all
filing designations that appear on all FBI records. Whether or not
there were any such designations or whether or not the committee
removed them for no reason at all we’ll never know.
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But it cannot be believed that Gray information tying Nixon into
the Watergate break-in and did not let him know one way or another.
Nixon, having said he had no knowledge or any White House
connection until much later certainly could not survive unimpeached
proof that he did have that information and that he and Haldeman
discussed it June 19, which required its erasure from that tape.
As I recall the records that were used during the Watergate investigations, only Nixon and Rosemary Woods had had access before
the erasure was discovered.
With the Republican Baker’s own quintessential question, the
Nixon administration’s leader in the Senate posing the question, what
did Nixon know and when did he know it, there is little doubt that
Nixon could not let any proof exist that he knew on June 19, as soon
as he was back in Washington, that he, through those working for him
were already connected to that scandal—and untruthfulness would
not have been new for him.
Regardless of Gray’s testimony, the document itself states that it
went to the White House, to Haldeman! (page 46)
Because of that cute little trick of not having the records that clearly
would be asked about with him and then providing them too late
to be used by the committee in its hearing, everybody missed this. I
know of no reporter who made any use of the volume of hearings
after it was printed. The Watergate committee did not use it.
Because there is no reasonable question about it, the FBI did what
it usually does, informed the White House about what it needed to
know. Aside from all the other compelling reasons to believe that
Gray did inform the White House at the earliest possible moment,
there is little question but that if this memorandum and its covering
letter to Haldeman had been made public when it should have been
made public, all of our subsequent history could have been different
because that key Baker question would have been answered: the
White House knew, if not from any other source, at the first possible
moment, on Nixon’s return to Washington from Florida.
And he lied to the nation to pretend he had neither knowledge
nor connection with that unprecedented scandal.
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Once Haldeman knew, he had to inform Nixon.
Who alone could have erased that 18 and a half minutes on his
secret tape?
The time of which coincides with when Haldeman would have
told him what the FBI knew and reported to him of White House
involvement.
With Nixon caught in that one, the impeachment proceeding might
not have been aborted by his resignation.
Nixon’s proud boast, a remarkable boast for a President of the
United States, was “I am not a crook.” He did not claim to be a liar.
This does illustrate what the simple delay in providing a record
can cause or do.
Can it be imagined how great the scandal would have been if
such FBI dirty linen as its preparation of dossiers on such important
Americans as the chief justice of the United States, the former head of
the CIA, the most respected southern Democrat in the Senate and his
counterpart in the House, the former jack of all government trades and
expert in international finance John J. McCloy and the then Republican leader in the House, Gerald Ford, to become out first unelected
President, had been known at the time of the Commission’s work?
That and the double set of dossiers on the staff, all intended for
use in blackmail and serving no other purpose, would have caused a
simply enormous scandal. Years later nobody gave a damn.
Or if it then had been known that the FBI had refused free copies
of picture of the President being killed because they could not be used
to identify Oswald? That would not have caused an uproar?
Of course it would as so much more so long delayed in becoming
available, it would have been another major scandal.
Suppose that during the Commission’s hearings the FBI had not
lied and had let it be known, or with honesty told the Commission,
that Oswald threatened to blow up the Dallas FBI office, the main
police station or both, had not in any way investigated it, and had
destroyed his note after the assassination and as soon as Oswald was
dead and would not be tried—would not testify?
That would not have been one of the greatest scandals in our
history?
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That did happen and there was no public knowledge of it for
another dozen years.
Then it was a soon-forgotten and not followed-up nonsensation.
Delay can serve many FBI purposes not all of which are clearly
visible even to those who have studied the FBI. Those who have not
studied it closely are likely set-up for FBI double-dealing if information that can embarrass the FBI is sought.
In a country of major developments daily, after the passing of
many years those of the past get little or no attention.
Thus delay alone serves the interests of those with something to
hide.
Some risk in effectuating delay may sometimes be expectable but
the risk was diminished almost to nonexistence before almost all the
judges who sat on many FOIA lawsuits.
The judges were not babes in the judicial woods. They knew what
was happening and, knowing it, helped create the delays for which
they were not themselves without responsibility. They tolerated what
should be intolerable and would have been if they had cared at all to
protect the independence of the judiciary from the executive agencies.
Instead too often they were in effect agents of those executive agencies
with much to hide and the determination to hide it.
How effectively they did this became public in late 1993 in the
wake of the law enacted the year before that required the prompt
disclosure of all records relating to the JFK assassination.
From what I was told by some of those active in seeing to it that
those many long-withheld records were made available as promptly
as possible, as usual, the FBI regarded itself as exempt.
The published statements of the volume of record that under this
law were shifted to the National Archives for processing ranged from
a million pages to almost that many! And that, I was told, is without
any records from the FBI.
Thirty years after the assassination, after all the many efforts to
get those records out in so many FOIA lawsuits; after all the so-called
investigations; after the attorney general held those records to be of
greater national importance 15 years earlier, this many records are
acknowledged officially to have been withheld all that time!
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It is a volume, made accessible all at one time, that by volume
alone virtually defies meaningful access.
The law required the prompt appointment of a commission of
experts to oversee these disclosures. There was additional delay
because George Bush refused to appoint any at all for the rest of his
term and President Clinton delayed for almost a year in his making
of those appointments.
Transferring all those agency records to the Archives for processing built in more than an additional delay; the Archives’ charge for
xeroxing is two and a half times more than the agencies charged. And
no sooner had the Archives granted some access than it decided to
transfer all its JFK assassination records to a new building outside of
Washington and thus even less accessible. They were sent to College
Park, Maryland. From the time they were packed until they were
resettled and ready for use I found it impossible to get even copies
of pictures published by the Warren Commission.
It appears that there is no means of causing delays the bureaucracy
does not employ.
The foregoing is a very small sample of that very long history of
interminable delays and other stonewalling illustrates what led me
to in effect put my head on the block and dare that it be chopped—to
make a record for our history, of those who failed us in that time of
great stress and since then.
I had hoped there would be a judge who cared. None in those
lawsuits in which I took that course cared at all. Not one!
So, I continued to put my head on the block and all these years
later it is still attached, unbloodied and unbowed.
Perhaps this encapsulation of a long history of fighting and
exposing a wide variety of official misconduct and bringing to light
so much suppressed information that was so embarrassing and so
hurtful to it is what justifies the newest, a of this writing, condemnations of me as of all things an alleged government disinformation agent.
Is there anything more reasonable that I would run the risks I sis,
entice being charged and jailed as a felon, say of the FBI what is never
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said of it, that it violated the law and did that by felonies—all this
and more as a government disinformation agent?
Later in this book we address those who make such charges, particularly in a book with an announced first printing in hardback of not
less than 50,000 copies, a very large first printing that requires considerable advertising and promotion merely to recover the initial costs.
This kind of ignorance is their self-characterization by those who
exploit and commercialize the great tragedies of our political assassinations of the 1960s.
Those who got utterly lost in following their own fantasies and
inventions.
Those who consider themselves possessed of rare insight and understanding denied mere mortals.
Those who, when faced with the utter bankruptcy of what they
did, could not face themselves or blame themselves for their failures
when they had to face their failures.
Those who had to blame something else or somebody else for it.
Not their own incompetence, ignorance and not infrequently
stupidity.
The lost found someone else to blame.
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PART TWO:
The Mardi Gras Solution of the JFK Assassination

CHAPTER 16
16 The Jolly Green Giant
Although it was more than two years in becoming a matter of

judicial fact, almost two years before I could not avoid recognizing it,
as I should have almost from the outset of his spectacular assassinations adventure, New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison when
lost himself, found others to blame for it.
Garrison, who died in 1993, was one of the most gifted, erudite,
articulate, and when he wanted to be, one of the most eloquent and
charming men I ever met. He was an authentic intellectual. He had
limitless self-confidence. If he ever acknowledged making a mistake,
being wrong about anything at all, it is without my recollection of it.
Beginning in November, 1966 in secret and in public the middle
of February, 1967, he was off on what was locally referred to as his
“probe” of the JFK assassination.
It is not possible to assess or report on the side of the JFK Assassination Industry other than the government’s without him. He gave
disagreement with the official mythology an entirely new aspect, of
substituting theory for fact. His were the first of the most imaginative
and widely-accepted and published theories of the assassination. He
presented them all as fact and there was nothing he ever did, said
or reflected that indicated he did not really and truly believe them.
All of them, many as they are. All, including those that contradicted
each other.
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Collecting them all and listing them, with the ramifications, modifications, and enlargement of each, would take an extraordinary
amount of time.
He was given his nickname, “The Jolly Green Giant,” after the
brand name of consumer-ready Wisconsin agricultural products, by
Dean Adams Andrews, a New Orleans lawyer. That nickname became
so popular in Louisiana there were even T-shirts that, with a large
green thumbprint read, “I’ve been touched by the Jolly Green Giant.” I
was given one by a police narcotics informer who became an informer
for me. More on her later.
I introduced Andrews in assassination literature in 1965 in my
first book, Whitewash. (pages 24-5, 150-1) Of all the 552 claimed Commission witnesses, including FBI and other experts on shooting, it
was Andrews who gave it its most probative, most informative, most
comprehensive and most unwelcome testimony on marksmanship.
After all I learned about shooting before, after and when in the Army
in World War II, after all the Commission expert testimony I read
and sometimes studied, after all the expert testimony Jim Lesar and
I took when we deposed five of the FBI’s experts in several of my
FOIA lawsuits, and after all the innumerable, great number of FBI
laboratory records relating to shooting that I read after getting them
in those lawsuits, and for all I’ve read in the literature of both sides
in some 30 years, there is no testimony at all that compares in its dependability and informativeness with Andrews’. And he volunteered
it in his July 21, 1964 deposition when he was questioned by Wesley
Liebeler in the Old Civil Courts Building, at Royal and Conti Streets
in the ancient New Orleans “French Quarter.”
It is for this reason that I remind readers of it by repeating parts
of page 24 and 25 of Whitewash, so they can know what was available
to all who thereafter wrote on the subject or made what so many,
without consultation with their dictionaries, referred and refer to as
their “investigations” of the assassination.
This is how that book’s fourth chapter, “The Marksman,” begins:
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“‘The essence of intelligence,’ Allen Dulles, Commission Member
and former head of the Central Intelligence Agency, once said, ‘is
to get one fact and bulldog it to death.’
“Unfortunately, as a Commission Member, Dulles did not
practice what he preached. Had he done so, the Dallas shootings
would have busied the bulldogs for years. There is no single thing
that is proved beyond a reasonable doubt about the marksman,
the rifle, the ammunition, the shooting or the number of shots
except that President Kennedy was killed, Officer Tippit was killed,
and Governor Connally was wounded. The Report evades much
of the solid evidence the Commission could not avoid developing, misuses the testimony to which it does refer, ignores and
compounds the sins of the police agencies, escapes the obvious
and evolves unalloyed speculation in contradictory forms.”

In a murder by gunshot investigation, such a central “fact” that
should be “bulldogged” and wasn’t by the Commission is the possibility that the shooting it theorized was not possible.
“Entirely by surprise the Commission received and the Report
neglects the most reasonable and probative testimony on marksmanship from one of the witnesses heard with least enthusiasm.
New Orleans attorney Dean Andrews was called because he
reported Oswald’s connections with Cuban groups to the Secret
Service, by phone, while hospitalized. He caught the Commission
entirely by surprise by saying Oswald had not and could not have
killed President Kennedy. He emphasized the point that the Commission had never asked all the experts quoted: Marksmanship
is a skill that requires a high degree of coordination and practice
(11H330-1).
“‘I am basing my opinion on five years as an ordnance man in
the Navy. You can lean into those things, and with throwing the
bolts—if I couldn’t do it myself, 8 hours a day, doing this for a
living, constantly on the range, I know this civilian couldn’t do it.
He might have been a sharp marksman at one time, but if you don’t
lean into that rifle and don’t squeeze and control consistently, your
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brain can tell you how to do it, but you don’t have the capability ...
to fire three shots controlled with accuracy, this boy couldn’t do it.’
“Commission Assistant Counsel Wesley J. Liebeler asked, ‘You
base that judgement on the fact that, in your own experience, it is
difficult to do that sort of thing?’
“Mr. Andrews: You just don’t pick up a rifle or a pistol or
whatever weapon you are using and stay proficient with it. You
have to know what you are doing. ... Somebody else pulled the
trigger ... It’s just taking the 5 years (experience) and thinking about
it a bit. I have fired as much as 40,000 rounds of ammo a day for 7
days a week. You get pretty good with it as long as you keep firing.
Then I have gone back after 2 weeks. I used to be able to take a
shotgun, go on a skeet, and pop 100 out of 100. After 2 weeks, I
could only pop 60 of them. I would have to start again, same way
with the rifle and machineguns. Every other person I knew, same
thing happened to them. You just have to stay in it.’“

Nobody ever, before the Commission or anywhere else, ever
undertook to rebut what Andrews testified to and nobody did.
The Commission did not merely “neglect” this Andrews
testimony—it ignored it.
So did Garrison.
Garrison had an entirely different interest in Andrews’ testimony.
He picked that up from my second use of Andrews’ testimony (page
150) in connection with another matter, identifying people, and there
again Andrews volunteered what Liebeler had not asked of him:
“Closely paralleling the testimony of the Cubans was that of
Attorney Deans Adams Andrews, Jr. (11H325-39), who flavored
his remarks with a pungency of speech and picturesqueness of
phrasing that lent an unseemly lightness to the seriousness of the
occasion. He also volunteered expert data on firearms and other
unsolicited information.
“In the summer of 1963 ‘Oswald came into the office accompanied by some gay kids. They were Mexicanos. He wanted to find
out what could be done in connection with a discharge, a yellow
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discharge ... when he brought the money I would do the work,
and we saw him three or four times subsequent to that, not in the
company of the gay kids. He had this Mexican with him ...’. Later
Andrews saw some of those ‘gay kids’ professionally after a police
‘scoop’ that resulted in the arrest of about 50 ‘for wearing clothes of
the opposite sex.’ Andrews apparently has more than a fair share of
this kind of clientele from the Latin population. Asked to estimate
the volume, he said, ‘Last week there were six of them.... Depends
on how bad the police are rousting them. They shoo them in. My
best customers are the police.... God bless the police’ (11H336).
“Andrews’ link with this element was a semi-mysterious Clay
Bertrand, whom he described as ‘a lawyer without a briefcase’
(11H337). Bertrand frequently phoned him on behalf of the homosexual clients ‘either to obtain bond or parole for them. I would
assume he was the one that originally sent Oswald and the gay kids
... because I had never seen these people before at all’ (11H331).
“He is looking for Bertrand and the Mexican but indicated the
latter was no longer in New Orleans because ‘he just couldn’t have
disappeared because the Mexican community here is pretty small.
You can squeeze it pretty good.... He is not known around here....
Not too many places they can go without being noticed.’ His search
was subsequent to the assassination (11H331). Bertrand owes him
money, and Andrews connects both with the assassination. Six
weeks prior to his July 21, 1964 appearance, he saw Bertrand in
a bar and he ‘spooked’ through another entrance when Andrews
sought a phone to alert the FBI. Andrews berated himself for not
following his instinct, saying, ‘What I wanted to do and should
have done is crack him on the head with a bottle.... I probably will
never find him again ... he could be running because they have been
squeezing the quarter pretty good looking for him ... somebody
might have passed the word he was hot and I was looking for him
...’ (11H334,337).

Some of Andrews’ expressions in this introduction of Clay Bertrand
into the Commission’s evidence is more like the way he usually spoke.
It was his own kind of jive talk. He used it even in court. He was by
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any standard, more for a member of the bar, decidedly an off-beat
character. We did become friends.
My purpose here is to introduce New Orleans and Garrison. It
and he were also rather off-beat from my experiences with mostly
the staid world. Of the many people I recall looking back over the
eight decades of my life each, Andrews and Garrison, is unique in
his own way.
Although New Orleans is different in many ways, for example, in
its tolerance of what and who is different, and although I did meet
many people there who were in their own ways somewhat different
than most, I also met many fine people there, more than in most cities
in which I worked. I am indebted to quite a few.
Garrison and Andrews, who was the beginning point of Garrison’s
“probe” that ended in a spectacular fiasco when the jury returned in
less than an hour to find Clay Shaw, the man Garrison said was Clay
Bertrand, innocent, introduce us to what did become the Mardi Gras
solution to the JFK assassination.
We have further interest in Andrews later. But jumping ahead a
bit with what there is no need to return to later, Andrews was this
good a lawyer: Garrison charged him with and had him dead-torights on perjury, false swearing that Andrews probably believed
was essential to his keeping his lawyer’s license if not to his survival,
but Andrews did not go to jail for it and he did not lose his license
to practice law over it.
To a large degree New Orleans has its own culture, a blend of many
of the cultures of the world whose people at various times settled in
New Orleans. In time, after Jefferson added Louisiana to the United
States, New Orleans grew into a major international seaport. That
attracted the ships of all the world to it.
Because of its mild climate and tolerant attitudes many young
people who wanted to quit the world in recent years went to New
Orleans to quit it. Like the mathematician I knew who was content
to live a simple life on what he made as a bookstore clerk. It took him
several months and then only on his live-in girlfriend’s insistence, to
notify the utility that it had cut his current off in error because he had
indeed paid his bill.
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Freezing is almost unheard of there. Simple houses are built off
the ground on pillars. Their water and sewer pipes are exposed to
the air because they do not freeze. Almost never, anyway.
I remember one Sunday after Thanksgiving when I was staying
with the friendly and helpful Matt Herron family. They went boating
that day. I had notes to work on. It was so warm in New Orleans that
November Sunday I sat on their porch and worked wearing only a
pair of walking shorts and sandals.
Many New Orleans cemeteries bury in marble vaults on top of
the ground, it can be so wet there in that part of the Delta so much of
which is built up to get above the river’s normal level and so much
of which floods so easily. Levees to hold the Mississippi back in that
area are impressively high, wide and long.
As in all cities, there is heavy traffic on the main streets. On the
corner on which the building in which Garrison’s office is, Tulane
and Broad Avenues, the earth is so spongy one literally moves up
and down with it when buses and trucks go by. It is a very unusual
sensation, there and elsewhere in the city, to one not having experienced it before.
New Orleans grew in the marshes inside a deep bend in the river
that is a full semi-circle. This led to its being called the “The Crescent
City.” Some of its most important and longest streets go almost in
a circle. Like Claiborne Avenue. This is but one of the factors that
sometimes makes recognizing or giving directions difficult for those
who do not live there and learn the city’s idiosyncrasies.
Another is learning what “uptown” is. What is uptown in New
Orleans is downtown in every other city in which I have been.
Then there are the streets that have different names when they
cross Canal Street, the main drag beginning at the Mississippi’s edge.
The strips of curbed grassland between the one-way halves of
streets is known as “the neutral ground,” as though each half of the
street was at war with the other.
Notwithstanding the fact that for a newcomer or visitor it can
mean three different directions, in the Crescent City direction is
sometimes given as “the river side,” referring to a part of town or
the side of the street.
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It clings to tradition, like Mardi Gras, or “fat Tuesday” referring to
the beginning of Lent. A largely successful effort was made to preserve
the old “French Quarter” (le vieux carre). It is old, as that Old Civil
Courts Building in it is old, as is the beautiful St. Louis cathedral near
it. When I was there it still had a single street-car line in operation. You
guessed it, “A Street Car Named Desire.” Running both ways in the
neutral ground of St. Charles Avenue. If one continued past the end
of that line in far “uptown” along the sweeping curve of the rushing
river one came to beautiful old buildings dating to before the Civil
War, still well-preserved and still in use. Although no longer as the
manor house of vast plantations.
Much of the city is below the river’s level when it is not flooding.
Bayous run through it. Sitting and sipping the there still-popular
café au lait in one of the two then more famous places that served it,
Cafe du Monde, in its patio, one got the impression that the keel of
the ocean-going ship looming so high on the other side of the nearby
levee was as high as the street level.
Beignets, the French version of doughnuts that are a puffy rectangular shape, are still popular specialties there, and at The Morning
Call, a block further along Decatur Street from Canal Street, as they
are elsewhere in the city. I remember that at The Morning Call the
waiters made a graceful show of rapidly and simultaneously pouring
the two hot liquids into the cup from large pewter-like pitchers with
long handles without spilling a drop or having it run over.
The city is remarkably tolerant of sexual practices as long as they
do not create visible problems. It did not hurt Clay Shaw’s career a
bit that he was probably the city’s best-known homosexual. Nor did
his seeming to have a mulatto ancestry.
New Orleans began as a different city, a city almost floating on
the river, and in many ways it continues to be a different city than
any other in the country.
Garrison and Andrews are not typical of New Orleanians but they
are a fair reflection of that “probe” and the people in and around it.
The people do have their own attitudes. After the Shaw case blew
up in Garrison’s face he was re-elected by an even larger majority.
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Twice, too. He was re-elected to that office more than anyone had
ever been.
He once told me, on the night of an election—and he was speaking
of Louisiana, not just New Orleans—“The biggest asset a politician
can have here is to get caught in the wrong bed.”
Whether I was there because Garrison wanted to talk to me or not,
one of the detectives met my plane, every trip but one. They always
checked me into the Fountainbleau Motel, a large one on Tulane
Avenue, a long walk from Garrison’s office, as long as I stayed there.
Garrison financed his “probe” with money he obtained from private
sources, most of whom I believe were his political friends. My air fare
when I was to be with him and the motel were paid with SAFI checks.
I think that represented Special Assassination Fund, Incorporated.
It all took some getting used to!
Once when Lynn Loisel met my plane when we got to the “Bleau,”
as it was called, “blue” as it was pronounced, he parked his car with
my luggage locked in its trunk.
“We got a report that there is to be a hit on you,” he told me, “so we
want a connecting room. We’ll have to wait until they are ready.” So
we went into the coffee shop, which was also an excellent and goodsized restaurant that served drinks, and relaxed until the rooms were
ready. Loisel went up to the desk, used a phony name for himself
and checked me in as “Mr. Anthony Dunne.” They all knew me at
that motel but nobody cracked a smile.
They sure knew him. That coffee shop was a favorite pub.
This should not give the impression that Garrison’s detectives were
in any way any less able than detectives in other cities. They were city
police employees detailed to the office of the district attorney and his
investigators. There were only two about whom I had doubts. With
one it was that I did not trust him, not that he was not a competent
detective. The other, with the rank of captain, had to have been put
to work as a street dick for some reason indicating he was in deep
trouble. It later turned out he was.
But there were some rather odd aspects of the arrangements for me
when they had reason to believe someone was going to try to kill me!
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Those connecting rooms were on the only side of that large
motel, built like a square, with the center section so large it had two
swimming pools and one wing eight storeys high, that was dark on
its outside, with nothing but unused land between it and Interstate
Highway 10. The only light was from the dim bulbs over the doors
to the room. Unless one let that light stay on he returned to darkness
at night, darkness exaggerated by the shrubbery.
It was to one of these rooms that I was assigned. The connecting
room opened onto the large bright inside square with the pools and
many tables and chairs. They took that room for themselves! With a
“hit” supposedly on me!
As soon as we got there they told me they had to bug my room for
my security. I agreed. So they drilled a hole at the top of the connecting door jamb, inserted a spike mike, tested it on the large reel-to-reel
tape recorder they had, one that accommodated a seven-inch reel for
many hours of recording. Their “wire” man whose name was George
told me he also wanted an FM bug. I agreed. Soon he was taping it
to the underside of a chair.
“Wait a minute, George,” I asked him. “How am I going to turn
on the switch on that thing without being seen? Let me have it in my
pocket.”
“No sweat,” he said. “Just reach your hand down here. You can
feel the switch. Just push it.”
Not anticipating any need to use that bug I just forgot about it. I
really had to contort to reach that switch. It would have been pretty
conspicuous.
There was a woman justifiably regarded as a good source. She
knew New Orleans like very few people. I did not want to try to take
extensive notes and I’d carried my own tape recorder. But once they
had the room wired, I decided not to use my machine because so many
people act up a little, exaggerate a bit when they are taped. It would
just be a natural conversation with my tape recorder visibly not in use.
When I invited her to dinner and asked if she would talk to me
afterward, she said “I have no babysitter.” So, of all the unlikely possibilities, I got David Ferrie’s godson, Morris Brownlee, to babysit her
little girl, about nine years old!
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I am the one who brought Ferrie’s involvement in the FBI and
Warren Commission investigations to light. Garrison had charged
Ferrie as one of his three assassination conspirators (after Ferrie had
died) and this young man babysat so I could question that fine woman
about what she knew about so many people—including his godfather!
(Oswald, who Garrison had so often stated, killed nobody, was his
third assassination conspirator.)
After a pleasant dinner we went to my room and just talked. For
hours. Without any call from those in the adjoining room supposedly
listening to our conversation. I grew uneasy and the conversation
became a little awkward.
It must have been close to midnight when the phone finally rang.
It was Loisel.
“I’m glad to hear from you, Lynn. Can you give me and Barbara
a ride to her home?”
He told me he’d let it take 15 minutes so she’d not know they were
in the next room.
When he and I returned from taking her home we went to their
room.
The first thing I saw was three or four restaurant carts with the
debris of much food and many beer bottles.
Inside were two or three other detectives, perplexed detectives.
They had nothing at all on their tape so many hours of which
had run!
They said they’d checked it and it was working fine.
And then they paid no attention to it.
There was a football game on TV and they ate and drank as they
watched it.
It wasn’t even a Saints game. New Orleans’ domed stadium had
not yet been built.
They played that tape in the office the next day and they still had
only gibberish.
After several trips to New Orleans I came to believe that those men
so competent in their usual work were just plain intimidated—scared
at the assignments they got from Garrison. It freaked them so that
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often they just felt lost. Even though they had goofed that one because
they had paid no attention to it.
They felt lost not without reason.
Garrison had a set of the Commission’s 26 volumes. He read them
frequently, annotating them and the memos he got from his staff on
what he had assigned them to do. One part of his staff was on his
“probe.” The normal office business was handled by his first assistant,
Charles Ward, and the rest of his staff.
For some reason that defies understanding, Garrison believed
there was less chance that the FBI would tap his phone calls at the
New Orleans Athletic Club. So he used it as a second office. It had a
variety of rooms he could use for that purpose. Several that he used
were dining rooms. He had a blackboard in the largest of them. And
did he use it!
Garrison held his meetings that he regarded as most secret at the
NOAC or “The Club.” It was referred to by both ways.
All the “critics” who could poured into New Orleans. Except Sylvia
Meagher. She immediately and as it turned out accurately castigated
Garrison as “an Ayn Rand character.”
My judgement was bad. I actually believed him when he explained
away all the things he said he should not have said and all the really
crazy stuff he seemed to believe. He said he was “fighting fire with
fire.” The government was, he said, giving him a hard time so he was
returning the favor.
That was not true and it took me much too long to recognize it.
I was not in on most of those shenanigans partly because I had no
interest in Clay Shaw. I was interested in learning as much as I could
about Lee Harvey Oswald and his life and connections there.
That seemed not to interest Garrison at all.
What I was able to learn without any difficulty made it no less
clear that the Warren Commission’s lawyers also had no interest at
all in learning what they could about their sole candidate for assassin.
(Not that they did not know all along he would be the only one they
designated “assassin.”)
Oswald’s most spectacular exploit in New Orleans was to get
himself arrested by provoking one Carlos Bringuier into attacking him.
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Bringuier was so far into the right political extreme that after his
Warren Commission testimony he went on speaking tours under the
sponsorship of one of the earliest far-right religious exploiters of radio
and the money it could get pouring in. Billie Joe Hargis.
(Despite Bringuier’s indebtedness to Hargis, he is not mentioned in
Bringuier’s poor apology for a book that at its best never rises to mediocrity. It has fewer than 120 small pages of text. Its largely pointless
appendix is of less than 30 pages. But the appendix does include
newspaper stories about Bringuier, along with other meaninglessnesses. Oddly, in his criticisms of some critics he makes no mention
of me. Why this is so odd follows. Charles Hallberg & Co. published
it in Chicago in 1969, two years after that incident. Reflecting Bringuier’s modesty, the dust jacket describes his book that appeared
so long after so many that did in fact deal with the assassination.,
as “The true story in all its gruesome detail of the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy on the day that will go down in history as:”
followed by the book’s title in large red letters, Red Friday. The book
has no bibliography. In his lengthy dedication, “To my son Carlos,”
Bringuier refers to those critical of the official mythology as “fellow
travelers.” On his part Hargis slunk into well-deserved oblivion in
the wake of a brilliant song that was a spoof expose of him that with
a peppy tune became a radio hit.)
Bringuier had a Havana law degree but in New Orleans he was
just plain nuts.
He was the New Orleans “delegate” of the Cuban Student Directorate, the DRE. He had not been a student for quite a few years. He
was the only DRE member in New Orleans.
I had no interest in Bringuier at all from his Commission testimony
but he apparently luxuriated in the belief that he was a most important
witness and that anyone who did not think so had to be a Communist.
Bringuier, with his brother-in-law, owned Casa Roca, a Cuban-sort
of general store at 107 Decatur Street, close to the river. He also catered
to sailors and despite his pretenses and religious sponsorship, had
x-rated books on display in his store window. Another Warren Commission witness who did interest me had one of the four bars he then
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owned, the Habana Bar and Grill, so close to Bringuier’s there was but
one storefront between them, the Grad Printing Company.
According to the Commission, Oswald staged a spectacular drunk
at Orest Pena’s Habana Bar and Grill.
It was not Loisel or Steve Bordelon, the other detective who was
Garrison’s driver who also met me at and took me to the airport,
who drove me there when I left the first time I was there. I asked that
detective to allow enough time for me to look at several places I to
then had no time to see and photograph.
When we got to that block of Decatur, there very close to the Mississippi near Canal Street, the dividing street, being a detective, on
a street where no parking is permitted, he drove onto the sidewalk
of the United States Custom House, which takes up the river side of
that block.
I had not even had time to focus the old reflex camera I was using
when Bringuier came rushing from his store, running in a fairly full
crouch yet. With each couple of steps he snapped a picture with his
35mm camera. And when he got to me he was about to jump me when
the detective chased him.
Years later when I got the New Orleans FBI files I discovered that
Bringuier was a disappointed man when he took those pictures to the
FBI to give them. That they saw no value in them probably convinced
him that the FBI, too, was Communist. But reluctantly they accepted
those pictures when he persisted.
Seeing and hearing Bringuier for the first time did not convince me
that he was really in possession of what is referred to all his faculties.
Discussing this strange business with a Cuban assistant district
attorney, Bill Martin, and as I now recall his friend and another of
the passionately anti-Castro Cubans, Manual Gil, on a later trip
Martin laughed and asked me, “Do you know what he is called in the
Cuban community?” I did not of course, so he told me: “El Estupides.”
Assuming correctly that I would interpret that as meaning stupid, he
said, “And that means The Stupidity.”
For a while Pena and I were friends. It happened in a strange way.
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One night when I returned from the Archives in Washington my
wife told me that he had phoned and that she had told him when I’d
be home. He said he would call then.
Several hours past that time he did. I had, as I later always had,
trouble with his accent. Orest had immigrated before Castro and he
had a good command of English, but a very heavy accent.
He introduced himself, said he had only a short amount of time
because he was in the hospital awaiting the reading of x-rays. He had
been clubbed with a lead pipe. He had just seen my book, he said,
and if I would come to New Orleans he would give me another book.
He attributed that lead-piping to his Commission testimony,
although he made no effort to explain why. I did not understand
why, either.
On my next trip it was apparent that he did not have another
book to offer but that he had and he could lead me to worthwhile
information about Oswald.
The biggest surprise on that next trip was Orest’s new car.
It was the purplest of new Cadillacs. With all the extras. He was
proud of it, too.
He told me he had gotten it when “they” caused an accident with
his then car. He meant that “they” had tried to kill him with a lead
pipe to the head and then by totalling his car.
“Fuck it,” he said. “They kill me, so they kill me. Until they do, I
live it up.”
That meant a purple Caddy to him.
That trip Orest insisted that we dine and spend the rest of the
nights together while he told me what he thought I should know. We
came close to keeping his schedule, too. We did dine together each
night the first week I was there. He even took me to The Playboy Club,
of which he was a member, for drinks.
And he taught me never to order “Scotch and water.”
“They give you the cheapest bar scotch they have and charge you
a high price. Order by brand and they think you know your whiskey
and give you what you order.”
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His recommendation for the Scotch that goes best with water were
Chivas Regal and J&B. That made me a J&B man for years. Chivas
cost too much for me.
All that week he was telling me stories of a Mexican reporter with
whom he saw Oswald often.
His account of that alleged spectacular Oswald drunk was not at
all the official version of it.
And he got two of his employees who were there to talk to me to
confirm it. They spoke no English so he was the translator. I taped
those interviews.
The bar maid, Armanda Jarvis, was no problem. We interviewed
her on the job. But his barkeep on the night shift, Evaristo Rodrigguez,
was home sick. He had the mumps. I’d had them so Orest drove me
to where they lived.
Having had the mumps I asked Evvy if the doctor had told him
to stay off his feet.
The doctor had not, so I told him that it could develop into orchitis.
By the time that was translated and discussed in Spanish by all
three Everisto Rodriguez seemed to have the wrong idea and believed
that the complication could render him impotent.
From that moment on I had a new friend.
No, two new friends. His wife, too.
Evvy did testify on deposition before the Warren Commission
lawyer Wesley Liebeler, in New Orleans on July 21, 1964. It was an
assembly-line deposition day. Quite a few were deposed that day by
Liebeler. He rushed them through. Before Evvy’s testimony (11H339ff),
he had Dean Andrews (11H325) and after it he had Pena (11H349).
Liebeler’s translator was FBI Special Agent Robert Logan.
Orest’s brother Ruperto also testified (11H364ff).
(Reflecting the Commission’s prosecution-like rather than
fact-finding approach and method, these Cuban witnesses who raised
unwelcome questions about what the Commission concluded about
Oswald were not interviewed until after the Commission’s Report had
been scheduled to have been completed and filed. Bringuier, however,
was one of its early deposition witnesses. He was deposed, again
by Liebeler, as the note at the beginning of his testimony says, “on
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April 7-8, 1964, at the Old Civil Courts Building. (10H32-51) For the
depositions, that was lengthy testimony. It is, for example, more than
10 times the length of Liebeler’s deposition of Linda Kay Willis, who
was as close as any other eyewitness to the President when he was
killed and was looking at him when the bullets hit him. (7H498-9) It
is three times the length of Liebeler’s deposition of James T. Tague,
the third man wounded in the assassination in the same volume
(552-8). It is also three times the length of Liebeler’s deposition of
the man who was an assassination eyewitness and who took the
famous movies of the assassination, Abraham Zapruder, in the same
volume. (pages 569-76) It is four times the length of the deposition
of Constable Seymour Weitzman who both retrieved a piece of the
President’s skull and was one of those who found the well-hidden
rifle allegedly used by Oswald. (pages 105-9) It is three times the
length of the testimony of Roy Truly, the building manager who
hired Oswald and was with Officer Marrion Baker when they encountered Oswald in the building’s second storey employees room
after the assassination. With these but a few of the illustrations from
that single volume of the published testimony it is apparent that in
seeking to build its prosecution-type case against Oswald Bringuier
was given a much more extensive examination than were those who
were actually witnesses to major events in the assassination itself.)
Liebeler’s chief interest was in building a case, any kind of case,
against Oswald. The Commission lawyers’ proud boast was that truth
was their only client. It was a boast, not the truth. And from what
these four Cubans told me it was not his intent in deposing them.
What was of special interest to Liebeler was the report that Oswald
had gone into Orest’s Habana Bar and Grill drunk as a coot and had
made a spectacle of himself in that drunkenness by making a scene
ordering a lemonade only. In that tough area of that tough waterfront
the bar people did not even know how to make a lemonade. The
official line is that Oswald was also sick in his drunk and made a mess.
And that he left, staggering in his drunkenness as he left.
While this is not the place for all I learned about Oswald in New
Orleans, this business of that drunk, used so prejudicially by Liebeler
and the Commission, is illustrative. Orest had told me that it was
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a fake, a put-up job, whether by Oswald or by what I referred to
from the first as a “false” Oswald (Whitewash, pp 137ff). There were
confirmations of the counterfeiting of Oswald that, while they could
not be entirely ignored by the Commission and its lawyers, were
ignored in their work and in their Report. There is doubt in the minds
of those Cubans that the man who created that memorable disturbance so foreign to the disturbances in waterfront bars—asking for a
lemonade—was the real Oswald.
What there is no doubt about on the parts of all three bar employees
who were witnesses to it, as they told me, is that that man was not
drunk. They said that when he and his companion left the bar he
started walking straight, not staggering, and they were both laughing
their heads off over the stunt they had pulled.
It is worth repeating that the translator was an FBI agent.
Whether it was the real Oswald or a false one, that such a stunt
had been staged by two men who found it hilarious was a matter
of investigation once Oswald was the official candidate for assassin
and was officially alleged to be a loner, a lone nut assassin. But based
on the transcript of the translated testimony there was no basis for
investigation of it.
There was quite a bit more like that in New Orleans but as the
Commission avoided it all, so also did Garrison. The Commission’s
own records were my leads when I looked into some of what was
obviously at the least dubious.
This business of the staged non-drunk is but one of many illustration of it.
The week he was driving me around nights in that purple Caddy
he drove me twice to the home of Barbara Reid in the first block of
St. Phillip going from the river and Decatur. The first time was so
that a young woman reported to have information could size me up
and decide whether to talk to me. The next night was for the first of
a number of long interviews with her that followed. She was also
a police narcotics informer so I do not mention her name. Instead I
refer to her as “Dee.”
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Orest left before I did. He was soon back, exploding in wrath. That
purple Caddy was the only car in the block of bumper-to-bumper
parking with slashed tires. All four of its were slashed.
That young woman, then 20, was the least inhibited and most
imaginative liar I ever knew, with the possible exception of the late
Hugh McDonald, inventor of the fake book Appointment in Dallas. He
had a professional writer do the writing. McDonald had it over her in
his suavity, his smoothness, his air of respectability and the fact that
he had been one of the higher deputy sheriffs in Los Angeles County.
But unlike McDonald’s book, she sometimes did not lie and she
did know several youthful Warren Commission witnesses.
Liar that she was, what I checked out did stack.
Including the destruction of Carlos Bringuier’s explanation for his
picking the fight he had with Oswald on August 9, 1963 (10H37) that
gave Oswald his first New Orleans publicity and press clippings he
later used in that Cuban embassy in Mexico City. His use of them
there was as credentials in his effort to get a visa to go to Cuba. He
did not get it. Why is another story.
Oswald had gone to Bringuier’s store, Bringuier testified, on
August 5. (10H37) As his explanation for going after Oswald Bringuier
swore that he was motivated by a raid on a supposed Cuban training
camp. In fact that camp was no such thing, as my investigation and
the pictures I took establish. Oswald was not in any way responsible
for that raid in any event. The nutty anti-Castro Cubans themselves
were. They used a U-Haul trailer to take a visible load of explosives
to the private home the use of which they had off Pontchartrain Drive
on the other side of that lake from New Orleans. Then, after raking
up the debris from those grounds they set the trash on fire. The grass
then burned. As the fire inched toward that small, white painted,
wooden house the neighbor toward the lake, a black man, worried
about all that could go boom! if the fire reached the house. His and
other houses could have been lost. As he told me, he is the one who
reported the dangerous Cuban irresponsibility that got the FBI there.
With that having been July 31, 1963, Bringuier swore that it was the
report of that raid in the next day’s paper that had him suspicious of
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Oswald when Oswald showed up at his store. His sworn testimony
is that he then saw Oswald for the first time, on August 5.
He lied.
Liebeler and the Commission had to know that he lied from the
information they had from the Secret Service, which was my lead.
Bringuier had lied about when he first saw Oswald by at least two
months.
Not only did Bringuier lie about when he saw Oswald for the
first time, his explanation for being suspicious of Oswald then is not
rational. There was no connection between Oswald and that raid.
There was no reason even to suspect that Oswald, a total stranger to
Bringuier, had any connection with that raid. Neither Liebeler nor
the Commission had any reason to suspect any Oswald connection
with that raid. With any investigation at all, with as little as a simple
inquiry of the FBI, Liebeler would have learned the truth that I learned,
that the man who feared a disaster from the irresponsibility of those
anti-Castros with their fire nearing the house in which they had stored
a trailer-load of explosives, made the report that in the end got the
FBI there when it was notified by the local authorities.
But once Oswald was identified as picketing with a pro-Castro
sign, for the mind of El Estupides that was all it needed for Bringuier
to develop his after-the-fact alleged suspicion of Oswald on August 5.
As Bringuier testified, there were two boys in his and his brotherin-law’s store when Oswald entered. Both boys testified, each again
listed as testifying on both April 7 and 8, 1964 when, as with Bringuier,
they were regarded by Liebeler and the Commission as important
in building the prosecution-type case rather than engaging in the
Commission’s assigned responsibility, to find and report fact. Phillip
Geraci III testified first. (pages 74-81), along with his mother. Vance
Blalock’s testimony followed that of the Geracis. (pages 81-6)
Both boys were friends of my youthful narcfink informer. After
speaking to her I was able to interview the parents of one, the Geracis.
It was at their Metarie home, just across the parish line from New
Orleans, in Jefferson, or as it is called locally, Jeff Parish. Phillip had
been drafted and was serving in the infantry in Viet Nam.
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They were willing for me to tape record the interview. As we
completed each subject about which I asked them I played the tape
back for their rethinking of what they had said. They approved the
entire interview as taped. Both of them.
The mother remembered clearly that Phillip had told her that he
and Vance wanted to get some of their Civil Air Patrol uniforms. She
drove them to near Bringuier’s store the day she had a dental appointment near it. She remembered that this was as soon as schools were
out for the summer. Both parents remembered Phillip later telling
them that is when he saw Oswald. Oswald had spoken to both boys
about what he said he learned and experienced in the Marines while
they waited for Bringuier to be free. The date was shortly after Oswald
got to New Orleans from Fort Worth.
It was not in August. It was in May.
It was also on that day that Bringuier had asked the boys to sell
what he referred to as Cuban freedom bonds—at 50 cents each. The
father got, showed me and mailed me copies of Bringuier’s handwritten receipts for the small sums Phillip and collected from selling those
bonds—that as it turned out Bringuier had no right to sell. Bringuier
wrote it all out and dated it—two months earlier than he said he saw
Oswald for the first time on August 5.
Both boys were sort of taken by Bringuier as a “resistance fighter,”
as he presented himself. They returned to his store several times,
including the times Bringuier recorded on those receipts for the
“bonds” Phillip sold and on other occasions. One of those occasions
was recorded in the files of the juvenile squad of Jefferson Parish,
where the Geraci’s lived—and of which Garrison knew.
The father, also named Phillip, was a professional electrician. He
killed himself by accident in the course of his work. The army then
returned Phillip from Viet Nam.
Knowing from the Commission testimony that Phillip had been
at Bringuier’s when Oswald was, on Phillip Jr.’s return Garrison
served a grand jury subpoena on him. Phillip ignored it, as Dee told
me immediately. Before I was able to return to New Orleans again,
Garrison had served two more grand jury subpoenas on Phillip and
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he had ignored all three. Of course that laid him open to charges but
Garrison had not filed them by the time I was there again.
Knowing of the son’s vulnerability that began when he ran away
from home and became a Jeff Parish juvenile case, I made a deal with
Garrison, that I would interview Phillip and give Garrison the results
of that interview if, in return, he would leave Phillip alone. He agreed.
To protect Phillip I arranged for the interview with the family
lawyer, Mrs. Lillian Cohen Trent (she practiced law under her maiden
name). The mother accompanied Phillip to the lawyer’s home for the
interview, which I taped. It was on a Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Cohen
was awaiting the return of her husband, a local judge, Louis Trent.
They were going boating that weekend.
She was impressed by my putting the tape recorder near her,
within her reach, so that, as I said, she could turn it off at any time
she might want to. She was also impressed by some of what she heard
Phillip say and his mother confirm. I do not report all of it here.
Phillip confirmed his many trips to Bringuier’s store and that it was
on his first trip there, seeking parts of his CAP uniform with Vance
Blalock that he heard Oswald offer Bringuier his marine manual. It
was entirely without value to Bringuier, who was not a “resistance
fighter” in any event. He was only a propagandist.
After interviewing Phillip’s parents and learning that the boys had
been to Bringuier’s often and when they had seen Oswald for the first
and only time I went to the Archives and got a copy of what others
never checked, the stenographic transcript of Phillip’s deposition.
Phillip had tried to tell Liebeler that he had been to Bringuier’s more
than once but with the Secret Service information that Phillip had seen
Oswald months earlier than Bringuier, for his own reason, testified to,
rather than following that up, Liebeler edited the transcript before it
was published and eliminated that information from it! As published
the edited transcript has Phillip at Bringuier’s only that one time the
Commission wanted.
Liebeler, one of those Commission lawyers whose proud boast it
was that truth was their only client.
When Liebeler deposed Bringuier, he led Bringuier into testimony
that was not the truth. It was particularly not truthful with respect to
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when the boys were at Bringuier’s when Oswald was there and it was
not truthful in the false representation that is in the transcript, that
the boys were there only one time. It is also not truthful with what
Liebeler had the record reflect about the relations between Bringuier
and Phillip. On Phillip’s part it was a relationship in which he trusted
Bringuier, an adult when he was a troubled boy in high school.
Phillip was a Jeff Parish juvenile case because he had run away
from home. When away he kept in touch with Dee. I knew of that
from her and from the Jeff Parish juvenile case records. When he
decided to return to the New Orleans area, Dee met him at the bus
station. Instead of going home Phillip went to Bringuier, his adult
friend, with Dee. Instead of sending the boy home or phoning the
mother to tell her her son was back and safe, Bringuier sent him to
a nearby dive, a cheap flophouse, The Silver Dollar. The reception
Phillip got at that dive, a notorious homosexual flophouse, drove him
out of there and home.
This is some of fact that Liebeler did not elicit when it was readily
available to him. It is some of what he avoided learning, as Garrison
also did.
It should be remembered that David Ferrie had been charged by
Garrison as part of the assassination conspiracy over which he had
Clay Shaw indicated and that Ferrie, the professional pilot, had been
a leader in the CAP, of which Phillip was a member as a few years
earlier Oswald had been.
Ferrie had been fired by Eastern Air Lines when he was arrested
for offenses against boys.
Another of those CAP boys of Oswald’s day who, of all remarkable coincidences Liebeler also deposed was Frederick S. O’Sullivan. (8H27ff) By the time Liebeler deposed him O’Sullivan was a
detective on the New Orleans police vice squad. In that brief questioning Liebeler sought to establish that Oswald was not to O’Sullivan’s knowledge a member of the CAP. By the questions he asked
he got the record to reflect what he wanted it to reflect. There is also
something unusual about this testimony as it was published. (8H31)
As published, Liebeler asked him, which was really telling him how
to answer, a deceptive question:
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“You have never had any contact with Ferrie in connections with
your activities on the vice squad? Is that correct?”
O’Sullivan’s response is, “No; Ferrie lives in Jefferson Parish.
We have no authority in Jefferson Parish.” After this in the printed
testimony is “[Deletion.]”
There was an FBI report that it had had the Archives withhold. It is
page 701 of the Commission record identified as CD 7. That is one of
the earlier FBI multi-volume of collections of its reports. That report
says that O’Sullivan “was in the Civil Air Patrol with LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and that Ferrie knew Oswald.”
Now what Liebeler deleted from the testimony so it would not
be published as part of the Commission’s record is what follows the
quotation above, nothing omitted, as I quote the stenographic transcript:
“I know that Ferrie was arrested or was accused of some vice—well,
violating some vice laws, I believe having to do with homosexuals,
about two or three years ago, but I don’t have personal knowledge
of this.”
Whatever O’Sullivan may have meant by having no personal
knowledge of Ferrie’s arrest it was in fact by his unit of the police
department and whatever Liebeler had in mind by suppressing it from
the published record, it had been reported in the papers that Ferrie’s
was a juvenile sex offense. Liebeler’s suppression of it did not protect
Ferrie’s privacy. This adds to the wonder that he did not call Ferrie as
a witness when Ferrie was a CAP leader and Oswald had been in it.
In hiding the fact that Oswald was in fact in the CAP Liebeler led
O’Sullivan to testify only that he had spoken to Oswald about joining
the CAP when they were both students at Beauregard Junior High
School. The FBI records Liebeler had and of which I later got copies,
after the Archives first suppressed them, have O’Sullivan as Oswald’s
recruiter in the CAP.
There in fact was no question about Oswald’s being in the CAP
when Ferrie was well known as a leader in it and if Liebeler had
wanted to he could have gotten what I have, a picture of Oswald in
his CAP uniform.
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It should also be noted that when the Commission published this
testimony it saw to it that the relevant testimony is scattered to appear
in three different volumes of its hearings.
All of this is a partial background to what Phillip, confirmed by
his mother in their own lawyer’s home—and did it ever blow her
mind—told me as I questioned him.
It is that after high school he got a job in New Orleans and left
home to live in New Orleans. Garrison’s alleged conspiracy case
involving Ferrie was public knowledge. While there was still all the
international publicity about it Ferrie died. The day after Ferrie died
Phillip was in effect kidnapped, with his family’s assent, by—O’Sullivan and the Jeff Parish Sergeant Bourne who had handled Phillip’s
juvenile case. O’Sullivan had jurisdiction in New Orleans, where
Bourne did not, and Bourne had jurisdiction in Jeff Parish, where
O’Sullivan did not. They kept him just outside Garrison’s jurisdiction,
over the parish line in Jeff Parish.
Phillip, again confirmed by his mother and in the presence of
the family lawyer, told me they questioned him over a period of
two weeks. Their questioning was done with such skill that, unless
Phillip was not truthful, he never did get the thrust of their interest.
What he did remember, or at least acknowledged remembering of
their interest, was such things as was Dee part of a sex ring, a rather
unlikely possibility.
When I reported this and more to Garrison, who had been so hot
for getting Phillip to testify before his grand jury, he did nothing about
it save have his people call another of that group of youngsters in and
use him to try to undermine any information that originated with Dee.
The agreement with me was that Garrison would leave all those
youngsters alone of Phillip talked to me. When I heard that his
people had not kept that agreement, and they would not have only
if Garrison wanted them not to, I really gave him hell in one of those
small NOAC private rooms. With us was one of his assistant district
attorneys, Andrew “Moo” Sciambra. Moo was a former boxer a burly
man and devoted to Garrison. I expected him to jump me, his face
grew that red in anger as I told Garrison off. But he didn’t and thereafter all those vulnerable young people were unbothered.
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After getting this information from Phillip and his mother I wanted
to talk to O’Sullivan. He could just have told me to get lost so I did not
make that effort on my own. I tried through Louis Ivon, Garrison’s
chief investigator. He was opposed to it. Assuming he knew of police
matters I did not, I made no further effort.
So that Pink Panther of a demon investigator of the assassination
of a president, Garrison, after being so hot after Phillip to learn what
Phillip could have known about Ferrie and Shaw, both of whom he
had charged as assassins, thereafter had no interest at all when I told
him of Phillip’s “kidnapping.”
None in why Phillip had been kidnapped and removed from his
jurisdiction? Phillip and his mother had both told me, that the cop
combo of both parishes had told Phillip and his family that they were
acting for Garrison. That alone should not have interested him in the
slightest? No interest in why Bringuier had lied about when he saw
Oswald and his using that lie as an explanation of why he picked a
fight with Oswald in August? No interest in why the Commission
created such a phony record, knowing it was phony?
And when Garrison himself was making all those noises about homosexuals, also telling the press that Oswald was one, too, no curiosity
at all about Bringuier sending Phillip to where the poorest of them
flopped? Of all the places to which he could have been directed him
rather than encourage him to go home and put his parent’s worries
behind them?
Garrison knew before he filed any charges because it was public
knowledge, that both Ferrie and Shaw were homosexuals.
He knew that Ferrie’s fancies included boys, the offense for which
he had been charged. His scenario had Ferrie and Shaw close enough
to each other to have conspired to kill the President. No interest in
learning whether Shaw, too, fancied boys? Even when he imagined
that as a boy Oswald also was homosexual?
Not even when he cast Shaw in the role of the mysterious Clay
Bertrand Dean Andrews told the FBI and the Commission had phoned
him and asked him to defend Oswald when he was arrested in Dallas?
In Garrison’s defense, because he had been charged with leaking
to the press the description of what had been found at Shaw’s home
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when with a warrant it was searched, he did not leak that. A reporter
who covered the courts knew that the returns on search warrants were
filed with the court. That is how it got out that Shaw had a collection
of whips, chains and costumes of various kinds. Shaw’s lawyers told
the reporters that the chains and whips and strange costumes were
for Mardi Gras parades. Garrison could have put that to rest with
much prejudice to Shaw and his lawyers as the result, but to the best
of my knowledge he never mentioned what was observed in Shaw’s
bedroom when that search was made. Loisel, one of those who made
the search, told me.
Across the ceiling of Shaw’s bedroom was a length of two-by-four
lumber. In it were two large meathooks, the kind of hooks on which
heavy beef carcasses are hung by butchers. All around those hooks
were smudges that sweaty palms could have made.
The FBI was well aware of Shaw’s sexual preferences and practices
and had been for years. It lied about this in public and it lied under
oath in my CA 78-0420, which was for all its records relating to the
assassination of its New Orleans office. (This suit was later combined
with that I filed for the similar Dallas office FBI records, CA 76-0320.)
The New Orleans suit was specific in requesting all Shaw records. The
FBI denied having any—under oath.
But at FBI headquarters a record somehow slipped through those
who sought to withhold what could have been so embarrassing it. It
is a “Letterhead Memorandum,” known in the FBI as an “LHM.” It is
addressed to nobody and it is signed by nobody. This headquarters
FBI letterhead memo is dated March 2, 1967. That was two weeks
after the Garrison probe was first publicized. Those were two weeks
of the heaviest media attention to it, two weeks during which many
questions were addressed to the FBI. It was also a special day for
another reason that follows.
The heading on this memorandum is
ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22, 1963, DALLAS, TEXAS
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If this is not enough to leave it without question that it was relevant
in my lawsuit for all those records, then where it was filed certainly
does. It is 62-109060-4720. This means it is Serial 4720 in the headquarters main JFK assassination file.
For mere mortals, those not working for the FBI, lying to a federal
court about what is material is the serious felony of perjury.
FBI perjury was so commonplace in my FOIA lawsuits that in an
effort to end it I made myself subject to the penalties of perjury—and
the Department of Justice, which defended those lawsuits, is also the
prosecutor who could have charged me with it—for stating under
oath that the FBI agents had perjured themselves. If I had not sworn
to the truth.
But for practical purposes the FBI is immune from any offense.
The judges, well aware of the FBI’s dossiers and of its leaking of nasty
information and misinformation that can ruin lives and careers, did
nothing at all, ever.
The most bizarre FBI defense against my proving unquestionable
perjury by its agent John Kilty in my CA 75-226 was in its filing of its
response before Judge John Pratt. In its “defense” I quote from I am
the plaintiff. The “claim” I made is of perjury:
“In a sense plaintiff could make such claims ad infinitum since he
is perhaps more familiar with events surrounding the investigation
of President Kennedy’s assassination than anyone now employed
by the FBI.”
This was to argue that because I know more about that assassination and its investigations than anyone in the FBI, all in the FBI are
immune when they engage in the criminal act of perjury before the
courts.
It worked, too!
Pratt not only accepted this, he first told my lawyer, Jim Lesar,
that he and I could “catch more flies with honey than with vinegar.”
When we did not agree with that FBI-like acceptance of FBI perjury
Pratt then told us that if we made such charges outside the courtroom
we could get into serious trouble.
It all ended when we did not cow before Pratt’s threat.
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“We are willing to leave this courtroom now and repeat what Mr.
Weisberg attested to,” Lesar told him.
“You are?” is all Pratt said.
And Kilty was immunized in his perjury.
So that perjury is the means by which the FBI withheld the relevant
records it without question had and without question was required
by the law to disclose to me was not new.
What was new was the additional reason the FBI had for lying
about this particular record when the media was hot for all that could
relate to what Garrison had alleged.
The date on this memo is that date Ramsey Clark, then acting
attorney general, testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee on
his appointment to be the attorney general. He was briefed in advance
that morning by the FBI. At the Senate Office Building the media
asked him about Clay Shaw and whether or not he was Clay Bertrand.
“The same guy,” Clark responded.
That made headlines across the country.
Then the FBI denied it and denied it had told it to Clark.
But it did, and that is why the record or file copy of its memo is
a carbon copy.
The FBI was not about to admit that it knew all about Shaw and
had for years.
Here is how its memo begins:
“This Bureau received allegations as early as 1954 that Clay Shaw
former managing director of the International Trade Mart in New
Orleans, Louisiana, was a homosexual. One source informed this
Bureau on March 19, 1964, that he has had relations of a homosexual nature with Clay Shaw. The source described Shaw as a brilliant
and powerful man, given to sadism and masochism in his homosexual activities. On February 24, 1967, we received information
from two other sources that information available to them led them
to believe Clay Shaw has homosexual tendencies.
“On February 24, 1967, we received information from two
sources that Clay Shaw reportedly is identical with an individual
by the name of Clay Bertrand, who allegedly was in contact with
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Dean Andrews, a New Orleans attorney, in connection with Lee
Harvey Oswald....”

That Shaw was a sado-masochist doesn’t make him guilty of assassinating the president. He is dead. May he rest in peace. So also
may the dead Garrison.
What could embarrass it is spelled out in a memo to be bucked
upward to the top echelon.
A New Orleans informer told it that he had had a homosexual
relationship with Shaw and that Shaw was a sado-masochist. That
informer also knew of other such sado-masochist relationships Shaw
had. And two said he was known as Clay Bertrand.
Garrison did not have this FBI headquarters record. I got it 10
years after his case ended. But he did have the observations of his
own detectives who executed the search warrant he got to permit a
legal search of Shaw’s home. Even if one forgets those smudges near
those meathooks, how many reasons can there be for meathooks in a
bedroom ceiling? Especially with all those chains and whips!
How punk a neophyte Pink Panther was Garrison, anyway?
Can it be believed that he was really conducting an investigation?
In his own mind and issuing from his own mouth repeatedly he
linked the three he charged as assassins in homosexuality.
He is told that on the day after Ferrie died a boy who had been
in the CAP in which Ferrie was an adult leader is actually removed
from within Garrison’s jurisdiction and in what amounts to a parent-assisted kidnapping by the police of two jurisdiction is removed
from where Garrison could reach him and held away for two weeks,
and as either the district attorney or the self-described assassination
investigator he had no interest at all?
That is investigating? That is enforcing the law?
What it really was is vintage Garrison. It is far from the only such
Garrison refusal to investigate solid leads, including those he got
from me.
He was much better at speeches and statements to the press and
the claque usually around him with theories, claims of proof he did
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not have and that did not exist, his “solutions” that were what he and
others imagined, and in claiming there was an official conspiracy to
stifle him and end his “probe.” These did get him enormous attention
and a large following.
But Garrison himself saw to it that no such official efforts were
needed.
It should be remembered in reader assessment that Garrison
charged Shaw, Ferrie and Oswald as assassins yet he ignored this
extraordinary business of a New Orleans and a Jeff Parish officer
kidnapping the boy, as soon as Ferrie was dead, who was in the CAP,
as Ferrie was, and, remarkably, that Ferrie fled New Orleans the first
moment he could the day of the assassination, as soon as Oswald was
known to have been arrested.
I brought the Ferrie angle to light in my second book, Whitewash
II, in 1966. Oswald in New Orleans was published in November, 1967.
Garrison had the manuscript of the proofs that summer when the
publisher, without informing me of it, asked Garrison to write a
foreword for it.
In that book I used the available FBI reports relating to Ferrie,
including his flight, his return, his keeping in touch with people in
New Orleans to determine whether he was wanted, and of his return
when he knew that Garrison, not the FBI, was looking for him.
Having nothing at all on him, Garrison soon let him go.
In the available questionings, including those of the Secret Service
and of the FBI, there is no reflection of any interest in learning
anything from Ferrie and no real effort to do that. For example, the
FBI has records on Ferrie allegedly violating the Neutrality Act to
run military equipment to Cuba. I have one of those records the FBI
denied exists in the lawsuit for all the Ferrie records. It gave that
record several years earlier to a detective agency from which I got it.
In its questioning of Ferrie, as the FBI reported it in 1963 and again
in 1967, it made no reference to asking Ferrie any questions about
that reported Neutrality Act violation, for whom he was to do it or
did do it and who had what interest in it.
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The questions that exist exist because the federal agencies and
Garrison permitted them to exist by not investigating when there was
so much that should have been investigated.
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CHAPTER 17
17 The Not So “Jolly Green Giant”
Whether it was Steve Bordelon or Lynn Loisel, two New

Orleans city detectives assigned to Orleans Parish District Attorney
Jim Garrison, I do not now remember. But one of them looked me
up a spring day in 1968 and said, “Hal, the boss would like you to
come out to his house.”
He drove me to Garrison’s spacious brick home in one of New
Orleans’ better sections. It was probably Bordelon because while he
and Loisel also performed the usual duties of detectives, they were
also Garrison’s drivers. More often Bordelon did the driving. Loisel
when Bordelon was busy on other duties.
They both loved the man. It was not just that he was the “boss,”
which the detectives called him. They were devoted to him and they
worked long hours for him. They did not just drive him around.
Later that year they led the staff in getting a very special and
expensive small revolver for him, silver where possible, with special
engraving on the grip.
Garrison was in his den, the small room just to the right of the
large hall at the attractive entrance. As usual he had before him a
lined yellow pad of the kind lawyers favor. I never knew Garrison
to dictate. He wrote everything out laboriously, even his many press
releases. Then what he wrote was typed by an office typist or secretary.
After greeting me Garrison explained that he was writing his
speech for the coming annual convention of the California Press As-
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sociation or the Southern California Press Association. He was to be
the main speaker.
It seems that he wanted to try some of the parts of the speech that
he liked in particular out on me.
It was a speech in which he inferred that Lyndon Johnson had some
connection with the assassination that made him president.
Before long he got to a passage he could neither read nor speak. He
just broke up, laughing so much and so intensely he was only partly
comprehensible. The word he could not handle without shaking with
the laughter he could not control was “fagots.” First I thought that
reminded him of Clay Shaw, the successful New Orleans businessman and playwright Garrison had charged with conspiring to kill
JFK. Shaw was well known as a homosexual. He was nonetheless
respected. (The jury acquitted him in less than an hour.)
(It was not very long before I realized that others he had in mind for
that kind of sexual preference were not limited to President Lyndon
Johnson or his White House staff or, of White House staffs, to his
alone, either!)
Finally I made out enough as he tried over and over again to
deliver the line he liked so much and over which he could not control
himself. Aside from not being able to speak it without breaking up,
he had not phrased it well.
That was surprising because he was an intellectual, articulate, often
eloquent, with a dry wit and the extensive speaking experience of a
politician and a trial lawyer.
I interrupted to ask him, “Jim, do you have a copy of Photographic
Whitewash?”
That is the third of my books on the JFK assassination. I’d published
it the previous spring.
“Wouldn’t be without it,” he said, reaching to the bookshelves
behind his chair. He handed it to me.
I turned to page 9 of the Introduction. There I discussed the widespread belief that Johnson was somehow involved in the assassination
that made him President. In wrapping up those paragraphs I wrote,
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“So, when people ask themselves why, ‘cui bono,’ and say it
is Johnson who benefited from the murder, wherein it is illogical,
whether or not it is correct? Does this record earn less? Does it
justify better?”

Then what Jim cribbed:
“No matter how pure his motive, no matter how humble his
gathering of Fagots (if it is humble he is), they stoke a witch’s
cauldron and he is thought MacBeth.”

I looked up at him. He looked at me, expressionless.
“Knew I read it someplace,” is all he said, without a trace of embarrassment.
“Look, Jim,” I said. “I don’t mind. Why don’t you use the line as
it is, without the changes that just don’t work?”
He thanked me, we discussed whatever else it was that he wanted
to discuss, more likely some of his imaginings that became real to him
as soon as he made them up, and thereafter I forgot about it.
Until sometime later, when I was making an afternoon speech at
the University of California at Berkeley.
Soon after I started a number of students, including Paul Hoch,
then working on his doctorate, rushed up to me and told me I had
to leave immediately.
Surprised, I asked “Why?”
They told me that Garrison had phoned. He said that I absolutely
had to be at his speech that very night in Los Angeles.
I told those students I had no interest in hearing the speech and
that I had other plans. But they insisted. They told me they had tickets
for me, on a plane leaving from the Oakland airport, and on a return
flight, a car waiting, and I just had to be there because Jim said so
and that he had a table in my name.
A table? For one man?
They rushed me to the plane. There were students awaiting me
at the gate in the Los Angeles airport. They drove me to one of the
many rather nice hotels in downtown Los Angeles and I was taken
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to a table where some friends were already seated. Of them I now
remember only Art Kevin, then of KHJ news.
We ate, chatted, then listened to Garrison’s speech.
And he flubbed that very same line!
But his speech was very well received. The “underground” press
reported it extensively.
That Garrison was a literary thief I knew. But that he was not in
the slightest embarrassed being caught in his thievery was a surprise.
It was another facet of the complicated character of that very able and
very strange man.
Garrison’s explanation of how he got interested in the JFK assassination was that when he and Louisiana Senator Russell Long were
seated next to each other on an airplane flight in about November
1966, Senator Long told Jim that he had the gravest doubts about the
Warren Report. That, in Garrison’s account, is what got him interested.
At least two reporters did not believe him, both in early 1967,
shortly after news of his “probe,” as it was referred to in New Orleans,
made international headlines.
The headline on the story Ian McDonald, who became my friend,
wrote for the prestigious Times of London, one of whose Washington
correspondents he then was, is, “Mystery of Kennedy Inquiry Cleared
Up.”
The lead or opening paragraph reads:
“One mystery of the rather mystifying investigation of the
Kennedy assassination now being conducted my Mr. Jim Garrison,
Attorney General of New Orleans, has been cleared up. The source
of much of this information is Mr. Harold Weisberg, the author of
Whitewash: Report on the Warren Commission” (sic)

George Lardner’s Washington Post story was less gentle:
“The scenario guiding New Orleans District Attorney in his investigation of President Kennedy’s assassination can be glimpsed
in any bookstore.
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“The investigation is Garrison’s but the script apparently started
with Harold Weisberg, former Senate investigator and author of
Whitewash, a paperback attack on the Warren Report.” (The Dell
reprint had just appeared.)

I was, of course, aware of what Garrison had done and I did not
mind. He was far from the first and even farther from the last. The
only time we ever got close to any discussion of it was over that line
he cribbed from Photographic Whitewash.
Both of those quotations are on the back cover of that book
Garrison “wouldn’t do without,” so he knew that I knew and had
let it be known to others.
No sweat!
About a month after those stories appeared I was in New Orleans
for the first time.
Garrison had wanted me there earlier, to appear before his grand
jury, but when news of his “probe” broke I had more than half of my
book, Oswald in New Orleans, written. I wanted my end to be completely independent so I did not go there until after the book was written.
The grand jury met on the second floor of the two storey Courts
building at Tulane and Broad Avenues. Garrison’s office and the
courts were also on that floor. When I left the grand jury in the hallway
was a group of reporters. I must have been the only one to refuse to
discuss what I was asked and what I said from their reaction when I
refused to talk about what had transpired before the grand jury. The
reporters walked with me the length of that wide corridor and when
we got to the bottom of the many steps to the first floor, others waited
there to join in the questioning.
I did accept the invitation of three of them, one each from a
newspaper, a radio station and a TV station, to join them for lunch.
We then talked about other matters. They cued me in on some of
Garrison’s witnesses and I discussed my books and answered their
questions about them.
That Saturday early afternoon I went to the office of Dean Adams
Andrews, the jive-talking, offbeat lawyer whose provocative Warren
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Commission testimony I had brought to light. I also debunked the
official effort to deprecate it (Whitewash pp. 24-5, 150-1).
Surprisingly, Andrews’ office was on about the seventh floor of a
well-known department store, the Palais Royale. It is on Canal Street
only a few blocks from the Mississippi in the original main section of
the New Orleans business district. Before the spread to the suburbs
that was its only location. Oddly, the secretary’s office—no secretary
there on Saturday—was a good sized room. But Andrews’ was not
much more that a cubbyhole. It has his unpretentious wooden desk,
his chair and a chair for one visitor.
His office was not a reflection of his legal talents, however. He was
an able lawyer. Witness the fact that when Garrison later had him
dead to rights on false swearing, Andrews served no time.
We had not been talking very long when Andrews told me, “Hal,
last November the Giant walked in, threw a copy of your book on
my desk, and said, ‘Dean, you oughta read this’.”
Andrews, when questioned by the press, had given Garrison
the nickname “The Jolly Green Giant.” Once the press adopted that
nickname, Andrews abbreviated it to “the giant.”
It had been Andrews who introduced the character Clay Bertrand,
a man he described as a homosexual of means who sought Andrews
help in representing Oswald, as he earlier had for homosexuals afoul
of the law. Andrews testified that Bertrand had asked him to represent
Oswald the day of the assassination, but being hospitalized, he could
not.
Another colorful New Orleans lawyer, Sam Monk Zelden,
confirmed to me twice, the second time in 1972, that Andrews had
asked him to take the case Bertrand offered, but before he could there
was no client, Oswald having been killed by Jack Ruby.
That long Saturday afternoon with Andrews characterized him in
several other ways.
It only began by his telling me that before Garrison made up that
chance meeting with Senator Long he gave Andrews to understand
his “probe” began with my treatment of Andrews’ Warren Commission testimony, with my first book, as the two reporters had observed.
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While we were talking he had a visitor. The outer door to his two
room office opened and I could hear a woman’s heels clicking on the
unrugged floor. Then this woman was standing in the doorway of
Andrews’ office.
“Hal,” Andrews said, “This is my favorite niece, Pat Young. Pat,
this is Hal Weisberg. You’ve read his book.”
With that she came over to me, put her arms around me and kissed
me full on the mouth. Was I surprised! Then she said, “You are the
only one who treated Uncle Dean fairly.”
Her visit was short. She told him, “I’ve come to tell you that I got
that job in Washington and I leave on Monday.”
“Where in Washington will you be working?” I asked her.
“Sorry, I can’t tell you,” she replied.
What that did say is that she went to work for an intelligence
agency. The CIA, for example, does not permit its employees to tell
even their families where they work and what their jobs are and entail.
Skipping ahead to that summer, shortly after schools closed for
the summer recess, I was again in New Orleans and had to leave
before finishing the work on which I was then engaged because I
had agreed to conduct a seminar at The East Coast Conference on
American Civilization. The most gifted high school students of the
east were gathered at Walter Johnson High School in the Washington
suburb of Montgomery County, Maryland.
Those youngsters were bright, too. They had their choice of the
seminars they wanted to attend.
Those of us who conducted the seminars were directed to the
faculty room for our lunches. I had barely sat down at an empty table
when I was aware of a man and a woman coming up to it.
There was Pat Young, with a man who was a stranger to me.
She introduced him by my name, Weisberg, and as a psychiatrist
or a psychologist, I do not recall which.
“What are you doing here?” I asked her.
“Making evaluations,” she said.
I joked, asking, “For recruiting?” She smiled and did not reply.
I learned no more while we lunched. We talked about other things.
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Going back to the day I met Pat Young, not long after she left
Andrews’ office his phone rang. From Andrews’ end of the conversation it was soon clear that a very excited homosexual client was
terribly frightened.
Andrews, a legitimate Mr. Five by Five, he was that short and
that extraordinarily round, tried to calm the man whose voice I
could sometimes hear but not enough to understand what he was
saying. From Andrews’ end the man was afraid because a well-known
criminal wanted for murder, with the nickname The Bulldog, had
phoned from Houston with the word he was coming to New Orleans
to kill him. Impatient to end the conversation, Andrews interrupted
his terrified client to tell him, with forcefulness, not to worry.
Holding the phone with his left hand, Andrews told him, “When he
gets here he’ll be on my turf.” With that, Andrews pressed the middle
finger on his right hand against the thumb, as though squeezing a
bug. He smiled to me and ended the conversation.
Three days later the banner headlines across the top of the front
page of the New Orleans States-Item’s bulldog edition reported
that The Bulldog, identified in the story as wanted for many crimes,
including murder, had been captured in New Orleans!
Andrews was a good lawyer and a sick man. Fond as I am of
traditional jazz, I’ve often regretted letting work interfere with the
invitation for that night he extended before I left.
“There’s a cat who blows a hot horn coming down from Cincinnati,”
he told me, inviting me to their New Orleans jazz jam session.
Although that is my favorite popular music, I felt I had to keep an
appointment I had made. Thinking back after all those years, I think
it was to dine with a step-brother I had never met, the late Dr. Jack
Kety, who lived and practiced in Covington, Louisiana, about an
hour away on the other side of Lake Pontchartrain. Covington is in
St. Tammany’s Parish, where I later did some investigating relating
to Cuban anti-Castro training camps there.
By a remarkable coincidence, it was Jack who had been David
Ferrie’s doctor. Jack had several Eastern Airlines pilots as patients.
When Ferrie started losing his hair, one of them referred him to Jack.
Jack told me he diagnosed alopecia and was treating Ferrie for it suc-
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cessfully when Ferrie decided he had a better knowledge of medicine
and started treating himself.
“It became alopecia totalis,” Jack told me. And thus we learned why
Ferrie was totally hairless. That did not explain his bizarre, self-made
eyebrows and outlandish wigs for which he got to be well and conspicuously known.
Jack had lived and practiced in the area after getting his medical
education in New Orleans. He was well informed about Clay Shaw
and had begun hearing about him when they were both young.
He told me that it was well known that Shaw’s lover had been a
prominent and wealthy man who got him his start in business. He
had also heard back when they were both young that Shaw was
apparently a sado-masochist.
Andrews and I talked until late that afternoon.
He made clear to me that when Oswald had earlier been in his office
it had been to get help with regard to his Russian wife Marina’s status
because she was not a citizen. Andrews added that the testimony
elicited by the Warren Commission counsel Liebeler was misleading
when read because Oswald was not with some homosexual men who
were there at the same time. He said that Oswald was with a Latino,
just the two of them.
I got other reports of Oswald being with a Latino. Several, like
Pena and his employees, identified that man as a Mexican reporter.
I was never able to follow this lead up and it was not of any interest
to either the FBI or the Commission. Both did ignore it. I doubt that
Pena and his employees did not tell the FBI what they told me. But the
FBI in particular wanted no leads to follow because all in it knew that
its never-questioned director had ordained Oswald the lone assassin
the day of the crime.
Liebeler and Garrison were both interested in establishing that
Oswald was a homosexual. With Shaw and Ferrie as his alleged assassination co-conspirators, why Garrison talked that way is explained.
I know of no explanation for Liebeler’s effort. I brought it to light in
Oswald in New Orleans, in Liebeler’s questioning of one of Oswald’s
fellow Marines, Nelson Delgado. (page 95) Delgado made it clear that
to his knowledge Oswald was heterosexual.
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It is not only in their shared interest in making Oswald out to be a
homosexual when he wasn’t that Garrison, the Commission and the
FBI tried to make him out what he was not, but they did not have
the same reasons.
Most of the FBI’s JFK assassination records are headed “Communist”
and have Cuba in their captions. Garrison had Oswald conspiring
with Shaw, who was a practicing capitalist, and Ferrie, who was of
the outer fringes of the right extreme.
The truth about Oswald’s politics came out in Liebeler’s questioning of the undereducated and not well read Delgado. It was also in
Oswald’s writings that the Commission and the FBI both ignored. As
I indicate above with regard to the reports that Oswald was associated
with a man believed to be a Mexican reporter, that is not included
in any of the many thousands and thousands of FBI records I read.
Delgado is one of those who complained to the Commission about
the FBI’s interviews of them and about what the FBI’s reports say.
This is clear also in Liebeler’s questioning of Delgado, who said he
had been interviewed by the FBI four times. It is in my treatment
of this in Oswald in New Orleans that Liebeler unintentionally made
the record he and the Commission ignored about Oswald’s actual
political beliefs. Of all that has been taken and used from my books
by others writing on the subject, I know of no single one who used
what I wrote about Oswald’s beliefs.
As I wrote about the Delgado testimony in Oswald in New Orleans,
complaints about the FBI and Oswald’s actual political beliefs that
the FBI resolutely misrepresented, merged.
“Delgado was far from alone in complaining about the ‘inaccuracy’ of the FBI reports. Most witnesses, when asked of conflicts
between their testimony and the FBI statements, made this specific.
Others volunteered their objections. These include a number of
Secret Service agents. Mrs. Sylvia Odio, among others, went further
and said the FBI did not ask the right questions, either, as we shall
see. This treatment of Delgado is hardly the kind calculated to elicit
cooperation, if that is what the FBI wanted.
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“Liebeler did his own blundering. Although Oswald pretended
to be a Marxist, few if any of his companions really believed he was,
although he always had Marxist literature conspicuously at hand
and quoted from it. Oswald was a heavy reader and considered
both above average in intelligence and more serious than his companions. During a discussion of what Oswald read, this ensued:
“Mr. Delgado: Yes, and then he had this other book. I am still
trying to find out what it was. It’s about a farm, and about how
all the animals take over and make the farmer work for them. It’s
really a weird book, the way he was explaining it to me, and that
struck me kind of funny. But he told me that the farmer represented the imperialistic world, and the animals were the workers,
symbolizing that they are the socialist people, you know, and that
eventually it will come about that the socialists will have the imperialists working for them, and things like that, like these animals,
these pigs took over and they were running the whole farm and
the farmer was working for them.
“Mr. Liebeler: Is that what Oswald explained to you?
“Mr. Delgado: Yes.
“Mr. Liebeler: Did you tell the FBI about this?
“Mr. Delgado: Yes.
“Mr. Liebeler: Did they know the name of the book?
“Mr. Delgado: No.
“Mr. Liebeler: The FBI did not know the name of the book?
“Mr. Delgado: No.
“Mr. Liebeler: It is called the Animal Farm. It is by George Orwell.
“Mr. Delgado: He didn’t tell me. I asked him for the thing, but
he wouldn’t tell me. I guess he didn’t know. The Animal Farm.
Did you read it?
“Mr. Liebeler: Yes.
“Mr. Delgado: Is it really like that?
“Mr. Liebeler: Yes; there is only one thing that Oswald did not
mention apparently and that is that the pigs took over the farm,
and then they got to be just like the capitalists were before, they
got fighting among themselves, and there was one big pig who
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did just the same thing that the capitalist had done before. Didn’t
Oswald tell you about that?
“Mr. Delgado: No; just that the pigs and animals had revolted
and made the farmer work for them. The Animal Farm. Is that a
socialist book?
“Mr. Liebeler: No.
“Mr. Delgado: That is just the way you interpret it; right?
“Mr. Liebeler: Yes; I think so. It is actually supposed to be quite
an anti-Communist book.
“Mr. Delgado: Is it really?
“Mr. Liebeler: Yes.” (pages 97-8)

Liebeler then abruptly changed the subject to Delgado’s relations
with Oswald.
There never was any question about Oswald’s political beliefs but
the government and those who support and commercialize its official
mythology, like Gerald Posner and the Commission’s former counsel
David Belin, have ignored the well-established truth. The truth is clear
in the Commission’s own files of Oswald’s secret writings. In them, as
I reported in my first book, he was always anti-Communist. Orwell’s
Animal Farm is an anti-Communist classic. The longest treatment of
this in my 1965 book is on pages 121-3. One paragraph from this
part of that book reflects how much Oswald actually hated both the
American and the USSR Communist parties and its system:
“Oswald’s hatred of the Communist Party and the Soviet Union
exude from 150 consecutive pages of his notes in the same volume,
as well as from other exhibits (16H283-434). For example, in Exhibit
97 (pp. 422-3) he rages, ‘The Communist Party of the United States
has betrayed itself! It has turned itself into the traditional lever of
a foreign power to overthrow the government of the United States,
not in the name of freedom or high ideals, but in servile conformity to the wishes of the Soviet Union ... (the leaders) have shown
themselves to be willing, gullible messengers of the Kremlin’s
International propaganda ... The Soviets have committed crimes
unsurpassed ... imprisonment of their own peoples ... mass extermi-
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nation ... individual suppression and regimentation ... deportations
... the murder of history, the prostitution of art and culture. The
communist movement in the U.S. personalized by the Communist
Party, U.S.A., has turned itself into a ‘valuable gold coin’ of the
Kremlin. It has failed to denounce any actions of the Soviet Government when similar actions of the U.S. Government bring pious
protest.’“ (Spelling improved; page 122)

I also quote his referring to the Soviet Communists as “fat, stinking
politicians” and to American Communists as, among other things,
“betrayers of the working class.”
As I report elsewhere in connection with Gerald Posner’s dishonesty and misuse of the defected KGB official Yuri Nosenko, Nosenko
told the FBI that Oswald was openly anti-Soviet when he was in the
Soviet Union, no minor display of courage and strong beliefs, and
the KGB suspected that he might be an American “sleeper agent” or
“agent in place.”
Oswald was known to our government agencies and to the Commission to be virulently anti-Communist but as George Orwell said
so presciently, Big Brother controls history by rewriting it. Our Big
Brother did that virtually while it was happening with Oswald and
with its official assassination mythology. From “The Ministry of
Truth.”
With regard to the canard that Oswald was homosexual, I was
able to learn that this was not true even when he was a boy in New
Orleans when checking out some information I got on a radio talk
show in Oakland, California, that follows. I reported that to Garrison
later, in a memo of March 16, 1968, after I believed that one of those I
wanted to interview, who had the local reputation of being “a tough
old gal,” might have an emotional reason for being willing to talk to
me. I had delayed trying to interview her because Dean Andrews had
told me she’d “toss me out” if I tried.
Andrews himself created the opportunity I had awaited. In the
many strange things he did to protect himself from Garrison, Andrews
had said on an NBC-TV anti-Garrison special that Gene Davis, who
owned his own bar, was Clay Bertrand. It was well known that the
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“tough old gal” I wanted to interview was a friend of Davis’. Her eyes
teared when she recalled this when I interviewed her. Her emotional
reaction to his hurt to her friend who she was certain was not Clay
Bertrand, made her quite willing to talk about that and other matters.
Exchange Alley was a narrow street before French Quarter rebuilding eliminated it. It ran parallel with Decatur and was next to it.
The Oswalds and Mildred “Mom” Sawyer both lived at 126, on the
same floor, the second floor. Mrs. Sawyer’s son had the apartment
between them. Mrs. Sawyer is my source on this. She operated the
then nearby “Society Page” bar. She called it a “cocktail lounge.” It
was a gay bar when Oswald was a boy as it was when I interviewed
her, after she had had to move it further into the French Quarter, to
819 St. Louis Street.
The morning I interviewed her I also interviewed the bartender
then on duty, Johnny Kormundi (phonetic). Both remember Oswald as
a boy clearly. Both remember that as a kid he was frequently around
that homosexual bar and both told me that he had nothing to do with
the bar’s homosexual patrons. It was well known as a homosexual bar.
Both also told me what tended to confirm the dependability of
the man who spoke to me on that Oakland talk show. They both
said that as a child Oswald loved to shoot pool and that he was a kid
“pool shark.” You will not find this in the Commission’s “biography”
of him in its Report’s 68-page “Biography of Lee Harvey Oswald”
(pages 669-737) or elsewhere in its Report.
When with visible anger, resentment and bitterness, Mrs. Sawyer
told me she was certain that Gene Davis was not Clay Bertrand she
added, in the words of my notes, she was “willing to believe” that
Clay Shaw was.
I had not only shared with Garrison what I learned from that man,
who requested anonymity. I included it in Oswald in New Orleans.
Garrison was well familiar with it beginning with his reading of it
before it was published so he could write the Foreword the publisher
had asked of him.
His foreword is short and it is eloquent, as he could be and often
was. It is replete with allegations that the government had not investigated the JFK assassination and that it had covered the assassination
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up a la Orwell, who he quotes in it. He refers to the government in
Orwell’s term as The Ministry of Truth. And he said that the CIA
was involved in the JFK assassination, as he had over and over again.
He wrote,
“Above all it has been decided that you are not to know of Lee
Harvey Oswald’s relationship with the Central Intelligence Agency.
Nor or you to know that a number of the men actually involved in
the assassinations had been employees of the Central Intelligence
Agency. You are not to know of these matters because of something
called ‘national security.’“ (pages 12-3)

Yet with all he attributed to the CIA and “national security” he
had no interest in Oswald, who as a Marine of lowly rank, held both
TOP SECRET and CRYPTO clearances!
This I had told him and have in Oswald in New Orleans (pages
85-94).
Or in the fact that Oswald’s Marine records do not include his
having these very high security clearances, at least as those records
that were disclosed after he had been officially anointed the Presidential assassin.
Just before one o’clock in the morning of December 16, 1966, when
I was in California promoting my second book and on the popular talk
show of Joe Dolan, a Harvard lawyer who then broadcast on KNEW,
in Oakland, a listener phoned to talk to me. He waited until the show
signed off at one and then talked for an hour and a half.
This man was deeply troubled and there was no question about
it. He had, as he said, served with Oswald. Otherwise he could not
have known what was not known about Oswald and I later did check
out and confirm. Such as his liking for classical music, that he was
a “pool shark,” the kind of person he was and even those clearances.
Some of the Oswald clearance information was known to and
ignored by the Commission. The commissioned officer under whom
Oswald worked and several of the Marines who were in his unit, a
few engaged in the same work with him, testified that Oswald had
had “at least” SECRET clearance. When in hopeful anticipation of
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getting evidence that Oswald had killed a fellow Marine the Commission looked into that, it got from the Navy what I later got from it.
These records hold the official proofs of Oswald high TOP SECRET
and CRYPTO clearances. These are not Oswald’s records. The navy
responded to my FOIA request by telling me it had no Oswald records.
We come to that soon. But as of this writing, although I told other
besides Garrison of it, it has not been published other than by me.
Oswald in New Orleans was published in 1967, more than 25 years
ago. That alone justifies my quoting some of what it reported about
this man, his information, what the Commission did know about and
did do nothing about, including that counsel whose only client was
truth, Liebeler:
“It was part confessional, part shame mixed with self-pity and
self-derogation, part fear, and all worry. This man had been in
the Marine Corps with Oswald. From his personal experience, he
did not believe a single word about the Oswald of this period that
became public with the Report. He had agonized in silence for three
years between the issuance of the Report and our conversation
because he knew things, he said, that had not been made public
and were not in accord with what had been publicized—and he
was certain what he knew was correct. [It had been only two years.]
“Following his military service, he had built a successful life,
had a family, and was worried about the possible consequences
of being associated with any account not in consonance with the
official Oswald “line.” He feared he or his business might be hurt
or that his family might suffer ....
“Briefly, it is his story that Oswald was bright, not a kook of
any kind, not a blatant or proselytizing Marxist, and really a
quiet, serious guy. They knew each other socially and engaged in
certain recreational activities together. He never heard Oswald say
anything about Communism, for or against, in all this time.
“More important is what he disclosed about Oswald’s position in
the Marine Corps. The unit in which both served, said my informant,
was one of three similar ones of which one was always in Japan
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and the others in the United States. Their function was classified.
Every man in the outfit carried security clearance....
“Of all the men in the outfit, five had special “top” security
approvals. The entire complement carried a minimum of “confidential.” ... Above this there were “secret,” “top secret,” and a special
one, “crypto.” Of all the man, only five were “crypto.”
“One of these was Lee Harvey Oswald.
“‘Can you possibly be wrong?’ I asked him.
“He insisted not.
“‘Could your memory be playing tricks?’
“No, he was positive. He went farther when I questioned him
about “crypto,” which he indicated was “black box” stuff ....
“If correct, this is more than in disagreement with the entire
official story of Oswald, his relations with the government and
the assassination. It is an assault on the integrity of many of the
members of the staff of the Commission and of the investigative
agencies. It raises questions about the transcripts of Oswald’s
official Marine Corps records. In every way he could, this man
insisted he was not in error, that he knew.
“And he went into more detail. Correctly stating that Oswald got
a “hardship” discharge so he could care for an allegedly destitute
mother (it was common knowledge among his mates that Oswald
had said he planned to go to Switzerland for study instead), the
mysterious caller specified that Oswald spent his last two or three
weeks in the service “with CID.” It is, obviously, not a requirement
of a “hardship” discharge that the enlisted man stay with military
intelligence.
“Immediately my mind flashed back to my first book on this
subject, Whitewash: The Report on the Warren Report, where I had
exposed certain unorthodox aspects of Oswald’s discharge (pages
123-4) that are here appropriate. That section reads:
“With but 43 days of his Marine Corps enlistment remaining, or
three months if the penalties of the courts martial had been imposed
(19H725), Oswald received a “hardship discharge” (19H676). This
was a clear fraud about which neither the Marine Corps nor any
other government agency ever did anything. Why? ...
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“Of Oswald’s personal activity in the Marines, the Report
states: ‘He studied the Russian language, read a Russian-language
newspaper and seemed interested in what was going on in the
Soviet Union.’ ... But his clearance to handle classified information
was not revoked. It was granted May 3, 1957, ‘after careful checks.’
Upon discharge he signed a form acknowledging he had been
informed about penalties for revelation of classified information.
This included awareness ‘that certain categories of Reserve and
Retired personnel ... can be recalled to duty ... for trial by court-martial for unlawful disclosure of information ...’ (19H680). When
Oswald defected and appeared in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow,
he declared his intention to tell the Russians all he knew, and he
knew about the radar installations in which he served and of codes
(R262, 265, 393). The Report is barren on the subject, but there have
been accounts published of the necessity for changing codes after
his defection.
“Yet on his return to the United States, Oswald was not kept
under regular surveillance (R439), was not charged with breach of
security, and was not even confronted with the fraudulent nature
of his hardship discharge. Explanations of lack of proof might be
offered, no matter how unacceptably, for the failure to charge him
with breach of security. But the failure to keep him under surveillance or to do anything about his fraudulent discharge are not
susceptible to such facile pleadings. And the Report is incomplete
on even this unsatisfactory explanation. It reads, ‘No evidence
has been found that they used him for any particular propaganda
or other political or informational purposes’ (R393). There is no
reference here to military or security information. [“They” here
refers to the Soviets.]
“The hardship discharge was to enable Oswald to care for his
mother. He made not even a gesture in this direction and the
Marine Corps would appear to have been aware that he had no
such intention. The effective date of his discharge was September
11, 1959 (19H680; 22H79). On September 4, 1959, he applied for a
passport from Santa Anna, California. It was issued September
10, 1959. Accompanying this application was a Marine Corps cer-
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tification that had to be filed with the passport application and
submission of which is noted on the application. ‘This is to certify,’
it read, ‘that PFC (E-2) Lee Harvey Oswald, 1653230, U.S. Marine
Corps is scheduled to be released from Active Duty and transferred
to the Marine Corps Reserve (Inactive) on 11 September 1959.’ ...
“The Marine Corps certification of Oswald’s imminent discharge
that accompanied his passport application at the very time it was
processing a hardship discharge was not lost in the mass of the
Commission’s documentation. Nor is it suppressed in the Report.
Instead, the Report ignores both this and the fraudulent nature of
the discharge in the text and, in a 13-line section of Appendix XV
in which the nature of this discharge is not referred to, notes that
a statement that ‘he was about to be discharged’ accompanied the
passport application (R746). Why did not the Marine Corps revoke
Oswald’s security clearance; why did it keep him in a classified job
and cooperate in getting him a passport while it was discharging
him so he could support his mother?
“This is the background of Oswald’s now famous trip to the
Soviet Union, where he arrived in mid-October 1959....”

When I was home I started reading Commission testimony I
recalled. Kerry Thornley, who was in Oswald’s outfit when he
returned from the Far East and was at the Santa Anna base in Southern
California, was questioned by Commission counsel Albert Jenner.
Among other things Thornley confirmed what that caller-in had told
me about security clearances. What is important to bear in mind is that
those who did not have proper security clearances were denied access
to classified areas that required those clearances. While awaiting
discharge, as that caller-in had also told me, Oswald worked in an
intelligence section:
“Mr. Jenner: I was going to ask you what losing clearance meant.
You have indicated that—or would you state it more specifically.
“Mr. Thornley: Well, that meant in a practical sense, that meant
that he was not permitted to enter certain areas wherein the
equipment, in this case equipment, was kept; that we would not
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want other unauthorized persons to have knowledge of. And on
occasion information, I imagine, would also come to the man who
was cleared, in the process of his work, that he would be expected
to keep to himself.
“Mr. Jenner: I assume you had clearance?
“Mr. Thornley: Yes, sir; I was, I think, cleared for confidential
at the time.
“Mr. Jenner: Cleared for confidential. I was about to ask you
what level of clearance was involved.
“Mr. Thornley: I believe it was just confidential to work there at
El Toro on that particular equipment.
“Mr. Jenner: That is the clearance about which you speak when
you talk about Oswald having lost it?
“Mr. Thornley: Oswald, I believe, had a higher clearance. This is
also just based upon rumor. I believe he at one time worked in the
security files, it is the S&C files, somewhere at LTA or at El Toro.
“Mr. Jenner: Did you ever work in the security files?
“Mr. Thornley: No, sir.
“Mr. Jenner: And that was a level of clearance—
“Mr. Thornley: Probably a secret clearance would be required.
“Mr. Jenner: It was at least higher than the clearance about which
you first spoke?
“Mr. Thornley: Yes, sir.
“This story of Oswald’s having a high security clearance is not
consistent with most material in other volumes or with the Report.
Note also Thornley’s unprodded recollection of Oswald’s ‘having
worked in the security files; it is the S&C files.’ This is hardly a
normal assignment for enlisted men who learn to speak Russian,
ostensibly for themselves, openly subscribe to Communist publications and are ostentatiously pro-‘Marxist.’ ...
“... what might have been a major revelation remains instead
one of the major mysteries, officially hidden by the Commission
but now, I think, smoked out. It is particularly pertinent in the
developing New Orleans story.
“There are many other things in the record that bear on this,
some negatively. For example, no member of the staff ever pursued
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this strange inconsistency. Oswald the Marxist in a position of high
security trust in the Marine Corps. It should have been a troubling
legal hangnail to each and every one, and to the members of the
Commission. Instead, the Commission used the least desirable
method of gathering ‘testimony’ and that on a selective basis only.
Ex parte and incompetent depositions were taken from Thornley,
Nelson Delgado (8H228-65), another former Oswald Marine Corps
chum, and his former superior officer, Lt. John E. Donovan (8H289303). From all the few others included in the record, there are but
brief and insufficient affidavits.
“With one exception, all reveal a Commission interest in whether
Oswald was a homosexual. That exception is the man who arranged
dates between Oswald and his sister.
“Lieutenant Donovan, ‘the officer in command’ of the crew in
which Oswald served (8H290), when asked about whether the
murdered accused assassin had been a homosexual:
“Mr. Ely: I believed you mentioned earlier that he did not seem
to you particularly interested in girls. Was this just because he was
interested in other things, or do you have any reason to believe
that there was anything abnormal about his desires?
“Mr. Donovan: I have no reason to suspect that he was homosexual, and in that squadron at that time one fellow was discharged
from the service for being homosexual. He was in no way tied in
with it that I know of.... (8H300)
“Perhaps Donovan’s most significant testimony tends to cast
Oswald in a different role than the Report and indicates the
magnitude of the breach of security and military trust he threatened at the Moscow Embassy when going through the motions if
not the actuality of defection:
“Mr. Donovan: ... shortly before I got out of the Marine Corps,
which was mid-December 1959, we received word that he had
showed up in Moscow. This necessitated a lot of change of
aircraft call signs, codes, radio frequencies, radar frequencies. He
had access to the location of all bases in the west coast area, all
radio frequencies for all squadrons, all tactical call signs, and the
relative strength of all squadrons, number and type of aircraft in
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a squadron, who was the commanding officer, the authentication
code of entering and exiting the ADIZ, which stands for Air Defense
Identification Zone. He knew the range of our radar. He knew the
range of our radio. And he knew the range of the surrounding
units’ radio and radar....
“Mr. Ely: You recall that various codes were changed. Now, at
what level were these changed: Was this an action of your specific
unit, or a fairly widespread action?
“Mr. Donovan: Well, I did not witness the changing in any other
squadrons, but it would have to be, because the code is obviously
between two or more units. Therefore, the other units had to change
it. These codes are a grid, and two lines correspond.... There are
some things which he knew on which he received instruction that
there is no way of changing, such as the MPS 16 height-finder radar
gear. That had recently been integrated in to the Marine Corps
system. It had a height-finding range far in excess of our previous
equipment, and it has certain limitations. He had been schooled
on those limitations. It cannot operate above a certain altitude in
setting—in other words, you cannot place the thing above a certain
terrain height. He had also been schooled on a piece of machinery
called a TPX-1, which is used to transfer radio-radar and radio
signals over a great distance. Radar is very susceptible to homing
missiles, and this piece of equipment is used to put your radar
antenna several miles away, and relay the information back to your
site which you hope is relatively safe. He had been schooled on
this. And that kind of stuff you cannot change.
“Mr. Ely: Did Oswald have any kind of clearance?
“Mr. Donovan: He must have had secret clearance to work in
the radar center, because that was a minimum requirement for all
of us (8H297-8).
“Oswald’s prerequisite for returning to the United States—a
promise not to be prosecuted—is contrary to the regulations quoted
from Whitewash above and with the seriousness of the promised
offense. It is hardly enough to say, as does the government, that
Oswald said he did not give secrets away. There was no official
proceeding to discover the truth after he returned.
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“One of the longest depositions is that of Nelson Delgado
(8H228-65). It was taken April 18, 1964, by Wesley J. Liebeler. In
its 37 pages much is destructive of the official case as set forth in
the Report. Some of the most fascinating leads, whether or not lost
upon Liebeler, are not in the Report, not even by indirection. Some
are consistent with an Oswald-government, Oswald-intelligence
relationship.
“Delgado concurred with the others in reporting Oswald’s
access to ‘secret’ data (8H232). He placed Oswald in ‘the silent
area. That is the war room’ (8H259), not exactly where one expects
the Marine Corps to assign ‘Communists.’
“In distributing mail in his barracks, Delgado learned that
Oswald was getting Communist literature. Those superiors
to whom he reported it, including a Lieutenant Delprado, ‘just
brushed it off. He didn’t seem to care’ (8H260).
The homosexual questions also brought negatives. When
Liebeler came to the end of his long interrogation, he asked Delgado,
‘Can you think of anything else about him?’
“Delgado said he had never seen Oswald drunk, though he knew
Oswald drank an ‘occasional beer.’
“Liebeler then asked, ‘Do you think he had any homosexual
tendencies?’
“Delgado replied, ‘No; never once,’ adding that ‘in fact, we had
two fellows in our outfit that were caught at it, and he thought it
was kind of disgusting ...’
“For all its pretended interest in ferreting out every detail of
Oswald’s history there is indication that a few secrets remain, at
least in the official record. This is revealed in part of Delgado’s
testimony that will also interest us in another sense. Oswald had
been in Tijuana, Mexico, before the weekend that he, Delgado and
some other companions had a fling. Oswald knew his way around.
As Delgado put it:
“We went down to Tijuana, hit the local spots, drinking and
so on, and all of a sudden he says, ‘Let’s go to the Flamingo.’ So
it didn’t register, and I didn’t bother to ask him, ‘Where is the
Flamingo? How did you know about this place?’ I assumed he
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had been there before, because when we got on the highway he
told me which turns to take to get to this place, you know. (8H253)
“‘The bartender was a homosexual.’ Liebeler wanted to be
doubly sure. He asked, ‘Was that apparent to you?’
“Delgado was positive. ‘Oh, yes; it was apparent to us ... ‘ (8H253)
“Oswald’s interest was not in the homosexual. He ‘shacked up’
across the street from the bar:
“Mr. Delgado: Right across the street from the jai-alai games,
there are some hotels, these houses, you know; and as far as I knew,
Oswald had a girl. I wasn’t paying too much attention, you know,
but it seemed to me like he had one. (8H253)

From the testimony they took it seems to be apparent that the
Commission counsel manifested one of their major obligations when
they investigated the assassination of a President to be how Oswald
got his kicks—was he homosexual? Despite always being told he was
not they kept trying—and hoping.
With all this significant testimony relating to the high trust placed
in the only person ever officially considered as the President’s assassin,
the high security clearances that without doubt did exist and equally
without doubt are not on Oswald’s Marines records, with his learning
to speak Russian as a Marine, with his getting Russian and Communist
literature openly in the Marines and without any official interest in
that—with all those red flags snapping in their eyes, the Commissioners and their counsels had no interest at all and did nothing at all to
learn what could be learned.
This is true also of the FBI.
That is investigating?
Or is probing constantly to find someone who would say that
Oswald was homosexual the real way to investigate such a crime?
Except for his Foreword in Oswald in New Orleans and odds and
ends of interviews when Garrison made charges of intelligence involvement in the assassination without ever undertaking to prove it,
Garrison was pretty much like the federals he criticized—talk and
nothing else.
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I believe it is of extraordinary significance if the accused Presidential assassin enjoyed such trust in the military and that a diligent
investigation of what he did and for whom he did it with such exceptional clearances was one of the most important possible areas
for investigating Oswald.
Particularly because he was the alleged assassin.
Not only was all I refer to above available to the Commission and
all others in the government, as it was to Garrison, the federals had
no limit on what they could seek and get and Garrison had, had he
wanted it, had access to more than is here reported.
Some of the Marines, undereducated, unsophisticated, but on
getting the cue from the counsels what they wanted made up a doozer.
And counsel Albert Jenner and the Commission went for it big!
In that MACS unit in which Oswald served, as it happens a young
man with whom he took his basic air control training plus the secret
advanced training, for that classified work, as Kessler [is it Keesler
Field or Kessler?] field near Mobile, Alabama (virtually all records
of which wound up in the memory hole), one of those five men with
that CRYPTO clearance about which my Oakland caller-in was completely accurate, was found shot to death when that unit was at Cubi
Point, in the Philippines.
Anticipating correctly what Jenner et al longed for, a few of these
former Marines suggested that it may have been Oswald who killed
PFC Martin Schrand. What the Commission got from the Navy it
had no use for because Oswald did not kill Schrand. Schrand killed
himself.
The FBI had gotten such a bum steer from another of Oswald’s
former mates. On the charge that there might be something to that
rumor FBIHQ teletyped its St. Louis office to go to the federal records
center there and “immediately review Schrand’s service records for
circumstances surrounding his death and specifically whether it
occurred while on sentry duty with Oswald.” (FBIHQ File 62-109060394. This is its main JFK assassination file.)
For $9.65 the Navy let me have the records of the Schrand inquest.
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Four months after this November 29, 1963 teletype J. Lee Rankin,
the Commission’s general counsel, in April 1964, asked the Navy for
two copies of the records on that Schrand investigation.
There had never been any doubt about it, Schrand killed himself
and only the nutty Marine rumor-mongers made up the attractive
fiction that Oswald did it. I was not really interested in the official determination of death, which was from a self-inflicted gunshot wound
of such a nature that first aid would not have made any difference. I
was interested in the circumstances and the normal official information because Schrand, like Oswald and those other three, worked in
the “crypto van” that my caller-in had told me about. But his word,
no matter how true and accurate, could be questioned.
The report of the investigating officer to the Commanding Officer
of Marine Air Control Squadron 1 (or MACS 1), dated March 1, 1958,
says under “Finding of Fact,” that Schrand was on duty at “the sentry
post at the crypto van.” That crypto van was near the carrier dock.
Near where the carrier planes were parked.
The file of records, where guard duty is regarded as an important
responsibility, which it certainly is, those who guard classified areas
with the need to enter them require the minimum security clearance
necessary to enter that area. Normally, each outfit pulls its own guard
duty. As we saw earlier, as in Thornley’s testimony, security clearance
appropriate to the classification of the place to be guarded is required.
Schrand was guarding the “crypto van” in which he, Oswald and
three other enlisted men worked. That required CRYPTO clearance.
In those days at least, a prerequisite for CRYPTO clearance was TOP
SECRET clearance. So, all five of those Marines who had that special
clearance—and my caller-in was correct on even the number in his
outfit with that clearance—took turns guarding it.
Oswald, one of those five, had to have had CRYPTO clearance just
to enter the van in which he pulled his specialized duty.
It is not because he could not afford $9.65 for copies of the records
that I got that Garrison did not have them when they fit so well with
what he had been running off at the mouth about.
Of the possible reasons for his not even asking for them after I told
him about them what seems to be most likely is that he did not really
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care for or about fact. He preferred his own concept of what the fact
he imagined was. That, he then said—what he made up—was fact.
This is only some of what he could have put together to make a
case of an Oswald intelligence connection. But instead of the simple
and not difficult work to establish fact Garrison just stated it with
no support at all.
In this he did less than what he criticized the Warren Commission
for not doing.
For either, for both it was one hell of a way to investigate the assassination of a President.
What I say here about Garrison and the Commission and the
federal agencies applies at least as much to the literary whores of the
JFK Assassination Industry like the so highly praised Gerald Posner.
His shabby pretense that he knew none of the foregoing because he
did not have Oswald in New Orleans, which he at the time proved was
one of his many big lies.
Those of us who write what we say is nonfiction assume special
responsibility in a society like ours. We undertake to tell people the
truth so they can be prepared to exercise their responsibilities, as
citizens and in their responsibilities in representative society, to make
their own wishes known when they vote.
Not one assumed this responsibility, not those who are critical of
the government and not those, particularly the Posners and the Belins
of the sycophancy corps, has mentioned any of what I quote above
from what was public before the end of 1967.
Belin, who watches criticism like a pathological hawk, also ran
what was supposed to have been an investigation of the CIA when
he ran the Rockefeller Commission of the Ford administration, of
our only unelected President who got to be friendly with Belin on
the Warren Commission where both of those self-styled conscientious citizens suppressed what the Commission had—at least the
two copies Rankin got—and has since gloried in his sanctimonious
lies so welcome to the major media. Which also supported his puerile
self-justifications in his books supposedly on the assassination but
actually his Judenrat-like effort to live with himself.
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Is there—can there be—anything more thoroughly despicable than
Posner’s literary whoring with the assassination when he also knew
what I quote above and not only lied to suppress it from his book,
lied to say he did not know about it while at the same time proving
himself to be the world-class liar that he is—and with the massive
attention he knew his whoring would get, wrote the exact opposite?
Can there be condemnation too severe for those who betray every
decent American principle and all those of honest writers as these two
in particular did and as the so many who sought fame and fortune in
the JFK assassination industry also did?
Can there be any justification for Garrison, the district attorney
of a major city with all the powers and responsibilities that entails,
more when he had charged a conspiracy in the JFK assassination
and had a case in court for it, for his personal suppression of it—as
the district attorney and as the man who wrote several books about
it and became the hero of one of the most widely-viewed and highly-praised movies by one of the most respected directors in that field,
Oliver Stone, in his JFK?
Are not these questions self-answering?
I think they are.
And so, significant as this information is, nobody to the time of this
writing has done a thing to bring it to the attention of more people or
to develop more information about it.
Each of those I condemn and criticize had opportunities and responsibilities he did not meet and did not try to meet.
Garrison had a special and a unique responsibility as the prosecutor of a criminal case, an alleged conspiracy to assassinate the
President case, in which he had charged Oswald with being part of
that alleged conspiracy.
He had the power of subpoena.
He could have subpoenaed everyone who ever worked with
Oswald in the Marines, those under whom he worked there, and all
the records the government had relating to that work and the TOP
SECRET and CRYPTO clearances it required.
But he neither did any such thing nor ever intended to.
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In that he left this description of himself, as the prosecutor who
had charged Lee Harvey Oswald with conspiring to kill the President
when as a Marine he had had the high clearances of which he knew,
and did not give that information to his jury or to the people of the
country.
The man he accused of conspiring to kill the President had these
high clearances and Garrison did not give a damn about it—with
his case in court!
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CHAPTER 18
18 Garrison Like the FBI Avoided Learning who the
Associates Oswald Had in New Orleans Were
Why so many simple things that so obviously needed doing

never got done or were incompetently or incompletely done remains
a mystery after all these years because there is no basis for believing
that Garrison’s assistant district attorneys or his detectives detailed to
his office by the police department were not competent. To a degree
some were out of their depth. This is not surprising when Garrison
lived and believed in fantasies. In the few instances where the detectives were given the usual kinds of assignments their work of which
I knew was good. But they did only what they were told to do and
what they were told to do is what Garrison wanted them to do. That
was in addition to their regular work as the investigative staff for the
district attorney of a major American city.
One of the simplest of inquiries I was surprised to learn had not
been made. This really means Garrison expressed no interest in it. It
was also basic in many ways.
If Garrison had told his loyal and able chief investigator, then
Sergeant Louis Ivon, “Louis, send the boys out to learn all they can
about Oswald,” Ivon would have done that and his detectives would
have returned with information that Garrison did not have.
Because Oswald had lived in New Orleans and because Garrison
had charged him with being one of the conspiracy to kill the President,
even though in innumerable speeches and statements to the press and
others he had said the exact opposite, it was obvious that Garrison
should not have limited himself to what he gleaned or imagined he
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saw in the Report and its 26 appended volumes. He did pore over
them with care, he annotated them heavily, and with xeroxes of those
pages with his notes on them investigations were made. But it was
also obvious that the Commission had said and published what it
selected to use and that there was much the Commission did not
use—did not want to use because it was not consistent with the preconception with which the Commission began its work, the preconception of Oswald as the lone assassin and a nut at that.
But those 26 volumes were Garrison’s bible, so to speak.
Despite the Commission’s and the FBI’s largely successful efforts
to disclose about Oswald only what was prejudicial, the bits and
pieces of information included in what was disclosed indicated that
there was more to Oswald than the Commission, following the FBI,
reported.
Thus in my first book, Whitewash: The Report on the Warren Report,
completed the middle of February, 1965, I wrote of Oswald’s career
in New Orleans, that it was “consistent with what in intelligence is
called ‘establishing a cover.’” This is obvious in what was disclosed
officially, whatever Oswald was or was not up to.
Why Oswald would do those things that are consistent with establishing a cover, or for whom, if for anyone other than himself, are
questions that could not be addressed from what the Commission
published.
Oswald’s most obvious effort to draw attention to himself was in
his demonstrations and the literature he then gave out.
The official line on Oswald is that he was all alone, in the assassination and in his other actions. But in the official records there was
reason to believe Oswald was not all that alone. One that is obvious
is that Oswald arranged for TV coverage in which one other person
is seen helping him. Then the official line was to hold it down to that
one person, the then also youthful Charles Hall Steele, Jr.
Once it was possible to examine the Commission’s unpublished
information there was confirmation of the fact that Oswald had associates other than on that one occasion, and on that occasion, other than
only Steele. On the basis of what was in available in the Commission’s
records it was also apparent that neither the FBI nor the Commission
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had any interest in following those obvious leads. There were even
motion pictures of Oswald in his marching and literature distribution
the FBI made no effort to get until years later, when I forced the issue
and it then had to make the pretense of making the investigations it
still did not make.
Perhaps the most provocative of the early information relating to
Oswald and what he was up to was the FBI’s reaction to a just-begun
Secret Service investigation.
The simple handbill Oswald distributed in New Orleans had been
printed by the Jones Printing Company. The Secret Service started
looking into that handbill. As soon as the New Orleans FBI heard of
this it reported this Secret Service interest to FBI headquarters. FBIHQ
immediately put pressure on Secret Service headquarters to end its
New Orleans investigation. Secret Service headquarters then notified
its New Orleans office to suspend its investigation because the FBI
was in charge. For all practical purposes, that was pretty much the
end of any Secret Service work in the assassination investigations
other than were asked of it.
As a result the Commission was able to report a very big lie it had
ample reason to know was a lie. As the most perfunctory investigation
would have established. I did that and proved it is a lie. With all those
experienced Commission counsels whose claim was that their only
client was truth and among whom there were former prosecutors,
that these existing and obvious leads were not followed cannot be
regarded as from ignorance or from incompetence. Their client was
not truth or they would have followed the leads and at the same time
not suppressed them from the Report they wrote for the Commission.
The Report devotes part of a single paragraph to Oswald’s handbill
without reporting where he had it printed and reporting incorrectly
when it was printed. This incorrect statement could lead the reader
to believe Oswald had more than one printing of that handbill. The
Report, saying that Oswald was back in New Orleans, where he was
born, then says,
“There, in late May and early June, 1963, under the name of Lee
Osborne, he had printed a handbill headed in large letters, ‘Hands
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Off Cuba,’ an application form for and a membership card in the
New Orleans branch of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.” (page
407)

What the Report should have said next and does not say is that
there was no New Orleans branch of the FPCC, that Oswald phonied
one up. It did not exist except in what Oswald had printed.
There was only one handbill printing and he did not give all of
them away. His other printing, at a different print shop, was of the
application form and phony membership card.
That handbill, as all of those officially involved knew, was printed
by the Jones Printing Company. Douglas Jones’ small print shop was
a short walk of about a city block as I now recall from where Oswald
then worked, the Reily Coffee Co.
(That entire area of old buildings was demolished and a new
federal area replaced them. Jones was killed in Hurricane Camille,
but not until after I had interviewed him two times.)
That the New Orleans FBI office and then headquarters almost
flipped out when they learned of the Secret Service’s coming Jones
Printing Company investigation became even more interesting when
I was able to read the designedly deceptive FBI reports on its perfunctory visit there.
This is not a story of federal Keystone Koppery, although to a
degree that can be said of Garrison. The FBI knew exactly what it
was doing and why it was doing it—their lone nut, whether or not a
nut, was not all that alone.
When I was in New Orleans the summer of 1967 and learned
that Garrison had made no investigation of that handbill and had
not spoken to Jones, I decided to do that. When Garrison learned I
was going to do that, Ivon told me that “Bill Boxley” would like to
go with me.
Why William Wood took the name Boxley I never learned.
Everyone knew his right name, that he had been fired by the CIA
for alcoholism, then under control, and that Garrison had hired him
over staff objections and was paying him from private funds. He was
not a city employee.
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Ivon asked me to make a clandestine tape recording of my interview
with Jones, something I had never done and was not equipped to do.
He also told me he would provide a car, a driver and the equipment.
I had planned to tape the interview openly, there being no apparent
reason for Jones not to want that. I never knew why it was wanted
done clandestinely when there was no need for it.
The equipment I was provided was rather poor, even for an
amateur.
It consisted of an empty Samsonite attaché case with a small hole
drilled in one corner and a Norelco inexpensive cassette recorder fixed
firmly inside that attaché case. There was a small microphone taped to
the inside near that hole. But to turn the recorder on required opening
the attaché case. So, I had to turn it on before we left the unmarked
car. Fortunately, Jones had nobody else with him at the time and I
was able to interview him immediately.
I told him he probably could not make a positive identification with
the time that had passed and no reason to pay any special attention
to the man who picked that Oswald handbill job up but I’d like to
hand him a fat stack of pictures and ask him to pick out any who most
closely resembled that man.
There were about a hundred pictures, many mug shots, of men
from coast to coast, most having no connection of any kind with the
assassination or its investigations.
Without any reluctance Jones looked at all those pictures. From
them he selected four, all of them the same man who looked a little
different in some and radically different in one. In it he had a full and
luxurious beard!
Jones was firm in his identification, in picking that one man, and
in rejecting all the others, including several of Oswald, one of which
was the New Orleans mug shot of his August, 1963 arrest there.
I thanked Jones. I did not tell him whose pictures he had selected
and insisted were the pictures of the man who picked that Oswald
handbill print job up.
He had selected pictures of a man who had served briefly in the
Marines with Oswald, Kerry Thornley.
Him alone.
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When Boxley and I returned to the car I removed the cassette and
when we got back to Garrison’s office I returned the attaché case to
Ivon.
When I told Ivon what Jones had said and the identification he had
made, I was aghast when Boxley denied it. So, I got my own cassette
recorder and played the tape for Ivon and a few other detectives,
including Boxley, who immediately apologized for being wrong.
Wrong was hardly the word! Boxley knew better, knew the truth.
I had been uneasy about him before. Thereafter I had no trust in him
at all. That was not because he had worked for the CIA. I had worked
for its predecessor. It was because there was no possibility that Boxley
had not heard what Jones said or had misunderstood it. He lied! I did
not know why, but that he lied was enough.
Later when I asked for the tape so my wife would transcribe it,
nobody could find it!
When that tape suffered that mysterious disappearance I told
Andrew “Moo” Sciambra that on another trip I wanted to interview
Jones and his secretary, Myra Silver, who had not been at the print
shop when Boxley and I were.
In late April or early May, 1968, I returned to New Orleans, first
stopping off at the upper Mississippi twin cities to speak at the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis and do some radio talk shows
there and in St. Paul. The speech was in an afternoon, in a large hall,
with the public invited, no admission fee. Among the things I talked
about was this Oswald establishing a sort of cover with his leafleting
and picketing. Before I finished speaking, several students told my
psychologist friend Gary Schoener, who had invited me, that some
nice old ladies literally in tennis shoes, saw two men, Ivy League types,
with a poorly-hidden recorder. Gary told me and I then needled them
by spelling all names and asking to be stopped if I spoke too rapidly.
During the speech a student who identified himself as John Martin,
reported taking amateur movies of Oswald when he was arrested as
the result of the fracas started by the ultra-right wing Cuban anti-Castro activist Carlos Bringuier. He undoubtedly had been provoked on
purpose by Oswald. I asked Martin if I might make a copy of his film,
he agreed, and after the speech and questions Gary drove us to his
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home. He got the reel and then drove to where the University had
a projection booth. While Martin had captured only a little of that
incident, there were many faces in it and I wanted to examine the
footage with care. He loaned Gary his film immediately, before we
left the small projection room. I had my large attaché case with me. I
was the only one of our small party with one.
That evening Gary drove me to the airport. I checked my luggage
in. He and I watched it go down the Braniff chute. Shortly thereafter
I enplaned for Kansas City, Kansas. That night I was to speak to and
be asked questions by a small group of professional people including
doctors, lawyers and at least one local judge in support of my friend
the late Dr. John Nichols’ effort to file an FOIA lawsuit for JFK assassination information. John, a University of Kansas forensic pathologist,
was waiting for me at the airport and an hour later we were both still
waiting. My luggage, a full Val-a-Pak four-suiter and a brand new
portable typewriter, were not on that plane despite Gary and me
seeing it go down the correct chute. When we could wait no longer
and the luggage still had not been located—the plane had been held
for a search of it—I met with those people and after that John drove
me to an all-night convenience store so I could get toilet articles. He
also took me to the airport a little early for that early-morning plane.
There still was no word about my luggage.
The airline had an official named, of all things, Ayde, meet me at
the airport at New Orleans. He said he could not give me any satisfactory explanation and that all the seeming possibilities had been
searched without locating anything. He told me to buy whatever
I might need, keep the receipts and I would be repaid. He asked
where I would be staying because he was certain the luggage would
be located. I gave him the address of my friends the Matt Herrons on
Pine Street and then went about my work.
Two days later Ayde phoned and said he’d like to bring my luggage.
He was there in less than an hour. I asked him what had happened.
His response was that what he was told had no credibility and he
did not believe it.
The story he was given is that the luggage was found in the possession of a different airline in a city to which his Braniff airline did not fly.
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When I hung the bag up to get my clothing and place it in a closet
is when I was really stunned!
That large bag was equipped with four hangers and had large
pouches on each side when the bag was folded for carrying. Those
hangers locked onto a rod on which the suits could continue to hang
as the bag itself was hung. All the hangers had been unlocked and
they and the suits were a wild jumble in the bottom of the bag. The
shirts, underclothing, and other things in the pouches likewise were
a mess of creases like the suits. Everything was a mess. All the papers,
like bills and receipts, that I always kept in a pouch were missing.
Even the papers of matches that I carried were gone.
An even greater shock is what had been done to my new Royal
portable. It was practically demolished, yet there was not a scratch
on the case.
Home I took it to my friend Bob James, from whom I had just
bought it new. Bob said it was practically a professional extermination job and that while it could be repaired, the repair would cost
more than the price of the machine new. He recommended that I get
a replacement that has no plastic parts to cope with such dirty tricks.
I did. But I cannot remember ever traveling with a typewriter again.
Once was much too much! Why should I depend on being able to
use it after this experience?
Millions of words have gone through the replacement portable, a
Hermes 3000, what Bob had described as “the Cadillac of portables.”
I still use it daily, as I have since replacement parts were no longer
available for the old Underwood upright I’d used since my reporting
youth.
I had also switched tape recorders, from the three-inch, reel-to-reel
machines to one of the then new cassette models. I had just bought
that machine from another friend. It appeared undamaged when
Ayde gave it to me. I thought it had not been molested. Until I used
it for the first time and played back what I had recorded. Or should
have recorded with the machine in the record mode. It had recorded
nothing!
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I asked Louis Ivon to have it repaired where he had the office
machines repaired. He loaned me one to use until it was returned. It
was returned with the message it could not be made to record.
That was the same message I got when the friend from whom I’d
bought it sought to have it repaired.
As with the Ivon effort the message was that why it could not be
made to record was not discovered and was a mystery.
The probability is that what Ayde was told was correct. Otherwise
the bag, typewriter and tape recorder would not have taken so long
to discover. That almost certainly means that they were intercepted
at the Kansas City airport. If that had not happened they would have
been on the plane at its first stop, Kansas City. It was searched. It was
not on that plane or it would have been located at the Kansas City
airport on the search there. Schoener and I saw them go down the
Braniff chute to the carts that carried the luggage to Braniff planes
only. With mine the only missing luggage at the Kansas City first
stop, this means that my bag and typewriter alone did not get onto
that plane. And had to have been intercepted before that or those
carts got to that plane.
That was the first but not the only interception of my luggage.
Another that I remember clearly was again when I was en route to
New Orleans. That time it was from Dallas, on Eastern Airlines. That
time New Orleans was again the first stop. On that trip I had my new
tape recorder with me on the plane, as I did my attaché case, so all I
had to do was get toilet goods and a few small items like shirts and
underclothing until my bag was again delivered to me.
It is not everybody who can intercept airline luggage. I suspected
the FBI. It certainly was not likely some private citizen who was
merely curious and vindictive.
And who has the capability at different airports?
My Dallas to New Orleans luggage wound up in Miami, I was told.
After that I replaced the four-suiter that could hold and carry more
with a carry-on two-suiter. What I carried onto the plane and was in
the cabin was never bothered.
But it did seem that someone, most likely the FBI, was quite interested in what I had gotten in Minneapolis. The one thing that was
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public knowledge was the film Martin had described as showing
Oswald being arrested in New Orleans. Martin had spoken of it when
I was speaking and had said he’d let me see it.
Nothing was missing from my luggage other than the papers, the
bills, receipts and matches. But someone was obviously looking for
something. The only possible explanation is that someone wanted the
Martin movies. That was not likely for the pictures he had taken while
on a vacation that began in Dallas and ended in New Orleans, where
most of the footage was of the Audubon Zoo and of bees on flowers.
It was not in my luggage. Nor was it in my pockets or in my attaché
case that I always carried.
Gary Schoener had it. Someone who had called in on a St. Paul
talk show, one of a series I did almost around the clock, had offered
to help. He was a photographer.
Gary had duplicates of the reel made and this photographer
made stills from some of the footage showing Oswald being arrested.
Martin’s film has different angles on Oswald’s face. It had that additional interest and value.
He also told us that some of it had been removed—of that Oswald
sequence. Someone certainly did not want copies of that Martin film
to exist. Even if it could only be surmised what the film could show.
And all that it was known to hold was pictures of Oswald being
arrested in the Bringuier fracas.
Of the possible reasons for any official interest in this John Martin
film the most obvious is that it could show and Oswald associate,
what the government said he never had.
That is why I had a special interest in the Jones printing job for
Oswald. My special interest was generated by two FBI interview
reports the FBI gave the Commission, of its interviews of Jones and
his secretary/assistant, Myra Silver. The reason the FBI froze the Secret
Service out of that investigation was apparent in these reports.
As several former FBI agents told me, “The first law of the FBI is
cover the Bureau’s ass. The second law is cover your own ass.”
This maxim stemmed from Hoover and is reflected in innumerable FBI records I have, like those that order improprieties. These
include wiretapping and getting access to records that are supposed
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to be accessible only under subpoena, like bank and phone records.
Authorization for those operations were always with the injunction,
but “do not embarrass the Bureau.”
The FBI’s ass-covering language is often circumlocutious. Those
two reports were in awkward language. They covered ass by merely
having a slight indication that the identifications of Oswald by Jones
and Silver were less than absolutely certain.
I had interpreted that correctly as reflecting the fact that there had
not been any identification of Oswald as the man who picked that
print job up. Until I interviewed Douglas Jones.
The old section of New Orleans where Oswald had worked at
Reily’s and Jones had his small print shop was being demolished
gradually in preparation for the new federal enclave that was to be
constructed there.
By the time Sciambra could arrange for the four of us to get together
Jones’ plant was closed for demolition. He was working for another
printer, as a salesman. We did meet at Silver’s Metarie home, in her
large living room. They examined the same large collection of pictures,
but separately. Neither could see or identify the pictures the other
examined. I taped it all, the pictures were identified on their backs,
I showed Jones, who made the first identification, what was written
on each one, mixed them all up again, then showed them to Silver.
Each, independently, selected as most closely resembling the man
who picked those printed leaflets up the very same pictures Jones had
selected months earlier! Those alone of a hundred or so.
Each made as firm and positive an identification as could be
expected. More firm than I had expected, given the lapse of time and
the awareness all had of what Oswald looked like. Both were certain
Oswald had not picked those handbills up.
Despite the firmness of these identifications it should be remembered that I had not asked for an unequivocal identification, which is
what I got, because of the lapse in time and the fact that there seemed
to be nothing of significance that could have led either to have any
special reason for remembering what the man looked like and to be
so positive in their identifications of him.
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The one man each identified, Kerry Thornley, who knew Oswald
well and was living in New Orleans that year having moved there
from Los Angeles. But in the available official records there is no indication that he and Oswald ever met while both were in New Orleans
in 1963. Nor was there any investigation to learn who Oswald did
know or associate with.
Garrison disliked Thornley strongly and had him under a perjury
indictment. With this reason for having an interest in Thornley I did
some investigating. I was able to locate a man who knew him in New
Orleans and had moved to Omaha. From Phil Boatright, a fine man
and a poet, I got some of Thornley’s letters to him. They are boastful,
insolent and self-important. They include Thornley’s own accounts
of his personal violence, confirmed from those by Boatright’s recollections of him. Thornley was not a nice person in any way.
In one of his letters Thornley gave Boatright his own account of
how he almost put out the eyes of a man when that man sought to
protect a woman from physical abuse.
As soon as Oswald was dead Thornley, then working as a waiter
in New Orleans, went to the New Orleans FBI office, according to
its records I have, and tried to become an informer for it. It had no
interest in him. So, wanting to be in on the action, Thornley went to
Washington, to be near the Commission. To keep himself there he
got a menial job in a nearby Virginia apartment house. Checking on
him there disclosed nothing good in the recollection of the building
manager. But Thornley was liked at the Commission, at least by Albert
Jenner, one of its counsel. Jenner took Thornley to lunch.
Andrew Sciambra had come up for a week for this checking of
Thornley in the Washington area and for other checking. He knew
what that checking disclosed.
I gave Garrison copies of the handwritten letters from Thornley
to Boatright and of my notes of my interviews. He had no interest,
not even when Sciambra was present and to a degree had participated in my questioning of Jones and Silver and knew that they had
identified Thornley as the man who picked those handbills up after
Jones printed them.
Mind you, this was when he also had Thornley indicted for perjury.
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Garrison having no interest in Thornley as associated with Oswald,
who he knew from the Marines, was strange. Even for Garrison, who
did strange things. Like being excited by a vacation Thornley took in
Mexico. He was very suspicious of that. That and not evidence of his
association with Oswald in New Orleans!
Garrison’s record is also strange because he conducted no investigation of that Oswald handbill that was printed not far from his
office. Then, when I began that investigation, he wanted Boxley with
me. Boxley then for some inexplicable reason lied and said that Jones
had not identified Thornley as the man who picked that print job up
when he knew without question, sitting there next to me and seeing
it, that Jones had in fact identified Thornley in four different pictures,
one taken when he had that full beard.
It is beyond belief but it is true that even when his own assistant,
Sciambra, knew the truth, and told him, that the only two people at
the place where the handbill was printed who had seen the man who
picked them up both said that man was Oswald’s associate in the
Marines, Thornley. Garrison refused to get interested.
In a sense, the FBI’s record is even worse. It did not even try to
learn who that person may have been. It began with the presumption Oswald was alone and when told with pointedness, it was not
Oswald, as I was, by the same people, the FBI had no further interest.
Its Founding Director, Hoover, had had his instant vision, that Oswald
was a lone nut assassin, and there was nobody in or out of the FBI
about to tell Emperor Hoover that he was not wearing beautiful
clothing.
Nobody survived that in the FBI or in political life.
Here we have its own records speak for it. That is something it
never dreamed could happen.
At the time of the assassination there was no Freedom of Information law. And nobody ever got into the FBI’s records. Besides, they are
all serialized and any skipping in disclosing any file is very obvious.
So, the FBI never expected to have to let anyone see its records.
It also never expected what one of the very few judges ever to rule
against it in my cases described as a “persistent” man demanding
access to those records under the law.
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The FBI does have countless records outside its central files and
those are usually not accessible despite the law that requires all that
are not exempt to be accessible to all the people of the country. There
were such records in both New Orleans and Dallas and because the
FBI was uninhibited in its lying to the judge in that case, and because
that judge was, as he once boasted in open court, virtually an adjunct
of the FBI, it got away with quite a bit of noncompliance, of withholding what it had no right under that law to keep secret.
The FBI also invested a stock perjury with which it initially
attempted to prevent anyone like me from getting copies of any
records from field office files. That lie is that all FBI information is
in headquarters files and therefore the field office files need not be
searched.
In the lawsuit in which I did get some of the field office records,
C.A. 78/0322 and 78/0420 combined, quite a few in number but far
from all that should have been disclosed, when I was finally able to
force a check of this FBI lie to deny the people what the people have
the right to know, at one point the FBI disgorged an additional 3,500
pages, pages of the information it denied having in those field office
files. Even after allegedly disclosing what it said was all of them.
With this background for the record and for reader understanding
I quote a few of those New Orleans records the FBI sought to hide by
lying and saying they had been given to me when I received headquarters records from that companion file.
One of these records was intended not to get to headquarters.
It was New Orleans FBI Special Agent in Charge Robert Maynor’s
“memo to files” to cover his own ass.
While I have no way of knowing how widespread this practice
of making and keeping cover-the-ass memos was in the FBI, it was
commonplace in Dallas and New Orleans with the JFK assassination,
which was before FOIA was enacted, and it was still the practice in
the Memphis office at the later time of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
assassination, after FOIA was enacted.
I have examined countless records from many FBI field offices.
That examination leads to the belief that they all have what they want
to hide, what headquarters wants them to hide, and they all do hide
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information that, if necessary, they can retrieve while nobody else
can do that.
Of the very obvious conclusions to be drawn from this small
sampling of the FBI’s New Orleans records is that the FBI was absolutely determined not to make any real investigation, particularly
not with respect to whether Oswald had any associates in the strange
things he did in New Orleans before the assassination. Or later.
Never expecting this that its masked but still visible intent not to
conduct a real investigation would be seen by anyone outside the FBI,
here is how it “investigated” those handbills it says were Oswald’s.
A few illustrations should suffice.
On December 3, 1963, Special Agent Donald C. Steinmeyer went to
see Jones. His brief report of only 13 lines was dictated that day. Steinmeyer reports showing a picture of Oswald only to Jones. Steinmeyer’s
first sentence includes Jones as saying after examining that Oswald
picture, “that although he could not be positively sure, he said he did
not believe the person ordering the printing on the handbills relating
to Cuba last May 29 was OSWALD.” Steinmeyer’s last sentence begins,
“He [Jones] again stated that he could not positively say the person
ordering the handbills was not OSWALD but he did not think it was.”
Steinmeyer was careful to emphasize what he knew the FBI wanted,
Jones’ alleged uncertain in the unwanted negative identification.
That same day Special Agent John N. McCarthy interviewed Silver,
also at the Jones plant. In all probability he and Steinmeyer were there
together. The agents usually go in pairs. McCarthy did not dictate
his report until the next day. That was not unusual. They did use
different stenographers.
Of the page and two half-pages of McCarthy’s report all but four
lines of typing are devoted to the details of the job and its order and
payment for it. The only are content, those four typed lines, read, in
full, “Mrs. Silver was shown a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD,
at which time she stated she could not recognize the person represented in the picture as the person who placed the order for the handbills.”
McCarthy, too, was interested only in getting an identification of
Oswald. Neither agent even suggests he asked for any examination of
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any other picture or even mentions taking any others to be examined,
then or later.
At headquarters these records were filed in the main Oswald file,
105-P2555, in its Section (or volume) 15, next to each other.
That same day New Orleans teletyped a six-page summary of
some of that day’s investigations. It was directed to the attention of
“Inspector Don Moore, Division Five.” That was then the Domestic
Intelligence Division.
Donald E. Moore was then what is known as “the number 2 man”
in the Domestic Intelligence Division where he also was in charge of
its espionage branch.
That was for a normal investigation of a murder? Or in one
assuming it was part of an international job, a conspiracy, the way
FBIHQ slugged its internal records?
On its last page it reports that all the data on the Jones print job,
ordered by a man who gave his name as Osborne (which happens to
be the name of one of Oswald’s fellow Marines) had been obtained. It
then understates, saying that “neither Myra Silver nor Douglas Jones,
proprietor, Jone (sic) Printing Co. could identify photo of Oswald as
person ordering handbills.”
No other agent went to Jones. No picture of anyone other than
Oswald was shown. No question was asked about the identification
of the man who picked that print job up. And the two firm statements
that it was not Oswald are diminished into an alleged inability to
recognize him from a picture.
That teletype holds other interesting information. It reflects that
the FBI had reason to believe that Oswald was not alone, it reports
another supposed Oswald print job and it reports as unquestioned
fact what Bringuier told it that was false and the FBI knew was false.
How else protect the credibility of a liar whose lies were so useful in
that “investigation?”
On the first page New Orleans reported that “CHARLES HALL
STEELE, JR, had been identified as one person hired by Oswald to
distribute FPCC literature in front of International Trade Mart on Aug.
16 last. Inquiries are being made to identify another individual who
was assisting Oswald but no identification made to date.”
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Aside from its deliberately prejudicial misstatement to make
FBIHQ and any others seeing this record believe that it was a distribution by the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, which the FBI knew it
was not, this twice says in that single paragraph that the FBI knew
that Steele was not the only young man Oswald got to help him. There
were other sources the FBI could have quoted, by name, but it did
not. Like the man who complained to the FBI about what Oswald was
doing that was, he thought, hurtful to the International Trade Mart,
whose public relations he handled. (Clay Shaw was its manager.)
I did interview that fine, friendly and dependable gentleman of the
old-South kind, Jesse Core. Jesse told me that he phoned Milton Kaack,
the agent who covered the ITM, which was both proper and necessary
for the FBI to do. And as it happens, Kaack, was an “Oswald” agent,
having handled part of the pre-assassination Oswald investigation.
Jesse and Steele both told me of at least one other man Oswald had
handing those handbills out. And with the FBI knowing that, there
is no record I have seen of its ever asking any TV station for any out
takes, anything it had filmed but had not aired.
Next New Orleans gets to its lying in reporting as fact what
Bringuier lied about:
“Carlos Bringuier, Cuban Student Director (sic), New Orleans,
states in early August had Phillip Geraci, age 15, working as
volunteer selling directorate bonds for purpose of raising money to
help Cuban refugees. States Geraci came into store where Bringuier
works (in fact it was Bringuier’s store) just before visit from Oswald
on August five, sixty-three at which time Geraci said he had been
told by an officer he could not sell bonds without a permit.”

While it may have been on August 5 that Geraci told Bringuier he
had been told not to sell those fifty-cent bonds without a license, it
most certainly was not on that day that Oswald was in Bringuier’s
Casa Roca when Geraci and his schoolmate were. As we have seen,
in May, Bringuier knew it was in May, and the FBI knew at least that
it was not in August. I also add that the Secret Service did, too. Its
report, as I say above, was my lead on that.
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There here is no need to go into the possible purposes of these lies
or the reasons for the official treatment of what was known to be false
as true, save to note that the lies could be interpreted as explaining
away Bringuier’s assault on Oswald. But that there were official lies
and were known to be lies and that this was at least supposed to be
the investigation of the assassination of a President and they are in
the area of that investigation that bore on the possibility that there
had been a conspiracy if Oswald had any associate in it, needs noting.
Next the city attorney only is quoted as saying he “did not recall
Oswald having contacted his office for any purpose.” This is intended
to convey the opposite of what there was reason to believe, that it was,
in fact, Oswald who had made the complaint that led to the end of
Bringuier’s sale of those fifty-cent bonds. The trick here is not to give
any reason for speaking to the city attorney about Oswald when it
was reported that Oswald made the lone complaint about Bringuier’s
unlicensed sale of those fifty-cent bonds.
But this also involved Oswald’s having been at Bringuier’s much
earlier than the date all knew was false that Bringuier testified to,
August 5.
Of the other information relevant to what we here address it is
interesting to recall that on August 22, 1963, Oswald “entered a plea
of guilty to the charge of disturbing the peace by creating a scene”
when in fact Oswald was innocent. Bringuier and his two Cuban
refugee friends, Celso Hernandez and Miguel Cruz, started it by their
assault on Oswald.
What is next reported is some of the public attention Oswald got
as a result of Bringuier’s attack on him, attention he otherwise would
not have gotten. It was radio and TV attention.
New Orleans then reported “photographs made by WDSU rew
(sic) reporter show that only three persons engaged in passing out
literature and not four as claimed by Oswald.”
What here deserves emphasis is that the New Orleans FBI represents that the cameraman, not a reporter, Johann Rush, took no
pictures other than were aired by WDSU. That is false. He took, as
always happens, ever so many more pictures. His film was edited at
the station and as its cooperative and helpful news director when I
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interviewed him in 1968, Ed Planer, told me, the outtakes were then
discarded. That was months earlier. There then was no reason to
keep them.
(There was, in fact, reason to believe that more than Oswald and
two young men were involved in that handbill distribution that day.
J.B. Vella, president of the automobile dealership, Famous Imports, at
1019 Baronne Street, who had earlier loaned me a car when the one
Ivon loaned me conked out on a Friday night, introduced me to his
service manager, a refugee anti-Castro Cuban. He and others had seen
that Oswald demonstration at the ITM. He told me they saw several
people with Oswald and that others who were with him were nearby,
near an old automobile that was parked across the street.)
The third person the FBI believed was helping Oswald it could
easily have learned was not doing that. He was merely looking at
the handbill. He was a Japanese importer named Junich Ehara. His
office was in that ITM building. Standing with him is another building
tenant and businessman, John Alice.
If the FBI had had any interest in learning more about Oswald’s
literature distribution and those helping him in it, this would have
been hard for it not to have learned.
Oswald was into that gig for days in that area in an obvious effort
to provoke Bringuier. Many refugees were offended and complained.
The New Orleans head of the Catholic Cuban Relief, Mrs. Elise
Cerniglia, would have told it contemporaneously what she told me
five years later, that the refugees virtually poured into her office daily
to complain about what they regarded as an affront.
The FBI mentions only the WDSU footage. Why not WWL-TV?
Oswald had been able to get both stations to be there to photograph
him. Some of its footage held what WDSU-TV’s did not. WWL-TV also
discarded its outtakes. It told me that it followed the usual practice
of doing that. But what remained was useful in a real investigation.
But would it not have been both nice and normal for the FBI to have
asked? Especially when it had a (probably incorrect) Secret Service
report of its interview of Rush in which it stated that he had given it
17 stills he made from his footage.
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On page five the New Orleans FBI also reported that at a different
printing plant, that of Mailers Service Company, Oswald had 500
copies of his solicitation for his phony FPCC’s membership and 300
copies of what was to have been a membership card.
Perhaps Oswald could have hoped to give 500 copies of his solicitation out but he knew very well that he would never get 300 members.
He got not even a single one. If in fact he really wanted any. The one
person who spoke to him he avoided signing up.
What the FBI and Garrison did is to investigating like X-rated
movies are to love!
There was quite a bit of information on Oswald and his handbill
distribution readily available to the FBI that it avoided. Even what it
had in hand it avoided!
Including even fingerprints!
It was available to Garrison, too.
Oswald’s first known use of the handbill Douglas Jones printed
was when the carrier “Wasp” docked at the Dumaine Street wharf.
That is in the French Quarter just a few blocks upriver from the block
of Decatur in which Bringuier and Pena had their places of business.
Decatur at Dumaine is the street next to the river. Which really means
next to the large levee along the river’s shore.
When that literature was being handed out, aside from members
of the crew a New Orleans Harbor Police officer named Austin took
a copy from the man handing those handbills out. All he did with it
was take it to the office and file it.
When Oswald was alleged to be the assassin the New Orleans
police gave that handbill to the FBI. The FBI returned it with the
explanation that the fingerprints on it were not Oswald’s. It has ever
since kept secret the identification made of those prints so relevant
in any real investigation. They are of an unknown man working with
Oswald.
Those New Orleans police records were, of course, available to
the New Orleans District Attorney. Garrison did nothing and said
nothing about what could have been proof that the man he charged
with being an assassination conspirator had any connections or associates of any kind.
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This fingerprint identification was within by FOIA request for
all the New Orleans FBI office’s JFK assassination records. My administrative appeal from the withholding of this information was
ignored. The late Judge John Lewis Smith also ignored that improper
withholding when that case was before him.
On that seemingly unseemly business of the FBI freezing the Secret
Service out of the investigation when the Secret Service is in charge
of Presidential protection is, I think, best presented in this copy of
the Special Agent in Charge’s December 6, 1963 memo to files. That
was three days after he sent his agents to the Jones Printing Company
and to the other printer, Mailers Service Company. Maynor’s memo
is also a cover-the-ass memo, his and his office’s. Because I got it from
the New Orleans main Oswald file it was not sent to headquarters. In
typing and in writing one copy of the two made is indicated for this
file. No copy is indicated for headquarters. Where the second copy is
to be filed is not included. In addition to the file number handwritten
on the copy it has the names of five New Orleans special agents also
written on it, with a space for initials after it and with the initials of
Special Agents Sylvester, Gaskill, Reynolds, Callendar, and Alkers
added.
The headquarters agent with whom Maynard handled freezing
the Secret Service out of his investigation of Oswald’s literature, its
distribution and of the others involved, including the person not
Oswald who using the name Osborne actually got those handbills,
is Joseph A. Sizoo. He was then the Number One man in that same
Domestic Intelligence Division. Some FBI records identify Sizoo with
the additional rank of assistant to the assistant director, then the late
William C. Sullivan.
That at FBIHQ this matter was handled by its Domestic Intelligence
Division rather than its General Investigative Division may or may not
have special significance. That it can, however, should not be ignored.
That the FBI was determined not to follow the many existing leads
that Oswald was not alone in whatever he was up to in New Orleans
in his activities that were in no way helpful to Castro or to the Fair
Play for Cuba Committee and in fact had the opposite effect, can
be attributed to what was well-understood throughout the FBI, that
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once its director had his instant vision, of Oswald as the lone assassin,
nothing that could in any way contradict that was wanted.
This does not justify the FBI’s refusal to do its duty, the job assigned
to it by the President, to investigate the crime. It merely explains why
nobody in the FBI did. Doing what was not wanted, developing any
information contrary to what Hoover decided, could mean the end
of FBI careers and the end of retirement with it.
Nor does it justify or even explain Garrison’s refusal to look into
these things. More than what he knew about Oswald not being the
person who picked those handbills up from Jones and Jones’ and
Silver’s belief that it was Thornley who did that.
Not only were such rumors common in New Orleans, some of
them at least reported to him, he knew from me what Martin had
told me and what his home movie shows. I told him as soon as I got
to New Orleans that trip, before I had the copy of Martin’s footage
Gary Schoener had made for me.
There was another such amateur movie of Oswald engaged in
one of his picketing. It was taken by a boy. I had learned of it from
the Commission’s files. I told at least Garrison and Sciambra about
it and Sciambra had me make some phone calls in an effort to get
a copy of it for them. He authorized me to charge those calls to the
office phone. I made them with no follow-up by Garrison or anyone
on his staff to get the print of that film I arranged for.
That Oswald had unidentified associates in New Orleans does
not mean that they were in any way involved in the assassination.
However, Garrison did have Oswald charged as an assassination
conspirator. He thus had even more reason than the FBI or the Commission for learning all he could about all of Oswald’s New Orleans
associates and activities.
If he made any efforts he kept them secret from me. I do not
remember anyone else indicating that he ever did a meaningful thing
to try to learn more about these leads.
How much time he invested in seeking and finding codes in those
26 volumes where no codes were to be found!
What theories he had about such wild things as that a massive sado-masochist ring of prominent, wealthy and powerful American men
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were behind the assassination! And how much time he and others
spent on such arrant nonsense.
All the time he wasted on another of his favorite theories, that the
largest, the wealthiest and most powerful producers of war equipment
that virtually encircled the country, as he loved to illustrate on his
NOAC blackboard, were behind the assassination!
He often quoted Alice in Wonderland, particularly from In the
Looking Glass, up is down and down is up; and from Orwell and his
Big Brother’s rewriting of history. The tragedy is that he was not
content merely to quote those lines.
He lived them.
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19 CHAPTER 19
19 The Shit Parade
This chapter title is not intended to offend or startle, nor

is it intended to attract undue attention. It is a conscious descriptive
that, when the subject matter is considered, it is in fact no unkindness
at all. The subject matter, the assassination of a President and the
exploitation and commercialization of it, is by any rational standard
as serious a matter as is possible in a country like ours. The rest of
this book addresses what does not have even the uses of fecal matter
and in all ways is hurtful to our country and to what is so important
in representative society, what the people can know and believe, will
know and believe, if they take seriously what I believe I understate
in referring to it as “shit.”
When those books appeared almost nobody was in a position to
evaluate them.
More, when it is being made up, there is no reason not to make
it attractive.
And, of course, every reason to make it attractive while it was
being made up.
People were excited by what they had no reason to believe was
neither factual nor true. Those books sold well and the people were
even more confused by them.
Those who trusted those authors and bought their books were
paying to be misled and misinformed.
Without knowing it, without being able to learn what the truth
and fact are.
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What is not generally understood is that this is true of both
extremes—the theorizers of a conspiracy and those who theorize
there was no conspiracy to kill JFK.
Contrary to its monolithic acceptance by the major media when it
was issued and ever since then the Warren Report is only a theory—
and a theory that is disproven solidly by that Commission’s own
evidence, published and not published. Save for the fact that needed
no official confirmation, that the President was assassinated, there
is no major fact in its account that can survive examination by the
Commission’s own evidence.
Of those most accepted by the major media in support of the
Report, the most recent and most widely acclaimed, aired and republished is Gerald Posner. His book is the knowingly mistitled Case
Closed (New York, Random House, 1993). It is by far the most conscientiously, determinedly dishonest of them all—a cunning formula for
commercializing and exploiting the assassination. While I had, until
reading it, planned to devote only a chapter or two to it, on reading it
I decided that it was, particularly because of the most extensive sale
of ancillary rights throughout the world and the enormous attention
to it and to him by our major media, particularly TV, worth more
attention. The record I made for history on it and on him is of more
than 200,000 words, and at that it is not really exhaustive. There were
parts of the book to which I paid no attention at all. Selections from
it were published as Case Open (Richard Gallen/Carroll & Graf, New
York, 1994).
Posner has trouble telling the truth, even by accident. Not only
about the assassination, about himself, too. (Note: some editing of
later pages may be needed.)
Of those who support the Report, David Belin, who had been of the
Commission’s counsel, is the next best-known and next most popular
with the major media. Like Posner and all others on that extreme, Belin
picks and chooses what he says is evidence, omitting or misrepresenting what is uncongenial with his one-sided case. When his books are
boiled down what remains is that Belin, like the Commission is right
because he says he is right, and nothing else matters.
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Unlike the cold and calculating Posner, Belin is driven by a compulsion for self-justification. He is intensely emotionally involved
where Posner is emotionless in his crafty, purposeful dishonesty.
Where Belin pretends to base his work on the Commission’s own
evidence, Posner pretends that he developed new evidence by close to
200 interviews. In fact, without exception, not one of those interviews
brings anything both new and factual to light. He uses them as a
mean trick to work his way around the official evidence, quoting from
those interviews other than what those people testified to before the
Commission. Posner makes his own “fact” up by means of these interviews that for all other purposes are entirely useless and valueless.
Because Belin’s work is essentially rehash and because at my age
and in the state of my health I am severely limited in what I am able
to do, for the record I make and I leave for our history, with regard
to Belin, I have to content myself with the copy of a speech I made
when he and I spoke together at Vanderbilt University, I in Nashville,
Tennessee in the late fall of 1975. In it I presented Belin’s actual record
on the Commission to him, to his face, and he was unable to refute
any of it. That is what impelled him to announce as soon as he was
back home, in Des Moines, that he would hold a press conference
the next day. At that press conference he called for a new investigation. He then began publishing his pathetic books in which he seeks
self-justification.
Then, instead of just part of a whitewash, of a covering up, he also
was its mix master.
As presidents often do, when our only unelected President had
a problem from serious complaints about CIA excesses he could do
nothing about any other way, he appointed a presidential commission,
as he had been made famous by Lyndon Johnson’s appointing of the
Warren Commission. When Gerald Ford established his Rockefeller
Commission supposedly to investigate these CIA abuses and illegalities, he selected David Belin, known well to him from their joint
covering up on the Warren Commission, to be its operating head.
With his three-monkeys skills from that Commission, of seeing no
evil, hearing none and speaking none, Belin covered it all with minor
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and since forgotten criticisms that satisfied the major media and the
politicians.
As it relates to the JFK assassination, some of what Belin’s Rockefeller Commission had and did publish I obtained and published
in the 1976 reprinting of my 1967 book, Photographic Whitewash (pp.
295ff). How the CIA got a copy of the Zapruder film did not come
to light in Belin’s three-monkey’s sensation of an investigation of it.
That its analysis of that film (pp. 298ff) disproved that of the Warren
Commission did not come to light through Belin. He was mute when
I published what remains of that CIA analysis that he had and did not
publish and which his Rockefeller Commission suppressed.
There are many, many other CIA coverings up in the JFK assassination that Belin did not expose when that was his responsibility
as working head of the Rockefeller Commission. But subsequent
exposure of some of them did not serve to persuade him to shut his
yap. Like its incredible torture and plotting of ways of killing the
defected KGB minor executive, Yuri Nosenko, after Nosenko told the
FBI that the KGB suspected Oswald was an American “agent in place”
or sleeper agent and that he was so anti-Soviet he was anti-Soviet
when he was in the USSR.
This was known to Belin. Post Mortem had not yet gone on sale
but he had a copy in November, 1965, when we debated at Vanderbilt University, in Nashville, Tennessee. He had obtained it from a
Member of Congress to whom I had given an advance copy. In it I
published a summary of those FBI reports of its Nosenko interviews
which his Warren Commission had—and suppressed (pages 627ff).
Publicly Belin called for the disclosure of all the CIA’s assassination
records. He said of them that he had seen them all as they relate to
the JFK assassination and “there is nothing there.”
He lied. He did not see them all and rather than holding “nothing”
they include an astounding number of thousands of pages about
Oswald.
Aside from what I had published and the CIA information the
FBI later disclosed to me and I believe to others in which Belin had
had no interest at all when he as he claimed saw it all—and had the
obligation to see it all—there is what the CIA disclosed in 1993 under
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the 1992 law requiring it that. Among other things reflected in them
is the early CIA interest in Oswald after his so-called “defection” to
the USSR, an interest manifested in those newly-disclosed records
Belin had had nothing to do with when that was his Rockefeller Commission obligation. As Major John Newman of Army Intelligence
discovered in them at least three parts of the CIA expressed written
interest in Oswald even before the CIA established its personality
profile 201 file on him.
No question about it, Belin was a real-life Perry Mason in his investigations of the JFK assassination, a Keystone Kop’s Perry Mason.
While throughout my earlier books I brought to light some of his derring-do in support of the official mythology as a Commission counsel,
a case study of his deliberate covering up what was uncongenial to
the official preconceived “solution” and could have destroyed it is
in Whitewash II, pages 82ff.
Belin differs from the other former Warren Commission counsels
in being of them all, of all those who were willing and conscious
parts of that non-investigation pretended to have been a thorough
investigation, in his compulsion to seek self-justification. In this he
is the darling of the major media, particularly the op-ed darling. In
actuality he is a contempt-worthy Judenrat.
The ghost he sees cannot and will not go away.
Belin and Posner, each in his own dishonest way, with our precious
history and our national integrity involved, personifies Shakespeare’s
line, first let us kill all the lawyers.
While I would like to leave more of a record of the truth with regard
to each of them, both being strangers to the truth about the assassination and its investigation, that is now more than I can undertake. They
do represent, in fact they symbolize their extreme of unquestioning
support of the untenable official assassination mythology.
The other extreme, of those who pretend to have solved the
crime by various conspiracy theories, produced books that also are
untenable.
The major effect of the extreme that supports the official mythology
was on the major media. In turn the major media popularized the
Belins and Posners of literary whoredom to the average American.
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However, as numerous polls show, for all the great attention to the
Belins and the Posners and their work, they did not really convert
most people. After Posner’s book theorizing that there had been no
conspiracy had gotten great attention, a poll taken for CBS-TV News
established that a greater number of Americans than ever before—
nine out of ten—believed there had been a conspiracy.
What really influenced the beliefs of the average American is the
attractive conspiracy theories presented as solutions. Not only did
those books reach many people, their authors were welcome on a great
number of talk shows. Between their books and their appearances
these authors reached directly and confused many more people than
the Posners and the Belins did.
Both extremes failed to meet the responsibilities of writers in a
society like ours. With them both, the major media also failed in its
responsibilities.
Their failures, I believe, endanger our society.
Infrequently I tell readers that my first book was the first book
on the Warren Commission. That was not and is not to boast. It is
to inform the reader, among many things, that I have labored and
learned in this work for that long. That gives the reader one means
of evaluating the opportunity I have had to become informed for my
writing.
It is also, as I’ve just recalled in writing this, a powerful indictment
of our society, the society of all whose institutions, as I believe my
writing has made clear. They failed us in the time of our national
crisis when President Kennedy was killed and they have failed us
ever since then.
In our society there is nothing more subversive than the assassination of a President. It nullifies our system of freedom through
self-government. It gives us a president for whom we did not vote
and who could not become president through being elected president.
In practice, at least in modern practice, it gives us a president whose
political beliefs are not those of the president for whom we voted. It
gives us one whose beliefs are usually quite different from those of the
one for whom we did vote. This is because the successful candidate
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selects to run with him one who can appeal to voters to whom he did
not appeal. That is one of the reasons JFK picked LBJ to run with him.
So, when faced with this great subversion, what is the record of
those whose responsibility it is to inform the people so that they may
function in the democratic system as intended by those I believe are
properly referred to as our “founding fathers,” those I believe were
the greatest political thinkers—and doers—of all time?
While Jefferson lived to change his mind he did say that the free
press was most important to us.
With our growth the means of informing people expanded enormously.
In addition to a mammoth press, much of great wealth, new means
of informing people developed and became powerful, first radio and
then TV. We also developed large, some very large scholarly and
research institutions employing those educationally and by experience well prepared for the most difficult and detailed studies and for
reporting on them.
Reporters and their editors were much better educated than in
my reporting days.
When the President was assassinated we had magazines of vast
circulation that brought us both news and news with pictures. Besides
the news magazines that survive with massive circulation, there then
were the picture weekly magazines, LIFE and LOOK, with circulations
of about seven million copies weekly. There was also the influential
weekly magazine of varied interests, including serious articles, The
Saturday Evening Post.
The news agencies grew and prospered and could cover anything.
They had the means of assigning well-trained and -educated reporters
to work long on major stories, as any political assassination certainly
is. This was also true, in a sense even more true, of our major newspapers of ever-increasing wealth and influence.
Ownership of radio and TV stations were like licenses to print
money and they, too, could afford major and in-depth studies of the
great subversion of that most dramatic event.
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Then, too, there were all those professional historians and political
scientists and all those wealthy foundations which could support
them in the study not one made.
Publishing books had become more remunerative. There were
many book publishers who could have commissioned the books not
one was independently commissioned.
There was the semi-official The Death of a President, William Manchester’s phony Camelotization, published in 1967 by Harper & Row.
Although Manchester had rare privileges, like a private office in the
National Archives and access to what was secret from all others, he
evolved his imperial version of the official version of the Warren
Report. In the course of his work he learned and reported what
disproved the official mythology but in reporting it failed to inform
his readers of its meaning—if he realized those importances himself.
Before his book was published he and it were involved in unseemly
scandals that resulted in the Kennedy family disassociating itself
from him and his book.
The “specials” of the TV networks added the Sieg Heil! salute to
their ass-kissing of the official travesty. The enormous funding they
had and the large and competent staffs working on them could and
should have evolved at the very least serious questions for the people
to know about and consider.
Into almost every home they infiltrated what was more sinister
than official propaganda because most people believed that they were
independent and reached conclusions independent of the official ones.
That they never intended to do and they never did.
In controlled societies the people knew what their controlled media
told them was what officialdom wanted them to know.
Here, with no official control over the media, people assumed that
what it told them was other than the official diktat.
It wasn’t and it wasn’t intended to be.
And it has not been in the 30 ensuing years.
The literary agent I had before the assassination, Toni Strasman,
was wise and correct when in dropping me as her client she told me
that “nobody” in New York, the heart, soul and vascular system of
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magazine and book publishing, would consider anything other than
what Washington was saying.
After Toni dropped me as a client I was not able to replace her. All
who declined, and there were six in a short period of time, declined
to represent the subject. This is not my opinion—it is what all told me.
Several of the largest magazines and more than 100 publishers
internationally proved her absolutely correct.
So, I indict, do not brag in writing that my first book on the Warren
Commission and its Report was the first book on them.
I refer readers to my emotional castigation of that situation in the
epilogue of my second book, Whitewash II.
In all the many experiences of the 28 ensuing years, in all I’ve
learned since then, I have no reason to moderate any of what then
came to me one night shortly after retiring when, awakened by it, I sat
and wrote and completed writing before the middle of the day that
began for me so short a time after midnight when I was awakened
by what then so troubled me.
No wealthy newspaper, news agency, radio or TV news organization, no magazine that could afford it and no book publisher
commissioned any critical examination of what officials sponsored
us about that “crime of the century” or about what, faced with it,
officialdom did.
This is an indictment, a self-indictment more severe an indictment
than any critic could make.
While it is infrequently true, as Andrew Johnson said, that one
determined man can become a majority, how safe and secure are we
if all others fail?
What does it say of us and our institutions when it was a man of no
means and influence, whose writing of the past did not bring him fame
or fortune; and who was an unknown, whose only resources were
himself, his wife and a worn-out old upright typewriter; who wrote
the first book critical of the official assassination theory presented as
its solution and then, faced with more than 100 international publisher
rejections of that first book on that “crime of the century,” had to
publish it himself if it were to be published at all; then did just that
when he could not pay for the printing and was already in debt?
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I do not boast—I indict. In a sense other than the radical Italian
publisher Giangiaccomo Feltrinelli asked me to indict in demanding
in 1967 that I write a J’Acuse. He wanted me to charge the government
with assassinating its President. I refused.
Feltrinelli believed that such a book would sell very well, would
make me rich and famous.
It would have, as books theorizing conspiracies and “solutions”
have others since then.
Governmental and institutional failures and abdications created
the market, a market for these many fictions and frauds, hatreds of
vacuums being what they are.
What is little recognized is that the official “solutions,” also are no
more than theories. That of the Warren Commission is well known
while that of the FBI and the Secret Service remains virtually unknown
although I reproduced the FBI’s, with which the Secret Service agreed,
in facsimile in my first book (page 195).
What is entirely unknown from what any of the major media
reported to the people is that the FBI/Secret Service “solution” refutes
that of the Warren Commission. Both are recorded in the Commission’s records that have always been accessible in the National
Archives. Once the Report was out the FBI always referred publicly
only to the Commission’s solution with which privately it disagreed.
The FBI and Secret Service even exchanged sneering references to
it. Both knew the so-called “single bullet theory” that is the basis
of the Commission’s solution was impossible. Each instead, and independently, pretended there had been no missed bullet at all even
though each had irrefutable proof that a bullet did miss, resulting in
the slight wounding of James Tague. His wounding was reported at
the moment of the shooting by the police. Its broadcasts were recorded
and the FBI transcribed those recordings for the Commission, which
published the FBI transcripts in facsimile.
Neither agency troubled the people with its certain knowledge
that the Commission’s “solution” to the assassination was an absolute
impossibility. And although this FBI and Secret Service disproof of the
official mythology was always available to the major media, as was
the FBI’s in facsimile in the very first book on the subject, the major
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media, too, did not trouble the people with that disquieting news. It
preferred to extol the official mythology as the unquestionable truth,
which is what it did.
Well-known reporters working for major newspapers and TV
networks worked in those files at the Archives day after day beginning
in the middle of 1966, after my first book was out. More than once I
drove some of them to their offices when we left the Archives at days’
working end. Those files have been worked in ever since, as those who
have seen the TV spectaculars should recall. This continuing work in
those files is also reflected in what the major newspapers published.
But that these top national police agencies disproved the Commission’s official mythology they did not report.
Many people believe these conspiracy-theory “solutions.” Others
rejected them, as they should. To those who know the established fact
they lack any credibility at all.
It is not possible to read and understand the Warren Report and
still believe it, not if it is read with care and with thought. My first
book, based entirely on it and its self-described official documentation
in that massive appendix of 26 volumes, disproved it point-by-point.
(And the New York Times, that newspaper of record, which then in
its daily book section noted “books received,” refused to mention it
after getting and having asked for most of the 12 copies it got. To this
paper of “record” a book not published by a commercial publisher
did not exist. After that twelfth freebee I asked the Times to pay.)
With theories on both extremes, as I wrote in the Washington Post
(op-ed December 19,1991):
“What gets lost in all this controversy is that there is a middle
ground. I confess loneliness in my occupancy of it. It is the ground
that finds the Commission failed us and proves this with fact and
official documentation. It also finds that the proliferating conspiracy theories mislead and confuse as much or more than the failed
official conclusions.”
There is my confession of a different nature I made above. We
all erred. We all failed.”
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It should be understood that whether or not there was a conspiracy to kill the President is not and cannot be established by theories.
“Conspiracy theories” are not factual although those who spawn them
pretend they are. Whether or not there was a conspiracy is and can
only be a matter of fact, not of theory.
These proliferated pretended solutions that are theories, as of this
writing soon to proliferate even more, publishers have learned that
goosey as they are they are still golden eggs, so publishers eschew
established fact—of which most authors are ignorant in any event.
Their fantasies cannot survive the light of established fact.
Where the theories pretend to be based on fact, they are not. What
oozes from the murk of their authors’ minds is what they represent
as fact and is no such thing, as with specifics we shall see with some.
The now available official records are of such great volume that
the volume itself frustrates real study of them. This need be said in
limited defense of those who invent these theories and misrepresent
them as fact. Not infrequently those who produce this disinformation are rewarded by the considerable income from the ready market
reached by the greedy publishers who publish nothing else and reflect
no real interest other than the money they make from deceiving and
misleading the people.
There now is a massive amount of official information available.
The first official information available was in the Warren Report only.
That was followed two months later with those 26 large volumes
of appendix, 15 of testimony and 11 of exhibits. Then we had some
access to what the Commission did not publish, at the Archives. The
volume of the Kennedy assassination archive then was an estimated
200 cubic feet. Then by a series of FOIA lawsuits I obtained about a
third of a million pages. This since has been added to by others. Mark
Allen and his lawyer Jim Lesar in particular have rescued much from
official oblivion. Without what is now available from other sources
and in other deposits, the volume of information is simply enormous.
The enormity alone defies meaningful access to the information.
A reported million pages were made available beginning in August,
1993, in response to the 1992 law requiring the disclosure of all JFK as-
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sassination records, all that is not prohibited by some law or probative
regulation.
Besides which, most of the so-called information is not relevant
to the crime or its official investigations.
The FBI’s answer to almost anything is statistics and the Commission exploited those misleading FBI statistics to give its Report
credibility. Most of what the FBI gathered and reported on is just
plain junk. Countless interviews with people who had no relevant
knowledge at all, all dumped in great volume on the Commission and
its staff already intimidated by the FBI’s leaked and widely reported
and credited “solution” that was, in its fabled founding directors own
words to William Manchester, an instant vision he had the afternoon
of the assassination, before the new President directed him to investigate and report on it.
Hoover’s great wisdom and admission of his instant vision were
recorded for him and the FBI’s records by his omnipresent note-taker,
then assistant director Cartha DeLoach, head of the Bureau’s “Crime
Records Division.” He was also its leaker-in-chief, in addition to other
functions having nothing to do with “crime records.”
DeLoach prepared a memo on that interview on June 4, 1964. In
form it was addressed to DeLoach’s immediate superior, John P. Mohr.
His title was “assistant to the director.” The copy I have is not the
FBI’s record copy. It is a duplicate or a “not recorded” copy from its
main JFK assassination file, 62-109060.
The original, the “recorded” copy, is hidden in a special file the FBI
steadfastly refused to search for me. Its classification number is 94. Its
title is “Research Matters.” The FBI steadfastly claimed that “research
matters” are outside the records within FOIA. While that is not true,
the FBI did get away with it. Duplicates I obtained from other files
disclose that as “research matters” the FBI hid records of its leaking,
of its propaganda, of its keeping track on the media and its “enemies”
and even of its more polite blackmail. Some of its records relating to
its relations with the Congress are also stashed away in that special
vast 94 file of supposed “research matters” used so extensively for
the DeLoach operations.
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No internal FBI record ever addressed Hoover directly. All FBI
records to headquarters are addressed to “the Director.” Every paper
intended for him went to him through channels, to the person next
higher in authority than the author of the paper. He then directed it
to the one next above him in rank. Thus DeLoach addressed his report
on Hoover’s Manchester interview to John P. Mohr, then Assistant
to the Director. Of the six copies originally made, only two were for
assistant directors. Two were to FBI propaganda functionaries and
two went to secretaries.
While since 1964 the volume of the available official records has
been great and increased yearly and although most of them are trash,
they are not entirely inaccessible and are not all are of trash, but even
if they were, those who assume the responsibility of writing about the
subject have the responsibility of at least not ignoring them.
Without any exception, all these theoreticians are in various
degrees ignorant of them and their content. Most know nothing about
them at all. Not one has ever made an effort to make any real examination of them.
One effect is that they need suffer no discomfort from the
knowledge they do not have, that the established assassination fact
disproves their financially rewarding Keystone Koppery.
All of the quarter of a million pages of these JFK assassination
records I have along with those on the assassination of Martin Luther
King, Jr., the total is of about a third of a million pages, have always
been freely available to all writing about our political assassinations.
In fact, because of my physical limitations and disabilities, this
means they have unsupervised access to all those records and to what
I have done with them and to the duplicate copies in a “subject” file.
They have also had unsupervised access to our copier. What these
supposed experts, and need they not be experts to write pretendedly
nonfiction books, are too subject-matter ignorant to know is that there
is also an index to most of the records created by the FBI in the most
important period of its investigation.
(The volume of these official records requires that we keep them in
our basement. My ability to use the stairs was limited when I began
to receive these records as the result of all those lawsuits, so was
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my ability to stand still before any file cabinets. With the years I
have become more and more limited in what I can and what I am
medically permitted to do. However, each file drawer is labelled with
its contents, by file and serial number, and each volume of records
is within a clearly labelled file folder. My presence is not required
to tell any user where any file is. They in fact are less accessible to
others than they are to me.)
So, massive as is the volume that does to a degree frustrate access,
there is meaningful access to all who write in the field and it is without
charge and without supervision.
What this actually means is that those working in my records
enjoy a degree of freedom not matched in the government agencies,
either at the FBI or the CIA and their public reading rooms, or at the
National Archives. All agencies do supervise the use of their records
and all require being told what records anyone wants to examine.
Some have used this freedom to steal only copies of my own work
rather than make copies because when my only copies are stolen I
lack that information and cannot use it or cite it. Of what without
question was stolen, one theoretician in particular had a great interest
in no copies existing, they embarrassed him that much. In the case of
other thievery of again only copies, the obvious result was to prevent
others writing on those aspects from competing with one of these
successful exploiters of theories when he had an announced book
on subject matter of these records.
But not a single one of these theoreticians who in fact are commercializers and exploiters has taken the time to make any meaningful
search of any of this official information. And most assuredly, all of
it is not junk. Witness my eight books on the JFK assassination and
its investigations, the seventh about to be published as of this writing
and the eighth to follow it.
For the use of others, who can in a sense, if a limited sense, be
regarded as my competitors, I have from the first had a table and
a typewriter in the basement for them to use and even supply our
paper for them on it, along with other supplies, like pens and pencils,
paperclips, tape, file folders and a typewriter.
None of this is boasting, either.
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I try to live by my beliefs.
I believe that despite the considerable cost and effort of obtaining
these records I have no personal ownership right in them. The
property right I have in them comes from the use I make of them,
not from possession of them.
I believe that those who obtain official information from the government under FOIA are surrogates for the people of the country.
Although in practice it means that those who use my records are
almost invariably those with whom I disagree they nonetheless have
unlimited, unsupervised and unimpeded access, without any charge.
Mao may not have believed it when he said all the flowers should
bloom but I practice it because that is my belief.
In this I do not distinguish between flowers and weeds no matter
how noxious the weed.
None of us has any monopoly on being right or being wrong and
those of us who write do not have right to impose our beliefs on
others who write.
There are, of course, writers who cannot afford to come here and
search for the information they seek. When it was possible I made
copies for them and mailed the copies to them. When I had part-time
help this was easier and these searches, copying and mailings were
made.
There also were those who could easily afford it because they had
the means or had advances against royalties for just such costs. But
not one of them made a real search in person. For several I arranged
for students at local Hood College to work for those authors, one in
particular of whom there will be later mention, commercializer of an
adopted and an invalid theory.
On one occasion such a student spent a considerable amount of
time searching these records for the American lawyers of a foreign
government. In this as in all other instances, I have not the slightest
knowledge of what was copied for him and it. I know only what their
interest was. That served their interest, not mine.
This situation has sometimes made me seem to be an oddball to
others. Not infrequently that has been articulated, on occasion as
defamation.
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In a sense this is commentary on our times and on those people.
For no more than practicing what I believe, what I believe is traditional American belief—for only doing what I think is right and
without commercial or personal reward or benefit—I appear to some
to be odd.
We have developed into a society that is suspicious of anything
not done for commercial reasons, a society in which what is regarded
as beneficial is by many measured only in dollars.
That I enjoy a non-commercial benefit that means more to me than
money appears not to be easily comprehended.
That, I fear, can come only from neglect of, if not abandonment
of, the belief that we do what we think is right, what we think we
should do, whether or not that can be measured in money. Is it not
possible to believe that there are rewards more valuable than money?
Can others not see that for some of us there is more than adequate
reward in doing what we think we should do, in doing what is right?
Have we departed so far from what we were taught in school and
in such private groups as the Boy Scouts and girl counterparts?
Or has what is taught changed so much in the many decades since
I was in school?
To this point, because I sit in judgement on others who I believe
have exploited and commercialized the assassinations of the 1960s,
before getting to that I have undertaken to let the reader know what
I believe are my qualifications for that and for my own writing and
investigating. I know of no academic training for such work, thus I
have undertaken to make what were, for me, the learning experiences
that, because there is no academic training for it, substitutes for it.
While to this part of this book that may appear to have the intent
of being an autobiography, that was not my intent and what I have
written omits much that came to mind as I looked back after all those
years and all those and other experiences. It does not include some of
what might have been more interesting, much that is anecdotal. Even
in what I do go into, like all those FOIA lawsuits, I omitted much. My
earlier reference in this chapter to “labor” reminded me of that so, to
illustrate to the reader that there is much that I could have said and
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did not had my purpose been other than I represent, I refer here to
the “labor” of all that FOIA litigation.
Some of the affidavits were of book length. I intended in them, if
they accomplished nothing else in the litigation, to be a record for our
history. They are in great detail and they are thoroughly documented,
almost always with official documents. I did not have to do that. I did
not have to burden my wife with that exhausting reading, correcting
and then retyping of all those hundreds of pages in all those many
dozens of lengthy and detailed affidavits, but that length is devoted to
fact and making an official record of that fact was, I believe, important.
It was important too, because it was also a challenge to officialdom,
a challenge that records the fact of our history and refuted the official
corruption and misrepresentation of fact and was not itself refuted.
I sat, as for years has been medically required, with my legs
elevated and the typewriter to my one side. That made my typing
less accurate, requiring more time for correction. When in fact some
of those affidavits were of book length, a not inconsiderable amount
of labor with perfect typing, it was ever so much more work with all
the errors to be caught and the many corrections made.
And, of course, a writer could have used the time preparing those
affidavits required for writing books, especially with the great volume
of documents to provide the content of that writing.
After my wife retyped and made copies of those affidavits I mailed
them to my lawyer, Jim Lesar, after it became too dangerous for me
to drive to Washington. It has not been safe for me to drive out of
Frederick since 1977 and I have not.
After Jim read them he took them to the clerk of the federal court
for filing. The clerk’s office divides the filing among assistants who
handle cases and who divide them up alphabetically. So, one morning
bright and early when Jim appeared before the clerk who handled the
Ws, he said, “I have an affidavit by Mr. Weisberg to file.”
“Long and detailed,” the clerk responded.
“Yes,” Jim said.
“And thoroughly documented,” the clerk laughed, Jim joining in
the laughter.
It was that unusual a procedure.
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My files on those lawsuits fill two file cabinets. They overflow into
many cardboard boxes. Most of those records by far were not filed by
the government. And of what we filed, most by far is these affidavits
I intended also to serve our history.
In the court’s files, those affidavits are available to all writing in
the field, my supposed competitors. So also is all the documentation
attached to them. Unless and until the courts and the government
agencies purge these files they remain a permanent record. But they
cannot purge my files, Lesar’s and those of the others to whom I sent
copies.
Further indicating the extent of this work in the form of affidavits,
when most of them were filed the required paper was legal-size, or
three inches longer than standard, letter-size paper.
That my purpose is not to write an autobiography is illustrated by
the fact that when asked to do that, with the cost of its publication
guaranteed, I declined to do it.
After years in which we had had no contact I was again in touch
with the two surviving dearest friends of my youth, Joe Labobsky,
on learning how I had spent those years in which we had had no
contact, asked me to write an autobiography. When I declined he
said he would pay to have it published. I again declined, explaining
that I do not have that kind of ego and that with what time remains
for me I prefer to make other uses of it, especially making use of my
knowledge of the field of our political assassinations, to try to perfect
the record left for the future, for our history.
I meant and mean this also in the Santayana sense, that those who
do not remember the past are doomed to relive it. That is something
I do not wish for the country to which my parents fled, thus making
me the first member of my family ever born into freedom.
Going back to Adam and Eve!
My dear friend Joe knows even better what it means to have this
freedom. He was 12 years old when despite great obstacles his mother
and her children were able to join their father and husband in freedom.
In a sense what is autobiographical in the beginning of this book
serves history in recording something about me because I have done
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what I have done and however that may be evaluated in the future it
is, as intended, a partial account of what prepared me for it.
Over the years, despite literary thievery, slander, libel and juvenile
attempts at ridicule I have avoided public comment on those with
whom I disagree to the degree that was possible, and almost always
I did find it possible. Mostly that was because I did not want to
spend time that way but it also was from my belief that even the
most noxious weeds have the right to bloom. They may be beautiful
flowers to others.
It is not any sudden revelation that the poseurs, the frauds, the
self-seekers and the self-important, those who see themselves as
possessed of wisdom, vision and insight not possessed by others,
which they do believe themselves to be from their representations of
themselves; the sick in mind and the arrant fools who have exploited
and commercialized the great tragedies with varying degrees of public
attention and financial success, are now also part of this history, an
important part. I know of an excellent professional historian, my dear
friend Dr. David Wrone, professor of history at the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point, who long has been preparing for his historian’s overview of this strange collection of literary racketeers and
their influence in misleading all, from ordinary people to the major
media, in addition to many in legislatures. His will be the professional
historian’s assessment and it will be more inclusive and less personal.
He is the coauthor of the only professional bibliography on the JFK
assassination, Greenwood Press. He also is one of the small minority
of college professors who responsibly teach any aspect of the assassination, his and way and that of two others being the politics of the
assassination.
Some of the espousers of unproven theories have their PhDs and
of them some do, in a manner of speaking, teach. One or two of them
are among the nuttiest of those in the field.
Some weeks after it appeared, I was sent two pages from the “Book
News” department of the weekly publishing house-organ Publisher’s
Weekly, dated May 3, 1993.
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That “Book News” was the coming publishers’ blowout of the
national mind as they in their own crass way “commemorated” the
30th assassination anniversary.
The first of the books on which it reported was an acute disappointment to be because Gerald Posner, its author, had represented to
me that he would be assessing those of us generally lumped together,
as we are not and should not be, as “critics” who commercialized
and exploited the JFK assassination. Not all did that. From Posner’s
publisher’s description their book is not in any way a commercialization and an exploitation. What Random House’s executive editor
and vice president, Bob Loomis, really described is another work of
sycophancy in support of the official mythology.
The new sycophancy that pretends it is scholarship holds that
although the Commission was wrong in virtually all it did nonetheless
blundered its way to what is correct.
Neither when Posner was here nor since then has he ever sought
to learn whether his pretended affirmation of the official “solution”
is correct, based on the official evidence, leave alone if that evidence
permits what he presents as his triumph against all odds to be within
reason.
But he is not alone. Not one of those authors has made any such
effort, and if any publisher has had the normal peer review, it cannot
have been by any who really do know what this previously-withheld
evidence says and means.
But what more than any other one consideration decided me to
address the JFK assassination industry is what Harrison Edward
Livingstone told me in advance about his most outrageous, indecent,
irrational and egocentric of them all. He kept his word. In it he claims
that all with whom he disagrees or do not agree with him conspired
to prevent his “breaking the case wide open” in October, 1992.
If it required being armed with a knowledge of the established
official fact of the assassination he would not find it easy to break
out of the mist in which he lives and works.
He could not “break the case open” with a nuclear bomb!
Publisher’s Weekly’s main headline on its report is “Assassination
Anniversary Marked by ‘Definitive’ Works.” The subhead is, “Several
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big books purport to answer the question, Who killed JFK? Unfortunately, their findings conflict.”
These books are not “findings” because “findings” pertains to fact.
Robert Dahlin’s two-paragraph lead concludes, after saying that
“Such starkly conflicting views” as the books express “will collide in
bookstores this fall ... it is noteworthy that this season brings books
from large houses that can afford lavish production and promotion,
which has not been the case with most of the earlier books on the
subject.”
This is an important truth. Random House did “lavish ... promotion
on Posner’s, the first book of which Dahlin writes, under the subhead,
“The Lone Assassin.” It is “Case Closed: Lee Harvey Oswald and the Assassination of JFK by Gerald Posner (Oct., $25, with 16 pages of black
and white photos).”
Posner’s title alone reflects his incredible arrogance, his sense of
his own omniscience—that he is a consummate know-it-all—he and
he alone has the JFK assassination Case Closed!
National hero, no less, this man who could do what no others did!
Not the Presidential Commission, with all its staff and resources.
Not its national eminences who were its members.
Not the FBI. Or the CIA. Or the Secret Service.
All the great federal might and power could not do what Dick
Daring, a.k.a. Gerald L. Posner did, alone and unassisted, save for
his wife—and did in very little time, too! He says.
How little?
Well, it was in February, 1992 when he was here and told me he
was just beginning. His book reflects that he had done little by then.
He had his work completed and his manuscript turned in only
about a year later. It appeared in August, 1993, and the usual spread
between submission and publication is six months.
And, according to his own publisher, most of the book is not even
on the assassination.
As his publisher’s vice president and executive editor Bob Loomis
told Dahlin:
“At the heart of it is a biography of Lee Harvey Oswald that
confronts all the conspiracy theories as it goes along. Posner takes
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up separate episodes as they occur in history—in Oswald’s life, in
[Jack] Ruby’s life—making a chronological scenario in which we see
how it all fits together.”
All of that plus the personal investigation beyond all that federal
power and all the many authors before him?
That he “confronted” all these theories—mastered and refuted
them, too, in only a year, in itself is a super spectacular achievement!
What a man!
Perry Mason, Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot and Inspector
Morse, too—shame on you all!
Babies to Gerald L. Posner, whose apprenticeship for putting all
others to shame was writing about Nazis, the subject of two of his
prior books.
Tracing the histories of the notorious Doctor Joseph Mengele and
his experiments on humans in the death camps and of the children
of prominent Nazis taught Posner all he needed to know to investigate the assassination of a President—and close the case—in a mere
year—much of which was spent in biographical interviewing.
Is there anyone more qualified to head the FBI or the CIA?
Posner’s book is an ego trip by a self-important Johnny-Come-Lately who decided that the market was ready to make a book in support
of the official mythology profitable and he devised as corrupt and
dishonest a formula for that as anyone in the field ever conceived.
It is shot through with stupid, ignorant factual errors of which only
perhaps a few maybe from carelessness, like the names he gets wrong.
It is also a work of remarkably brazen literary thievery some of which
he attempts to hide with tricky endnotes. Some he not only pretended
was work done for him—he was even praised by many, including
major media elements, for going to that cost and trouble. Even when
caught at it, he refused to admit the truth. He is far and away the
most unabashed and rewarded of the literary whores who sought
fame and fortune from prostituting this great tragedy in our history.
When he and his wife Trisha spent three days with us in February,
1992, he seemed like an entirely different person than he portrays
himself to be in his book. He also described an entirely different
book. The kind of book he evolved is reflected as his actual original
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intent by what he dates within it, by whom he saw and interviewed
before he visited us and had unsupervised access to all our files and
to our copier.
For all they copied and for all he asked me about, he never once
expressed any interest in whether in all those FOIA lawsuits I fought
and won, in all the pages of once-withheld official information I
obtained by those lawsuits, there is anything at all pertinent to his
book’s title in them. But then he did not tell me that title and what
he did describe is not that book but one exposing the commercialization and exploitation—of which he turned out to be the pre-eminent
practitioner. And the most successful.
So, he could not be truthful with me.
Like his book, Posner is a fraud. He says he is—and how Random
House Hippodromes that—a “Wall Street lawyer.” He spent about two
years doing the most boring of drudge work, on discovery material
in a major lawsuit, work also done by non-lawyers. Searches indicate
that then and since then he never filed a single lawsuit, never took a
single case to court! That makes him a real “Wall Street lawyer.”
His book on that Nazi Atilla, Dr. Mengele, is an impressive work.
But it turns out—and he personally has given a number of contradictory accounts of it—that he began promising to take a case to court for
a few survivors of the many thousands Mengele tortured and when
he had collected enough for a book, decided to do the book rather
than take their case to court. He has given different and contradictory
versions of why he did not ever file that case. The one favored with
the media after his mistitled Case Closed was out is that he could not
sue a foreign government in United States courts. That is a lie. There
was precedent, precedent his way, in favor of his supposed clients,
including even a case in New York over which he told a law publication he would try to file the case in that district in the hope of being
able to get the same judge. There was other precedent. There is no
doubt that such a case could be carried forward successfully because
several had been.
My book on him and his book was much longer than the publisher
wanted. Case Open (Carroll & Graf/Richard Gallen, New York, 1994)
is only about a fifth of what I researched and wrote. In what was not
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published there is considerable detail about the foregoing, as there
also is about much else of what he published. It includes copies of
the interviews he granted before and after his fraudulent book was
out. Reading what Posner himself told the New York law publication
makes it impossible not to wonder whether he took that supposed
case against the German government in the hope that his clients would
make his collection of what he used in his Mengele book possible. He
traveled abroad and lived there extensively for that book, without
apparent means for so young a man with so scanty a working history
to have funded that from his record as a lawyer.
I think one also has to wonder whether Mengele’s victims became
Posner’s victims.
Including whether they financed the case he supposedly was going
to file for them and never did. Did they finance his book instead?
The Gerald Posner who emerges from his book, despite his careful
and deceptive language, and from his innumerable promotions for
it, is a monster who is skilled in lying, overtly and covertly and at
evading rather than responding, with his most practiced means of
evading being personal attacks.
He is, as I said in my manuscript, using his own publisher’s unabridged dictionary to define the words, both a shyster and a plagiarist. But that is not how he seemed when he was with us.
And, as is characteristic of most writing so-called assassination
books, he is a cheap-shot artist.
But months before the assassination anniversary, Dahlen and Publisher’s Weekly had one thing right, in commercial terms Posner’s was
the book. Dahlen did not begin to report all of the outpouring of these
“commemorations” of the money till. What seems to be the case is that
the quest for money makes publishing anything at all on this subject
legitimate. What was considered legitimate encompassed the palpably
impossible, like quoting verbatim and at great length from—even
what was in the mind of—the President’s surviving brother what
he never said to anyone, particularly not the author of those endless
direct quotations from him. That was explained as probably what
he had in mind!
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Everybody became an expert on the assassination. The less he
knew the more expert he was. Expertise was really imagination and
the lack of inhibition.
This, at the time of that anniversary and at most other times
presents a serious problem for the major media. It has the authors’
and their publishers’ representation of the authors’ expertise and even
honest efforts to determine the truth do not do that easily.
Very few in the major media are in a position to assess these claims
and fewer have the interest or inclination.
The fact is that even those who have spent most of their adult
lifetimes supposedly working the field remain theorizers of conspiracies. What they want to is for their theories to become real for their
trusting readers when it isn’t. With repetition the unreal tends to
become acceptable to a reading public most of whom have had access
to nothing else, a reading public that yearns for answers and solutions
when no solution is possible.
This is true of both sides. Despite the scholarly praises for Posner
as being different, being factual and not engaging in theories, his is
a book entirely of theory—and of lies. Deliberate lies. Intended lies.
As was true of Belin’s work on the Warren Commission, his writing,
too, is, despite his contrary representations, of theory, not of fact save
as he represents the theory of the Commission as fact and selectively
cites its evidence. His and Posner’s are non-conspiracy theories.
But gradually, over the years, more and more Americans came to
realize that if any one of these books presenting conspiracy theories
as fact was correct, all the others were wrong. From this more and
more people came to realize that none of them told the truth, that
they were all theories misrepresented to be factual.
Increasingly, thinking people came to recognize the realities. I
believe this was reflected in poorer sales than were anticipated for
the books that desecrated the 30th assassination anniversary. I know
it is reflected in calls and letters to me.
Although no bookstore stocks my books and because special small
orders are money losers many pretend my books are not available and
it thus is difficult for most to learn that they exist or how to get them,
I received more and more thanks for not engaging in theories of any
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kind and for not only being factual but in all instances providing the
sources, almost without exception official sources.
Increasingly those who wrote and phoned identified themselves
as not born at the time of the assassination or as those who were then
very young. Surprisingly, many of those not born or too young to
understand express love for JFK, and this despite the outpouring of
revisionist books and wide attention to them.
There always was deep mistrust of government, from the time the
Warren Report was issued. It gradually increased. When I was able to
speak at colleges and universities, this not only crossed political lines—
it often was more vigorous at the more conservative institutions. The
issue of the assassination and of mistrust of government was never a
liberal or a conservative issue from the time of the assassination on.
Not among the people.
It was William Loeb, the very conservative publisher on the Manchester, New Hampshire Union-Leader who, after reading my first
book, made the introduction that made it possible for me to get a
printer when I was broke and in debt. Loeb was wonderful to me in
every way. On his own initiative he even had two independent libel
readings of that first book. If his secretary had not goofed as conservative a book publisher as the country had would have published it.
He was one of the few I had not approached. He learned of Loeb’s
recommendation only after I had published that book myself.
This is how it should be, no matter how much the Posners and
others who support the official mythology say to the contrary.
The assassination of any President affects all Americans. So does
any deficiency in the official investigations of it. So, too, do any government failing and the failings of any of our basic institutions. And
there is a gut understanding of this reflected to me from innumerable strangers. About 20,000 have written me over the years. I can’t
estimate how many have phoned me. But I have kept all those letters
in the belief that ultimately they may be of scholarly interest, perhaps
to sociologists.
What was surprising is the total absence, except from a few who
know me, of any reflection of the influence of the more forceful criticisms of me in two of the more flagrant commercializations and ex-
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ploitations of the 30th anniversary exploitations, Posner’s and Harry
Edward Livingstone’s mistitled but self-descriptive Killing the Truth:
Deceit and Deception in the JFK Case (New York, Carroll & Graf, 1993).
Of the many from whom I heard after those books appeared, not a
single stranger asked me if there was any truth in what Posner or
Livingstone wrote and said. And some of what they wrote and said
was pretty nasty.
Only a few, fewer than a half-dozen, of those who had been in
touch with me asked me for any comment on what they wrote and
said, what in fact ranged from deliberate distortions to outright lies.
No publisher of any of the many books that commercialized and
exploited the 30th assassination anniversary had any peer review.
That did not concern publishers. The indications are that their sole
concern, aside from potential profitability, was libel. If what was
written was not within what was not under the broadened standards
of the day libelous, there was no other worry. Not about truth or
decency or any other such considerations. Not if it could be profitable.
That was the sole standard.
The result, as became true after the first few books critical of the
official mythology appeared, was a disgusting shit parade.
It is not possible to comment on all of them. There are too many.
There are a few minor exceptions. Of those referred to in Dahlin’s
story, Dutton’s publication of my friend Dr. Cyril Wecht’s Cause of
Death: The Final Diagnosis, is not really an assassination book. The assassination is one of many subjects covered by that eminent forensic
pathologist.
So, as in writing Case Open, where Posner is also a symbol, I go
into only a few of those that had more impact from greater sales and
extensive promotions, particularly on innumerable TV and radio
talk shows. More people are reached by these promotions than from
reading the books promoted.
I do not do this at the length and in the detail that is possible, there
is that much wrong with them.
This does not mean that others of this shit parade are any better.
Some, like Mark Lane’s Plausible Denial, the Thunder’s Mouth Press’
1991 book reprinted to commercialize the 30th anniversary, are overt
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frauds. It is not alone in being fraudulent. Those other books did
not have the impact of Posner’s and Livingstone’s. Some had only
negligible distribution.
But what I say about those I use as symbols is a general truth in
the field.
It is a field in which those of us who are generally and quite incorrectly lumped together as “critics,” for all the world as though we
are all in agreement when we are not, also failed the country while
failing to meet the responsibilities of responsible writers.
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20 CHAPTER 20
20 An Industry Killing of an Important Investigative
Lead
That there is this JFK Assassination Industry suggests that

it is made up of those who work on the facts of that assassination. In
varying degrees this has a little truth in it. For almost all the amount of
truth ranges downward to virtually none, to the fact that the President
was assassinated. There are those who believe that the crime itself
was merely incidental to what they are told by their unique insights
and understandings is the reality, a reality that exists in their minds
only. They know and they write that Lyndon Johnson did it or was
behind it. That it was the mafia that did it or was behind it. That is
was the CIA. For them the established fact is a problem they have to
overcome because there is no fact to accredit their beliefs in which
they have full and unquestionable confidence.
They are not alone in beginning with their conclusions in mind
to begin with. That is the actuality of the official components of this
industry. It is with the proof of this in official documents I obtained
from my many FOIA lawsuits and other efforts with which I begin
NEVER AGAIN! J. Edgar Hoover, whose word inside and outside the
FBI was never questioned in the government, decided immediately
that the crime was the work of a single “Red” and from the moment
of his instant vision nobody in the government expressed any other
view or knowingly did any work that led in any other direction.
The Warren Commission inherited this and never deviated from
it. So, like the mythologizers of the other side, for it established fact
was not proof, it was a major difficulty to be overcome. Working in
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complete secrecy, the secrecy that is the enemy of truth, it concluded
as closely as was possible to what began with Hoover, that it was that
one lone “Red” who did it. The Commission’s anguished confession
in what it expected would be permanent secrecy, that Hoover had
boxed them in, I did bring to light, thanks to FOIA, in several of my
earlier books and in transcripts of its executive sessions that even
before I could publish them myself I gave to the media.
Established itself confronted the Industry with its major problem.
Both sides of the Industry.
This is because fact itself destroys most of the theories of all
elements of the Industry on both sides or is at the least uncongenial
to it.
It was inevitable that in varying degrees, varying down to almost
none, the Industry would be in contact with the fact. Officialdom was
compelled to go through the motions of the investigation it never
really made or intended to make. In the course of this it could not
avoid some fact that disproves its theory. But it was blessed with
secrecy and helped by the mass of records it could unload with its
partial end of secrecy in its Report. It was helped, too, by the willingness of the media and of many of the people to believe its theory
and that its theory was not a theory.
It became almost sacrilege to question the official conclusions, to
the degree that the media never did report that the Commission’s
conclusions are based on what it says is fact that the FBI and the
Secret Service both disagree with.
But, no matter. They all agree it was that one lone nut of a “Red.”
Who by that same official evidence was no “Red” at all and by that
same evidence was not and could not have been the assassin.
This was obvious beginning with my first book, which was the
first on the Commission and that momentous event, the assassination.
Despite being the first book on so important a matter it was rejected
by more than a hundred publishers internationally—without a single
adverse editorial comment. The official evidence I brought to light in it
exculpates the only official candidate for assassin, the one officialdom
anointed assassin, to the exclusion of all others.
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Garrison, to a degree I believe is sufficient we have seen, lived
in his own clouds, those generated in his mind. And as we shall see
with a sampling only, the component of the Industry of which he
was part is so large it cannot be encompassed in a single book, fact
no insurmountable problem to that component.
Allen Dulles, who headed the CIA before one of his and its endless
disasters compelled the President who had to accept responsibility for
that disaster to let him go after a decent interval, was also a Member
of the Warren Commission. Lyndon Johnson was not concerned
about the inappropriateness of appointing him to the Commission
when there were suspicions that the CIA was involved in the crime.
Johnson’s concern was with the acceptance of the Commission’s conclusions, conclusions he knew it would not dare have differ from
Hoover’s. Johnson knew from Hoover himself before he decided to
appoint his Commission what Hoover believed.
In his memoirs, The Craft of Intelligence (New York, Harper & Row,
1967), Dulles stated a simple truth that did not originate with him, nor
did it originate with me when I became aware of it 30 years earlier.
It is a well-known truth long known, that in a difficult investigation
seize upon a fact and bulldog it.
In anything as complex as a major political assassination there
are many facts to bulldog. They all cannot be, not by private persons.
In terms of the official mythology that was presented as the solution
and to begin with was widely accepted as the actual solution (by the
media most of all) one of the facts that was never bulldogged is that
Oswald was not really alone. If he was not, with him assumed officially to be the lone assassin, then there could have been a conspiracy
despite Hoover’s instant vision virtually the moment of the assassination there had not been.
The FBI and the Commission did not avoid the fact that when
Oswald returned to Texas after his sojourn in the USSR, to which he
is said officially to have defected when he was quite careful not to do
that, Oswald did have a few social acquaintances within the White
Russian community in the Dallas area and with Michael and Ruth
Paine, who were friendly with that community of White Russians.
One of the byproducts of this less than diligent official inquiry is the
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mythology that an offbeat member of that community, the émigré
archeologist and petroleum expert, George De Mohrenschildt, was
Oswald’s “babysitter,” a phrase indicating intelligence control. How
De Mohrenschildt could have met that imagined responsibility from
Haiti, which is so distant from Dallas and where he lived and worked
for the more than half year before the assassination, was never of
any concern to those addicted to this particular mythology. A not
insignificant number were. Of them Garrison was the best known.
Typically, fact did not intrude upon this lingering mythology. The
fact is that De Mohrenschildt and his wife, Jeanne, in common with
others of that White Russian community, were concerned about the
needs of Oswald’s young wife and her child and with their second
infant due soon, tried to be of help to them. There is the additional
fact that the offbeat De Mohrenschildt found Oswald’s ideas, even
more offbeat in that community, provocative and interesting, as he
also did the unusual thing Oswald had done, go to the USSR and
appear to have defected and then to have re-defected.
The persistence of this mythology led to De Mohrenschildt’s suicide
after being persecuted by it for more than a decade. Even though, as
he told me himself, Earl Golz, then an investigative reporter for the
Dallas Morning News, issued a warning to leave De Mohrenschildt
alone because he had just been discharged from the psychiatric ward
of Parkland Hospital. De Mohrenschildt nonetheless was put and
kept under the pressure he could not stand while he was trying to
recuperate in the home of a wealthy friend in Florida.
First it was by Edward Jay Epstein then working on his book that
when it emerged was Legend: The Secret World of Lee Harvey Oswald
(New York, The Readers Digest Press, 1978). That is a different formulation than was given when that book was first announced. The
change in Epstein’s book coincided with his close association with
James Jesus Angleton, the paranoidal former head of CIA Counterintelligence. His paranoia almost tore the CIA apart.
Following Epstein’s interview, extraordinary pressure for a man
just released from a psychiatric ward, De Mohrenschildt was faced
with what he also could not avoid, an official interview, by the Florida-based investigator for the House assassins committee. It was only
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moments before Gaeton Fonzi was due at the home in which De
Mohrenschildt was seeking to recover from Epstein that he killed
himself.
In Fonzi’s book of 448 pages (The Last Investigation, New York,
Thunder’s Mouth Press, 1993), he does not mention De Mohrenschildt’s name. (See its index, page 442)
De Mohrenschildt was being bulldogged by mythology, not for
fact essential in any investigation. Fonzi’s failure to mention him at all
makes that clear. (Fonzi originated several mythologies. One is that
Governor Connally was not wounded until less than two seconds
before the President’s head is seen to explode in the Zapruder film,
despite Connally’s clear reaction to having been hit seen much, relatively, earlier in that film. Connally’s account is amply supported by
the official evidence itself. And the other has to do with the fiction that
one Antonio Veciana, an anti-Castro Cuban, was brought together with
Lee Harvey Oswald by one Maurice Bishop of the CIA, in public and
in broad daylight. That would have been the most radical violation
of all intelligence tradecraft. Fonzi assumes that Veciana worked for
the CIA in his book. He offers no proof, only his assumption. But as
with most mythologizers, assumption is the equivalent of solid proof.)
If these persecutions that drove the poor man to kill himself
served any purpose at all, it was to establish an Oswald association,
to establish that he was not entirely alone.
This particular De Mohrenschildt mythology was given its major
impetus by Garrison. And in the midst of that a Netherlander who
was supposed to be a journalist, William Oltmans, made a big TV deal
of it. Yet while entranced by and playing games with this nonsense,
Garrison was totally indifferent to evidence he had, from me and
from those 26 volumes he poured over, evidence that in New Orleans
Oswald was not entirely alone.
This evidence had official origin and to Garrison’s knowledge I
carried several aspects of it forward.
The first visual evidence that in his mysterious activities in New
Orleans Oswald was not alone is the TV footage showing Charles
Hall Steele III distributing handbills with him. This meant nothing
because Oswald had picked Steele up in the unemployment line. He
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offered Steele a few dollars to do that, never having known him earlier.
But Steele himself knew that there was another young man helping
Oswald with that when Steele joined them. So, there was the investigative lead, learning who that other man was. Steele was confirmed
in this by Jesse Core, then the information officer of the International
Trade Mart. Core reported this to the FBI and later to me.
As my notes of that Core interview state, this third man fled as
soon as Core made loud complaints about that picketing, which he
believed reflected on the ITM. Core described him as a fairly large
man who weighed about 200 pounds. In a New Orleans FBI teletype
to Headquarters two days after the assassination (62-109060-1188)
Steele is quoted as describing this other man helping Oswald as a
six-footer, with olive complexion and dark hair.
Whether or not the same third man, the New Orleans police and
the FBI knew as soon as the police checked their Oswald file that when
in Oswald’s first demonstration in New Orleans, immediately after
he had the handbill Douglas Jones had printed, someone other than
Oswald handed one to a harbor policeman. When the FBI checked
that handbill for fingerprints, it identified fingerprints but they were
not Oswald’s, as the FBI told the New Orleans police. But under
FOIA the FBI refused to disclose whose prints they were to me. And
if Garrison ever tried to learn, I did not know of it. He said nothing
about that man working with Oswald.
That day Oswald was picketing the carrier Wasp. It was docked at
the Dumaine Street wharf.
What is perhaps most provocative of all, as we have seen, is that
as soon as the New Orleans FBI got wind of the Secret Service interest
in investigating those Oswald handbills and was going to interview
Douglas Jones about them, that New Orleans FBI Office immediately
alerted FBIHQ and it immediately got Secret Service headquarters to
order its New Orleans office to end that investigation. (New Orleans
File 100-16601-119) If the FBI had not been able to freeze the Secret
Service out of the investigation it could have faced big trouble.
When the FBI spoke to Jones and his assistant, Myra Silver, both
indicated what the FBI reports understate and fuzz over, that it was
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not Oswald who picked those handbills up. (165-82555-393, 394, 394A,
395)
Then, too, much as the FBI sought to avoid it and as the Commission did entirely, others saw Oswald with at least one other man participating in his demonstrations. Two others who believed they had
another man in movies each happened to take of Oswald’s demonstrations when they were vacationing in New Orleans, do have confirmation.
The only actual bulldogging of this many-sourced lead of Oswald
not being alone in New Orleans was in the official avoidance of
doing anything about it so that Oswald would be alone in the official
“solution.”
If any book produced by the JFK Assassination Industry reported
the existence of this New Orleans proof that Oswald was not alone I
do not recall it. I did have it in Oswald in New Orleans in the captioning of the FBI reports of its pretended investigation. From 1967 on it
was not secret.
J. Pat Doyle, from Portland, Oregon, who was engaged in electrical
construction work for the Charles T. Parker Construction Company,
with his wife Charlene and their children Jim, 14, and Sharon, 11,
were attending a trade convention in New Orleans at the time Oswald
was arrested. With the Doyles were the Matt Wilson family. Wilson
was an independent electrical contractor. The Wilson children were
Marsha, 13, and Donald, 11.
Jim was playing around with his 8mm movie camera when what
Oswald was doing got his attention as their party walked along Canal
Street toward the river from the Jung Hotel.
Jim took some movies of it that later proved to be of interest.
They also became the subject of controversy.
The same thing happened to John Martin, then a student at the
University of Minnesota at Minneapolis, over the pictures of Oswald
he took at approximately the same place and time.
Pat Doyle and Martin both told me they offered their films to the
FBI. Both told me that when their films were returned views they
remember were in it were no longer there. Martin told Schoener and
me when we viewed it the day I spoke at the university. Pat Doyle
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told me this twice later that year, 1968, the second time the day before
Christmas. He then told me that his wife Charlene confirms this
because they had both viewed the film before lending it to the FBI.
This is also true of what Martin told me.
There was another man marching with Oswald and this other man
carried a picket sign while Oswald carried a home-made placard
hanging from around his neck.
That was a week to the day before Oswald with at least those two
others helping him picketed outside the old ITM building, the day
Oswald made TV with his picketing.
The place where the Wilsons and Doyles saw Oswald picketing
on Canal Street is little more than around the corner from that ITM
building. That time is the time Bringuier et al attacked Oswald and
got them both arrested.
All four Doyles and four Wilsons had no reason to lie. Nor did
Martin. Or Core. Or Steele. Nor did the New Orleans police have any
reason for finding some way of placing false fingerprints on Oswald’s
literature and at the same time removing his prints. And this does not
include Jones and Silver and what they knew and said.
This comes to 14 reasons to believe that Oswald was not alone in
his New Orleans activities, 14 reasons from the FBI’s own records
alone.
Then there are what I made no effort to tabulate, all those who
reported seeing what Oswald was doing to the Garrison office, some
of whom said he was not alone. I learned pretty much the same thing
from Mrs. Elise Cerniglia, the fine wife of a surgeon who volunteered to run Catholic Cuban Relief in New Orleans. Without trying
to place a number on it, she told me that at about the time of these
two incidents many Cubans complained to her about what Oswald
was doing, some of those Cubans also mentioning that he was not
alone. Lopez, the service manager at Foreign Car Imports, who was
himself a New Orleans activist in the anti-Castro Alpha 66, told me he
had seen Oswald and others at the ITM and that they were working
from an old Chevy parked across the street.
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And all of these do not include those in the FBI’s reports of
Oswald’s handbill distribution some of whom told the FBI about
Oswald not being alone.
However, without all these other reasons to believe that Oswald
was not alone, the FBI did not have fewer than 14 reasons to know he
was not in whatever he was up to in New Orleans, as it stated in its
quoted reports. But as all those in the FBI who had this knowledge
weighed it against the importance to them of Hoover’s decision that
Oswald was an entirely alone assassin, the scale was always heavier
on the Hoover side of the balance.
As it was with Jones and Silver and that mysterious fingerprint
from the Oswald picketing of the carrier Wasp, the FBI did have some
reports on the Doyle and Martin films. They do not, of course, include
the Doyle, Wilson and Martin accusations that the FBI eliminated
portions of those two films that they believe held pictures of the other
man with Oswald. Instead those FBI reports state that when those
films were examined they held nothing new or of value.
Those FBI reports, some of which I here cite and quote, are all
written as though by some Inspector Clouseau of the spoof movies.
From my files of FBI reports on these matters I here refer only
to seven from Portland in 1963. As the Portland FBI office and two
of its agents in particular understood what they were looking into,
this Oswald picketing and the attack on it by those Cubans is a Jack
Ruby matter. The Jack Ruby nobody knew about until more than
three months after this event, each and every one of the reports by
William S. Brown, who appears to have written them, and Julius A.
Bernard. Each report that has a heading is headed in capital letters
“JACK LEON RUBY, aka Jack Rubenstein!”
Not only was this Jack Ruby filing never changed, for some reason
not apparent in the era of Xerox machines, the copies given to the
Commission were retyped, although nothing in their content was
changed.
The FBI could take that kind of time for this “Jack Ruby” matter,
but where each of the persons with personal knowledge they interviewed referred to this other man with Oswald and the fact that he
was carrying a picket sign on a stick, either they did not ask any of
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the Doyles or Wilsons for the most rudimentary description of him
or they omitted it if it was volunteered.
While at headquarters most of these Portland reports were placed
in different sections of the main Oswald file there, even at headquarters this business that had no relationship with Ruby at all was filed
as Ruby information.
From the initials on the unsigned letter the Doyle movie was sent
to headquarters on November 27 by Brown. In that letter he reports
what was nowhere else reported:
“As the DOYLEs and WILSONs passed the area, the two demonstrators were ‘rushed’ by eight Cubans (Mr. DOYLE counted
them) ...”

In all these reports the only interest the FBI had in what was in
that film is that one of the demonstrators was Oswald.
When Martin in Minneapolis phoned that FBI office and offered
it the movies he took, so great was the Minneapolis FBI’s interest
in the assassination of its President in getting all the information
it could about the man the FBI accused of assassinating him it did
not accept the offer of Martin’s film until writing the New Orleans
office and asking if it should, “if the use of the above film would be
of any value to New Orleans.” (Apparently this letter never got to
headquarters either because the copy I have is from the Dallas files
where it is 100-10461-1832.)
New Orleans suggested that it might take a peek, again no copy
designed for headquarters. (100-10461-1999) Minneapolis did send
the film to New Orleans. The copy I have from New Orleans has an
illegible filing instruction written on it. But that no copy went to headquarters is clear. (The copy in the Dallas Oswald file is Serial 2210.)
When the Martin film reached New Orleans, at some point the
proper procedure was followed for a record it was to retain. It was
filed in an “FD-340” envelope for the holding of evidence. (100-10461subfile 1A32) On this evidence envelope it is described as “Roll of film
apparently depicting Oswald’s presence in N.O.” This is a description with no useful purpose. Oswald’s presence in New Orleans was
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so very well-known and established it needed no “depicting.” And
according to this same evidence envelope, it was 20 days later that the
film was returned to Minneapolis. That same day New Orleans wrote
Minneapolis saying it was returning the film because it “was found
to contain nothing of value to this case.” When the assassination of a
President was being investigated by the FBI, ascertaining this required
20 days! They sure worked hard and rapidly to solve that crime!
Still again, no copy to headquarters.
However, that was greased lightning in speed determining no
value in the film compared to headquarters, to which Portland did
send the Doyle film. It took headquarters 65 days to return the Doyle
film to Portland, telling Portland no more than that it “has no further
need for this film and it is enclosed herewith for return to J. Pat Doyle.”
(105-82555-1584) The note on the headquarters file is longer than the
message of the letter to Portland. It refers to the film as including “a
few shots” of Oswald being arrested “for distributing FPCC literature
and creating a disturbance.” Oswald was in fact distributing only his
own literature that had no connection with the FPCC and it was not
he who created the disturbance. Moreover, the mere distribution of
literature is not a crime.
Without telling Portland, this note states that headquarters made
and kept a copy of the Doyle film.
There is no FBI record reflecting that Martin’s film held what he
told Schoener and me it held.
In the late 1960s I started using the Freedom of Information Act in
an effort to get copies of these films from the FBI, those who took the
films having told me they had been altered after they loaned them
to the FBI. The way the FBI mind works in freedom of information
matters, my request, then required to be addressed to the deputy
attorney general, when he referred it to the FBI, the FBI routed it to
its domestic intelligence division! (105-82555-5655) My information
request is referred to as my “allegations.” The domestic intelligence
division’s letters to the FBI’s New Orleans, Dallas, Portland and Minneapolis offices were written by the special agent who earned a unique
but little-known distinction after he retired and entered the practice
of law in Washington. His name is Lish Whitson.
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When the FBI decided, all its other efforts to ruin Martin Luther
King, Jr. having failed, that it would try to wreck his marriage, drive
him to suicide or both, its laboratory faked a tape made of selections
from its massive collections of tapes of its electronic surveillances
on him. In addition it drafted an “anonymous” letter that was truly
scurrilous. It addressed both to his wife, having taken the proper
precautions not to leave fingerprints on anything it sent. Then it
got Whitson to fly to Tampa, taking the same precautions to leave
no prints on the package, and to mail it to Mrs. King from there.
I obtained the FBI’s records on this, at least some of them, under
FOIA. Once again that FBI concept of freedom of information that it
is the right of the people to have under the law: in the two different
versions of its own faked-up letter that on two different occasions it
let me have copies of, it withheld supposedly under that “freedom of
information” law in these two different versions of the same single
ugly and evil letter different parts of its own evil. For which there is
no exemption in that law.
New Orleans replied promptly. Its registered letter (105-825555658) refers to its having gotten a duplicate of the WWL-TV film of
“OSWALD distributing leaflets on 8/16/63 in front of the International
Trade Mart.” It says from whom it got that duplicate and cites the
file and page references to its being sent to headquarters in its first
paragraph.
In its second paragraph it says the same thing about the WDSU-TV
film.
In the third paragraph it reports having sent six stills from that
film it got from Johann Rush and that is also sent to headquarters.
Its fourth paragraph refers to its special agent Warren DeBrueys
having shown copies of those prints to various people in a supposed
effort to “identify the persons therein.”
This is the complete New Orleans response.
The Minneapolis response consisted entirely of sending headquarters copies of its record I refer to above, with copies to the other
involved offices.
The Portland response consisted of reminding headquarters that
it had sent the Doyle film to it and that headquarters had returned it.
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Dallas took six single-spaced pages for its response. (105-825555659)
Its rehash of what its files show on the Martin film concludes with
the opinion that it “was found to contain nothing of value to this case.”
Perhaps this is as good a point as any to interject what the FBI
considers to be of no value.
In my FOIA lawsuit for the records of the Dallas FBI office (C.A.
78-0322, later combined with 78-0420) I got a number of records with
which the Dallas office did not trouble FBIHQ. It sent headquarters
no copies of them. Several relate to the offer of Eastman Kodak to
show the FBI what the amateur photographer, an engineer named
Charles Bronson, told Eastman “was taken at the instant President
KENNEDY was assassinated.” His movies, “he feels quite certain,”
show the building from which the FBI said the shots were fired “and
he feels that the window from which the shots were fired will be
depicted in the film.”
Agents Milton Newsom and Emory Horton went there and looked
at the film. They declined free copies on the ground they had “no
value.”
In Newsom’s words in his report, with Bronson’s Leica his “film
did depict the President’s car at the precise time the shots were fired;
however, the pictures were not sufficiently clear for identification
purposes.” By not clear enough for identification, what Newsom
meant is they do not show Oswald with a smoking gun. They are
quite clear and can be used to identify at least 50 and perhaps more
witnesses. There is also evidentiary value in knowing exactly where
those witnesses were and so that they could be called to testify.
Bronson’s pictures were clear enough to be printed in the Dallas
Morning News more than a dozen years later.
Of Bronson’s movies, Newsom wrote, “These films failed to show
the building from which the shots were fired.”
My friends Gary Mack and Earl Golz, both then of the media,
looked Bronson up and saw his stills and movies. They found that
not only did the movies show that very building—they have 87 individual frames of that very supposed sniper’s window very shortly
before the shooting.
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While I do not here go into all the importance of the evidence in
Bronson’s movie, I do note that the film and still of the President the
moment of his assassination were to the FBI of “no value.” What, then,
can be of value? (89-43-493, 89-43-518)
Returning to that Dallas rehash, under the names of all the Doyles
and Martins it does state, Dallas having its own ass to cover, that
“two individuals” were seen in that demonstration. It reminds headquarters that the Doyle film was sent to it. It concludes, “The Dallas
office had never had this film.”
It then rehashed the files it sent headquarters on the TV news
footage. It is clear in saying that Oswald had two assisting him, the
second never identified. It even includes the New Orleans incorrect
identification of two occupants of the ITM building as those helping
Oswald distribute the handbills. In the course of its rehash it gives
William as DeBruey’s first name when it is Warren. Nobody picked
that up inside the FBI. And it concludes, having picked that cute one
up from Lish Whitson, that it is sending copies to the other offices
involved because “they have also been asked to furnish the Bureau
pertinent information concerning HAROLD WEISBERG’s allegations.”
With this diligent effort to respond to a request by a citizen for
information to which the law says all citizens have a right unless that
information is within one of the specific exemptions of that law, the
FBI replied to the deputy attorney general in Hoover’s name with the
letter bearing the initials of an agent then in the general investigative
division. From the initials on the first page of this file copy from the
main JFK assassination file that has no serial number on it, it was first
approved by much of the FBI’s top brass, those that are clear are the
man next to Hoover and his closest friend, Clyde Tolson, and the
heads of the domestic intelligence and general investigative divisions,
William C. Sullivan and Alex Rosen, respectively.
All this for a simple request for information that is not secret and
is not within any exemption of the Act and for which not even a claim
to any exemption is made in this response that is a nonresponse to
that simple, lawful request, properly made of the deputy attorney
general of the United States.
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Can it possibly be that such a simple request, for non-secret information, really was important enough with all the heavy responsibilities the FBI bears for it to have taken all this time of so many people,
including those with the greater responsibilities within the FBI?
Hoover has to know of a simple request for information?
His sidekick and closest aide and message and communications
filterer Clyde Tolson’s time was requested?
That of at least two heads of the FBI’s busier divisions?
And Hoover, too?
All this involved in a simple request for non-secret information?
This makes sense only if much more is involved. It cannot be the
request itself. Of the other possibilities what seems to be most reasonable, if anything involving the FBI in the disclosure of JFK assassination information is reasonable, is the content of the information
I requested.
The FBI saw to it that I would get nothing.
Law or no law, the FBI is a law unto itself.
But imagine the director of the busy FBI involved in a simple
request under the law for a copy of an amateur film the FBI itself said
had “no value!” No value yet worth all that high-level time in the FBI?
All this was prelude to responding to the deputy attorney general.
In that response, six of the nine copies of which were directed to the
two assistant directors, Sullivan and Rosen, and to four special agents,
one of whom was an FBI inspector and another seems to have been
the one who wrote this for Hoover to send, Hoover told him to tell
me where to go.
The copy disclosed to me is from 62-109060, the main assassination
file. Atypically it is not stamped as a Not Recorded copy, which it is,
and had no serial number given to it. The “original filed in” number
on the side is illegible, made more so in the xeroxing. It can be taken
to be what was the FBI practice in those days, directions to file my
FOIA requests in its “subversive” file it had on me.
True. It had me filed as a “subversive” and it filed my FOIA
requests as subversive.
For years.
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Without telling the deputy attorney general that the FBI had a
copy of the Doyle film, this Hoover letter says of it that it “was not
furnished to the Commission because the arrest had been completely
documented ...” By the standard of this non-sequitur, the FBI would
not have most of the pictures it has and would not have taken most
of the pictures it ever took.
Moreover, my request had nothing to do with “documenting” the
arrest of Oswald.
It had to do with unknown persons with Oswald and in the films
that were the subject of my requests.
What the FBI saw to it was not “completely documented.” In fact,
not documented at all.
Thus with regard to the Doyle film it told the deputy, “It is
suggested that Mr. Weisberg obtain prints of the Doyle film from
Mr. J. Pat Doyle ....”
The law of the land required the FBI to provide a copy to me, all
those involved in the FBI knew and so did the deputy.
With regard to the Martin film the FBI told the deputy that its New
Orleans office had reviewed the film and it “was found to contain
nothing of value in the investigation.”
Under the law that all involved knew and understood very well,
what I wanted the film for has nothing to do with what the FBI regards
as “of value.” Again without telling the deputy whether or not it had a
copy, it said, “It would appear that Weisberg should contact Martin ...”
In the course of this it inserted a red flag very quietly, “No mention
of Martin was made in reports to the Commission.” So, the deputy
knew that the FBI had kept it a secret from the Commission that
Martin had taken movies of the subject of the Commission’s investigation and was also a witness it might want to question.
As my request is referred to, and the deputy had it, the FBI says I
had also requested, “All reports on, of or about and interviews with
James Powell, Army intelligence, who took a picture or pictures in
Dealey Plaza ...” and copies of them.
What the FBI did not tell the deputy is that after taking at least one
picture, Powell, with his camera, then entered the TSBD where, like
all others in it, he was kept inside it by the police for about two hours.
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During that time he had the run of the place and his camera to use.
That is why I asked for all the reports and copies of interviews and
referred to his picture as possibly in the plural. None of this did the
FBI address. It did interview him and it did not give me any copies
of that interview or of anything else.
“It would appear Mr. Weisberg should contact Mr. Powell ...”
Not under the law. Under the law I was to do what I did, “contact”
the deputy. And under the law he gets what is requested from the department component and decides whether it is under any exemption,
the sole basis for not providing it.
And so what Powell saw, spoke or wrote reports about—he was
an intelligence agent—and any pictures he took of the building search
still remain a secret except for one exterior picture sent me years later.
And if there was to be a referral, that under the law should have
been to the Army, not to any individual.
For the commercial TV footage, which I had already examined at
the stations and was provided with a copy of one, it tells the deputy
to tell me to go to the stations. And thus any notes, comments or observations, if any, by the FBI, were withheld along with prints.
For its own file copies the FBI added a note that is about a quarter of
the length of what it prepared for Hoover to send the deputy. Probably
the note was to influence those higher up as well as to make a coverthe-ass record of why they were violating the law. As usual it begins
with my writing allegedly being critical of virtually all the government,
says it “contains inaccuracies, falsehoods, and deliberate slanting of
the facts” which in not a single instance did the FBI even try to prove in
the many thousands of pages I have, and then it says I was fired with
nine others by the State Department “because of a suspicion of being
a Communist.” If the FBI knew that, it is not in any State Department
record I got under the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts nor
did State or anyone else ever say or write me that. The truth, as the
FBI knew very well, is what I say in The State of State chapter above.
But Hoover and his honchos needed nothing more for them to agree
with what was proposed in the draft of the letter.
Then it says, “A check of Portland, Minneapolis, Dallas and New
Orleans records was necessary to be certain we can give the Depart-
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ment complete information on Weisberg’s question, which related to
possible cropping or editing of film by the FBI.”
About which there is not a word more here or, as we have seen, in
what was sent to the department.
The FBI does not even deny to itself, for its own records, that it
eliminated any of the movie footage!
While this may not in itself be proof that the FBI did that, if it was
to give the department “complete information” about it and did not
do that does suggest it did remove parts of those films.
The underlings did not even tell the top dogs they did no such
thing.
How many reasons other than that the FBI did eliminate some
of the film can there be for its not saying a word to even suggest
that it did not other than that it did? All the checking referred to
above was, in the FBI’s own words, for this particular purpose to
provide “complete information on Weisberg’s question, which related
to possible cropping or editing of film by the FBI.”
And then it goes to all that trouble only not to say a word?
With all those top people involved in a simple response to an
ordinary FOIA request, can that be for no reason at all or because
none of them had anything better to do?
Or can it be that they are telling Hoover and several of his closer
assistants and the deputy attorney general, this is something about
which we have to be very careful, giving them to understand without
making a record of it that there is a reason for violating the law and
not letting me have what the law says we are all entitled to have?
Like proof that they did toy with the film?
These people are neither dopes nor idiots. They know what to say,
how to be responsive, and how it will be taken when they go to all
this trouble not to be responsive.
It makes those on the top witting without a record reflecting that
they were made witting.
So, if we cannot be certain, there is at the least a solid reason for
suspecting that the FBI did doctor the films and did eliminate pictures
of the other man with Oswald. One or more men.
More reason than this, too.
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This is what the FBI’s records show. It is worse. They lied and
when later I appealed and spelled the FBI’s deliberate lying out, it
made no denial. It just ignored that, knowing full well that it could
get away with almost anything at all, especially if it could embarrass
the government over the JFK assassination.
When I was able to sue the FBI under FOIA and my lawsuits
included headquarters, Dallas and New Orleans records and this
information and film I had sought many years earlier that the FBI
“hawkshaws” told top leaders and the deputy attorney general so
little about, I filed this appeal with the Department’s appeals office:
To Quin Shea from Harold Weisberg re JFK records, PA appeals
5/28/79
“Doyle, Martin, WDSU-TV, WWL-TV film; Mary Moorman
pictures;
Oswald associates—“Third Man”
My FOIA requests—records of not provided; appeals not acted
on: Warren Commission testimony and other records, FBI commentaries, analyses withheld
In prior appeals I have appealed continued withholdings of
copies of the captioned photographs and records relating to them
and the photographers. To now the FBI has refused to provide
copies of any of the photographs and began by refusing to make
the appointment it requires for any examination of any copies in
its public reading room.
Subsequently I have made for you copies of 105-82555 Serials
5655-9 inclusive. They are attached hereto. At this point in the files it
appears that the request and DJ-118 form are not attached although
I believe they have been disclosed. No response is attached at this
point either.
Reference to these requests as being of 12/15/70 is not accurate.
Almost three years ago I prepared a list of my ignored requests
for use in C.A. 75-1996, when I testified to them (without rebuttal)
and gave a copy to the Department. A year or more ago I provided
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a copy to your office when I was told the FBI could not provide
copies of my FOIA/PA requests. The first listing for 1969 follows:
January 1, FBI photos, reports filed, not given to Warren Commission, taken by Moorman, Powell, Doyle and Martin. Number
of repetitions of this request. They include WDSU and WWL news
films. No compliance.
Although the attached records make no reference to the
Moorman pictures and the FBI and Secret Service went through
elaborate rituals of returning them to her and then fetching them
again for the Commission, the actuality is that the Dallas office
made and kept copies and kept the fact secret.(I have had no compliance with this request.)
As the incomplete list of requests states, to then there had been
no compliance with the matters referred to in the attached records.
There since has been no compliance.
It is faithful to my experiences with the FBI and my reading
of many records for FBIHQ to have represented FOIA requests as
“allegations.” (5655)
It is faithful to the FBI’s dedication to Orwellian practice for it
to indicate to the field offices that they are not to inform it whether
they have copies of the photos, which I did request.
Serial 5658 reflects the inconsistency, arbitrariness, and capriciousness of the withholding of the Pan American Films names,
an earlier appeal that has not been acted upon. The names are not
withheld from this record, which was processed by the same FOIA
unit only much earlier.
(It is not unusual in both so-called historical cases for this FOIA
Unit to withhold in records processed later what it had already
disclosed. This relates to specifics and generics both.)
Page 2 of 5658 refers to the WDSU photographer Johann Rush
having provided copies of six different frames of his 16mm movie
film. Here the representation is of “OSWALD and a person later
identified as CHARLES HALL STEELE, JR.” The representation
is of knowing untruthfulness, as other attachments show and as I
informed you earlier.
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As I also informed you, Secret Service records place the number
of individual photographs provided by Rush as 17. The FBI gave
the Warren Commission only two.
The initials of case Supervisor Robert P. Gemberling appear on
5659. It begins with complete fidelity to the infidelity of description
by both Portland and Minneapolis as quoted above. It then provides
an entirely different file number for the Portland records, 89-21.
There is no explanation of how Dallas could have had this number
if it had only the indicated records which bear the Portland number
44-225 only. Or, it appears that other records exist and other files
should be searched.
The Doyle and Martin films are of an incident of exactly a week
before those of the TV stations. In all official accounts Oswald was
entirely alone when on 8/9/63 he was distributing FPCC literature of his own creation. However, Gemberling slipped up a bit in
his description of the allegedly worthless Doyle film: “... motion
pictures of two individuals on 8/9/63 on Canal Street, New Orleans,
carrying signs bearing pro-Castro inscriptions with leaflets in their
hands.” (Emphasis added.)
To the best of my recollection any and all other references to an
Oswald associate on that date was memory-holed from all other
FBI reporting and all records provided, regardless of the sources
of the records and most importantly from any Warren Commission
records I saw at the Archives.
My own inquiries in New Orleans leave no doubt that Oswald
has other associates in his literature operations. My sources include
FBI sources. I have and have read the FBI’s reflections of its interviews with those I also interviewed. The FBI’s versions do not
include what I was told, which is to say than among their omissions
is the foregoing about another person with Oswald on 8/9/63.
(In this connection I remind you that you have not acted on my
appeal relating to the fingerprint not that of Oswald on a leaflet
obtained by the New Orleans police on the occasion of an earlier
Oswald literature operation, at the dock where the carrier Wasp was
moored, Dumaine Street. If you consult the same list I provided you
will find that on the 1/1/69 date of my request above I also made an
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FOIA request relating to this. I have appealed and re-appealed that
denial. The information remains withheld as to today.)
On page 3 of 5659 there is reference to “a third white male” in
what Steele allegedly told the FBI. I happen to have interviewed
him as well as Jesse Core, mentioned above on this page. It was not
merely an unidentified other man, it was another Oswald accomplice. These two are not the only ones who reported this to me and
I am sure to the FBI, which managed not to report it. Core was a
regular FBI source and he identified the other supposedly unknown
men in the picture the FBI used. There are still other such references
but an important one (page 4) states what the FBI’s pictures do not
show either of the two named men doing, “passing out handbills.”
The covering up of this in the next paragraph states that the other
two of these three are the two named above in the report, EHARA
and ALICE, both of whom had offices in the building involved.
They were not leafleting. They were observing it.
As I informed you earlier, the WDSU films were three separate
films when given to the FBI. The bottom of this page identifies each
of these separately and does not even indicate that when the FBI
received them, which it also does not state, they had been spliced
together. Rather than stating that WDSU loaned the FBI the film for
copying the top of the next pages says that Pan American “made
available a duplicate copy” of all three in one. Pan American did
not have WDSU’s film, WDSU did.
These records raise questions about the Dallas index. Does it
have a section on photographs? Is there a separate filing of them
of which I have not provided with copies, what I would assume to
be a norm? Or a list or inventory? Neither is provided.
My requests include copies of the photographs. These records
no not say the FBI does or does not have copies. I have not received
any copies.
Six Rush stills are mentioned repeatedly, I have not been
given copies of them or of the enlargements. This raises additional questions: did the FBI fail to give the Presidential Commission
full-frame copies of the two photographs it did provided? The
enlargements referred to appear to be of parts of those frames only.
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The top one of the attached pages shows other distribution.
Those of most interest to me are to W.C. Sullivan and Alex Rosen.
Their Domestic Intelligence and General Investigative Divisions
represent two of the many sources of information within my
requests that have never been searched despite my many requests.
In this connection I remind you of the history of the Long tickler,
a separate record that did not exist anywhere else in the FBI so
far as is known and was in one of the place I asked to be searched
back in 1976.
FBIHQ did not tell the field offices “Here is an FOIA request for
photographs. Please send copies if you have them along with the
other related information requested.” That would have easy, direct
and could have led to prompt compliance. Instead there was the
elaborate means of telling the field offices not to let FBIHQ know
it they had copies. There is no record reflecting whether or not
FBIHQ had copies of the pictures and other information requested.
Instead there is the also elaborate repetition of the earlier inaccurate information by which photographic proof that Oswald had
accomplices in New Orleans is avoided. Their photographs also
are withheld. There is no record showing what FBIHQ did with
the picture it received. (Generally the Lab was included in routings
and for examination of photographs.) There is no DI or GID record.

This is that appeal in full. It is five pages of detailed explanations,
questions and documentation of the FBI’s misrepresentations, distortions and evasion in its non-response to me. It is a fair illustration of
how the FBI frustrates the intent of the law. True to Orwell, it seeks
to control our history by denying the people information about it they
are by law entitled to have.
Except for making a record it was a waste of time. The FBI knew
very well that there was almost nothing it could not get away with.
It also did not like the appeals officer, Quin Shea. He was an honest
man who sought to have the Department live within the law. So, it
had him kicked upstairs to a supposedly better job he soon quit and
it had him replaced with some young right-wing extremist lawyers
who were no less determined than the FBI to see to it that nothing
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they could get away with withholding could slip through. With the
Republican administrations they became fixtures. They did what
those administrations wanted done.
It and they cost the government a fortune in lawyers’ time and
the cost of defending lawsuits that were filed only because these
extremist of the right wanted to violate the law those administrations
of the right opposed and wanted violated, the law that could lead to
exposure of what they did not want exposed of their own misdeeds.
What I sought is what the Commission did not want to know so
it ignored the leads it could not avoid having and the FBI could not
avoid letting it have.
The FBI also did not want any Oswald associate identified and it
went to some trouble to see that it did not happen. As with the Jones
Printing Company, to which it took only a picture of Oswald. And to
which it did not return on learning that it was not Oswald for whom
that job was done.
After forcing the Secret Service out of the picture as soon as it
learned the Secret Service might learn the truth.
All of this was not a matter of any interest to Garrison, unless we
assume that when Boxley lied and said that Jones had not said it
was Oswald and said it was Thornley for whom he did that little job
Boxley did that for Garrison, as he did very much, the most ghastly
of all following in the next chapter.
The Garrison who had charged a New Orleans conspiracy to assassinate the President and then was supposedly investigating it.
If all of this was not enough to see to it that no private investigation could carry this forward, certainly not one all alone and without
resources, my situation, then the JFK Assassination Industry saw to
it as best it could.
The one solid lead I could try to go ahead with, that one fact to be
bulldogged, was the Jones-Silver identification of Kerry Thornley as
the man other than Oswald who had that handbill printed and got it.
However, I believed they mistook Thornley for someone else. I knew
and I’d published that Oswald had nothing to do with Thornley once
smart-aleck and political idiot that he was, Thornley red-baited him.
Thornley admitted that in his Commission testimony I’d reprinted
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earlier. So it did not make sense that Oswald would have used him,
or vice versa.
In addition, I did not believe that Oswald could be made up to look
like Thornley. But not being an artist or a makeup artist, I could not
try to change any Thornley pictures to see if I could make him look
like Oswald. I did not trust Garrison’s people to have it done in New
Orleans because Garrison had Thornley under indictment for perjury,
and that could have led to some less than honest way of doing it that
could please Garrison.
Of those I knew who might be able to do this honestly I thought
of Fred Newcomb, then a commercial artist in Sherman Oaks, part of
metropolitan Los Angeles. So I asked Newcomb to see what he could
do to see if Thornley’s pictures could be made to look like pictures
of Oswald. My intent, clearly, was to prove that was not possible, as
Newcomb’s work did establish, as part of eliminating Thornley as
the man identified by Silver and Jones and then to start a quest for
the man who so much resembled Thornley.
But Newcomb was then close to David Lifton and Lifton is, fortunately, one of a kind in all his many evils, misdirected and self-promoting and -aggrandizing genius of so many devious forms that he is.
Lifton was also friends with Thornley. They became friends when
Thornley lived in the Los Angeles area, after he left New Orleans. More
on this follows but at this point, there is the unanswered questions,
who was Oswald associated with when the government, despite the
clear contrary evidence, insisted he was entirely alone?
This question is relevant whether Oswald was or was not the
assassin.
The official evidence so misrepresented and lied about does not
convict Oswald. Quite the opposite, it exculpates him. So either way,
his associates are clues and leads.
As soon as Lifton learned what I asked of Newcomb, he knew
immediately that without any question at all there was a conspiracy
between Garrison and me to frame his chum Thornley. Who from
what I learned about him is a natural to be the friend of a scoundrel,
an egomaniac, all-wise, all-seeing, all-knowing one like Lifton who
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is also, as we shall see, both a thief and a braggart as a thief. Being
Thornley’s soul-brother as well as friend, Lifton, needing to learn
nothing, to ask no questions, knowing and understanding all as he
does and makes clear he does, launched a hue and cry about this. It
became another of his innumerable inventions. Inventions explode
from his fertile, uninhibited and thoroughly twisted mind. This one
was that Garrison and I were conspiring to frame Thornley.
That Garrison had nothing to do with it and that I had exactly the
opposite intention did not and could not have occurred to Lifton. He
always knows more and better than the truth and that if pops into his
mind makes it instant truth to him. In this he is like J. Edgar Hoover.
Like Thornley, too.
He was not content to get it going in his own area and with other
critics. When he exhausted those possibilities he spread it to where
Thornley had moved and had a job that did not exceed his intellectual
capabilities, pumping gas.
Lifton’s irrationality, and his irrationality is the equal of his crookednesses in the evils to his credit, put an effective end to any effort to
learn who it was with whom Oswald was associated in New Orleans.
Certainly Garrison, who had the authority and the capability, if
not the demonstrated interest, was not going to walk into the wall of
fire it would then have meant for me.
Nobody with any knowledge was going to face what it was clear
would have to be faced in saying a word. Not and automatically make
himself part of that conspiracy Lifton invented.
As we learn in more detail later, Lifton had a Baltimore cop working
for him while working for Lifton’s enemy, Baltimorean Harrison
Edward Livingstone. The word is that when Lifton learned that this
cop was doing illegal things for Livingstone’s money, he told that cop,
Richard Waybright, that if he did not do what Lifton wanted him to
do, Lifton would report his illegalities to a friend he claimed to have
in the office of the state attorney general.
A man who had been a friend of Lifton’s and had done him considerable favors finally could stand him no more and stopped keeping
his secrets is my source. Whether or not that is how Lifton got his
hooks into that thief of a cop, it is without question that they had that
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relationship, as we see and as I have documented in that thief-cop’s
own handwriting.
Many of my records have disappeared. They only person in the
world with any real interest in them is Lifton. The only person having
access to them and to more is that cop/thief.
It then follows, like the day follows night, that Waybright stole
them and sold them to Lifton. Which is what Lifton’s former friend
told me and what Livingstone, for whom that cop/thief works, told
me he suspected.
Some of what is missing is only copies.
The FBI kept and obtained copies of its records reflecting the extent
and the success of this total fabrication by Lifton which ended that
line of inquiry. They are records of Lifton’s seeming campaign to help
his friend Thornley, but it was all aimed at me. It was also intended at
the same time to make Lifton’s pretense of owning the assassination
subject seem more real. He has a long history of denigrating others
to make himself seem more important.
Of this we see more than enough later in what is far less than could
be included but is enough to reflect him and his career in the JFK
Assassination Industry from which by various and not infrequently
devious means he enriched himself more than any other of whom I
know or have heard.
What had actually happened is that when I had copies of the four
pictures Jones and Silver had selected as the likeness of the man they
dealt with on that job—and this they had done although it is not what
I had asked of them, to select the pictures that most closely resembled
the man they recall—there was no free typewriter in Garrison’s office.
I had no typewriter with me and I’d asked Ivon for the use of one. My
handwriting is poor, so I did not want to write the letter to Newcomb.
Ivon took me into the typing pool and asked Larraine LeBoeuf to
please type the short memo I would dictate to her. I dictated it and left
for other work. When I returned to read, sign and mail it, intending
to save me time, she had mailed it unsigned, with the pictures I had
left with her.
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Instead of using what I had expected, a sheet of plain paper, she
had used what she usually uses, a sheet of office stationary, something
I had not expected because it was personal for me, not for the office.
With his rare talent for seeing what is not true as the truth, Lifton
knew immediately that Garrison and I were conspiring against his
friend Thornley. And were doing it this openly. Even though Garrison
knew nothing about it at all, the unlikely was immediately real to
Lifton.
There also is, of course, an obvious possibility, that he saw immediately the mischief he could cause by misrepresenting the whole
thing, which is what he proceeded to do.
He did, without any checking at all—with his exceptional intellect
and understanding he has no need to check anything—stir up quite
a storm. The papers, by then not without some cause, were more
than willing to publish anything that was or could be made to appear
critical of Garrison.
My first knowledge that his evil was still marching on came
several months later when a Tampa, Florida Tribune reporter Tom
Raum phoned me. It was immediately clear that Raum had been fed
a carefully distorted account or had made up his mind what would
make him a scandalous, exciting story or more likely both. Before we
finished talking it was clear that it was both, that it had been angled
as fed to him and that the Lifton in him immediately perceived what
emerged as Liftonian in his stories as it was in what Lifton did invent.
He did make quite a sensation in Tampa. Big stories, big play, all
dishonest.
His first story, with four pictures, three of those I’d sent to
Newcomb, takes up 32 column inches on page one alone in the set
of copies I have from the FBI’s files (62-109060-6118). (Yes, Tampa
clipped and mailed them to headquarters where they pleased many.)
Not even counting the headline it was four columns wide. Inside there
was an additional 10 inches.
His second story, which was given 26 and a half column inches,
has a deliberately distorted headline of three decks of type three
columns wide.
And it was all so sloppy it even got my name wrong.
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There are such reporters and there are such papers and their
readers have no way of knowing if they are reading what they have
believed is a decent, responsible local newspaper or a local version
of the supermarket tabloids.
All this about nothing at all and months after it got the initial
Lifton touch and was no longer, by normal news standards, worth
any mention at all.
Rather than report what that deliberate and intended dishonesty nothing can be done about told the people of Tampa area and
anywhere else the story may have been picked up, what I wrote the
editor reflects his double Liftonization of nothing but evil of intent
and execution. I use the letter because there was no denial.
However, I do want to emphasize the deliberateness of Raum not
phoning me until, as he said, he was already past his deadline. That
means he had his mind, if that is what he used, made up and his story
written before he even made a pretense of checking or asking a thing.
It also means that the story and the story-line were set and that nothing
at all could be done about it. It was not a breaking news story. In fact
it was months old. That meant there was no less “news” or feature
value to it a day, a week or a month later. But Raum waited until he
was rushed and was past his deadline to phone me:
This letter is for the record, for to expect honesty or honorable
intent from a reporter like Tom Raum is to expect love from a whore.
His purpose, as well as the more open one of lawyer Arnold
Levine, was propaganda. This is what you printed.
It is quite obvious that, after a lapse of more than eight months,
there was no sudden urgency in his printing his “story” on
November 27. He could have done what is normal with reporters of
honest intent and, following normal practices, called me. However,
he carefully delayed until after deadline, as he specified in his call.
But then he’d have had the truth with the falsehood—or no “story,”
no warrant for his smear.
His second story is no less dishonest. It is a careful selection
of what he could twist to serve his original dishonest reporting
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blended with lies. I tell you I have an accurate record of our conversation and can prove this. For example, “Weisburg (sic) did not
explain why he was allowed the services of Garrison’s typing pool.”
This is not only a lie but a deliberate one. Two paragraphs ahead,
he selected that part he thought he could use.
Any reasonably bright editor reading this language from the
second paragraph of the first story would know his reporter was
not dispassionate:
“The possibility was confirmed to the Times today by Thornley’s
attorney ... “ (my emphasis). Apropos of the contrivance of the
lead, “Did New Orleans Dist. Atty Jim Garrison commission a set
of deliberately (my emphasis) ‘touched up’ photographs ...” This
is straightforward crookedness.
There never was any such “possibility,” it could not possibly
have been “confirmed,” and there was no such purpose as that
imputed.
This seems to make it clear that, unless you employ incompetent
editors, Tom Raum wrote as the paper desired, dishonestly and
as a propagandist. I’d prefer to think otherwise and to have your
contrary assurance. Without it, I have to assume that his further
deliberate omission of what he acknowledged to me by phone,
that checking out any possibility may result in exculpation and in
this case would seem to have is no less than what you expect of
and accept from him. What Raum told me is that Thornley does
look like Oswald, more so without any change in his appearance.
Were it not for the lamentable willingness of the allegedly free
press to convert itself into an arm of government, our country
would be in better shape than it is. This is more subversive of
genuine freedom than in those countries where the press is known
to be government controlled, for the people are deceived by the
pretense of independence.

Calling a literary whore a literary whore to his face need not offend
him. He knows that is the way he makes a living. He takes offense
only if it is in public. This is true also of Raum’s pimp, also known
as editor. Those who sell their bodies and in that spread dangerous
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diseases do less harm to society than those who corrupt and poison
the public mind.
Which is also true of the JFK Assassination Industry.
It was no surprise when I heard not a further word from that whore
of the minds Raum or his pimp of an editor.
(Years later, when I filed requests for all their information on or
about me of all the then 59 FBI field offices, the Tampa office wrote
that it had no records on me at all. That was a lie, not unique in
FBI responses to those requests. But the fact is that under date of
December 5, 1968, it sent copies of both stories to FBIHQ when they
are filed in 62-109060-6118. It is from FBIHQ’s main JFK assassination
file that I got copies of both.)
It was, as we see in more detail later, no surprise that Lifton was
capable of getting this going. This kind of intentionally hurtful and
dishonest activity is typical of his career of commercializing the assassination, of his dishonest efforts to undermine the credibility of all
others under conditions that effectively preclude his exposure. It is
designed to make it appear that he is the pre-eminent subject expert
and that he alone can he trusted when the fact is there is nobody in
the Industry who can be trusted less.
I use this part of his, to use the favorite word of the FBI for those
who criticize it, his “nefarious” career at this point because it meant
the end of any effort to learn who Oswald’s associates in New Orleans
were. If Garrison had developed any last-minute interest, this also
would have chilled that. And it told the FBI, with this story on file,
that it need only show this story to explain away why it found no
“value” in the films or in following the leads it first kept the Secret
Services from developing and then buried in its own files without
any real effort to learn who Oswald’s associates were.
Hoover’s instant vision is that Oswald was entirely alone. Nobody
in the government wanted to risk proving Hoover did not know what
he was talking about.
And nobody did.
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In the middle of my duplicate “subject” filing of these Raum
articles from the FBI’s files was its commentary on Thornley as a
writer. It was written by an FBI headquarters domestic-spying export
who was within a few years to become an assistant director. On May
18, 1965 Raymond E. Long wrote his domestic intelligence division
boss William C. Sullivan about the little more than a pamphlet by
Thornley that was offered as a book to a public that displayed little
interest in it. Thornley had not been able to do anything with his
amateurish scrivenning about his life and observation in the Marines
titled The Idle Warriors.
Once there was Oswald’s name to be exploited Thornley added
the published transcript of his Commission testimony and a few other
words to it and called it Oswald. The New Classics House (ugh!) in
Chicago in 1965.
Of it Long wrote (105-82555-5425) that contrary to Thornley’s and
the Commission’s representations, “in the Marines Thornley was
not in frequent contact with Oswald ... nor was he a close friend of
Oswald.”
A large part of this pamphlet-sized “book” is the reprinting of
Thornley’s Commission testimony. Long’s conclusion is,
This book by Thornley is not a good piece of literature. The
language in the book at times is raw and there does not seem to
be any continuity of contents. It sells for seventy-five cents a copy
in paperback form and appears to be an effort by Thornley and
the publisher to make a quick financial killing. It is doubtful if it
will achieve this purpose.

Long was correct on all counts.
It is worth remembering and I therefore repeat the FBI’s reflection of its own investigation, if that word can be used for its farce.
SA Donald C. Steinmeyer said of his interview of Jones, twice in its
single paragraph, that Jones was not absolutely certain in saying that
he could not identify Oswald, “although he could not be positively
sure, he said he did not think (it) was Oswald” and “he could not
positively say the person ... was not Oswald but he did not think
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it was.” SA John McCarthy’s words he attributes to Silver are “she
stated she could not recognize the person in the picture (of Oswald)
as the person who placed the order for the handbills.” (105-82555-393,
394, 394A, 395)
At the very end of the New Orleans six-page roundup the same day
of those two interviews, December 3, 1963, with a full page given to
the identification of Oswald as the one who did get the phony FPCC
applications and membership cards, the handbill is gives this but a
single sentence: “Neither Myra Silver nor Douglas Jones, proprietor,
Jone (sic) Printing Co., could identify photo of Oswald as person
ordering handbills.” (62-109060-1447)
From its own account of its own investigation the FBI wanted only
an identification of Oswald. It made no effort to learn if there had been
anyone else, for example, in doing what I did, show Silver and Jones
many pictures including of some known to have had an association
with Oswald in the past.
It also misrepresented what Jones and Silver told it, from what
they told me: they were certain it was not Oswald.
This cannot be because the FBI had no purpose in doing it.
Its most obvious purpose was to end what Lifton perpetuated its
ending of an effort to identify the man or men associated with Oswald
in New Orleans, the same Oswald the FBI and the Commission say
was entirely alone.
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21 CHAPTER 21
21 The Living Orwell
Garrison was not only fond of quoting George Orwell

he practiced it in his statements and particularly in his book, On the
Trail of the Assassins (New York, Sheridan Square Press, 1988). As
I’ve said and written often, that is the one trail Garrison never took.
I was involved in a number of the matters of which he gives his own
accounts that bear no relationship to reality as he wrote and published
them. Because when that book appeared I annotated it for my friend
Dave Wrone and returned it to him, I am not now able to cite the page
numbers. Nor am I able to remember all those fanciful accounts all
in one way or another designed to make Garrison even more heroic,
and level-headed and persecuted in the self-serving record he made
of himself in his book.
He was, in fact, paranoid.
A story I was told by his staff one of which I have no personal
knowledge, as I do of what follows, is that although he had needed a
hernia operation, and delaying it did present some hazard, he simply
would not trust the fine hospitals New Orleans had.
It also has excellent medical schools. My step-brothers, the late
Siebert and Jack Kety, elected to get their medical educations in those
fine medical schools. They were so favorably impressed with the
medical care available in New Orleans that although neither practiced
there, each did select a small town only an hour or more away in
which to live and practice, When their father needed cancer surgery
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they brought him more than a thousand miles from his home for the
surgery to be done in New Orleans.
But the excellent quality of the medical care in those deservedly
famous New Orleans hospitals did not overcome Garrison’s paranoia.
Instead he waited until a small rural clinic could be cleared of all its
patients, until he would be the sole patient, and then and only then
did he have his hernia corrected.
But even then he took no chances. He took a crew of his staff
investigators, all New Orleans city policemen, public employees, to
guard him around the clock against his imagined enemies.
Those federals, in his mind, were out to do him in and what better
chance did they have than when he was hospitalized for surgery and
would then be immobile for a while?
Despite this and innumerable other extravagances and utter wastes
of money, in his book he portrayed himself as a public official always
careful with the people’s money.
In his book he tells the story about Bill Boxley suddenly appearing
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, when Jim was to make a speech. In
the book Garrison quotes himself as speaking severely to Boxley and
telling him to get back to New Orleans pronto and get back to work
and not to waste money on such trips.
It made a flattering self-portrait and a nice story.
The only thing true in it is that Boxley did go to Albuquerque
when Jim was there.
It happens that I was involved, very much involved in that business.
It is nothing at all as Garrison wrote it for the pleasure of those so
devoted to him and bought his book, his record for history that is
other than the incredible fiasco it so tragically was.
Every once in a while when Garrison knew I was in New Orleans
he would have one of his detectives look me up with the message,
“Hal, the boss would like to see you.” It was usually the detective
who was most often Garrison’s driver, Steve Bordelon. When it was
not him it most often was another detective, Lynn Loisel. Both were
always friendly with me and both were dedicated to Garrison. That
Albuquerque time it happened to be both of them. They were loyal
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men who regularly gave up their nights with their families to serve
the man they liked so much.
That particular night was the night he flew to Albuquerque where
he was to speak at the University of New Mexico the next night.
We drove to the airport in Jim’s official Buick. It was well supplied
with cassettes of The Canadian Brass, whose music he liked so much.
With the detectives in the front seat, Jim and I chatted in the back to
the accompaniment of The Canadian Brass about whatever was on
his mind.
We drove up to the main entrance off Airline road and, security
being such a big thing with Garrison, both detectives went to park
the car. I walked up to the ticket counter with Garrison. Garrison,
then the most famous man in the entire area, the man whose picture
was daily in the papers and all over TV, all the towering six feet six
inches of him.
When the ticket agent came he told her, “My name is Robert Levy.
You have a ticket for me.”
With a visible double-take and a couple of blinks she said merely,
“Yes, sir.” She got it and gave it to him. He really did have himself
ticketed as “Robert Levy.” He gave me no explanation and I asked
for none.
Some anonymity.
We stood near the counter and chatted until Bordelon and Loisel
joined up. The four of us they walked down the correct corridor until
we got to the gate of the Albuquerque plane. The four of us talked
until the hostess opened the door.
As soon as that happened one of the detectives ordered, “Hold
it Boss. Gotta check it out.” So, that probably being the usual procedure—I started to say “normal” but normal for normal people
it would not have been—both entered the plane while Jim and I
continued to talk, more likely me listening, until after some time the
detectives returned.
“OK boss. All clear. Have a good flight!”
Jim bid us adieu and entered the plane.
He had hardly disappeared into its interior when both detectives
started laughing and laughing, slapping themselves in glee.
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“We’ve got the boss fixed up,” they told me. “We told the hostess
who he is. So, he’ll get two steaks, not just the one they are serving.”
Anonymity indeed!
They drove me back into town, to where I had work planned in
the French Quarter, and then went to their homes and late suppers.
As I now remember it, I got a Po’ Boy on St. Peter Street near Decatur,
ate it standing there and then went back to work.
It was two a.m. or perhaps later when I’d bathed and was abed
in the Fountainbleau Motel when the phone rang. The operator told
me it was a Mr. Harv Morgan calling. I asked her to hold the call. I
knew that Harv, a former reporter, a fine man and then a dear friend,
would not have tracked me down and called me at that hour unless it
was about what he considered important. He then had one of the top
talk shows on the west coast, on the CBS clear-channel San Francisco
radio station, KCBS. Whenever I was I was in the Bay area I always
did his show and spent a night with Harv, his wife Judy, who was
also his producer, and their fine, bright and pleasant little boy Mike,
then about five years old.
When I was not there and Harv had laryngitis, Judy would phone
me and ask if I could do that night’s show by phone. I did, with Harv
saving what voice he had for commercials and an occasional interjection of a short question.
His three hours began at 11 p.m. our time
In those days, writers who tape recorded telephone interviews
used a suction-cup microphone that attached to the phone. I grabbed
my tape recorder, stuck that microphone on the phone, plugged it in
and took Harv’s call. I knew he regarded it as that important.
“Hal,” he began, “I would not have bothered your wife to learn
where you are and to call you at this ungodly hour if it were not
serious. There is a partly-confirmed report of a mob hit ordered on
Jim from here in ‘Frisco. The hit man is on his way now.”
He then told me how he learned about it and how much the police
had checked.
It was not confirmed but there was enough substance to the report
to take no chances. Of the details I do remember, and I remember
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more than I here include, the report originated at a bar known as
The Purple Mushroom.
The call lasted a little less than a half hour as Harv, former reporter
that he was, gave all the details he had been told and all that had been
done to check it out.
I thanked him, we hung up, and I wondered only briefly what
to do. Really whether to do what I knew immediately I should do.
That was to phone Louis Ivon, the police sergeant who was Garrison’s chief investigator.
What made me hesitate is that Ivon was going to college at night,
despite his more than full-time work for Garrison, to get a degree in
criminalistics.
On my first trip to New Orleans he had had the detective who met
me at the airport drive me not to the motel but to his class to speak
extemporaneously to it. Then we went to my motel, the Fountainbleau.
When Harv phoned I knew Lou was in the midst of finals and without
that extra work rarely had time for a decent night’s sleep.
But I did rouse him, by then I suppose after four a.m. He listened
to what I told him of what Harv had told me and then said, “Be ready
in a half hour. I’ll pick you up.”
He did and as we drove on Tulane Avenue toward the river to
the office at Tulane and Broad Avenues, Lou told me he had phoned
others who would meet us there. Of those others I remember Jim
Alcock, the experienced lawyer on Garrison’s staff I held in high
regard, and Alvin Oser. Both were later New Orleans judges. I saw
them both sitting on cases in later years.
I sat in the reception room and worked on something in my attaché
case while they huddled over the tape in an inner office. I also thought
of what I would suggest if asked what should be done. Of the three
things I later did suggest, one was approved, that I notify the FBI.
Normally one police department would communicate with the other
and I’m sure that was done. But I thought it would be a good idea
to let the FBI know, they agreed, and I have the FBI’s record’s on it.
The New Orleans FBI did inform FBIHQ immediately. I also have a
short FBIHQ memo on the call to it.
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Ivon, Alcock and the others decided that Jim should be told and
that he should have some protection. New Orleans police, like other
city police, are cloaked with authority only in their own jurisdiction.
Protecting Garrison, should he heed it, required someone armed. They
did not have authority to leave New Orleans armed and work in
a different jurisdiction. But as everyone knew because he showed
it often enough, Boxley had and carried a weapon. If I remember
correctly it was an automatic pistol.
So, Boxley was sent to Albuquerque to bodyguard Big Jim, The
Jolly Green Giant.
I have no idea why Garrison did not use the truth in his book, that
a hit on him reportedly had been ordered by the Mafia, but he did not.
Instead he used that incident to portray himself as the exact
opposite of what he was in all particulars, chinchy with public money.
Which Boxley did not get in any event. He was not a city employee.
He was paid from private funds from friends and political supporters
who grubstaked Garrison’s “probe”.
What actually happened is that instead of chasing Boxley back to
New Orleans post haste, Garrison took him to Los Angeles where
the two of them lived it up for a week. With Garrison holding court
in their nice hotel and wherever else he could.
Shortly after the got there, when Boxley was in Garrison’s room,
there was a knock on the door. Pistolled Boxley answered the knock
and accepted the package handed to him.
It was addressed to Garrison and it was firm. But instead of handing
it to Garrison, Boxley rushed to the bathroom. He ran water into the
tub as fast as he could and then held the package under the water,
long enough to immobilize the bomb he imagined was in that package.
When he was sure that bomb would not work, he removed the
package, opened it, and instead of finding a ruined bomb he found
a ruined book!
Lest those addicted to Garrison still have doubts, I have records on
all of this. I do not remember whether Ivon returned the Harv Morgan
tape to me but I do have the FBI reports of my call, of my reporting
the tape and offering it to them and other such details.
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It really happened. This was the reality of Garrison and his “probe”.
Alas!
This one that I remember so clearly is funny, really ludicrous.
Not the other one, the only one other one of the many for which I
now take time. My purpose is not to write the history of that Garrison
fiasco. To a limited degree that is done in some of my records. Rather
do I here try to give a fair and an accurate account of what reality was
in that New Orleans madhouse I was so much to late in admitting to
myself was that and only that.
That it was a madhouse is tragic because Garrison was an able
and a personable man and an excellent lawyer. He even took a case
against himself by local judges all the way to the Supreme Court. It
decided in his favor when he argued and with his success established
it as a principle of law that public officials are not immune from
criticism and that such criticism be free is a requirement of a free and
democratic society. He did have principles and he did run risks to
establish them as rights. That dispute began after he had convicted
a Bourbon Street stripper and after getting her convicted said her
children needed her at home more than New Orleans needed her in
jail. He and the judges got into a real hassle over that.
But he also missed real opportunities that were at hand in New
Orleans on JFK assassination matters.
In October, 1968, when I was about to leave for speaking appointments in Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego, with
some work in several of those places, the late Bernard “Bud” Fensterwald asked me if on the return I’d stop off in New Orleans and ,
having heard that others and I had expressed some misgivings about
what Garrison was doing, return and tell him what I thought. When
I agreed, Bud, then counsel for the Senate Administrative Practices
subcommittee of the Judiciary committee, reached into the center
drawer of the table he used as a desk, took out a folder of travelers
checks and handed me—one, for $100. For the extra fare and other
costs of the side trip to New Orleans and for living there for as long
as what he asked of me required.
In San Francisco that trip I was the house guest of one of John
Kennedy’s pre-presidency women friends, the late Jean Hitchcock.
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She had a fine mansion on Metropolitan Avenue. In hilly San Francisco,
its massive living room was the back room on its second floor. That
room has a glass wall, a wall entirely of window overlooking the
waterfront, a magnificent view of the waterfront, especially at night.
We spent what time we had together talking about their relationship, and when I left we agreed that when I returned we’d make an
oral history the tapes of which she would put in her bank vault for
75 years.
I regret very much that I was never able to return because I was
not able to afford it and had no more work to do there or speaking
engagements to pay for the trip. She died before I was able to afford it.
I have no way of knowing whether she did make and leave a record
for the future but from what she told me I do hope very much that
she did.
After doing what I had planned in California that trip I left Los
Angeles for New Orleans the day Richard Nixon was elected President.
In New Orleans I stayed with the friendly Matt Herron family
and while trying to get a line on what Fensterwald had asked me to
learn—to which he paid no attention when I told him—did more of
my own work trying to learn more about Oswald.
When I was about to leave Louis Ivon asked a favor of me. He
wanted me to get a copy of the manuscript of a fake French spook
book into the hands of the late H.L. Hunt’s chief of security.
That book, by the French counterpart of the CIA, known by its
initials SDECE and pronounced sih-dick, was masterminded by the
French spook who used, among other names, that of Herve Lamarre.
His name on the book when it was published is “James Hepburn”.
As he explained that to me, he had a thing on Audrey Hepburn so
J’aime Hepburn was a natural and he Anglicized it. That fake book is
still believed by a wide variety of assassination aficionados and just
plain nuts. In his Killing the Truth, so aptly self-descriptive, Harry
Livingstone adopts its essence as his own and he told me when I told
him it is a fake, “what is wrong with it? It tells the truth doesn’t it?”
It does not tell the truth. That truth is not known and now cannot
be. It is a work of fiction. Even superficial examination by one not
addicted to all theories of any conspiracy no matter how impossible
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on its face discloses that although the author claims to have been
in personal contact with the assassins, it has virtually nothing at all
about the assassination, only a page or so. It is a diatribe against a
vast number of wealthy Americans all of whom, it says, a virtual
brigade of them, conspired to have JFK killed, with the oil magnate
H.L. Hunt one of the major alleged conspirators.
On my previous trip Garrison had given me the chapter that supposedly deals with the assassination to read. I read it on the plane
home and immediately wrote him it was a fake, with details. But like
Livingstone and a multitude of others, he liked what it said so to him
the clear fake was not a fake at all. That they like what it says is all
that is necessary for the assassination nuts to love it.
It was done professionally and although it was undoubtedly the
most libelous book ever written and could not be legally imported
into the United States, it got to be popular and is still sold by second-hand stores. But it is a fake. It was originally titled L’Amerique
Brule, or American Burns. Garrison suggested the title Farewell America.
Lamarre and SDECE adopted it.
Ivon said he’d pay my expenses from the special fund he administered, of contributions from Garrison’s friends and supporters. But
when I phoned Paul Rothermel, Jr., then the Hunt chief of security,
his immediate response was there would be a ticket waiting for me
at the airport, to the statue of the Texas ranger in Love field (the new
Dallas airport had not been completed) where he or someone he’d
send would meet me, and they’d have a hotel room in my name. But
because that coincided with the trip Matt Herron’s friend, John Pilger,
a young but by then already much honored London reporter, planned
for a fifth assassination anniversary story and because I could help
with that, I stayed with Matt in his hotel room. I accepted only the
ticket from Rothermel, instead of Ivon paying for it.
Pilger got what he needed for his story. He and Herron left the
day before I did.
Before they left, Garrison phoned me.
“You’ve just got to come back. I’ve got the most important thing
yet and I want you to see it,” he said, for him excitedly.
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“I’ve got to go home, Jim,” I told him. “I’ve been away almost a
month and I’ve developed a dental problem. I want to see my dentist.”
“Oh, that’ll hold for another day or two. This is really so important
I do want you to see it as soon as possible.”
Matt said he’d meet my plane and he’d take me to his dentist, so
reluctantly, I agreed. By then I knew of nothing that was both factual
and related to the assassination that for all his work and help and the
powers of his office Garrison had yet come up with. I hoped that this
once he had but I did not expect it.
I took a Friday afternoon plane, Matt did meet it, and Saturday
morning I was in Garrison’s office. His private office. He had it rather
full of people. The one who was a stranger to me I had wanted to
speak to but he’d gone into the military. That was Charles Hall Steele,
Jr. who as a boy had been picked up by Oswald in the unemployment
line to help him distribute those handbills outside the old Trade Mart
building that Clay Shaw managed.
Jim had his detective named Clancy who handled his photographic work there with a movie projector. With great fanfare Garrison
intoned, “Wait until you see this.”
Clancy turned the projector on. It was immediately apparent that
what was so important to Garrison was what remained of WDSU-TV’s
Johann Rush’s footage of Oswald picketing the Old ITM building, the
caper that got him on TV. What Garrison had was a rather poor print
of it. I knew its antecedents.
A Secret Service record I have referred to Rush making 17 prints
from the film he exposed that day and gave the Secret Service. They
were not in the Archives. I had asked Sciambra to phone Rush’s
parents who I’d located in Shreveport and ask them where Johann
was and whether he’d left copies of those prints with them. They
would be more inclined to respond to a district attorney’s office than
to a writer, particularly if their political views were like their son’s,
from the right. They did not have any of John Johann’s films but they
did tell Sciambra where he’d gone. He was working in San Francisco.
So, Scimabra phoned William Weygandt Turner who was high on
Garrison. Garrison returned the favor that was entirely undeserved.
Turner was a rarity, an FBI special agent who after 10 years had been
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fired by Hoover. Hoover considered having to fire an agent a reflection of himself and on the FBI so instead of firing them he usually
banished them. In those days he particularly liked to lose them in
Butte, Montana. But Turner was canned. After a 10-year FBI career
in which he was reportedly a “black bag” expert. That is polite FBI
lingo for thief.
When the FBI wanted to burglarize an embassy, which was not
always of a country regarded as unfriendly, or any other installation,
office, or home, foreign or domestic, of those in which it had political
interests in particular, a crew of agents remained outside on guard to
sound warning while one or more agents became thieves, criminals,
by “breaking and entering” those premises to search for what the FBI
wanted. (There was a similar procedure for planting electronic bugs
or to tap telephones.)
Rush was in San Francisco, and Turner lived in its suburb of
Tiburon.
So, demon investigator that he was, former FBI agent and all that,
and then also on the staff of Ramparts, when he was part of SDECE’s
attempt to booby-trap Garrison (which is another story of which I
have a fairly complete account on file) Turner was asked to look Rush
up and see if he could get those 17 still pictures he had made from
the 16mm film he had exposed of Oswald that day.
Turner got no stills. But he did get a copy of what Rush had of
that footage he had exposed of Oswald at the Trade Mart. On that
day Rush was so little interested in getting that film to the WDSU-TV
news room he asked Delores Neeley, who worked in that building,
to go to lunch with him. My source on that is the fine prototypical
southern gentlemen who was always that with me, Jesse Core. In 1963
Jesse was the ITM’s public relations officer. He then also officed his
own public-relations business in that building. It was Jesse who was
outraged by Oswald’s demonstration outside it and phoned the FBI
to tell it about Oswald’s demonstration.
When Sciambra told me that Turner had gotten no prints from
Rush I asked Paul Hoch, of Berkeley, to go speak to Rush and ask for
them. Paul said, “I’ve never conducted an interview before. I do not
know what to do. I can’t do it.”
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“Sure you can. Nothing to it. Just tell Rush who you are and ask
him to lend you those prints. Just talk to him. No need to make a
‘interview’ deal of it.”
Paul did that and Rush told him that Turner had not mentioned
any prints. He had bent Rush’s ear telling him about how important
he was and about his years in the FBI. Rush also told Paul that the
Secret Service had made a mistake because he had made only a few
stills, not the 17 prints the Secret Service said it got from him.
It was from Rush that Turner got for Garrison, what Garrison
referred to as his greatest of discoveries. In fact it was a poor, remote-generation copy of that footage most of which had been
discarded as outtakes of no value. At that time it had no value and
none that could be anticipated.
Clancy had not projected very much of it. Whatever Garrison
regarded as so important had not yet appeared on the screen. So I
interrupted to ask, “Jim, would you like to see a much clearer version
of that?” Surprised he asked if I had it, I told him I did, and I gave
that reel to Clancy.
I had gone to WDSU-TV to see if it had copies of those stills. It did
not. But its then news director, Ed Planer, was friendly and helpful.
He offered me instead his remaining original footage so I could have
a copy made. He also phoned Pan American films on as I remember
Ramparts street and told them it was OK for them to make a print for
me. I took it there and they made me a first generation copy.
“There are only two restrictions I place on this,” Planer told me.
“One is that you do not make any public use of it without permission of
and credit to WDSU. The other is that you do not give it to Garrison.”
I never made any public use of it and Garrison already had it, but
what he had was not a good print. It was fuzzy. So, believing that
no breach of my word to Planer was involved because Garrison did
have a copy, Clancy let it roll. There was not much of it, only what
WDSU had aired on the evening news the day Rush made that film.
As Rush had panned his camera to his left while he was facing to
main ITM entrance on Camp Street he had a short sequence of people
walking toward the main entrance from the Canal Street direction.
“Here it comes!” Garrison exclaimed. “Now watch closely.”
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Then, after a second or so, “There he is! There is Clay Shaw!”
Nobody present expressed any agreement with him for the obvious
reason that quite obviously Clay Shaw was not in the film. But had
he been, even with Oswald then picketing his building, what was so
exceptional, or of such great importance in the man who managed
the building walking up to its main entrance?
Only to Garrison was that of any importance, of the greatest significance to him.
“Roll it back a little, Clancy,” he said, “I want to show them
something else.”
Clancy did that and then let the film run forward again.
“See that? See that?” Garrison exclaimed pointing to a door toward
Canal Street from the main entrance. “That is Shaw’s secret entrance!”
Why Shaw needed any secret entrance to his own building and
if he did, why it was so conspicuous, so anything but secret, nobody
asked. Nor did any of us call to Garrison’s attention that the door
had no handle. It was a fire door, one that could be opened from the
inside only.
Nobody was impolite and nobody told Garrison he was crackers.
And Clancy returned my roll of that WDSU footage to me. It also
includes scenes of people, including Carlos Bringuier and his bunch,
those who had started that fracas that Oswald used so effectively,
showing them and Oswald in the court building and leaving it.
Disappointed but bravely not articulating it, Garrison then said
that with Steele home on leave—he was a lieutenant, as I remember,
in the Marines—he had asked Steele to come in and tell what he remembered about his brief experience handing out Oswald’s handbills
with him that day outside the old ITM building. Garrison and his
staff asked questions and Steele answered them. When that was all
over he had not been asked anything to which he had not testified to
before the Warren Commission and what there was in that testimony
that he should have been asked about he was not asked.
When it was all over and Steele was about to leave, I asked “would
you mind if I ask you a few questions?”
“No, go ahead,” Steele replied.
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“Was there another young man with you and Oswald at that time?”
I asked him, knowing from Jesse Core, who saw that young man,
and from the FBI records that there was an unknown young man in
addition to Steele Oswald was then using. The FBI had no interest
in him.
Steele said there was but Oswald had not introduced them and
they were not standing side by side as they handed those handbills
out. So he knows nothing about that other man who was already
passing the handbills out when he got there.
So much for Garrison’s great discovery and how he questioned
witnesses and leads he did not follow.
Garrison had no interest in any others who might have been associated with Oswald, I knew I would not be able to investigate that, so
I asked no more, only what Steele said that I report above.
Matt then took me to his dentist. That worthy, a friend of Matt’s,
an inveterate fisherman who had invented a tool for scaling fish,
practiced his profession in a single room in an old section of town,
with the patient sitting in an ancient wooden dentist’s chair, one
clearly out of date when I was a child in the 1910s because I have
some recollection of those chairs then already made largely of metal
and none made of wood.
When the dentist looked at my four lower front teeth he said, “My,
you have a real infection there. Those four teeth have to come out.”
He had no sooner said that then he asked, “Did you say you were
going home this evening?” When I told him I was he then said, “Well
you’ll be more comfortable if your own dentist pulls them and I want
to go fishing, so all I’ll do is lance the gum and let that infection out.”
He did that and am I lucky that he loved fishing more than he
loved dentistry on a nice Saturday afternoon and he lived so close to
the river! After more than 25 years I still have those four lower teeth.
What I had was a case of pyorrhea.
Either there was something else I wanted to do with or talk to
some of Garrison’s staff about or they did with me late that afternoon
because just before I was to leave for the plane I was in conversation
with Ivon and Scimabra. I now do not recall whether I blundered into
what was bothering them or they wanted to call it to my attention
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Whichever it was, they were deeply disturbed by another exploit
Garrison had in the works.
The entire staff opposed it. Jim Alock, they told me, had talked
Garrison out of all but one sensation with which he was going to mark
the coming fifth anniversary of the JFK assassination. He was going
to charge Edgar Eugene Bradley and Robert Lee Perrin with being
the actual assassins on the Dealey Plaza grassy knoll!
He was so determined the staff could not persuade him to abandon
that.
It was too close to plane time for us to discuss this further. They
asked me to try to talk Garrison out of that preposterous impossibility,
but I did promise to return, as soon as I could and try.
“Let me see my dentist and get fresh clothing,” I said, “and
meanwhile, will you please give me two sets of those “tramp” photos,
Louis, and plain envelopes, with no DA return address, in which I
can mail them? I’ll start at the airport or if there is no time then I’ll
do it from the Baltimore airport.”
Louis did that, one of the detectives took me to the plane. I had
enough time before the plane was called to write brief notes on pages
from the stenographers’ notebook I carried and to address the two
envelopes. I sent one to my friend Henry Wade, then still the Dallas
County District Attorney, the other to Rothermel, who owed me a
favor because I had taken the Farewell America manuscript to him. I
sent Wade all three pictures. Ivon did not give me a second full set.
I sent the incomplete set to Rothermel. I asked both to please have
those pictures checked out and get the full story behind them.
Wade sent one of his staff investigators to investigate, Rothermel
did it himself. I heard from Rothermel first.
“My old boy at the post office tells me you do not have the whole
story. There were three of those guys. The pictures you are showing
me include only two.” Or, his “old by at the post office” knew what
he was talking about.
The report Wade phoned to me was identical to what Rothermel
did. Those men were winos. They were found drinking it up on a
parked railroad boxcar behind the Central Annex Post Office. It was
at 217 South Houston. They were found when the police shook the
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whole area down. That was some time after the assassination and
they reeked of what they’d been drinking. Other than heisting them
up to the level of the railroad loading dock and then marching them
with weapons drawn through the busy post office the only way to get
them off the tracks and to the Sheriff’s office en route to the lockup
was to walk them north on the tracks and over the triple-overpass and
then taken them east past the Texas School Book Depository Building,
which was across Houston street from the sheriff’s office. That was
about one hour and a half after the assassination. The news photographers then were photographing everything that moved, including
those three innocent tramps.
Garrison and many others had made up many stories about and
supposed identifications of those tramps. Those pictures never had
any relevance to the assassination. There certainly was in them no
identification of Bradley, then west-coast representative of the eastcoast right-wing preacher who was one of the first to milk radio, the
Rev. Carl McIntire, based at Cape May, New Jersey.
It is not easy to believe that grown and mature men could make
up and firmly believe all they made up about those innocent winos
or that there could have been any assassination relevance. I do not
know who made the first “identification” of Bradley, but I do recall
that Mark Lane, who had moved to New Orleans to be where the
action was, did some of the investigation to “prove” that the tallest
of the three was Bradley. Which he obviously wasn’t.
Not matter what I debunked there was an immediate mythology to
replace it. When I asked if anyone knew if the CIA had invented a rifle
that would shoot around corners and sights that would see around
corners so such a rifle could be sighted accurately, that being necessary
because that boxcar was a block west of the scene of the crime and
two blocks south of it, those men were immediately converted into
“paymasters”. They hung around to pay the assassins off. There was
no explanation for why after that they still hung around. Or looked
so bedraggled. Nonetheless that “paymaster” mythology was durable.
The shortest of the three was “identified” as Lyndon Johnson’s
farm manager! He was given the nickname “Frenchy” because those
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messed up and rumpled clothing he was wearing were said to have
been of a French cut.
After the Watergate scandal some of them were “identified” as
Watergate figures by their ears! Even with special overlay pictures
in the Weberman and Canfield book that E. Howard Hunt took to
court because of its “identification” of him with and assassination
connection.
Were there ever “identifications”!
In still another picture when Garrison spotted an imperfection
in its printing that made it appear that something like a wire was
hanging from Jim Hick’s left rear pocket, Garrison knew immediately and said that he had spotted “the communications man” of the
assassination What “communications” were needed and from the
middle of the street at that and after the assassination Garrison did
not bother to explain. No wonder. It made no sense at all. But he did
hail Hicks to testify to the New Orleans grand jury and before poor
Hicks was back in Dallas he got beaten up and hospitalized.
I anticipated no insuperable problem making it impossible for
Garrison to charge Bradley based on only the pictures that did not
show him at all, pictures taken so long after the crime. What was more
troubling is that Garrison knew very well that his other candidate for
assassin on November 22, 1963, Robert Lee Perrin, had killed himself
in 1962, in New Orleans. Most using those Commission 26 volumes
knew it. His remarried widow, Nancy Perrin Rich than, testified
before it. (14H33Off)
It was all crazy, very, very crazy, even for Garrison who by then
had voiced and then forgotten many, many doozers.
So, on the two hours of the plane trip home I wondered how I
could persuade Garrison not to pull the most irrational of his ample
store of impossibilities when his own staff could not. I wound up
with the rather simplistic thinking: if it takes a crook to catch a crook,
it takes a nut to reach a nut.
Then I had to figure how to catch the nut who was to reach and
persuade the nut.
Vincent Salandria, a lawyer in Philadelphia and one of the early
critics, doted on long dissertations relating the JFK assassination that
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of Trotsky in Mexico. I knew also that Garrison respected and liked
him and that he liked Garrison. So, I phoned Salandria and made the
only pitch I believed had any chance of working.
“Vince,” I told him, “I’ve just returned from New Orleans. Just as I
was leaving I learned that the CIA is trying to wreck Jim’s investigation from the inside.” As he asked questions I answered them. While
I have no present recollection of them, I fear that it was necessary that
I made those answers up, too. I told him that I had promised to return
after seeing my dentist and taking a brief rest and getting clothing
washed and dry-cleaned and I hoped he would go with me and help
me frustrated those dirty dirties of the dirty CIA.
“Sure, I want to. Jim is my good friend,” he said, or words to that
effect.
“Let’s go together,” I said, “so we can discuss it on the way down.”
I then told him of an Eastern Airlines plane I had taken often. It originated in New York. It then stopped in Philadelphia, where Vince
could get on, and it made its next stop in Baltimore, where I would
join him in the seat he could hold for me. Thereafter it was non-stop
to New Orleans.
That is what we did. Matt Herron, also a friend of Salandria’s, met
us and we both stayed with him.
Garrison loved seeing Salandria. Both loved their long bull sessions
and never got enough of them.
While I worked, Salandria did nothing but pal around with
Garrison, largely at the New Orleans Athletic Club, which Garrison
used as a second office. He had the childish notion that he and his
phone calls were more secure there.
Ivon was as good as his word. “Tell me what you want, Hal, and
I’ll give it to you. If we do not have it I’ll send the boys out to get it.”
Boxley was not long on memos. Mostly he reported to Garrison
verbally and Garrison made any notes he wanted to make. But his
building the case to validate what Garrison had made up did require
some memos and Ivon did give me them. They turned out to be
ludicrous on analysis but impressive as written to those who did not
give them real thought.
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There is no point in reliving that nightmare and there is no need
to. I remember enough not to have even to look at the long memo I
prepared on it.
From his memos Boxley had investigated and built a case—except
on the killing.
He had “found” a New Orleans communications center where the
conspirators met, beginning more than year before the assassination,
when they conspired in New Orleans. They had, in his memos, communications equipment in an empty apartment in a small apartment
building owned by a man named Kruschevski. That was when the
Russian dictator still ran the USSR and was much in the news.
On investigation it did turn out that Khruschevski was the name
of the owner, but unless the communications equipment was made
of empty beer cans or cigarette butts and ashes, there was no communications equipment in it all the many months it was not rented.
All Boxley’s details were of this degree of authenticity—none at all.
Of all the many exhibits I attached to the ribbon copy I kept only a
few for my carbon copy. I did not take the time to make copies when
I was in the DA’s office. For the record of history the few of which I
kept copies were more than enough.
For the nitty-gritty—and I never did understand why the staff did
not make this investigation on its own—true to his word, Ivon sent
one of his senior detectives, Frank Meloche, out to get me a copy of
the page of the handwritten morgue book on which Perrin’s death
was posted. It is a ledger-typed book with a sewed binding. Stealing
that and changing any entries is no simple matter. It had not been
done and it could not have been. Sure enough, Perrin’s death was
posted there in handwriting, near the middle of a page.
I also asked for the Charity Hospital records of Perrin’s admission
and what was found at the hospital.
These too I kept copies of.
I also asked Ivon to get me copies of the reports of the State trooper
who had been a friend of Perrin’s and who Perrin phoned as soon as
he took the poison that killed him.
There just was no question when I finished that part, it was Perrin
who had killed himself. Garrison had undertaken to explain that away
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by saying that the farsighted conspirators, 15 months in advance, had
waylaid an unknown Venezuelan seaman, killed him, and had had
him buried under the name Perrin. Perrin, in Garrison’s invention,
lived and thrived writing pulp fiction under the name “Starr.”
Boxley’s “investigation” wound up with nothing but more fiction
in support of Garrison’s fiction.
In all, my investigation report was more than enough to end
forever the fiction that Garrison had invented to get around Perrin’s
1962 death that precluded his being an assassin 15 months after he
was buried.
It was a lot of intensive work because there were many invented
details in what Boxley had phonied up to help his good friend Jim, the
man who had befriended him and who trusted him and gave him a job.
The only place I had to work was the Herron’s dining-room
table, a bit high for comfortable typing. The only typewriter I had
available was defective one of East German make Matt had picked up
somewhere and it could not be repaired in New Orleans. but I kept
at it and on a Saturday evening I finished it. I did not take it to the
Garrison office to Xerox it. But I did make and keep a carbon copy.
“Moo, you can come pick it up?” I asked Sciambra when I phoned
him. Salandria, with whom I discussed what I was doing when he
was not with Garrison, was overjoyed at what from the accounts I
gave him convinced him I was doing the CIA in. Sciambra drove
from his home on Crystal Street on the opposite side of town to that
of the Herron’s, in “downtown”, in the 1000 block of Pine Street, and
picked the ribbon copy up.
“Hal, Vince and I will have breakfast with Jim at the club in the
morning. Why don’t you drive Vince to the office, where I’ll pick him
up and let you in the office. You always have work with you and we
can pick you up there after the session with Jim?”
That is what we did. I drove the souped-up Chevy II the police
had taken from a mobster and given to the Garrison office to use, the
dangerous car nobody else in the office would dare drive and Ivon
had checked over and gassed up for me.
It was not a safe car. But I never drove it out of New Orleans.
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Even for New Orleans, that was a particularly damp morning.
Salandria knew that car was ordinarily hard to start and that it was
so unsafe nobody in the office would use it. When the motor finally
did kick off he turned to me and said, “Hal, you deserve the Congressional Medal of Honor for using this thing.”
Sciambra let me in the office and he and Salandria drove off to the
NOAC and the big confrontation with Garrison over what Salandria
was really convinced was the job the CIA was doing on him. I could
hardly let him suspect otherwise. I had him convinced.
He probably still believes it.
I was deep into the work I had carried with me when at about
noon Sciambra phoned.
“Hal, you old bastard you did it! I’m picking you up and taking
you and Vince to my home for the best Italian meal you ever had.”
Although I was raised in an Italian neighborhood, he did not exaggerate his wife’s skills.
On the way out there he turned to me when we had to stop, I
think at a drawbridge over a bayou, and he said, “Hal, you just saved
Garrison from being disbarred by the You-nighted States SOOOpreme
Court,” the way he pronounced it.
The Shaw case was then before that court.
Whether or not that was an exaggeration, as I believe it was, it
reflected how he felt and how I felt. Salandria was in his private
seventh heaven because the CIA he so hated had just been frustrated.
As he thought and as Garrison soon said.
And I had made that up as the only way I could get Salandria to
help convince Garrison to drop that insanity. Charging a long-dead
man as a JFK assassin!!
There was no evidence at all of any CIA involvement. It was
perfectly clear that Garrison had made it all up. But he was not about
to admit it once it was so totally demolished. Boxley’s only sin was
trying to make up some semblance of proof for that very crazy thing
Garrison had made up.
Garrison never said a word to me about it. I had not done it for
him. I needed no thanks but I did get them from those of his staff
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who were privy to that fantasy Garrison was to have announced as
real when he charged Bradley and Perrin.
What I made up about the CIA trying to ruin Garrison, a project
in which he needed no help at all, gave him not only an out. It also
was consistent with what he had been saying all along and which
I believed longer than in retrospect I should have, that in the wild
things he said he was “fighting fire with fire” because the federal
government was trying to wreck his “case.”
With complete fidelity to George Orwell Garrison issued a press
release on his firing of the Boxley he had hired over staff objections
and paid from private funds, knowing he had been separated by the
CIA because of alcoholism he later got under control:
The District Attorney’s Office today announced the removal
of William Boxley from the investigative staff. Boxley was fired
after evidence recently developed by the District Attorney’s staff
indicated current activity by him and an operative of the Central
Intelligence Agency.

The rest of the two page release was more vintage Garrison propaganda.
I think it was on the Tuesday after that Sunday vaporizing of that
worst of Garrison’s atrocities that he had a group of us to lunch at
the NOAC. That may have been before he issued that release because
during it he got a phone call. He turned to me and said “It is Boxley.
What shall I tell him?”
“Invite him here to meet with me,” I suggested.
Garrison did that.
Boxley did not return to New Orleans […] the rest of the two page
release was more vintage Garrison propaganda.
I think it was on the Tuesday after that Sunday vaporizing of that
worst of Garrison’s atrocities that he had a group of us to lunch at
the NOAC. That may have been before he issued that release because
during it he got a phone call. He turned to me and said “It is Boxley.
What shall I tell him?”
“Invite him here to meet with me,” I suggested.
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Garrison did that.
Boxley did not return to New Orleans from Texas, where he was
when he phoned.
It was a rather imaginative touch for Garrison taking credit
for saving himself from himself but then I was not anxious to be
connected with it. Penn Jones, who was attached to Boxley, who could
be personable and was able—he had qualified for the CIA and had
lasted there for years wrote immediately that I had done the job of
getting Boxley fired for the CIA!
Living inside the JFK Assassination Industry is pretty tricky at
times.
To the best of my knowledge, more than two and a half decades
later, poor Penn is still saying that.
What I did was, may I say CIA-like? It led to the CIA’s being
blamed for what I knew it had nothing at all to do with, that Garrison
nightmare of his “identifying” Bradley and Perrin as the Presidential
assassins and his charging them both with that crime. What I personally had done, disagreeable and unpleasant in all ways that it was,
was really necessary.
Was not the country better off without that insane plan to “commemorate” the fifth JFK assassination anniversary by charging a man
dead for fifteen months with being one of JFK’s killers?
What a scandal—what a national—no, an international disgrace
that would have been!
In Garrison’s book about the one trail he never took, that of the
assassins, this is not recognizable other than that he gives Salandria
credit for the work he had nothing to do with ether than in reinforcing
my fairy tale that it was all a CIA plot against Garrison.
In Garrison’s beck Garrison himself and his pal Salandria did it.
Garrison, his staff and Salandria saved us all from the nefarious CIA,
they and they alone.
Shows the benefit of mastering Orwell early in life, as Garrison did.
That helps practicing it. He did that, too.
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It did not hurt the CIA any more than blaming it for inventing
corn flakes.
And how much more nicely if fit into Oliver Stone’s movie JFK,
the international hit that two decades later made a hero of Garrison
and villains of Bexley and the CIA.
They were far from alone in rewriting over history.
It was not until 1979 that I learned how deeply Paul Rothermel
appreciated my letting him know for Ivon that the French spooks
were about to blame his boss for the assassination, and that Garrison
was, too.
I had hardly left Dallas before Rothermel was at the FBI Dallas
office with a copy of the chart of the principals in the vast assassination conspiracy Garrison had made up and Boxley had put on paper.
Iron had given me that, too. Rothermel’s boss is in the center of that
visualization of what was at book length in the French spook production. Rothermel and I had laughed about it but that is not what he
told the Dallas FBI. According to its records I got in C.A. 78-0322 it
sent FBI HQ an “Airtel” on what its regular source, Rothermel told it.
That at least is what its records say. Rothermel was silent when I
sent him a copy of it.
It is not uncommon for those who may want a favor from the FBI
to cater to it by giving it what it is known to want, whether or not true.
Early the next year, on January 19, FBI Special Agent Raymond E.
Long, who later rose to be an assistant FBI director and may in it have
been, as in Gilbert and Sulivan, polishing those doorknobs, got much
of it twisted and wrong in a memo intended to be bucked upward.
The unidentified regular “source” in his Domestic Intelligence memo
is Rothermel:
Attached airtel reports information volunteered by a source of
the Dallas Oftice wherein latter reported contact he has had with
Harold Weisberg, author of numerous books on the assassination
who had made a bitter and scurrilous attack on the FBI, CIA and
other Government agencies. Weisberg has indicated that Bill Boxley,
former CIA agent, is cooperating with one Reno Lamaroe who
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is writing a book entitled “Farewell America.” The book allegedly
will indicate H.L. Hunt, wealthy Texas oil man, masterminded
President Kennedy’s assassination. Weisberg furnished Dallas
source a chart which will appear the book. Chart refers to FBI,
Dallas, but significance is not knew.

“Airtel” is a fancy FBI name for a letter. It made that name up
when most mail was sent by air, when airmail was separate from
regular mail.
I not only did not say that Beoley was working on the book with
Lamarre, “Lamaree” to Long, the book had been written and I gave
Rothermel a copy of it.
I did not say the chart would appear in the book and it did net.
Boxley executed it as Garrison indicated.
If the significance of the chart “is not shown” that is because in the
xeroxing its title was left off. Without the title, it is still clear enough,
even for the FBI.
It is their schematic of the conspiracy to assassinate JFK as they
imagined it.
Pretty much as stated at great length in that French spook book
Farewell America.
Pretty much, too as we see later in this book, as in Rothermel’s
further demonstration of his appreciation, he gave that same swill
with amplifications to the dopiest of assassination mythology dopes
who did books, Harry Livingstone, for his se aptly self-descriptively
titled Killing the Truth.
That was after Hunt’s sons fired Rothermel and others as common
thieves.
And that was some time before, when Livingstone got to Dallas,
all these down there with Brooklyn Bridges to sell, sought him out.
For its part in the JFK Assassination Industry the FBI loved what
gave it any excuse at all to defame these who did not agree with it
or as I did, exposed its record in the assassinations that is a national
disgrace.
As it is, there is so much more that can be said about this strange
man Garrison and his strange JFK assassination adventure history
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can use more but this fragment of what could make several large
books is enough to reflect the actualities of the man and his “probe.”
It is all I can now do.
However, and this indicates hew foreign to his interest and efforts
the real evidence he had in hand really was, with Clay Shaw dead I
can safely tell the story that fellows.
I did not tell Garrison when after the jury acquitted Shaw Garrison
charged him with perjury.
Four of the most unlikely men from Clinton, Louisiana, which is
net far from Baton Rouge, testified to their seeing Shaw with Oswald
at Clinton.
I met them while I was still in New Orleans the first part of the week
the Shaw-case jury was being selected. I was never in the courtroom,
never laid eyes on Shaw. I returned home on the midday plane that
Thursday. I was then writing Part II of Post Mortem. I was working
in Tom Bethell’s office, using his upright electric typewriter, the first
time I ever used one of those, when I was introduced to those four.
They seemed to be solidly impressive men. They ranged from a
black man seeking to register black voters to a local official who sought
to prevent that. And their testimony all agreed on what they said they
saw, Shaw with Oswald. Some as I recall also included Ferrie. The
story is that Shaw took Oswald to Clinton to help him get a job in the
large mental hospital there.
Shaw testified he could net have been the man they saw because
he was never away from New Orleans in that period having, as ITM’s
manager, the great responsibility of renting space in its large new
building under construction net far away, at the bank of the Mississippi near the beginning of Canal Street.
Shaw’s lawyer cleverly, particularly se because those Clinton
witnesses appeared to be solid and dependable men, rather than
denying their story, put out one that the man they saw was not Shaw
but was Guy Banister. This soon triggered a new school of ever-growing assassination mythologies, about Oswald working for Banister, a
former FBI man who had a private detective agency in New Orleans.
There is little less likely that either would have trusted the ether,
Banister was that far to the most extreme of the political right that in
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New Orleans and Louisiana had a well-stretched extreme. Banister
would never have trusted anyone of Oswald’s reported political
beliefs and Oswald hated those of the right extremes to whom he
sometimes referred as “fascists.” Beginning then, Banister stories
proliferated endlessly. They were aided and abetted by his former
secretary and reported mistress, when she allegedly got into a dispute
with Banister’s former widow over which would get his political files.
Until then Delphine Roberts had refused to talk to Garrison or any of
his people, as Garrison himself told me.
This testimony by Shaw was perjury. But before anyone thinks
harshly of that what should be considered is that the Clinton witnesses
did give credible testimony about Shaw even though there is no doubt
in my mind that the man they saw was net Shaw whether or not it
was Oswald with him.
Shaw did not have to take Oswald anywhere to get him a job,
Oswald or anyone else seeking an unskilled job. Shaw did not need
to go mere than a hundred miles from New Orleans to locate a menial
job. By phone calls he could easily have gotten Oswald an unskilled
job in New Orleans.
But telling the truth would have been much too risky. Although
innocent he could have been convicted. So, Shaw lied. And got away
with it because of Garrison’s incompetence as an investigator of what
was real and from his addiction to his own mythologies.
My lead was one of these pictures on which Garrison lavished so
much attention, of Oswald distributing his handbill outside the main
entrance to the old ITM building. It was published by the Commission.
The people in these pictures were identified by the FBI and the FBI
interviewed them. Garrison had a man, Tom Bethell, working in the
Archives for months. He should have gotten those FBI reports early
eh. One of those pictures shows three men walking out the front deer,
one of them with a roll of blueprints under his arm.
I knew the names. I omit them to spare them a torrent of assassination nuts.
The truth is that the renting of space in the new ITM building was
not Shaw’s responsibility. It was contracted to a firm specializing in
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that kind of work. It had two men handling the rentals of that space.
I interviewed both of them by phone after Shaw was dead. They
confirmed what I had learned from these FBI reports that Garrison
ignored.
One of those three men was locally prominent in New Orleans.
He must also have been known to hundreds if not thousands who
visited New Orleans. He was the assistant manager of one of the
city’s finest and most popular hotels. I cannot imagine that Garrison
did not recognize him in the picture. Nor can I understand how as
an investigator he did not speak to him about at least what he saw
at that Oswald-staged handbill distribution. Or ask him who those
men with him were.
But then when Garrison cast Shaw in the role he did, he did net
once speak to a man he knew well and he knew was and remained
a friend of Shaw. Jesse Core had been prominent in Garrison’s first
campaign for district attorney. He was also the ITM’s public-relations
director.
But as of the time the Shaw case was about to go to trial Garrison
had not spoken to him or asked him anything at all about Shaw.
Those pictures? Apparently Garrison could not find any hidden
codes in them! Or “secret” doors.
Those ether two men in the pictures?
They and they alone handled the rental of space in the new building,
not Shaw.
Shaw did swear falsely and that false swearing was perjury.
Which Garrison had charged him with and did not know enough
about the basic fact of the official investigation to convict Shaw of it.
There must have been hundreds of people in and around New
Orleans who dealt with these renters either in engaging space or
declining their sale pitches to get them to rent space.
But not a single one ever told Garrison of it.
And Shaw did not get a perjury rap laid on him in addition to the
baseless charge that made him and Garrison famous and of which
he was acquitted.
The courts threw Garrison’s perjury case out.
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It did not go to trial, as it should not have. It was Garrison’s vindictive indulgence from his frustration when the jury that did believe
there had been a conspiracy to kill JFK did not believe in virtually
record time that Shaw had net been a part of it.
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22 CHAPTER 22
22 “A Citizen’s Descent”
It was about 3 o’clock the following morning when I was

wakened by a call from a friend who told me that Bobby had been shot.
That disgusted me even more over Lane’s inflammatory irresponsibility in broadcasting for all the world as though it had been confirmed
that Bobby had said what he had not said, that there were “too many
guns between” him and the White House for him to say what he
believed about the official solution to his brother’s assassination. It
was also a very big disinformation and misinformation that victimized
history and the people. This disgust probably lingered in my mind
as I prepared to leave for New Orleans. I had done that when Martin
Luther King Jr. was killed, not to respond to questions from reporters
when we knew nothing about it and when those questions could have
led to inflammatory stories and more misleading of the people. That
morning Hightower had phoned to ask me to be on another show that
night, alone with Lane. Columnist Jack Anderson and another man
with a record of pontificating from profound ignorance, I declined. We
did not know what had happened or why, other than that Kennedy
had been shot by Sirhan Sirhan, and I did not want to inflame the
situation or be part of any misleading of the people.
While preparing for my trip to New Orleans and finishing reading
Lane’s book I decided that if only for the record for history I would
write a book about Lane’s book and about him as he reflected himself
in it.
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I wrote that book over a weekend. When Wrone asked me for a
copy for his archive, having only the original I gave it to him. I titled,
mimicking Lane’s book and intending it to be descriptive of him, A
Citizen’s Descent. Wrone doesn’t have it as a record for our history.
There is no need to repeat much of it here. A few of Lane’s more
conspicuous dishonesties and quests for vengeance against those he
regarded as his enemies will suffice.
His literary thievery and his trickery as he attempted to hide it are
clear in his very first chapter. Here is what he says in his first-person
account of his own investigatory derring-do:
“The interservice rivalry between the FBI and Secret Service was
very much in evidence in the hours following the President’s death.
FBI agents, in an effort to trace the alleged assassination weapon
arrived at Klein’s Sporting Goods in Chicago, conducted their interviews and left before the Secret Service agents located the store.
When the special agents of the Secret Service called upon Klein’s,
they were at first unable to secure any information, for the relevant
witness informed them that he had been instructed by the FBI agents
not to talk to anyone.”
Source notes are a big deal to Lane. He even advertised them
to advertise his book. If this quotation from Page 14 of his book is
checked in his source notes, on page 268 this is what that source
represented by that 19 is:
“See index to Basic Source Materials in possession of Commission,
National Archives.”
An “index” is a source for what a document says—when that
“index” is not even an index, regardless of what Lane says, but is a list?
At that referring readers wherever they might be to the National
Archives, where so very few could go if they wanted to?
As of then there were only two copies of that list of the Commission’s “basic source materials” that consisted only of government
records, mostly those of the FBI, that had been given to the Commission, that were not in the government’s possession. Not seeing any
reason for secrecy when there was no reason for any secrecy, the
Archives had sold me a copy of it for about $37 and then had sold one
to my friend Paul Hoch, who lived and lives in Berkeley, California.
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When the FBI learned that it raised hell even though there was no
legitimate reason for not allowing those doing research to have copies
when anyone could see and use it all at the Archives.
This is another illustration of Lane’s endless plagiarism. The definition of plagiarism is using the work of another as your own work.
Lane’s actual source for what he wrote about the Secret Service investigation at Klein’s Sporting Goods in Chicago was its only public
source, my Whitewash II. It was published December 2, 1966. That was
only a few months after Lane’s first book appeared.
Because Lane had already used Epstein’s work and mine and
his own and because I was certain he would want to use this Secret
Service Report, for the only time in Whitewash II I used other than a
pinpointing source note. I did, however, publish parts of that report
in facsimile, on page 39. That is the part that Lane used, the only
part of a much longer report that he could use. All I did, which did
make it possible to locate that record at the Archives but not to give
a precise identification of it if it was cribbed, was to give the Secret
Service mail file number, the number of a very large file, and the date
of the report. I used two excerpts from it. Lane used both as his own
work in what I quote above. He could not and thus did not give the
correct citation of the Commission’s file number.
To illustrate the phoniness of Lane’s claim to exhaustive personal
scholarship as he boasted of it and advertised it I cite his first source
notes in his first writing in his first book, its Prologue. He has this
one note for his first 11 notes all but one of which are on its first page.
The eleventh is in the third line of the second page. It is a citation to
a single page, 483, of the Commission’s appendix in Volume 19. He
then repeats it three times in the next four notes for the book’s text
does not extend past the middle of the second page.
This is not scholarship. It is puffery, using unnecessary citations to
sources to give the appearance of studious and detailed scholarship to
mislead the reader. These phony source notes were counted and then
were used for advertising. The book’s alleged scholarship—which
consisted largely of repeating what had already been published.
Then there is the self-exalting scholar’s index. Klein’s Sporting
Goods does not appear in it. (page 286) Nor is there a listing of
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Oswald’s rifle or of his purchase of it under his name. (page 287)
And, important as the rifle is in the assassination and its investigation,
there is no listing of the rifle at all in the index. (page 288) Nor is there
any listing of shots or the shooting. (page 288)
But if one compares Lane’s indexing of himself with his indexing of
Oswald, the supposed assassin, the Lane listings are about 30 percent
longer than those of the accused assassin.
In his second book, Lane’s complaint against the media for not
giving him a voice when in fact he had had much, much more time
than another critic boils down to his complaint that he was not aired
all the time exclusively. Having just reported that clear-channel radio
station WOR in New York had on two previous occasions give him
nine and a half hours of time and saying nothing about what he did
or said that could account for it he quotes the host of the show that
gave him that on considerable attention as telling him “WOR has
banned you for life.” (page 27) He then complains that “the ban was
still in effect” when it “presented what was widely advertised as ‘The
Warren Report.’“ It “was to be a ‘two-hour uninterrupted discussion’
with the four leading critics and defenders of the Warren Report. I
was not invited to participate.”
That they did not want Lane is his real and only complaint. That
station did not discriminate against critics of the Report. It was more
than merely fair. And it not only did advertise the show extensively
in advance, it doubled the time the show ran, repeated it at different
times of the day for several days so that its regular listeners listened
to it at any time over a 24-hour period could hear it. It also advertised
the times of these repetitions.
WOR is as powerful as any AM station is permitted to be and it is
one of the original “clear channel” stations, or a station that has the
exclusive use of its frequency. Between this and its maximum power
it covered a very large part of the United States, particularly the east,
extending well into Canada.
I was one of the two critics WOR invited. The other was the French
correspondent, the late Leo Sauvage. He had also written a book
critical of the official story of the assassination. (Sauvage was a conspiracy theorist. He attributed that assassination to racism.)
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As Commission defenders WOR invited the late Charles Roberts,
senior White House correspondent who with obvious official assistance had turned out a quickie paperback defending the Commission
and criticizing its critics, and the famous lawyer Louis Nizer, whose
law practice suffered not a bit from his steadfast defense of the government in even the Rosenberg atom bomb spy case.
This show was The Martha Dean Show. It was aired live beginning
10 a.m. It was to run for its usual time of two hours. She sat in the
middle of a square of tables put together and covered with a cloth
looking at me on her left, with Robert next to me, with Sauvage next
to Roberts and with Nizer facing me. It was a freewheeling, uninhibited, uncontrolled show in which Dean sought only to see to it that
we all had a fair amount of time and on which she from time to time
pointed it with questions. It got to be pretty intense as the sycophants
grew more and more outrageous in what they said while reflecting
that they really knew very little of the actual fact of the crime or of
its official investigations.
When at one point Roberts, frustrated by his inability to score
any points at all said that those of us who criticized the government
should be suppressed, the scholarly Sauvage read him a lecture on
freedom and on the responsibilities of the press. That effectively did
Roberts in. When Nizer was no outrageous I went after him hard and
pointedly. He never had any effective response, famous a courtroom
lawyer as he was. Between the two of us Sauvage and I really did in
those kissers of official ass who profited from their kissing of official
ass, Roberts in his sources and Nizer in his law practice.
While this was going on, among those in the control room was a
fine gentleman who was a station vice president. When he perceived
that he had a really hot show, as it neared the end of the allotted two
hours he sent a note to Dean. She then asked what the note suggested
she ask, would we continue the show for another two hours. As soon
as she said it I said loudly something like, “Sure, let’s go.” Neither
Roberts nor Nizer said a word and the show ran on for another two
hours. I do not recall ever seeing any unhappier participants in any
talk show than Roberts and Nizer looked. But they did not dare refuse
to continue.
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It was an exciting and a very informative show in which the critics
had at least a fair shake from the station. That Sauvage and I got more
time was not because the station gave us more time. It was because we
exposed Roberts and Nizer for what they really were, phony experts
on the subject and professional kissers of official ass and because the
longer the show ran the less those phonies and ass kissers could say.
That show, I recall with satisfaction, was responsible for a great
favor a New York City policeman did me.
Before then I had appeared on a TV show on Metromedia’s
WNEW-TV in New York City. It was to have run for a 20-minute
segment and it actually ran an additional two hours. As I learned
much later when the FBI began disgorging its records on me, it had
primed four New York lawyers to do me in with what its reports
refer to as “public domain information.” A producer, Paul Noble,
who pretended to be my friend, had asked the FBI to send an agent
or agents to make mincemeat out of me. It declined to do that but it
did provide that “information” it never described any further.
After I let those four lawyers climb all over me for what I regarded
as long enough to deliver the audience to me I started responding
to them with force and with the fact that was foreign to them. The
show was filmed for later use. After it was aired that weekend night
my phone started ringing as soon as it was over, about 2 a.m., and it
rang so constantly I never did get back to bed. That show did more to
open the subject up in New York than anything else of which I know.
(Dottie Mattimore did tell that the idea was that of the Holt,
Reinhart publicity man who believed that my reputation and my
book would be ruined by it, giving Lane’s book that was yet to appear
a clear field. She also told me that he was fired after that show, hosted
by Alan Burke, was aired. She said he was later rehired. When I asked
Noble how it was that four erudite and well-dressed lawyers were
in that working-class audience he told me that at his request the
Trial Lawyers Association had provided them. Not long here thereafter I did another talk show with Jack Fuchsberg, who then was the
president of the Trial Lawyers Association. He told me that Noble has
asked him to provide the lawyers and that he had refused.)
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Not long after that Martha Dean show when I was in New York I
parked legally next to an entrance on Park Avenue. When I returned
my car was gone. The local precinct told me that rather than it being
stolen, my fear, it had probably been towed by the police. I took a cab
to the Hudson River pier it used for impounded cars, learned that
it had been towed, apparently after someone who wanted that legal
space had pushed it into the entrance, and was directed to the long
line of those who came to bail their cars out.
It was a dismal prospect. I’d been up for most of the day, having
driven to New York to get there by nine in the morning and it was then
after supper time, with a drive of at least five hours before me after I
paid the fine and got the car back and from that line that seemed to
be several hours away at the least.
While I was standing there dejectedly in the long and slow-moving
line that seemed even longer than it was a police sergeant came up to
me. It surprised me that he knew me. I did not know him.
“Aren’t you Weisberg?” he asked me.
“I am,” I replied, ”but how do you know me?”
He laughed. “First I saw you on that Alan Burke show making a
fool of those fancy lawyers. Lawyers! Ugh! And then did I enjoy what
you did to that Nizer on radio! Lawyers like him make life tough for
us cops. What are you here for?”
“My car was towed here,” I told him, explaining how it happened.
He asked me the identification of my car and then he told me to
go with him.
At that point that long line disappeared for me and I was on my
way. I thanked that sergeant.
“I thank you,” he said with a genuine smile. “Lawyers make life
tough for cops and I for one appreciate their getting their due the few
times they ever do.”
Lane, who had been made famous and had been enriched by the
media, the way his book sold being from the attention it gave him
and it, soured on the media when he was no longer its darling. From
what I know of Lane and his record WOR could well have believed
it had cause ever to want him to cross its threshold again.
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Even the prestigious British BBC did not escape his wrath and
his vengeance.
In his account of his personal descent, which he spelled differently,
he criticized BBC severely and claimed it had abused him. His section
“A World Premier” begins on page 58 and then runs for 13 more pages.
The premier was of Lane’s movie based on his first book that Emile
de Antonio had produced. Coinciding with its telecasting BBC asked
Lane if he would debate with two Commission lawyers after it was
shown. They were Specter and Belin.
What Lane does not say, that not making him heroic, was that
the Commission lawyers had asked Metromedia to give them a TV
show to be titled “The Majority Report.” They were put out because
they had not been on its “The Minority Report” despite the fact that
they were not on what became that minority-report show because
they refused the invitation to be on it. That show was an outgrowth
of reaction to the Alan Burke show I’d been on. The audience loved
it. The ratings were the highest. When the Commission’s former
lawyers declined to appear with me and others, WNEW-TV asked
other critics to be on it. I remember Lane, Professor Jacob Cohen, a
Commission apologist from Brandeis University, and Penn Jones,
editor of a very small Texas weekly, were also there. They’s gotten the
treacle merchant, Jim Bishop of the “A Day in the Life of” books and
as records I got years later in FOIA ligation report, an FBI favorite, to
be moderator. The filming ran for about six hours. Three hours were
telecast and later syndicated to other TV stations. Public reaction
was strongly against the official mythology. That is why the former
Commission lawyers asked for their own show.
When I heard that their request had been granted and the date of
the filming I asked for reciprocal rights, to be on the show because
those lawyers had been invited to be on the other show. I was invited
and I was there at the appointed time. Only to learn that when those
lawyers learned that they were going to have me on the show with
them they all declined, chickened out. All of them. They gave their
own show up rather than to confront me in a gangup. The station
had not told me that the show had been canceled. When I was there
and asked what reasons had been given for quitting the show they
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had asked for the only one that I remember is Arlen Specter’s story
that he was going to London to be on a BBC show.
Publicity in the United States was a benefit to Specter. Publicity
in England was not, but he preferred that to the show he had asked
for here.
As Lane works himself into his complaint, some undoubtedly more
than justified, as my own experience with what turned out to be
gangups indicated, he says that for his BBC appearance, “I was paid
not a farthing for the program, and in fact was compelled to cancel
speaking engagements for which I was to have been paid.”
Thus he says of the BBC program on which he did not do all that
well, that it “was, in that sense (that he had lost speaking engagements
for which he would have been paid), worse than a total loss.” (page 61)
He then rambles along in his complaints against BBC, all connected
with that program and how he was treated on it.
Aside from his complaints, some of which are undoubtedly justified,
this is vintage Lane. He is the victim, all the world is against him and
him alone, and long-suffering and much abused man that he is, for
that BBC show he got not even a farthing—he lost money on it. That
is his story and the reader has no way to question it.
The farthing was so infinitesimally small a sum—a tenth of a
penny—the British since then discontinued it. And it is literally true
that Lane did not get a farthing.
What the reader has no way of knowing, Lane reporting nothing
about what he did rather well with BBC get and indicating strongly
that he got no pay at all, is that in fact he did not get a farthing.
What he got was what until then was the highest fee BBC had ever
paid for anything!
For it, as Lane not only understood but stated, he was to appear
on the same show with his movie, after it had been shown.
No, Lane did not get a farthing. He got as I recall, my clippings
for that period being at Wisconsin, was $45,000.00 That then was
considerably more than it is now.
And $45,000.00 is certainly not a single tenth of a single penny!
It is true that Lane did not get a farthing. It is not true that he got
nothing at all and lost what he would have gotten from those speaking
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engagements he said he had to cancel. (He does not say that they were
not rescheduled for a later date, either.)
Vintage Lane. How to lie by telling the too-literal truth that is
irrelevant.
If scholars of the future would like to know more about the thoroughgoing dishonesty of this of Lane’s books they can consult the
manuscript of A Citizen’s Descent, which Wrone has. For our purposes
this is enough to give a fair reflection of the corruption and dishonesty
that characterize this of his books, too.
What his complaint really is is that he was not getting the attention
from the media he was used to and that others got some of the
attention he had been getting. He wanted it believe that he had done
all the work he had not done, that the subject belonged to him and to
him alone and his sick ego was offended. He was also embarrassed
by his poor performance on BBC where he faced informed opposition
as well as prejudice.
The time he spent with Garrison put him in a position to latch onto
something else he could convert into fame and money.
The fake book by the French CIA, SDECE, that interests us more
later, pretendedly nonfiction, was the material for an assassination
penny-dreadful of a novel. In the form of a novel, for Lane it became
Executive Action. Even Hollywood, where most fantasies can find a
home, went for it. I was not there and have no personal knowledge
of it but I did get reports that Lane’s behavior and that of his then
associate, Donald Freed, was so intolerable they were banned from
the set on which the movie was being produced.
Then there was the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. to be
exploited. Lane eased into that by helping his friend Abby Mann
with a special on it for NBC-TV. Meanwhile his friend Don Freed
wanted a free ride on that subject. He wanted the use of my work on
it for a movie. For that he offered me a percentage of the profits. If
any, I thought.
Art Buchwald in a later long drawn-out and expensive lawsuit
established that an exceptionally profitable movie can by Hollywood
bookkeeping to be shown to have resulted in a loss. When I wanted
instead a guaranteed sum Freed lost interest in that approach.
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Lane saw other possibilities. There was always the work of others
he could use as his work and there were irrevancies that could be
exploited. So, with Dick Gregory he did Code Name Zorro. It has the
inappropriate subtitle The Murder of Martin Luther King, Jr. There is
little in the book that justifies that subtitle and there is nothing new
about that assassination that is true in it. It is largely a series of essays
by Dick Gregory, with some by Lane, with fantasies added, like that
the assassination was somehow contrived by the former FBI agent
Frank Holloman who was then Memphis’ director of public safety,
in charge of the police and fire departments.
What Lane makes appear to be new and coming from his own work
he actually got from Les Payne, then minority affairs correspondent
for the large and influential Long Island daily Newsday. (Later Payne
became its national editor and the paper also established a New York
City edition.)
Cunning in his writing Lane gives the appearance of giving Payne
generous credit for his work (beginning on page 99) but in fact what
he credits to Lane is but a fraction of it. That part related to what
Payne wrote about the informal group of young Memphis blacks who
took the unfortunate name of a then popular TV show, The Invaders.
Les was a friend of mine. When he expressed interest in a King
assassination story I suggested six matters or interviews to him and
offered to go there with him to be of help if I could be. Les is a black
man who as we taxied to the airport together when we left Memphis
was more eloquent than anyone I have ever heard on racism. He had
had his own experiences with it. His mother had moved the family
north from Alabama to keep him from being killed because of his
beliefs. In the army, in Viet Nam, he had been a commissioned officer.
He reserved connecting rooms for us at Memphis’ Downtown
Holiday Inn. We were both amused when our reservations turned
out to have a room between them with the sign on it “Out of Order.”
While we never saw any sign of any repairs being made there was
never a time we did not hear muffled male voices through its walls
on both sides.
On that trip I was able to show Les that the official account of that
assassination was not factual.
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He made another trip for additional interviews. One interview
I had suggested was with a black Memphis policeman Ed Redditt.
Les’ second trip coincided with my having a speaking engagement
in North Carolina. From there I planned to go to Nashville to see
James Earl Ray, whose investigator I had been. From there I planned
to go to New York. We arranged to get together in Nashville after Les
had his interviews and to go to New York together to discuss them.
Redditt had avoided me when I tried to interview him as Ray’s
investigator. From what I had heard of him that made me a little
uneasy. Why I was uneasy is reflected in what I wrote in my 1971
Frame-Up: The Martin Luther King-James Earl Ray Cases (New York,
Outerbridge & Dienstfrey, pages 355-6). Speaking of the Memphis
police I said (italics in original):
“The real reason they went to the motel has been obscured.
“It is because the police were spying on King and those he was there
to support.
“Remember, there was the unheard-of occurring in Memphis, a
strike by sanitation workers against the city. In the deep South, who
ever heard of blacks daring to oppose public authority, in any way or
form? In itself, this was regarded as “subversive.” To the Memphis
police, as to Hoover, King himself represented ‘subversion’.
“Yes, they were actually spying, with two black officers of the ‘subversive’ squad among those hidden in the fire station. And along with
this, there was the mysterious transfer from their assigned duty in
that fire station of black firemen not conspicuously obsequious. The
transfer came out first in Matt Herron’s investigation. Later, it was
indirectly confirmed by Hanes and Renfro Hays (Hane’s investigator
on the Ray case).
“On April 3, two black officers began observing the Lorraine
Motel through the rear windows of Engine House No. 2. This was
Wednesday, the day before the murder. Their names are Reddick and
Richardson (also identified by Herron as ‘Richman’). They arrived
around 1 p.m. One watched through the glass panel of the southernmost rear door, the other lay atop a row of lockers along the back wall
while looking out a window. Sometime that night they were relieved.
One of them was overheard to say, ‘Hell, I sure hate to go down to
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that temple tonight,’ referring to a protest meeting at the Masonic
Temple. One of the two white officers who visited the black watchers
briefly is a Lieutenant Papier.
“On that same day, the 3rd, there were two unmarked police
cruisers parked on Butler Street, east of Mulberry and in front of the
motel. Police were also in the motel parking lot. About ten policemen
were observed by blacks around the world.
“Among the things the black officers spying on the motel are known
to have done, this being observed and overheard, is to watch who
was going into what rooms.
“Reddick, who was standing near the door, was heard to say to a
black fireman soon transferred to another station, ‘Hell, they can see
me as easily as I can see them.’ He was also heard to ask this black
fireman for some newspaper with which to cover the window. The
fireman gave Reddick the newspaper and masking tape with which to
attach it. The policeman made two peepholes in the paper. They had
a pair of binoculars, which they permitted the black fireman to use.
“As the black spies wrote down the numbers of the rooms entered
and, presumably, the names when known, of those entering, one was
heard to say of the second room from Mulberry Street on the top deck,
‘That room must be headquarters. There’s more of them going in and
out of that room.’
“Reddick is said to have been checking up on a black fireman
named Hall. He was heard to ask another black fireman about him.
“Some of the blacks believe the black firemen were transferred from
their normal assignments at Engine House No. 2 because the police
were going to use that as their collection point and for spying. At first,
the operation was supposed to be kept secret. Then the complaint by
a policeman—‘Someone told the motel people there are police in the
fire station’—was overheard. The transfers followed.
“The transfers were ordered in haste. One black fireman received
his instructions by phone late Wednesday night (the 3rd). Based on
inquiries made within the fire department, the transfers are believed
to have been ordered by the highest authority.
“Both the police and fire services were headed by the same person,
Frank Holloman, a former FBI agent.
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“Bearing on the transfer of black firemen the night before the
murder, UPI, from Atlanta, quoted Dr. Ralph Abernathy, King’s
successor in the SCLC, as saying, ‘that several black leaders in
Memphis ... reported suspicious events on the day of the murder ... the
Rev. James Lawson and Negro policemen on the beat of the Lorraine
Motel ... were removed that day after having received threatening
phone calls....’ Further confirmation that this was common knowledge
in Memphis is in the quotation from Reverend James Bevel, which
follows. In the climate in the city of Memphis, such threats need not
have come from conspirators!”
It is pretty clear from what I wrote that the police were spying on
King, not protecting him. The spying was from a rear door at the fire
station across Mulberry Street from the Lorraine Motel in which King
and his party were staying, as they always had in the past.
Earlier in that book I explained the unusual conditions under
which I obtained this and other information a week to the day after
that assassination.
Because I did not want to be questioned by reporters about that
assassination and be in any way inflammatory through inferences of
a connection with the assassination of the President I went to New
Orleans to resume by work on Oswald when he had lived there. My
New Orleans friend Matt Herron, a gifted photographer who worked
for the Black Star agency, had been sent to Memphis to cover the
assassination story photographically for Newsweek. Matt, who was
opposed to racism and had been covering racial matters and violence
for years, had good connections with the blacks and their leaders.
He wanted some of the information he had obtained out of his possession because of the atmosphere in Memphis then. So, he called
my wife. She, knowing I would want to talk to Matt, told him alone
where I was staying, at the New Orleans Fontainbleau. When I was
not in at midnight or later the Wednesday after King was killed Matt
made a good guess where to find me. Unknown to him I had just
interviewed a police narcotics informer, a young woman who then
became an informer for me. When Matt reached me he asked me to go
to a phone I believed would be clear, the phone at which I was being
one that could have a tap on it. He gave me the number at which he
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was. Believing that he might want me to tape record what he said, I
put a new cassette in my recorder and asked the young woman’s
boyfriend to come with me. We went to the noisy bar at the corner of
St. Phillip and Decatur Streets where I knew there was a phone booth.
They had doors that closed in those days. I asked that young man
to stand in front of the booth so those in the bar could not see that I
was taping what Matt told me. The bar was noisy enough to interfere
with my hearing and the tape was far from clear. But I did record all
that Matt said. He is the source of what I wrote quoted above. And
his information was accurate. It was this noise that made “Redditt”
sound like “Reddick.”
Those firemen who had been transferred from that firehouse were
active in black affairs. They were considered militants by the city
administration. Matt told me about them and I have that in Frame-Up,
too. Lane used that as though it was all new, and his, too.
When I met Les’ plane from Memphis after I’d seen Ray, then at
the state pen in Nashville, Les was pleased with the results of his
Memphis interviews. We went to the bar to discuss them while we
awaited the plane to New York.
What Redditt had told Les did make a story. He said he was there
to protect King and that he had given his superiors his plan for a “peripheral defense.” He meant to have police cars stationed at every intersection around the Lorraine Motel so that there could be no escape
for any who tried to hurt him. That, he knew, could not prevent an
attack on King. But he also believed that if any attacker saw that escape
would be impossible that would discourage any attack. It seemed to
make sense. But it was not so.
Whether or not Redditt did offer any such plan, and there is no
indication that he did, the plain and simple truth is that he was in that
firehouse for the single purpose of spying on King and listing all those
who went to see him. He knew most of the Memphis blacks who were
active in civil rights matters because he had long been a member of
the local “red squad” as those police squads were then known.
He was a black spying on blacks. That is not how Lane converted
all of this in his book.
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In his making of a hero of this black Judas Lane quotes him as
exposing “an agent provocateur within the Invaders.” (page 100)
Lane did not even know that man’s name. I had learned it earlier in
Memphis and before Lane wrote his book had obtained from the FBI
files its records confirming it. He was Marrell McCullough, a young
member of the police department who was an Invader to spy on it
and who from his own reports, copies of which I have, was pretty
clearly a provocateur within it.
But Redditt did not expose him, a fellow policeman.
Lane also quotes Redditt as saying of the man whose name Lane
never learned although it was well known to those blacks who were
active in the Invaders and in other black organizations as saying “He
acted very mysterious, saying he was now with the Central Intelligence Agency, and begged me not to blow his cover.” (page 100)
(At about the time Lane’s book appeared and he was reporting
what he said he had brought to light, McCullough, who had been
exposed by the blacks on whom he had spied, was in Washington.
When there was an internal investigation of how the FBI had treated
King. and it was as considerate of the FBI as was possible, that internal
investigation interviewed McCullough at the “Safeway Building” in
Washington. I have a copy of that very short interview. By then the
building that had been used as its garage, bakery and offices by the
Safeway stores was no longer adequate for the needs of those stores.
It was above Florida Avenue, Northeast, and east of First Street. It
was out of the way and seemed to be the kind of building for which
the CIA might have some use. Those stores did not seem to have any
use for a young black policeman who had spied on fellow blacks and
whose cover had been blown.)
Lane is so intent on making a hero of this black Judas Redditt he
refers to him on 28 different pages of his book. Making a phony hero
of this black who spies on fellow blacks is the basis for the phony
conspiracy Lane contrived.
Lane went for Redditt’s covering of his own spying activities by
referring to them as for King’s “security.” On page 129 he says of
Redditt, “he was in charge of stationary security for King,” and that
the other black spying on blacks, Willie B. Richmond, was “assigned
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to assist him.” He continues with Redditt’s fairy tale on the next page,
giving Redditt’s impossible account of how he would capture any
King assassin, by running after him! Chasing and capturing an unseen
assassin would have been no mean police accomplishment!
Despite what Lane writes and perhaps even believes, Memphis
blacks knew very well what Redditt was doing. They protested his
presence when King entered the airport so vigorously Redditt had to
vamoose. And so far as “security” is concerned, the police did have
two cars of not working police or detectives but of high-ranking older
officers assigned as “security,” according to the FBI’s reports I have
that include their names. They did follow King to the Lorraine Motel
and they lingered there until evening when, in response to continuing
protests from local blacks in King’s party, they left. While they could
hardly have afforded any real protection, they were there and they
did remain there until in response to black demands they did leave.
With Redditt as his source Lane gives a distorted account of
Redditt’s removal from his spy post that to Lane was his “security”
for King. It did happen but it was not as Redditt is quoted by Lane
as saying, that it was the “Secret Service” that had sent a man from
Washington to report that “a group in Mississippi has a contract out
on you.” (page 131) The FBI reports identify that man as from the
Senate Internal Security Committee with the name, as I recall, Manuel.
And that, despite Lane’s novelist’s twist and turns, is what really did
happen. In this novelist’s account rendered as nonfiction, because
Holloman ordered Redditt’s removal from his nonexistent “security”
assignment that was spying and nothing else, Holloman is Lane’s
chief conspirator in the King assassination.
There is more of Lane’s glorification of the black Judas spying
on the “black messiah” in those 28 Lane references to him but this
is enough to make it clear that aside from the fact that King was assassinated, there is nothing factual about the assassination in Lane’s
commercialization and exploitation of it.
That Lane knew the truth, however, he does not disclose. As is
inevitable for him, he compulsively needs to seek to diminish others.
This is his criticism of me ( on page 257):
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“Harold Weisberg, the defense’s investigator, had in 1971 written
a book, Frame-Up, in which he referred only briefly to Detective Ed
Redditt (whom Weisberg calls “Reddick”), dismissing him as a police
spy and never inquiring into the matter of his removal from the scene
shortly before Dr. King was shot. Similarly, he did not explore the
importance of the observations of the other police officer on the scene,
W. B. Richmond.”
Matt Herron had and gave me several first-person accounts, from
those involved.
Redditt was in fact spying on King through an aperture in paper
taped over the rear door of the firehouse by one of Matt’s sources.
He did that at Redditt’s direction. There is no way in which Redditt
could have contributed to any “security” for King that way or at that
distance. If Lane did not learn that from Memphis blacks he went out
of his way to avoid it. They were incensed that under a “community
relations” cover Redditt and Richmond were really spying on them
and on their activities.
If by the late time Lane got around to writing his book he had
had any interest in fact he could have seen all the FBI reports and
the police reports that FBI have that leave this without question. He
could also have seen the copies of the reports on his spying that McCullough filed with the police and it gave the FBI, along with other
such reports by other spies. Not only did I have them before Lane
wrote his book as a result of the FOIA lawsuit I filed for them, they
were also accessible to him in the FBI’s public reading room. It placed
copies of what I got by those lawsuits there for others to use. But for
the Lanes, when they can make money from their concoctions and
with that make heroes of themselves, none of them has any interest
in fact or the time it takes to learn the fact.
Lane then criticized me for not referring “by name” to the black
firemen who were transferred from that firehouse. Those names were
not relevant. Matt Herron had their names and gave them to me after
he interviewed them and others. I did refer to them and I did say of
them what is true, that they were transferred away to protect Redditt’s
spying on which it was assumed they would report. As they did.
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Lane adds the criticism that I did not “claim to have interviewed”
either of them.
Only for a work of fiction is that necessary. They had nothing to do
with the assassination and had no information bearing on it because
they were not there at the time of the crime. Based on his fictional
contrivances that he made into a book Lane then says,
“[O]n the strength of this, one may speculate that Ray’s defense
team was either unaware of the significance of these leads or simply
did not choose to develop them. What is apparent is that they did
not use them.”
Long before Lane saw the possibilities of enriching himself and
adding to his synthetic fame by exploiting the tragedy of the King
assassination there was available to him in the open records of the
federal district court in Memphis what the “defense team” did do
for Ray. The transcripts of those two weeks of hearing for which
I conducted the investigation that was ordered based on what the
lawyers did with my habeas corpus investigation were accessible to
him there if he did not want to ask Jim Lesar or me to let him see and
copy our copies of them. The Judge Robert R. MacRae’s decision is
also public. It was reported in the papers and it is on file with the
clerk of the federal court. Lesar and I also have copies of it, too, and
as with all these records, we make them available to all writing in the
field. While that evidentiary hearing was not to determine Ray’s guilt
or innocence but was instead to get him the trial he never had—and
never got in the later years Lane was his lawyer—we did exculpate
Ray. And the judge recognized that in his decision. Which Lane also
does not mention.
With chief counsel Bernard Fensterwald abroad, it fell to Lesar and
me to prepare for that hearing. We divided the work so that Lesar
would do all the legal work and research and I would handle the
fact. With Ray’s prior lawyer who saw to it that he got the maximum
sentence then possible, Percy Foreman, the country’s most famous
criminal lawyer, I decided that the only way to establish as a matter
of fact that Ray had not had the effective assistance of counsel, one
of the bases for his request for a trial, was by putting on the case that
Foreman made no effort to establish or put on. All the real witnesses,
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not those Lane imagines are, were subject to vigorous cross examination and not a single one was rebutted or impeached. They all stacked.
It is for that reason that in denying Ray a trial MacRae actually
held that “guilt or innocence” were not “material” to what was before
him. To reach this decision MacRae merely ignored all the unrefuted
evidence in the record that proved him wrong.
However, Lane having made this criticism of the defense we gave
Ray, he invited examination of what he did as Ray’s counsel.
He eased into that by going to see Ray as Don Freed’s lawyer for
the supposed movie his friend Freed supposedly planned. He ended
up with Freed having no movie and with himself as Ray’s lawyer.
Whether or not that was barratry, a crime, and I do not allege it
although it seems to be that, it was an unimaginable disaster for Ray.
He had Ray do what could not have been more against Ray’s interest,
appear voluntarily before the House assassins committee.
Lane bragged often about being the one who got that committee to
select the former Philadelphia district attorney, Richard Sprague, to
be its general counsel and staff director. That may well be true, that
Lane did get him the job. But what Lane does not say is that under
him as well as under his successor, Robert Blakely, that committee
began with the presumption of Ray’s guilt and the intent to prove it.
After Ray fired his pro bono—unpaid—defense team he remained
in touch with me, directly and through his brother Jerry.
Fensterwald paid most of the defense costs. I was broke, in debt,
without any income, and my unpaid and unthanked-for work for
Ray merely increased by indebtedness.
Ray had the silly notion that he could help himself by appearing
before that committee and having his version of his story on national
television. I tried without success to get him to see that he could not
help himself that way because of the way those committees work
and that they would make him look guilty. Lane, who knew that as
Ray’s lawyer he would be on the tube sitting next to Ray for all the
world to see, was all for it.
Having worked for and observes those committees, I told Ray the
truth: they are not bound by the rules of evidence and their functions
often require that they not abide by those rules that protect people in
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court; that he had the right to have a lawyer with him but his lawyer
could speak only with the committee’s sufferance, his role being only
that of counselling his client; and that unless the committee was going
to try to prove Ray was not guilty, as I by then knew it did not, it
could only make as much of a case against him as it could and that
to the largest possible audience.
It could and would, I warned him, further reduce the scant prospect
he had of ever getting a trial.
This was obvious and Lane himself proved it correct. Lane had
to have known that what I told Ray was the actuality. But then Lane
also knew that he would have all that TV exposure for himself. More
fame, the fame that he loved however he gets it.
Lane had to have known from his many committee contacts and
because he is a lawyer he should have known how completely that
deck was stacked against Ray. But he also knew that, irrational as
it was, Ray believed he could somehow clear himself before that
committee. He knew also that Ray’s strong desire to do that meant
that Ray would not blame him when that failed. So why not get all
that fine TV exposure for himself?
Aside from all the realities that are well known there were additional indications that the committee, for all the blacks on it, was
going to affirm the official King assassination mythology. One of its
lawyers on that aspect of its work actually blurted it out to Jim Lesar.
Earlier he and other had made it clear to me.
That young man’s name is Ozer. I met him once and he left no
doubt in my mind that he intended to see to it that the committee did
not investigate the crime itself by both his attitude and what he did
not say or ask me the several hours I spent with him.
Despite knowing that Foreman had put Ray away for as long as
then was possible, in his supposed defense of him and knowing also
that Ray had alleged he had not given him “effective assistance of
counsel” by Foreman, the committee was anxious to take testimony
from him. But it could not without the permission of Ray’s lawyers.
That was before Ray fired us and may have been what decided him to.
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So, Ozer tried to pressure Jim Lesar into agreeing for the committee
to take Foreman’s testimony. Jim, of course, would not agree. So,
when Ozer kept trying to pressure him he asked that young former
assistant prosecutor who wore his red hair in a kind of Afro style,
“Why are you so determined” to get Foreman to speak?
“We’ll use him to convict Ray,” was the heated answer the angry
and frustrated Ozer blurted out.
That unusual honesty convinced Lesar even more not to agree for
Foreman to speak to those House assassins.
If Lane did not regard himself omniscient and just plain brighter
than anyone else he could have spoken to Lesar and to learn about
the case and the court record on it.
The committee had made no effort to get and go over the transcripts of those two weeks of evidentiary hearing in Memphis. When I
learned that I tried to interest Ozer and the others when with him in it.
He and they persisted in having no interest in them. I finally shamed
another of that committee’s legal eagles to borrow my transcripts of
those two weeks of hearing. It made no use of them other than to lose
one it then had to replace.
Those hearings with Ray the witness did get Lane more and more
concentrated TV exposure than he had ever had or has had since
then. The camera was almost automatically on him when it was on
Ray. It was on him and not on Ray when he was contentious, when
he was protesting, when he was seeming to protect Ray when he
could not do that.
It is not possible that he did not realize that inevitable Ray’s appearance would further diminish Ray’s slim chances for the only
thing that could do him any good, a trial.
The hearings in fact made Ray look guilty and because he is the
kind of person he is Ray helped the committee do that. Lane not only
made that possible, he contributed to it by not knowing enough to
counter what the committee did so dishonestly or to negate what it
said and showed. Of all the many stupid things Lane did perhaps the
most stupid of all was his pretense that Gracie Stephens was a witness
and that what she could testify to would exculpate Ray. She was not
a witness and she hadn’t the remotest notion of what happened.
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Lane had made a big show of getting her out of the hospital and
taking her into his own home. He tried to get her treated and regarded
as a heroine.
Gracie was the common-law wife of Charles Quitman Stephens,
a violence-prone alcoholic who lived on the income he had from the
government as a disabled veteran.
He was a chronic drunk. So was Gracie. She had come from a good
family. They lived in a couple of rooms at the back of the flophouse
next to the room Ray had rented the morning of the assassination and
next to the one bathroom that building had. Its tub was never used,
as the contemporaneous pictures made so clear.
What gave Stephens any importance at all was his misuse by the
government because it had no alternative if it were to get Ray extradited from England. Stephens is the only means the government had
of claiming that Ray had been identified at the scene of the crime. And
he did not do that anyway!
This gets to the totality of Lane’s ignorance of the established facts
of the case, an ignorance he made to effort at all to overcome, as he
could have easily.
One of the many ways he could have done that was by use of the
transcripts of those hearings before Judge MacRae. He also could have
done it by duplicating the work I did to prepare for those hearings.
He could have from the records I had gotten and were thus available
to him from me, which he’d not think of, or from the Department of
Justice from which I’d gotten them, which he also did not think of.
That I had gotten them he knew at the very least from Frame-Up if he
had read it with anything in mind other than trying to misuse it to
try to belittle me.
We proved at the evidentiary hearing that Stephens was too drunk
to have the remotest idea of what had happened.
Three affidavits had been drafted for Stephens to sign before the
one the government believed it could use for the extradition was
executed. The FBI drafted one, the Department of Justice drafted two.
It was the second of these two that was filed with the court in England.
In it Stephens is represented as saying he got a fleeting glance at a
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man he thought was Ray for the fraction of a second he saw him when
he made a sharp turn to the left at the end of the long, dark corridor.
That is the only “evidence” the government presented to the British
court to place Ray at the scene of the crime so that he could be extradited.
In fact, only ten days after the crime, when Stephens was shown
a picture of Ray taken in California where he had lived for some
months under the alias of “Galt,” Stephens had said that was not
the man he saw!
The government knew this and so did CBS News. It interviewed
him that day and later, after the evidentiary hearing, in a special it
telecasted, CBS-TV used the film it had in which Stephens is seen and
heard saying “not the guy.” CBS suppressed that for years.
The FBI records I got in C.A. 75-1996 reflect that Stephens did not
identify Ray from that picture. In that lawsuit the FBI also claimed
that it did not have the report it filed when it shoed Stephens that
picture! A paraphrase of it was disclosed to me.
This is only part of what Lane could have used had he wanted to
make any real effort to “defend” Ray. It was all publicly available.
Lane did not know about it or did not care about it.
Perry Mason Lane was not.
In this, of course, I am also saying that those phonies of the House
assassins committee also had it available and also knew and suppressed the truth. It knew that truth if from no other source from
those evidentiary hearing transcripts I had forced on it.
But instead of what is real, what is factual and true, Lane opted for
the silliness of making out that Gracie Stephens had the knowledge
that would acquit Ray and thus had been hidden in a hospital when
in fact she was hospitalized for her own good, because she needed
hospitalization and because she had no place to live.
There is no need to take more time and space for reporting any of
Lane’s other inadequacies and failures before that committee when
he had Ray there so he could defend Ray and had made no real effort
to prepare to do that.
And at those hearings Ray was constantly clobbered with what
could be answered easily or what could have been easily shown to
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have no relevance. This extends even to the committee’s surprise
witness, the criminal Russell Byers whose fabrications it used to
contrive a St. Louis-based conspiracy to kill King in which it involved
Ray’s older brother John.
What had effectively made Ray look like a liar was the committee’s
production of what I had earlier gotten from the FBI, the records of
Atlanta’s Piedmont Laundry. They showed that Ray obtained his
laundry from it the Monday after the assassination of the previous
Wednesday. It used those laundry records and the testimony of the
laundry employee it brought to Washington to show that when Ray
claimed he was in Birmingham a few days before the crime he was
in Atlanta because he had left his laundry with the laundry that day.
The most obvious explanation is that someone else took his laundry
there for him, no big deal.
It was easy for the stacked committee to make Ray look like a liar
time after time through misuse of a careful selection from the FBI
records I got, some of which it got. Lane, ignorant of all of this, having
made no effort to learn, was not able to negate any of it. His not being
able to do that made a persuasive case that Ray was a liar and guilty.
However, all of that resulted in the TV camera showing Lane
arguing vigorously in seeming defense of Ray even though what he
did and said amounted to nothing.
He had his time on camera, he got the public attention he craves,
and Ray paid for it.
Of all that he could have prepared for and did not, in this instance
by being familiar with records I had rescued from their official oblivion
in C.A. 75-1996, Lane was completely ignorant.
I repeat, he did not have to come to me for them, if he preferred not
to do that. They were publicly available in the FBI’s public reading room.
The FBI put copies of them there when it had to disclose them to me.
Of all that seriously hurt Ray and made him look even more guilty,
probably the most serious was the complete fabrication of a Britisher
with the unusual name of “Eist,” which is pronounced “east.” And
he came across not as the conniving liar he was but as a solid man
telling only the truth.
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And, Lane being Lane and having Ray at the inquisition in which
he could only lose, was not even there to defend Ray!
He was outside the committee room on the phone, looking out for
his own interest rather than that of his client.
Like Lane loving attention, Eist, who had been a prison guard, had
gone public with the story he made up that had gotten attention in
the papers in England. That is how the committee learned about him.
It began when Eist was talking big in a local pub, telling his pals
how important he was and how he had gained Ray’s trust when
nobody else could or did. The better the reaction he got the more his
story grew.
It was awful and it was ugly, the whole thing.
It was both awful and ugly that a committee of the Congress would
go public with a palpable fraud without any checking at all.
Aside from the capability of the Congressional committee in not
investigating before *** Eist like Lane, it also could have had access
to the FBI’s records I got. Those FBI records I have reflect that while
Eist was a guard he was never alone with Ray. His story was not
physically possible.
The FBI’s records also state that Ray was obdurate in refusing to
talk to anyone.
There are records of all who guarded Ray, when and where, and
they make it without question that what Eist testified to is absolutely
false, without any basis at all.
When as all knew, the committee was anxious to prove Ray
guilty, false testimony to what it wanted was safe. And welcome.
The committee got lots of it. Loved it and used it.
The gruesome farce of Eist’s testimony is published in that committee’s transcripts of its hearings. It is now officially part of our history.
Lane was no more a Perry Mason as Ray’s defender with regard
to the sick conspiracy committee attributes to a strange crew in and
around St. Louis. That was the contrivance of a crook under indictment when he made it up, Russell Byers. The FBI’s King assassination
records abound with stories made up by those in jail and those under
indictment, stories they hoped would get them reduced sentences or
dismissal of cases against them.
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The FBI, whose interests the committee served with its preconception of Ray’s guilt, gave it the Byers story well after its hearings
started. The FBI’s explanation of the delay was that the records was
by mistake not included in its St. Louis’s office’s King assassination
MURKIN file and that when it was discovered by accident only it was
given to the committee.
But even if Byers’ story had been true, his yarn about $50,000 being
offered to kill King was never connected to Ray. The committee just
imagined that Ray’s brother John, who then had a bar, overheard talk
about it and cut himself and his brother in on it.
If Ray had had anything like that kind of money he never would
have been captured.
The only reason he was caught is that when he got to Portugal,
hoping to get to what then was known as Rhodesia, he was a mere
hundred dollars short of passage.
Rhodesia, then the world’s most racist country, had no extradition
treaty with the United States. Ray could not have been extradited if
he had gotten there.
Byers’ is not the only made-up story that clicked.
A con named Raymond Curtis, whose cock-and-roll story was
rapidly debunked by the FBI, got a successful writer, George McMillan,
to believe him. McMillan parlayed that into a book. He began his book
with the public announcement that he presumed Ray’s guilt.
With McMillan as with all endorsers and supporters of official
assassination mythology, it was a ticket to major media attention. As
usual, he did not check Curtis out.
All he had to do to that was go to the FBI’s public reading room
if he did not want to ask me. He knew I had those records. He had
someone look at the first 400 of the more than 40,000 pages I got. He
also knew me when I worked for the Senate in the 1930s.
Although the committee supposedly was investigating the King
assassination, without any Rays it would have had not much to
publish.. James’ August 14, 1978 testimony published, in the committee’s Volume I runs from page 87 through page 368. His testimony
was resumed on August 17. That takes up all 495 pages of Volume
II. Then there are the typescripts of the staff interviews with him.
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They take up the 1582 pages of Volumes IX, X and XI. Volume XII is
slimmer. It has 207 pages of what Ray gave Williams Bradford Huie
for his book He Slew the Dreamer (New York, 1970 )
Jerry Ray’s day of testimony in Volume VII begins on page 318.
John’s testimony of December 1, 1978, much of a day of testimony,
begins on page ***.
Byers’ testimony is also in that volume. It begins on pages 177
and 245.
The committee was so obviously biased the black chairman of its
King panel, Democratic Congressman Louis Stokes of Ohio, behaved
so badly he insulted Jim Lesar to the point where Lesar responded,
on coast-to-coast TV, “Would you care to go outside and repeat that?”
This was not Jim challenging the Congressman to a fight. It was
daring him to shed his Congressional immunity and repeat what he
had said of Jim. If he had, without the protection of Congressional
immunity, Stokes could have been sued. Would have been, more
likely. Instead Stokes gave up his chairmanship. He turned that over
to another black, Washington D.C. preacher Walter Fauntroy. While
they were still embarrassed I passed a not to Jim suggesting that he
ask the committee to permit a commentary on the documents it used
in questioning John Ray. When they agreed I suggested that he ask
them for copies of those records. They again agreed. But they were
so partisan in everything they did, having begun with the preconception that Ray was the killer before doing any investigating at all,
or even pretending to, such was the quality of what they called their
investigation. They were just plain dirty. They mailed none of it to
me although I was to do the writing. They delayed mailing anything
and then mailed it to John Ray, then in jail in San Francisco. After it
reached him he had to mail it to me. I had about two days to write
my commentary before the committee’s final day. (Volume VII, pages
647-55) My wife was typing it while I was dictating it to tape recorder.
It made clear, among other things, that the committee was so crooked
it did not even describe its own records honestly.
We were able to make only two copies before I had to leave for
Washington. We gave the original to the committee and Lesar and I
each had a copy for our files.
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In the many years since it was published by the committee it indicts,
I have had not a word of complaint from it or any of its staff or from
anyone else.
John and sister Carol Pepper trusted me more than any lawyer
from what they knew of my work and from my investigations for the
habeas corpus proceeding and the two weeks of evidentiary hearings
in Memphis. When Carol was subpoenaed to testify she wanted me
with her. She listened to me and also asked Jim Lesar. I was with
them at what she was not told would be an executive session—closed
to the public. When Fauntroy, chairman of that subcommittee got
there, first thing he did was tell me to leave. Stokes did not dare do
that at a public hearing, with the press filling the hearing room and
the cameras on.
That was the day Russell Byers testified, also in executive session.
He and I both waited outside that small hearing room.
John also wanted me and I persuaded him, too, to have Lesar there.
The three of us sat at the witness table, Jim in the middle. I could
and did pass him notes because the committee was after him as well
as John. It did not even pretend to be impartial. But it did not help
Stokes to be on the evening news turning tail, when dared to leave
the hearing room and repeat what he said under immunity when he
had no immunity.
This gives an understated view at what that committee really was
and did.
Returning to Eist, hero of his local pubs and of the committee’s
TV extravaganza, the table of contents of the committee’s published
record does not include his testimony.
Or, after with such utter irresponsibility and dishonesty poisoning
the public mind with his made-up story that James had confessed to
him, the committee did not want the country to be able to read it, did
not want it in its public record, the record for history.
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23 CHAPTER 23
23 The Unrushed Judgement
In a sense “Plausible Denial” is self-descriptive of Lane

because that is what he arranged for some of his cribbing. But he is
not by any means alone in the literary light fingering that is fairly
common in the JFK assassination industry.
It is impossible to include all those who made an industry of the
JFK assassination. It is not possible even to list them all. They include
those who presented conspiracies of their concoction or adoption as
solutions to the JFK assassination and those whose solution was of a
theorized non-conspiracy, those of the official mythology and those
who endorsed and supported it. As I once wrote the Washington Post,
I am the lonely man in the middle (Reprinted in JFK: The Book on
the Film, New York, Applause Books, 1992, pp. 296-8), espousing no
theories, sticking entirely to fact. Virtually 100 percent of what I’ve
written is official fact.
Those who make up this new industry range from the little-known
and unknown of the innumerable would-be Sherlock Holmes to the
largest book publishers and TV networks. While most of those who
are little-known or unknown in their fascination with and promulgation of those many theories of the crime are sincere and well-intended,
all are not. Increasingly in recent years their ranks have swollen with
those who have little or no knowledge of the established fact of the
crime and theorize from the profundity of their ignorance.
On the other extreme there are the Commission’s former counsel.
As lawyers, all of them are more than merely competent. All had
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some knowledge of the fact the Commission did establish. All were
part of the whitewashing, the covering up of the actualities and the
refusal to investigate the crime itself, and all endorsed and continue
to endorse the official mythology they put together. All knew or had
ample reason to know that they were part of the official perpetration
of the enormous fraud of the official “solution.”
In reaction to the powerful indictment of them in Oliver Stone’s
powerful movie, JFK, they staged a coast-to-coast press conference to
present their claim of their purity of purpose and honesty of performance as the Commission’s counsels. When they did that I decided to
write a book about them titled Honorable Men, using the words as Marc
Antony used them in his oration over the assassinated Julius Caesar.
My research for it consisted of their own records on the Commission,
bracketing it with their noble statement of their performance they
described as impeccable and some of their memos from the Commission’s files. We then had a furnace “blow-back” from a faulty nozzle
just installed. It coated everything in our home with fine ash that
reached into every corner and crevasse and coated every surface, every
edge. Our insurance company recommended a firm of professional
cleaners. When they were finished two weeks or more later much
was mislaid or moved from where it had been and what was missing
included the box of files of research for Honorable Men. It is not now
possible for me to do that work all over again and that book I’ll not
be able to write now. The kindest thing that can be said about those
young lawyers the careers of all whom prospered from their part
in the official corruption of our history by the Warren Commission
is what I believed until I got deep into the work of these past three
decades: that they had been trained in the adversary system of justice
and were its victims.
Under our adversary system, which appears to be the best yet
for achieving justice, each lawyer has his opponent and the judge to
keep him honest and to prevent his abuse of the system. They had no
adversary on the Commission and no judge. Only their consciences.
They were further protected by the total secrecy in which they worked.
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Even then, the best face that can be put on their great failures is
that they did not resist temptation in the absence of opposing counsel
and a judge.
But in fact there is not one of them who did not have abundant
reason for at the least having the deepest doubts about what they did
and most of them without question, knew they were perpetrating the
fraud they foisted off on our history and on the sorrowing people.
They did it anyway and prospered from it. Arlen Specter, the former
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania assistant district attorney, by virtue of the
area of his work, is the most serious offender. His area was the medical
evidence and the related ballistics and scientific testing. He fathered
the bastard of the single-bullet theory. And he parlayed that greatest
of all the many corruptions of fact and truth into a seat on the United
States Senate. That was after switching from the liberal Americans for
Democratic Action to the conservative Republican Party. His most
spectacular performance in the Senate was to use his immunity to
assure the seat on the United States Supreme Court for the unqualified black who was the blackest of reactionaries, Clarence Thomas.
Specter did that by charging the diminutive woman law professor
Anita Hill with perjury in having said that Thomas had harassed
her sexually, including in talking about porno films. Has Specter
said any such thing outside his Senate function she could have sued
him. Knowing he could not be sued, and having failed to investigate
what could easily have been investigated to determine whether or
not what she testified to could have been true, Specter established
his own manhood by hiding behind those most transparent of skirts,
Senatorial immunity, and he charged her with perjury.
And that on coast-to-coast live TV.
For confirmation and for confirmation hearings the FBI conducts
the investigations at the request of the President or of the committee of
the Senate. Its supposed investigation of Thomas did not disclose any
allegation of sexual harassment. That indicates its investigation was
not all that diligent, nor surprising given Thomas’ known reactionary
political views and views on racial issues in accord with his political
views. Once the charge surfaced, the FBI did not investigate it on its
own or at the committee’s request. All Specter need have done had
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his intentions been honest and honorable was to ask the FBI to go to
the relatively few places that then rented porno films and ask if their
records reflected any rentals to Thomas or if they recalled it. That
could have provided a definitive answer. But neither Specter nor the
committee’s Democrats did that.
Unless Thomas, if he had rented such films, had used a phony
name or had someone else get them for him.
But if the stores had insisted on identification, if Thomas had
rented such films as the one with the name that got the most attention,
“Long Dong Silver,” the FBI could have known in less than a day’s
work for a couple of agents.
Specter’s avoidance of any investigation at all before condemning
Hill as a felon on coast-to-coast live TV brackets his Commission
career as I state and document it in NEVER AGAIN! and to a lesser
degree in several of my earlier books, particularly in the first of the
Whitewash series and in Post Mortem.
In varying lesser degrees Specter’s fellow Commission counsels
performed in their protected star chamber as he did. Without their
failure, the failures of each and every one of them, the fraud of the
official assassination mythology would have been impossible and
that particular corruption of our precious history and of our national
honor would not have been possible.
They have prospered, all of them. Some in their law practices, some
as law professors, one became a judge and one whose record on the
Commission was so liked by the Commissioner who became our only
unelected President, Gerald Ford, he appointed David Belin to run
another of those whitewashing Presidential commissions, that one
whitewashing the CIA.
Ford is the only Commissioner who commercialized his malfeasance, nonfeasance and misfeasance on the Commission. He put John
R. Stiles, his former campaign manager, later his White House counsel,
on the public payroll to ghost first a book, Portrait of the Assassin
(Simon & Schuster, 1965, Ballantine Books paperback reprint, 1966),
as well as his own private “Warren Report” for LIFE magazine. For
the book they stole—and I mean this literally—a TOP SECRET Commission executive session transcript and sold it in the book. That was
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its executive session of January 27, 1964 at which the Commission
agonized over the report that Oswald had worked for the FBI and
what they would do about it.
When Spiro Agnew was forced to resign as Richard Nixon’s vice
president as a result of the assorted dishonesties and corruptions
with which he had been charged in federal district court in Baltimore,
Maryland, Nixon, then staggering under the danger of impeachment
for his Watergate offenses, nominated Ford to succeed Agnew. That
required Senate confirmation and that vote was preceded by a hearing
of its Judiciary Committee, at which Ford testified under oath. Asked
by its chairman about the propriety of selling the book and LIFE article
Ford went further than defend the propriety of what he did. Under
oath he then added this testimony:
“We did not use in that book any material other than the material
that was in the 26 volumes of testimony and exhibits that were subsequently made public and sold to the public generally.” (Whitewash
IV, page 12)

The question was material. Materiality is the requirement that
false testimony qualify for the charge of the felony of perjury. That
testimony was 100 percent false and thus was perjury. Ford and Stiles
opened their book with that TOP SECRET transcript and used it extensively. Not satisfied with stealing what was classified TOP SECRET
and selling it, they changed it materially, changing its meaning and
at the same time covering ass for Ford, the Commission and the FBI.
My friend Paul Hoch, of Berkeley, California, took six pages of their
book in which they did steal and did use and did misuse this TOP
SECRET transcript and compared that with the actual transcript.
I had had to sue under FOIA a decade later, in 1974, when it was
still classified TOP SECRET, to get a copy of that transcript. There
were 30 such changes Ford and Stiles made in what they presented
as verbatim. I reproduced those pages in facsimile along with Paul’s
itemizations of the liberties Ford and Stiles took with that transcript in
Whitewash IV. (pages 124-30) The large black TOP SECRET stamps are
visible through the lines scratched through them on all of its 85 pages;
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each and every one of them. I printed that transcript in facsimile in
the same book, Whitewash IV, pages 36-121, inclusive.
Ford thus was the one who really started this JFK assassination
industry. It is appropriate that he followed his establishing it by
perjuring himself to become our only unelected President when Nixon
resigned to escape impeachment. Ford then pardoned Nixon, who had
made him President, so Nixon could not be punished for his offenses.
Ford’s pal Belin became the longest-winded of all the former Commission counsel, making and seizing opportunities to appear on op-ed
pages, sometimes making Ford coauthor, in unending appearances,
particularly on TV, and in two books in which he regurgitates the
Commission’s rancid cud of its mythology. He is always welcome to
the media whose own ass it covered in publishing him.
There is, of course, much less excuse for error when it is by those
of the original sin of that fraudulent Report. But there is no other
way for them to defend themselves or their fraud of a Report. They
cannot do it with truth.
Referring to their outpouring as mere error is to praise them all.
They all knew better, Belin in particular.
Not only does Belin know because he is no fool—he knows because
I confronted him with his own record in a debate at Vanderbilt University, in Nashville, Tennessee in the fall of 1975. He could not refute
a single part of his record I thrust right in his face then and he hasn’t
since. (I address this in more detail elsewhere.)
What these able men did on the Commission and later is their
personal tragedies as it is also out national tragedy.
What some of the critics did is also tragic. Perhaps in some way
the most tragic of all is Mark Lane.
He is, without question, able, articulate, imaginative, clever, daring
and well-grounded in the law and its practice. He also has taught
the law.
Lane was the first of those of us generally known as and lumped
together as “critics” to get a really large exposure nationally and then
internationally.
For this he is indebted to the national left-wing weekly newspaper,
The National Guardian. It was organized and edited, until years later it
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was taken over by those much more radical, by the former successful
Hollywood writer, British-born Cedric Belfrage, and former New York
Times reporter Jim Aaronson.
The Guardian organized speaking appearances for Lane and some
of its subscribers did various investigations for him.
Lane was also the first to believe that he owned the subject of the
JFK assassination.
He also got Marguerite Oswald, Lee Harvey’s mother, to engage
him to represent her dead son before the Warren Commission. When
the Commission refused to recognize him as Oswald’s counsel, Lane
appeared before it as Marguerite’s. (Whitewash, pp. 79-80)
Instead the Commission recognized the American Bar Association as providers of Oswald’s supposed counsel. (Whitewash, pp. 78,
79, 90) One of the two lawyers to whom it delegated that duty was
Lewis Powell. (Whitewash, pp. 78, 80) Powell was later a Supreme
Court Justice.
This decision did not create one of the Commission’s brighter
moments, of which it had markedly few in any event. Little attention
has been paid it. Oswald’s supposed counsel were more often absent
that present at the Commission’s secret hearings in Washington at
which Members of the Commission were present. Oswald’s supposed
bar association counsel were never present at the staff-conducted secret deposition taken out of town, the means by which most
testimony was adduced.
Powell’s most unusual “representation” of Oswald’s interest, hardly
a qualification for sitting on the Supreme Court, was his demand
before the Commission in its examination of the home-made paper
bag in which Oswald is alleged by the Commission to have carried
that rifle to the Depository building the morning of the assassination.
When the Commission got to where a single Oswald fingerprint was
said to have been identified on that bag, Powell demanded that it be
protected and preserved.
How that in any way was in Oswald’s interest in neither stated nor
apparent. Powell said nothing at all about preserving the Commission’s evidence that was exculpatory of Oswald, as much was. This
is particularly true of the evidence relating to that same alleged bag.
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All the evidence and all the testimony is that the rifle was well
oiled. The FBI examination of that alleged bag disclosed not a trace
of oil. Unless there was a magical oil to go with so much other magic
in the official mythology, that so-called bag never held that rifle and
thus there was no way of showing that Oswald had carried the rifle
to the scene of the crime, that morning or ever.
All the testimony is that the bag Oswald did carry, like a grocery
bag, he held with its top crumpled in his fist as he walked swinging
it above the ground. He then laid it on the back seat of fellow-worker
Buell Wesley Frazier’s old car, where it bounced around all the way
to Dallas.
When Frazier parked his car and sat in it running the motor to
charge the weak battery a bit more he saw Oswald carry the bag
against his body, cupped in his hand and with its top tucked under
his armpit.
With that supposed rifle rubbing against it all that time the paper
that does easily hold oil when oil is touched to it, had no trace of
oil on it. There also is not a wrinkle on it anywhere from its official
history of having been crumpled in Oswald’s hand while he carried
it. And there is no fingerprint at all on the bottom where he allegedly
held it as he walked from the parking lot to the building and into it.
Nor is there any fingerprint at the top where he supposedly carried
that heavy rifle jouncing around in the imagined bag as he walked
to Frazier’s car with it and then held it in other places to lay it out
across that back seat.
Thus the Commission created a magic bag and a magic rifle, in
addition to its magical oil, to go along with its magic bullet, its Exhibit
399 of its most basic theory, of that single bullet inflicting all seven
non-fatal wounds on the President and on then Texas governor, John
Connally, emerging from that career unequally in either science or
mythology, virtually unscathed and unmarked.
As Oswald’s lawyer Powell had nothing to say about all this exculpatory evidence.
Or, for that matter, about the great volume of its other exculpatory
evidence the Commission either ignored or misrepresented.
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So there is little question about it, Lane could not but have served
Oswald’s interest better than the bar association did.
Lane was then a youngish and leftist former New York State legislator. Why “former” will soon interest us. His career as a critic was
launched by the Guardian and it was largely responsible for the help
he got.
Those interested in this will look in vain for any reflection of it in
any of Lane’s books. They will find it reflected in those Guardian back
issues if they can find any.
The Guardian was not too left-wing for then-leftist Lane when it
came to giving him his start as a critic. But when it came to public
acknowledgment of his debt to it in his books, it became too left-wing
for any acknowledgment of his debt to it.
In these two little-known matters, why Lane decided not to run
for re-election to the state legislature and why he was impelled not to
acknowledge his association with the Guardian, are two of the many
indications of the kind of person Lane is.
That Belfrage’s daughter Sally later was responsible for his being
published when Lane had failed to deliver any manuscript for his
book when he had a contract with Grove Press for it and neither
delivered the manuscript nor returned the advance, only a nominal
$1,800, Lane also found unworthy of mention in any of his books,
beginning with his first, Rush to Judgement.
My sources on this are those with first-person knowledge.
Oscar Collier had been Lane’s agent. When I met him he ran
Twentieth Century Publishing, officed in New York City’s PanAm
building astride Park Avenue. It is Collier who told me that he had
been Lane’s agent and had gotten him the advance from Barney Rosset,
who then owned Grove Press. A book critical of the official assassination mythology was a natural for Rosset and for Grove. Lane’s failure
to perform, to either deliver his manuscript or return the advance, so
soured Rosset on the subject of the assassination he would not speak
to me about it by phone and would not even look at Whitewash.
But Collier overcame his disenchantment with Lane when making
money from him became possible. That was with Lane’s Code Name
Zorro, his 1977 book co-authored with Dick Gregory. In addition to
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being published by Prentice Hall in this country they also published
it in England, Australia, Canada, India, Japan and Singapore. It was
also published by Whitehall Books, Ltd., Wellington, New Zealand.
A press conference to launch the book was scheduled for the
National Press Building in Washington. Lane’s reputation as a literary
lightfingers and an announced feature of his press conference led me
to there. In was Oscar Collier who for some reason was gloating who
greeted me at the door. We return to Lane’s supposed King assassination book later because it has very little to do with the fact of that
crime and because its little contact with the supposed facts of that
crime range from non-existing to obviously wrong.
When I met Sally Belfrage she was and had been a manuscript
reader for the New American Library, the New York book publisher.
Jerry Agel, who then published the weekly Books, took me to her
Greenwich Village apartment. Her father was then the Guardian’s
“editor-in-exile,” living in Cuernavaca, Mexico. His exile had been
arranged as part of the nefarious red-hunting of those mostly not red
in any event by the man from whom we have the name by which such
anti-American activities are since known, Joe McCarthy.
I had by then published Whitewash. Belfrage’s first words were
that she was sorry she had not known about it sooner.
In her account, when Lane finally did turn out a manuscript and
New American Library had declined to publish it—Lane claims only
a dozen such rejections—she introduced it to the Bertrand Russell
people in England. She said that a former boyfriend of hers whose
name I remember as Ben Sonnenberg edited and rewrote some of it
and the Russell people persuaded the British publisher, The Bodley
Head, to contract it. It was The Bodley Head that placed it with Holt,
Reinhart & Winston in this country. This does not appear on its
copyright page.
In his Acknowledgment (page 25) the first of those Lane thanks
for their “suggestions” is Bertrand Russell. He also says “I am deeply
indebted to Benjamin Sonnenberg, Jr., whose numerous and invaluable suggestions have found their way into this volume.”
Without identifying him with the Russell group, Lane thanks
Ralph Schoenman for his support. Schoenman actually then ran the
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Russell group for the then aged professor. Without associating any of
them with the Guardian Lane extends thanks to a number of “amateur
investigators.”
By the time Lane’s Rush to Judgement appeared there was nothing
of any real significance in it that was at all new. Although for his ninth
book, Plausible Denial, its New York publisher, Thunder’s Mouth Press,
claimed it was the first book on the Warren Commission, my 1965
Whitewash and Edward J. Epstein’s Inquest (New York, The Viking
Press, 1966), preceded it.
Holt, Reinhart advertised it extensively and sent Lane barnstorming. He was remarkably good at it. Uninhibited, too.
Ego that he is, Lane added what should normally be text in an
appendix and to make space for it what was advertised in advance
as what the appendix would include was eliminated. Lane used
Epstein’s work and mine instead, without attribution. What he used
from Whitewash is what he forgot in writing his book, the phone call
with Helen Markham that Vincent Salandria, Philadelphia lawyer
and one of those “amateur investigators” whose connection with the
Guardian is not indicated, arranged for.
Markham was a witness to the killing of Dallas police officer J.D.
Tippit. Her garbled account was often self-contradictory.
Lane was the first to make nationwide appearances talking about
the JFK assassination. He was on TV, radio, on talk shows, and in
newspaper interviews, and he appeared before collegiate and other
audiences. Holt, Reinhart knew how to promote books. Lane was
ideally suited to promote himself as well as his book. He did both
effectively from coast to coast and then abroad.
Having no publisher and no funding I was not able to do that
and Epstein lacked the disposition and made only a few appearances. So the field was wide open for Lane and he made the best of it,
cleverly identifying all criticism of the Warren Report with himself.
That appears to have been the beginning of his belief that he owned
the subject to which, in fact, his book was a Johnny—come-lately.
It was only about five months later that news of Jim Garrison’s
entry into the JFK assassination industry first came to light. Lane
was then traveling in Europe. As soon as he heard of Garrison’s
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supposed assassination investigation, Lane told the press in Europe,
reported in our papers, that he would rush to New Orleans and give
Garrison the benefit of his unequalled knowledge of the JFK assassination. He did rush to New Orleans. After seeing Garrison it was an
entirely different Lane who spoke to the press. His ego was carefully
hidden. He emerged with the highest praises for Garrison. He said
that Garrison had solved the crime and that at trial he would shock
the world with the proof of it that Lane indicated Garrison had shared
with him. Lane then even moved to New Orleans.
That was the beginning of a new Lane career and a new source of
his enrichment.
Through the Program Corporation of America he was booked from
coast to coast for mostly collegiate appearances. At each from the
many reports I got he was careful to say that he did not speak for
Garrison and then he proceeded to give the impression that he was
doing just that. Garrison was a hot item then and that made such well
paid for appearances even more attractive.
A student who was at one of Lane’s appearances described him as
doing everything except having sex with the microphone. Anything
that Garrison had said, and he did say much, and anything that
seemed like it would be attractive to those collegiate audiences is
what Lane told them.
He became even more famous and even more identified was
criticism of the JFK assassination, this time wrapped in Garrison’s
cloak to excite the kids even more.
(Before I arranged for all my records and my work to be a free
public archive at Hood College, here in Frederick, I gave all my assassination clippings to my friend history professor Dave Wrone, at
the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point. He was then working
on the only professional bibliography on the subject. For that reason
I also persuaded my friend the late Jim White, who spent a long
lifetime as an Associated Press reporter here and abroad, to give his
even more extensive file of clippings to Wrone. Thus I cannot use
Lane’s precise words.)
In between his speeches to college and university and a few other
audiences Lane was working on another book. With his usual modesty
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he titled that book A Citizen’s Dissent, so that it and the attention it
got would associate all criticism of the Warren Report with him and
with him alone. Published by Holt, Reinhart copies were available
in early June, 1968.
My fourth book had appeared eight months earlier but that did
not discourage Lane’s pretense that he alone was the little boy with
his finger in the dike, of also being Horatio alone at that bridge.
Long before then Lane had lost his welcome on TV. He wanted to
be on TV in Washington very much. But none of the major stations
would have him. He knew that I had arranged for a series of appearances on the then weakest of TV stations and the poorest and he
asked me to share one with him. I agreed to have him on the one I had
scheduled to coincide with the annual convention of the American
Booksellers Association. Those conventions then were always the first
week of June and then were always in Washington’s Shoreham Hotel.
In those days there was a successful radio program, “Authors’
Roundtable.” It was syndicated to more than 300 radio stations, giving
authors and publishers a large audience interested in books. It was
owned by a man whose voice on commercials had made him wealthy.
I’ve forgotten his name but probably have it in some old records to
which I now do not have ready access. Dorothy Mattimore actually
ran it for him. He was besides being its owner, the voice of the interviews.
That June, according to Dottie, he had just gotten married. When
he did not show up to do the interviews Dottie attributed that to his
bride’s development of a hazardous hangnail. When he did not show
up, women’s voices in those blighted years not being acceptable on
radio, Dottie asked me to ad lib all the interviews of the many authors
whose books I had then not even seen.
It was quite an experience, quite a challenge, and after a couple
of those interviews went well, I began to enjoy it.
I remember that one of the first was of two women Miami reporters.
They had just published a book reporting that when the older people
who had retired to Florida wanted to get married they could not afford
to because their Social Security checks would have been reduced,
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women then being discriminated against if they remarried. So, they
lived instead in what was then spoken and thought of as in sin.
Retired James Gavin, JFK’s intellectual general, had a new book. In
my interview with him he said that JFK had made clear to his generals
that he intended withdrawing from Viet Nam after the coming election
and that before then he would withdraw a small number of soldiers.
I remember clearly Gavin’s account of what Kennedy did when he
called in those generals he wanted to understand his policy. As Gavin
told me, in close to these words, Kennedy told them, “Viet Nam is
a political problem. What can I do to persuade you that political
problems are not susceptible of military solutions?” If Kennedy had
succeeded in persuading the military all of subsequent history would
have been different. (As John Newman’s excellent JFK and Viet Nam
(New York, Warner Books, 1992), the generals had their own policy,
their own agenda, and who in the hell was a mere President of the
United States to tell them how they should think and act what policies
they should have.)
In that interview that greatest of our political commentators, the
humorist Art Buchwald, demonstrated that there is no quicker mind
than his. I asked him what I thought would be a tough question, “Tell
us, Mr. Buchwald, what is the real CIA?” It took him no longer than
twice repeating, “What is the real CIA?” to have his answer fully in
mind.
“The real CIA,” he said without a stutter or even a smile, “is two
hidden divisions of the Agriculture Department.” The rest of his
answer was to the effect that all the rest of the CIA is for show only,
to hide its real working in those two secret parts of the Agriculture
Department.
Buchwald liked that so much he later used it as a column.
But when it came to Lane I asked Dottie to interview him.
Because I had also promised Lane that I’d drive him to that TV
studio in advance of the show, I drove him, Dottie, and my wife
there long enough in advance for Dottie to interview Lane before
the show began.
That was at then Channel 13, far out in the northern part of the city
near where its northeast and northwest sections join. If I remember
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correctly, the call letters of that since defunct station were WFAN.
The show was that of John Hightower, Jr., son of a well-known AP
reporter of that period. In those days there were commercial breaks
at the beginning and end of shows and one quarter, half-way and
three-quarters into it. Cameras were large and bulky and when the
shows were recorded, that was on film. Cables snaked all over the
place.
Lane was not long in reflecting his appreciation of my help in
getting his book on more than 300 radio stations throughout the
country, for his TV time in Washington when his agent and publisher
could not arrange it, and for his transportation. It was in the first
quarter of the show and it was not very long before its inflammatory
nature was apparent.
“Bobby,” he intoned, “says there are too many guns between him
and the White House.”
Although we did not then know it, that was the night Robert
Kennedy was shot to death in Los Angeles. It was the night that his
victory in the California primary indicated he had a good chance of
becoming our next president.
What Lane did in his unending effort to make himself appear to
be the real insider, the one who knows everybody and everything,
was outrageous for several reasons. Each of them angered me. I then
on live TV exposed him for what he was by telling the story behind
what he had said and that it was entirely unconfirmed.
Early on a Monday morning shortly before then the phone in my
Fontainbleau Motel room on Tulane Avenue in New Orleans, near its
border with Jefferson Parish, had rung. Jones Harris was on the line.
Jones is known as a Warren Commission critic. He told me where he
was in the motel and asked me to join him for breakfast. I then was
about ready to leave but I went to his room.
Jones is the son of Ruth Gordon, the great actress. His father was
Jed Harris, the famous Broadway producer. The word is that when his
mother found out that she was carrying a baby she refused to marry
his father. Whether or not true, Jones was of independent means. He
was in New Orleans, he told me, because he owned an interest in a
boxer who had just fought there.
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He had always represented himself as a Bobby Kennedy man. I
knew of nobody who disputed it. He indicated this in a way to suggest
that his was a close or an inside connection. While eating he told me
that he had recently been with Bobby and his people when Bobby
had been asked about his brother’s assassination and when Bobby
had said he trusted and believed the official account or that he had
no reason not to trust it. As Jones explained it, he had been told by
one of Bobby’s party that he had said that not because he believed it
but because he believed that “there are too many guns between him
and the White House.”
While it was obvious that Jones provided no confirmation for this
story, that he was supposedly so close to Bobby and his supposed
supporter and because Garrison then was supposedly still investigating the assassination, I asked Jones to go to his office with me.
Although it was warm and that was about 20 blocks away I suggested
that we walk so I could get a little exercise. My real reason was to give
Jones more time to talk to see is he would add to what he had said.
He did not. I took him into Garrison so he could repeat it to him. I
then left for my owned planned work.
If there had been any basis for the story it was then entirely unconfirmed. We had no way of knowing whether Bobby had said any such
thing and I personally doubted it. We did not know who allegedly
told Jones or whether he had any connection with Kennedy at all.
But with an ongoing investigation right there in New Orleans, I did
believe that Garrison should know the rumor.
Lane’s airing of it on TV was as though it was his story and
confirmed even though he knew that it was unconfirmed and that I
had taken it to Garrison along with its source.
As it turned out almost six years later when I confronted Harris
with it, he admitted that he had not only made it up but rather than
being a Kennedy man he had always supported Richard Nixon and
hated Kennedy politically.
Going public with it as though it was the established truth and
fact, especially in Washington, was at the least irresponsible. Before
daylight in Washington it was also inflammatory because Kennedy
had been shot.
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Always one to present himself as pure and truthful and as the
victim of those he gave the impression envied him and his pretended
knowledge, when the break for the commercials came Lane glowered
at me and said, “I have a good mind to punch you in the nose after
the show is over.”
“Why wait? Why don’t you do it now?” I challenged him.
Despite the differences in our ages the much younger Lane merely
muttered to himself for the benefit of the show’s host and production
crew.
When the show ended my nose was unpunched.
But Dottie, with her trusty reel-to-reel high quality tape recorder
had taped it all, along with the rest of the show. She’d put her recorder
down with its mike open when she entered the studio. She picked it
up when she left. She gave me the reel of tape.
Beginning in Rush to Judgement with one of his dirty tricks that it
soon was clear is his usual practice I wanted as little to do with Lane
as possible. That trick was his means of getting even with Warren
and the Commission’s general counsel, J. Lee Rankin. Lane regarded
both as personal enemies because they refused to recognize him as
Oswald’s lawyer.
In presenting what he represented as verbatim quotations from
the Commission’s testimony Lane had changed them. With Warren
and Rankin he used their names when they asked questions. With all
the others he replaced their names that in all instances the transcript
did give with “counsel.” As a result the reader’s anger was focused
on Warren and Rankin and all the others, those who did most of the
questioning, were faceless and nameless. The reader could be angry
or disappointed with only Warren and Rankin. All the others were
thus immune.
A few days later I had a chance to read Lane’s personalizing of all
criticisms of the Commission as his in his A Citizen’s Dissent. Although
I did not have a high opinion of Lane as a person, of his morals,
ethics and other standards of personal conduct, I was astounded
how corrupt and dishonest that book is, how unabashed Lane was
in all dishonesties in it, and how in it he made himself out to be the
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innocent victim of all the world’s evil forces because of his work, and
from his books, his alone, naturally, on the JFK assassination.
It was to be a stunning, a shocking display of the corruption, dishonesty and ego that in coming years were among the hallmark of
so many all of whom were indiscriminately referred to as all alike,
as “critics.”
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24 CHAPTER 24
24 “The Holy Man”
Lane is not the only one of his lawyers who failed to serve

Ray’s obvious interests and needs.
After he was captured in England Ray’s first choice was F. Lee
Bailey, Boston’s famous criminal lawyer. From records I obtained
in that FOIA lawsuit Bailey sought, of all things, the advice of the
Department of Justice. It recommended against his representing Ray.
He didn’t.
This is but one of the many ways the government was able to
control the outcome.
It would have required the superior skills and talents of an F. Lee
Bailey to get Ray acquitted because in fact the case alleged against
him did not stack in any way. The government’s alleged case was
so non-existing it could not place him at the scene of the crime! And
that not only at the time of the crime! I know. I have its records as
the result of 10 years of litigation it effectively stonewalled that long.
(C.A. 75-1996, in federal district court for the District of Columbia.)
It could place him in Memphis only by testimony it could not use
because that witness had psychiatric problems. There is no doubt that
he told the truth. Ray admitted it. But using Ray’s admission would
have created a scandal no government wanted, as we see below.
The vaunted FBI could not and did not identify what it called the
“death” rifle as having fired the fatal shot. The reason is obvious: it
did not!
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There is more that is exculpatory, but this is enough to leave it
without question that had F. Lee Bailey taken the case and treated it as
no more than another of his many cases it would have been a disaster
for the government. This is because its only candidate for killer of the
dreamer, as Martin Luther King was called after his remarkable ad
so moving “I Have a Dream” speech at the Lincoln Memorial after
that then unprecedented march of a quarter of a million people of
all races, sexes and ages in demanding equality for all, would easily
have been proven to be not guilty.
Turning to the other extreme in his desperation, Ray got Arthur
Hanes, Sr., of whom he knew because he was well reported, Hanes
defended those accused of racial crimes, including the killing of the
white civil rights worker, Mrs. Viola Liuzzo.
Hanes had other distinctions. He was an FBI agent who left the FBI
because he considered it too liberal. He did legal jobs for the CIA. And
he sold the exclusive literary rights to Ray and his story to William
Bradford Huie. Not a cent of Huie’s $35,000, then worth much more
than it is today, that Hanes got from Huie went to Ray.
Huie used what he got from Ray through Hanes in a book and in
a series of Look magazines articles that contrary to all the evidence
said that Ray was King’s killer. Huie tried to make a deal with the
FBI in which he would give it all he got for Ray in return for exclusive
pictures of him taken for Huie’s use. The FBI had no use for Huie, it
gave him nothing, and accepted for use against Ray all it got from
Huie.
Hanes also failed to make any real investigation. He failed even to
have the alleged murder rifle test fired after he had the right from the
judge to do that. That alone, from the work I late did for Ray, would
have exculpated Ray.
As Ray’s investigator I conducted the investigation for the habeas
corpus proceeding, the first step in his quest for the trial he never
had, as we have seen. Winning that led to two weeks of evidentiary
hearings in Memphis. The evidence I produced as the result of my
investigation for those hearings, as used by the lawyers, the later
Bernard Fensterwald, Jr., and James H. Lesar, who later was my
lawyer in my FOIA litigation—not all the evidence but enough to
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make the case for acquittal, as had not been done for Ray before he
was coerced into a plea of guilty—did show that Ray was not guilty.
But the legal system being what it is, Judge Robert R. MacRae held
that Ray’s guilt or innocence was not material to what was before him:
whether Ray had had the effective assistance of counsel and whether
his plea had been coerced.
In his somewhat less than Solomonic wisdom MacRae held that
when it was so easy to prove Ray innocent and his lawyers had not
done that, that did not in any way show he had not had the effective
assistance of counsel!
When he was Ray’s lawyer Hanes found none of this of my usefulness.
The lawyer who sold Ray down the river was then the country’s
most famous criminal lawyer, the late Percy Foreman. Ray has hired
him when he fired Hanes. Huie’s money then went to Foreman. And
Foreman incredibly, let Huie appear voluntarily before that Memphis
grand jury to proclaim Ray’s guilt and to condemn him for not confessing to it. That is what Huie expected in return for the money he
had given Hanes! He actually testified to that!
I have the transcript of Huie’s grand jury testimony.
Foreman made no investigation at all. He presumed Ray’s guilt
and ultimately coerced him into the guilty plea Foreman negotiated. Under it Ray was coerced into accepting as a “compromise” the
maximum sentence any jury could have decided on!
Some “compromise!”
It was Foreman’s practice once he was successful as a criminal
lawyer, to take sensational criminal cases because of the advertising
it got him. Advertising by lawyers was then prohibited. He got most
of his not inconsiderable wealth by representing women who sued
rich husbands.
Foreman also accepted TV appearances because they also advertised him. He flew from Texas to New York to appear on WNEW-TV
on his representation of Ray. He knew he would appear with Hanes.
What the station did not tell him is that he would appear with me
alone in opposition to them both. As I report elsewhere, Foreman had
read Frame-Up. It was when the makeup was being applied that he
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learned he would confront me. He then fled, without removing the
makeup, shouting threats of suing the station for libel. That would
have been a new libel, unspoken libel.
What Foreman did was a big favor to the federal government,
which really had no case against Ray at all. But it also had no other
candidate for assassin. Without Ray’s guilty plea coerced by Foreman
that crime would have been unsolved in the public mind as it is in
fact. After conviction for federal offences, one similar to his putting
Ray away, Foreman did not go to jail. Nothing happened to him as a
result. He died without going to jail.
All of this and much more like it was available to the House
committee but like Huie, Foreman and all the governments involved,
it also presumed Ray’s guilt. It therefore ignored what was so available
to it. Because Lane, as is not uncommon for him, was astoundingly
ignorant of the work that had been done and had been tested in court,
he could not even needle the committee what was pillorying Ray
when Lane supposedly was defending Ray before it.
I repeat a little to emphasize the fact that is beyond question is if
Lane had used the work I had done and was available to him free, with
no cost at all, because it was in the case record of which he knew; and
if he had used what I got from the Department of Justice, of which
he also knew; he could have used all that TV coverage to blow that
committee up and prove Ray’s de facto innocence on coast-to-coast,
live TV.
That could have forced the trial neither the federal nor the local
governments wanted.
But not being one to do the work of going over the existing records
so important in defending Ray. Lane helped that prejudiced and
dishonest committee do Ray in the public mind. He preferred nasty
comments about others, like those he made about me, to doing any
real work, without regard for relevance or faithfulness. He preferred
also his silly kid stuff of the conspiracy he cooked up in imagining
himself a Perry Mason.
The case he made up is preposterous. It is totally baseless. And it
did Ray no good, however much it made for Lane.
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Instead of doing anything to help Ray in anyway, Lane first let him
go before the committee that was out to make him appear to be guilty.
He then failed to prepare himself to defend Ray in any meaningful
way, easy as that would have been.
But look at all that great, live, coast-to-coast TV Lane got for
himself.
At Ray’s cost and at the cost of our history, of that unsolved major
crime that was the costliest of all crimes in the country’s history.
In this we use Lane to define and describe himself.
Lane is, as Sylvia Meagher said with such tragic correctness about
Jim Garrison, an Ayn Rand character. Chameleon-like at that.
As a young man during the political ferment of the late 1950s and
early 1960s he was of the left. With the turning of the political tide
and the Reagan revolution of the right, Lane wound up on the most
extreme fringe of the irrational right.
My first indication of this came from Jerry Ray, James’ younger
brother. He sent me tape after disgusting and ugly racist tape in which
he boasted of his friendship and close relationship with Lane, who
then was James’ lawyer. Jerry even told me that Lane had converted,
that he is a Jew who turned Catholic. He told me of going to midnight
masses in Tennessee with Lane. Whether or not this is true—and Jerry
himself is not religious—he has ever since then referred to Lane only
as “The Holy Man.” Never by his name, only as “The Holy Man.” On
a clipping Jerry sent me and I use in what follows, where the caption
does not identify Lane in the picture that rag of the irrational right
extreme published, Jerry wrote on it “THE HOLY MAN” with an
arrow pointing at Lane.
It was a picture of an anti-Semitic demonstration, mostly of Arabs.
Lane the Jew became Lane an anti-Semitic.
With a Hitler-lover who is also a native fascist, the country’s most
notorious one.
After Hitler’s defeat and after exposure of the unprecedented
horrors he visited upon the world it became impossible for those
who believe as he did to admit that. They soon were reporting to
semantics, to buzz-words. Taking the most common from the Arabs.
The Arabs, who are a Semitic people, describe their hatred of Jews
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not as anti-Semitism, but as anti-Zionism. It is a distinction without
a meaning. What they really mean is anti-Jew.
This is also the formulation of Lane and his newest associate in the
full political spectrum he has traversed, Willis A. Carto.
For most anti-Semites the new thing is to claim the Holocaust
never happened.
The Carto variant is that it was all vastly overblown, that sure, a
few, a very few Jews were killed but so were many other peoples.
No big deal.
But however they lie about it, they all deny there was any such
thing as the holocaust. And however they deny this they are all anti-Semites with false faces on.
(For a fuller, dependable and documented account of Lane’s associates among our native fascists and most notorious anti-Semites,
see Professor Deborah Lipstadt’s excellent Denying the Holocaust, New
York, 1993, Free Press/Macmillan, especially the chapter on Willis
Carto and his assorted fronts and organizations like “The Institute
for Historical Review,” pages 137-56.)
It holds more about Lane’s newest pal and mentor, Carto and his
many native Nazi outfits than the average reader will want to know.
One of Carto’s operations is The Noontide Press. One of its
featured works is the ancient fake cooked up by the Czarist police to
justify his and their murderous pogroms, the forgery of The Protocols
of the Elders of Zion. It is the source of the insanity that Jews killed
Christians to use their blood in matzohs. Matzohs are white. Blood
is red. But not even the impossibility of the matzohs allegedly baked
with red blood being white has ever been any deterrent to the use of
that most classic of anti-Semitics fakes. Even Henry Ford, who had
his own anti-Semitic paper, The Dearborn Independent, published the
fake Protocols. He even advertised free copies on his nationwide radio
program every Sunday night decades before TV. His anti-Semitic
spokesman on that program, with a talk on each, was W.J. Cameron.
Carto and much of the Arab world now distributes that fake, leading
many innocent people to believe it.
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Francis Parker Yockey, an Irishman a bit sick in the head, many
years ago wrote Imperium. He and Carto expected it to be the new
Mein Kampf. Yes, Carto prints and sells that fake, too.
Carto’s anti-Semitism takes many forms and he foists them off on
the trusting as well as the persuaded. One of the most effective is in
his weekly The Spotlight. To him and in it one of the imagined Jewish
conspiracy to rule the world is through The Trilateralists. Another is
“international Jewish bankers,” in Cartoland also “the Megabankers.”
How much what these domestic-fascist hate-mongers say can be
believed I learned from my own experience with Lane’s cronies. It
made up what it attributed to me that I never said and never believed.
I learned six years late, when Jerry Ray sent me a copy of The Spotlight’s May 27, 1985 reprint of an April 16, 1979 fabrication it printed.
Martin Price was a Jew who was no less principled than Mark
Lane. As I wrote an ACLU lawyer who I thought might be embarrassed by it when I read the reprint, Price had phoned me and asked
to see the records I’d gotten by those many FOIA lawsuits. Because I
have always permitted all writing in the field to examine them I told
Price he could.
“He came with his wife and a hypochondriac, real or imagined”
that really “surprised me.... it was all backache, real or pretended.” I
concluded saying that Price had wasted three days of my time and
“To refer to Price as a swine is to defame pigs.”
The banner headline across the top of The Spotlight page is, “International Megabankers Seen Behind Murder of JFK.”
I never said that I never believed it. I know of no reason even to
suspect it.
But Price knew what Carto wanted and he knew that Carto paid
him so this is how and why that was made up. As fiction it was
reprinted after six years. It starts:
“When the late Martin Price interviewed controversial author
Harold Weisberg in the spring of 1979 on the subject of the assassination of JFK, the latter’s theories met with considerable public
disbelief. Put in perspective of The SPOTLIGHT’s current series,
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however, Weisberg’s views gain added credibility. Here is the story
as it appeared in The SPOTLIGHT on April 16, 1979.
Fourteenth in a Series
Exclusive to The Spotlight
By Martin Price
“Harold Weisberg, considered by many to be the dean of the
assassination buffs and who independently examined the slaying
of President John F. Kennedy for more than 15 years, has concluded
that the international bankers and industrialists who reaped billions
in profits from U.S. involvement in Vietnam and other so-called
“limited wars” were the men most probably behind the successful
plot to kill Kennedy.”

Not a word of this is true. Not even that Price came up to interview
me. We did speak when he claimed the agony of his backache made
it too painful to work in those files in our basement. That is how he
wasted three days for me, with all those interruptions.
“International bankers” has been a fascist buzzword for Jews for as
long as I can remember. Jews in the sense of a conspiracy to control
the world. Henry Ford loved it and used it all the time.
The Washington Post’s weekly book section, Book World, assigned
the review of Lipstadt’s definitive study to the British writer Paul
Johnson. One of his many books is A History of the Jews. In it he traces
anti-Semitism throughout history. His was the lead review in the July
11, 1993 issue. Under the heading, “Antisemitic History: The Fate of the
6 Million”. This is how it begins, speaking of the kind of company
Lane by preference keeps:
“Antisemitism is one of the oldest and most persistent of human
delusions. Some Jews resignedly believe it is ineradicable. It is
protean and takes countless different forms, so that it is peculiarly
resistant to empirical disproof: Nailed in one shape, it instantly
reappears in another, often contradictory one. The fact of the
Holocaust ought to have ended antisemitism everywhere, forever.
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The characteristic response of the anti-Semites has been to deny
that it happened, and to posit the existence of yet another secret
Jewish conspiracy to foist onto a gullible world the myth that six
million Jews were killed by the Nazis.
“In fact, Holocaust-denial is now the fastest-growing and
probably the commonest form of antisemitism. In the United States,
where it appears regularly on the campus and in innumerable
extremist publications of both Left and Right, it is easily given a
current political context.”

Beginning with a question from it that concludes, referring to the
alleged theft of millions from the United States government by Israel,
Johnson gets into Carto. The quotation concludes, “And the theft is
perpetuated primarily through the clever use of the Greatest Lie in
all history—the lie of the ‘Holocaust.’”
Johnson next says,
“This particular statement was put out by an organization called
the Institute for Historical Research, a pseudo-academic body that
has been one of the most energetic exponents of Holocaust-denial.
In 1979 it held the first “Revisionist Convention” in Los Angeles.
The IHR had been founded the year before by Lewis Brandon,
who was born in 1951 in Northern Ireland and has a long record
of fascist activities on both sides of the Atlantic. His real name
was William David McCalden, though he also operated as David
Stanford, David Berg, Sonda Ross and David Finkelstein. Behind
McCalden was an older man called Willis Carto, identified by the
Anti-Defamation League as the most important and professional
anti-Semite in the United States. Born in 1926 in Indiana, Carto
was a member of the John Birch Society until he quarreled with its
founder, Robert Welch. He then set up his own organization, which
eventually emerged as the Liberty Lobby and by the 1980s had
an annual income of close to $4 million. This financed the IHR ...”
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There is more and it is accurate, particularly in showing that there
is no actual factual or historical truth from those who claim to be revisionist historians, do Carto and his Institute for Historical Review.
In its August 5, 1993 issue Book World gave about a page and a half
to the Holocaust deniers. The first letter is Carto’s. Here are a few of
his comments:
“The confusion on the general subject of the “Holocaust” is exemplified by the artwork used in the review—a pile of corpses,
allegedly at Dachau, presumably gassed Jews. But “everyone”
knows that there were no gas chambers at Dachau. Even Abba
Eban and Simon Wiesenthal have stated this.
“Incidentally, revisionists do not deny that the Third Reich was
anti-Semitic and that millions of people were killed in World War II,
all of them needlessly, many under horrible circumstances and that
many were Jews. War is Hell. War itself is a crime and all criminal
investigators know that the truth of a crime lies in the details. That’s
what revisionists seek—the details, the truth. And that’s no crime.”

As those who know the real history of Hitler’s Holocaust knew very
well, his mass slaughter of Jews did not begin until he held securely
enough land in Poland to hope to have it escape detection and he
had no gas chambers, which were soon invented, inside Germany.
Dachau is in Germany.
The caption on the picture with Johnson’s review to which Carto
referred reads, under the ghastly stack of skin and bones corpses,
“Some of the dead prisoners found by the U.S. Seventh Army at
Dachau.” The picture is credited to “Signal Corps Photo.” It is an
official army photo.
The caption does not mention gas chambers, those Carto
“presumed” at Dachau.
The “revisionist” facts are as faithful as Hitler’s. His truth is their
truth.
While this is a subdues version of those fascists with whom Lane
finds his newest home, it illustrates that they use any opportunity to
get their anti-Semitic propaganda out.
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So there can be no doubt about Lane’s connection with this gang of
Hitler-lovers, and their anti-Semitic propaganda, and direct quotation
on that follows, it was announced in the October 5, 1987 issue of The
Spotlight:
“Noted civil libertarian attorney Mark Lane had joined the staff
of ‘Zionist Watch,’ as associate editor of the recently established
twice-monthly newsletter.
“‘Mark will be a valuable addition to ‘Zionist Watch’,” said
Victor Marchetti, Lane’s new colleague and editor of the publication.
“‘Mark is one of the most articulate and best-known American
Jewish critics of Zionism. He has established himself as a foremost
leader in the drive to force the Establishment to rethink current
U.S. Middle East Policy.’“

Marchetti is the writer whose gross and defamatory article was
held not to be libelous because he had sources, no matter how dubious,
in the lawsuit Lane won for Carto and he then misused for his phony
commercialization and exploitation of the assassination, Plausible
Denial.
Five years earlier Jerry sent me an undated The Spotlight picture
that includes Lane with Arab demonstrators behind a sign that reads,
“AS A JEWISH AMERICAN I CONDEMN US-ISRAELI GENOCIDE.”
It is this picture on which he has the arrow pointing to Lane and the
words, “HOLY MAN.”
When Lane was promoting Plausible Denial in the San Francisco
Bay area there were protests. I was sent a copy of a leaflet that on
one side begins:
DON’T BE FOOLED BY MARK LANE
“Mark Lane is an attorney and propagandist for the Liberty
Lobby, the most notorious pro-Nazi organization in the United
States.
“‘Former’ Klansman David Duke first ran for president in
1988 with Liberty Lobby’s Populist Party. In 1991, Liberty Lobby
endorsed Duke’s gubernatorial campaign.
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“In Plausible Denial, the book Cody’s is promoting, Lane claims
he has ‘never heard an anti-Semitic expression’ from his client,
Liberty Lobby founder Willis Carto.
“The fact is that Carto has repeatedly made such statements,
including those summarized in Paul Rauber’s column on the
reverse side of this leaflet.”

On the reverse side Paul Rauber’s column from the paper Express
of January 10, 1992 includes this:
“For the record, Willis Carto is the most notorious anti-Semite in
the country, the Liberty Lobby the most notorious anti-Semitic organization, and Mark Lane their lawyer. Carto was exposed as early as
1966 by columnist Drew Pearson, who published a damning letter
by Carto which said that ‘Hitler’s defeat was the defeat of Europe.
And of America. How could we have been so blind? The blame, it
seems, must be laid at the door of the international Jews. It was
their propaganda, lies, and demands which blinded the West to
what Germany was doing.... If Satan himself, with all of his superhuman genius and diabolical ingenuity at his command, had tried
to create a permanent disintegration and force for the destruction of
the nations, he could have done no better than to invent the Jews.’
“As for the Noontide Press, its character can be judged from the
contents of its catalogue:
“The Six Million Reconsidered, The Testament of Adolf Hitler,
Germany’s Hitler (‘a portrait of a man dedicated to his people and
the vision of the National Socialist philosophy, as well as a man
who in private life showed a very human side’), and of course the
classic anti-Semitic text, The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.
“Willis Carto is a busy man. He founded the Populist Party,
whose 1988 presidential candidate was Nazi David Duke. Carto
also started a Costa Mesa, California-based organization called
the Institute for Historical Review, which is dedicated to proving
that the Holocaust never happened. In 1980, IHR offered a $50,000
reward to anyone who could prove that Jews were gassed at
Auschwitz. Holocaust survivor Mel Mermelstein took him up on
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the offer and submitted proof. IHR refused to pay, so Mermelstein
took it to court, eventually winning the $50,000, plus $40,000 more
for pain and suffering. In the course of the trial, Willis Carto was
deposed. ‘Certainly there were no Jews gassed at Auschwitz,’ he
said, ‘because there were no gas chambers. There were no Jews
gassed at any of the German—any of the camps in Germany.’
“According to Mark Weber, associate editor of IHR’s Journal of
the Historical Review, ‘If by the ‘Holocaust’ you mean the political
persecution of Jews, some scattered killings, if you mean a cruel
thing that happened, no one denies that. But if one says that the
‘Holocaust’ means the systematic extermination of six to eight
million Jews in concentration camps, that’s what we think there’s
no evidence for.’ That is, IHR doesn’t deny that the ‘Holocaust’
happened; they just deny that the word ‘Holocaust’ means what
people customarily use it to mean.”

Evil games with words.
How effectively Americans can be—have been—deceived by these
word games is reflected in the July 10, 1994 Washington Post.
Under the heading “Questioning the Holocaust (Revisited)” it
reports that by means of wording that was less than fair and impartial
the results of a poll were stacked in favor of the Holocaust “revisionists.” Asked if it seemed possible or impossible that “the Nazi extermination of the Jews never happened,” that poll of two years earlier
“purported to show that one out of three Americans—34 percent—
believed the Holocaust never happened or weren’t sure.”
The new Nazism with a different name and false faces is not
limited to the United States. It is increasingly widespread here, in
Europe, and in Canada, where there is a law against it. It involved
a phony American engineer who is not an engineer and by them is
regarded as the expert of experts in his pseudo-science that proclaims
the gas chambers did not exist. Its political success varies from country
to country. With the resurgence of the mindless, pseudo-religious
right in this country with its own kind of pseudo-religious support
for its utter irrationality, the Carto clan is not without that kind of
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mindless support in its campaign to mimic and rehabilitate Hitler
and his unprecedented evils.
In this it is not without help. It is no longer lonely. In its paying
Jews to be publicly part of it in its campaigns against and defamations
of Jews as a people, Lane has become an important front and voice
for it and for them.
Despite Hitler’s wholesale slaughters of so many Jews, he nonetheless found those who were his Judas goats. “Judas goats” were used
by the slaughterhouses of old to lead the cattle to their butchering.
As did those in Europe known as the Judenrat. Among their other
services to Hitler they designated their fellow Jews to the cattle-cars
that carried them, stuffed as cattle never were so tightly into those
railroad cars they hardly had room to fall on their way to the crematoria. The crematoria those who have taken the name “revisionists”
claim did not even exist.
I have made no effort to tabulate all Carto’s means of his Ameriform
of carrying on Hitler’s work. They include the Liberty Lobby, of which
he was the founder and in which he holds the position of treasurer.
In its name “Liberty” has all the meaning of “love” in the mouth of
a whore. There is also the Liberty Lobby Letter. His Institute for Historical Review may be an institute but it is not history that it reviews.
It has its own journal. We’ve had a glimpse of The Spotlight as a paper
and of those who make up what Carto pays them for making up.
Martin Price, what he said of me and what he said that I neither said
nor believe is an example.
Carto also has a Washington Newsletter, with news in the traditional sense not what it carries. The old American Mercury magazine
which he acquired is defunct. But his Noontide Press is active. As we
have seen it printed Yockey’s intended Mein Kampf, Imperium, supposedly “The Philosophy of History and Politics.” It was dedicated
to Hitler. It called on the west to follow Nazism. Carto wrote the
introduction to his Noontide reprinting of it.
There is more, much more, but this is more than enough.
And so it is that Lane finds a new home and a new career with the
man from whom he “never heard an anti-Semitic expression,” the
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man who bewailed Hitler’s defeat, saying of it “The blame, it seems,
must be laid at the door of the international Jew.”
Of course there is, to the Lanes and the David Dukes and the
Willis Cartos, nothing anti-Semitic in this direct quotation, “If Satan
himself, with all his superhuman genius and diabolical ingenuity at
his command, had tried to create a permanent disintegration and
force for destruction of the nations, he could have done no better
than to invent the Jews.”
Lane disinvented?
While this is but the merest peek—hardly the full Spotlight—on
Carto, his many fronts, hired hands and hangers-on, his pseudo-scholarship and his defense of Hitler, whose work and beliefs he carries
on in his own ways, it is enough of a peek to explain why in his great
wisdom and from their close association Jerry Ray refers to Mark
Lane only as The Holy Man.
Holy as Himmler, or is Goebbels closer, as Abu Nidal, or Hammas
or the Hezbollah in his role in the JFK Assassination Industry, which
did make him rich and famous, if famous is the right word.
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